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loss of coolant accident
loss ofoffsite power
main feedwater
motor-generator
medium LOCA (1.5" - 5.5")
large LOCA (> 5.5")
plant damage state
power operated relief valve
pressurizer
probabilistic safety assessment
reactor coolant pump
reactor coolant system
residual heat removal
rated thermal power
reactor trip system
standby auxiliary feedwater
steam generator
steam generator tube rupture
safety injection
small LOCA (1" - 1.5")
small-small LOCA (< 1")

safety valve
service water
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1.0 EXECUTIVESUMMARY

The followingsections provide the objectives of the Ginna Station Probabilistic Safety Assessment

(PSA), a brief description of the methodology which was used, and a summary of the final results.

Background and Objectives

In November of 1988, the NRC issued Generic Letter (GL) 88-20 which requested that all nuclear

power reactor licensees perform an individual plant examination (IPE) of their facilities to identify
potential severe accident vulnerabilities due to internal hazards. RG&E responded to this generic
letter by forming an in-house IPE team with support from an outside contractor. In March of 1994,

RG&E submitted a report to the NRC documenting the methodology which was used and a

summary of the final results. Since that time, RG&E has expanded the original models and factored

into the analysis a change to 18 month fuel cycles, replacement of the steam generators (SGs), and

a conversion to the improved technical specifications (ITS). In addition, the NRC raised several

questions concerning the original models that have since been addressed by RG&E. The majority
of the new effort was performed in-house with minimal contractor support (e.g., areas such as

human reliability analysis). Revision 1 of this report documents the findings of the revised analysis.

The purpose of an IPE per GL 88-20 was to achieve the followingobjectives

a. Develop an appreciation of severe accident behavior;

b. Understand the most likely severe accident sequences which could occur;

c. Gain a more quantitative understanding of the overall probabilities of core damage and

fission product releases; and

d. Reduce, ifnecessary, the overall probabilities of core damage and fission product releases

by modifying, where appropriate, hardware and procedures that would prevent or mitigate
severe accidents.

An IPE can require significant resources to develop the necessary results. In addition, the

information obtained through achievement of the above objectives can be used for many other

purposes (e.g., on-line maintenance). As such, RG&E incorporated many other features and

attempted to address additional issues beyond those required by GL 88-20. This formed the basis

for the Ginna Station PSA as documented within this report. Consequently, for the purpose of this

report, an IPE is considered to be a subset of a PSA since the PSA is inten'ded to be used for future
issues and concerns.
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1.2 Plant Familiarization

Ginna Station is RG&E's only fullyowned and operated nuclear generating unit and features a two-
loop Westinghouse pressurized water reactor nuclear steam supply system. Ginna Station achieved
commercial operation on June 1, 1970 and is licensed for a power level of 1520 MWt until
September 18, 2009. With the steam generators (SGs) being replaced during the 1996 refueling
outage, the station can now achieve approximately 525 MWgross electric.

The reactor coolant system (RCS) at Ginna Station consists of two hot legs', two V-tube SGs, a
pressurizer, and two cold legs with a reactor coolant pump (RCP) in each cold leg. The secondary
system consists of a turbine generator, a condenser, circulating water system, and a feedwater and
condensate system. The RCS, turbine generator, and condenser systems were supplied by
Westinghouse. Other plant structures and the balance of plant and auxiliary systems were designed
either by Gilbert Associates or RG&E personnel. A simplified plant layout with major structures
is shown in Figure 1-1.

The reactor containment building was designed by Gilbert Associates and is a reinforced concrete,
vertical right cylinder with a flat base and a hemispherical dome. Awelded steel liner is attached
to the inside face of the concrete shell to provide leaktightness. The concrete cylinder is founded
on rock by post-tensioned rock anchors. The cylinder wall is pre-stressed vertically by tendons
coupled to the rock anchors.

Additional details on these systems and components are provided within the report (see Sections 6
and 10).

1.3 Methodology

There were three distinct technical activities in the Ginna Station PSA: Level 1 analysis for internal
initiating events; Level 1 analysis for external events (e.g., plant flooding); and, Level 2 analysis.
Each of these is briefly described below. For each activity, a freeze date of June 15, 1996 was used
which is essentially the completion of the 1996 refueling outage. There are no major plant
modifications currently scheduled after this date such that the Ginna Station PSA essentially reflects
the existing plant design and configuration.
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1.3.1 Level 1 Analysis for Internal Initiating Events

The Ginna Station PSA Project utilized standard small event tree / large linked fault tree Level 1

methodology. Event trees were developed for each unique class of identified internal initiating
events, and top logic was developed to link these functional failures to system-level failure criteria

using the Computer Aided Fault Tree Analysis (CAFTA)code. Fault trees comprised of component
and human failure events were developed for each ofthe systems identified in the top logic with the

exception of. the Main Feedwater (MFW) System and the Reactor Trip System (RTS); these two
systems were modeled using simplified Boolean expressions. Fault trees were also developed for
systems requiied to support those systems identified in the top logic (e.g., electric power).

Fault tree hardware-related events were quantified with a mixture ofgeneric data from throughout
the nuclear industry and Ginna Station specific data. An eight-year (January 1, 1980 through
December 31, 1988) data window was established for quantifying component failure rates. Licensee

Event Reports and other in-house event reporting systems were also reviewed to ensure

completeness.

Human failure events were quantified in two phases. In the first phase, conservative screening
values were assigned to all human failure events identified in the logic models prior to model
quantification. In the second phase, refined values were assigned only to those human failure'vents
that appeared in the initial results. In this manner, only risk significant human failure events were
addressed in detail.

Solution of the event trees yielded "cutsets" or those combination of events which lead to core

damage. Sensitivity analyses of the final results were also performed to help identify risk
significance.

1.3.2 Level 1 Analysis for External Initiating Events

[LATER]

1.3.3 Level 2 Analyses

[LATER]

1.4 Summary ofMajor Findings

The followingsections describe the major findings of the Ginna Station PSA for the three types of
analyses.
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1.4.1 Level 1 Internal Event Findings

The calculated core damage frequency (CDF) from internal initiating events was 5.021E-05/ryr.

The dominating accident sequences are from LOCAs (59'/0), steam generator tube ruptures (SGTRs)
(16'/o), station blackout (SBO) events (12'ro), and transients (9/0). The most risk significant
components are related,to the Residual Heat Removal (RHR) system (including its primary support
system, component cooling water) during both the injection and recirculation phases of an accident,

and the diesel generators. Other important systems include service water (SW), reactor trip system,

DC electrical power, engineered safety features actuation system, safety injection, standby auxiliary
feedwater (SAFW), and offsite power. Significant operator actions include placing the RHR system

into recirculation following a LOCA, terminating the break flow out the ruptured tube during a

SGTR, starting the SAFW system, starting additional SW pumps when coincident undervoltage and

safety injection signals do not exist, and initiating feed and bleed upon loss of all feedwater. Also

important was the ability to restore offsite power following a SBO event.

Several vulnerabilities were identified as a result of the Level 1 PSA. These are being tracked by
action reports to ensure they are appropriately addressed.

Level 1 External Event Findings

[LATER]

1.4.3 Level 2 Findings

[LATER]
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2.0 EXAMINATIONDESCRIPTION

2.1 Introduction

This report provides the results oF the probabilistic safety assessment (PSA) performed by Rochester
Gas and Electric (RG&E) Corporation of the R.E. Ginna Nuclear Power Plant. Specifically, this
document reports the results (and the methodology used to generate the results) of the Level 1 and

Level 2 PSA. Also included within the report is an evaluation of certain external events (e.g.,
internal plant flooding).

This section of the report describes how the primary objectives of GL 88-20 are met as specified in
Section 1.1. The remainder of the report provides additional details on the methodology which'was
used and the calculated results.

2.2 Conformance with Generic Letter 88-20 and Supporting Material

Generic Letter (GL) 88-20 requested that all licensees perform an individual plant examination
(IPE) for severe accident vulnerabilities. Supplement 1 to GL 88-20 initiated this examination and

provided submittal guidance in the form ofNUI&G-1335, Individual Plant Examination Submittal
&iidance [Ref. 1]. The primary objectives of, GL 88-20 are restated in Section 1.1 with Section 1.4

demonstrating that these objectives have been met. However, there are additional guidelines and

objectives in Generic Letter 88-20 which include:

The licensee staffshould be used to the maximum extent possible in the performance ofthe
IPL. As discussed in Section 11, RG&E personnel contributed significantly to this project,
fillingmany key roles.

Unresolved Safety Issue (USI) A-45 should be resolved as part ofthe IPL<. Consideration
of decay heat removal is basic to the performance of a PSA. As can be seen from the
discussion in Section 9, this issue has been resolved for Ginna Station.

Vulnerabilities identified during the IPE process should be corrected where appropriate.
Sections 9 and 11 discuss the results of the Ginna Station PSA, any vulnerabilities which
have been identified, and how these vulnerabilities have been addressed.

The containment analysis should include consideration of the insights gained Pom t'e
@AC's Containment Performance Improvement Program. These insights have been fully
considered in the Level 2 PSA. See Section 10 for details.
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The results ofthe IPL< should be reportedin a format consistent >vith NU1K<G-J335. This
document follows the table ofcontents and the guidelines given in NUREG-1335 except as

follows. First, sections related to support state methodology were omitted since the Ginna
Station PSA utilizes the large linked fault tree approach, and not the support state approach.
Second, sections were organized slightly different from NUREG-1335 to support future
applications of the PSA without requiring a new final report. Allinformation requested by
the NRC per NUREG-1335 is contained in this report. However, to support NRC review,
the following comparison is provided:

E -1335 irma a i n AFi al Re

3.1.1 Initiation Events

3.1.2 Front-Line Event Trees
3.1.3 Special Event Trees
3.1.4 Support System Event Trees
3.1.5 Sequence Grouping and Back-End

3.0 Initiating Events
4.0 Success Criteria Determination
7.0 Data Analysis
5.0 Event Trees
5.0 Event Trees
N/A
10.0 Level 2 Analysis

3.2 System Analysis

3.3 Sequence Quantification

3.4 Results and Screening Process

4.0 Back-End Analysis

5.0 UtilityParticipation and Review

6.0 System Analysis

8.0 Sequence Quantification

9.0 Level 1 Results

10.0 Level 2 Analysis

11.0 Summary and Conclusions

6.0 Plant Improvements and Safety Features 11.0 Summary and Conclusions

7.0 Summary and Conclusions 11.0 Summary and Conclusions
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2.3 General Methodology

In simple terms, a PSA is the evaluation of plant systems under various upset conditions to
determine which systems and functions are risk significant with respect to preventing and/or
mitigating core damage. The purpose of a PSA is not to justify system configurations or
performance characteristics (e.g., pump net positive suction head (NPSH)). A PSA is also not
intended to justify assumptions made in the accident analyses [Ref. 2]. Instead, a PSA uses

information from other sources (e.g., UFSAR, plant drawings, procedures), supplemented with
additional "b'est-estimate" analyses, to model plant systems and their expected response to plant
transients in order to evaluate their risk significance.

It is important to note that the PSA does not typically use the assumptions found in the accident
analyses which are conservative in nature based on various regulatory requirements. Attempting
to develop a risk profile based on these assumptions could prove very misleading based on the
degree of conservatism which was applied. Therefore, a PSA must utilize "best-estimate"
assumptions and evaluations. As such, a PSA is not an operability evaluation with respect to plant
technical specifications that are based on the accident analyses; however, a PSA can be used as an

input to focus attention on those structures, systems, and components which are considered risk
significant with respect to core damage.

For the Ginna Station PSA project, a core damage accident sequence is defined by an initiating
event and the consequent and subsequent successes and failures of plant systems called upon to
protect the reactor core from damage. It is not possible to identify and evaluate the frequency of
every possible core damage sequence due to their large number and the incomplete knowledge of
the plant behavior under certain beyond design basis conditions. Therefore, core damage
"categories" (versus individual sequences) are evaluated using detailed system logic models
supplemented with a thorough review ofplant operating history and industry events. 'his technique
gives confidence that all important risk contributors have been identified and that the identified risk
profile is, overall, representative ofGinna Station. As such, a PSA is a series of iterative steps; each

step, or task, is described below.

2.3.1 Initiating Event Analysis

The first step of the PSA is to identify the initiating events which must be considered with respect
to generating a reactor trip that could potentially lead to core damage. This task began by identifying
potential initiating events using plant experience and other PSAs and generating a list of transients
and loss of coolant accidents to consider. Additional initiating events were later added as a result
of insights from the Systems Analysis task. Section 3 provides a detailed discussion of the initiating
event analysis process and results.
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2.3.2 Success Criteria Determination

Following the identification of initiating events, success criteria were developed to determine the
minimal combination of plant systems and equipment that must function in order to prevent core
damage for each initiator. Essentially, the success criteria were developed with respect to four
functions:

a.

b.
C.

d.

Control of reactitivty;
Contr'ol ofReactor Coolant System (RCS) pressure;
Preservation ofRCS inventory; and
Heat removal from the RCS.

The necessary success criteria for each initiator was developed using the UFSAR [Ref. 2], simulator
~ and plant experience, and other sources. Only "front-line" systems were identified in this task since

individual system success criteria are provided in the System Analysis Task. Section 4 provides a
detailed discussion of the process for determining the success criteria used in the Ginna Station PSA.

2.3.3 Event Trees

Once success criteria have been determined for each initiating event, initiators with common success
criteria can be grouped together and evaluated. This evaluation process was comprised ofusing
event trees which model the various successes and failures of systems and components following
an initiator or group of initiators. The event trees were solved to generate "cutsets" or those
combinations of events which can lead to core damage. Section 5 provides a detailed discussion of
the event trees used in the Ginna Station PSA.

2.3.4 Systems Analysis

The Systems Analysis task is traditionally the major focus of the Level 1 portion of the PSA. Using
the success criteria defined earlier, analysts prepare detailed logic models for each required system.
These logic or fault tree models were developed down to a component level to determine the
possible methods by which a system could fail to perform its required function. Random failure,
test and maintenance unavailabilities, human errors, failure to restore following test or maintenance,
and common cause failure events were modeled for each component as necessary. Necessary
support systems (e.g., electric power, instrument air) were also developed to support the identified
"front-line" systems. Section 6 provides a detailed discussion of the system analysis task and the
resulting fault tree models.
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2.3.5 Data Analysis

In conjunction with the system analysis task, data was generated to support every event in the fault
tree models and event trees. There are essentially two types of data: (1) component data (e.g.,
failure rates, test and maintenance unavailability, initiating event frequencies) and (2) human
reliability data (e.g., failure to restore following maintenance, failure to implement procedure
correctly). For the component data, Ginna Station records for a period from January 1980 through
December 1988 were reviewed and compiled with generic"failure data from throughout the industry
to generate a set of. Ginna-specific failure data. For human reliability data, conservative screening
values were used during the initial quantification of the fault trees to identify the most risk
significant events. Following the initial quantification, the dominant human failure events were
evaluated in more detail based on analysis of the accident sequence and appropriate procedures, and
interviews with Ginna Station licensed operators. The data analysis task is described in more detail
in Section 7.

2.3.6 Quantification

Once the fault tree models have been developed with associated data for each event, the event trees
are solved via a process referred to as quantification. This is a very iterative process which involves
solving the fault tree model repeatedly to identify those combination of events which lead to core
damage. This process also assists in identifying "bugs" or errors in the system fault tree models
since each dominate core damage sequence is evaluated and confirmed. When possible, recovery
actions were added to each sequence to provide the opportunity for operator responses. Sensitivity
studies of the final results were also performed. For the Ginna Station PSA, quantification was
performed using the Computer Aided Fault Tree Analysis (CAFTA) suite of codes. Section 8

provides the details of this task while Section 9 provides the results.

2.3.7 Level 2 Analysis

[LATER]

2.3.8 Internal Flooding Analysis

[IATER]

2.4 Information Assembly

The information which follows is being provided in accordance with NUREG-1335.
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2.4.1 Plant Layout and Containment Building Information

The plant layout and containment building information used in the Ginna Station PSA Project is
found in the Updated Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR) [Ref. 2]. Additional information, when
used, is specifically provided in the appropriate section within the report.

2.4.2 Other PSAs Reviewed

The Ginna Station PSA team reviewed many of the PSA studies available in the literature (WASH-
1400, NUEEG-1150, NSAC/60, etc.) during this project. In addition, the initial GL 88-20 responses
for the other two-loop Westinghouse plants [Ref. 3] [Ref. 4] [Ref. 5] were reviewed with

. comparisons provided throughout this report as appropriate (e.g., comparisons of initiating events
is provided in Section 3).

It should be noted that the original Ginna Station PSA was conducted primarily by two individuals
with extensive PSA experience. One of these individuals has continued on this project providing
a strong degree ofPSA knowledge.

2.4.3 PSA Reference Documentation

Avast quantity of information was used during the Ginna PSA project, including:

a.

b.

d
e.

f.

h.
1.

J

Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR) [Ref. 2];
Improved Technical Specifications (ITS) [Ref. 6];
Plant procedures;
Licensee Event Reports (LERs) since 1980;
Plant maintenance and operating records;
RG@E controlled drawings;
System Training Descriptions;
Interviews with operators and many other experienced Ginna personnel;
Plant walkdowns; and,
Control room simulator observations.

2.4.4 Plant Walkdowns

Walkdowns were conducted throughout the Ginna Station PSA Project as a primary source of
information on plant configuration, operations and maintenance. System walkdowns were also
conducted during the Systems Analysis task by each of the analysts. Information gathered during
these walkdowns was used to judge the appropriateness ofsome aspects of the plant logic models,
including such things as proper electric power interfaces. The close proximity of Ginna Station to
the RGRE engineering offices (about a 30 minute drive) meant that the RGEcE systems analysts
could conduct walkdowns.as- required.
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Containment walkdowns were conducted during the 1991 and 1992 refueling outages. Information
from these walkdowns was used in the Level 2 analysis for such things as selected dimensions
required by the MAAP input model.
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3.0 INITIATINGEVENT ANALYSIS

As discussed in Section 2.3, the first step in evaluating each core damage sequence is the
determination ofpotential initiating events. For the purposes of the Ginna Station PSA project, an
initiating event is an upset condition which results in either a manual or automatic reactor trip.
These upset c'onditions may be generated within the plant systems, such as a turbine trip or loss of
coolant accident(LOCA), or may result from a shock outside the plant, such as a flood or fire. Any
upset condition which does not result in the need for a plant trip is not considered in the Ginna
Station PSA since the incident has not challenged any safety functions which could potentially result
in core damage. In addition, only upset conditions which begin at or near 100% rated thermal
power are evaluated.

An initiating event may be a component failure or a human action that causes a demand for an
automatic or manual reactor trip. With rare exceptions, such an event willbe safely accommodated
using safety grade or other plant equipment as documented in the emergency operating procedu'res

(EOPs) or other procedures. Only in those instances in which multiple systems or components are
postulated to fail willthere arise the possibility of inadequate core cooling so as to challenge the
integrity of the core and, even less likely, simultaneously propagate to a challenge to containment
integrity. These later instances are the core damage accident sequences of interest in the Ginna
Station PSA.

Normal power operations is based on the premise of maintainirig adequate cooling of the reactor
core through the use of various systems and components which can transform this energy into
electrical power generation. Any moderate or large deviation in this plant system balance results
in a plant trip. However, core cooling must also be maintained following a reactor trip to prevent
core damage. Adequate core cooling following a trip is a matter of shutting down the reactor (i.e.,
control ofreactivity), and transferring the residual decay heat from the core to an ultimate heat sink.
The latter is accomplished by maintaining control ofRCS pressure and inventory, and providing a
means of removing the heat from the primary system. A failure to shutdown the reactor when
demanded (i.e., anticipated transient without scram or ATWS) and a failure in the heat sink path
(e.g., a LOCA or steam generator tube rupture (SGTR)) are two potential kinds of core damage
opportunities.

Ginna Station is not only a diversely arranged collection of systems, but is complexly interlinked,
with each major system redundantly designed to enhance its reliability. As a result, challenges to
the core are not only rare, but must be convoluted, in the sense that multiple failures or propagating
failures, such as common-cause failures, must arise in order to challenge the highly buffered safety
barriers of the plant. Hence, some important initiators may not at first appear to be as great of a
challenge as the "classical" initiating events, such as LOCAs. But due to system interactions, these
transients may in fact dominate the risk importance ranking of sequences and must be identified and
evaluated.
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3.1 General Analysis Approach

The process of identifying initiating events for consideration in the Ginna Station PSA first begins
with reviewing previously published and accepted industry reports and documents to develop a
preliminary list (Secti'on 3.2) . This list is then revised based on Ginna Station specific information
(Section 3.3) such that a comprehensive listing of potential initiators is obtained (Section 3.4).
Finally, the listing of initiating events is compared to other similar plant designs and industry
sources to ensure a complete listing (Section 3.5). This process is described in detail below.

3.2 Generic Initiating Event List

The first step in creating a comprehensive list ofpotential initiating events to consider is to review
previously published and accepted industry reports and documents. Generic Letter 88-20 [Ref. 7],
NUREG-1335 [Ref. 1], and NUREG/CR-3485 [Ref. 8] provide a common set of PRA initiator
classes which can be considered standard for a'PWR as summarized below:

a.

b.
c.

d.

e.

f.

LOCAs;
SGTRs;
Intersystem LOCAs (ISLOCAs) or LOCA outside containment;
Loss ofoffsite power;
"Other transients" (e.g., turbine trips, loss ofmain feedwater, etc.); and
External events (e.g., seismic, flooding, fire)

As can be seen, all initiating events involve either the loss of primary system integrity (i.e., LOCAs,
SGTRs, and ISLOCAs), or transients that automatically trip the reactor or induce procedurally
directed manual reactor trips. These transients all involve some form of heat balance problems
(overcooling, undercooling, and overpower) such that normal power operation cannot be safely
maintained. Since the above list is "generic," itmust be supplemented with Ginna Station specific
information, especially with respect to the "other transients" category.

3.3 Ginna Station Specific Initiating Events

In order to create an accurate and comprehensive listing of initiating events, the preliminary list
must be evaluated against the following sources of information:

a.

b.

d.

UFSAR Chapter 15 accident analyses;
Ginna Station system design and actuation logic;
Ginna Station EOPs; and
Ginna Station Licensee Event Reports (LERs).
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The first step performed was a review of the Reactor Trip System (RTS) for Ginna Station. Table

3-1 summarizes the reactor trips which are required to be operable in MODES 1 and 2 per the

technical specifications. As can be seen from this table, certain trip functions are blocked below

100% rated thermal power and are excluded from further consideration.

Table 3-2 provides a summary of the accident analyses presented in UFSAR Chapter 15 [Ref. 2].

The UFSAR, in general, only provides an evaluation of the most limitingaccidents. As discussed

above, some important initiators may not be identified as a "classical" initiating events.

Consequently,'o obtain a complete listing of initiating events, the installed systems at Ginna Station

were evaluated with respect to Table 3-1 and Table 3-2 to determine ifa reactor trip would occur

ifthe system were lost or otherwise failed. This evaluation is presented below for each system

identified in the Ginna Station Q-List. This is followed by an evaluation of the EOPs and LERs for
Ginna Station.

3.3.1 Equipment and Fluid Systems

Included within this category are the following systems:

a.

b.
C.

d.
e.

f.

h.

1.

J

k.
l.
m.
n.
o.

P.

q.

Reactor Core and Internals System
Reactor Coolant System (RCS)
Residual Heat Removal (RHR) System
AuxiliaryFeedwater (AFW) System
Safety Injection (SI) System
Containment Spray (CS) System
Chemical and Volume Control System (CVCS)
Service Water (SW) System
Component Cooling Water (CCW) System

Spent Fuel Pool (SFP) and Cooling System

Instrument Air(IA) System
Service AirSystem
Radioactive Waste Processing System
Plant Sampling Systems
Hydrogen Recombiner System
Refueling and Fuel Handling Equipment System

Fire Protection System

Except for a few components, the Reactor Core Internals System and RCS are passive systems,

which ifthey were to fail, would directly result in a reactor trip (e.g., LOCA). In addition, the

failure of the active components in these systems (e.g., reactor coolant pumps (RCPs), rod control)

could also directly result in a reactor trip. Therefore, failure of these systems must be included as

initiating events.
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The RHR, AFW, SI, and CS systems are standby systems which are only operated for testing
purposes during normal operation (SI can also be used to refill the accumulators but this is typically
a rare occurrence at power). Therefore, the failure of these systems in the standby state, except for
those portions of the system which interface with the RCS or steam generators (SGs), willnot cause
a reactor trip. The spurious operation of these systems willnot directly cause a reactor trip since
the shutoff head for the SI and RHR pumps (1400 and 150 psig, respectively) is below the reactor
high pressure trip setpoint and PORV opening setpoint, the advanced digital feedwater control
system (ADFCS) is designed to'compensate for the additional AFW flow, and CS does not interface
with any fluid or control system. In addition, the CS system is designed to require two distinct
actions before actuation (i.e., the system does not actuate on loss of DC control power and two
manual push buttons must be depressed at the same time for manual actuation). As such, the failure
or spurious actuation of these systems is excluded from further consideration.

The loss ofthe CVCS, including a pipe rupture, is expected to result in a reactor trip in response to
the loss of cooling to the RCPs or the loss ofRCS inventory control [Ref. 9]. Therefore, the loss
of the CVCS must be considered as an initiator.

The loss ofSW or CCW is expected to result in a reactor trip due to operator action in response to
the loss ofcooling to the RCPs. The loss of SW willalso eventually cause a reactor trip due to the
loss ofcooling water to various plant auxiliaries (e.g., instrument air). Therefore, the loss of the SW
or CCW systems must be considered as an initiator.

The loss of the SFP Cooling and Refueling and Fuel-Handling Equipment Systems willnot result
in a reactor trip since SFP cooling does not interface'with the RCS while Refueling systems are
normally only used during MODE 6 (or while preparing for MODE 6) and do not interface with the
RCS or any system capable of initiating a reactor trip. Therefore, the spurious actuation of these
systems is also not of concern and they are excluded from further consideration.

The loss of the IA System is expected to result in a reactor trip due to secondary system
perturbations, especially with respect to the condensate and main feedwater systems [Ref. 10].
However, the loss of the Service Air System is not expected to result in a reactor trip unless the
system is cross-tied to the IASystem (which is not a typical configuration) and a pipe rupture or
similar event occurs. Nonetheless, this scenario is bounded by the loss of IASystem. Therefore,
only the loss of the IASystem willbe considered as an initiator.

The failure the Radioactive Waste Processing System, Plant Sampling Systems, and Hydrogen
Recombiners willnot result in a reactor trip since these systems are standby systems which do not
directly interface with the RTS or any system capable of initiating a reactor trip. Therefore, the
spurious actuation of these systems is also not of concern.
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The loss of the Fire Protection System willnot result in a reactor trip since this is a standby system.
However, the spurious actuation of this system could impact instrumentation and safety related

equipment resulting in a reactor trip. This will be considered in the flooding evaluation (i.e.,
external events).

3.3.2 Major Civil Structures

Included within this category are the following systems:

a.

b.
C.

d.

e.

f.
g.
h.
1.

J.
k.

Primary Containment System
Screenhouse / Service Water Building and Structures
AuxiliaryBuilding
Standby AuxiliaryFeedwater Building
Intermediate Building
Control. Building
Diesel Generator Building
Turbine Building
Service Building
Technical Support Center / Condensate Demineralizer Building
Miscellaneous Buildings and Structures

While safety related components are included within these structures and buildings, there is no
internally generated failure mechanism. That is, the failure of each structure and building requires
an external force (e.g., tornado, seismic event) which willbe considered in the external events
evaluation.

However, there are several walls withinvarious safety-related structures that are of limited strength

(e.g., block walls). These walls have the potential to fail during high energy line breaks and affect
other systems. These walls are mainly located in the Intermediate Building which houses the AFW
pumps, main steam isolation valves, atmospheric reliefvalves, and MG sets [Ref. 2, Section 3.6.2].
While not considered as an initiator, the failure of the block walls must be considered with respect
to organizing the categories of initiating events.

3.3.3 Instrumentation and Control Systems

Included within this category are the following systems:

a.

b.
C.

d.
e.

Reactor Trip System (RTS)
Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System (ESFAS)
Nuclear Process Instrumentation System
Main Control Board Annunciation
Plant Process Computer System
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f. Safety Assessment System
g. Seismic and Meteorological Instrumentation

A failure (i.e., spurious actuation) of the RTS, ESFAS (SI actuation only), and Nuclear Process
Instrumentation System willresult in a reactor trip by design. A failure of these systems to actuate
when required must also be considered when grouping initiators due to the required response of
plant systems (e.g., AFW); however, failure to actuate is not an initiator since these systems actually
generate the reactor trip signal.

A loss or failure of the remaining instrumentation systems willnot result in a reactor trip since they
are support systems which do not directly interface with the RTS. That is, these, instrumentation
systems typically provide operator indication ofvarious systems and parameters. The failure to
provide this indication, ofand by itself, does not result in a reactor trip or demand for a reactor trip.

> However, it may require a controlled reactor shutdown which is not addressed in the PSA (e.g.,
[Ref. 11]). For ESFAS functions other than SI, Table 3-3 shows several actuations of single
containment isolation and containment ventilation isolation trains which do not lead to a reactor trip
(e.g., LERs 87-04, 88-07, 89-03). Therefore, failure of these remaining instrumentation systems
is not considered further with respect to initiating events.

3.3.4 Electrical Systems

Included within this category are the following systems:

a.

b.
C.

d.

e.

f.
g

Offsite Electrical Power
4160 VElectrical System
480 V Electrical System
120 VACElectrical System
125 VDC Electrical System
Diesel Generator (DG) Electrical Power System
Emergency Lighting System
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Figure 3-1 shows the offsite and onsite AC power systems for Ginna Station. As can be seen from
this figure, the'onsite AC power system is organized into two redundant trains comprised of480 V
Bus 14 and 18 for Train A and Bus 16 and 17 for Train B. Each train can be supplied by separate
offsite power sources (i.e., from CKT 761 and CKT 767 which is referred to as the "50/50" mode)
or by the'ame offsite power source (i.e., from either CKT 751 or 767 which is referred to as

"0/100" and "100/0" modes). Based on previous plant trip history and simulator runs, the loss of
offsite power to either or both 480 V trains without a corresponding loss of offsite power in the
switchyard (thus causing a turbine / generator trip) willnot result in a reactor trip (see LERs 81-07,
88-06, 91-02, 91-06, 92-07, and 94-05). This is due to the fact that the DGs willsupply the two 480
V trains within approximately„10 seconds, and there are no components supplied by the trains which
require an uninterruptable source of power. Also, the MFW pumps and RCPs are supplied by the
4160 Vbuses. Therefore, only loss ofpower events which affect: (1) the switchyard only, (2) both
the switchyard and the 480 V buses (i.e., a grid failure), or (3) the two 480 V trains only with

" subsequent failure of both DGs must be considered. Even though the last event is bounded by the

grid failure with respect to being an initiator, operators are instructed to trip the reactor in this
instance due to the potential for a seal LOCA; thus this must remain as an initiator.

The 4160 V electrical system supports several systems whose failure directly leads to a reactor trip
(e.g., RCP and circulating water pumps). However, the 4160 V system is normally supplied by the
Ginna Station turbine / generator by a line located between the turbine / generator and the plant
switchyard. Therefore, the events which could result in a loss of the 4160 V system include opening
of the generator output breaker with failure of the 4160 V auto transfer logic, a switchyard fault, or
a grid failure. Note that a grid failure would also fail the offsite power sources to the 480 V
electrical system as discussed above.

The 120 VAC electrical system is comprised of4 instrument buses as shown on Figure 3-2. Two
instrument buses (i.e., A and C) are capable ofbeing supplied by the 480 V electrical system and

the 125 VDC electrical system while the remaining instrument buses are supplied by the 480 V
electrical system (i.e., B and D). The failure of any one instrument bus willnot cause a reactor trip
as shown on Figure 3-3. Since there is no common event which can fail two or more instrument
buses, this system was excluded from further review as an initiator.

The 125 VDC electrical system is comprised of two trains, each supplied by battery chargers and

independent batteries as shown on Figure 3-2. The failure of either 125 VDC electrical train (i.e.,
Main DC Distribution Panel Aor B) willdirectly lead to a reactor trip since the reactor trip breakers
and trip logic fails to the "safe" (i.e., trip) position (see Figure 3-3).

The DG electrical power system and the emergency lighting systems are standby systems whose
failure to actuate willnot result in a reactor trip. The spurious actuation of these systems willalso
not generate a reactor trip since neither system directly interfaces with the RTS. Also, as discussed
above, the loss ofone or both 480 V electrical trains (which the DGs supply) willnot automatically
lead to a reactor trip.
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3.3.5 Heating, Ventilation, and AirConditioning (HVAC) Systems

Included within this category are the following systems:

a.'ondensate Demineralizer Building HVAC System
b. Screenhouse HVAC System

'.

Miscellaneous Building HVAC System
d. Containment HVACSystem
e. Control Building HVAC System
f. Auxiliary/ Intermediate / Standby AuxiliaryPeedwater HVAC System
g. Diesel Generator Room Ventilation System
h. Turbine Building HVAC System
i. Service Building HVACSystem
j. Technical Support Center HVACSystem
k. House Heating Steam System
l. Chilled Water System

Due to the northern location of Ginna Station, heating systems are relatively important, especially
with respect to standby systems. In addition, as a result ofnormal system heat losses, ventilation
systems are important during the summer months. However, all rooms and buildings are inspected
at least once per shift by operations with respect to temperature. Also, special procedures and
actions are implemented during cold weather [Ref. 12] and extreme hot weather conditions [Ref.
13] to ensure room temperatures are adequately maintained. Ifroom temperatures were becoming
a concern, then either compensatory measures would be taken (e.g., use of a portable fan or propane
heater) or the plant would be manually taken offline. UPSAR analyses show that only the control
building, DG building, and SAPW ventilation systems are credited for heating and cooling purposes
post-accident. Based on previous plant trip history (see Table 3-3), it is not expected that failure
of any HVAC system would ~directt result in a reactor trip (Le., operator tours and control room
indication would provide initial indication of concerns). Therefore, loss ofventilation willnot be
identified as an initiator. However, the failure of a HVACsystem subsequent to a reactor trip must
be considered in the fault tree models.

3.3.6 Steam and Power Conversion Systems

Included within this category are the following systems:

a.

b.
C.

d.
e.

f.

Steam Generator (SG) System
Main Steam (MS) System
Extraction Steam System
Steam Generator Blowdown System
Condensate and Feedwater System
Heater Drain System
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g. Turbine-Generator System

The above systems essentially perform the heat sink function by supporting the removal of heat

from the RCS. Failure of the SGs (e.g., SGTR), MS System (e.g., steam line break), Condensate

and Feedwater Systems (e.g., MFW line break), and the Turbine-Generator System willtypically
result in either a direct reactor trip or an ESFAS which willgenerate a reactor trip. Failure of the

remaining systems are not expected to directly cause a reactor trip, although their failure may result
in a manual or controlled shutdown. In addition, these system failures are bounded by failures of
the SGs, MS System, Condensate and Feedwater Systems, and Turbine-Generator System.

It should be noted that even though the January 1982 SGTR at Ginna Station necessitates

consideration of this initiator, the replacement of the SGs during the 1996 refueling outage will
rebaseline this initiator frequency to generic data. Also, the location ofMS and MFW line breaks

must be considered since a break inside containment willresult in different consequences than a

break outside containment due to equipment interaction (e.g., a break outside containment could

directly fail the AFW System).

3.3.7 Other Equipment and Fluid Systems

Included with this category are the following systems:

a.

b.
C.

d.

Circulating Water System
Water Treatment System
Site Services and Facility Support System
Miscellaneous Non-System Related Equipment

Failure of the Circulating Water System will cause a reactor trip due to the loss of condenser

vacuum which is bounded by the Condensate and Feedwater System failures discussed above.

However, the remaining systems are minor support systems which do not directly interface with the

reactor trip system or any other related system.

3.3.8 Emergency Operating Procedures (EOPs)

The Ginna Station EOPs are symptom based documents that provide the necessary operator actions

following a reactor trip or the demand for a reactor trip. While a review of these procedures did not
indicate the need to consider any initiators beyond those discussed above, they willbe used in
organizing the final list of initiators based on expected plant response.
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3.3.9 Ginna Station Licensee Event Reports (LERs)

Allreactor trips and LERs issued at Ginna Station since 1980 were examined to ensure that the list
of potential initiators is complete. A listing of Ginna Station LERs is given in Table 3-3.
Additional details are provided below.

There has been one SGTR event at Ginna Station (LER 82-03). This event was determined to be
caused by tools previously left in the SG. The replacement SGs being installed in 1996 and the
installed foreign material detection system should allow this previous event to be removed from the
plant-specific data for initiator frequency. However, the SGTR initiator must still be considered.

There were numerous secondary system transients which lead directly to a reactor trip or lead to a
turbine trip and subsequent reactor trip. Trips were typically caused by transients in the main steam'r turbine system (including an inadvertent operator closure of a MSIV(LER 86-11) and a steam
break (LER 86-04)), circulating water anomalies, or feedwater control issues. The installation of
the ADFCS should decrease the frequency of feedwater control transients; however, the initiator
must still be considered.

Several reactor trips were the result of testing or personnel errors related to the RTS, ESFAS, or
AMSAC instrumentation (LERs 86-08, 89-04, 90-12, 90-13, 93-01, and 93-07). These are included
as "spurious" actuations of these systems.

There have been several instances where offsite power has either been completely lost to the 480
Vbuses or in a degraded condition. The two complete loss ofoffsite power events occurred prior
to the installation of the second offsite power transformer (LERs 81-07 and 88-06). The remaining
events (LERs 91-02, 91-06, 92-07, and 94-05) involved the loss of one of the two offsite power
sources (i.e., Circuit 751). However, in none of the events did a reactor trip occur since the buses
supplying feedwater and reactor coolant pumps were not affected. Therefore, it can be concluded
that unless there is a grid failure which results in a generator output breaker trip (i.e., a failure which
affects the switchyard), a loss ofoffsite power does not result in an automatic reactor trip. However,
these non-reactor trip offsite power events must still be considered in the fault tree models due to
the resulting new plant configurations (i.e., DG starts).

Several reactor trips occurred during startup or shutdown activities which are not expected to occur
during normal power operation (LERs 83-27, 86-05, 88-01, 90-03, and 90-16). Since the PSA is
only evaluating trips from 100/o RTP, these events do not require further consideration.

Finally, Table 3-3 shows that the PORVs only opened following a reactor trip during the 1982
SGTR [LER82-05] and followinga manual turbine trip while the reactor was at zero power in 1983
[LER 83-23]. These events are consistent with the assumption made in the UFSAR [Ref. 2] and
simulator information, that PORVs generally willnot be challenged following a "typical" reactor
trip at power.
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3.4 Identification Of Initiators

Based on the evaluation ofGinna Station systems presented above, the list of potential initiators can
be identified. Itshould be noted that this list was updated as necessary following the development
of the success criteria described in Section 4. Allchanges as a result of the success criteria review
are included below in parenthesis. The initiators were initiallyorganized based on whether it is a
LOCA or transient. These categories will be further separated based'on the success criteria
described in Section 4. See Table 3-4 for the final listing of initiating events.

3.4.1 Loss Of Coolant Accident Initiating Events

A LOCA affects the Reactor Core Internal System and RCS described in Section 3.3.1 above.
LOCAs can be divided into several categories related to the size of the hole or rupture which is
created in the RCS piping since the size of the LOCA will determine the rate of RCS
depressurization. This in turn determines what systems are requixed to mitigate the event. For
example, a very small LOCAmay not depressurize the RCS sufficiently to allow the SI pumps to
inject into the primary system. Therefoxe, AFW may, be required to cooldown and depressurize the
RCS to below the SI pump shutoff head. However, for larger LOCAs, the SI pumps may not be
required since the'RCS willrapidly depressurize to below the RHR pump shutoff head. AllLOCAs
are identified with the prefix "LI."

3.4.1.1 Very Large Break LOCA

A very large break LOCA is defined as a severe breach of the RCS resulting in leakage that is
beyond the design capacity of the ECCS. For the purposes of the Ginna Station PSA, and for
consistency with past risk assessments, a very large break LOCAwillbe defined as a reactor vessel
rupture. This class ofLOCAs is identified as LIRVRUPT.

3.4.1.2 Large Break LOCAs

A large break LOCA is defined as a break in the RCS with leakage that is within the capacity of the
ECCS that results in rapidly depressurizing the RCS to the RHR pump shutoff head. UFSAR
Section 6.3.3 [Ref. 2] shows that for LOCAs greater than 10" in diameter, one of two RHR pumps
and one of two accumulators is successful. The RHR pump would be required for both injection
and recirculation phases of the accident. This class ofLOCAs is identified as LILBLOCA.
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3.4.1.3 Medium Break LOCAs

Amedium break LOCA is defined as a break in the RCS that is not large enough to require use of
the accumulators since SI willprovide necessary cooling until RHR conditions are reached. UFSAR
Section 6.3.3 [Ref. 2] shows that for LOCAs between 3" and 10" in diameter, two of three SI pumps
and one of two RHR pumps is successful. Only the RHR pump would be required during the
recirculation phase of the accident. This class ofLOCAs is identified as LIMBLOCA.

3.4.1.4 Small Break LOCAs

I

Asmall break LOCA is defined as a break in the RCS which is small enough that RHR willnot be
required in the injection phase. Flow from the break size alone cannot remove enough decay heat
to prevent core damage; however, flowwillbe large enough to require RCS makeup in excess of
the capacity ofone positive displacement charging pump. UFSAR Section 6.3.3 [Ref. 2] shows that
for LOCAs smaller than 3" in diameter, two of three SI pumps is successful in the injection phase
with one of two RHR pumps required in the recirculation phase. This class ofLOCAs also includes
failures of the reactor coolant pump seals and is identified as LISBLOCA. (Note -'this size class
was further divided to include a small-small LOCA (LISSLOCA) due to the need for AFW in
certain instances to reduce RCS pressure below the SI pump shutoff head - see Section 4).

3.4.1.5 Steam Generator Tube Rupture (SGTR)

ASGTR is defined as a complete severance ofa single tube and is actually a special class ofLOCA.
However, due to the numerous actions required by operations in response to this event and the
potential for a direct leakage path from containment to the outside environment, the SGTR willbe
identified separately. Since a SGTR could occur in either SG, a separate initiator willbe provided
for each SG as LIOSGTRA and LIOSGTRB.

3.4.1.6 Interfacing Systems LOCAs

Interfacing systems LOCAs are defined as failures of pressure boundaries between high pressure
and low pressure systems that occur outside of containment. Interfacing system LOCAs are treated
separately via analysis since the LOCA is assumed to directly result in core damage. ISLOCAs are
analyzed in detail in Section 6. This class of initiators is identified as a LIPENNk

3.4.2 Transient Initiating Events

The transient initiating category is comprised of several initiating events as described below. All
transient initiators are identified with the prefix "TI."
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3.4.2.1 Reactor Trip

The reactor trip category of transient initiating events includes all initiators which cause a reactor
trip and recg~er ~le losses ofmain feedwater, condensate, turbine bypass, and the condenser. This
category includes actuations or failures of the following systems described in Section 3.3 above:

a.

b.
C.

d.

e.

f.
g.
h.

l.

CVCS
RTS.
ESFAS (SI actuation only)
Nuclear Process Instrumentation System
SG System
MS System
Condensate and Feedwater System
Turbine-Generator System
Circulating Water System

Following receipt of a valid reactor trip signal, the reactor trip breakers willopen, and the control
rods willfall into the core. A turbine trip is initiated simultaneously while the MFW regulating
valves (MFRVs) automatically go to their fullopen position; this action helps to overcome the large
reduction in steam generator downcomer level that results from the shrink phenomena. The MFRVs
are automatically controlled by ADFCS to maintain pre-determined levels. IfMFW is unavailable,
the AFW pumps willautomatically start on low SG level while the condenser steam dump system
willautomatically operate to maintain the average RCS temperature at the no-load value of 547'F.

RCS volume decreases following a trip, resulting in a drop in pressurizer level. RCS volume is
automatically increased by the positive-displacement charging pumps, which will maintain
pressurizer level at 35/0. Ifpressurizer level continues to decrease, the pressurizer heaters willbe
automatically de-energized (to prevent burnout), and the letdown isolation valve will be
automatically closed. The electrical distribution system willautomatically transfer house loads to
offsite power, and the nuclear instrumentation system willautomatically energize the source range
detectors when appropriate. Finally, control room operators will dispatch auxiliary operators
throughout the plant to finish securing the steam plant.

This initiator class is identified by TIRXTRIP.
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3.4.2.2 Loss Of Offsite Power - Pre Reactor Trip

A loss ofoffsite power is defined in the PSA as a complete loss of all alternating current electrical
power as follows: 1) a grid failure defined by the loss of the RGEcE transmission network up to, but
not including, the breaker connecting RGB Station 204 to Station AuxiliaryTransformer (SAT)
12A (i.e., CKT 751) gnd the breaker connecting Station 13A to SAT 12B (i.e., CKT 767); 2) a
failure of the RG8cE transmission network up to, and including, RGRE Station 13A only (i.e., a

switchyard failure); and (3) failure of CKT 751 and 767 with subsequent failure of the onsite 480
V safeguards'trains. Multiple initiators have been identified due to the different impact on plant
equipment as desc'ribed in Sections 3.3.4 and 3.3.9. This initiator class is identified as TIGRLOSP
for the grid failure, TISWLOSP for the switchyard fault, and TI48LOSP for the 480 V train failure.
As shown in Figure 3-1, TIGRLOSP is equivalent to failure of Station 204 and 13A (two boxes at
top of page), TISWLOSP is equivalent to failure of Station 13A only, while TI48LOSP is
equivalent to failure of Station 204 and CKT 767 only (Station 13A is still available).

3.4.2.3 Loss Of Offsite Power - Post Reactor Trip

This event is analogous to the loss ofoffsite power to the 480 V buses described in Section 3.4.2.2
above; however, this event occurs following the occurrence of any of the other initiating events
described in this section. A turbine trip / reactor trip may challenge the transient stability of the
transmission grid due to the sudden loss of generation at Ginna Station and subsequent loading of
large motors on the offsite power circuits. While the Ginna Station switchyard feeding RGB''
transmission Circuit 767, and RGB Station 204 feeding RGEcE transmission Circuit 751 are

electrically independent, itwillbe conservatively assumed that a loss of Ginna generating capacity
could failboth of the offsite power sources. Partial losses of offsite power (i.e., loss of one circuit)
are also considered. While not specifically an initiator, this event is identified as ACLOPRTALL
(for complete loss of AC power), ACLOPRT751 (for loss of Circuit 751) and ACLOPRT767 (for
loss of Circuit 767).

3.4.2.4 Loss OfMain Feedwater

Thi i Id yiii ig hih t i~ bl I fMPWp p
PFW01A and PFW01B. The ability to recover MFW following a reactor trip is an important
consideration with respect to available operator actions (i.e., reactor trips with recoverable MFW
are included as TIRXTRIP to provide this distinction). This class of initiators is identified as

TIFWLOSS.
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3.4.2.5 Main Feedwater Line Breaks

AMFW line break on the feedwater lines to either SG willresult in high energy release that could
potentially damage and/or destroy equipment and instrumentation located in the general vicinityof
the break. As such, this class of initiators must be separate from a loss of MFW 'event included in
TIRXTRIP and TIFWLOSS. Feedwater line breaks could occur on the lines feeding either SG
inside Containment; on the lines feeding either SG that run through the Intermediate Building; or,
in the Turbine Building for the common line feeding both SGs. Because the isolation points and
equipment which could be affected are different for each of these locations and the potential
asymmetries which may exist, a total of five initiators are identified for this class as follows:
TIFLBACTand TIFLBBCTfor feedwater line breaks inside Containment for each SG; TIFLBAIB
and TIFLBBIBfor feedwater line breaks in the Intermediate Building; and TIFLBOTB for feedwater
line breaks in the Turbine Building.

In addition to the above MFW line initiators, there is a section of MFW piping which exits
containment and runs within the containment facade structure prior to entering the'Intermediate
Building. As such, a break location within the facade structure was added as initiator TIFLBSGB.

3.4.2.6 Steam Line Breaks

Amain steam line break could result in rapid overcooling of the RCS and actuation of SI. A steam
line break also could damage and/or destroy equipment and instrumentation in the area of the break.
Steam line breaks could occur on either main steam line inside Containment; on either main steam
line inside the Intermediate Building; or, inside the Turbine Building. Because of the isolation
points and equipment which could be 'affected are different for each of these locations and the
potential asymmetries which may exist, a total offive initiators are identified for main steam lines
that can affect other equipment as follows: TISLBACTand TISLBBCTfor steam line breaks inside
Containment for each SG; TISLBAIBand TISLBBIB for steam line breaks in the Intermediate
Building; and TISLBOTB for steam line breaks in the Turbine Building.

In addition to the above main steam line initiators, there are several break locations that would not
be of concern from potentially impacting equipment in the surrounding area. These include the
failure (open) of both atmospheric relief valves (ARVs); a break in the portion of the SG B main
steam line that runs outside of Containment, from the outer Containment wall to the outer
Intermediate Building wall; and, steam dump system actuation. As such, initiators TISLBSVA
(ARVfailures), TISLBSGB (piping run between Containment and the Intermediate B'uilding), and
TIOSLBSD (steam dump system actuation) have been included.
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3.4.2.7 Loss Of Instrument AirPressure

The loss ofair pressure to air operated valves and instrumentation throughout the plant would result
in a reactor trip mainly due to do upset conditions in the feedwater / condensate systems (e.g., closes
the MFW regulating valves). This initiating event would also complicate trip recovery due to air
operated valves going to their "failsafe" positions in safety related systems even ifno SI signal were
present. Therefore, this is identified separately as an initiator (TIIALOSS).

3.4.2.8 Loss Of Service Water

3.4.2.9

This initiating event is defined as a total loss of fiow from the SW System, including failures of the
Circulating Water System inlet piping and inlet bays connected to Lake Ontario. The SW System
is designed as two pump trains which supply a common loop header. The common loop header is
maintained open during power operation to allow either pump train to supply the system loads.
However, the loop header can be realigned as needed by manual and motor-operated valves to
isolate various portions of the system. As such, the event is divided into three initiators to reflect
the potential ability to isolate the affected portions of the SW System for certain events (e.g., pipe
breaks). This class is identified as TI0000SW (total loss of SW flow) and TIOOOSWA and
TIOOOSWB (loss of respective SW headers).

Loss Of Component Cooling Water

This initiating event is defined as a complete loss offlowfrom the CCW System. The CCW System
is designed as two pump trains which supply a common loop header similar to the SW System.
However, since there is a limited source ofwater for the CCW System, a pipe failure would rapidly
deplete this inventory negating the potential for recovery. Therefore, only one initiator is identified
for this class as TIOOOCCW

3.4.2.10 Loss OfA 125 VDC Bus

Loss ofpower on the 125 VDC system would result in a reactor trip due to its effect on the reactor
trip breakers and associated logic. Since the failure ofeach train can result in a reactor trip, separate
initiators are provided as TIOOODCA and TIOOODCB.

3.4.2.1 1 Locked Reactor Coolant Pump Rotor

A locked RCP rotor would result in a reactor trip due to low RCS flow. Itwould also result in a
significant increase in RCS pressure due to the reduction in RCS flow and heat removal capability.
This initiator is identified as TIRCPROT.
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3.4.3 External Events

[LATER]

3.5 Industry Initiating Events

In order to ensure the above listing of initiating events is complete, industry sources were also
reviewed. This includes consideration of the following sources:

a.

b.
Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) Listing of Initiating Event Types
Other Westinghouse 2-Loop Plants

The review of these sources is discussed below.

3.5.1 EPRI Initiating Event Types

In 1982, the EPRI released a list of transient initiating events for both PWRs and BWRs as a result
of their review ofATWS events [Ref. 14]. Table 3-5 lists the EPRI transient types for PWRs and
how they are addressed with respect to the listing provided in Section 3.4 above. Type 13, startup
of inactive coolant pump, is assumed not to be possible, since the technical specifications (LCO
3.4.4) require both RCPs to operate when above 8.5 lo RTP. Also, Type 43, loss of instrument bus,
is not included for the reasons discussed in Section 3.3.4. As can be seen from this table, all
relevant initiating events are being addressed.

3.5.2 PSAs For Other Westinghouse Two-Loop Plants

The PSAs for the other Westinghouse two-loop plants which are similar in design to Ginna Station
were reviewed. The listing of the transient events assumed in these PSAs is shown in Table 3-6,
including a comparison to the listing provided in Table 3-4. As can be seen, the proposed listing
of initiating events for the Ginna Station PSA is essentially the same with the only differences due
to individual quantification techniques and design issues (e.g., RGRE has elected to separate out
steam line and feedwater line breaks based on steam generators and building location due to
equipment interaction issues). There are no unique initiators between the four plants, including
system initiators, with the exception of the small-small LOCA, locked RCP rotor, and one of the
loss ofoffsite power initiators for Ginna Station.
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The extra LOCA category (LISSLOCA) was added based on additional analyses which were
performed for the Ginna Station PSA Project as described in Section 4. These analyses showed that
for small LOCAs, AFW is potentially required in order to reduce the RCS pressure below the SI
pump shutoff head. Only Point Beach has a similar SI System design (i.e., Kewaunee and Prairie
Island have SI pumps with higher shutoff head capabilities). The requirement for AFW in these
instances is also discussed in the bases for technical specification LCO 3.7.5.

The RCP locked rotor event (TIRCPROT) is treated separately in the Ginna Station PSA due to the
resulting high'RCS pressure which is similar, though somewhat different, to a loss ofMFW or loss
ofoffsite power event since MFWwould be available. The loss ofoffsite power event in which the
480 V trains lose power and the DGs subsequently fail (TI48LOSP) is due to the offsite power
design at Ginna Station.

Based on the above, the proposed initiator listing is considered acceptable.

3.6 Summary List Of Initiating Events

The final listing of initiating events is shown in Table 3-4. The next step to be performed is to
determine the success criteria for each event and to group the initiators based on common plant
response.
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Table 3-1

Reactor Trip Functions Required in MODES 1 and 2

Reactor Trip 5"Unction Colmnents

Manual

Power Range Neutron Flux - High

Power Range Neutron Flux - Low

Intermediate Range Neutron Flux

Source Range

Overtemperature ~T

Overpower ~T

Pressurizer Pressure - Low

Pressurizer Pressure - High

Pressurizer Water Level - High

RCS Flow - Low - Single Loop

RCS Flow-Low- Two Loops

RCP Breaker Position - Single Loop

RCP Breaker Position - Two Loops

Undervoltage - Bus 11A and 11B

Vnderfrequency - Bus 11A and 11B

SG Water Level - Low Low

Turbine Trip - Low Autostop Oil Pressure

Turbine Trip - Turbine Stop Valve Closure

Safety Injection

Below 6% rated thermal power (RTP)

Below 6% RTP

Both IRMs < 5E-11 amps

Above or equal to 8.5% RTP

Above or equal to 50% RTP

Below 50% RTP

Above or equal to 50% RTP

Below 50% RTP

Above or equal to 8.5% RTP

Above or equal to 8.5% RTP

Above 8% RTP with no heat sink; above 50%
with heat sink available

Above 8% RTP with no heat sink; above 50%
with heat sink available
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Table 3-2
UI~'SAR Accident Analysis Categories

Increase in Heat Removal By the Secondary System
Decrease in Feedwater Temperature
Increase in Feedwater Flow
Excessive Load Increase
Main Steam Line Break
Combined SG Atmospheric Relief Valve and Feedwater Control Valve Failure

Decrease in Heat Removal By the Secondary System
Steam Pressure Regulator Malfunction
Loss ofExternal Electrical Load
Turbine Trip
Loss of Condenser Vacuum
Loss of Offsite Power
Loss ofNormal Feedwater Flow
Feed<ater Line Break

Decrease in Reactor Coolant Systetn Flow Rate
RCP Flow Coastdown
Locked RCP Rotor

Reactivity and Power Distribution Anomalies
Uncontrolled Rod Cluster Control Assembly Withdrawal While Subcritical
Uncontrolled Rod Cluster Control Assembly Withdrawal at Power
Startup of an Inactive Reactor Coolant Loop
Chemical and Volume Control System Malfunction
Rod Ejection Accident

<'Rod Cluster Control Assembly Drop

Increase in Reactor Coolant Inventory

"Decrease in Reactor Coolant Inventory
Inadvertent Opening of a Pressurizer Safety Valve or Relief Valve
SGTR
LOCA
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Table 3-3
Ginna Station LERs (1980 Through 1995)

LER ¹ Date % Power Description ofEvent
Comment (Rx or
P'urbine Trip?)

80-01
80-02
80-03
80-04
80-05
80-06
80-07
80-08
80-09
80-10
80-11
81-01
81-02
81-03
81-04
81-05
81-06
81-07
81-08
81-09
81-10
81-11
81-12
81-13
81-14
81-15
81-16
81-17
)tc e g )tc(l)

81-18
81-19
81-20
81-21
81-22

1/18/80 100

3/31/80 0
4/14/80 0
5/6/80 0
6/3/80 100
7/11/80 100
8/29/80 100
9/10/80 100
10/3/80 100
11/12/80 0
12/11/80 100
1/5/81 100

1/9/81 100
1/15/81 100

2/11/81 100

3/2/81 100
3/23/81 100

4/18/81 95
4/2/81 100
5/15/81 0
4/20/81 0
4/26/81 0
5/4/81 0
7/14/81 100
7/20/81 100
9/24/81 100

11/5/81 100
11/10/81 100
11/14/81 100
12/2/81 100
11/14/81 100
11/19/81 100

12/22/81 100

12/21/81 100

DG governor setting incorrect
SI sampling frequency too long
SG plugging due to corrosion
DC power maintenance error
Accumulator valve breaker left on
Titrant saturated with water in CVCS
Failed amplifier in RPS flux tiltcontroller
DG B breaker binds
DG A fails test
Minorweld leak in RHR thermowell
DG B breaker fails on test
DG B jacket cooling leak
SI Pump C breaker (Bus 16) fails
Boric acid pump fails, suction valve misaligned
Chemical reaction in plug for CRFC unit
SI Pump C breaker (Bus 16) fails
CVCS boration valve leakage
Loss of offsite power (only had Trans 812)
Rad monitors seize and backup not used

SG B tube problems
Leak in letdown reliefvalve
Leak in RHR pump B seal cooler
High PZR pressure transmitters out of cal.
CVCS boration valve leakage
Halon system inoperable too long
Opened CIVwhile testing PASS component
SI Pump C breaker (Bus 16) fails
Fire related reporting error
Fire suppression actuation; rod drop; manual RT
Inadvertent operation of fire supp. system
2 control rods misalign
Fire seals not installed correctly
CNMT gas rad mon not installed correctly
Change in LOCA-ECCS calc. on coolers

Corrected proced

Unknown cause

Found in test
Maintenance error

Found in test
Found in test
Maintenance error

Repetitive failure
Found by op tour
DGs worked; no RT

Proc. inadequate
Proc. inadequate
Repetitive failure
Needed mod

Personnel error
Personnel error
Found in test
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Table 3-3
Ginna Station LERs (1980.Through 1995)

LER ¹ Date % Power Description ofEvent
Comment (Rx or
P'urbine Trip?)

82-01
82-02
82-03
82-04
82-05
82-06
82-07
82-08
82-09
82-10
82-11
82-12
82-13
pygmy(l)

82-14
82-15
82-16
82-17
pygmy(l)

82-18
82-19
82-20
82-21
82-22
82-23
82-24
82-25
82-26
82-27
82-28
83-01
83-02
83-03
83-04

1I7/82 100

1/13/82 100

1/25/82 100

1/25/82 0

1/25/82 0
1/25/82 0
2/23/82 0
3/3/82 0
3/20/82 0
3/23/82 0
4/23/82 0
5/10/82 0
5/19/82 0
5/23/82 0
6/24/82 100
6/22/82 100
7/22/82 100
8/3/82 100
8/6/82 100
8/30/82 100
9/1/82 100
7/12/82 100
9/23/82 100
10/1/82 0
10/16/82 0
10/21/82 0
10/21/82 0
10/26/82 100

10/11/82 0
12/19/82 55

1/4/83 100
1/5/83 '00
1/8/83 100
1/14/83 100

Leak in CIV
Weld leak in RC drain tank pump
SGTR; 1 burst tube in SG B
Fire watches left post causes TS violation
PORV sticks open in SGTR depress efforts
Injection ofwater causes reactivity increase
Analysis shows cooldown exceeded TS
Analysis shows cooldown hT exceeded TS
Bus for fire pump out long enough to report
Fire watch bail out, local rad emergency
Excessive leak in CIVs
Halon system declared inoperable
Fire detection system loses AC on SI test
Instrument calibration causes RT
CS discharge valve fails to close
CNMT gas rad monitor return line leak
CS discharge valve fails to close
RHR Pump B test finds excessive leakage
PZR vent lirie isolated causes RT
Rod position indicator for bank A drifts
Excessive leak in CIV
Fire system surveillances overdue
CS check valve 862B fails to close
Plugging of SG A and B tubes
CCW Pump B discharge venting pipe leak
Cont Room K-7 position indicator inoperable
Fire suppression system out long enough to rpt
CS check valve 862B fails to close
Boric acid xfer pump A discharge line leak
CIV for N2 to accumulators leaks
SW to SAFW Pump C found mispositioned
Failed snubber in MS System
CNMT sump A isolation valve failed to close
CS check valve failed *

Found by op tour
RT

Block valve used
Proc. changed
Proc. inadequate

Conflict in TS

Fire watch placed
Fire watch too ate
RT
Replaced when avail

Repetitive failure
Seal replaced
Maint error; RT
Adjustments made
New vlv installed
Proc. inadequacies

Personnel error
Indicator replaced

Repetitive failure

Possible tampering

Found in Test
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Table 3-3
Ginna Station LERs (1980„Through 1995)

LER // Date % Power Description ofEvent
Comnrent (Rx or
P'urbine Trip?)

pygmy(l)

pygmy(l)

83-05
83-06
83-07
83-08
83-09
83-10
83-11
83-12
83-13
83-14
83-15
83-16
83-17
83-18
83-19
83-20
83-21
83-22
83-23
83-24
83-25
83-26
83-27
83-28
83-29
83-30
84-01
84-02
84-03
84-04
84-05
84-06

I/18/83
1/18/83
1/17/83
1/20/83
1/17/83
1/25/83
1/19/83
2/24/83
3/11/83
3/23/83
4/19/83
3/29/83
4/12/83
4/18/83
5/1/83
4/28/83
6/13/83
6/13/83
6/18/83
7/25/83
6/19/83
6/21/83
6/20/83
9/15/83
9/16/83
9/16/83

5

25
100

100

0
100
100

100
100
100
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
100
0
0

100

17

0
11/16/83 100
12/16/83 100
2/19/84 98
3/3/84 0
3/7/84 0
4/23/84 0
5/14/84 0
5/22/84 0

Low level in SG B during startup
Auto trip on IRMduring startup
I-131 concentration spike following trip
Ice produces loss of sump water for fire
Post-trip, PZR level dropped below 12%
DG A lights off, B not started for 2 hrs
Boric acid transfer pump B fails
Rod bank indicator inoperable
Battery charger breaker opens
Excessive personnel hatch leakage
SG B tube indications
Miscalibrated A and B SG level transmitters
Airbubble stops RHR flow; manual stop
Leak in boric acid storage tank room
RHR B pump run 2.hrs without suction

~ NRC notes new tech spec not integrated
CS pumps inoperable in mode change
Excessive chloride concentration
PRZR level drops below 12%; post 2nd trip
CIV for N2 to accumulators leaks
Turbine trip followed by PORV opening
Low SG steam fiow transmitter failed
PRZR sampling isolation valve leak
Boric acid storage tank solution concentration
Shutdown produced AC-based trip signal
CVCS weld leak
Heat balance miscalibrations
P-7 permissive found wrong
Accumulator N2 leak causes shutdown
RCS Loop ARHR suction stop valve failed
CS suction valve to RHR inadvert. opened
Waste gas system 02 analyzer found failed
RCS Loop ARHR suction stop valve failed
Inadvertent SI at 2000 psig during shutdown

RT
RT

Suppression equip.
RT
Procedure violation
Fuse failure

Accidental bump
Proc. inadequate

RWST used

Noticed prior to fail
Procedure r'ewritten
Procedure changed

RT
Repetitive failure
RT
Adjusted xmitter

Operator error, RT

Proc. inadequacy
Reviewed TS
Unusual Event

Proc. change

Repetitive failure
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Table 3-3
Ginna Station LE<Rs (1980.Through 1995)

LER ¹ Date % Power Description ofEvent
Comment Ph or
P'urbine Trip?)

84-07
84-08
84-09
84-10
84-11
84-12
84-13
85-01
85-02
85-03
85-04
85-05
85-06
85-07
85-08
85-09
85-10
85-11
85-12
85-13
85-14
85-15
85-16
85-17
85-18
85-19
86-01
86-02
86-03
86-04
86-05
86-06
86-07
86-08

5/30/84 83

7/25/84 100

8/17/84 100
8/31/84 100

9/28/84 100

10/4/84 100
10/15/84 100
1/16/85 100
1/21/85 100
3/9/85 0
3/26/85 0
4/5/85 0
4/6/85 5

4/6/85 12

4/7/85 13

4/8/85 3

4/8/85 0
4/11/85 7
5/6/85 100
5/31/85 100
6/6/85 100
6/20/85 100
9/15/85 100
9/16/85 100
9/28/85 100

11/23/85 100

1/18/86 93

2/16/86 0
3/11/86 0
7/29/86 100
7/30/86 26
8/16/86 0
9/22/86 100
10/23/86 100

Gasket cooler sucked in electric generator
Error between fire watch Ec isolation reqts
DG A start during under volt system test
Pire protection restoration failure
CRD rod position indicator made inoperable
Aux bldg exh fan C inop during fuel movement
Omitted CRD test step
Failure causes rod position indicator to be missed
Start both DGs due to low system frequency
Inadvertent fire system removal during test
Two inadvertent SI actuations during test
Inadvertent ESF during calibration
RT during manual control ofPW flow
Manual control ofFW leads to RT A failed TT
RT while manually controlling FW
TT/RT during turbine test
RT breaker opens and no alarm
CW fail; manual TT failed twice; RT occurs
Analysis shows CRFC units inoperable
DG A started on tornado warning
RT/TT during RPS test
AO makes part unavailable in BA tank
Rod position inoperable too long for TS
CRD declared inoperable
Manual RT/TT due to turbine EH problems
Circ Water failure cause TT
Test of CNMT pressure ESF incorrect
Cognitive difference causes valve faults.
Broken hose in halon system
Leak and loud noise in Turb Bldg; manual RT
RT on Intermediate range
BA transfer suction valve found closed
TS fire detection test interval exceeded
Runback Ec rod drop led to RT

TTART

Loose wire
Halon available

Procedure change
Procedure change

Procedure violation
RT
Local TT reqd, RT
RT
Error, TT 8c RT
Relay failure
RT

Error, RT 0 TT
Error
TS violation
Faulty firingcircuit
RTATT
Relay drift; RT
Proc. inadequacy
Procedure change

Steam leak; RT
Relay failure, RT

Personnel error, RT
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Table 3-3
Ginna Station LERs (1980 Through 1995)

LER ¹ Date % Power Description ofEvent
Comment (Rx or
P'urbine Trip?)

86-09
86-10
86-11
87-01
87-02
87-03
87-04
87-05
87-06
87-07
87-08
88-01
88-02
88-03
88-04
88-05
88-06
88-07
88-08
88-09
88-10
89-01
89-02
89-03
89-04
89-05
89-06
89-07
89-08
89-09
89-10
89-11
89-12
89-13

10/26/86 100

11/8/86 100

11/28/86 100
2/20/87 0
3/6/87 0
3/16/87 100

4/24/87 100

5/14/87 100
11/30/87 100

12/18/87 100

12/23/87 100

2/5/88 0

3/8/88 0

3/10/88 27
3/14/88 85

6/1/88 98
7/16/88 100
8/4/88 100

9/3/88 100

9/30/88 100

12/11/88 100

4/12/89 0
5/6/89 0
5/18/89 0

6/1/89 53

5/29/89 3

6/16/89 100
6/19/89 99
7/6/89 99
7/29/89 100
7/30/89 0
9/20/89 99
10/7/89 99
10/20/89 99

Rod position indication out of specification
Waste gas analyzer TS violation
MSIVs closes inadvertantly causing RT
Day tank problems when using DGs
TS violation on RCS 02 analyzer
Major portion of fire suppression unavail
Inadvertent CNMT Isolation Train B
Spurious signal causes CNMTVent Isolation
Cooling to SAFW Pump D unavail too long
Found CCF for SI recirculation valves
Breaker fault in RHR Pump B 8. SI Pump B
Source range RT due to faulty connector
BAST level indication fault
SF/FF mismatch causes RT; unexpected cond
SG B tube leak (0.14 gpm); manual shutdown
RT on SS/FF mismatch; SI due to overfeed
Loss ofoffsite power; DGs both start;
Inadvertent CNMT vent isolation
Inadvertent DG B start signal; no LOOP
Faults in fire barrier; fire watch established
1/3 SG B pressure channels drifted high
SG A and B tube indications
Trip of safeguard 480 bus during test
Inadvertent SI Train A actuation
AMSAC causes TT/RT
Gas decay tank A started 2 hrs too late
Rad monitors not measuring CNMT air
SI B Ec C flow insufficient; shutdown on 2nd
Spurious rod drop; turbine runback 75'/0

Short in CRD position indication causes TS SD
Loose connection starts DG B
Inadvertent CNMT ventilation isolation
Rod drop circuit causes turb runback 80'lo

CNMT vent isolation on gas rad monitor

Defective proced.
Error
Commission error
Offsite power NA
Training upgrade
Restoration error
Bumped cabinet

Proc. inadequate
Design error
Inadeq design info
RT
RT
RT
Unusual Event
RT
Substation failure
Failed powersupply
Solid state failure

Manual shutdown
Repair
Typo in procedure
Proc. inadequacy
Proc. inadequacy
Error
Proc. inadequacy
Miscalibration

Replaced coil stack
Tightened connection

Used AP-TURB.2
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Table 3-3
Ginna Station LE<Rs (1980 Through 1995)

LER ¹ Date % Power Description ofEvent
Comment (Rx or
P'urbine Trip?)

89-14
89-16
90-01
90-02
90-03
90-04
90-05
90-06
90-07
90-08
90-09
90-10
90-11
90-12
90-13
90-14
90-15
90-16
90-17
90-18
90-19
91-01
91-02
91-03
91-04
91-05
91-06
91-07
91-08
91-09
91-10
92-01
92-02

'2-03

10/23/89 99
11/17/89 99
2/25/90 98
2/26/90 98
3/23/90 0
4/16/90 0
4/25/90 0
5/5/90 0

5/10/90 88
5/24/90 98
6/9/90 0

6/9/90 97
6/19/90 98
9/26/90 97
12/11/90 97
12/06/90 97
12/12/90 3

12/12/90 3

12/12/90 3

12/20/90 22
12/21/90 16

2/15/91 97
3/4/91 97
3/14/91 89
3/28/91 0
4/14/91 0
6/29/91 98
7/31/91 98
8/5/91 30
11/11/91 98
12/30/91 98
1/5/92 98
2/3/92 23
2/29/92 97

CNMT vent isolation on gas rad monitor
Report SI block/unblock switch; no shutdown
Fire watch patrols violate TS
Fire watch performed on wrong area
RT from NIS source range during shutdown
SG tube degradation exceeds TS
DG "A" auto start from low voltage RCP start
SI while venting PRZR pressure instrument
RT when MFRV failed
Undervoltage relays out of calibration

~ DG A start due to personnel error
RT when MFRV failed
Fire damper not installed correctly
RT caused by dropped flashlight in relay rack
RT from inadvertent AMSAC actuation
PORVs inoperable during monthly tests

Start ofDG A due for failure in Bus 14 UV
RT from Intermediate Range during bus xfer
SI sequence initiation disabled
Dropped rod; turbine runback; start ofMDAFW
RT from lo-lo SG level - misaligned Cond pump
Bus 18 de-energized during monthly test ofDG
Ice storm causes loss of Offsite Ckt 751

Fire watch not posted when required
Man start ofDG B during storm - reduced inv.
SG tube degradation
Start ofDG A due to voltage dip on Ckt 751

Start ofDG B due ofBus 17 UV failure
Undetectable failure in Bus 14 discovered
FW isolation during troubleshooting ofADFCS
LEFM input to PPCS calorimetric failed
CNMT ventilation isolation actuation
RT 2, TT after'o-lo SG level
RT after MFW Pump A trip due to SG A level

RT

Personnel error
RT
Proc. inadequacy

'

RT

RT
RT
Proc. inadequacy

RT
Proc. inadequacy

RT

DG A starts

2 actual events
Temp issue
Electronic noise
Computer failed
R-11 failure
RTEc TT
RT
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Table 3-3
Ginna Station LE<Rs (1980.Through 1995)

LER ¹ Date % Power Description ofEvent
Comment (Rx'r
(Tttrbine Trip?)

92-04
92-05
92-06
92-07
93-01
93-02
93-03
93-04
93-05
93-06
93-07
94-01
94-02
94-03
94-04
94-05
95-01
95-02
95-03
95-04
95-05

4/4/92 0

4/20/92 0
5/18/92 97
12/24/92 98
3/12/93 0
4/4/93 0
3/28/93 0
7/7/93 97
10/11/93 97
10/11/93 97
11/22/93 0
1/19/94 97
2/2/94 98
-2/8/94 98
2/14/94 98
2/17/94 98
2/3/95 98
2/12/95 98
4/7/95 0
4/7/95 0
7/7/95 97

Hot particle exposure in excess of report reqts
SG tube degradation
MFW isolation due to feedwater oscillations
DG A start after loss of Offsite Ckt 751
Source Range failed to energize, manual RT RT
SG tube degradation
Part 21 Report for CCW HX flow induced vib.
Feedwater isolation due to feedwater overfill
TS surveillance for bus load shedding overdue
MFRVfailure causes RT RT
RT on Source Range due to burned out light 'T; Operator error
Rad Monitor for Steam Line Inoperable
Two CNMTpressure transmitter lines plugged
Loss ofCNMT integrity due to swaglok fitting Personnel error
Missed TS surveillances
DG Astart after loss of Offsite Ckt 751
PRZR safety valves found out of tolerance
Loss of individual rod position indication Electrical short
Inadvertent SI actuation Personnel error
SG tube degradation
IAfailure causes FW isolation on high SG level

<'> LER reporting criteria have changed through the years. As such, reactor trips have not always
required an LER. This event was added to the table to complete the reactor trip history based on
a review ofplant historical records.
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Descriptiorr Designator

1.

2.
3.
4
5.

6
7.
8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.

Reactor Trip .

Loss Of Offsite Power - Grid ..
Loss Of Offsite Power - Switchyard
Loss of Offsite Power-480 VTrains ..
Loss ofMain Peedwater .

Feedwater Line Break In Line For SG A Inside Containment.......
Feedwater Line Break In Line For SG B Inside Containment.......
Feedwater Line Break In Turbine Building
Feedwater Line Break In Line Por SG. A Inside Intermediate Building

.Feedwater Line Break In Line For SG B Inside Intermediate Building
Exterior MFW Line Break on SG B
Steam Line Break In Line Por SG A Inside Containment .

Steam Line Break In Line For SG B Inside Containment ..........
Steam Line Break In Turbine Building .

Steam Line Break In Line Por SG A Inside Intermediate Building ...
Steam Line Break In Line For SG B Inside Intermediate Building ..
Steam Line Break Through The Steam Dump System
Inadvertent Safety Valve Operation On Both SGs ..
Exterior Steam Line Break On SG B
Loss of Instrument Air
Reactor Vessel Rupture
Large LOCA
Medium LOCA
Small LOCA
Small-Small LOCA
Steam Generator Tube Rupture In SG A
Steam Generator Tube Rupture In SG B .

Intersystem LOCA .

Loss Of Service Water Header A .

Loss Of Service Water Header B
Total Loss of Service Water
Loss Of Component Cooling Water
Loss OfMain DC Distribution Panel A (DCPDPCB03A)
Loss OfMain DC Distribution Panel B (DCPDPCB03B)
Locked RCP Rotor ..

TIRXTRIP
TIGRLOSP
TISWLOSP

TI48LOSP
TIFWLOSS
TIFLBACT
TIFLBBCT

. TIFLBOTB

. TIFLBAIB

. TIFLBBIB
TIFLBSGB
TISLBACT
TISLBBCT
TISLBOTB

. TISLBAIB
TISLBBIB
TIOSLBSD
TISLBSVA
TISLBSGB
TIIALOSS

LIRVRUPT
LILBLOCA
LIMBLOCA
LISBLOCA
LISSLOCA
LIOSGTRA
LIOSGTRB
LIP ENISLE

TIOOOSWA
TIOOOSWB
TIOOOOSW

TIOOOCCW
TIOOODCA
TIOOODCB

TIRCPROT
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Table 3-5
EPRI Listing of Transient Initiating Events

Item Description Ginna Station PSA Name

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

9.
10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.

TIRCPROT, TIRXTRIP
TIRXTRIP
TIRXTRIP
TIRXTRIP
TIRXTRIP
TIRXTMP
TIRXTRIP
TIRXTRIP
TIRXTRIP
TIRXTRIP
TIRXTMP

........ TIRXTRIP
Not possible at Ginna

TIRXTRIP
TIRXTRIP

. TIFWLOSS
TIRXTRIP
TIRXTRIP
TIRXTMP
TIRXTRIP
TIRXTRIP

.. TIRXTRIP
TIRXTRIP

. TIFWLOSS

. TIFWLOSS
TIRXTRIP
TIRXTRIP
TIRXTRIP

TISLBSVA
TIRXTMP
TIOOOCCW

. TIOOOSWn
TIRXTRIP
TIRXTRIP

Loss ofRCS flow (1 loop) ..
Uncontrolled rod withdrawal
CRDM problems and/or rod drop
Leakage from control rods ..
Leakage in primary system ..
Low pressurizer pressure
Pressurizer leakage
High pressurizer pressure
Inadvertent safety injection signal
Containment pressure problems ..
CVCS malfunction - boron dilution ..
Pressure/temperature/power imbalance - rod position error....
Startup of inactive coolant pump
Total loss ofRCS flow
Loss or reduction in feedwater flow (1 loop)
Total loss of feedwater flow (all loops) ..
Pull of partial closure ofMSIV (1 loop) .

Closure of all MSIVs ..
Increase in feedwater flow (1 loop)
Increase in feedwater flow (all loops) .

Feedwater flow instability - operator error ..
Feedwater flow instability - miscellaneous mechanical causes

Loss of condensate pumps (1 loop)
Loss of condensate pumps (all loops) ..
Loss of condenser vacuum
Steam generator leakage (not rupture) .

Condenser leakage ..
Miscellaneous leakage in secondary system ..
Sudden opening of steam relief valves
Loss of circulating water
Loss of component cooling .

Loss of service water system
Turbine trip, throttle valve closure, EHC problems
Generator trip or generator caused faults ..
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Table 3-5
EPRI Listing ofTransient Initiating Events

Item Description Ginna Station PSA Name

35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44
45.

Loss of all offsite power
Pressurizer spray failure
Loss ofpower to necessary plant systems .

Spurious trips - cause unknown,
Automatic trip - no transient condition ..
Manual trip - no transient condition
Fire within plant .

Loss ofMG sets .

Loss. of instrument bus ..
Loss of dc bus
Loss of instrument air ..

TIGRLOSP

.. TISWLOSP, TI48LOSP
......... TIRXTRIP
......... TIRXTRIP

.. TIRXTMP
LATER

TIRXTRIP
Not included
. TIOOODCn
TIIALOSS



Table 3-6

Comparison of Initiators With Other Westinghouse 2-Loop Plants

Comparable Initiatorfor

Reactor Trip

Initiator Description Ginna Station PSA Name<'>

TIRXTRIP

Point
Beach+

T2
T3

Prairie
Island'~

TR1
TR2
TR3

Eewaunee
(~J

TRA

Loss of Offsite Power

Loss ofMain Feedwater

Main Feedwater Line Breaks

Steam Line Breaks

Inadvertent Safety Valve Actuation

TIGRLOSP
TISWLOSP
TI48LOSP

TIFWLOSS

TIFLBACT
TIFLBBCT
TIFLBOTB
TIFLBAIB .

TIFLBBIB
TIFLBSGB

TISLBACT
TISLBBCT
TISLBOTB
TISLBAIB
TISLBBIB
TISLBSGB
TIOSLBSD

TISLBSVA

T2

Tfb
Tsb

Tfb
Tsb

Tsb

LOOP

MFLB

MSLB

MSLB

LSP
SBO

SLB

SLB

SLB



Table 3-6
Comparison of Initiators With Other Westinghouse 2-Loop Plants

Comparable Initiatorfor

Initiator Description

Loss of Instrument Air

Reactor Vessel Rupture

Large LOCA

Medium LOCA

Small LOCA

Small-Small LOCA

SGTR

Intersystem LOCA

Loss of Component Cooling Water

Locked RCP Rotor

Loss ofDC Power

Ginna Station PSA Name<'>

TIIALOSS

LIRVRUPT

LILBLOCA

LMBLOCA

LISBLOCA

LISSLOCA

LIOSGTRA
LIOSGTRB

. LIPENPÃ

TIOOOCCW

TIRCPROT

TIOOODCA
TIOOODCB

Point
Beach~~

Tia

A

Sl

S2

N/A

Tcc

N/A

Tdl
Td2

Prairie
Island'~

N/A

LLOCA

MLOCA

SLOCA

N/A

SGTR

ISLOCA

LOCC

N/A

LODCA
LODCB

ICewaunee
(<)

INA

LLO

MLO

SLO

N/A

SGR

ISL

CCS

N/A

TDC



Table 3-6
Comparison of Initiators With Other Westinghouse 2-Loop Plants

Comparable Initiatorfor

InitiatorDescription

Loss of Service Water

Ginna Station PSA Name<'>

TIOOOSWA
TIOOOSWB

TIOOOOSW

Point
Beach~~

Tsw

Prairie
Island~

LOCL

Kewaunee
(<)

SWS

~oteZ

(1) See Table 3-4.

(2) See Table 3.1.1.A-13 ofJune 30, 1993 Wisconsin Electric Power Company submittal.

(3) See Table 3.1-1 ofFebruary 1994 Northern States Power submittal.

(4) See Section 3.1.1 ofDecember 1, 1992 Wisconsin Public Service submittal.
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Figure 3-1
AC Power Configuration (YS Base Figure B 3.8.1-1)
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4.0 SUCCESS CRITERIADETERMINATION

Following the identification ofproposed initiators for use in the Ginna Station PSA, success criteria
were developed. The term success criteria refers to the minimal combination ofplant systems and

equipment that must function in order to prevent core damage following a specified initiator. Two
types of success criteria must be considered: (1) sequence level, and (2) system level success

criteria. Each of these success criteria types, and how they interface with each other and provide
core protection, is described below.

4.1 Core Protection Functions

In simple terms, to prevent core damage, only one function must be accomplished: the preservation
of heat removal from the reactor core. This ultimate function can be better understood by
developing several intermediate functions that relate reactor core heat removal to the operation of
plant systems:

a.

b.
c.

d.

Control of reactivity;
Control of reactor coolant system (RCS) pressure;
Preservation ofRCS inventory; and
Heat removal from the RCS.

These four intermediate functions are in equilibrium during power operation. An upset ofany one

ofthese functions willeventually lead to a reactor trip. However, following the reactor trip, these

functions must still be maintained, though to a generally different degree than during power
operation. Ageneral description of each of these functions is provided below.

Reactivity control directly relates to the amount of heat being generated within the reactor core,
which dictates the rate at which energy must be removed from the core and the RCS. Failure to
control reactivity may cause core power generation to exceed the plant's capacity to remove it.
Further, failure to limitcore power may also challenge the RCS integrity, depending on how well
the other functions are performed.
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Control of the RCS pressure is important for several reasons. First, the RCS has an upper design
limiton pressure (2485 psig [Ref. 6]), which ifwere to be significantly exceeded, could impact the
preservation ofthe RCS inventory. Second, a subcooling margin must be maintained for an intact
RCS to ensure that natural circulation of the RCS can be accomplished, or ifthe reactor coolant
pumps (RCPs) are still operating, that adequate NPSH is available. This ensures that steam bubbles
will not form within the reactor vessel. Finally, maintaining RCS pressure ensures that the
differential pressure across the SG tubes is maintained within limits. It should be noted that
following a loss of coolant accident (LOCA), RCS pressure control becomes less important since
the upper RCS design limitwillnot be exceeded due to the break while subcooling margin may no
longer required since the injection systems can provide the necessary heat removal capability (except
for very small LOCAs).

The amount of RCS inventory determines in large measure whether core heat removal can be
maintained since core damage is assumed to occur for any significant durations of core uncovery.
In considering RCS inventory concerns, LOCAbreak size is the single parameter that dictates the
necessary success criteria since break size determines the break fiow rate and subsequent RCS
pressure which, in turn, determines required system response (e.g., whether high head or low head
safety injection is required).

Heat removal from the RCS can be achieved in one of two ways. The typical way following a
reactor trip is by using the steam generators (SGs) and either forced or natural circulation of the
RCS to transfer heat to the secondary cooling system. The ultimate heat sink in this case is either
the atmosphere via steam vented from the secondary side or the condenser via the steam dump
system. A second method to remove heat from the RCS may occur unintentionally, namely, by
means ofprimary system cooling following a LOCAwhereby plant systems designed to maintain
RCS inventory willquickly provide core cooling. In this situation, core heat is transferred to the
injected water, which spills out the break into the containment. The ultimate heat sink then becomes
Lake Ontario via Service Water (SW), Component Cooling Water (CCW), Containment
Recirculation Fan Coolers, and the Residual Heat Removal (RHR) system heat exchangers once the
injection systems have been switched to the containment sump during the recirculation mode. Note
that this second method ofheat removal can also be used followingfailure of the SGs (i.e., the first
method) by opening both power operated relief valves (PORVs), intentionally creating a controlled
LOCA.
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4.2
r

Sequence Level and System Level Success Criteria

For each of the four intermediate core protection functions described above, success criteria must
be developed. This success criteria is primarily dependant upon the initiating event and the
subsequent equipment failures and operator errors (i.e., the accident sequence). In order to
determine the success criteria for a given sequence, system level success criteria must also be
considered. The system level success criteria provides the interface between the accident sequence
analysis and the system modeling tasks. However, for success criteria determination, this interface
is typically only general in nature and only applies to major front-line equipment. For example, the
success criteria for a given accident sequence could be "one-of-three safety injection (SI) pumps."
This statement does notspecify how the SI pump flow is routed to the RCS, not does it consider the
need for support systems (e.g., electric power). These issues are. instead addressed during the
development of the system level fault tree models.

The definition of sequence level and system level success criteria is a complex, iterative task that
involves consideration of the following items:

a. The impact of initiating events and subsequent system failures upon the core protection
functions defined in Section 4.1;

b. The impact of initiating events upon plant system performance (i.e., impact on systems
required to mitigate the event);

c. The needs of the Level 2 (containment performance) analysis; and

d. The plant thermal-hydraulic response to combinations of initiating events and subsequent
plant system failures.

The performance of each of these tasks is described below.

4.2.1 Initiating Event Grouping

As a beginning step in the identification of success criteria, the initiating events must be grouped.
This grouping effort primarily focuses on the first three items listed above. This process yielded
groups of initiators that can be expected to have a common core-damage accident sequence
progression and, accordingly, a common set of success criteria. Subsequently, sequence level and
system level success criteria for each group of initiators were identified using thermal-hydraulic
analyses as described Section 4.2.2 below.
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The impact of initiating events on the core protection functions is the major consideration in the
grouping process. It should be remembered that an initiating event is a combination of equipment
failures and/or operator actions that leads to the need for reactor trip. For each grouping of initiating
events, a separate accident sequence, or event tree must be developed (see Section 5). Since
development and solution ofevent trees is an involved process, efforts were made to group as many
initiators as possible into a common group.

Table 4-1 shows the initial categorization of initiating events with respect to the first three items
listed in Section 4.2 above. As can be seen, consistent with the initial identification of initiators in
Section 2.4, the initiating events were organized into either a transient or LOCA category. In
addition, a third category was created for all initiators that are followed by a subsequent failure of
the reactor trip system (RTS). These events have been placed under the Anticipated Transient
Without Scram (ATWS) category since for this project, ATWS is not caused by any single initiator;
rather, it is the combination of initiator occurrence and RTS failure that leads to ATWS sequences.
Therefore, all failures ofreactivity control, whether the initiating event was a transient or a LOCA,
are separated into the ATWS category.

With respect to RCS inventory control, all initiators leadin'g to RCS inventory control challenges
have been placed under the LOCA category. Such initiators may either be direct (i.e., an RCS
piping failure) or induced following the occurrence ofany transient initiator and subsequent system
failures. For example, an uncomplicated reactor trip event may progress to a RCP seal LOCAifall
RCP support systems (seal injection and thermal barrier cooling) are lost; such accident sequences
are considered to be a subset ofLOCAs with respect to success criteria determination.

The impacts ofall initiators on the RCS pressure control and heat removal functions are taken into
consideration by embedding initiating events into the fault tree models as appropriate. This
technique achieves two purposes: (1) it minimizes the number of event trees used to delineate
accident sequences (as opposed to constructing an event tree for every initiator), and (2) it allows
a detailed treatment of initiator impacts on plant system performance. Thus, accident sequences
have not been grouped according to the impact of initiating events on the RCS heat removal or
pressure control functions.

For Level 2 considerations, grouping of initiators has only a relatively minor impact since the major
issues involved are whether containment has been bypassed and whether containment cooling can
still be provided. These issues are typically best addressed on a cutset by cutset basis and not on
which initiating event 'occurred.

Following the initial evaluation as presented in Table 4-1, thermal-hydraulic analyses must be
reviewed, and in some cases performed, to determine the specific sequence and system level success
criteria.
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4.2.2 Thermal-Hydraulic Analyses

The Ginna Station UFSAR [Ref. 2] provided the starting point for determination of sequence and

system level success criteria. However, the UFSAR is of limited use for a PSA project since its
analyses and results are based on conservative assumptions about system performance and post-trip
plant behavior. Also, the UFSAR does not often provide the depth of information required to
support the PSA (e.g., detailed. accident scenarios timelines which could be used to determine
available operator cue times, etc.). Therefore, the UFSAR analyses were supplemented with
thermal-hydraulic analyses using the MAAP code as necessary [Ref. 15].

Table 4-2 summarizes these MAAP analyses and their results. It is recognized that the MAAP code
is more simplistic in many ways than the codes used for the UFSAR. This is attributed to the fact
that the codes used in the UFSAR were developed to take an initiating event from its time of
occurrence to the point at which the accident has "turned around" (e.g., containment pressurization
has ceased, .the RCS has stabilized at hot shutdown conditions). However, the MAAP code was
developed to take an initiating event from its time of occurrence to the onset of core damage and
the resulting source terms which are released. To accomplish this, the MAAP code must make
simplified assumptions in the initial portion of the accident analysis in order to reach core damage
conditions.

Therefore, the MAAP code was mainly used to further support, and in some cases, clarify the
assumptions in the accident analysis. For example, a working definition of 1800'F for the hottest
core node (TCRHOT) was used to indicate the onset of core damage. This is less than the maximum
peak cladding temperature allowed by 10 CFR 50.46(b)(1) of2200'F but allows for compensation
for some of the MAAP code simplifying assumptions. As shown on Table 4-2, in most cases, core
heat removal was either clearly lost or clearly maintained with respect to this 1800'F limit.

The evaluation of the thermal-hydraulic analyses for each of the four core performance functions
is provided below.

4.2.2.1 Reactivity Control Success Criteria

Following generation of a reactor trip signal, negative reactivity is inserted into the reactor core by
rod cluster control assemblies (RCCAs), or "rods." These rods are neutron'absorbing devices that
stop the fission reaction process and bring the reactor core to subcritical conditions. The rods are

organized into two categories: (1) a shutdown bank, and (2) control banks. During normal power
operation, the single shutdown bank is maintained at the fully withdrawn position [Ref. 6].
Meanwhile, three of the four control banks are also maintained at the fullywithdrawn position while
the fourth bank is used to control power level (i.e., the fourth bank may be partially inserted into
the core depending on the power level). Technical Specification limits exist for the amount that any
shutdown or control bank can be inserted into the core during power operation. This ensures that
the rods are available to supply the highest amount of negative reactivity following a reactor trip.
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The rods are normally moved in and out of the core via control rod drive mechanisms (CRDMs).
Following a reactor trip signal, the rods are rapidly dropped into the core (c 1.8 seconds). The
UFSAR typically assumes that the rods supply 4%~k of negative reactivity following the. reactor
trip. This is a conservative value and includes the assumption that the rod of highest reactivity
worth remains fullywithdrawn following the trip. Therefore, to exceed the assumptions of the
accident analysis, at least two rods must remain fully withdrawn such that 4%~k of negative
reactivity is not available. It should be noted that for a large break LOCA, credit for the rods is not
taken in the. accident analysis. This is due to the presence of boric acid in the emergency core
cooling system (ECCS) and the loss of the moderator due to the LOCA.

The failure of all rods to automatically insert when required is referred to as an Anticipated
Transient Without Scram (ATWS) event. Following an ATWS event, the primary issue of concern
is maintaining RCS pressure within acceptable limits. Itshould be noted that an ATWS event is the
failure ofall rods to insert(i.e., 29) while the accident analysis assumes the failure of only one rod.

. In addition, the insertion of only one RCCA bank (out of the five) adds sufficient reactivity to
preclude peak RCS pressure concerns during the limiting ATWS events [Ref. 16]. These
differences willbe discussed in more detail below.

Ifan ATWS event were to occur, multiple systems must be initiated to prevent the RCS from
becoming overpressurized. The upper design limitof the RCS is 2485 psig [Ref. 6]; however, for
ATWS events, the actual limit is assumed to be 3200 psig based on the allowable ASME service
limits.'herefore, for an ATWS event, the RCS must be maintained below 3200 psig [Ref. 16].

Due to the potentially significant consequences of an ATWS event, the NRC has required that all
plants be capable of responding to such an event following an anticipated operational occurrence
(10 CFR 50.62). That is, an ATWS is only required to be mitigated for events which are expected
to occur during the life of Ginna Station (i.e., condition I and II events); all other events (e.g.,
LOCAs) are excluded from evaluation. The Westinghouse analysis of the ATWS event assumes
that the plant is initiallyat nominal power conditions and that all systems are available following
the failure of the rods to insert, except for those systems susceptible to a common fault from the
RTS [Ref. 16]. The NRC allowed these assumptions since an ATWS event is'considered a "beyond
design basis event" (i.e., two independent trains ofRTS logic must fail to trip the reactor). Based
on these assumptions, the only transient which required an independent means from the RTS to
prevent reaching the ASME service limitof 3200 psig was related to the loss of main feedwater
event from conditions > 40% reactor power (this includes a loss of offsite power event). For all
other initiators, the RCS was maintained below 3200 psig assuming that all remaining equipment
was available as follows [Ref. 17] (note - not all systems are required, only assumed available):

a.

b.
c.

d.

pressurizer pressure control;
pressurizer level control;
feedwater control;
turbine control;
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e.

f.
g.
h.

l.

pressure relieving devices;
steam dump control;
auxiliary feedwater;
safety injection; and

charging system.

In response to 10 CFR 50.62, the ATWS Mitigating System Actuation Circuitry (AMSAC) was

installed at Ginna Station specifically for the loss of feedwater event from conditions > 40% reactor

power. The purpose of this system is to initiate AFW and a turbine trip independent of the RTS for
electrical related RTS failures. Ifthe RTS fails due to a mechanical cause (e.g., breakers fails to

open), then the RTS instrumentation will initiate AFW and trip the turbine as designed, thus

preventing the RCS from reaching 3200 psig provided that sufficient RCS pressure relief is available
and long-term shutdown is maintained. In summary, the Westinghouse analysis assumes the

following for an ATWS event {Ref. 16]:

AFW must be initiated within 1 minute since MFW is unavailable. The analysis assumes

that 50% ofAFW flow is equivalent to 400 gpm (i.e., fiow from two motor-driven AFW
pumps) while 100% is equivalent to 800 gpm (i.e., flow from all three AFW pumps). For
electrical failures of the RTS, AFW initiation must occur from AMSAC.

b. A turbine trip must be initiated for events where MFW is not available. For electrical
failures of the RTS, this initiation must occur from AMSAC.

Sufficient RCS pressure relief must be available for events where MFW is not available.
The necessary RCS pressure relief is dependant upon several factors which impact the

reactivity feedback (e.g., as RCS pressure and temperature increase, there is a negative
reactivity insertion based on the core design and age). Since the incorporation of

these'actors

would require specific analyses of each transient and the point in core life, the
information provided in Reference 17, Appendix B was used. This is summarized below:

Two safety valves are required at all times;

ii. One PORV is required to automatically open for the first 76 days of the cycle if
100% of AFW is available and the rods can be manually inserted;

iii. One PORV is required to automatically open between the first 19 and 83 days of the
cycle ifonly 50% ofAFW is available and the rods can be manually inserted;

iv. One PORV is required to automatically open between the first 139 and 193 days of
the cycle if 100% of AFW is available and the rods are not capable of being
manually inserted;
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v. One PORV is required to automatically open between the first 155 and 209 days of
the cycle if50% ofAFW is available and the rods are not capable manually inserted;

vi. Two PORVs are required to automatically open for the first 19 days'of the cycle if
only 50% ofAFW is available and the rods can be manually inserted;

vii. Two PORVs are required to automatically open between the first 82 and 139 days
of the cycle if 100% of AFW is available and the rods are not capable of being
manually inserted; and

viii. Two PORVs are required to automatically open between the first 111 and 155 days
of the cycle ifonly 50% of AFW is available and the rods are not capable ofbeing
manually inserted.

There is insufficient PORV capability for the first 82 days of the cycle if100% of
AFW is available and the rods are not capable ofbeing manually inserted (i.e., core
damage willalways occur).

There is insufficient PORV capability for the first 111 days of the cycle ifonly 50%
of AFW is available and the rods are not capable ofbeing manually inserted (core
damage willalways occur).

The success of any of these options results in steam release from the pressurizer PORVs and
safety reliefvalves (i.e., not water).

d. Long-term shutdown via emergency boration from CVCS gr locally tripping the MG sets
must be initiated within 10 minutes ifthe rods were not manually inserted.

Therefore, for the purpose of the Ginna Station PSA, the'ollowing will be assumed for the
reactivity control success criteria:

Failure to insert at least one RCCA bank willbe considered a failure of the reactivity control
function. While this is less restrictive than the accident analysis which only assumes one
stuck rod, it provides consistency with the ATWS analysis. The assumption of inserting at
least one bank is considered acceptable since reactivity is mainly a concern in the accident
analysis only with respect to main steam line breaks. Consideration of this accident is
described below. For the remaining accidents, insertion ofreactivity is of less a concern and
bounded by the use of borated water in the ECCS and CVCS.

b. The systems needed to mitigate an ATWS event as assumed in Reference 17 and
summarized above willbe required. The following are clarifications to these requirements:
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The success of MFW includes all necessary power conversion systems (e.g.,
circulating water, condensate, etc.) and control systems (e.g., pressurizer spray,
turbine control).

n. The success of AFW requires operation of secondary system pressure relief
components (e.g., main steam safety valves). These requirements willbe provided
in Section 4.2.2.4 below.

The Westinghouse analysis does not specify the time frame at which subcriticality
must be achieved during the long-term; however, itwillbe assumed to be within 1

hour. The 1 hour time frame is chosen as being sufficient to allow for the operators

to respond to the event and to bring the reactor under stabilized conditions. Locally
tripping the MG sets can easily be accomplished within this time frame. The rate at
which CVCS willachieve subcriticality is based on the source ofwater, number of
pumps, and whether the pumps are available under fullflow conditions. As shown

in Table 4-3, either one CVCS pump operating at full speed or 2/3 CVCS pumps at

low speed with water from the boric acid storage tanks (BASTs) willbe required.

AllCondition I and 11 initiators willbe covered in the ATWS event tree. However for low
probability initiators (Condition IIIand IVevents) which were not analyzed in Reference

18, the followingwillbe assumed with respect to failure of the RTS:

For large LOCAs, the ATWS event willbe ignored since the RTS is not credited in
the accident analysis due to the boron injection systems and loss ofmoderator. All
remaining LOCAs willbe treated similar to the Condition I and II initiators. This
is a conservative approach since even though MFWwillbe isolated by the resulting
safety injection signal, the RCS will tend to depressurize due to the break while
boron is being injected into the primary system from the ECCS. Also, long-term
shutdown can be provided by the ECCS in addition to charging for LOCA; however,
this willbe treated as a potential recovery event ifneeded.

Allmain feedwater line breaks willbe treated similar to Condition I and II initiators
since these events are similar to the limiting loss ofMFW event.

Alllarge steam line breaks willbe assumed to result in direct core damage. This is

due to the fact that with no rod insertion, the reactor core willattempt to match the

power level required to sustain the steam release. This could be significantly above

100% power (e.g., factor of2-5 above). Allsmall steam line breaks willbe treated

similar to Condition I and IIevents since inadvertent SG relief valve actuation was
considered within the ATWS evaluation.
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iv. A locked rotor event willbe assumed to directly result in overpressurization of the
RCS since the event results in a very high RCS pressure independent of the status of
the rods (i.e., RCS pressure of2900 psig).

These success criteria are summarized in Table 4-4. Table 4-5 summarizes the significant
differences from the accident analysis with respect to ATWS events and reactivity control.

4.2.2.2 RCS Pressure Control Success Criteria

As described above in Section 4.1, control ofRCS pressure is important for maintaining RCS below
its upper design limit(2485 psig), ensuring a subcooling margin for natural cooldown of an intact
RCS, providing adequate NPSH for operating RCPs, and to maintain the differential pressure across
SG tubes within acceptable limits. However, following a LOCA, RCS pressure control becomes
less important since the upper RCS design limitwill not be exceeded due to the break while
subcooling margin is no longer required since the injection systems can provide the necessary heat
removal capability (except for small LOCAs). Therefore, the focus of the success criteria for RCS
pressure control is with respect to transients and small LOCAs.

Following an initiating event, RCS pressure may'either be increasing or decreasing depending
mainly on the ability of the secondary system to remove the energy contained within the primary
system. As such, this evaluation willbe organized into two categories (i.e., those initiators which
require pressure relief and those which require an increase in pressure control). The final success
criteria is provided in Table 4-4 with all significant differences from the UFSAR addressed in Table
4-5.

4.2.2.2.1 Initiators Requiring RCS Pressure Relief
A

Based on a review ofTable 3-4, the following initiators are expected to result in the potential need
for RCS pressure relief:

a.

b.
C.

d.

e.

f.

h.
l.

k.
I.

Reactor Trip (some events)
Loss of Offsite Power - Grid (short-term)

~ Loss of Offsite Power - Switchyard (short-term)
Loss ofMFW
MFW Line Breaks
Loss of Instrument Air
Loss of SW
Loss of CCW
Loss ofDC Power
Locked Rotor
Steam Generator Tube Rupture (SGTR)
Small-Small LOCAs
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m. Steam Line Breaks

There are several means ofRCS pressure reliefwhich range from providing minor pressure relief
to those which provide a rapid and large pressure release. These means include the use of the
following components: (1) pressurizer spray, (2) pressurizer PORVs, and (3) pressurizer safety
valves. Since each initiator willvary with respect to the amount of pressure relief required, the
above initiators must be further broken down and grouped according to common needs. The initial
starting point for this effort willbe the UFSAR [Ref. 2].

With respect to the initiators listed above, only the loss ofoffsite power, loss ofMFW, MFW line
'breaks, SGTRs, small-small LOCAs, ARV failures, locked rotor events, steam line breaks, and

several of the reactor trips are specifically evaluated in the UFSAR. The remaining initiators are

events which are expected to require a system response similar to those evaluated in the UFSAR.
'herefore, for the purpose of this analysis, loss ofIA, SW, CCW, and DC power willbe considered

equivalent to the loss ofMFW event since these initiators are expected to result in a loss ofMFW
as a minimum (note that the loss ofMFW and loss ofoffsite power event are treated the same in the
accident analysis while the loss of CCW will only result in loss of MFW post-trip when the
operators manually remove MFWfrom service). Areactor trip willbe considered equivalent to the
loss of electrical load which is the most severe category of transient included within this category
(see Table 3-5). As such, there are seven categories of events which must be considered with
respect to RCS pressure relief: (1) loss ofMFW and offsite power, (2) MFW line break, (3) locked
rotor, (4) loss of electrical load, (5) SGTR, (6) small-small LOCA, and (7) ARVfailures.

For a loss of MFW or loss of offsite power event, the UFSAR assumes that ifone AFW pump is

initiated within 10 minutes, then the pressurizer willnot become water solid and cause the potential
for the PORVs to release water and subsequently stick open. However, the PORVs are expected
to liftfor a steam release. A review of Table 3-3 does not indicate a trip from at or near 100/o
power at Ginna Station due to a loss ofMFW or loss ofoffsite power to substantiate this prediction.
The only time the PORVs have actually lifted at Ginna Station since 1980 were the result of the
SGTR (LER 82-05) and following a turbine trip on January 17, 1983 (LER 83-07) during startup
activities, neither ofwhich directly applies to this discussion. Therefore, a more detailed review of
the loss ofMFW and loss ofoffsite power event is warranted.
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The accident analysis is performed assuming that 15% of the SG tubes are plugged to minimize heat
transfer from the RCS with no credit taken for pressurizer spray, steam dump, and ARVs. Several
MAAP runs were performed assuming that no tubes are plugged (which is true following the SG
replacement project in 1996)-and varying which AFW pumps were available and taking no credit
for any automatic pressure control system. These runs (FW01T, FW01U, and FW01V from Table
4-2) indicate that the RCS willreach'the pressurizer PORV setpoint upon a loss ofMFW regardless
of the number ofAFW pumps available within the first 10 minutes. However, ifthe PORVs are not
able to automatically open, then the main steam safety valves (MSSVs) will prevent the RCS
pressure from reaching the pressurizer safety valve setpoint. This was further confirmed by
simulator runs performed in January 1995 which demonstrated that RCS pressure was limited to
2360 psig if the PORVs were assumed to be unavailable with no AFW for up to 10 minutes.
Therefore, the Ginna Station PSA willassume the followingupon a loss ofMFW or loss of offsite
power event (the required number of AFW pumps for decay heat removal is provided in Section
4.2.2.4):

a. Both pressurizer PORVs willbe challenged to release steam ifthey are in the automatic
mode.

One or both pressurizer PORVs failing to liftwillnot result in a challenge, or requirement,
for the pressurizer safety valves provided that all eight MSSVs liftor any combination of
ARVs and MSSVs liftsuch that a total ofeight valves are available (two ARVs are roughly
equivalent to one MSSV per UFSAR Table 10.1-1 [Ref. 2]; but only one willbe required
based on the conservative accident analysis assumptions, e.g., tube plugging). However,
two PORVs or one safety valve is success for pressure relief in the event the necessary
MSSVs fail since they provide roughly equivalent energy removal capabilities [Ref. 2].

c. AllMSSVs and ARVs willbe challenged (the minimum required for decay heat removal
purposes is discussed in Section 4.2.2.4).

AMFW line break is similar in many ways to a loss ofMFW. As described in the UFSAR, there
'is a subsequent increase in primary system pressure as the heat transfer capability through the SGs
is reduced. This results in a challenge to the pressurizer PORVs, although the challenge willnot be
as severe as a loss of MFW due to the cooldown effect of the break (i.e., < 5 ibm/sec through the
PORV). In addition, AFW is assumed to be unavailable for up to 10 minutes in the accident
analysis with MFW isolated within 1 minute to prevent a potential for containment
overpressurization. Therefore, the Ginna Station PSA willassume the following for a MFW line
break:

a. Both pressurizer PORVs willbe challenged to release steam ifthey are in the automatic
mode.
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b. One or both pressurizer PORVs failing to liftwillnot result in a challenge to the pressurizer
safety valves due to the feedwater linebreak cooldown effect and available volume in the
pressurizer.

c. There is no challenge, or requirement, for the MSSVs or ARVs as a result of the transient.

d. There is no need to isolate the feedwater line break since containment is not postulated to
overpressurize at 60 psig as assumed in the accident analysis. However, the failure to isolate
the line break may impact the success of individual plant systems (e.g., AFW) which will
be addressed in the system models.

A locked rotor event is the most limitingRCS pressure event (other than an ATWS event) evaluated

in the UFSAR. This is due to the fact that RCS flow is immediately reduced to one of the two SGs.

This results is a rapid primary system pressure increase due to the reduced heat transfer capability
through the SGs. The analysis assumes that pressurizer spray and the PORVs are unavailable to
reduce pressure; however, the safety valves liftto remove steam and limit the RCS pressure to

approximately 2900 psig. Therefore, the Ginna Station PSA willassume the following for a locked
rotor event:

a. Both pressurizer PORVs willbe challenged to release steam ifthey are in the automatic
mode.

Both pressurizer safety valves must lift; however both PORVs in combination with
pressurizer spray may replace one safety valve (two PORVs are roughly equivalent to one

safety valve per UFSAR Table 5.4-7 [Ref. 2]).
O

AllMSSVs and ARVs willbe challenged and required for pressure relief. The minimum
required for decay heat removal purposes is discussed in Section 4.2.2.4.

For the loss of electrical load event, the UFSAR evaluates two possible conditions: (1) with
automatic pressurizer control and PORVs, and (2) without automatic pressurizer control. These two
cases are used to address departure from nucleate boiling (DNB) and RCS pressure control
considerations, respectively. For both cases, no credit is taken for the steam dump system or ARVs
and offsite power is assumed to be available. In addition, MFW is assumed to be lost, AFW is

unavailable, and 15% of the SG tubes are plugged to limitthe heat transfer from the RCS. Given
these assumptions for the automatic pressurizer control event, all MSSVs and pressurizer PORVs
willlift. However, only steam is released from both sets of relief valves. For the non-automatic
pressurizer control event, all MSSVs and the pressurizer safeties will lift; again, only steam is

released from both sets of relief valves. Therefore, the Ginna Station PSA will assume the

following for the loss of electrical load event:
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a. Both pressurizer PORVs willbe challenged to release steam ifthey are in the automatic
mode.

b. The pressurizer safety valves will not be challenged, nor required for pressure relief,
provided that:

Alleight MSSVs liftor any combination ofARVs and MSSVs liftsuch that a total
~ of eight valves are available two ARVs are roughly equivalent to one MSSV per

UFSAR Table 10.1-1 [Ref. 2]; but only one will be required based on the
conservative accident analysis assumptions, e.g., tube plugging);

ii. Pressurizer spray is available; and

iii. Both PORVs lift.

Ifany of these are not met, then one oftwo safeties is required since one safety is equivalent
to both PORVs per UFSAR Table 5.4-7 [Ref. 2].

AllMSSVs and ARVs willbe challenged (the minimum required for decay heat removal
purposes is discussed in Section 4.2.2.4).

The SGTR event is a very complex event with numerous human actions and changing plant
responses. Since the primary goal ofoperators following a SGTR is to equalize pressure between
the primary system and secondary system to maintain necessary RCS inventory, the required RCS
pressure control response willbe discussed in Section 4.2.2.3 below.

For small-small LOCAs, a reduction in primary system pressure is required in order to reach the
shutoff head of the SI pumps., Since AFW willprovide the necessary RCS pressure reduction, this
willbe discussed in the decay heat removal section below (Section 4.2.2.4).

The UFSAR considers three types of steam line breaks: (1) inadvertent opening of a ARVwhile at
hot zero power (HZP), (2) inadvertent opening of an ARVcoincident with a feedwater valve failure,
and (3) a large steam line break. The inadvertant opening of the ARV is bounded by the coincident
ARVand feedwater valve failure (the fact that it is only evaluated at HZP is also a consideration)
such that only items 2 and 3 are considered further.
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The coincident ARV and feedwater valve failure is caused by a common control fault in the

advanced digital feedwater control system (ADFCS) which sends a signal to the ARVs and

feedwater regulating valves to go fullopen. This results in a cooldown event on the secondary side

with a subsequent increase in reactor power in an attempt to match the heat removal rate. The
UFSAR shows that the only event in which a reactor trip signal is generated is when both ARVs and

both sets of feedwater control valves fail open. For all other events, there is no primary or
secondary system transient large enough which willresult in a reactor trip as the control systems

continue to match reactor power and SG heat removal rate. This. is further confirmed by the fact
that Ginna Station was designed to accept a 10'fo step load increase at 100/o power without
generating a reactor trip signal (an open ARV would result in less than a 5'/o load increase).

Therefore, the only event which must be considered is both ARVs and feedwater regulating valves

failing open from ADFCS.

As additional feedwater is added to the SGs and both ARVs open to relieve steam, the primary
system compensates by increasing power. The increase in power is required since the added mass

to the SGs must be heated in order to be released through the open ARVs (i.e., more heat must be

generated within the primary system). The primary system continues to increase power until a

reactor trip setpoint is reached (i.e., Overpower zT). However, neither the pressurizer PORVs,
. safeties, nor MSSVs are challenged following the reactor trip due to the energy release from the

open ARVs.

With respect to large steam line breaks, the overcooling effect of the accident initiallycauses both
the secondary and primary system pressures to drop. However, following isolation of all feedwater
flow to the affected SG, the primary system begins to heatup due to decay heat. This is expected

to result in challenges to the PORVs ifpressurizer spray is unavailable. The pressurizer safeties

would only be challenged ifthe PORVs and spray were unavailable. Given the primary system

pressure increase, the main steam relief valves on the intact SG would also eventually lift.

4.2.2.2.2 Initiators Requiring RCS Pressure Control

The second category of events which impact RCS pressure control relates to those initiators which
potentially require an increase in RCS pressure. Based on a review of Table 3-4, the following
initiators are expected to result in decreased RCS pressure which must be subsequently controlled:

a.

b.
c.

d.

Large Steam Line Breaks
Loss of Offsite Power - Grid (long-term)
Loss of Offsite Power - Switchyard (long-term)
Loss of Offsite Power - 480 V Trains

It should be noted that LOCAs willalso result in a decrease in RCS pressure; however there is no
need for a subsequent increase in RCS pressure since it is more desirable to depressurize the primary
system in order to reach RHR conditions (see Section 4.2.2.3).
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For large steam line breaks, the secondary system attempts to remove a much greater amount of heat
than the reactor core was originally providing. This results in a primary system depressurization
which must be overcome in order to prevent the potential for a criticality excursion and to ensure
that pressure differentials across the SG tubes are maintained within limits. For loss of offsite power
events, pressurizer heaters are required to support long-term natural recirculation. There are several
means ofproviding pressure control for these two category of events including use of CVCS, ECCS
injection, and the pressurizer heaters. Since each initiator willrequire a different degree of pressure
control, the above initiators were evaluated individually.

The steam line break is most limitingat HZP conditions, with offsite power available (i.e., one or
b'oth RCPs are running), and all three AFW pumps running under full flow conditions (for
maximum cooldown effects). Following a major steam line break, the RCS is rapidly depressurized
as a result of the secondary side cooldown effect. The accident analysis shows that initiation of two
of three safety injection (SI) pumps and limiting the cooldown to one SG effectively repressurizes
the RCS and provides necessary boron injection to limit the corresponding positive reactivity
addition. Limitingthe steam line break to one SG also reduces the potential for pressurized thermal
shock. However, MAAPruns SLB01D, SLB01E, and SLB01F (see Table 4-2) demonstrate that no
SI pumps are necessary. Anew assessment of the main steam line break was also performed using
the accident analysis codes and assuming no SI was available. This analysis showed that while the
containment analysis could be exceeded (i.e., pressure could exceed 60 psig), all core responses
where within required limits [Ref. 18]. Therefore, the Ginna Station PSA willassume the following
for a steam line break:

No SI is required to repressurize the RCS and provide boron injection unless main steam
isolation fails.

Isolation ofthe affected SG is required for RCS pressure control following a large steam line
break. This is broken down based on the break location as follows:

i. For breaks inside containment or the Intermediate Building, one of two MSIVs must
close, or the non-return check valve on the faulted SG must close to isolate the break
from the intact SG.

'i. For breaks inside the Turbine Building, one of two MSIVs must close to ensure that
one SG remains intact.
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For long-term loss ofoffsite power events, the RCPs are unavailable to provide forced recirculation
and the plant must rely on natural recirculation. However, natural circulation requires control of
primary system pressure since over time, system heat losses will begin to buildup and result in
reduced RCS pressure and subsequent loss of subcooling. Ifthis were to occur, no mans of decay
heat removal would exist. Westinghouse. analyses [Ref. 19] indicate that 100 kW of pressurizer
heaters are required within 6 hours following loss of the RCPs to prevent a loss of sub-cooled
conditions. This calculation was performed assuming that the pressurizer was at its no-load level
with no credit for heat capacity of the metal (i.e., lowest mass and heat capacity which results in the
most rapid decrease in RCS pressure due to heat losses). Therefore, the Ginna Station PSA will
assume that 100 kW of pressurizer heaters is required within this same 6 hours to prevent loss of
subcooling. As an alternative, Reference 20 also states that the control rod shroud ventilation
system can be used to provide cooling to the reactor vessel head to prevent the formation ofvoids;
thus maintaining necessary subcooling. This willconsidered as a recovery action only.

Since the loss ofnatural circulation is equivalent to the loss ofdecay heat removal (i.e., loss of SG
cooling), the option for bleed and feed exists as described in Section 4.2.2.4.

4.2.2.3 RCS Inventory Success Criteria

As described in Section 4.1, control of RCS inventory is important for maintaining decay heat
removal since core damage is assumed to occur for any significant durations ofcore uncovery. With
respect to determining the success criteria for RCS inventory control, the size of the LOCA is the

only parameter that must be considered since break size dictates the flow rate and subsequent RCS

pressure which in turn, determines the necessary system response. In general, there are three types
of LOCAs: (1) stuck open pressurizer PORVs or safety valves as a result of an overpressure
transient, (2) failure ofRCP seals, and (3) pipe breaks. Each type must be evaluated; however, since
the first two types can be equated to a LOCA size, their specific success criteria willbe addressed

in the pipe break discussion. The final success criteria is provided in Table 4-4 with all significant
differences from the UFSAR addressed in Table 4-5.

4.2.2.3.1 Pressurizer Relief Valve LOCA

A pressurizer relief valve LOCA is caused by the failure of the PORVs or safety valves to reseat

following an overpressure transient. This creates a small break LOCA that is similar to any other
comparable size pipe break. Based on a review of Section 4.2.2.2.1, the following transients will
result in a challenge to the PORVs ifthey are in the automatic mode:

a.

b.
C.

d.

e.

Reactor Trip (Loss ofElectrical Load)
Loss of Offsite Power - Grid (short-term)
Loss of Offsite Power - Switchyard (short-term)
Loss ofMFW
MPW Line Breaks
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Loss of Instrument Air
Loss of SW
Loss ofDC Power
Locked Rotor

In addition, the following transients are expected to result in a challenge to the pressurizer safeties:

a.

b.
C.

d.

e.

f.

Locked Rotor
Reactor Trip (Loss ofElectrical Load - assuming MSSVs gr both PORVs fail)
Loss ofMFW (assuming MSSVs and both PORVs fail)
Loss of Instrument Air(assuming MSSVs ~n both PORVs fail)
Loss of SW (assuming MSSVs hand both PORVs fail)
Loss ofDC Power (assuming MSSVs ~an both PORVs fail)

Therefore, followingeach of the above transients, the PORVs or safety valves must reseat to prevent
a transient induced LOCA.

Per WCAP-9804 [Ref. 20], the failure of a PORV or safety valve to reseat results in a < 2 inch
LOCA. The failure oftwo or more reliefvalves willresult in a larger LOCA. In addition, since the
PORVs have installed block valves to isolate a failed open PORV, these can be credited for
preventing or terminating the LOCA. Reference 21 states that ifthe failed open PORV is isolated
within approximately 3 minutes, a safety injection signal due to low pressurizer pressure willbe
avoided: The analysis further states that for the Ginna Station SGTR in 1982, a stuck open PORV
was isolated within three minutes by control room operators acting in response to available
indication (valve position and temperature alarms). While the three minutes is a generic value, it
does provide an approximate time fram to assume that the failed open PORC does not have to be
classified as a LOCA. The ability to isolate a stuck open PORV after three minutes is a potential
recovery action that can be considered to effectively terminate the LOCA; however, the event must
initiallyhave the same minimum plant response as any other similarly size LOCAprior to PORV
isolation. The success criteria for a PORV or safety valve LOCA willbe provided in Section
4.2.2.3.3.

4.2.2.3.2 RCP Seal LOCA

In order to limitleakage from the RCS, the RCPs are designed with a seal package comprised of
three seals located in series along the pump shaft. This seal package limits RCS leakage by
progressively reducing RCS pressure from 2250 psig to containment atmospheric pressure. Failure
of this seal package can result in a LOCA similar to any equivalent sized pipe break.
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The first stage seal in the RCP seal assembly is a "control" film-ridingseal which limits leakage
along the pump shaft by maintaining a hydrostatic force balance. That is, by maintaining the gap
between the non-rotating faceplate of the seal design and the rotating faceplate, leakage can be
"controlled." Multiple parameters can affect the gap (i.e., cause it to open or close with the

corresponding change in leakage rate) including the angle between the non-rotating and rotating
faceplates and inlet fluid pressure and temperature. The second stage seal directs the majority of
first stage leakoff to the CVCS system via the seal leakoff line while the third stage seal minimizes
the leakage ofwater and vapor from the pump into the containment atmosphere. These last two seal

stages are rubbing type seals with the second stage seal designed to hold RCS system pressure for
24 hours with the first seal leakoff isolated and the RCP static. However, ifboth the first and second

stage seals were to fail, then the third stage seal is not expected to limitleakage (i.e., failure of the
first two seal stages is essentially a LOCA)."

CVCS is used for the first "control" seal with a portion of CVCS being injected into the primary
system and the remainder being directed along the pump shaft and out of the pump.via the second

stage seal. To provide seal cooling, both CVCS injection into the seal package and seal leakoff from
the package must be successful in order to maintain the required hydrostatic balance. In addition
to CVCS, component cooling water (CCW) is used to provide cooling water to the RCP motor
bearing oil coolers and thermal barrier cooling coil. Per UFSAR Section 5.4.1.1.2 [Ref. 2], flow
from either CVCS or CCW is sufficient to protect the RCP seals and prevent a possible LOCA.
However, ifCCW is lost for > 2 minutes, then the RCP must be tripped (ifstill running) to protect
the motor [Ref. 21]. While no specific time limitis provided for loss of both support systems with
respect to protecting the seals, itwillbe assumed that the RCPs must be tripped within the same 2
minutes to prevent seal damage. This 2 minute assumption is also consistent with vendor
recommendations per the system engineer.

Westinghouse has extensively studied seal LOCAs during station blackout sequences in which all
support systems are lost and the RCPs are not running [Ref. 22]. This includes the development of
an event tree model to catalog the failure types of seal ruptures and a thermal hydraulic exercise of
a code specifically developed to predict seal flow rates. The net result of this study was that a seal

LOCAwith a Westinghouse designed pump can result in at most, 480 gpm per pump, or a total flow
rate of 960 gpm. This represents the catastrophic failure of all three stages in both RCPs. Using
standard conversions (see Tables 4-6 and 4-7), this flow is equivalent to a fixed orifice diameter
break of 1.08 inches. The calculation of 1.08 inches is further justified by the fact that a complete
severance ofa SG tube (0.664 inch inner diameter) results in approximately a 430 gpm leak per the
UFSAR which ifratioed to the tube break area, corresponds closely to that for the 960 gpm seal

LOCA and 1.08 inches.
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The Westinghouse analysis states that leakage through the first stage seal is expected to increase
from 3 gpm to approximately 21 gpm per pump ifseal cooling is not provided within 30 minutes.
Once seal cooling is restored and the seal assembly returns to a thermal equilibrium, leakage will
again return to the normal 3 gpm. Without any seal cooling beyond 30 minutes, the seal assembly
is vulnerable to failure due to loss of the seal ring geometry (i.e., the seal ring is no longer free to
move or "binds") or to degradation of the elastomer material. The Westinghouse analysis predicts
a seal failure probability of 2.83E-02 ~af er the first hour of no seal cooling (i.e., there is no failure
during the first hour) which gradually increases over time without seal cooling. However, even if
there were no failure of the seal assembly, the seals would continue to provide a leak path from the
RCS at a rate of 21 gpm per pump until cooling is restored. Westinghouse estimates that core
uncovery would occur at approximately 20 hours for a 2-loop plant (see Figure 8-5 of Ref. 22)
under these conditions (i.e., continuous 21 gpm leak per pump).

In addition to the Westinghouse analysis presented in WCAP-10451, an assessment of RCP seal
failures is presented in Appendix C.14 of NUREG-1150 [Ref. 23]. In this analysis, an expert
solicitation process (including a Westinghouse representative) was utilized to predict RCP seal
leakage rates for various possible seal failure combinations. However, the report states that "prior
to 90 minutes, there is no risk of seal failure." Following this 90 minutes, the RCP seal leakage rates
and seal failure combinations are generally more conservative than in the Westinghouse analysis.

Based on the above information, the Ginna Station PSA willassume the followingwith respect to
a seal LOCA.

a. Following the loss ofall seal cooling (i.e., CVCS and CCW), operators must trip the running
RCPs within 2 minutes or a seal LOCAof480 gpm per pump willresult.

b.- - Following the loss of all seal cooling (and trip of the RCPs), a leakage rate of 3 gpm per
pump willbe assumed for the first 30 minutes. This is equivalent to 180 gallons (or 20 ft')
which is only 10~/o of the water volume in the pressurizer at hot zero power. As such, ifseal
cooling is restored within 30 minutes so that the leakage rate remains at 3 gpm, no further
RCS inventory makeup is required. Recovery ofseal cooling may be in the form of either
CCW to the thermal barrier or a total of 6 gpm from CVCS to the seal assembly (plus
availability of seal return). Since one CVCS pump at its lowest speed setting is equivalent
to approximately 15 gpm, one of three CVCS pump is considered successful for seal

injection.
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Following 30 minutes ofno seal cooling, the leakage rate is assumed to increase to 21 gpm
per pump which remains constant until seal cooling is restored or until the seal assembly has
failed. Seal failure can only be prevented by restoration of seal cooling which may be in the
form of either CCW to the thermal barrier or a total of 42 gpm from CVCS to the seal
assembly (plus seal return). Since 42 gpm is above the low speed setting of one CVCS
pump, but within the design flowrate of 45 gpm, either one CVCS pump at its full speed
setting or two of three CVCS pumps at their low speed setting is acceptable (the fact that
two pumps at their low speed setting is only 30 gpm total is considered sufficient to provide
the necessary cooling to restore leakage back to 3 gpm). IfCCW is used to provide seal
cooling, then some form ofRCS makeup is also required which willbe assumed to be the
same requirements as that for the smallest sized LOCA. To simplify the model, RCS

'akeup willonly be assumed to be required after 60 minutes (see item d below). A total
of 30 minutes of 3 gpm leakage and 30 minutes of21 gpm leakage amounts to only 1400
gallons (193 ft') which is equivalent to the pressurizer volume at hot zero power.

Following 30 minutes ofno seal cooling, the seal assembly failure probability is dependent
on several factors including seal type and whether or not operators have successfully
depressurized the RCS. However, for both the Westinghouse and NUREG-1150 analyses,
seal failure is not postulated until after at least 60 minutes. After this 60 minutes, the seal
failure probability increases with time. As discussed above in item c, it is assumed that after
60 minutes, some form of primary system makeup is required to mitigate a 21 gpm per,

pump seal leakoff rate with no corresponding seal failure. A seal failure results in at most
480 gpm per pump which is the same LOCAsize category as the 21 gpm per pump leak per
Section 3.2.2.3.3. Therefore, the only difference between a seal LOCA and maintaining seal
integrity after 60 minutes is the length of time which is available prior to core damage. The
evaluation of time available prior to core damage is presented in Appendix B.

e. The only form of seal cooling recovery which willbe considered is restoration of offsite
. power. All other equipment related failures of CVCS and CCW willbe assumed to be

unrecoverable.

The specific success criteria for a RCP seal LOCA is provided in Section 3.2.2.3.3.

4.2.2.3.3 Pipe Breaks

Figure 6.3-4 of the Ginna Station UFSAR [Ref. 2] presents a bar graph in which LOCA sizes are
compared against the emergency core cooling system (ECCS) components. Essentially three
category of LOCAs are presented as described below:
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Small LOCAs (3ll 2/3 SI pumps (note - 1/3 CVCS pumps is
stated as being capable of mitigating g 3/8"
break) and 1/2 RHR pumps for recirculation
only

Medium LOCAs 3" to 10" 2/3 SI pumps and 1/2 RHR pumps (note - the
graph also suggests that this category could be
as small as 3" to 6")

3. Large LOCAs ) 10ll 1/2 RHR pumps and 1/2 accumulators (note-
the graph also suggests that large LOCAs
could be as small as 6")

The accident analyses presented in Chapter 15 of the UFSAR only analyze "small" LOCAs (i.e., 3"
to 6") and the large design basis guillotine break. That is, the small and medium LOCAs are
essentially combined for ease of analysis. This is an overly conservative assumption; as such,
MAAP runs were performed to better define the LOCA break sizes which correspond to UFSAR
Figure 6.3 4. The SGTR event is analyzed separately from the small LOCAs m the UFSAR.

MultipleMAAPruns were made by varying LOCA size and the available equipment (see Table 4-
2). As a result of these runs, the LOCAbreak sizes for the Ginna Station PSA partition into four
general categories as described below:

1. Small-Small LOCA (SSLOCA) < 1" Cannot depressurize to SI setpoint on break
size alone; therefore, need AFW. Require
high pressure recirculation since cannot reach
RHR conditions before depletion of RWST.
RCS inventory loss is small enough to allow
rapid RCS depressurization to the RHR
setpoint using AFW and SGs if one
accumulator is available.

2. Small LOCA (SLOCA) 1
II to 2ll Slowly depressurizes to SI setpoint on break

size alone. Require high pressure
recirculation since cannot reach RHR
condition before depletion of RWST. RCS
inventory loss is small enough that to allow
rapid 'CS depressurization to the RHR
setpoint using AFW and SGs if one
accumulator is available.
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Medium LOCA(MLOCA) 2" to 5" Slowly depressurizes to RHR setpoint on
break size alone, but SI is needed initially to
avoid core melt.

4. Large LOCA (LLOCA) ) 5 II Depressurizes to RHR setpoint essentially
immediately.

5. SGTR 0.664" Same as SSLOCA except for numerous
operator actions.

The details concerning these LOCA categories are provided below. Table 4-4 summarizes the
associated success criteria while Table 4-5 discusses the significant differences from the accident
analyses.

BSBIII- II L . MASS SSABCDE, SLCCA22, d SIIBCDE-2 * 2 E d

confirm this category ofLOCAsize. Essentially, runs S11BCDE-2 (1" LOCA) and SLOCA32 (3/4"
'LOCA) demonstrate thatone of three SI pumps is sufficient for inventory makeup, but not for core
cooling for break sizes up to 1". That is, with the same initial conditions (one of three SI pumps and
no CVCS, RHR, AFW pumps and accumulators), the core temperature for a 3/4" LOCA exceeded
1800'F while itdid not for a 1" LOCA. Therefore, AFW is assumed to be required for LOCA sizes
less than 1" to provide the necessary core cooling. Also, only one of three AFW pumps is required
consistent with the accident analyses; however, 45 minutes willbe allowed to initiate AFW versus
10 minutes based on SG dryout conditions (see Section 4.2.2.4).

Additional MAAP runs were also made assuming that 2/3 SI pumps were available (SLOCA32B
and S12BCDE-2). For the 3/4" LOCA, there was no discernible improvement since the RCS does
not depressurize fast enough to use the additional SI. For the 1" LOCA, the additional SI pump only
maintains RCS at a slightly higher pressure, thus delaying entry into the RHR mode of cooling.
Therefore, 1/3 SI pumps willbe considered as success. In addition, high pressure recirculation will
be required using the RHR system consistent with UFSAR Figure 6.3-4 since the MAAP runs do
not demonstrate the capability to reach RHR before the RWST is depleted.

Since MAAP is not as detailed as other NRC accepted T/H codes used for the accident analyses, the
above success criteria was considered qualitatively as follows:

UFSAR Figure 6.3-4 shows that two of three SI pumps is sufficient for LOCAs < 3" in
diameter which is one additional SI pump than shown by MAAP as being required. There
is also no discussion of the need for AFW in the figure. However, a 3" LOCAhas a larger
flow area than a 1" LOCA by a factor of 9. This difference impacts both the amount of
energy being released by the break and the rate of RCS depressurization which in turn
impacts the required number of SI pumps and the need for AFW.
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The SGTR analysis (0.664" LOCA) shows that a reactor trip on Overtemperature ~T occurs
at 49 seconds while an SI signal on low pressurizer pressure does not occur until 296
seconds. In addition, it is not until approximately 500 seconds that RCS is sufficiently
depressurized to 1400 psig that the SI pumps can begin to inject. This depressurization
includes the use of AFW to one SG and the MSSVs. Therefore, given the long time to
depressurize the RCS assuming that AFW is available for a SGTR event, it is reasonable to
conclude that the MAAP defined success criteria for number of SI (1/3) and AFW (1/3)
pumps is appropriate for breaks < 1".

Note that for small enough LOCAs (approximately a 3/8" break), 2 CVCS pumps are sufficient to
provide the inventory control role in place of SI (see run SOABCDE); however, this was not
considered since the charging pumps are shed following an SI signal. Also, somewhere in the 1/4"
size range, the break should be small enough to remain within the capacity ofone CVCS pump and
could therefore be classified as a transient rather than a LOCA. However, this distinction has not
been made for the Ginna Station PSA project to simplify the modeling process (i.e., any LOCA>
0" willessentially require inventory control by the ECCS).

In addition to the above discussion, MAAP runs SLOCA21, SLOCA22, SLOCA23, SLOCA24,
SLOCA25, SLOCA 26, SLOCA26B, and SLOCA27 were performed to confirm the viabilityof
rapid RCS cooldown using the SGs and accumulators to the RHR setpoint. These runs were
designed based on the EOPs which provide this option in event there is a complete SI system failure
during small-small LOCAs (see procedures FR-C.2 [Ref. 24] and FR-C.1 [Ref. 25] based on
inadequate core cooling). Essentially, with 1 RHR pump, 1 accumulator, and 1 AFW pump, and
varying the break discharge coefficient and time so that operators begin the cooldown from 45 to
60 minutes following the event, MAAP demonstrates that core damage is prevented. Since
cooldown is not initiated until at least 45 to 60 minutes, use ofAFW, SAFW, or MFW is successful.

Finally, since a RCP seal LOCA can range anywhere from a 42 gpm leak (21 gpm per pump) to a
960 gpm rupture (1.08" LOCA), the seal LOCAwillbe considered within this category ofLOCA.

~IIL A fhf g P ILPPA Pl h II LOCAL h UPPAILPIg 63-
4. MAAP run S11BCDE-2 confirms that one of three SI pumps is sufficient for RCS inventory
makeup and core cooling; thus, AFW is not required for break sizes greater than 1" equivalent
diameter. The upper range of this category of LOCA is based the runs made for the Medium
LOCA whereby there is sufficient RWST inventory and SI core cooling to reach RHR conditions
prior to requiring high pressure recirculation. Again, credit for rapid cooldown of the RCS using
AFW and the ARVs willbe credited as an option in the event that SI is failed.

In summary, the small LOCA success criteria willbe the same as for small-small LOCA except that
AFW is not required. Once again, one of three SI pumps will be used in place of the two pumps
assumed in the accident analysis.
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Finally, based on MAAP runs FB12A, FB12D, FB12E, FB12G, and FB12H, a single PORV is

enough to depressurize the RCS to the SI setpoint without the aid ofAFW. Hence, a PORV LOCA
is classified as a small LOCA. This is also consistent with Reference 21.

2 A. MAAP S 1BC2H,S 1BCDE, ~ BC H, dMlBC Hd «h
of three SI pumps is sufficient for injection in 2" to 5" LOCAs in order to reach RHR conditions
prior to depletion of the RWST. Meanwhile, runs S3AB12E and S4AB12E indicate that the break
is not large enough for RHR alone to prevent core damage. Runs S21BCD2 and S21BC2E also

indicate that the gain from accumulators for a 2 inch LOCA is minimal enough to ignore the
accumulators in the MLOCAsuccess criteria. However, even though the MAAP runs show that
RHR is not required in the injection phase, RHR would be required in the injection phase in order
to empty the RWST to the switchover setpoint (i.e., 15% RWST level). UFSAR Figure 6.3-4 also

shows that RHR would be required. Therefore, the Ginna Station PSA willassume the same.

A run was also performed to evaluate ifAFW alone is sufficient to reduce RCS pressure to the RHR
setpoint. MAAP run S2A2C2E demonstrates that AFW willreduce RCS pressure but not prior to
the onset of core damage. Since runs S21BC2E, S31BCDE, and S41BC2E demonstrate that one
of three SI pumps is sufficient for core cooling without AFW, the availability of AFW is of no
consequence. Therefore, the medium LOCAsuccess criteria willbe one of three SI and one of two
RHR pumps for injection and one of two RHR pumps for recirculation.

Once again, the hG~'uns demonstrate that one of three SI pumps is sufficient to provide core
cooling versus the two of three pumps used in the accident analysis. The above MAAP runs were
also performed assuming two of three pumps to evaluate the differences. Essentially, requiring two
SI pumps results in a more rapid depletion of the RWST with little or no improvement in the core
temperature.

IMMCCA SMMP SSAB12E SSAHl E, d SHAB»E h h d 8 ll 8
is achieved using one of two RHR pumps for injection for LOCAs as small as a 5 inch equivalent
break. Note that MAAP run S51BC2E indicates that a 5 inch LOCA can also be mitigated using
one of three SI pumps (i.e., no injection from the RHR pumps). Rather than create a special
category ofLOCAs which can be mitigated using either one of three SI pumps or one of two RHR
pumps, it was arbitrarily (but conservatively) assumed that large LOCAs encompassed any break
greater than 5 inches.

It should also be noted that the MAAP runs show that the unavailability of the accumulators does

not prevent the RHR system from providing the necessary core cooling. However, this willbe
ignored in the Ginna Station PSA which will assume that one of two accumulators is required
consistent with the accident analyses.
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QQ~T. The typical SGTR which is modeled both in PSAs and accident analyses is the guillotine
break ofone SG tube. Failure of multiple tubes is not modeled due to the low probability of more
than one tube failing at the same time. Also, industry events have typically been due to large leaks
(versus a guillotine rupture); therefore, assuming a design basis guillotine break should encompass
all potential scenarios. Since a SG tube has an inner diameter of 0.664 inch, a SGTR falls within
the SSLOCA category of LOCAs. However, a SGTR is a much more complex scenario with
significant operator action required. Therefore, the SGTR event is evaluated separately.

The SGTR event is modeled in the accident analysis for two cases. The first case is to demonstrate
that SG overfill as a result of the tube rupture. does not occur since it could lead to water relief
through the MSSVs and thus, the high probability for a stuck open safety valve with an impact on
offsite doses. The second case evaluates a tube rupture specifically for offsite dose consequences
assuming that the ARV on the ruptured SG is stuck open. The Ginna Station PSA willuse the
timing and operator actions from both these cases for the purpose of determining success criteria.

Similar to a SSLOCA, the reactivity control function is provided by the RTS. However, the RCS
pressure and inventory control functions are complicated by'he fact that this type of LOCA
bypasses the containment. As such, the break fiow from the RCS must be terminated by equalizing
RCS and the ruptured SG pressure. This is accomplished through isolation of the ruptured SG (e.g.,
closure of its MSIV) and depressurization of the RCS to the ARV setpoint of 1050 psig, thus

equalizing pressure between the primary and secondary sides. There are essentially four major
operator actions following a SGTR as described below:

Identify and Isolate the Ruptured SG - Once a tube rupture has been identified through
various station alarms and indications (reactor trip is assumed to be on Overtemperature aT),
operators must isolate all feedwater flow to, and steam flow from, the affected SG. Since
the SGTR is assumed to result in an SI actuation due to low pressurizer pressure, MFWwill
be automatically isolated such that only AFW must be stopped. Because this requires
operator action, the accident analysis assumes that it takes the operator 10 minutes following
the event to isolate AFW and close the MSIVon the affected SG.

Cooldown the RCS to Establish Subcooling Margin - Following isolation of the ruptured
SG, operators attempt to rapidly cool the RCS. This is accomplished by using at least one
ARV(preferably on the intact SG due to dose consequences). The accident analysis requires
that the RCS be cooled down until RCS subcooling at the ruptured SG pressure is 35'F.
This subcooling margin ensures that adequate subcooling will be available in the RCS
following depressurization of the RCS to the ruptured SG pressure. The accident analysis
assumes that the ARV is opened within 20 minutes following isolation of the ruptured SG
and takes approximately an additional 20 minutes to cooldown the RCS.
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Depressnrize RCS to Restore Inventory - Following cooldown of the RCS, operators must
depressurize the RCS using at least one pressurizer PORV. Depressurization must continue
until one of the following is met: (1) RCS pressure is less than the ruptured SG pressure and
pressurizer level is > 5%, (2) pressurizer level is > 75%, or (3) RCS subcooling is O'. The
time required to reach any of these three conditions is dependent upon plant conditions and

equipment availability. However, the accident analysis assumes that depressurization is

initiated within 2 minutes followingRCS cooldown and complete within an additional 32
seconds.

Terminate Sl to Slop Primary to Secondary Leakage - Once the RCS is sufficiently
depressurized, the SI pumps must be isolated (CVCS is assumed to be tripped on SI) to
terminate the break flow. SI can be terminated ifall of the following conditions are met:

(1) RCS subcooling is > O', (2) one of three AFW pumps is available or intact SG level is

in the narrow range, (3) RCS pressure is stable or increasing, and (4) pressurizer level is >
5%. As can be seen, three of the four conditions for terminating SI are equivalent to or
bounded by the termination of the RCS depressurization step. As such, the accident analysis
assumes that SI is terminated within 1 minute of completing RCS depressurization.

The failure ofoperators to perform the above actions have various consequences. However, the real
consequence is that the time available for operators to stop the break flow from the RCS is

significantly reduced. This is due to the fact that the RWST inventory willcontinue to deplete
without the availability ofcontainment sump recirculation and the SG willcontinue to fillcreating
the potential for overfill conditions. In the event the RWST is depleted prior to leak termination,
the only alternative is a rapid cooldown to RHR conditions using the intact SG ARV (see procedures
FR-C.2 [Ref. 24] and FR-C.1 P.ef. 25] based on inadequate core cooling). Once the RHR setpoint
is reached, RHR cooling can be started to reduce the RCS pressure to atmospheric pressure, thereby
terminating the loss of RCS inventory. During the rapid RCS cooldown, RCS inventory is

maintained via reverse flowfrom the ruptured steam generator; thus, unlike the similar situation for
SSLOCAs, the accumulators are not needed.

Since the time frames for the operator actions are very important, several MAAP runs were
performed. The results of these MAAP runs are summarized below:

MAAPruns RUH2A, RUH28, and RUH2C show that with rapid RCS depressurization and
cooldown to RHR conditions initiated within 45 minutes, high core tempertures are averted

(i.e., core damage does not occur) assuming no SI is available. In addition, the time to reach
RHR conditions is based on whether or not the accumulators are blocked. Therefore, the
Ginna Station PSA will assume that operators must initiate rapid cooldown to RHR
conditions within 45 minutes ifSI is not available.
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MAAPruns RUH2D, RUH2E, RUH2F, RUH2G, RUH2H, and RUH2I were performed to
determine the consequences with no SI available, with a stuck open relief valve on the
ruptured SG. The runs include various assumptions for the timing of the stuck open relief
valve and the reliefvalve flow resistance. Essentially, the runs show that without isolation
of the ruptured SG and with no SI, rapid cooldown of the RCS within 45 minutes to RHR
conditions is successful. Therefore, the Ginna Station PSA willassume that isolation of the
ruptured SG must occur within 45 minutes or rapid cooldown to RHR conditions initiated.

In addition, it is also noted that for the operator times used in the accident analysis, the NRC
required that 80% of the shift operating crews be tested to ensure the times could be met, which they
were.

4.2.2.4 RCS Heat Removal Success Criteria

As discussed above, heat removal from the RCS is an important parameter and can be achieved in
one of two ways: (1) SG cooling or (2) energy release via a break in the primary system. Each
option is discussed below.

~ ~colin . SG cooling is the preferred RCS heat removal scheme for transients (i.e., non-LOCA
initiating events) as well as small LOCAs and SGTR sequences. Since each SG can remove 50%
of the rated thermal power, one SG can easily remove the entire decay heat load of the reactor
following a plant trip. In order to use the SGs to remove decay heat, there must be an adequate
source of feedwater (AFW, SAFW, or MFW) and a steam vent path (atmosphere or condenser).

Based on a review of the feedwater requirements for SG cooling per the UFSAR [Ref. 2] and the
technical specifications [Ref. 6], the following is the success criteria which willbe used:

For MFW and main steam line breaks, the, worst case scenario is a high energy line break
in the Intermediate Building. In this case, the UFSAR assumes that all three preferred AFW
pumps are failed such that only one SAFW pump is available within 10 minutes (with an
additional single failure). Therefore, one of three AFW or one of two SAFW pump is
success for these events.

For loss of MFW events and small LOCAs, one AFW pump is assumed to be available
within 10 minutes in the accident analysis. This is due to the analysis requirement to
prevent a pressurizer PORV from releasing liquid (versus steam) for a loss ofMFW event
and the need to depressurizo the RCS to the SI pump shutoff head for a small LOCA.
Therefore, one of three AFW or one of two SAFW pumps is success for these events.
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For all other transients and the SGTR event, the accident analysis requirements for AFW are

not critical due to the nature of the transient. Therefore, one of three AFW or one of two
SAFW pumps willbe considered as success for these events similar to the loss ofMFW and
main steam line breaks. However, it should be noted that a large steamline or feedwater line
break may fail the TDAFW as a source of heat removal (i.e., fails driving source). Also,
one AFW pump within 45 minutes (versus the 10 minute accident analysis assumption) will
be used based on the time available before SG tube uncovery (see MAAP run FW01X). A
delay. until 45 minutes was also verified on simulator runs.

For all cases in which SAFW is considered an acceptable means of providing SG cooling,
the recovery ofone of two MFWpumps willalso be considered success since a MFW pump
is capable ofproviding necessary core cooling up to at least 50% power. It should be noted
that the condensate pumps can also be used to pump "through" the MFW pumps under
emergency conditions; however, this willnot be assumed for the PSA.

Following a station blackout event, the TDAFWpump is the only source of feedwater which
would be available. Per the UFSAR [Ref. 2], it has been demonstrated that the TDAFW
pump is AC power independent. However, the TDAFWpump cannot operate indefinitely
due to the limited DC power source (i.e., batteries). In accordance with 10 CFR 50.63,
Ginna Station has been evaluated with respect to a station blackout event lasting up to 4
hours: This evaluation concluded that the battery capacity was sufficient to allow the
TDAFWpump to operate for at least 4 hours during the event. Further engineering analysis
indicates that the TDAFWpump can actually survive up to 6 hours. Itwas also noted that
the capability to cross-tie the Technical Support Center (TSC) batteries and diesel generator
to the normal Ginna Station sources exist; however, this option willbe treated as a potential
recovery only. Ifthe TDAFWpump were inoperable, the SGs are not expected to dry out
until > 45 minutes based on simulator and MAAPruns (note - this time increases ifthe RCS
is depressurized). Given that core damage willnot occur until some time after SG dryout,
the Ginna Station PSA willassume the following for a station blackout event:

The TDAFWpump can operate for up to 6 hours on DC power only. Ifthe TDAFW
pump fails at 6 hours, operators must restore offsite power within 4 additional hours
for transients (see Appendix B). However for LOCAs, DC power must be restored
within 2.25 hours of the SBO (5 hours for SGTRs) due to inventory loss concerns.

If the TDAFW pump fails at time zero, core damage will occur 1 hour later.
Therefore, offsite power must be restored within this 1 hour period. However, ifthe
RCS is depressurized, the time to core damage and the time period to restore offsite
power is extended (see Appendix B).
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In addition to the feedwater supply, each SG must also have a steam vent path. This can be
provided by the steam dump system, the ARVs, or by the MSSVs. Any single valve in each of these
three systems is considered success based on its energy removal capability [Ref. 2].

n r R l e r m Prim tern Pi e Bre . Primary bleed and feed cooling is an alternate
method ofdecay heat removal for transients and small LOCAs in the event that SG cooling is lost.
This method ofcooling uses a path to "bleed" offRCS inventory while also "feeding" the RCS with
cooling water which eventually cools and depressurizes the RCS. The Ginna EOPs [Ref. 26],
require operators to "Check SI pumps - ATLEAST ONE RUNNING", indicating that the success
criteria for the "feed" portion of bleed and feed as one of three SI pumps. Later steps ofFR-H.1
require the opening ofboth PORVs, thus suggesting the success criteria for the "bleed" portion of
bleed and feed to be 2/2 PORVs. However, MAAP runs FB12A, FB12D, and FB12H indicate that
one of two PORVs is sufficient. Since these options are not provided in the EOPs, the one of three'Ipumps and two of two PORVs is identified as the success criteria for the Ginna Station PSA.
Based on the Reference 27, feed and bleed must be initiated prior or shortly after SG dryout.-
MAAPrun FB12H shows that operator cues willbe reached as soon as 23 minutes given the above
success criteria while MAAP run FWOIXshows SG dryout occurs as early as 45 minutes.

RCS heat removal is generally achieved for medium and large LOCAs ifthe RCS inventory control
function is achieved. These types ofLOCAs are similar to bleed and feed operations in that the SI
pumps and RHR pumps supply cooling water to the reactor (the "feed" function).while the break
itself removes hot water from the RCS (the "bleed" function). Initially, cooling water is supplied
by the refueling water storage tank (RWST). Later, water is recirculated from the containment
sump and cooled via the RHR heat exchangers.

't should be noted that containment heat removal may be required to support the recirculation
function since for larger size breaks, failure of containment heat removal could lead to containment
failure due to overpressurization and, thus, loss of the containment sump inventory and the
recirculation function. Containment heat removal is also important for NPSH concerns. Failure of
the containment heat removal systems (containment fan coolers and containment spray) is analogous
to the failure ofother support systems (e.g., CCW, electric power, etc.) with respect to the Level '1

analysis, and therefore is not explicitly stated in the RCS heat removal success criteria. However,
the status of containment heat removal is of primary importance to the Level 2 analysis, and the
Level 1 event trees directly address the operability of the containment heat removal systems for
medium and large LOCAs to aid in the determination ofplant damage states. Therefore, the success
criteria for the containment heat removal willbe defined in Section 10.
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4.3 Final Success Criteria Summary

A final listing of the success criteria is presented in Table 4-4 with all significant differences from
the accident analysis discussed in Table 4-5. In addition, Table 4-8 provides a list of significant
differences from the success criteria used by the other 2-loop Westinghouse plants. These

differences are discussed below along with how specific initiators and inter-system dependencies

affect the safety functions previously described.

4.3.1 Differences From Similar Westinghouse Plants

Table 4-8 was generated to describe the significant differences between the success criteria used in
the PSAs submitted to the NRC in response to GL 88-20 for the other 2-loop Westinghouse plants

[Ref. 3] [Ref. 4] [Ref. 5] and what willbe used in the Ginna Station PSA. Justification for these
~ differences are provided below.

4.3.1.1 Transients

For transients, there are only two significant differences from the other plants which are summarized

below:

The other plants have separate event trees for main steam line breaks and loss ofMFW, SW,

CCW, IA, MFW and loss of offsite power events while the Ginna Station PSA has

combined them into one event tree. This difference is mainly attributable to the method of
analysis and not to any success criteria issues.

b. Point Beach considers the potential for a main steam line break induced SG tube rupture.
However, the supporting text states that this is due to "older" tubes. Since the Ginna Station
SGs were replaced in 1996, this is not expected to be of concern.

c. The other plants require SI for steam line breaks while the Ginna Station PSA does not
based on re-analysis of the Chapter 15 accident.

4.3.1.2 Station Blackout

For a SBO event, the only significant success criteria differences relate to the assumed time for core

uncovery following loss of AFW. The times used in the Ginna Station PSA are provided in
Appendix B.

4.3.1.3 LOCAs

For small break LOCAs, there are three major differences from the other plants which are
summarized below:
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a. The other plants do not differentiate that AFW may not be required for a certain class of
small break LOCAs while the Ginna Station PSA has used MAAP runs and evaluations of
accident analysis runs for SGTR and small LOCAs to justify this assumption.

The other plants provide an option for feed and bleed cooling for small break LOCAs which
can be used as a recovery action ifnecessary (note - Ginna Station has two extra AFW.
pumps).

Kewaunee and Point Beach require operators to cooldown to low pressure recirculation
conditions while the Ginna Station PSA assumes that stabilizing the RCS using SI (on
recirculation) and AFW is acceptable. While achieving RHR conditions is the ultimate goal,
it is assumed that significant time exists for the operators to reach this wheh'needed.

For medium break LOCAs, there are three major differences from the other plants which are
summarized below:

Kewaunee and Point Beach require SI for recirculation and not just injection as the Ginna
Station PSA has assumed. Various Mba runs show that only utilizing SI during injection
for this break size is sufficient. In addition, WCAP-14426 [Ref. 27J shows that for 3"

LOCAs, the RCS depressurizes to 400 psia within 1000 seconds with a continuing
depressurizing trend such that it can be expected that RHR entry conditions (150 psia) would
be reached significantly prior to RWST depletion.

b. Kewaunee and Point Beach provide an option for rapid depressurization to RHR conditions
using AFW and the accumulators in the event SI fails which can be used as a recovery action
ifnecessary.

Kewaunee and Point Beach do not require RHR for injection. Various MAAP runs show
that RHR is not required for core cooling; however RHR injection conditions are reached
within a few hours. Since the RWST must empty prior to changing to recirculation
conditions and UFSAR Figure 6.3-4 shows that RHR is required, the Ginna Station PSA
included this requirement.

d. Prairie Island assumes that either SI or RHR is sufficient during the injection phase of the
accident. The Ginna Station PSA conservatively ignores this part of the break spectrum and
assumes that SI is required early.

There are no real differences with respect to the large break LOCA category or SGTRs.
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4.3.1.4 ATWS

For ATWS events, the Ginna Station PSA event tree is much more detailed than the other 2-loop
plants to eliminate potential non-conservative assumptions. These issues are discussed in detail in
Section 4.2.2.1 above. Since the Ginna Station PSA event tree is more conservative, and provides
additional requirements consistent with necessary plant system response, the differences are

considered acceptable.

4.3.2 Initiators and Inter-System Dependencies

1'he

success of the systems that provide the four safety functions of Section 4.1 can be directly
affected by the initiator or subsequent failures ofother systems. Most of these dependencies will
be identified in the system and model development efforts where the system interactions are easier

to understand. However, some initial dependencies were identified as guidance to the event tree

development or as peripheral information from the task. This information is summarized in Table
4-9, which indicates how the various initiators used in the PSA model impact some of the systems
associated with the safety functions.

An initiator dependency may either be a challenge (i.e., it causes an automatic demand for a safety
system and hence is an opportunity for its subsequent failure) or a system fault (i.e., is a direct
source of the inoperability of the system). The reactivity, RCS pressure control, and inventory
control 'functions are affected by initiator dependencies via challenges (with the exception of seal

cooling failures) while the heat removal function is affected by initiator dependencies through either
challenges or faults. Several examples are listed below:

The ECCS is challenged by both LOCAs (which result in a drop in pressurizer pressure and

higher containment pressure) and transients (e.g., steamline breaks which lower pressurizer
level because of shrinkage due to overcooling).

A loss ofSW willlead to a manual reactor trip and a direct loss of CCW which fails one of
two forms ofRCP seal cooling, potentially challenging seal integrity.

A steamline or main feedline break in the Intermediate Building produces a steam

environment that is assumed to fail all of the preferred AFW pumps. Finally, a steamline
or feedline break in the Turbine Building is assumed to fail the MFW pumps, IAsystem,
and the preferred AFW pumps (due to the block wall which exists between the Turbine and

Intermediate Buildings).

These dependencies are all shown in Table 4-9.
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In addition to Table 4-9, Figure 4-1 shows a "bubble chart" indicating the system-level dependencies
among frontline and support systems. The chart is self-explanatory. "Connections" are by way of
heat exchangers (e.g., service water to component cooling water), direct air cooling (e.g., the SAFW
Building heating, ventilation and air conditioning of the SAFW pump rooms), and direct water
injection (e.g., SI into the RCS). Note that timing enters some of the connections between bubbles
(e.g., the CCW/SW heat exchange may begin immediately but is not typically required until during
the recirculation phase while the HVAC interaction is a long-duration evolution, potentially many
hours).

Finally, as discussed in Section 4.2.1 each of the initiator and inter-system dependencies is modeled
at the most appropriate gate(s) in the logic model. Initiators amount to another kind of basic event
and connections between systems are indicated by transfer gates in the models. Therefore, the
consequences of each initiator are specifically included within the fault tree model to make sure it
is appropriately addressed.

44 Summary

The success criteria to be used in the Ginna Station PSA are summarized in Table 4-4. The operator
actions required to support the identified success criteria are summarized in Table 4-10. This
information willserve as the basis for generation of the event trees provided in Section 5.



Table 4-1

Evaluation ofMthtors withRespect to Sequence and System Lcvci Success Criteria

Initiator
+pe

Reactiw'ty Control RCS Pressure
Control

RCS Imvntoty
Control

Impact on Core
Performance Functions

RCS Heat Removal

Impact on Plant
System Performance

Level 2 Analysis
Considerations

Transients None;transients followed by
reactor trip system (RTS)
failure ate grouped under the
ATWS category.

Major impact
depending on thc
specific initiator
involved (e.g., loss

ofoffsite power).

None;transicnt-
induced LOCAs
(e.g., RCP seal
LOCAs and PORV
LOCAs) arc grouped
under the LOCA
category.

Major impact,
depending on the

specific initiator
involved (e.g., loss

ofMFW).

Major impact,
depending on the
speciTic initiator
involved. Nots that
initiators are

defined, in part, due

to their impact on
post-trip plant
system operation.

No specific effects;
note that initiators
which failplant
systems designed to
prevent core damage

may also fail
containment systems

(e.g., CS, CI System).

ATWS

None; LOCAs followed by
RTS failure are grouped
under the ATWS category.
However, reactivity control
for large LOCAs is

accomplished by rapid
boron injection (sec

reactivity control).

Major impact; ATWS
rcprcsents failure of the

RTS.

None; the LOCA
willdepressurize thc
RCS eliminating
potentialto exceed

upper RCS design
pressure limit. RCS

inventory control
response will
provide necessary
lower limitprcssure
controL

Major impact since

primary system
pressure must be
maintained e 3200
pslg,

Major impact; LOCA
break size dictates
the amount ofRCS

makeup rcquircd to
ensure that the
reactor core is
covered.

Major impact ifthe

peak pressure
exceeds the RCS

limitingprcssure of
3200 psig.

Major impact,
depending on the
LOCAbreak size
and the occurrence
oftransient-induced
LOCAs. For
medium and large
LOCAs, thc systems
used to provide RCS

inventory control are

also used to ensure
RCS heat removaL

Major impact,
depending on thc
specific initiator
involved.

Major impact,
depending on the
location ofthc
LOCA. LOCAs in
SI or RHR injection
piping willpartiaHy
fail these systems.
ISLOCAs may fail
plant systems due to
dynamic effects

(e.g., pipe whip) or
steam flooding.

No specific cffccts;
plant system
perfotmancc impacts
related to transients
and LOCAs also

apply to ATWS.

LOCAs are subdivided
according to their
ability to bypass thc
containment:
~ No bypass
~ Bypass

- ISLOCAs
- SGTRs

No specific effect;
Level 2 considerations
for transients and

LOCAs also apply to
ATWS.



Table 4-2
Summary ofhfAAPRuns to Su p port Success Criteria

Case
Inlt
Event IDCAShe and Location

CVCS
Pumps

SI
Pumps Accum

A&V
Pumps PORVs

Other Inltlaland Boundary
Conditions

Core
Above
1800F Results

RUH2A SGIR

RUH2B SGIR

RUH2C SGTR

RUH2D SGIR

RUH2E SGIR

RUH2F SGTR

RUH2G SGIR

RUH2H SGIR

~ 49E 3 fP (onc tube)
~ hot leg ofS/G
~ 050 ftabove tube sheet

~ 49E-3 fts (one tube)
~ hot leg ofS/G
~ 050 ftabove tube sheet

~ 49F 3 fP (one tube)
~ hot leg ofS/G
~ 050 ftabove tube sheet

~ 49E-3 fP (one tube)
~ hot leg ofS/G
~ 050 ftabove tube sheet

~ 49F 3 fP (onc tube)
~ hot lcg ofS/G
~ 050 ltabove tube sheet

~ 49E.3 fP (one tube)
~ hot leg ofS/G
~ 050 ftabove tube sheet

~ 49E-3 ft'one tube)
~ hotlegofS/G
~ 050 ftabove tube sheet

~ 49E-3 fP (onc tube)
~ hotlegof S/G
~ 050 ftabove tube sheet

~ isolate ruptured SG at time ~ 0
~ AFWto intact SG only
~ C/D on intact SG at time ~ 45 m
~ accumulators blocked at 300 psia

~ isolate ruptured SG at time ~ 0
~ AFtVto intact SG only
~ C/D on intact SG at time ~ 45 m
~ accumulators blocked at 300 psia

~ isolate ruptured SG at time ~ 0
~ APVto intact SG only
~ C/D on intact SG at time ~ 45 m

~ RUH2C with ruptured hlSSV
failed open when it&st lifts

~ RUH2C with ruptured hlSSV
valve failed op«n at 20 mia

~ RUH2D withVFSEP ~ 03

~ RUH2D withVFSEP 0.1

~ RUH2G with mtact SG ARV
fullyopened at 30min

no

no

ao

no

no

no

no

Reach RHR
shutoffhead at
time ~ 6.4 h

Reach RHR

shutoff

hea at
time ~ 5.7 h

Reach RIIR
shutoff head at
time ~ 4.8 h

No core melt, but
RCS voiding

Rcspoase almost
identical with
RUH2D

Better coold own/
depressurization
than RUH2D

Core melt occurs,
not enough
depressurimtion
to reach RHR
shutoffhcad



Table 4-2
Summary ofhIAAPRuns to Support Success Crlterla

Case
Inlt
Event

RUH21 SOIR

SLOCA21 LOCA

SLOCA24 LOCA
I

SLOCA22 LOCA

LOCASize and
Location

~ 49E-3 ft'one tube)
~ hot lcg
~ 050 flabove tube

sheet

~ 49E-3 fP (onc tube)
~ hot leg
~ 0.50 ftabove tube
sheet

~ 5.9E-3 fP (1.04 Inch)
~ cold leg

~ 59E-3 fts (1.04 inch)
~ cold lcg

~ 59F 3 fts (1.04 inch)
~ cold lcg

~ 5.9E-3 ft'1.04 inch)
~ cold leg (RCP node)

~ 59E-3 ft (1.04 inch)
~ cold leg (RCP node)

CVCS
Pumps

SI
Pumps

RHR
Pumps

APE
Pumps PORVs

Other Inltlaland Boundary
Conditions

~ RUH2G with intact ARVfully
opened at 45 min

~ same as RUH21 except ARV is not
opened and credit is taken for
accummuhtora

~ isolate one SG at time > 0
~ GD on other SG at time ~ 45 m
~ accumulators blocked at 300 psia

~ isolate onc SG at time ~ 0
~ C/D on other SG at time ~ 60 m
~ accumulators blocked at 300 psia
~ Force C/D at 100 F/hr
~ (SLOCA21 with RCP LOCA,

delayed depressrization and
rapid cooldown)

~ isolate one SG at time ~ 0
~ C/D on other SG at time ~ 60m
~ accumulators blocked at 300 psia
~ Force C/D at 100 F/br
~ (SLOCA21 with RCP LOCA,

delayed depressmization and
rapid cooldown)

~ isolate one SG at time ~ 0
~ C/D on other SG at time ~ 60m
~ accumutators blocked at 300 psia
~ Force C/D at 100 Fkr
~ VFSEP ~ 03
~ (SLOCA21 with VFSEP ~ 09)

~ isolate onc SG at time ~ 0
~ C/D on other SG at time ~ 60m
~ accumulators blocked at 300 psia
~ Force C/D at 100 F/hr
~ VFSEP ~ 03

Core
Above
1800F

no

no

no

no

no

Results

~ RIm suggests that
rapid cooldown
may bc delayed
forup to 45 min

~ fuel rcachcs 1800
F at 55 hours

~ reach RHR shutoff
at time 35hr

~ PORV liit-
MAAPmodel
issue

~ no change from
SLOCA21

~ PORV lift-
hfAAPmodel
tssuc

no change from
SLOCA21

~ compatible to
SLOCA22

~ PORV lift-
hIAAPmodel
isslsc

~ Slight TCRHOT
Increase, but RHR
tume around

~ PORV Iift-
hIAAPmodel

0 ~~

H 0

"0 5

4n. 0



Table 4-2

Summary ofhIAAPRuns to Support Success Criteria

Case
Inlt
Event LOCASize and

Location

CVCS
Pumps

SI
Pumps

RHR
Pumps Accum

APE
Pumps PORVs

Other Initialsnd Boundary
Conditions

Core
Above
1800F Results

SLOCA26 LOCA

SLOCA26B LOCA

8LOCA27 LOCA

~ 59F 3 ftl(1.04 L~ch)
~ cold leg (RCP node)

~ 59E 3 fp (1.04 inch)
~ cold leg (RCP node)

~ 59F 3 6'1.04 inch)
~ cold leg (RCP node)

0 ~ isohttc onc SG at time ~ 0
~ GD on other SG at time ~ 60 tn
~ accumulators blocked at 300 psia
~ force C/D at 100 F/hr
~ VFSEP + 0.7
~ FCDBRK~ 1.0
~ (SLOCA25 with FCDBRK > 1.0)

~ isolate one SG at time ~ 0
~ C/D on other SG at time > 60 m
~ accumulators blocked at 300 psis
~ force C/D at 100 F/hr
~ VFSEP ~ 0.7
~ FCDBRK~ 1.0
~ (SLOCA26 using both ARVs)

~ Isolate one SG at time ~ 0
~ C/D on other SG at time ~ 45 m
~ accumulators blocked at 300 psia
~ force GD at 100 F/hr
~ VFSEP 0.7
~ FCDBRK ~ 1.0
~ (SLOCA26 with earlier

cooldown)

no

~ core uncovers
and heats up to
2000 F even
with cecum

~ core uncovers
end heats up to
2000 F even
with cecum

~ Ccrc uncovers
but only heats

up to 1000 F

~no hfFWor SAFtV ~ ccrc tenlp
reaches 2500 F
butdoesnot
melt

~ BAFcue time ~

1385.7 scc

FB12G LVhftV N/A

~ FB12A except that I CVCS pump
is initiallyoperating (tumed off
during feed and bleed)

~ FB12A with2 PORVs no

~ core temp
reaches IS00 F
but does not
melt

~ BAFcuc tlute +

846.8 sec

~ briefcore
uncovezy

~ BAFeuc time ~



Case

FB13E

SOABCDE

SLOCA32

SLOCA32B

911BCDE-2

S12BCDF 2

S21BCD2

S21BC2E

Inlt
Event

LOCASize and
Location

~ 7.7E-4 ft'(3/8 inch)
~ hot leg

~ 3.1 E 211'.75 inch)
~ cold leg

~ 3 IF 3 ft'75 Inch)
~ cold leg

~ 2'-3 6'2 inch)
~ hot leg

~ 22E-3 fp (2 inch)
~ hot leg

~ 2.2E-3 fts (2 inch)
~ hot leg

~ 22E.3 ft'2 inch)
o hot leg

CVCS
Pumps

Table 4-2
Summary ofMAAPRuns to Support Success Criteria

Other Initialand Boundary
Cond ltlons

AFW
Pumps

RHR
Pumps

SI
Pump PORVsAecum

~ FB12A with I PORV end 2 SI
pumps

~ no MFWor SAPV
~ delay start ofBAFuntil05 hr

after cuc recieved

~ no hfFWor SAPV

~ no MFWor SAP

a SLOCA32 with 2 S1 pumps

~ no hfFW or SAPV

0 ~ S11BCDE.2 with 2 Sl pmnps

~ no MFWor SAFW

~ no MFWor SAFW

Core
Above
1800F

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

Results

~ BAFcue at time ~

1385.7 scc
~ Recirc at time ~

24104.8 sec

~ SG level reaches 3
ftat time ~ 0.4 hr

~ BAF initiated at
tune ~ I hr

. ~ 2 CVCS pumps
cen provide core
cooling forvery
small LOCAs

~ PORV lift-
hfAAPmodel
issue

~ fuel reaehes1800
F at ~ hours

~ no real impact of
8 ofSI pumps

~ conGrms SG
cooling needed for
SSLOCAs

~ RWST depleted at
time ~ 135 hr

~ additional Sl pump
slightly delays
depessuutization to
RHR

~ RWST depleted at
time ~ 109 hr

~ cofums MLOCA
success criteria

~ RWST depleted at



Table 4-2
Summary ofMAAPRuns to Support Success Criteria

Case

S31BCDE

S3AB12E

S41BC2E

S4AB12E

SSAB12E

S51BC2E

S6AB12E

Inlt
Event

LOCA Size and
Location

~ 228-2 fp (2 inch)
'

hot leg

~ 49F 2 A'3 inch)
~ hot leg

~ 49F 2ft'(3ineh)
~ hot leg

~ 8.7E-2 ft'4 inch)
~ hot leg

~ 8.7F 3 ft'(4 inch)
~ hot leg

~ 1.4E-I ft'5 inch)
~ hot leg

~ 1.4E-I fP (5 inch)
~ hot leg

~ 2.0E-l ft'6 inch)
~ hot leg

CVCS
Pumps

SI
Pump Pumps Aeeum

AFW
Pumps PORVs

Other Inltlaland Boundary
Conditions

~ no hfFWor SAFW

~ no hfFWor SAFW

~ no MFWor SAFtV

~ no hfFWor SAFW

~ no hfFtVor SAFE

~ no MFWor SAFW

~ no hfptVor SAFW

Core
Above
ISOOF

ycs

no

no

no

no

Results

~ fuel hcasup statts
at time ~ 052 br

~ fuel reaches 1800
F at time ~ 0.72 hr

~ RCP pressure <
RHR shutof head
during fuel
heatup

~ RWST depleted at
time ~ 11 hr

~ RCW prcssure <
RHR shutoff head
at time ofrecite
switchover

~ confhms SI
requited as RCS
willnot dep to
RIIRshutoffhead
prior to core

damage

~ RWST dcplctcd at
time ~ 10.2 hr

~ confirms SI
required as RCS
willnot dep to
RHR shutoff head
prior to core
damage

~ RWST depleted at
tune ~2hr

~ RWSTdepletcd at
time ~ 10 br

~ RWST depleted at
time>2hr

SSAB12E ~ 3'-I ft'(8 inch) 0 ~ no hfFWor SAFW no ~ RWST depleted at



Table 4-2
Summary ofhfAAPRuns to Support Success Criteria

Case
Inlt
Event

FtVOIT LhfFW

FWOIV LhfFW

FWOIU LMFW

LOCA Sire and Location
CVCS
Pumps

SI
Pumps

RHR
Pumps

0

AFW
Pumps PORVs

Other Initialand Boundary
Conditions

~ I AFWpump at I min
~ MSIVs open
~ Letdovm isolated

~ I AFWpump at I min
~ MSIVs open

~ 2 AFWpumps at I min
~ hfSIVs open

Core
Above
1800F

no

no

no

Results

~ PORV lifts

~ PORV lifts

~ PORV lifts

FtVOIX LhfFW

FWOIZ LhfFW

FWOIAA LhfptV

~ No AFWavailable

~ AFWavailable for6 tus only

~ AFWavailablc for 4 hrs only
~ ARVopened at 3 hrs

ycs ~ SG dryout at 45
minutes

~ fuel reaches
ISOOFat23
hrs

~ SG dryout at
85 hrs

~ fuel reaches
ISOO F at 10.8
hrs

~ SG dryout at
phrs

~ fuel rcachcs
1800 F at 9
hrs

SLBOID hiSLB

SLBOIE hlSLB

SLBOIF MSLB

SLOCA33 SBO

SLOCA34 SBO

~ 593F 3 ft'

347F 3 fts

~ Same as SLBOIDbut with I SI
pump

~ Same as SLBO ID but with 2 SI
pumps

~ 1DAFWavailable for6 hrs only

~ TDAFWavailable for 6 hrs only

no

no

no

~ RCS pressure
goes to 500psig
but levels off

~ RCS pressure
goes to 500 psig
and rapidly rises

~ RCS pressure
goes to 500 psig
and rapidly rises

o fuel reaches

ISOOF at225
hrs

~ fuel reaches
1800F at 2.75
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Table 4-3
CVCS Emergency Boration Rate

The boration requirements of the CVCS to achieve subcriticality within 1 hour following an
ATWS can be estimated as follows:

(1) To achieve subcriticality, the RCS boron concentation must be increased from full
power beginning of life (BOL) equilibrium xenon conditions to 1% shutdown, xenon
free conditions with all rods out. Per the Ginna Station reactor engineer, these values
are 1333 ppm and 1871 ppm, respectively, for Cycle 26. The delta ppm between these
cases is 538 ppm.

(2) The CVCS emergency boration path per Ginna Station EOPs is via the boric acid
storage tanks (BASTs). The Ginna Station TRM allows the boron concentration within
these tanks to range from 4700 ppm up to 23,000 ppm based on the volume available.
Per the Ginna Station reactor engineer, the BASTs are normally maintained at
approximately 13,000 ppm. Therefore, assuming the CVCS is injecting fluid of this
boron concentration, 1606 gallons of water from the BASTS must be injected.

(3) The CVCS pumps normally operate at approximately 45 gpm but are limited to 15 gpm
at their low speed setting. Evaluating both conditions yields the following:

a. 1606 gal / 45 gpm = 36 min < 1hour

b. 1606 gal / 15 gpm = 107 min / 2 pumps = 53.5 min < 1hour

The above calculation is very conservative since after 1 hour, xenon levels would be high
enough such that the 1871 ppm value listed in (1) is very high. It is expected that only 150

ppm (vs. 558) would be needed due to power defects to achieve subcriticality within 1 hour.
Using 150 ppm as the requirement, then 2 CVCS pumps at their low speed setting would only
require a BAST concentration of 7500 ppm in order to achieve subcriticality within 1 hour.
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Table dA
Scqucncc.Level nnd System-Lcvcl Success Crttcrta

InitiatorGroup

Transients

Reacti vity Control

RTS

RCS Pressure Control

Locked Rotor:
SG Relief:

8/8 MSSVs or
7/8 MSSVs and I/2
ARVs or
6/8 MSSVs and 2/2
ARVs

and
PZR Relief:

2/2 PZR safctics

ni'/2
PZR safctics and

2/2 PORVs and PZR
Spray

Loss ofElectrical Load/
Loss ofh'le Evcntsi
I/2 PZR safeties nr
2/2 PORVs (and PZR
spray for Loss ofLoad
only) and
SG Rclicf:

8/8 MSSVs or
7/8 MSSVs «nd I/2
ARVs ~n

6/8 MSSVs and 2/2
ARVs

SLB Inside
Contahuucnt /
Infcrmcdiatc Bldg:
I/2 MSIVs or
Non-Return Check
Valve Closure on
Affected SG nr
I/3 Sl pumps

SLB Turbine Biilldlng:
I/2 MSIVs or
I/3 Sl pumps

RCS Inventory Control

RCP seal hitcgrlty:
Seal injection (I/2 CVCS)
nr

'liiermal bamer cooling (I/2
CCW)
~n

Trip running RCPs within2
minutes and within 60 min:

Rcstorc seal injection (2/3
CVCS pumps e low
spccd) or
Rcsforo seal injection (I/3
CVCS pumps e fullspeed)
nr
Rcstorc thermal barrier
cooling (I/2 CCW)

Loss ol'Electrical Load:
2/2 PORVs rcclnsdisoated
and
2/2 safeties rcclosc (ifSG
relicfs fail nr 2/2 PORVs fail)

Locked Rotor:
2/2 PORVs reclose/isolated
and
2/2 safeties recloso

Loss ofhIFIVEvents:
2/2 PORV rcclosdisolatcd
and
2/2 safctics reclose (ifSG
rcliefs fail and 2/2 PORVs fail)

MFALinc Breaks:
2/2 PORVs closcfisolated

Stcam Linc Breaks:
2/2 PORVs reclosefisolated (if
PZR spray fails) and
2/2 safctics reclose (ifPZR
spray and PORVs fail)

RCS Heat Retnoval

I/2 Stcam Gcncratorsi
I/3 AFWPs or
I/2 MFWPs ~o

I/2 SAFWPS
and

I/8 steam dump valves

ni'/2
ARVs or

I/10 S/G SVs

ni'leed
and Fcedi

I/2 PORVs and
I/3 Sl pumps and
I/2 RIIRpumps and
I/2 RHR heat exchangcrs

Loss ofhIFW / Locked
Rotor / Loss ol'Load:
8/8 MSSVs close and
2/2 ARVs close

SBO
TDAFWpump runs 6 hrs
without AC power

Long-Term Loss of
Offsl le Pew crt
Restore RCPs within 6
bouts nr
Provide 100 kW ofPZR
heatcts or
Control Rod Shroud
Fans or
Blccd and Fccd (seo
above)
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Table 44
Sequence-Lcvcl alai System-Lcvcl Success Crftc11a

InitiatorGroup

SSLOCAs
(( I")

SLOCAs
(I"-2")

MLOCAs
(2"-5")

LLOCAs
C 5")

Reactivity Control

RTS

RTS

RTS

Not Rcquircd

RCS Pressure Control

Sce RCS Exeat Removal

Not Required

Not Required

Not Rcquircd

RCS Imentory Control

HPI and HPRl
Successful RCS heat removal
(1/3 AFW only) to dcprcssurize
to SI pump shutoff head and
I/3 SI pumps (injection and ~

recirculation) and
I/2 RHR pumps (recirculation)

hl'PI
alai LPR:

Successful RCS heat removal to
deprcssurizc to RHR pump
shutoff (rapid cooldown
initiated within 60 minutes) and
I/2 accumulators and
I/2 IUIRpumps (injection and
recirculation)

HPI and HPRl
1/3 SI pumps (injection and
recirculation) and
1/2 RHR pumps (rcclrcutatlon)
nr
LPI and LPR:
Succcssl'ul RCS heat rcrnoval to
de prcssurizc to RHR pump
shutoff (rapid cooldown
initiated within 60 minutes) and
I/2 accumulators and
I/2 IUIRpumps (injection and
recirculation)

IIPIl
I/3 SI pumps
'lnd
LPI and LPR:
I/2 IUIR pumps

LPI nnd LPR:
I/2 IUIR pumps
and
Short-Tenn Core Flood:
1/2 accumulators

RCS Heat Retnoval

1/2 Stcanl Generators:
I/3 AFWPs or
1/2 MFWPs or
I/2 SAFWPS
and
I/8 stcam dump valves
nr
I/2 ARVs or
I/10 S/G SVs

'lad
HPI and HPR:
I/O SI putnps and

,I/2 RHR pumps and
I/2 MRheat cxchangcrs

nr
Rapid Cooldownl
2/2 PORVs and
I/2 ARVs and
I/2 RHR pumps and
I/2 RHR heat exchangcrs

IIPI and IIPRl
I/3 Sl pumps and
I/2 RHR pumps and
I/2 RHR heat exchangers
nr
Rapid Cooldolvn:
2/2 PORVs and
I/2 ARVs and
1/2 MRpumps and
I/2 RHR hxs and
I/2 Stcam Gcneratorsl

I/3 AF'tVPs or
I/2 MFWPs or
I/2 SAF'tVPS
and
I/8 steam dump valves

el'/2
ARVs nr

I/10 8/G SVs

HPIl
I/3 Sl pumps
n 11(l

LPR:
I/2 RHR pumps and
I/2 RHR heat exchangcrs

LPI nnd LPR:
I/2 RHR pumps ~nd
I/2 RHR heat exchangcrs
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Table 4A
Sequcncc-Lcvcl mrd System-Lcvcl Success Criteria

InitiatorGroup

SGTRs

Reactivity Control

RTS

RCS Pressure Control

Seo RCS Inventory
Control

RCS ItnvntoryControl

Tcrndnatc Brcak Flow:
I/3 Sl pumps and

SG isolation and

equalization ofRCS and SG
prcssurcs below tho ARV
setpoint using PORVs
nr
LPI and LPR:
Rapid cooldown to MIR
conditions (1/2 ARVs and 2/2
PORVs) initiated within 45
minutes and
1/2 MIRpumps (injection and
recirculation)

RCS Heat Removal

1/2 Stcam Generators:
1/3 AFWPs or
1/2 MFWPs or
1/2 SAFWPS
and
I/8 stcam dump valves
of
1/2 ARVs or
1/10 S/G SVs
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Table d<
Scqucncc-Lcvcl and System-Level Success Criteria

InitiatorGroup

ATWS

Reactivity Control

Initiate Action IViildn
10 Mnutes toAcldcve
Subcrt tlcallty:
manual rod insertion
or
cmcrgency boration
using 2/3 CVCS
pumps gow speed
stop)
or
emergency boration
using 1/3 CVCS
pumps (fullspeed)

OI'rip
rod MO sets

RCS Pressure Control

Provide Fccdwatcr:
MPW
nf
AMSAC

OI'uto
Tutbino Trip and

AFW Initiation

hfabltaln RCS Prcssure
< 3200 pslg:
MFW
nr
2/2 PRZR SVs and

manual rod insertion
and

100% AVIVand
>76 days into
fuelcycle
nf
< 76 days into
fuel cyclo and
1/2PORVS

nf
50% AFW and

> 83 days into
fuel cycle
nf
19 to 83 days in
fuel cyclo and
1/2 PORVS
nr
< 19 days into
fuel cyclo and
2/2 PORVs

OI'o

manual rod
insertion and

100% APW and
> 193 days into
fuel cycle
nf
139 to 193 days
into fuel cyclo
and

1/2 PORVS
of
82 to 139 days
into fuel cyclo
and
2/2 PORVs

OI'0%
AFW and

> 209 days into
fuel cyclo
of
155 to 209 days
into fuel cyclo

'CS Inventory Control

See RCS Pressuro Control

RCS Heal Removal

1/2 Stcam Generators:
MFW or AFW pcr RCS
Pressuro Control
and
8/8 steam dump valves or
8/8 MSSVs or
7/8 MSSVs and 1/2 ARVs
nr
6/8 MSSVs and 2/2 ARVs



Table 4-5
SigniTicant Differences From UFSAR Accident Analyses

Initiator

AH

Item UFSAR Assumption

Only rod ofhighest worth remains
withdrawn from the core following
reactor trip.

PSA Assumption

At least one rod bank must be fully
inserted into core for reactivity control
(i.e., up to 24 rods may be withdrawn).

Justification

Ifat least one ro'd bank does not fullyinsert,
then are into an ATWS event. Special
consideration oftransient reactivity events

in ATWS tree willbe included (e.g., steam

line break). Also, ATWS is not a DNB
concern for Condition I and IIevents per
Reference 14.

0 ~~

+0

The accident analysis generally does

not credit the use ofthe ARVs in
place of the MSSVs.

Assume one ARVis equivalent to one
MSSV.

UFSAR Table 5.4-7.

The accident analysis assumes 1 AFW Assume one AFW pump is required

pump is available within 10 minutes. within45 minutes.
MAAPrun FW01X which shows SG dryou
at 45 minutes for worst case transient.

TIIALOSS
TIOOOSWA
TIOOOSWB

TIOOOCCW
TIOOODCA
TIOOODCB

The UFSAR does not specifically
analize these events (loss ofIA, SW,
CCW, and DC power) since they are

considered bounded by more limiting
transients.

These events willbe treated similarly to
loss ofMFWevents since they are all
expected to result in a loss ofMFW as a

minimum. The specific effects ofthese
transients (e.g., loss ofRCP seal cooling)
willbe specifically addressed withinfault
trees.

Conservative assumption.

TIFWLOSS The accident analysis assumes that the
PORVs willliftin order to maximize
the potential for them to release liquid
and stick open. However, there is no
discussion ofwhether the PZR
safeties willbe challenged ifthe
PORVs failto lift.

The PZRsafeties willnot liftupon failure hQdZ runs FWOlT, FWOlU, and FWOlV.
of the PORVs provided that sufficient SG Also simulator runs.
pressure relief is available.



Table 4-5
SigniTicant Differences From UFSAR Accident Analyses

Initiator Item UFSAR Assumption PSA Assumption Justification

ATWS 1 Long-term shutdown must be initiated
within 10 minutes with CVCS as one

option; however, no success criteria are

provided.

Only Condition I and IIevents are

considered.

2/3 CVCS pumps at low speed setting or
1/3 CVCS pumps at fullspeed. Both
require supply from 13,000 ppm BAST.

AH Condition IIIand IVevents willbe
considered with same success criteria as

Condition I and IIevents except that steam

line breaks and locked rotor events willbe
assumed to result in direct core damange.

Large LOCAdoes not require evaluation
consistent with accident analysis.

. See Table 4-3.

UFSAR does not consider Condition
IH and IVevents due to low
probability. With the two exceptions,
these events are similar to, or bounde

by, the evaluated Condition I and II
events.

Accident analysis does not address need

for SG and pressurizer reHef valves to
reclose.

Failure to reclose wiH result in core damage Conservative assumption to address

(can transfer to LOCA trees ifneeded for post ATWS event requirements.

recovery actions).

TIFWLOSS
TIRXTRIP

TIRXTRIP 1

Accident analysis ssumes that aH control
systems and components are operable.
As such, only loss ofMFW events

actually requires use ofAMSAC.

The accident analysis does not address the
effects ofMSSVs failing to open.

The accident analysis separates this event

into several evaluations (e.g., loss of
electrical load, rod ejection).

AHATWS events wiHrequire use of
AMSACwithout crediting use ofcontrol
systems.

Ifmore than one MSSV fails to open, then
both PORVs or one PZR safety valve must
opeil.

Assume worst case transient for each

functional requirement.

Conservative assumption that aHows

simplification ofmodel.

Conservative estimate based on
PORV and PZR safety valve relief
capability versus MSSVs.

Conservative assumption.

TIRCPROT 1 The UFSAR does not take any credit for
the PORVs forRCS pressure relief since

automatic PORV controlled is never
assumed unless itmakes the accident

worse (forDNB considerations).

Two PORVs willbe considered equivalvent UFSAR Table 5.4-7.

to one PZR safety. 0

< cn~0



Table 4-5
Significant Differences From UFSAR Accident Analyses

Initiator Item

LIOSGTRA
LIOSGTRB

TIFLBACT
TIFLBBCT
TIFLBOTB
TIFLBAIB
TIFLBBIB
TIFLBSGB

LISSLOCA
LISBLOCA
LIMBLOCA

UFSAR Assumption

Specific times are used for operator
actions formitigating the SGTR.
However, these times are not
"maximums", only "achievable."

The MFW line break is isolated within 1

minute to prevent the potential for
containment overpressurization (> 60

p~g).

2/3 AFW pumps are required to
depressurize the RCS to SI pump shutoff
head.

2/3 SI pumps is required to mitigate the
event since each pump is 50% capacity.

PSA Assumption

Operator actions were evaluated using
MAAP to provide upper time limits.

MFW isolation is not required.

1/3 AFWpumps are required to
depressurize the RCS to SI pump shutoff
head for SSLOCA only.

1/3 SI pumps is required to mitigate the
event.

Justification

MAAPruns RUH*. Approach and

times are consistent withother 2-loop
plants.

Containment is not expected to be
breached until> 100 psig which
provides ample margin. Also, there
are multiple methods of isolating
MFW including opening pump
breakers, etc.

MAAPruns SOABCDE, SLOCA32,
and SI IBCDE-2. Also, sensitivity
runs for the accident analysis show
that the amount ofAFW is not a

limitingfactor. (see ITS bases for
LCO 3.7.5)

Accident analysis focuses on larger
LOCAs (3"-6")which have different
core cooling requirements. Also,
depressurization rate is slow enough
that additional SI is not likely to be
able to inject into the RCS. For
LOCAs > 1", a sensitivity study to
evaluate impact of this assumption in
the PSA models willbe made.



Table 4-5
SigniTicant Differences From UFSAR Accident Analyses

Initiator

LIOSGTRA
LIOSGTRB

TIOSLBSD
TISLBSVA
TISLBACT
TISLBBCT
TISLBOTB
TISLBAIB
TISLBBIB
TISLBSGB

Item UFSAR Assumption

Specific times are used for operator
actions formitigating the SGTR.
However, these times are not
"maximums", only "achievable."

2/3 SI pumps is required to mitigate the
event since each pump is 50% capacity.

PSA Assumption

Operator actions were evaluated using
he& to provide upper time limits.

No SI pumps are required to mitigate the
event.

Justification

hhVP runs RUH*. Approach and
times are consistent with other 2-loop
plants.

SI is only required for boron injection
to limitthe return to criticality.
runs show that no SI is required for
cooling. New accident analysis
evaluations confirm this.

0 ~~

HO
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Table 4-6
Seal LOCA Support Calculations

Slandardfonnula:
'=

ihv where:

Q
v

is tlie voluinetric flowrate (gpm, ft'/sec)
is the specific volume (p', ft'/lb-m)

is the mass flowrate (lb-m/s)

2. „Aha fornnda:

ih=AbGC, where:

Ab
G
Ca

is the area of the brcak (in')
is thc mass flux (lb-m/ft'-sec)
is break discharge coefficient (0.75 pcr [13])

i
Determination ofequivalent break size:

Q = AbGC~v

where Ab can be defined as:

A„- —"
(d) 'n')

4

= 0.7854 d~ where d is thc diameter of the brcak (ft)

Per ASMH stcam tables, v at 550'I'250 psig (Iiotshutdown) is 0.021335 (ft'/lb-m)

Per Table 4-7, G = 22,767 (lb-m/ftz-sec)

This results in:

Q = 0.7854 ~ d'ft') 22,767 (lb-m/ft'-sec) ~ 0.75 ~ 0.021335 (ft'/lb-m) ~ 7.48 (gal/ft') 60 (sec/min)

or Q = 128,411 ~ tP

With Q = 960 gpm, d = 7.48H-03 ft or 1.08 in
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Table 4-7
Mass Flux CalcuLstlon

(Supports Table 44)

MAAPfortnula l'19J:

2p„(1-r)
G-

v

where G

ps
r
v
pa

Bc'

is the mass flux (Ib-m/fF-s)
is the upstream pressure (psi)
is max (q~„pa/pB
is specific volume (ft'/Ib-m)
is the downstream pressure (psi)
is min (q, p„,/pg
is 0.83 - (0.15/0.22) x
is water quality ~ 0.2)

Data:

P. = 2250 (Ib/m')

p = 1050 (Ib/in'

p, = 14.7 (Ib/in'

For LOCAs x = 0; hence, q = 0.83.

q,„, = min (0.83, 1050/2250) = 0.47

r = max (0.47, 14.7/2250) = 0.47

0

Ylus results in:

G' ( 2 ~ 2250 (Ib/in') ~ 144 (in'/fl') ~ 32.2 (Ib-m-ft/Ib-sec') ~ (I - 0.47)) —: 0.021335 (ft'/Ib-m)

or

or

G' 518,339,254.7 (Ib-m'/ft'-s')

G = 22,767 (Ib-m/fP-s)



Table 4-8
SigniTicant Success Criteria Differences From Other 2-Loop Plants

Event Tree Point Beach Prairie Island Eewaunee

SSLOCA
SLOCA

MLOCA

1. SG Cooling (AFW) is required for all
small LOCAs (not just SSLOCA).

2. Requires cooldown to LPR
conditions.

3. Provides option for feed and bleed
cooling.

1. Provides the option to rapidly
cooldown to RHR conditions using
AFW and accumulators ifSI is failed.

2. Requires accumulators.
3. Does not require containment cooling.
4. Requires high head recirculation.
5. Does not require RHR for injection.

1. SG Cooling (AFW) is required for all
small LOCAs (not just SSLOCA).

2. Requires containment heat removal for
for all small LOCAs (versus crediting
RHRHXs).

3. Provides option for feed and bleed
cooling.

l. Assumes either SI or RHRis success

for injection phase.

1. SG Cooling (AFW) is required for
all small LOCAs (not just SSLOCA).

2. Requires cooldown to LPR
conditions or use of CVCS inplace
ofSI.

3. Provides option for feed and bleed
cooling.

1. Provides the option to rapidly
cooldown to RHR conditions using

AFW and accumulators ifSl is failed.
2. Does not require containment

cooling.
3. Requires high head recirculation.
4.. Does not require RHR for injection.

Q
+ 0

LLOCA 1. Does not require containment cooling. None. 1. Does not require containment
cooling.

ATWS 1. Assumes all initiators can be mitigated

by AMSAC.
2.. Very simplified event tree withno

breakdown ofAFWvs. RCS pressure
relief.

l. Assumes all initiators can be mitigated
by AMSAC.

2. Requires containment heat removal
following PZR reliefvalve lift.

1. Assumes all initiators can be
mitigated by AMSAC.

SBO 1. Provides option for feed and bleed

cooling.
2. Assumes 7 hours for core uncovery

ifcooldown is successful, 5 hours if
not.

l. Assumes 2 hours for core uncovery
following loss ofAFW.

2. Requires containment heat removal
followingPZR reliefvalve liA.

3. Assumes 5 hours for core uncovery
ifcooldown is successful, 4 hours if
not.

l. Assumes 2 hours for core uncovery
following loss ofAFW.

2. Assumes 11 hours for core uncovery
ifcooldown is successful, 9 hours if
not.



Table 44
SigniTicant Success Criteria Differences From Other 2-Loop Plants

Event Tree

Transients

Point Beach

1. Separates transients based on MFW
availability, MSLB, MFLB,LOOP,
CCW, DC popover, IA, and SW;
otheavise, success criteria is
essentially equivalent.

2. Addresses potential for MSLB
induced tube rupture (due to old
tubes).

3. Requires Sl for steam line breaks.

Prairie Island

1. Separates MSLBs, FWLBs, and LOOP
out from other transients; othe+vise,
success criteria is essentiaHy

equivalent.
2. Requires SI for steam line breaks.

Sew attnee

1. Separates transients based on MFW
availability, MSLB, MFLB,LOOP,
CCW, DC popover, IA, and SW;
othmvise, success criteria is
essentially equivalent.

2. Requires SI for steam line breaks.

SGTR None. None. None.
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Table 4-9
Matrix of Initiating Event F<unction Effects

Reactivity Control

RT

Pressure and Inventory Control

l<CCS PV SV SI<

Heat Removal

TIRXTRIP
TIGRLOSP
TISWLOSP.
TI48LOSP
TIFWLOSS
TIFLBACT
TIFLBBCT
TIFLBOTB
TIFLBAIB
TIFLBBIB
TIFLBSGB
TISLBACT
TISLBBCT
TISLBOTB
TISLBAIB
TISLBBIB
TIOSLBSD
TISLBSVA
TISLBSGB
TIIALOSS
TIRCPROT
LIRVRUPT
LISSLOCA
LISBLOCA
LIMBLOCA
LILBLOCA
LIOSGTRA
LIOSGTRB
LIISLOCA
TIOOOSWn
TIOOOCCW
TIOOODCA
TIOOODCB

egend:
osso eecoca oa ony

X
x

X'

X

x0)

ong erm sue tenon y

x

X
x

x"'CCS

PV

Ml'utomatic
reactor trip results (cxccpt for "m"-

rnanual trip by procedure)

a condition for automatic SI actuation results

direct challenge to PORVs results

loss of all Ml'W directly results

SE

SV

a loss ofall RCP seal cooling (thermal barrier and
injection) results

direct challcngc to PZR safeties results

failure ofprcfcrrcd AFW results
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Event Name Initiator

Table 4-10
Listing of Success Criteria Defined Operator Actions

Description

MSHFDISOLR SGTR

MFHFDMF100 SGTR
TRANS
SSLOCA
SLOCA

RCHFDCDDPR SGTR

RCHFDCDTR2 SGTR

RCHFDCOOLD SGTR

RCHFDCDOVR SGTR

ACAADLOSP1 SBO

ACAADLOSP2 SB0

ACAADLOSP5 SBO

ACAALOSP10 TRANS

RCHFDP LOCA TRANS

Operators Fail to Isolate Ruptured SG

Operators Fail to Rc-establish MFWFlow Post Trip

Operators Fail to Cooldown and Dcprcssurizc RCS Given SI Operation to Prcvcnt S
Overfill

Operators Fail to Cooldown to MMAfter Sl Fails

Operators Fail to Cooldown to MMAfterARVSticks Open

Operators Fail to Cooldown to RHR Following SG Ovcrf|li

Failure to Restore Offsite Power Within 1 Hour

Failure to Restore Offsite Power Within2.5 Hours (LOCAs)

Failure to Restore Offsitc Power Within 5 Hours (SGTRs)

Failure to Restore Offsitc Power Within 10 Hours

Operators Fail to Close PORV Block Valve (515/516) To Tertninatc LOCA Within 3
Minutes

RCI%1300RCP

RCHFD0 IRCP

TRANS
SGTR
SLOCA
SSLOCA

TRANS
SGTR
SLOCA
SSLOCA

Operators Fail to Trip RCPs Within2 Minutes Following Loss ofSupport Systems

Operators Fail to Restore RCP Seal Cooling Within 1 Hour

RCI&DO IBAF TRANS Operators Fail to Implement Fccd and Blccd

RCHFDCDOSS SSLOCA
SLOCA

Operator I'ails to Cooldown to MIRAfterSI Fails

RCHFDSCRAM ATWS

RCIHDOOMM ATWS

Operators Fail to Trip Rod Drive MG Sets During ATWS

Operators Fail to Manually Insert Rods
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Event Name Initiator

RRHFDRECRC SSLOCA
SLOCA
MLOCA
LLOCA

SRHFDRECRC SSLOCA
SLOCA

RCHFDMGSET ATWS

CVHFDBORAT ATWS

Table 4-10
Listing of Success Criteria Defined Operator Actions

Description

Operators Fail to Switch to Low-I%cad Recirculation

Operators Fail to Switch to High Head Recirculation

Operators Fail to Trip Motor-Gcncrator Sets

Operators Fail to Implement Emergency Boration
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Figure 4-1
Plant System Dependices

IB
HVAC

oxhaust fans Np

AFW

ARVs ORVs CVCS
soal Hx

AFB
VAC

SAFW
SI

oil cooling

oats (rocirc)

CPS
Hxs, wals
(ra circ)

IA

CCW

NPSH

rocirc)

SW
Cont
HVAC '-"'

—+ 8 indicatos that systom A supports, o.g., suppiios water or air to systom 8
A + 8 IndIcatos that systom A supports systom 8 but not Inciudad In PSA as documontod

in Soction 6.
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5.0 EVENT TREES

Once the success criteria have been developed, they must be translated into a logical definition of
the accident progression. That is, given a specific initiating event, all of the successes and failures
of the four functions discussed in Section 4.1 must be evaluated so as to determine the accident end

state (e.g., core damage). Since there are multiple means of achieving each of the four core

protection functions, this can be a complicated task. As such, event trees are developed for each

of the initiating event groups identified in Table 4-4 (note that station blackout events (SBO) were

broken out separately for reasons described below). Very large LOCAs (initiator LIRVRUPT)by
definition lead to core damage since they result in break flow rates which exceed the capability of
the emergency core cooling system (ECCS); consequently, no event tree was developed. Also,
intersystem LOCAs are evaluated separately in Section 8.2.

An event tree represents the accident progression in a logical manner such that each success or
failure state can be readily identified. Essentially, the event tree is developed based on the four
core protection functions. These functions are placed on the top or header of the event tree. Since

there may be several means of successfully performing the function, there is typically more than

four headers. A system may also perform multiple functions (e.g., safety injection (SI) may
provide both RCS inventory control and RCS pressure control following a loss-of-coolant (LOCA)
accident); therefore, the number ofheaders may also be reduced.

The event trees developed for the Ginna Station PSA are shown in Figures 5-1 through 5-8. Using
Figure 5-1 as an example, the tree begins at the left side under "TI." It is then read by moving to

the right along the line until a "branch" is reached. The branch defines whether the represented

header event is successful or failed (i.e., up versus down, respectively). Abranch is typically found
under each event tree header; however, this may not always be true since a previous branch may
have already defined the success or failed state for later points in the event tree. The event tree

branches are followed all the way to the right of the figure where the end state is either:

a. OK- Enough functions have been performed successfully to prevent core damage;

b. CD - One or more functions have failed such that core damage willoccur; or

c. Transfer - The accident progression has resulted in a transfer into a second event tree which
willdefine additional success requirements (e.g., a transient which results in a stuck open

PORV willtransfer to a LOCA tree).
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In addition to providing a simple pictorial display of the accident progress, the event trees also

serve to identify what systems must be modeled. For example, in Figure 5-1, header "B1" is titled
"SG Cooling (AFW)." This header refers to the ability of auxiliary feedwater (AFW) to provide
necessary SG cooling. As seen from Table 4-4, one of three AFW pumps is successful for the RCS
Heat Removal function. Therefore, this portion of the event tree defines whether one of three AFW
pumps either succeeds or fails. To evaluate this success or failure state, a fault tree model of the
AFW system must be created. These system models are described in Section 6.0.

The following sections describe the eight event trees, including each end state.

5.1 Transient Event Tree

Figure 5-1 shows the transient event tree. The event tree is entered for every transient initiator (i.e.,
those initiating events which begin with TI*). The relationship of the event tree headings and the

four core protection functions described in Table 4-4 is as follows:

Reactivity Control - Success of this function is defined by heading, "K, Reactor Scram"

which requires RCCA insertion upon a reactor trip signal. Ifat least one RCCA bank does

not insert, the sequence transfers to the anticipated transient without scream (ATWS) event
tree.

RCS Pressure Control - Success of this function is defined by "PC, RCS Pressure Control"
which requires the pressurizer PORVs and/or safety valves to lift in order to maintain
primary system pressure within accepted limits. Failure to achieve this would most likely
result in a LOCA; however the Ginna Station PSA will conservatively assume that it
directly results in core damage. Also included within event PC is failure to provide
pressurizer heaters during long-term loss of reactor coolant pump events.

RCS Inventory Control - Success of this function is defined by three headings: (1) "Ql, At
Least 2 PORVs/SVs Reseat," (2) "Q2, AllPORVs/SVs Reseat," and (3) "Q4, RCP Seal

Cooling." The first two headings refer to the number of PORVs and pressurizer safety
valves which successfully reseat following their opening. Ifmore than one PORV or safety
valve sticks open (Ql), then a transfer to the medium LOCA tree occurs. Ifonly one

PORV or safety valve fails to reseat (Q2), the sequence transfers to the small LOCA tree.

The last heading (Q4) addresses those transients which result in a seal LOCA due to loss

of support cooling to the reactor coolant pump (RCP) seals.
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d. RCS Heat Reaio val - Success of this function is defined by six headings: (1) "SG, No

Steam Line Break (SG Reliefs Reseat)," (2) "MS, Main Steam Isolated," (3) "Bl, SG

Cooling (AFW)," (4) "L2, SG Cooling Restored (SAFW/MFW)," (5) "UHl,High Pressure

Injection (Feed)," and (6) "P 1, Bleed via PORVs (Bleed)." Heading SG refers to main

steam line breaks and for all other transients, the successful reclosure of the steam generator

(SG) reliefvalves. Heading MS addresses the ability to isolate the affected SG via the main

steam isolation valves (MSIVs) and non-return check valves for main steam line breaks.

The third and fourth headings (B 1 and L2) refer to the successful injection ofwater into one

of two SGs via either the AFW, Standby AFW (SAFW), or main feedwater (MFW)
systems. The last two headings (UH1 and P 1) refer to the ability to perform feed and bleed

operations using SI (UH1) and the pressurizer PORVs (P 1) given that AFW, SAFW, and

MFW have all failed.

In addition to the above four functions, a heading related to SBO was added to the transient event

tree to ensure that all SBO sequences other than those which transfer to the medium LOCA event

tree (see Section 5.2) were transferred to the SBO event tree. This was done due to the unique

timing issues following a SBO (e.g., battery depletion times).

The followingsections discuss each of the 11 end states for the transient event tree which result in

either core damage or a transfer to another event tree.

5.1.1 Sequence TI,B1,L2,Pl

This accident sequence is one in which a transient occurs (Tl)with a subsequent failure of all AFW

(Bl), SAFW, and MFW (L2). Given this scenario, operators would attempt to perform feed and

bleed operations. SI is successfully performed (UHl); however, both PORVs fail to open to

provide the necessary "bleed" function (P 1) resulting in core damage. It should be noted that this

sequence assumes that RCS pressure control (PC) and RCP seal cooling (Q4) is successful, all

PORVs and safety valves (Ql and Q2) and the SG relief valves (SG) reseat, and that no SBO (SB)
has occurred. This sequence also assumes that no steam line break (SG) has occurred.

5.1.2 Sequence TI,B1,L2,UHl

This accident sequence is similar to TI,B1,L2,P1 except that the "feed" portion fails during feed

and bleed. That is, a transient occurs (TI) with a subsequent failure of all AFW (B 1), SAFW, and

MFW (L2). Given this scenario, operators would attempt to perform feed and bleed operations;

however, SI fails to provide injection (UH1) resulting in core damage. It should be noted that this

sequence assumes that RCS pressure control (PC) and RCP seal cooling (Q4) is successful, all

PORVs and safety valves (Ql and Q2) and the SG relief valves (SG) reseat, and that no SBO (SB)

has occurred. This sequence also assumes that no steam line break (SG) has occurred.
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5.1.3 Sequence TI,SG,B1,L2,P1

This accident sequence is similar to TI,B1,L2,P1 except that the a steam line break has occured.

That is, a steam line break occurs (TI) or the SG reliefvalves otherwise fail to reseat (SG) with a

subsequent failure ofall AFW (Bl), SAFW, and MFW (L2). Given this scenario, operators would
attempt to perform feed and bleed operations; however, the PORVs fail to open (P1) resulting in
core damage. It should be noted that this sequence assumes that RCS pressure control (PC) and

RCP seal cooling (Q4) is successful, all PORVs and safety valves (Ql and Q2) reseat, safety
injection (UH1) is successful in the "feed" phase, steam line isolation has occured (MS), and that
no SBO (SB) has occurred.

5.1.4 Sequence TI,SG,B1,L2,UH1

This accident sequence is similar to TI,B1,L2,P1 except that the a steam line break has occured.

That is, a setam line break occurs (TI) or the SG reliefvalves otherwise fail to reseat (SG) with a

subsequent failure ofall AFW (Bl), SAFW, and MFW (L2). Given this scenario, operators would
attempt to perform feed and bleed operations; however, SI fails to provide injection (UH1)
resulting in core damage. Itshould be noted that this sequence assumes that RCS pressure control

(PC) and RCP seal cooling (Q4) is successful, all PORVs and safety valves (Ql and Q2) reseat,

steam line isolation has occured, and that no SBO (SB) has occurred.

5.1.5 Sequence TI,SG,MS,UH1

This accident sequence is one in which a main steam line break occurs (TI and SG). Following this

event, the affected SG must be isolated to prevent a uncontrolled cooldown event (MS). However,
the affected SG is not isolated requiring SI in order to maintain RCS pressure and inventory which

subsequently results in core damage. This sequence assumes that RCS pressure control (PC) and

RCP seal cooling (Q4) is successful, all PORVs and safety valves (Q1 and Q2) reseat, and that no

SBO (SB) has occurred.

5.1.6 Sequence TI,PC,UH1

This accident sequence is one in which a transient occurs (TI) and the minimum necessary primary
system reliefvalves (i.e., PORVs and safety valves) fail to open to relieve overpressure conditions

(PC). While this scenario would most likely result in a LOCA, it is unknown as to the size or
location of the LOCA. Therefore, this sequence is conservatively assumed to directly result in core

damage. This assumption can be reassessed ifthe sequence is shown to be of significance. This

sequence assumes that RCP seal cooling (Q4) is successful, all open PORVs and safety valves

reseat (Ql and Q2) and no SBO (SB) has occurred.
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5.1.7 Sequence TI,Q4

This accident sequence is a transient event (Tl) in which RCP seal cooling is lost. (Q4). This results

in a seal LOCAwhich transfers to the small-small LOCAevent tree. A seal LOCA can result from
the operators failing to trip the RCPs within 2 minutes given that all support cooling is lost, or the

failure to restore RCP seal cooling within 1 hour after the RCPs have been tripped to prevent long-
term degradation of the seals. This sequence assumes that all PORVs and safety valves (Ql and

Q2) reseat, and that no SBO (SB) has occurred.

5.1.8 Sequence TI,Q2

This accident sequence is a transient event (TI) in which a single PORV or safety valve fails to

reclose upon being challenged. This creates a PORV or safety valve LOCAwhich transfers to the

small LOCA tree. This sequence assumes that only one PORV is stuck open (Ql).

5.1.9 Sequence TI,SB

This accidentsequence refers to a transient(TI) in which a SBO has occurred (i.e., all power is lost

to the 480 Vsafeguards buses). This sequence transfers to the SBO event tree which specifically
addresses the timing issues related to restoring offsite power. The location of the SB heading was

chosen based on the fact that none of the preceding headings can be recovered for a SBO event.

Since all of the headings which follow the SB heading rely on the safeguards buses and/or do not
transfer to the medium and large LOCAevent trees, the SBO related sequences must be transferred

outside of the transient event tree for further evaluation.

5.1.10 Sequence TI,Q1

This accident sequence is a transient event (Tl) in which any combination of two or more PORV
or safety valves fail to reclose upon being challenged and transfers to the medium LOCA tree.

4

5.1.11 Sequence TI,K

This accident sequence is one in which a transient occurs (Tl) and the reactor trip system fails to

insert at least one RCCA bank (K). This sequence then transfers to the ATWS event tree.
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5.2 Station Blackout Event Tree

Figure 5-2 shows the SBO event tree. The event tree is entered for every transient, small-small and
small LOCA, and steam generator tube rupture (SGTR) initiator in which all power is lost to the
480 V safeguards buses. Transfers from the medium and large LOCAs were not considered due
to their low frequencies and the low likelihood of restoring offsite power within the short time
frame necessary for success. The relationship of the event tree headings and the four core
protection functions described in Table 4-4 is as follows:

Reactivity Control - Since the SBO tree begins from transfers from other event trees,

reactivity control requirements are not specified in the SBO tree. Instead, these are

specified in the transient, small-small and small LOCA, and SGTR event trees.

RCS Pressure Control - Since the SBO tree begins from transfers from other event trees,

RCS pressure control requirements are not specified in the SBO tree. Instead, these are

specified in the transient, small-small and small LOCA, and SGTR event trees.

c. RCS Inventory Control - Since the SBO tree begins from transfers from other event trees,
RCS inventory control requirements are not specified in the SBO tree. Instead, these are
specified in the transient, small-small and small LOCA, and SGTR event trees. However,
it should be noted that RCS inventory is a consideration with respect to timing for offsite
power restoration since a loss of inventory reduces the time available.

RCS Heal Removal - Success of this function is defined by all seven headings of the SBO
event tree: (1) "B2, TDAFWPump Starts and Runs," (2) "HR1, Restore Offsite Power-
1 Hr," (3), "LOCA,LOCAEvent?" (4) "HRX, Restore Offsite Power - XHrs," (5) "B3, SG
Cooling (AFW)," (6) "L3, SG Cooling Restored (SAFW/MFW)," and (7) "RH3, Rapid
-RCS Depressurization to RHR." Heading "B2" refers to successful operation of the
TDAFWpump for SG cooling. Ifthe TDAFW pump fails, offsite power must be restored
in one hour (HR1) before core damage occurs. Ifthe TDAFW pump is successful, then
offsite power must be restored within 2.25 hours for LOCA events (5 hrs for SGTRs) or
10 hours for non-LOCA events to prevent core damage. For all cases, rapid cooldown to
RHR conditions or long-term (RH3) is required following recovery of offsite power.

The followingsections discuss each of the 9 end states for the SBO event tree which result in core

damage.
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5.2.1 Sequence SBO,RH3

This accident sequence is one in which a SBO event has occurred where the TDAFW pump was

initially successful (B2) and offsite power was restored within 1 hour (HR1). However, rapid
depressurization to RHR conditions (RH3) fails leading to core damage. This sequence assumes

that cooldown to RHR is required due to the lost RCS inventory.

5.2.2 Sequence SBO,HR1,RH3

This accident sequence is one in which a LOCA related SBO event has occurred (LOCA) where

the TDAFWpump was initiallysuccessful (B2) and offsite power was not initiallyrestored (HR1).
For this sequence, offsite power is restored within 2.25 ho'urs (HR 02); however, rapid cooldown
and depressurization to RHR conditions (RH3) fails leading to core damage. Since this sequence

will not generate "minimal" cutsets with respect to the overall SBO event tree (i.e., additional

failures beyond those presented in SBO,RH3 would have to occur), it is typically not evaluated.

5.2.3 Sequence SBO,HRI,HR 02

This accident sequence is one in which a LOCA related SBO event has occurred (LOCA) where

the TDAFWpump was initiallysuccessful (B2) and offsite power was not initiallyrestored (HR1).
For LOCA related sequences, offsite power must be restored within 2.25 hours (HR 02)(5 hours

for SGTRs) to prevent core damage due to the lost RCS inventory and the expected failure of the

TDAFW pump from battery depletion. For this sequence, offsite power is not restored within 4

hours leading to core damage.

5.2.4 Sequence SBO,HR1,LOCA,RH3

This accidentsequencesimilar to SBO,HR1,RH3 except that the SBO is not LOCArelated. That

is, a SBO event has occurred where the TDAFW pump was initiallysuccessful (B2) and offsite
power was not initiallyrestored (HR1). For this sequence, offsite power is restored within 10 hours

(HR 10); ho'wever, rapid cooldown and depressurization to RHR conditions (RH3) fails leading
to'core damage. Since this sequence willnot generate "minimal" cutsets with respect to the overall
SBO event tree (i.e., additional failures beyond those presented in SBO,RH3 would have to occur),
it is typically not evaluated.
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5.2.5 Sequence SBO,HRI,LOCA,HR 10

This accident sequence is similar to SBO,HR1,HR 02 except that the SBO is not LOCA related.

That is, a SBO event has occurred where the TDAFW pump was initiallysuccessful (B2) and

offsite power was not initiallyrestored (HR1). For non-LOCA related sequences, offsite power
must be restored within 10 hours (HR 10) to prevent core damage due to the lost RCS inventory
via the degraded RCP seals and the expected failure of the TDAFWpump from battery depletion.
For this sequence, offsite power is not restored within 10 hours leading to core damage.

5.2.6 Sequence SBO,B2,RH3

This sequence is similar to SBO,RH3 except that the TDAFW pump fails (B2) but offsite power
is restored within 1 hour (HR1). Since this sequence willnot generate "minimal" cutsets with
respect to the overall SBO event tree (i.e., additional failures beyond those presented in SBO,RH3
would have to occur), it is typically not evaluated.

5.2.7 Sequence SBO,B2,B3,RH3

This sequence similar to SBO,RH3 except that: (1) AFW fails (B3) with SAFW or MFW
successfully providing the necessary SG cooling function (L3), and (2) the TDAFW pump fails

(B2) but offsite power is restored within 1 hour (HRl). Since this sequence willnot generate

"minimal" cutsets with respect to the overall SBO event tree (i.e., additional failures beyond those

presented in SBO,RH3 would have to occur), it is typically not evaluated.

5.2.8 Sequence SBO,B2,B3,L3

This sequence is one in which a SBO occurs where the TDAFW pump fails to run (B2), offsite
power is restored within 1 hour (HR1) but the remaining AFW (B3), SAFW and MFW (L3) pumps
fail. This leads to core damage since no SG cooling is available leading to core uncovery.

5.2.9 Sequence SBO,B2,HR1

This sequence is one in which a SBO occurs where the TDAFW pump fails to run (B2) and offsite

power is not restored within 1 hour (HR1). This leads to core damage since no SG cooling is

available leading to core uncovery.
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5.3 Small-Small LOCAEvent Tree

Figure 5-3 shows the small-small LOCA event tree. This event tree is entered for every LOCA
smaller than 1" and for transient initiators which result in a similar sized LOCA (i.e., RCP seal

LOCA). The relationship of the event tree headings and the four core protection functions

described in Table 4-4 is as follows:

a. Reactivity Control - Success of this function is defined by heading, "K, Reactor Scram"

which requires RCCA insertion upon a reactor trip signal. Ifat least one RCCA bank does

not insert, the sequence transfers to the ATWS event tree.

b. RCS Pressure Control - Success of this function is really a subset of the RCS Heat Removal

Function since a small-small LOCAdoes not require any form ofRCS pressure relief other

than that provided by the break. Consequently, as long as decay heat removal is successful,

there is no further requirements of the RCS Pressure Control function.

RCS Inventory Control - Success of this function is defined by two headings: "UH2, High
Pressure Injection (SI)" and "XH, High Pressure Recirculation (SI and RHR)." The first
heading (UH2) refers to the ability ofone of three SI pumps to provide injection into the

RCS. The second heading (XH) requires the capability to perform high-head recirculation

once the refueling water storage tank (RWST) has been depleted using the residual heat

removal (RHR) and SI systems.

RCS Heat Removal- Success of this function is defined by three headings: (1) "Bl, SG

Cooling (AFW)," (2) "Ll, SG Cooling Restored (SAFW/MFW)," and (3) "RH1, Rapid

RCS Depressurization to IHR." Headings B1 and Ll refer to the successful injection,of
water into one of two SGs via either the AFW, SAFW, or MFW systems. This is required

for both decay heat removal and to potentially support depressurization of the RCS to the

shutoff head of the SI pumps. The last heading (RH1) refers to the ability to perform a

'rapid cooldown to RHR conditions given that AFW, SAFW, and MFW have all failed.

In addition to the above four functions, a heading related to SBO was added to the small-small

event tree to ensure that these sequences were transferred to the SBO event tree. This is done due

to the unique timing issues following a SBO (e.g, battery depletion times).

The followingsections discuss each of the 7 end states for the small-small LOCA event tree which
result in either core damage or a transfer to another event tree.
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"'.3.1 Sequence SS,XH,RH1

r

This accident sequence is one in which a small-small LOCA occurs (SS) and high-head
recirculation fails (XH)given that SI was initiallysuccessful (UH2). Following the failure ofhigh-
head recirculation, a failure to reach RHR conditions by rapidly cooling down the RCS occurs
(RH1) resulting in core damage.- This sequence assumes that no SBO (SB) has occurred, and that
AFW (81) is successful.

5.3.2 'Sequence
SS,UH2,RH1'his

accident sequence is similar to SS,XH,RH1 except that SI fails (UH2) prior to reaching high-
head recirculation conditions. That is, a small-small LOCAoccurs (SS) with a subsequent failure
of SI. This is followed by a failure to reach RHR conditions by rapidly cooling down the RCS
(RH1) resulting in core damage. This sequence assumes that no SBO (SB) has occurred, and that
AFW (81) is successful.

5.3.3 Sequence SS,B1,XH,RH1

This accident sequence is identical to SS,XH,RH1 except that AFW fails (81) with SAFW or
MFW successfully providing the necessary SG cooling function (Ll). Since this sequence willnot
generate "minimal" cutsets with respect to the overall small-small LOCA event tree (i.e., additional
failures beyond those presented in SS,XH,RH1 would have to occur), it is typically not evaluated.

5.3.4 Sequence SS,B1,UH2,RH1

This accident sequence is identical to SS,UH2,RH1 except that AFW fails (81) with SAFW or
MFW successfully providing the necessary SG cooling function (L1). Since this sequence willnot
generate "minimal" cutsets with respect to the overall small-small LOCA event tree (i.e., additional
failures beyond those presented in SS,UH2,RHI would have to occur), it is typically not evaluated.

5.3.5 Sequence SS,B1,L1

This accident sequence is one in which a small-small LOCAoccurs (SS) with a subsequent failure
of AFW (81), SAFW and MFW (Ll) resulting in core damage. Given this scenario, operators
could potentially open the PORVs in order to create a larger LOCA and thus cool down to RHR
conditions; however, this was considered a highly unlikely success path and was ignored. This
sequence assumes that no SBO (SB) has occurred.
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5.3.6 Sequence SS,SB

This accident sequence refers to a small-small LOCA (S) in which a SBO has occurred (i.e., all
power is lost to the 480 V safeguards buses). This sequence transfers to the SBO event tree which
specifically addresses the timing issues related to restoring offsite power. The location of the SB

heading was chosen based on the fact that all of the subsequent headings require the 480 V
safeguards buses such that the SBO related sequences must be transferred outside of the small-
small LOCA event tree prior to evaluating these functions.

5.3.7 Sequence SS,K

This accident sequence is one in which a small-small LOCAoccurs (SS) and the reactor trip system
fails to insert at least one RCCA bank (K). This sequence then transfers to the ATWS event tree.

5.4 Small LOCAEvent Tree

Figure 5-4 shows the small LOCA event tree. This event tree is entered for every break size

between 1" and 2" and for transient initiators which result in a similar sized LOCA (i.e., PORV or
pressurizer safety valve LOCA). The relationship of the event tree headings and the four core

protection functions described in Table 4-4 is as follows:

Reactivity Control - Success of this function is defined by heading, "K, Reactor Scram"

which requires RCCA insertion upon a reactor trip signal. Ifat least one RCCA bank does

not insert, the sequence transfers to the ATWS event tree.

RCS Pressure Control - Success of this function is assured by the break size which is

equivalent to a pressurizer PORV or safety valve. Consequently, there are no further
requirements of the RCS Pressure Control function.

RCS Inventory Control - Success of this function is defined by two headings: "UH2, High
Pressure Injection (SI)" and "XH, High Pressure Recirculation (SI and RHR)." The first
heading (UH2) refers to the ability ofone of three SI pumps to provide injection into the

RCS. The second heading (XH) requires the capability to perform high-head recirculation
once the refueling water storage tank (RWST) has been depleted using the residual heat

removal (RHR) and SI systems. However, if either of the two preferred means fail,
cooldown to RHR conditions using AFW is a successful alternative. This alternative is

defined by three headings: (1) "Bl, SG Cooling (AFW)," (2) "Ll,SG Cooling Restored

(SAFW/MFW)," and (3) "RH1, Rapid RCS Depressurization to RHR."
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d. RCS Heat Removal - Success of this function is really'a subset of the RCS Inventory
Function in that SI and high-head recirculation provide the necessary core cooling. In the
event that these systems fail, then cooldown to RHR conditions using AFW is a successful
alternative.

In addition to the above four functions, a heading related to SBO was added to the small event tree

to ensure that these sequences were transferred to the SBO event tree. This is due to the unique
timing issues following a SBO (e.g., battery depletion times).

The following sections discuss each of the 8 end states for the small LOCA event tree which result

in either core damage or a transfer to another event tree.

5.4.1 Sequence S,XH,RH1

This accident sequence is one in which a small LOCA occurs (S) and high-head recirculation fails

(XH)given that SI was initiallysuccessful (UH2). Following the failure ofhigh-head recirculation,
a failure to reach RHR conditions by rapidly cooling down the RCS occurs (RH1) resulting in core

damage. This sequence assumes'that AFW is successful (Bl), and no SBO (SB) has occurred.

5.4.2 Sequence S,XH,B1,RH1

This accident sequence is identical to S,XH,RH1 except that AFW fails (B1) with SAFW or MFW
successfully providing the necessary SG cooling function (Ll). Since this sequence will not

generate "minimal" cutsets with respect to the overall small LOCA event tree (i.e., additional
failures beyond those presented in S,XH,RH1 would have to occur), it is typically not evaluated.

5.4.3 Sequence S,XH,B1,Ll

Sequence S,UH2,RH1

This accident sequence is one in which a small LOCA occurs (S) and high-head recirculation fails

(XH)given that SI was initiallysuccessful (UH2). Following the failure ofhigh-head recirculation,

an attempt to cooldown to RHR conditions is unsuccessful due to a failure of AFW (Bl) and

SAFW and MFW (Ll), resulting in core damage. This sequence assumes that no SBO (SB) has

occurred.
5.4.4

This accident sequence is one in which a small LOCAoccurs (S) and SI subsequently fails (UH2).
Following the failure of SI, an attempt to cooldown to RHR conditions fails (RH1), resulting in
core damage. This sequence assumes that no SBO (SB) has occurred and that AFW (Bl) is

successful.
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5.4.5 Sequence S,UH2,B1,RH1

This accident sequence is identical to S,UH2,RH1 except that AFW fails (B1) with SAFW or MFW
successfully providing the necessary SG cooling function (Ll). Since this sequence will not
generate "minimal" cutsets with respect to the overall small LOCA event tree (i.e;, additional

failures beyond those presented in S,UH2,RH1 would have to occur), it is typically not evaluated.

5.4.6 Sequence S,UH2,B1,L1

This accident sequence is one in which a small LOCAoccurs (S) and SI subsequently fails (UH2).
Following the failure of SI, an attempt to cooldown to RHR conditions is unsuccessful due to a

failure ofAFW (Bl) and SAFW and MFW (Ll);resulting in core damage. This sequence assumes

that no SBO (SB) has occurred.

5.4.7 Sequence S,SB

This accident sequence refers to a small LOCA (S) in which a SBO has occurred (i.e., all power
is lost to the 480 V. safeguards buses). This sequence transfers to the SBO event tree which
specifically addresses the timing issues related to restoring offsite power. The location of the SB

heading was chosen based on the fact that all of the subsequent headings require the 480 V
safeguards buses such that the SBO related sequences must be transferred outside of the small

LOCA event tree prior to evaluating these functions.
P

5.4.8 Sequence S,K

This accident sequence is one in which a small LOCA occurs (S) and the reactor trip system fails
to insert at least one RCCA bank (K). This sequence then transfers to the ATWS event tree.

5.5 Medium LOCAEvent Tree

Figure 5-5 shows the medium LOCA event tree. This event tree is entered for every break size

between 2" and 5" and for transient initiators which result in a similar sized LOCA (i.e., multiple
PORV or pressurizer safety valve LOCA). The relationship of the event tree headings and the four
core protection functions described in Table 4-4 is as follows:

a. Reactivity Con(rol - Success of this function is defined by heading, "K, Reactor Scram"

which requires RCCA insertion upon a reactor trip signal. Ifat least one RCCA bank does

not insert, the sequence transfers to the ATWS event tree.
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b. PCS Pressure Control - Success of this function is assured by the break size which is
greater than that ofa single pressurizer PORV or safety valve. Consequently, there are no
further requirements of the RCS Pressure Control function.

PCS Inventory Control - Success of this function is defined by five headings: (1) "UH2,
High Pressure Injection (SI),", (2) "UL, Low Pressure Injection (RHR)," (3) "XL, Low
Pressure Recirculation (RHR)," (4) "FC, Containment Fan Coolers," and (5) "UCS,
Containment Spray." The first two headings refers to the ability ofone of three SI pumps
(UH2) and one of two RHR pumps (UL) to provide injection into the RCS. The third
heading (XL)requires the capability to perform low pressure recirculation once the RWST
has been depleted using the RHR system. The fourth and fifth headings refer to
maintaining containment cooling using either the containment recirculation fan coolers
(FC) or containment spray system (UCS) since the failure of these systems could lead to.
a containment failure which directly affects SI and RHR.

d. RCS Heat Removal - Success of this function is really a subset of the RCS Inventory
Function in that SI, RHR, and low pressure recirculation provide the necessary core
cooling.

The following sections discuss each of the 5 end states for the medium LOCA event tree which
result in either core damage or a transfer to another event tree.

5.5.1 Sequence M,FC,UCS

This accident sequence is one in which a medium LOCAoccurs (M) and all forms of containment
cooling fail (FC and UCS). This scenario is assumed to eventually result in containment failure
which could fail RHR and/or SI piping inside containment or fail RHR NPSH requirements
resulting in core damage. This sequence assumes that SI (UH2), RHR (UL) and low pressure
recirculation (XL)are successful.

5.5.2 Sequence M,XL

This accident sequence is one in which a medium LOCAoccurs (M) and low pressure recirculation
(XL)subsequently fails resulting in core damage. This sequence assumes that SI (UH2) and RHR
(UL) are successful.

5.5.3 Sequence M,UL

This accident sequence is one in which a medium LOCA occurs (M) and low pressure injection
(UL) subsequently fails resulting in core damage. This sequence assumes that SI (UH2) is
successful.
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5.5.4 Sequence M,UH2

This accident sequence is one in which a medium LOCAoccurs (M) and SI (UH2) subsequently
fails resulting in core damage.

5.5.5 Sequence M,K

This accident sequence is one in which a medium LOCA occurs (M) and the reactor trip system
fails to insert at least one RCCA bank (K). This sequence then transfers to the ATWS event tree.

5.6 Large LOCAEvent Tree

Figure 5-6 shows the large LOCAevent tree. This event tree is entered for every break size > 5".

The relationship of the event tree headings and the four core protection functions described in
Table 4-4 is as follows:

Reactivity Cozztrol - Success of this function is provided by RCS Inventory Control which
injects enough borated water to render the reactor core subcritical. Consequently, there are
no further requirements of the Reactivity Control function.

RCS Pressure Control - Success of this function is assured by the break size which is
greater than that ofa single pressurizer PORV or safety valve. Consequently, there are no
further requirements of the RCS Pressure Control function.

RCS Inventory Cozztrol - Success of this function is defined by five headings: (1) "UA,
Accumulators", (2) "UL, Low Pressure Injection (RHR)," (3) "XL, Low.Pressure
Recirculation (RHR)," (4) "FC, Containment Fan Coolers," and (5) "UCS, Containment
Spray." The first two headings refers to the ability ofone of two accumulators (UA) and
one of two RHR pumps (UL) to provide injection into the RCS. The third heading (XL)
requires the capability to perform low pressure recirculation once the RWST has been
depleted using the RHR system. The fourth and fifth headings refer to maintaining
containment cooling using either the containment recirculation fan coolers (FC) or
containment spray system (UCS) since the failure of these systems could lead to a

containment failure which directly affects SI and RHR.

d. RCS Heat Rezzzoval - Success of this function is really a subset of the RCS Inventory
Function in that the accumulators, RHR, and low pressure recirculation provide the
necessary core cooling.

The followingsections discuss each of the 4 end states for the large LOCA event tree which result
in either core damage or a transfer to another event tree.
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5.6.1 Sequence A,FC,UCS

This accident sequence is one in which a large LOCA occurs (A) and all forms of containment
cooling fail (FC and UCS). This scenario is assumed to eventually result in containment failure
which could failRHR piping inside containment or fail RHR NPSH requirements resulting in core
damage. This sequence assumes that the accumulators (UA), RHR (UL), and low pressure
recirculation (XL) are successful.

5.6.2 Sequence A,XL

This accident sequence is one in which a large LOCAoccurs (A) and low pressure recirculation
(XL) subsequently fails resulting in core damage. This sequence assumes that the accumulators
(UA) and RHR (UL) are successful.

5;6.3 Sequence A,UL

This accident sequence is one in which a large LOCA occurs (A) and low pressure injection (UL)
subsequently fails resulting in core damage. This sequence assumes that the accumulators (UA)
successful.

5.6.4 Sequence A,UA

This accident sequence is one in which a large LOCA occurs (A) and the accumulators
subsequently fail resulting in core damage.

5.7 'team Generator Tube Rupture Event Tree

Figure 5-7 shows the steam generator tube rupture (SGTR) event tree. This event tree is entered
for all LOCAs which occur in the SGs. The relationship of the event tree headings and the four
core protection functions described in Table 4-4 is as follows:

Reacfivify Control - Success of this function is defined by heading, "K, Reactor Scram"
which requires RCCA insertion upon a reactor trip signal. Ifat least one RCCA bank does
not insert, the sequence transfers to the ATWS event tree.

RCS Pressure Control - Success of this function is really a subset of the RCS Inventory
Control since the primary response to a SGTR is to equalize pressure between the
secondary and primary systems in order to terminate the break flowprior to depletion of
the RWST. Consequently as long as RCS Inventory Control is successful, there is no
further requirements of the RCS Pressure Control function.
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RCS Inventory Control - Success of this function is defined by six headings: (1) "Il,
Ruptured SG Isolated," (2) "UH2, Safety Injection," (3) "Dl, RCS Cooldown and
Depressurization," (4) "I2, Ruptured SG ARV Closure," (5) "P3, Rapid Depressurization
Using SGs," and (6) "RH2, Long-Term Cooling (RHR) Achieved." The first heading (I1)
identifies whether the operators have successfully isolated the ruptured SG since failure to
accomplish this requires cooldown to RHR conditions prior to RWST depletion. The
second heading (UH2) refers to the ability of one of three SI pumps to provide injection
into the RCS. The third heading (Dl) addresses the ability of the operators to open the
ARVs and PORVs in order to cooldown and depressurize the RCS to terminate the break .

flow by equalizing pressure between the primary and secondary systems. The fourth
heading (12) is similar to (11) in that the ruptured SG ARVsticks open (after the intact SG
ARV fails to open) requiring a rapid cooldown to RHR conditions prior to RWST
depletion. The last two headings (P3 and RH2) address the capability to rapidly cooldown
to RHR conditions given that the ruptured SG cannot be isolated or SI is not available.

d. RCS Heat Removal - Success of this function is defined by two headings: (1) "Bl, SG
Cooling (AFW)," and (2) "Ll,SG Cooling Restored (SAFW/MFW)." These headings refer
to the successful injection of water into one of two SGs via either the AFW, SAFW, or
MFW systems. This is required for both decay heat removal and to potentially support
depressurization of the RCS to the. shutoff head of the SI pumps.

In addition to the above four functions, a heading related to SBO was added to the SGTR event tree
to ensure that these sequences were transferred to the SBO event tree. This is due to the unique
timing issues following a SBO (e.g., battery depletion times).

The followingsections discuss each of the 15 end states for the small-small LOCA event tree which
result in either core damage or a transfer to another event tree.

5.7.1 Sequence R,I2,RH2 01

This accidentsequence is one in which a SGTRoccurs (R) and the ARVon ruptured SG must be
opened (due to failure of the other ARV)which then fails to close (I2). Subsequently, long-term
cooling via RHR fails (RH2) leading to core damage. This sequence assumes that the ruptured SG
is initially isolated (Il), SI (UH2) and AFW (Bl) is successful, and the ARV and PORV are
successfully used to initiallyequalize primary and secondary system pressures.
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5.7.2 Sequence R,D1,RH2 01

This accidentsequence is one in which a SGTRoccurs (R) and the ARVand/or PORV fail to open
(Dl) such that the break flow into the ruptured SG cannot be stopped prior to SG overfill. This
leads to a stuck open SG relief valve, but long-term cooling via RHR fails (RH2) leading to core
damage. This sequence assumes that the ruptured SG is initially isolated (Il), and that SI (UH2)
and AFW (B 1) is successful.

5.7.3 Sequence R,B I,I2,RH2 01

This accident sequence is identical to R,I2,RH2 01 except that AFW fails (Bl) with SAFW or
MFW successfully providing the necessary SG cooling function (Ll). Since this sequence willnot
generate "minimal" cutsets with respect to the ov'erall SGTR event tree (i.e., additional failures
beyond those presented in R,I2,RH2 01 would have to occur), it is typically not evaluated.

5.7.4 Sequence R,B1,D1,RH2 01

This accident sequence is identical to R,Dl,RH2 01 except that AFW fails (B1) with SAFW or
MFW successfully providing the necessary SG cooling function (Ll). Since this sequence willnot
generate "minimal" cutsets with respect to the overall SGTR event tree (i.e., additional failures
beyond those presented in R,D1,RH2 01 would have to occur), it is typically not evaluated.

5.7.5 Sequence R,B1,L1

This accidentsequence is one in which a SGTR occurs (R) and AFW (Bl) and SAFW/MFW (Ll)
all fail. The break flow is insufficient to cool down the RCS to RHR conditions on its own such
that core damage occurs. This sequence assumes that the ruptured SG is initiallyisolated (Il) and
that SI (UH2) is successful.

5.7.6 Sequence R,UH2,RH2 02

This accident sequence is one in which a SGTR occurs (R) and SI fails (UH2). The operators must
now attempt to achieve RHR cooling prior to depletion of the RWST which fails (RH2) leading
to core damage. This sequence assumes that the ruptured SG is initially isolated (Il) and AFW
(B 1) is successful.
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5.7.7 Sequence R,UH2,P302

This accidentsequence is one in which a SGTRoccurs (R) and SI fails (UH2). The operators must
now attempt to achieve RHR cooling prior to depletion of the RWST, but the ARVs fail to open
to provide cooldown capability (P302). Ifthis sequence proves to be a significant contributer,
utilizing the condenser can be considered as an alternative. This sequence assumes that the
ruptured SG is initiallyisolated (Il) and AFW (Bl) is successful.

5.7.8 Sequence R,UH2,B1,RH2 02

This accident sequence is identical to R,UH2,RH2 02 except that AFW fails (B1) with SAFW or
MFW successfully providing the necessary SG cooling function (Ll). Since this sequence willnot
generate "minimal" cutsets with respect to the overall SGTR event tree (i.e., additional failures
beyond those presented in R,UH2,RH2 02 would have to occur), it is typically not evaluated.

5.7.9 Sequence R,UH2,B1,P302

This accident sequence is identical to R,UH2,P302 except that AFW fails (Bl) with SAFW or
MFW successfully providing the necessary SG cooling function (Ll). Since this sequence willnot
generate "minimal" cutsets with respect to the overall SGTR event tree (i.e., additional failures
beyond those presented in R,UH2,P302 would have to occur), it is typically not evaluated.

5.7.10 Sequence R,UH2,B1,L1

This accident sequence is identical to R,B I,L1 except that SI also fails (UH2). Since this sequence
willnot generate "minimal" cutsets with respect to the overall SGTR event tree (i.e., additional
failures beyond those presented in R,B1,L1 would have to occur), it is typically not evaluated.

5.7.11 Sequence R,I1,RH2 02

This accident sequence is one in which a SGTR occurs (R) and the rup'tured SG is not isolated (Il).
Operators must now attempt to achieve RHR cooling prior to depletion of the RWST which fails
(RH2), leading to core damage. This sequence assumes that AFW (Bl) is successful.

5.7.12 Sequence R,I1,81,RH2 02

This accident sequence is identical to R,I1,RH2 02 except that AFW fails (Bl) with SAFW or
MFW successfully providing the necessary SG cooling function (L1). Since this sequence willnot
generate "minimal" cutsets with respect to the overall SGTR event tree (i.e., additional failures
beyond those presented in R,I1,RH2 02 would have to occur), it is typically not evaluated.
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This accident sequence is identical to R,B1,L1 except that the ruptured SG is not isolated (Il).
Since this sequence willnot generate "minimal" cutsets with respect to the overall SGTR event tree
(i.e., additional failures beyond those presented in R,Il,Llwould have to occur), it is typically not
evaluated.

5.7.14 Sequence R,SB

This accident sequence refers to a SGTR (R) in which a SBO has occurred (i.e., all power is lost
to the 480 Vsafeguards buses). This sequence transfers to the SBO event tree which specifically
addresses the timing issues related to restoring offsite power. The location of the SB heading was
chosen based on the fact that all of the subsequent headings require the 480 V safeguards buses
such that the SBO related sequences must be transferred outside of the SGTR event tree prior to
evaluating these functions.

5.7.15 Sequence R,K

This accident sequence is one in which a SGTR occurs (R) and the reactor trip system fails to insert
at least one RCCA bank (K). This sequence then transfers to the ATWS event tree.

5.8 ATWS Event Tree

Figure 5-8 shows the ATWS event tree. This event tree is entered for every transient in which
at least one RCCA bank did not insert and render the reactor core subcritical. The relationship of
the event tree headings and the four core protection functions described in Table 4-4 is as follows:

a. Reactivity Control - Failure of this function is attributed to either an electrical or
mechanical failure of the reactor protection system (RPS). These failures are addressed by
headings "KE, Electrical Scram" and "KM,Mechanical Scram," respectively. Given that
a failure of the RPS has occurred, success of the reactor control function is defined by three
headings: (1) "M, Manual Rod Insertion," (2) "KI, Initiator Can Be Mitigated," and (3)
"LT,Reactivity Control." The first header (RI) refers to the operators manually inserting
the RCCAs given that there is an electrical failure of the RPS. The second header (KI)
identifies whether the event can be mitigated since large steam line breaks and RCP locked
rotor events are assumed to directly result in core damage (see Section 4.2.2.1). The final
heading (LT) refers to the need for operators to initiate emergency boration within 10

minutes using the Charging system.
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RCS Pressure Conlrol - Success of this function is defined by four headings: (1) "MF,
MFW Available," (2) "TT, Turbine Trip/AFW Initiation," (3) "AM,AMSAC Initiation,"
and (4) "PR, Primary Pressure Relief." The first heading (MF) refers to the fact that if
MFW is available, then enough cooling water is being provided to the SGs to mitigate the

event. However, ifMFW is unavailable, then a turbine trip and AFW initiation must occur
from either the installed systems (TT) or via AMSAC (AM). Given that some form of
feedwater is being provided to the steam generators, then the PORVs and pressurizer
safeties must be available to provide for RCS pressure relief (PR) to maintain the RCS

below 3200 psig. Note that the required amount ofRCS pressure relief is dependent upon
the number ofAFW pumps available (see RCS Heat Removal). Consequently, there are

actually four events contained within PR (i.e., PR01, PR02, PR03, and PR04).

c. RCS Invenlory Control - Since the RCS is at greater than full power conditions with no

primary system breaks, there is no requirement for this function.

RCS Heat Removal - Success of this function is defined by three headings: (1) "MF, MFW
Available," (2) "FF, 100% AFW Flow," and (3) "PF, 50% AFW Flow." These headings
define the three conditions ofwhere MFW is available, and where 100% and 50% ofAFW
is available, respectively. The amount of MFW and AFW defines both the RCS heat

removal capability and the success requirements for the PORVs and pressurizer safety
valves (see RCS pressure control).

The following sections discuss each of the 25 end states for the ATWS event tree which result in
core damage.

5.8.1 Sequence IE,KE,MF,PR01

This accident sequence is an ATWS event (IE) caused by an electrical failure of the RPS (KE)
where MFW is unavailable (MF). AFW is successfully initiated by AMSAC (AM), but the

associated RCS pressure relief requirements are not successful (PROl) which leads to a high
pressure core damage scenario. This sequence assumes that the rods are capable ofmechanically
scramming (KM) and that the operators successfully insert the rods (RI). Also, AMSAC is

assumed to initiate 100% of AFW.

5.8.2 Sequence IE,KE,MF,FF,PR02

This accident sequence is an ATWS event (IE) caused by an electrical failure of the RPS (KE)
where MFW is unavailable (MF). AFW is successfully initiated by AMSAC (AM), but the

associated RCS pressure relief requirements are not successful (PR02) which leads to a high
pressure core damage scenario. This sequence assumes that the rods are capable of mechanically
scramming (KM) and that the operators successfully insert the rods (RI). Also, AMSAC is

assumed to initiate only 50% of the available AFW (i.e., failure of event FF with success of event
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PF).

5.8.3 Sequence IE,KE,MF,FF,PF

This accident sequence is an ATWS event (IE) caused by an electrical failure of the RPS (KE)
where MFW is unavailable (MF). AFW is successfully initiated by AMSAC (Ah/, but the AFW
system subsequently fails (FF and PF) leading to a high pressure core damage scenario. This
sequence assumes that the rods are capable ofmechanically scramming (KM)and that the operators
successfully insert the rods (RI).

5.8.4 Sequence IE,KE,MF,AM

This accident sequence is an ATWS event (IE) caused by an electrical failure of the RPS (KE)
where MFW is unavailable (MF). AMSAC fails to actuate AFW (AM)which leads to a high
pressure core damage scenario. This sequence assumes that the rods are capable ofmechanically
scramming (KM)and that the operators successfully insert the rods QG).

5.8.5 Sequence IE,KE,RI,LT

This accident sequence is an ATWS event(IE) caused by an electrical failure of the RPS (KE) with
a subsequent failure of the operators to insert the rods (Rl) and achieve long-term boration (LT)
which leads to a high pressure core damage scenario. This sequence assumes that the rods are
capable of mechanically scramming (KIvg, MFW is available (MF), and that the initiator can be
mitigated (KI).

5.8.6 Sequence IE,KE,RI,MF,LT

This accident sequence is identical to IE,KE,RI,LTexcept that MFW is assumed to be unavailable
(MF). Since this sequence willnot generate "minimal" cutsets with respect to the overall ATWS
event tree (i.e., additional failures beyond those presented in IE,KE,RI,LTwould have to occur),
it is typically not evaluated.

5.8.7 Sequence IE,KE,RI,MF,PR03

This accident sequence is an ATWS event (IE) caused by an electrical failure of the RPS (KE) with
no MFW available (MF) and a failure of the operators to insert the rods (RI). AFW is successfully
initiated by AMSAC (AM), but the RCS pressure relief is unsuccessful leading to a high pressure
core damage scenario. This sequence assumes that the rods are capable ofmechanically scramming
(KM)and that the initiator can be mitigated (KI). Also, AMSAC is assumed to initiate 100% of
AFW.
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5.8.8 Sequence IE,KE,RI,MF,FF,LT

This accident sequence is identical to IE,KE,RI,LTexcept that MFW is assumed to be unavailable.
Since this sequence willnot generate "minimal" cutsets with respect to the overall ATWS event
tree (i.e., additional failures beyond those presented in IE,KE,RI,LTwould have to occur), it is

typically not evaluated.

5.8.9 Sequence IE,RI,MF,FF,PR04

This accident sequence is an ATWS event (IE) caused by an electrical failure of the RPS (KE) with
no MFW available (MF) and a failure of the operators to insert the rods (RI). AFW is successfully
initiated by AMSAC (AM), but RCS pressure relief is unsuccessful (PR04) leading to a high
pressure core damage scenario. This sequence assumes that the rods are capable ofmechanically
scramming (KM)and that the initiator can be mitigated (KI). Also, AMSAC is assumed to initiate
only 50% of the available AFW (i.e., failure of event FF with success of event PF).

C

5.8.10 Sequence IE,KE,RI,MF,FF,PF

This accident sequence is an ATWS event (IE) caused by an electrical failure of the RPS (KE) with
no MFW available (MF) and a failure of the operators to insert the rods (RI). AFW is successfully
initiated by AMSAC (AM), but AFW subsequently fails (FF and PF) leading to a high pressure

core damage scenario. This sequence assumes that the rods are capable of mechanically scramming

(KM)and that the initiator can be mitigated (KI).

5.8.11 Sequence IE,KE,RI,MF,AM

This accident sequence is an ATWS event (IE) caused by an electrical failure of the RPS (KE) with
no MFW available (MF), and a failure of the operators to insert the rods (RI). AMSAC
subsequently fails (AM) which leads to a high pressure core damage scenario. This sequence

assumes that the rods are capable of mechanically scramming (KM)and that the initiator can be

mitigated (Kl).

5.8.12 Sequence IE,KE,RI,KI

This accident sequence is an ATWS event(IE) caused by an electrical failure of the RPS (KE) with
no MFW available (MF) and a failure of the operators to insert the rods (RI). Given these

conditions, the subject initiating event cannot be mitigated (e.g., RCP locked rotor event) (KI)
leading to a high pressure core damage scenario. This sequence assumes that the rods are capable

of mechanically scramming (KM). (
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5.8.13 Sequence IE,KM,LT

This accident sequence is an ATWS event (IE) caused by an mechanical failure of the RPS /Qual
and a failure of long-term boration (LT) which fails leading to a high pressure core damage
scenario. This sequence assumes that the initiator can be mitigated (Kl) and that MFW is available
(MF

5.8.14 Sequence IE,KM,MF,LT

This accident sequence is identical to IE,KM,LTexcept that MFW is assumed to be unavailable.
Since this sequence willnot generate "minimal" cutsets with respect to the overall ATWS event
tree (i.e., additional failures beyond those presented in IE,KM,LTwould have to occur), it is
typically not evaluated.

5.8.15 Sequence IE,KM,MF,PR03

This accident sequence is an ATWS event (IE) caused by an mechanical failure of the RPS (KM)
with no MFW available (MF). AFW is successfully initiated by its installed start logic (TT) but
RCS pressure relief is unsuccessful (PR03) leading to a high pressure core damage scenario. This
sequence assumes that the initiator can be mitigated (KI) and that 100% of AFW is initiated.

5.8.16 Sequence IE,KM,MF,FF,LT

This accident sequence is identical to IE,KM,LTexcept that MFW is assumed to be unavailable.
Since this sequence willnot generate "minimal" cutsets with respect to the overall ATWS event
tree (i.e., additional failures beyond those presented in IE,KM,LTwould have to occur), it is

typically not evaluated.

5.8.17 Sequence IE,KM,MF,FF,PR04

This accident sequence is an ATWS event (IE) caused by an mechanical failure of the RPS (KM)
with no MFW available (MF). AFW is successfully initiated by its installed start logic (TT) but
RCS pressure relief is unsuccessful (PR04) leading to a high pressure core damage scenario. This
sequence assumes that the initiator can be mitigated (Kl)and 50% of the available AFW is initiated
(i.e., failure of event FF with success of event PF).

5.8.18 Sequence IE,KM,MF,FF,PF

This accident sequence is an ATWS event (IE) caused by an mechanical failure of the RPS (KM)
with no MFW available (MF). AFW is successfully initiated by its installed start logic (TT) but
AFW subsequently fails (FF and PF) leading to a high pressure core damage scenario. This
sequence assumes that the initiator can be mitigated-(KI).-- "-
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5.8.19 Sequence IE,KM,MF,TT,LT

This accident sequence is identical to IE,KM,LTexcept that MFW is assumed to be unavailable
(MF). Since this sequence willnot generate "minimal" cutsets with respect to the overall ATWS
event tree (i.e., additional failures beyond those presented in IE,KM,LTwould have to occur), it
is typically not evaluated.

5.8.20 Sequence IE,KM,MF,TT,PR03

This accident sequence is identical to IE,KM,MF,PR03 except that the installed AFW start logic
(TT) is assumed to be unavailable. Since this sequence willnot generate "minimal" cutsets with
respect to the overall ATWS event tree (i.e., additional failures beyond those presented in
IE,KM,MF,PR03 would have to occur), it is typically not evaluated.

5.8.21 Sequence IE,KM,MF,TT,FF,LT

This accident sequence is identical to IE,KM,MF,FF,LTexcept that the installed AFW start logic
(TT) is assumed to be unavailable. Since this sequence willnot generate "minimal" cutsets with
respect to the overall ATWS event tree (i.e., additional failures beyond those presented in
IE,KM,MF,FF,LTwould have to occur), it is typically not evaluated.

5.8.22 Sequence IE,KM,MF,TT,FF,PR04

This accident sequence is identical to IE,KM,MF,FF,PF04 except that the installed AFW start logic
(TT) is assumed to be unavailable. Since this sequence willnot generate "minimal" cutsets with
respect to the overall ATWS event tree (i.e., additional failures beyond those presented in
IE,KM,MF,FF,PF04 would have to occur), it is typically not evaluated.

5.8.23 Sequence IE,KM,MF,TT,FF,PF

This accident sequence is identical to IE,KM,MF,FF,PF except that the installed AFW start logic
(TT) is assumed to be unavailable. Since this sequence willnot generate "minimal" cutsets with
respect to the overall ATWS event tree (i.e., additional failures beyond those presented in
IE,KM,MF,FF,PF would have to occur), it is typically not evaluated.

5.8.24 Sequence IE,KM,MF,TT,AM

This accident sequence is an ATWS event (IE) caused by an mechanical failure of the RPS (KM)
with no MFW available (MF). However, AFW is not initiated due to failure of the installed
system (TT) and AMSAC (AM) leading to a high pressure core damage scenario. This sequence
assumes that the initiator can be mitigated (KI).
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5.8.25 Sequence IE,KM,KI

This accident sequence is an ATWS event (IE) caused by an mechanical failure of the RPS (KM)
which cannot be mitigated due to the subject initiating event (e.g., RCP locked rotor) (Kl) leading
to a high pressure core damage scenario.
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6.0 SYSTEM ANALYSIS

The system analysis task consisted ofdeveloping fault tree models for each of the systems required
in order to solve the event trees described in Section 5. This includes those front-line systems

specifically described in the event trees (e.g., safety injection) and those support systems necessary
for successful operation of the front-line systems (e.g., electric power). For each system which is
modeled, the following is provided:

a. Identification of the system function with respect to the event trees (i.e., reactivity control,
RCS inventory control, RCS pressure control, and decay heat removal);

b. General description of the system;

c. Description of the fault tree model; and

d. Major assumptions used in development of the fault tree model.

In addition to the details provided with respect to each modeled system, there were general "rules"

which were used in the development of the fault tree models. These rules are provided below:

Modularization of the models (i.e., combining multiple independent basic events into one

new basic event) was encouraged since it speeds the model solution and reduces the
potential number ofcutsets which have to be reviewed. However, the following items were
not allowed to be modularized:

1.

2.
3.
4
5.

human error events;
non-independent events (i.e., events which appear in multiple locations);
transfers to other fault tree models;
test and maintenance events; and
faults which cannot occur at the same time (this aids in the recovery process).

Fault tree models were developed to the level for which failure data exists (see Table 7-1).
Since most components can be broken down to many "piece parts" (e.g., a valve can be
broken down into its motor-operator and valve body) a standard set of component
boundaries was used to ensure consistency across models and with respect to failure data

[Ref. 28]. In addition, the followingmodeling guidelines were used:

1. Manual valves were included to provide mechanisms to model potential recovery
actions.
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Pipe breaks were typically not included unless they resulted in either the initiating
event (or were the result of the initiator) or complete loss of a system. Also, flow
diversions from small lines were typically not modeled unless it could be
demonstrated that they would lead to failure of the parent system.

Allcircuit breakers, relays, and fuses were modeled to support dependency analyses
and for fire evaluations. However, these components are typically within the
boundary of the parent component for data analysis purposes such that their failure
probability is generally set to zero after an initial dependency search.

Minimum recirculation lines were only modeled iftheir failure resulted in failure
of the associated pump over the modeled mission time.

Initiating events were added to a fault tree model if they directly impacted the
success of the system.

Equipment unavailability due to testing and maintenance was added to each fault
tree model as appropriate (see Table 7-4). Also, separate events for human failure
to restore the system to operable status following maintenance and testing were
added to the models as appropriate (see Table 7-13).

Human failure events following an accident were added to the models as necessary.

Typically, human failures immediately following the accident were provided in the
system models (e.g., failure to manually start standby auxiliary feedwater) while
long-term failures to restore equipment were treated as a recovery event and added
on a cutset-by-cutset basis (e.g., failure to stop a residual heat removal pump with
a leaking seal during the recirculation phase of an accident). See Tables 7-13 and
8-5, respectively.

Common cause failures were added for each fault tree model on a system basis.
Table 7-3 provides a listing of those events which were included within the fault
trees. 'I

c. The following naming scheme was used to ensure consistency across the system models:

Each basic event was labeled as SSCCMxxxxx where SS denotes the PSA system,
CCM denotes the component type and failure mode (see Table 7-1), and xxxxx
denotes the alphanumeric string that uniquely identifies the event (typically the
EIN). For example, SWMVP04616 refers to the failure of Service Water (SW)
motor-operated valve (MV)4616 (04616) to open (P).
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Modularized events were labeled as SSMMxxxxxx where SS denotes the PSA
system, MM denotes that the event is a module, and xxxxxx denotes the

alphanumeric string that uniquely identifies the event (typically the EIN). For
example, SWMh&fV4616 refers to multiple related failures (MM) of Service
Water (SW) motor-operated valve 4616 (MV4616).

Test and maintenance events were labeled as SSTMxxxxxx where SS denotes the-
PSA system, TMdenotes that the event is a test and maintenance event, and xxxxxx
denotes the alphanumeric string that uniquely identifies the event (typically the

EIN). For example, SWTM4616MT refers to a maintenance event (TM) of
Ser vice Water (SW) motor-operated valve 4616 (4616MT).

Human failure events were labeled as SSHFMxxxxx where SS denotes the PSA
system, HF denotes that the event is a human failure event, M denotes a timing
designator ("L" for pre-accident events and "D" for post-accident events), and

xxxxx denotes the alphanumeric string that uniquely identifies the event (typically
the EIN). For example, AFHFDlATRIP refers to a post-accident human failure
(HFD) to reopen AuxiliaryFeedwater Water (AF) motor-operated valve 4007 after
its associated pump trips (1ATRP).

Common cause failure events were labeled as SSCCxxxxxx where SS denotes the

PSA system, CC denotes that the event is a test and maintenance event, and xxxxxx
denotes the alphanumeric string that uniquely identifies the event (typically the

EIN). For example, SWCCPUMPSR refers to a common cause failure (CC) of the

Service Water (SW) pumps to run (PUMPSR).

Logic flags used to re-configure the fault tree model were identified as

SSAAxxxxxx where SS denotes the PSA system, AAdenotes that the event is a

logic fiag, and xxxmnx denotes the alphanumeric string that uniquely identifies the

event (typically the EIN). For example, SWAASWP1AR refers to a logic flag
(AA)in the Service Water (SW) system with respect to whether Pump A is running
(SWP 1AR).

Table 8-1 contains the final listing ofbasic events used in the models.
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6.1

6.1.1

AC Power System

AC Power System Function

For the purpose of the Ginna Station PSA, the AC Power system includes the offsite power
sources, the 4160 V buses, the 480 V buses, and their associated motor control centers (MCCs).
The offsite power sources function to supply power to the 480 V safeguards buses, via 4160 V
Buses 12A and 12B, during normal operation and after a reactor trip. The offsite power sources
also supply the non-safeguards 480 V buses following a reactor trip by connecting Buses 12A and
12B to Buses 11A and 11B, respectively. The 480 V safeguards buses function to provide power
to various loads throughout the plant which are required to operate during an accident. These loads
are supplied either directly offthe buses themselves, or offMCCs connected to the buses. The 480
V safeguards buses also provide power to the 120 V Instrument Bus system which supplies motive
power to various loads and instrumentation, and to the DC Power system through the battery
chargers. The 120 V Instrument Bus and DC Power systems are modeled separately. In addition,
the 480 V safeguards buses can be supplied by their respective diesel generators (DGs) which
provide an emergency backup source of power should the offsite power sources become
unavailable. The DGs are also modeled separately.

As such, the AC Power system is a support system to essentially all event tree headings and to three
of the four core protection functions (i.e., RCS pressure control, RCS inventory control, and decay
heat removal). In addition, the loss ofthe AC Power system is specifically addressed in the station
blackout event tree.

6.1.2 AC Power System Description

Asimplified diagram of the AC Power system is provided in Figure 6-1. As shown in the figure,
there are two 34.5 kV transmission lines connected to the onsite power system via the 34.5
kV/4160 V station auxiliary transformers (SATs) 12A and 12B and their associated circuit
breakers. Circuit 751 supplies SAT 12A, which in turn is connected to Bus 12A through breaker
52/12AY and to Bus 12B through breaker 52/12AX. Circuit 767 supplies SAT 12B, which is
connected to Bus 12A through breaker 52/12BY and to Bus 12B through breaker 52/12BX. The
other two 4160 Vbuses, 11A and 11B, are both connected to the output of the main generator via
a single 19 kV/4160 V unit transformer. Each bus has its own circuit breaker separating it from
the transformer.

Buses 11A and 12A can be connected by a Bus Tie Breaker 52/BTA-Aand Buses 11B and 12B
can be connected by Bus Tie Breaker 52/BTB-B. For purposes of the PSA, this is only relevant
in that Buses 11A and 11B lose their normal power source following a reactor trip and must switch
to a different source ifthey are to remain energized. Certain non-safety loads which are included
in the model are connected directly to the Buses 11A and 11B via a circuit breaker (e.g., main
feedwater pumps).
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The 4160 V buses are connected to the 480 V buses via 4160 V/480 V station service transformers
(SSTs). Buses 11A and 11B feed non-safeguards Buses 13 and 15, respectively. Bus 12A feeds
safeguards Buses 14 and 18, while Bus 12B feeds safeguards Buses 16 and 17. There is a 4160 V
circuit breaker between the 4160 V bus and the SST, and a 480 V circuit breaker between the SST
and the 480 V Bus. The safeguard loads are either connected to these buses through individual
circuit breakers, or through one of the MCCs which are connected to the bus by a circuit breaker.

6.1.3 Description ofAC Power System Fault Tree Model

The AC Power system fault tree has multiple top gates. Essentially, top gates exist for each of the
following components (note that several components may actually be an input into another top
gate; e.g., loss of power on Bus 14 is an input into MCC C):

a. LossofpoweronMCCsA,B, C,D,E,F, G,H,J,K,L, andM; and
b. Loss ofpoweronBuses13, 14, 15, 16, 17, and 18.

In addition to the standard models, "circular logic" models were developed to specifically address
the DG dependency on service water (SW) and the SW dependency on the DGs. These circular
logic models are identical to the standard model except that for support of the DGs, all SW related
electrical failures are removed while for support of the SW model, all DG failures caused by SW
are removed.

The success criteria of the AC Power system model is to provide AC electrical power to necessary
plant components within prescribed voltage limits such that the bus remains available for the entire
mission time (i.e., the bus does not trip out on loss ofvoltage or undervoltage conditions).

A failure of power on the 480 V safeguards buses is modeled as either a local fault on the bus or
the failure ofboth the normal supply from Bus 12A or 12B, and the failure of the associated DG.
Since the DG may be in the standby mode, or may be running and tied to the bus due to monthly
testing or technical specification requirements, the fault tree is separated into two branches. One
branch assumes that the DG is running and tied to the bus, and the other assumes that it is not
running and is in standby. There is conditional probability included in each branch to take into
account the amount of time per reactor year that the plant is in the assumed configuration.

Failures of the Bus 12A and 12B supplies to the 480 V buses include failure of the 4160 V/480 V
SSTs and their high and low side circuit breakers, a fault on the 4160 V bus itself, failure of the
34.5 kV/4160 V SATs and their high and low side circuit breakers, and failures of the offsite power
circuits. The model is set up with four logic flags which represent each of the two offsite power
circuits supplying each of the two 4160 V buses. This allows the model to be set up to represent
all offsite power being supplied by either one circuit, or both offsite circuits supplying power in
a 50/50 configuration. The latter configuration can be either offsite circuit supplying either 4160
V bus.
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There are several human failure events associated with the AC Power system fault tree model (note
that several of these events are identified as ACAA*instead of ACHFD* to allow appropriate
recoveries):

ACAADLOSP1 - Operators Fail to Restore Offsile Power Within 1 Hour. This event
describes the failure ofoperators to restore offsite power within 1 hour. This event applies
following a station blackout (SBO) with coincident failure of the turbine-driven AIW
pump. The probability of this event is provided in Appendix B.

b. ACAADJOSP2 - Operators Fail to Restore Offsite Power Within 2.25 Hours. This event
describes the failure of operators to restore offsite power within 2.25 hours. This event
applies following a SBO coincident with a LOCA where the turbine-driven AFW pump
continues to operate; however, the loss of inventory causes core damage. The probability
of this event is provided in Appendix B.

ACAADI.OSP5 - Operators Fail to Restore Offsite Power Within 5 Hours. This event
describes the failure ofoperators to restore offsite power within Shours. This event applies
followinga SBO coincident with a SGTR where the turbine-driven AFW pump continues
to operate; however, the loss of inventory causes core damage. The probability of this event
is provided in Appendix B.

d. ACAALOSP10 - Operators l~ail to Restore Offsite Power 8'i thin 10 Hours. This event
describes the failure of operators to restore offsite power within 10 hours. This event
applies followinga SBO where LOCAconditions do not exist and the turbine-driven APW
pump fails followingbattery depletion at 6 hours. The probability of this event is provided
in Appendix B.

e. ACHFDCR751 - Operators Pail to Use Alternate Circuit 751. This event describes the
failure ofoperators to use alternate offsite power Circuit 751 when power is being supplied
by Circuit 767 (0/100 mode) and the circuit fails.

f. ACHFDCR767 - Operators Fail to Use Alternate Circuit 767. This event describes the
failure ofoperators to use alternate offsite power Circuit 767 when power is being supplied
by Circuit 751 (100/0 mode) and the circuit fails.

4

The AC Power system model contains the following logic flags to support various plant
configurations:

a. ACAAMCCG18- MCC G is Being Powered froin Bus 18. Since MCC G can be powered
from either Bus 17 or 18, setting this flag to true indicates that it is being powered from Bus
18. Setting this flag to false indicates that it is being powered from Bus 17.
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ACAA50 50N- Oui(e Power In 50/50 Mode (Normal). Setting this flag to true identifies
that Circuit 751 is supplying Bus 12A and Circuit 767 is supplying Bus 128.

ACAA50 50A - Ogsife Powerin 50/50Mode (Alfernafe). Setting this flag to true identifies
that Circuit 767 is supplying Bus 12A and Circuit 751 is supplying Bus 12B. ~

ACAA100 OX- Ogsife Powerin 100/OMode. Setting this flag to true identifies that Circuit
767 is supplying both Bus 12A and Bus 12B.

ACAAO 100X- Ogsite Power in 0/100 Mode. Setting this flag to true identifies that Circuit
751 is supplying both Bus 12A and Bus 12B.

Probability values for these flags when not being used as a true/false flag are provided in Appendix
C.

AC Power System Fault Tree Model Assumptions

For the fault tree branch which assumes that the DG is initially running due to testing
activities, the failure mechanisms which were modeled include failure of the DG to
continue running combined with the normal supply breaker opening. The supply breaker

opening could be caused by an SI signal or a failure of the Bus 12A or 12B supply.
Failures of the DG to start, failure of the output breaker to close onto the bus, and failures
of load shed devices are not included in this branch since the diesel is assumed to be

running and tied to the bus. For the remaining branch where the DG is in the standby mode,
the failure mechanisms include a failure of the Bus 12A or 128 combined with a failure of

, the DGto supply power. Since the DG is not tied to the bus, the failure to start, failure to
run, failure of the normal Bus 12A or 12B supply breaker to open, and failure of the DG
output breaker to close are included.

Allportions of the AC Power system are in operation during normal plant operation, so that
any failures to correctly align portions of the system after maintenance is performed would
be immediately detected due to a failure of at least that portion of the system. Therefore,
no latent human failure events were included. During accident conditions, all other
required changes in system alignment are automatic. Although there is the potential to
restore portions of the system after a failure occurs (e.g. using bus cross ties) these would
be included during the quantification of the model as recovery events,

Buses 11A and 11B normally receive power from station unit transformer 11 during power
operation; however, upon a reactor trip, Buses 11A and 11B are transferred to Buses 12A
and 12B. Since the PSA assumes that all initiating events either directly result in a reactor
trip, or the need for a manual reactor trip, itwas assumed that the transfer to Buses 12A and
12B must be successful for power to be available.
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Buses 11A and 11B normally receive power from station unit transformer 11 during power
operation; however, upon a reactor trip, Buses 11A and 11B are transferred to Buses 12A
and 12B. Since the PSA assumes that all initiating events either directly result in a reactor
trip, or the need for a manual reactor trip, itwas assumed that the transfer to Buses 12A and

12B must be successful for power to be available.

The probability that the GG willtrip followingan initiating event, given that itwas already
running and tied to its associated safeguards buses was conservatively assumed to be 1.0E-
01 based on engineering judgement.

Following a reactor trip, the Bus 11A and 11B normal supply breakers willopen and the
buses willautomatically tie to Buses 12A and 12B. Plant personnel then physically rack
out the Bus 11A and 11B supply breakers to ensure they do not close onto the now de-

energized station unit transformer 11. This evolution introduces a possible human failure
ifpersonnel inadvertently re-close either supply breaker. However, the fault trees are

concerned only with plant trips related to accident conditions. It is therefore assumed that
during accident conditions other activities would take precedence over the isolation of these

breakers and this activity would not be performed, thus eliminating this human error
possibility. Also, this human error is considered bounded by the potential to lose offsite
power post-trip (probability of 0.01).

Events DG1ANOTRUN and DG1BNOTRUN represent the probability that the DGs A and

B, respectively, are not running and tied to their two associated safeguards buses. This will
be the case unless the DG is being paralleled to the bus for its monthly test, or because it
is running due to the opposite DG being out of service due to maintenance. Each DG is

tested monthly using procedure PT-12.1 or PT-12.2 [Ref. 29]. During the test, the DG is

started and loaded onto both its associated safeguards buses for approximately 2 hrs.

Therefore, the probability 'that it is running and tied to the bus due to monthly testing is:

2 hrs. * 12 / (8760 hrs. * .81) =
3.38E-03'echnical

Specifications require that ifone DG generator is out of service, the other DG
must be started within 24 hours ifit cannot be demonstrated that the first DG inoperability
is not ofa common mode failure potential. Plant-specific data indicates that the DGs have
been under repair on 29 occasions over nine years of data collection. Further, none of the

repair times exceeded 24 hours. This would indicate that the opposite DG would never.
have to be started. However, to be conservative, it was assumed that there was one more
DG repair which lasted more than 24 hours, thus requiring the opposite DG to be started.

Assuming that the operable DG was run for 1 hour, the probability that it is running for
this reason is:

1 DG run/9 years * 1hr./DG run / (.81 * 8760 hrs) = 1.566E-05 / hr
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Adding the two values together gives a total probability of 3.40E-03. Subtracting this

value from 1.0 gives the probability that the DG is not running or 9.97E-01.

The potential for offsite power to be lost following the reactor trip due to transmission
instabilities was also added to the models. This loss of offsite power could be a grid failure
(ACLOPRTALL) or a failure of specific offsite power circuit (ACLOPRT751

and'CLOPRT767).

h. Ahigh energy line break in the Turbine or Intermediate Building is assumed to fail MCCs
A and B due to the steam environment.

6.2

6.2.1

AuxiliaryFeedwater (AFW) System

AFW System Function

The, main function of the AFW system is to maintain steam generator (SG) water inventory when

the non-safety related Main Feedwater (MFW) system fails so that the decay heat removal function
is available. The AFW system is actually comprised of two sub-systems, the preferred AFW
system and the standby AFW (SAFW) system. The preferred AFW system is used during plant
startup, cooldown, shutdown operations, and emergency situations. The SAFW system provides

backup feedwater in the event that the preferred AFW system is unavailable due to a high-energy
line break in the Intermediate Building or other similar common mode failure event. The SAFW
system is placed into service by operator action in the control room.

6.2.2 AFW System Description

The preferred AFW system consists of two motor-driven (MDAFW)pumps and one turbine-driven

(TDAFW) pump. Normally, each MDAFW pump supplies one SG, but the alignment can be

altered to allow a MDAFWpump to supply either or both SGs. The TDAFWpump is normally
aligned to supply feedwater to both SGs. Each MDAFWpump supplies the SGs through normally
open, motor-operated discharge valves (4007 and 4008) while the TDAFWpump provides water
through normally open, air-operated valves (4297 and 4298). Discharge AOVs (4480 and 4481)
are provided to allow bypassing of the MDAFW pumps'ischarge MOVs (4007 and 4008,

respectively) during periods when low flow is required (e.g., startup). A manual cross-connection

'(manual valves 4359 and 4360 and MOVs 4000A or 4000B) between MDAFWPumps A and B

and the TDAFW pump is also provided for an alternate flowpath. This allows for continuous

makeup to the SGs during extended hot shutdown conditions.
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The two preferred MDAFW pumps are 480V, 3 phase, 300 hp, 3600 rpm motors, capable of
supplying a minimum of200 gpm at 1085 psig. Each pump contains an oil pump which willstart
when the APW pump starts. The MDAPW pumps have splash-lubricated gears; the motors are of
an open, drip-proof design powered from the safeguards buses. The TDAFWpump receives steam

from either or both SGs and is capable of supplying a minimum of 400 gpm at 1085 psig. It has

both AC and DC lube oil pumps with the AC lube oil pump normally running. The TDAPW pump
willtrip on overspeed, low bearing oil pressure of 3 psig, or low governor oil pressure of25 psig
sensed at the throttle trip valve. On any turbine trip, both the governor valve (9519E) and the trip
throttle valve (3652) willshut and require reset before it can be used again.

All three preferred AFW pumps have recirculation lines back to the condensate storage tanks

(CSTs). The air-operated recirculation valves for the MDAFWpumps (AOVs 4304 and 4310)
open automatically on high discharge pressure of 1350 psig. The TDAFWpump's recirculation
valve (AOV4291) is normally open, but automatically opens on low flowof 100 gpm.

Water is supplied to the preferred AFW pumps by means of gravity feed from the two 30,000

gallon capacity CSTs. Por reactor power operation, a minimum of22,500 gallons in at least one

tank is required with a single CST supplying enough water to remove decay heat for two hours
after a reactor trip from full power. The SW system provides a backup water supply to the APW
system. An additional supply of feedwater can be provided through the yard fire hydrant system,
the condenser hotwells, the outside condensate storage tank, and the city water system. SW also

provides cooling water to all three preferred AFW lube oil systems.

The SAFW system consists of two motor-driven pumps located in the SAFW Pump Building
separate from the main portion of the AFW system. SAFW is manually actuated and aligned so

that each pump supplies one SG. The two motor-driven pumps are capable of supplying at least

200 gpm at 1085 psig and are powered from the safeguards buses. The pumps do not have an

automatic actuation capability but are initiated and operated manually from the control room. In
the event that the preferred AFW pumps fail to function properly after a high energy pipe break

or fire in the Intermediate Building, or all means of feedwater are lost, the operators are alerted to
the condition by control room indicators, alarms, and annunciators. The operators are instructed

to manually remove the affected MDAPW pump from the bus and place the respective SAFW
pump into operation on the associated bus. Flow to the SGs is controlled by throttling the

associated SAPW pump discharge valve (MOVs 9704A and 9704B).

The safety related water source for SAPW is from the SW system through respective loops which
can be cross-connected ifnecessary. However, the fire water system can be used ifthere is a total
loss of SW by use of a fire hydrant located outside the SAFW Pump Building. A water source

from the city water system is also available. Finally, a supply tank with a 10,000 gallon capacity
is provided to store condensate quality water as a source of supply for periodic testing of the

system. Nonetheless, SW is also required to supply the SAFW room coolers as discussed in
Section 6.11.
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Asimplified diagram of the AFW and SAFW systems is provided in Figures 6-2.1, 6-2.2, and 6-

2.3.

6.2.3 Description ofAFW Fault Tree Model

The AFW fault tree model is organized based on providing flow to each SG with the event trees

identifying the necessary number ofAFW trains which must be successful. The fault tree is further
segregated into the three pump trains of preferred AFW and the two pump trains of SAFW.
Essentially, the model is broken down into the followingareas: (1) the three AFW and two SAFW
pump trains; (2) common suction sources; (3) the six injection lines to the SGs; and (4) the cross-

ties between the pump trains. Additionally, failure of the SG blowdown AOVs (5737 and 5738)
to close on a AFW pump start was assumed to fail flow to their associated SG since failure of
AOV-5737 or AOV-5738 to close would result in the inability to maintain SG inventory due to the
100 gpm flow rate through each AOV. The top gate for each of these "modeling blocks" is

provided below:

a. AF510
b. AF610
c. AF410
d. AF912
e. AF952
f. AF200
g. AF295
h. AF580
i. AF680

j. AF480
k. AF485
I. AF905
m. AF907
n. AF350
o. AF922

Failure ofMDAFWPump Train A (PAF01A) to SG A Common Header
Failure ofMDAFWPump Train 8 (PAF018) to SG 8 Common Header
Failure ofTDAFWPump Train (PAF03) to Common Header
Failure of SAFW Pump Train C (PSF01A) to Common Header
Failure of SAFW Pump Train D (PSF018) to Common Header
Failure ofHotwell Supply to CSTs for Long-Term Supply to AFW
Failure of Condensate Storage Tanks (TCD02A and TCD028)
Failure ofMDAFWPump Injection Line to SG A
Failure ofMDAFWPump Injection Line to SG 8
Failure ofTDAFW Injection Line to SG A
Failure ofTDAFW Injection Line to SG 8
Failure of SAFW Pump Train C (PSF01A) Injection Line to SG A
Failure of SAFW Pump Train D (PSF018) Injection Line to SG 8
Failure ofMDAFWTrain A to Train 8 Cross-connect
Failure of SAFW Train C to Train D Cross-connect

There are several human actions included in the AFW fault tree model which are described in detail
below:

a. AFHFDAI<M- Operators Fail to Open Cross-Tie ValvesBetiveen MDAPF Trains. This
event describes the failure ofoperators to cross-connect the MDAFWtrains when required.
The actions necessary to cross-connect the trains are to open either MOV4000A or 40008.

b. AFHFDSAF0'X- Operators Fail to Correctly Align SAFK This event describes the
failure of operators to start and correctly place into service SAFW pump C or D.
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AFHFDSUPPL - Operators Fail to Supply Alternate Sources of0'ater to AFK This event
describes the failure ofoperators to manually transfer the suction ofMDAFWPumps A and

B and the TDAFW pump from the CSTs to an alternate suction source (e.g., SW).
Indication of the need to change suction sources is provided by level transmitters on each

CST.

AFHFDAL77V- Operators Fail to Provide Cooling to TDAFS'Lube Oil&rom Diesel Fire
Pimip - This event describes the failure ofoperators to align long-term cooling water for
the TDAFW lube oil coolers to the diesel fire pump. The TDAFW pump has been shown
to be able to survive for approximately 2 hours without lube oil cooling; however, cooling
is required to survive up to 6 hours under station blackout conditions.

Al"HliDTDAI'O'-Operatorshail to Manually Start TDA1~WPump - This event describes

the failure of operators to manually start the TDAFW pump w'hen the start signal fails
during a SBO event.

Failure to restore equipment to service after test or maintenance is modeled at the train levels in
all cases except for the TDAFWpump which is modeled at the pump level since it feeds both SGs.

There are no logic flags identified for the AFW logic model.

6.2.4 AFW Fault Tree Model Assumptions

Since the PSA is being modeled for 100% power conditions, the main turbine is latched.

Consequently, the position of the AFW bypass switch for AOVs 4480 and 4481 is

inconsequential to the model since the pumps willeither start immediately or within 32
seconds (PSA success criteria requires actuation within 45 minutes).

Based on condensate requirement calculations, there are several cases where the CSTs

provide enough water on their own for the RCS to reach 350'F (RHR setpoint). However,
to cover all scenarios, it was assumed that the CSTs do not provide enough water; thus,
alternate water sources are necessary for long-term cooldown requirements. Sources of
water which were modeled include SW, city water, and fire water systems.

The motor-operated discharge valves (4007, 4008, 9704A and 9704B) for the MDAFWand

SAFW pumps are normally positioned fullopen and throttle back to approximately 200-
230 gpm. Failure to throttle flow is assumed to fail flow to the applicable SG since too
little flowwillprovide inadequate SG cooling while too much flow could cause a pump trip
on overspeed.
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The TDAFW pump cannot be used ifthere is a large unisolable break in either the main
steam or feedwater lines. This is due to the fact that the break causes the affected SG to
rapidly depressurize. The TDAFW pump will then trip on overspeed as the SG
depressurizes. As such, the model shows that any steam or feed line break inside the
containment or the Intermediate Building fails the TDAFW pump.

Condensate AOV 4294 was not modeled since the valve is not required for successful
operation of AFW. This valve is only used to maintain a higher pressure than the SW
system at the suction of the AFW pumps, thus preventing leakage of SW into the AFW
system and the SGs. Consequently, the failure ofAOV4294 has no impact on the ability
ofAFW to provide water to the SGs.

Itwas assumed that the AFW pump train selector switches were in "AUTO"in the control
room which is their normal position while at power.

The failure (i.e., transfers closed) ofmanual isolation valves for the SG level transmitters
and the SW differential pressure switches was assumed to be within the component
boundary ofthe transmitter or indicator. Consequently, they are not modeled. In addition,
the condensing pots for SG level transmitters were considered to be within the transmitter
component boundary.

h. Each CST has its own level transmitter. Consequently, itwas assumed that ifthe level
transmitters for the CSTs were providing very different readings, operators would
investigate. Therefore, both level transmitters would have to fail before operators would
miss the opportunity to transfer suction sources.

Diversion of flow through the AFW and SAFW pump suction reliefvalves (4020, 4021,
9709A and 97098) was not modeled since the relief valves are less than one-third the
diameter of the suction line and previous history has not demonstrated a problem with their
lifting.

The model assumes that ifAFW is needed, then both the MFW and condensate pumps are
lost. Consequently, the condensate transfer pump must be used to transfer water from the
hotwell to CSTs. As such, the flowpath from Condensate Pumps A and 8 to the CSTs via
reject valve 4317 was not modeled even though this is the first option presented in ER-
AFW.1 [Ref. 30].
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The two MDAFWpumps receive various automatic start signals including the tripping of
both MFW pumps. That is, the MFW pump breakers (Busl 1A/07 and Bus 1 1B/25) must
fail to open to prevent the start signal. However, only initiating events which do not result
in a MPW pump trip were included for failure to generate a start signal. Ifthe MFW
pumps failed to trip (i.e., continued to run during the event), then APW would most likely
not be required.

The bypass AOVs (4480 and 4481) around the MDAFWpump isolation MOVs (4007 and

4008, respectively), were not modeled for several reasons. First, these valves are only used

for long-term cooldown which the model does not specifically address. That is, SG level
is difficultto maintain in low flowconditions using MOVs 4007 and 4008 such that AOVs
4480 and 4481 were added to provide finer control at low steam rates. Second, the valves
are maintained closed, verified closed each shift, and receive a close signal upon MDAFW
pump actuation above 5% power. Finally, 4480 and 4481 were not'considered as

successful alternatives to 4007 and 4008 since they are only half the size.

The failure of the TDAPW quench tank was not assumed to result in a failure of the

TDAFWpump lube oil cooling system or the steam exhaust path from the turbine. In both
cases, water and steam would still be able to perform their primary function. That is, SW
could still provide cooling to the lube oil cooler by flowingout of the break, while a rupture
of the tank would result in a pressure difference across the turbine (i.e., atmospheric vs. SG

pressure) allowing steam to drive the turbine.

o.

The TDAFWoutlet AOVs to SGs Aand B (4297 and 4298) fail open on loss of instrument
air. Since the valves are normally open, this failure mode is of no consequence to the

model except when the flowpath to a faulted SG must be isolated.

A high energy line break in the Intermediate Buildings was assumed to fail the three

preferred AFW pumps since they are not protected (i.e., in their own room). A similar
break in the Turbine Building was also assumed to fail the three AFW pumps since the
block wall between the Turbine and Intermediate Buildings is not designed for these loads.

These scenarios were much of the basis for adding the SAFW system.

The TDAFWflowcontrol valves (4297 and 4298) are manually operated from the control
room. These valves are not interlocked with any flow transmitters like those for the

MDAFWpumps. The flow transmitters in each line are only used by operations to ensure

that at least 200 gpm is available to each SG. However, there would have to be a failure
of the flow transmitter and SG level indications before operations would incorrectly adjust
TDAFW flow (i.e., multiple independent failures). Consequently, this failure mode was

not modeled.
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The TDAFW pump AC and DC lube oil pumps are considered to be within the boundary
of the TDAFW pump. Consequently, only the power sources for the lube oil pumps are

modeled. In addition, ifboth lube oil pumps failed, operators were assumed to have two
hours to recover cooling [Ref. 2, Section 10.5.4.2].

The TDAFW pump governor (9519E) and trip throttle valve (3652) were assumed to be

within the component boundary of the pump. In addition, all of the miscellaneous steam

relief. and drain lines were assumed to be within the pump boundary.

The cross-connect between the TDAFW pump train and the MDAFW pumps was not
modeled since itwas not assumed to be required given the number of installed AFW pump
trains. However, this line can be considered for recovery purposes if necessary. In
addition, this line was not included as a diversion path since it includes two normally closed

manual valves.

The event trees allow the use of the faulted SG during a SGTR if the other SG is not
available. Consequently, a SGTR was only assumed to fail the affected SG ifoperators

isolated it per FR-H.1 [Ref. 26]. In addition, it was assumed that a SG was always

unavailable during a steamline or feedline break, regardless of whether or not operators

isolated it. This is due to NPSH concerns with the pumps.

Itwas assumed that ifitwas necessary to cross-connect the MDAFWpumps, then the pump
'ssociatedwith the SG that is being provided AFW flow had tripped. Consequently, itwas

necessary to reopen the isolation MOV (4007 or 4008) in all instances.

NUREG/CR-5764 [Ref. 31] identifies three major contributors to AFW system failures that
have occurred throughout the industry. According to the report, valve mispositionings were
the most common contributors to AFW system failures. AFW valve lineups for valves

outside containment are checked once per month per technical specification requirements.

Also, failures to restore equipment to service after test or maintenance have been included
in the model. Another significant finding in the report is a failure of multiple pumps due

to steam binding as a result of leaking hot feedwater past check valves. Pump casings and

pipes are checked for temperature every shift per Procedure 0-6; consequently, this failure
mode has not been addressed due to the limited time available for this failure mechanism

to occur. The report also identified that a loss of power to a vital bus could fail the

TDAFW and one MDAFWpump. This failure mode is not applicable to Ginna Station.

The model assumes that all three preferred AFW pumps will receive an automatic start

signal on any reactor trip due to low SG level since MFW is either lost at the time of the

initiator or isolated procedurally by operators.
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6.3 Chemical Volume and Control System (CVCS)

6.3.1 CVCS System Function

The CVCS functions which are directly related to the event trees are:

a. Providing seal injection water to the reactor coolant pump (RCP) shaft seals;

b. Providing a source of borated water to the RCS for emergency boration in the case of an

ATWS event; and

c. Providing an auxiliary source of pressurizer spray water.

The CVCS also accomplishes the normal charging function to maintain inventory in the RCS which
is provided within the fault tree.

With respect to the first function, the RCPs are motor-driven pumps and the motor shafts penetrate
the RCP casings to drive the pump impellers. The points at which the shafts penetrate the casings
are sealed to prevent the escape of reactor coolant. Each seal assembly requires a supply of
injection water from the CVCS. Some of this water, injected into the seal at a pressure slightly
above that of the RCS, flows along the shaft into the pump. Aportion also flows along the shaft
away from the RCP and is collected and recovered. The supply of cool, clean water into the RCP
seal keeps out debris and prevents the seal from being damaged by the high-temperature reactor
coolant. Afailure ofthe seal injection water, combined with a failure of component cooling water
(CCW) to the thermal barrier heat exchanger, could cause a failure of the seal, leading to an RCP
seal LOCA, which is a special case of a small break LOCA.

Ifan anticipated transient without scram (ATWS) occurs, operators are directed by emergency
operating procedures to begin emergency boration via the CVCS. In this case, boric acid solution
from,the boric acid storage tank (BAST) is supplied by the boric acid transfer pumps directly to
the suction of the charging pumps which inject the solution into the RCS.

W

During cooldown and depressurization following a SG tube rupture (SGTR) even< auxiliary
pressurizer spray may be used to depressurize the RCS, if the normal pressurizer spray and

pressurizer. power operated relief valves (PORV) are unavailable. In this case, the output of the

charging pumps is directed through AOV296 directly to the pressurizer spray nozzles.

Therefore, CVCS supports the reactivity control, RCS pressure control, and RCS inventory control
functions.
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6.3.2 CVCS System Description
4

The CVCS can be divided into two basic functional portions: letdown and charging. During
normal operation, the letdown flow out of the RCS is recycled back to the volume control tank
(VCT) and back into the RCS, with limited makeup required from other sources. However, for the
purposes of the fault tree models, it has been assumed that all letdown flow is isolated (e.g., loss
of instrument air, containment isolation). Therefore, the letdown portion of the CVCS is not
addressed in.the CVCS models. However, the isolation of letdown flow to the VCT adds the
additional requirement of a new suction source for the charging system.

Three positive-displacement charging pumps provide flow through the CVCS. Each pump has a

maximum output of 60 gpm at 2385 psig; however, the normal operating maximum flow is

approximately 45 gpm. The pumps are driven by 480 VAC, 100 Hp motor connected to their shaft
by a hydraulic type speed control system. The speed control system takes a current signal, either
from a pressurizer level indicator or from the manual controller, and converts it to an pneumatic
signal using instrument air (IA). The IAthen positions the vari-drive speed control mechanism to
produce the desired pump output. Upon a loss ofIA, the vari-drive mechanism fails to the slowest
speed which corresponds to approximately 15 gpm. Each pump has a reliefvalve on its discharge
line to prevent over pressurization.

As stated earlier, the normal suction supply to the pumps is from the VCT. With letdown isolated,
when the VCT level drops below 20%, the BA transfer pumps and RMW pumps start and AOVs
110A; 110B, and 111 open to supply flow to the suction of the charging pumps. When the level
in the VCT drops below approximately 13%, the suction supply automatically switches over to the
refueling water storage tank (RWST) by closing the valve to the VCT and opening the valve to the
RWST. In addition, the charging pumps can be manually supplied from the BASTs or the reactor
makeup water system via the boric acid blender.

The charging pumps discharge to a common pulsation dampener and from there flow is directed
either to the RCP seal injection sub-system or to the RCS. Approximately 30 gpm of the CVCS
flow is directed from the pulsation dampener, through a control valve (AOV 142), through 3

regenerative heat exchangers in series and through the normal charging path to cold leg loop B:
The regenerative heat exchangers warm the water being supplied to the RCS by removing heat
from RCS letdown flow. Ifthe normal charging path is unavailable, the alternate path contains an
AOVwhich acts as both an isolation valve and a relief valve. When a differential pressure of 250
psid exists across the valve, it opens allowing charging flow into the Loop B hot leg. Flow from
the regenerative heat exchangers can also be used to supply auxiliary pressurizer spray through a
normally closed AOV in parallel with the normal and alternate charging supply lines.
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The seal injection water supply is routed through a common 5-micron filter before separating into
two parallel paths leading to the seal assemblies of the two RCPs. Approximately 8 gpm of the
injection supply is delivered to each RCP, with 3 gpm flowing upwards through the seal assembly
and returning to the VCT through the seal water heat exchanger and the balance flowing downward
and entering the RCS.

The boric acid (BA) system and the reactor makeup water (RMW) system are included within the
CVCS fault.tree. The two boric acid transfer pumps take suction from the BASTs and supply
relatively concentrated boric acid solution to the emergency boration valve (MOV-350) which is
normally closed, and also through a flow control valve (AOV-110A) to the boric acid blender.
Flow through the emergency boration valve goes directly to the suction header of the charging
pumps. The two RMWpumps supply pure water from the RMW tank through a flowcontrol valve
(AOV-111) to the boric acid blender. The flow from the BA system and the RMW system is
combined in the boric acid blender which supplies the output to the suction header of the charging
pumps. The flowcontrol valves for both BA and RMW are adjusted to maintain the required BA
concentration in the RCS

A simplified diagram of the CVCS is provided in Figure 6-3.

6.3.3 Description of CVCS Fault Tree Model

The CVCS fault tree is organized under five top gates as follows:

a.

b.
C.

d.
e.

CV100
CV400
CV500
CV998
CV999

Failure of Charging Flow to RCS
No Flow From Charging to AuxiliarySpray
No Boron From Charging (Emergency Boration)
Loss of Seal Injection or Return to RCP A
Loss of Seal Injection or Return to RCP B

Since there are three charging pumps; the success criteria for the last three top gates are as follows:

CV500: One of three charging pumps running at maximum speed or two of three pumps
running at minimum speed, a suction supply from the BAST, and a flow path to the
RCS through either the normal or alternate charging lines.

CV998: One of three charging pumps running at minimum speed, a suction supply from the
RWST or from the RMW control system, a flow path from the pulsation dampener
to the RCP seal, and a flow path from the RCP seal to the VCT or to the PRT
through the relief valve.
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CV999: One of three charging pumps running at minimum speed, a suction supply from the

RWST or from the RMW control system, a flow path from the pulsation dampener
to the RCP seal, and a flow path from the RCP seal to the VCT or to the PRT
through the relief valve.

Top gates CV100, CV400, and CV500 are organized into two major subsections: (1) failure of
charging flow, and (2) failure of the flowpaths into the RCS. Failure of charging flow is further
divided into branches representing failure of the suction source to the charging pumps (e.g., flow
from the BAST), and failure of the charging pumps themselves. Since the success criteria for the

emergency boration function is 1 of3 pumps at full speed, or 2 of 3 pumps at minimum speed, the

fault tree for failure of adequate flow from the charging pumps includes failure of all three pumps
to run, or failure of two pumps to run and failure of the third pump to run at maximum speed. The
fault tree section for failure ofa charging pump to run at maximum speed is the same as the failure
of the pump to run with the addition of the failure of IAto the pump speed controller. However,
since the other failure mechanisms are included in the gate for the failure of all 3 pumps to run at

all, only the failure of IAto the speed controller is included.

Failure offlowpaths to the RCS includes failure of the manual valves, check valves and AOVs in
the line from the pulsation dampener to the charging isolation valves, and failure of the normal and

alternate charging path isolation valves themselves. Failure of the normal charging path isolation
valve (AOV-294) includes failure of the valve itself, failure of the IAsupply to the valve, and

failure ofDC power to the solenoid valve supplying air to the AOV. Since AOV-294 fails closed

on loss of IAor loss ofDC power to the solenoid, either failure is a failure of the valve to remain
open. Failure of the alternate path (valve 392A) is modeled as a failure of the valve or its
downstream check valves to open.

Top gates CV998 and CV999 are identical in structure. The gates are divided into four basic
sections: (1) failure ofvalves in line from the seal injection filter to the RCP seal, (2) failure of
valves in line from the RCP seal to common leakoff header, (3) failure of flow from the seal

injection filter, and (4) failure of normal and alternate seal water return paths from the common
leakoff header. The first two sections are straightforward while the last two sections are described

in detail below.
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Failure of flow from the seal injection filter includes failures of the filter itself, and failure of
charging flowfrom the pulsation dampener to the filter. Failure of charging flow consists of two
branches, one representing failure of the charging pumps and the other representing failure of the
suction source. Failure of the charging pumps is simply the failure of all three pumps to run at any
speed (i.e. no IAdependency), while failure of the suction source is more involved. This branch
is divided into two further branches, representing failure of the suction supply from the RWST and
failure of the suction supply from the RMW system. Since either of these sources is adequate to
supply seal cooling flow, these branches are combined using "AND"logic. Failure of suction from
the RWST includes failure of the normal supply valve from the VCT (AOV-112C) to close, failure
of the supply valve from the RWST (AOV-112B) to open, or failure of the signals to these valves
to operate. Failure of the suction source from the RMW control system includes failure of the
RMW pumps to operate, failure of the two AOVs in the line to the charging pump suction header

(1108 and 111), or failure of the signal for those components to operate.

Failure of the normal and alternate seal water return paths from the common leakoff header include
both the failure of the normal flow path and failure of the relief valve to the PRT (314). Failure
of the normal flow path includes physical failures of the components in the line to remain open,
or actual or spurious containment isolation signals which close containment isolation MOV313.

'ailure of the relief valve is simply the mechanical failure of the valve to open on demand.

The CVCS model contains the followinghuman interaction events:

CVHI"DBOR4T-Operators Fail to Implement Emergency Boration. This event describes
the failure of operators to implement emergency boration during an ATWS event. This
event covers the entire sequence of actions which must be taken by operators to
successfully complete emergency boration.

CCHFDPMPST- Operators Fail to Manually Load Charging Pump. This event represents
the failure of the operators to start a charging pump for RCP seal injection, given that the

pump has tripped on and SI signal or undervoltage. Ifseal cooling were needed, operators
are instructed by procedures to start a charging pump.

CVHPD00313 - Operators Fail to Isolate MOV313 to Prevent a LOCA Outside CNMT.
This event describes the failure of operators to isolate the containment penetration
containing MOV 313 (seal return isolation) if the valve fails to close following a seal

LOCA. In this instance, a LOCA outside containment would be created that could
eventually fail the RHR system.
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CVHI"D00371 - Operators Fail fo Isolate AOV371 to Prevent a LOCA Outside CNMT.
This event describes the failure of operators to isolate the containment penetration
containing AOV 371 (Letdown isolation) ifthe valve fails to close. In this instance a

LOCAoutside containment would be created during the recirculation phase of an accident

that could eventually fail the RHR system.

e. CVHFDSUC1W - Operators Fail to Manually Open Suction Line to CVCS Pumps. This
event-describes the failure ofoperators to manually re-align suction from the VCT to the

RWST upon failure of the normal suction valves.

The model contains the following three logic flags:

CVAACHPMPA- Charging Pump A Running - Setting this flag to true identifies that Pump
A is running. Two of three charging pumps are normally operating.

CVAACHPMPB- Charging Pump B Running - Setting this flag to true identifies that Pump
B is running. Two of three charging pumps are normally operating.

c. CVAACHPMPC - Charging Pump A Running - Setting this flag to true identifies that

Pump C is running. Two of three charging pumps are normally operating.

6.3.4 CVCS Fault Tree Model Assumptions

a. A loss of power to level transmitters LT-112 and LT-139 causes the transmitter to give a

low level signal. Since the desired function of these transmitters is to give a low level

signal, a loss of power to the transmitters is not modeled as a failure.

b. The RMWMode Selector Switch is generally operated in the "AUTO"position per step 4.3

of procedure S-3.1, "Boron Concentration Control" [Ref. 32]. However, per operations

personnel, the RMW mode selector switch is routinely operated manually for dilutions

(approximately every 2 hours). For ease of modeling, it has been assumed that valves

110B, and 111 are closed. This is conservative since these valves need to be open to

perform their function, and the failure rate for the valves failing to open is higher than the

failure rate for the valves transferring closed.
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The success criteria for charging to the RCP seals is flow from one charging pump running
at 15 gpm. During normal system operation with the RMW mode selector switch in the
"AUTO" position, flow would be initiated from both the BAST using the BA transfer

pumps and from the RMW tank using the RMW pumps. Supply fiow from the RMW
pumps and flow from the BA transfer pumps is combined in the BA blender with the
amount of flow from each source adjusted to maintain the correct boron concentration in
the RCS. Thus, depending on the alignment of the system flow could be required from
either. the RMW pumps, the BA transfer pumps, or both. Since the actual alignment varies
throughout the operating cycle, failure offlow from the RMW pumps was arbitrarily used

to model failure ofall flow. This is appropriate since the BA transfer system and the RMW
system are very similar in design and thus have similar failure mechanisms (i.e. both fail
on loss of IA, both sets ofpumps have the same power supplies, etc.).

For the emergency boration function, in which charging pump speed is relevant to success

criteria, it was assumed that the charging pump LOCAL%EMOTEselector switches for
all three pumps are in the REMOTE position. This places the control of the pumps at the
main control board, and is the normal operating configuration. It is'also assumed that the
main control board speed controller is in the MANUALmode. Therefore, IAto the local
speed control cabinet is not required, and the signal from pressurizer level transmitter LT-
428 is disconnected. As such, failure of IAto the local speed control cabinet, and failure
high of the level transmitter are not modeled.

It is assumed that the AOV-112C from the VCT to the charging pump suction header does

not need to close in order to successfully complete emergency boration. This is due to the
fact that the flowfrom the VCT is driven by gravity plus 20 to 30 psig from the Hydrogen
blanket while the flow from the BAS'F is driven by the 2 BA transfer pumps at 60 to 70

psig normal operating'pressure. Therefore, the common suction header would be

pressurized to some degree and prevent cavitation of the charging pumps due to air
entrainment when the VCT emptied completely. This assumption is supported by the fact
that there is no mention of closing AOV-112C in the EOP's for and ATWS event.

It is assumed that letdown willbe isolated at the time of the reactor trip. As such, the VCT
only has a finite source ofwater for suction to the charging pumps. Under these conditions,
there is estimated to be at most 30 minutes of water available to the charging pumps
(assuming they are at their low speed setting). Since the RCP seals require cooling for at

least 24 hours to prevent long-term degradation from resulting in a seal LOCA, it is

assumed that the VCT is unavailable and that charging pump suction must be provided
from the BAblender or the RWST.'
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During normal plant operation, the RMW control system (RMW system and BA transfer

system) operates to supply flow to the RCS when the VCT level drops to 20% and stops

when level reaches 30%. Per the system engineer, normal RCS leakage rate is

approximately .25 gpm. Per Operations personnel, 12 gallons is roughly equal to 1%, so

that 10% would equal 120 gallons. Therefore, at a leakage rate of .25 gpm, this would take

480 minutes, or 8 hours. Therefore, it is conservatively assumed that the time between

demands for components in these systems is 12 hours. It should be noted that the RMW
system is typically used every 2 to 3 hours for dilutions, etc. However, this has not be

accounted for in the model.

Failure event CVPPPBASYS represents plugging of the piping between MOV-350 and the

charging pump suction header. The failure rate for this line was taken from Ginna Station

plant specific data for plugging ofboric acid system piping. However, since that data was

collected, the concentration ofboric acid in the BAST's has been reduced from 12 weight
% to approximately 4 weight%. This reduces the minimum temperature to preclude boric
acid precipitation from approximately 140'F, to 65'F. Since the heat tracing maintains the

boric acid system piping above 150'F, the probability of precipitation and plugging are

greatly reduced. Therefore, the failure rate for this event has been reduced by a factor of
10. Failure event CVPPPFCH02 represents plugging of the boric acid filter and the

common boric acid system piping between the pumps and MOV-350. This event has also

been reduced by a factor of 10. Finally, the plant specific data for plugging of the piping
included all the piping from the boric acid storage tanks to the suction of the SI pumps.
Since event CVPPPBASYS represents plugging ofonly a very small fraction of the total

piping length considered in the failure data, the failure rate has been. further reduced by a

factor of 10.

Event CVHFTHTRAC represents failure of the heat tracing in the BAsystem. Since the

time that the plant specific failure data was collected, the concentration ofboric acid has

been reduced from 12 weight% to approximately 4 weight%. At that concentration, per
the Technical Requirements Manual (TRM), the minimum line temperature required to

preclude precipitation is 70'F. It is assumed that the temperature in the auxiliary building
is less that 70'F 50% of the time. Therefore, heat tracing is only required 50% of the time.

As such, the exposure time for this event was reduced by 50%.

Component Cooling Water (CCW) System

6.4.1 CCW System Function

The CCW system functions to remove heat from the following standby safety equipment and

transfers the heat to the SW system:
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Safety Injection (SI) Pumps - each SI pump has two seal heat exchangers (one for each

mechanical seal) supplied with cooling flowby CCW. The total flow through all six heat

exchangers is approximately 75 gpm. Cooling capability is only required during the
recirculation phase of an accident, since during the injection phase the fiow through the

pumps is from the RWST which provides adequate cooling.

b. Containment Spray (CS) Pumps - each CS pump has one seal heat exchanger to cool the
mechanical seals, supplied with approximately 15 gpm of cooling flow from CCW.
Cooling capability is only required during the recirculation phase of an accident, since

during the injection phase the flow through the pumps is from the RWST which provides
adequate cooling.

Residual Heat Removal (RHR) Heat Exchangers - each heat exchanger receives

approximately 2400 gpm of cooling flow from CCW which is only required during the
recirculation phase ofan accident. This is based on the fact that during the injection phase,

flow through the heat exchangers willbe from the RWST which willbe AuxiliaryBuilding
room temperature (i.e., < 100'F).

RHR Pumps - each RHR pump has one seal heat exchanger to cool the mechanical seals,

and two bearing water jackets, supplied with a total of approximately 20 gpm of cooling
flowfrom CCW. Cooling capability is only required during the recirculation phase of an

accident, since during the injection phase (ifRHR is required for low pressure injection)
the flow through the pumps is from the RWST which provides adequate cooling.

e. 'CPs - each RCP has a thermal barrier heat exchanger which is used to cool RCS primary
water flowing upwards over the RCP shaft. Cooling capability is only required ifnormal
seal water injection (i.e., CVCS) fails.

Additionally, during normal plant operation, the CCW system operates to provide cooling to the

excess letdown heat exchanger, non-regenerative heat exchanger, RCP seal water heat exchangers;
boric acid recycle evaporator (when in service), sample heat exchangers (5), post accident sample
coolers (4), waste evaporator con'denser, waste gas compressors, and the reactor support cooling
pads. However, cooling to these components is not addressed in the fault tree model. As such,

CCW supports three of the four core protection functions (i.e., control of RCS pressure, control of.

RCS inventory, and decay heat removal) and most of the event tree headings.

The CCW system also serves as an intermediate system between the RCS and the SW system and

insures that any leakage of radioactive fluid from the RCS related components being cooled is

contairied within the plant.
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6.4.2 CCW System Description

The CCW system is a closed loop system consisting of two parallel pump trains each containing
a suction block valve (722A and 722B), a 150 hp horizontal centrifugal pump which can supply
2980 gpm at a pressure of 78 psid, a discharge check valve (723A and 723B), and a discharge

isolation valve (724A and 724B). The two trains discharge into a single header which then splits

to supply flow to the shell side of two parallel CCW-to-SW heat exchangers. Each heat exchanger

has an inlet.isolation valve (733A and 733B) and an outlet isolation valve (734A and 734B).

Leaving the CCW-to-SW heat exchangers, the water returns to a single header which supplies

water to the equipment listed in Section 6.4.1, which are arranged in parallel. After cooling the

equipment, the CCW enters a single header which then supplies flow to the suction of the CCW

pumps. A 2000 gallon carbon steel surge tank, which is normally vented to atmosphere, is

connected to this suction header and provided with a locked open manual isolation valve (728).
The surge tank functions to provide NPSH for the pumps, as well as to accommodate minor
changes in CCW volume and provide a continuous source of CCW for a short period should a leak

occur somewhere in the system.

Normally, one CCW pump is in service with the other pump in standby. System temperature

control is accomplished by manually throttling SW isolation valves 4619 and 4620 on the outlet
of the shell side of CCW Heat Exchangers A and B, respectively. Temperature of CCW supplied
to various components is normally kept below 100'F, however a maximum <emperature of 120'F

is allowable when the RHR system is in service for plant cooldown.

Makeup water can be taken from the primary water treatment plant and delivered to the surge tank.

The normal source ofwater is provided from the reactor makeup water transfer pumps through
MOV823. The CCW makeup systems are capable of coping with normal system leakage in post-

accident operation. Additionally, leak offfrom the CCW pump seals is collected in the CCW pump
seal drain tank (TACO1) and can be manually pumped, using the CCW pump seal drain tank pump,
to the surge tank.

The CCW system penetrates the containment at seven locations (penetrations 124, 125, 126, 127,

128, 130, and 131) with process lines providing cooling water to and from the RCP A and B

bearings and thermal barrier coolers, the excess letdown heat exchanger, and the reactor support
coolers. The inlet and outlet lines to the excess letdown heat exchangers both use the same

'enetration(124). Only the isolation valves to and from the reactor support coolers receive an

automatic containment isolation signal. The CCW lines for the two RCP thermal barrier heat

exchangers have inlet (749A and 749B) and outlet (759A and 759B) motor-operated isolation
valves which can be used to isolate these lines ifnecessary. The supply lines also contain a check

valve (750A and 750B) immediately downstream of the containment penetration. Automatic
isolation of these lines by the MOVs is not provided due to the potential for damaging the RCPs

following a spurious containment isolation signal.
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CCW flow to the SI pump mechanical seal heat exchangers is provided by six 3/4" lines that
originate from a common 2" header. Each line has an inlet and outlet manual isolation valve
(777E-H, J-N, P, R, and S) for the heat exchanger. The six lines outlet to another common 2"

header which is provided with flow indication (FE-650) and a manual isolation valve (764C)
downstream of this flow element.

CCW flow to the two containment spray pump mechanical seal heat exchangers is provided by two
3/4" lines that originate from a common 2" header. These lines are reduced to 1/2" prior to
entering the heat exchanger and increase back to 3/4" downstream of the heat exchanger. The heat
exchangers each have a manual inlet (777B and 777C) and outlet (777A and 777D) isolation valve.
The two lines outlet to a common 2" header which is provided with flow indication (FE-649) and

a manual isolation valve (764D) downstream of the flow element.

CCW flow to each of the two RHR heat exchangers is provided by a 10" line supplied directly from
the main CCW heat exchanger outlet header. Each heat exchanger has a motor operated inlet valve
(738A and 738B) which is closed during normal plant operation. Downstream of the heat
exchanger is a throttle valve (780A and 780B) used to control flow, and thus temperature, and a

manual isolation valve (741A and 741B). The lines from the two heat exchangers discharge to a

common 14" header.

CCW flow to the mechanical seals and jacket water coolers for each of the two RHR pumps is

provided by a 2" line with a manual isolation valve (707A and 707B) which splits into three 3/4"

lines, one to the seal cooler and two to the jacket water coolers. These lines return to a 2" line with
another isolation valve (708A and 708B). Total flow to the two pumps'is measured by flow
element (FE-651).

A simplified diagram of the CCW system and CCW to the reactor coolant pumps is provided in
Figures 6-4.1 and 6-4.2, respectively.

6.4.3 Description of CCW Fault Tree Model

The fault tree is organized under eleven top gates that model failure of the CCW.system to provide
cooling water to various components as follows:

a. CC010
b. CC020
c. CC030
d. CC040
e. CC050
f. CC060
g. CC070
h. CC080

CCW Not Available to RCP APump Seal

CCW Not Available to RCP B Pump Seal

Insufficient CCW Cooling to RHR Heat Exchanger A (EAC02A)
Insufficient CCW Cooling to RHR Heat Exchanger B (EAC02B)
Loss of CCW to Containment Spray Pump B (PSI02B)
Loss of CCW to Containment Spray Pump B (PSI02B)
Insufficient CCW Cooling to RHR Pump A (PAC01A)
Insufficient CCW Cooling to RHR Pump B (PAC01B)
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i. CC090
j. CC100
k. CC110

Failure to Provide Cooling Water to SI Pump C (PSI01C)
Failure to Provide Cooling Water to SI Pump 8 (PSI018)
Failure to Provide Cooling Water to SI Pump A (PSI01A)

With the exception of items a. and b. above, each top gate includes gate CC000 which models the
failure of the CCW system to provide cooled water to the outlet heat exchanger during the
recirculation phase of a LOCA. This comprises the majority of the CCW fault tree and contains
failures of the pumps, heat exchangers, and associated piping and valves in the CCW supply up to,
and including, the 14" header downstream ofvalves 734A and 7348. This gate does not contain
any specific operator actions (e.g., starting pumps) because failrue of these actions is addressed by
failure ofoperators to correctly transfer to sump recirculation. Items a. and b: above contain gate
CCOOOA which is essentially the same as CC000 except that it does include operator failures to
start pumps on coincident SI/UV conditions, or on failure of the auto-start feature of the standby
pump.

Each top gate then combines gate CC000 (or CCOOOA) with failures of the specific components,
downstream of the header, which supply flow to and from the particular component requiring
cooling. The success criteria for the CCW fault tree is one CCW pump and one CCW heat
exchan er rovidin flow to a s ecified s stem load.g p g p

The following are the two human failure events included within the CCW fault tree model:

a. CCHFDCC0'AB - Operators Fail to Start Standby CC8'Pump IfAutomatic Signal Fails.
This event describes the failure of the operators to start the standby CCW pump given that
the pump auto start feature fails (e.g., PIC 617 fails to start standby pump).

CCHIDSTART - Operators Fail to Start a CCS'Pump Following LOOP and SI. This
event describes the failure of operators to start a CCW pump following an SI signal
coincident with a loss ofoffsite power which automatically sheds the CCW pumps. This
event includes loading the CCW pump onto the DGs and only applies to non-recirculation
events (e.g., for restoration of RCP seal cooling). Placing the CCW pumps back into
service during the recirculation phase of an accident is addressed by the RIMFDRECRC
event in the RHR system.

The CCW model contains the following logic flags:

a. CCAACCPMPA - CCS'Pump A is Alibied to Run. Setting this flag to true indicates that
CCW Pump A is in service.

b. CCAACCPMP8 - CC0'Pump 8 is Aligned to Run. Setting this flag to true indicates that
CCW Pump 8 is in service.
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6.4.4 CCW Fault Tree Model Assumptions

The CCW lines inside containment are not missile protected, thus, following medium and
large LOCAs, it is conceivable that the CCW lines could be damaged and require manual
isolation. However, the configuration has been analyzed and it has been determined that
a medium'r large LOCA would not damage the CCW lines inside containment using
licensing criteria for pipe whips, etc. Therefore, the failure of the piping inside
containment due to a LOCAhas been added to the fault tree but its probability ofoccurring
has been set to zero.

b. The fault tree is drawn under the assumption that a CCW-to-SW heat exchanger tube failure
willcause leakage from the CCW system (normal operating pressure -80 psig) to the SW
system (operating pressure at CCW heat exchangers 50 to 60 psig), and thus failure of the
CCW system due to loss ofwater inventory (i.e., the pressure of the CCW system is greater
than the pressure of the SW system). This assumption was verified during the system
walkdown and discussions with plant personnel.

The CCW surge tank provides NPSH to the suction header of the CCW pumps. It is
assumed that ifthe manual isolation valve (728) in the line from the surge tank to the
suction header closed, or ifthe tank ruptured, the pumps would have inadequate NPSH and
the system would fail.

Pressure indicating controller PIC-617 senses the discharge pressure of the CCW pumps
and sends a signal to auxiliary relay PIC-617-X in the relay room which starts the standby
pump on low pressure. Even though the circuit between the PIC and the relay room passes

through the Intermediate Building, it is located sufficiently far away from the block walls
and piping that a high energy line break (HELB) in the Intermediate or Turbine Building
is not expected to fail the circuit and thus fail the start of the standby pump.

Due to the fact that the water in the CCW system is highly treated and therefore extremely
clean, a failure due to the plugging of any of the common piping has not been included in
the fault tree.

Although not all the valves in the lines which supply CCW to the RCP bearing coolers and
seal coolers are in series, it is assumed that a failure of any on'e of those valves fails the top
events CC010 or CC020 for ease ofmodeling.

The failure of the SI pump, RHR pump, and CS pump mechanical shaft seal water heat
exchangers are included in the failure data for the pump failing to run. For this reason the
heat exchangers have not been modeled separately.
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h. It is assumed that ifCCW flow to the RHR pump seal water heat exchangers was restricted
due to valve failure itwould be noticed in a flowreduction on the indicator on the common
outlet header (FE-651) which is recorded once per shift. However, the log sheets
containing this value are only reviewed once per day, therefore the time between
verifications is assumed to be 24 hours.

It is assumed that ifCCW flow to SI pump seal water heat exchangers was restricted due
to valve failure, itwould not be noticed in a flow reduction on the indicator on the common
outlet'header (FE-650). A failure of one line is assumed to fail the pump. It is assumed
that a failure of2 or more of these isolation valves would be noted in a reduced flowon the
common indicator ifit occurred at power when flow is reviewed once per day.

It is assumed that ifCCW flow to the CS pump seal water heat exchangers was restricted
due to valve failure itwould be noticed in a flowreduction on the indicator on the common
outlet header (FE-649) which is reviewed once per day.

Compressed AirSystems

Compressed AirSystem Function

The Compressed Airsystem is actually comprised of two sub-systems: (1) Instrument Air(IA) and
(2) Service Air(SA). For the purposes ofthe Ginna Station PSA, only IA is specifically addressed
although SA is modeled as a potential backup to the IAsystem. The function of the IASystem is
to supply compressed air to the pneumatic instruments and apparatus ofvarious systems through
IAheaders. Since the IAsystem is non-safety related, it is not required to mitigate any accidents
(and therefore, it is not required to operate for any event tree heading or core protection function).
However, the failure of the IAsystem directly affects many safety related systems since itwill
reconfigure valves and pumps to their "fail-safe" position. Therefore, the availability of the IA
system affects three of the four core protection functions (i.e., control ofRCS pressure, control of
RCS inventory, and decay heat removal) and most of the event tree headings.

6.5.2 Compressed AirSystem Description

The IA system produces 120 to 125 psig dry, filtered air used as the motive power for valve
actuation; it consists of three air compressors with each compressor having an aftercooler (IA
Compressor C only has an intercooler) and air reservoir. Airfrom the receivers is supplied to the
IA header through filters and an air dryer. The IA header delivers air to the Turbine Building
header which then distributes compressed air to headers in the:

a. Intermediate Building;
b. Containment;.
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c. Service Building;
d. AuxiliaryBuilding; and
e. All-VolatileTreatment Building.

The SA system produces 115 to 125 psig unfiltered air used in the maintenance air connections
throughout Ginna Station, and for fire water storage tank pressurization. The SA system consists
ofone air compressor with an associated aftercooler and air receiver. Cross-connections between
SA and IAallow the SA system to supply the IAheader ifIApressure drops below 90 psig. The
cross-connect occurs prior to the IAfilters. Therefore, air being supplied to the IAheader will
always pass through the filters and dryer.

IACompressors A and B and the SA Compressor are vertical, canned, non-lubricated, single stage,
double acting, reciprocating compressors each capable of supply 300 cfm of compressed air. Each
compressor can be placed in constant run, off, or in auto standby (this provides automatic backup
to the operating compressor). IACompressor C is an Atlas Copco 2-stage, oil free, rotary screw
compressor capable of supplying 456 cfm. The compressor is either in run or stop. Based on the
capabilities of each compressor, either IA Compressor C or any combination (i.e., two
compressors) ofIACompressors A, B, and the SA Compressor can handle the entire system load
during normal and emergency operations.

The air receivers located downstream of the compressors and aftercoolers provide a storage volume
of compressed air. Each receiver is provided with a safety valve, moisture drain trap, air line to
a control cavity, and pressure indications. The three IAreceivers then supply a common air header
to the filters and air dryers. When IACompressor C is in service, IADryer C is also placed into
operation to remove moisture from the IAsystem. IADryer C utilizes a rotating drum made of
moisture absorbing material to remove moisture from the air. When IACompressors A and B are
in constant run, two heaterless air dryer trains are normally in operation to reduce the dew point
of the air to -70'F at atmospheric pressure. Each of the two dryer train contain two desiccant-filled
absorption towers (Train A contains towers TIAOSA and TIAOSB, and Train B contains towers
TIAOSC and TIAOSD) and operates with a cycle time of 10 minutes.

The prefilter before each dryer removes entrained moisture and oil to prevent fouling of the
dehydration towers. The after filter of each dryer removes any desiccant dust which may be
present in the air.

Simplified diagrams of the IAsystem are provided in Figures 6-5.1 through 6-5.3.
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6.5.3 Description of Compressed AirFault Tree Model

The top events for the IASystem are the supply of clean, dry air to various components identified
in other fault tree models. The central event in the IAfault tree is defined at gate IA000, which
represents the compressed air output from the compressors and dryers. The only active component
downstream of this gate, and within the IAsystem boundary, is containment isolation valve 5392.
Gate IA000 is an OR with inputs representing the possible failure paths of the IAsystem dependent
on compressor operation and air dryer alignment. The failure path is determined by logic flag
conditions which are discussed at the end of this section. IA Compressor C or any other two
compressors are capable of supplying adequate air flow. Thus, IACompressor C and two of the
three other air supply sources must fail in order to fail the model. Additionally, both the SA
compressor and backup air compressors (containment breathing and diesel) must fail to fail the SA
path. Failures of the cooling water and electric power sources are modeled for each compressor.

The model contains the followinghuman failure events:

a. IAHFDSCA03 - Operators Fail to Place CNMTBreathing AirCompressor Into Service.
This event describes the failure of operators fail to place the containment breathing
compressor in service as a backup for the SA compressor.

b. IAHFDCSA04 - Operators Fail to Place the Diesel Air Compressor Into Service. This
event describes the failure ofoperators fail to place the diesel air compressor in service as

a backup for the SA compressor.

Logic flags are included in the model to describe the initial configuration of running IA
compressors as follows:

IAAAIAC02A- IA Compressor A (CIA02A)Running. Setting this flag to true identifies that
IACompressor A is running. Ifthis is true, then IAAMAC02Bis also most likely true due
to the needs of the IAsystem at power.

IAAAIAC02B-IACompress'or B (CIA02B) Running. Setting this flag to true identifies that
IACompressor 8 is running. Ifthis is true, then IAAAIAC02Ais also most likely true due
to the needs of the IAsystem at power.

IAAAIAC02C- IA Compressor C (CIA02C) Running. Setting this flag to true identifies that
IACompressor C is running.

6.5.4 Compressed AirFault Tree Model Assumptions

a. The system oforifices and temperature control valves that control SW flowwithin the each
compressor is considered part of the compressor for modeling and failure data purposes.
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b. Failure of the valves in the sensing line from IAto valve 5251 (the valve that allows the SA
System to back-up the IASystem) is more likely'to cause an unnecessary transfer than an

unavailability of the SA System to backup IA. Therefore, these valves are not included in
the IAsystem failure model.

c. Itwas assumed that IADryer C is running anytime the IACompressor C is running. It is

possible to run IACompressor C with the C dryer bypassed; however, this is not a normal
occurrence and therefore not included in the model.

d. Poor air quality due to moisture content and other cont'ainments is not specifically
addressed in the model. Failure of the dryers and filters is assumed to include impediments
to air flow, not how well moisture and particulate is removed from the air.

e. The IA compressors are assumed to be failed for any high-energy line break in the
Intermediate (fails piping and AOV5392) or Turbine Buildings (fails IAcompressors).

6.6 Containment Isolation System

Containment Isolation System Function

[LATER]

6.6.2 Containment Isolation System Description

[LATER]

6.6.3 Description of Containment Isolation Fault Tree Model

[LATER]

6.6.4 Containment Isolation Fault Tree Model Assumptions

[LATER]
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6.7

6.7.1

Containment Spray (CS) System

CS System Function

The CS System, in conjunction with the containment recirculating fan coolers (CRFCs) and the
emergency core cooling system (ECCS), is designed to remove heat from containment during
accident situations to control containment pressure within required limits. The CS system is also
capable of removing airborne iodine and particulate fission product inventories from the
containment atmosphere following a postulated accident minimizing fission product leakage to
the environment. With respect to the Level 1 PSA, the CS system is only used for medium and
large break LOCAs to prevent overpressurization of containment beyond the Level 2 PSA
calculation of containment failure and for RHR NPSH concerns (see Section 10). If
overpressurization of containment were to occur, then it cannot be assured that ECCS piping and
components within containment would remain capable of performing their function. Therefore,
the CS system supports the RCS inventory control and decay heat removal core protection
functions.

With respect to the Level 2 PSA, the CS system is credited with respect to removing airborne
iodine and particulate fission product inventories from the containment. This aspect is addressed
in Section 10.

6.7.2 CS System Description

The CS system delivers borated water, initially drawn from the RWST and blended with sodium
hydroxide (NaOH) from the spray additive tank, to the spray nozzles located in the dome of
containment. When a low level is reached in the RWST and CS spray is still required, the CS

pump suction is fed from the discharge of the RHR pumps. The CS system consists of the
RWST, two pumps, two liquid jet eductors, a spray additive tank, two spray headers, spray
nozzles, and the necessary piping, valves, instrumentation and controls.

Automatic initiation of the CS system occurs when sensors monitoring containment pressure
detect a hi-hi containment pressure of 28 psig. Actuation signals generated in the Engineered
Safety Features Actuation System (ESFAS) start the CS pumps and open the spray additive valves
and the discharge valves to the CS headers. The CS system can also be manually initiated and
controlled from the control room.
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The'CS system utilizes two 200 hp Ingersoll-Rand horizontal centrifugal pumps with a design
flow rate of 1615 gpm and a minimum flow rate of 1200 gpm. The system incorporates a liquid
jet eductor in each train to entrain the NaOH solution and mix it with the borated water from the
RWST. Once the caustic solution leaves the CS pump discharge, itpasses through motor operated
discharge valves (MOVs 860A, 860B, 860C, and 860D), into containment, through two 6" spray
headers and into two spray rings, each with a 1200 gpm capacity. The spray rings have 89 and

90 nozzles, respectively. The nozzles are at varying angle orientations and relative header
positions to.insure a minimum of 90% area coverage and uniform heat and fission product
removal within containment.

A simplified flow diagram of the CS system is provided in Figure 6-7.

6.7.3 Description of CS Fault Tree Model

The CS fault tree model has the following top gates:

a.
b.

CS300
CR400

Failure to Provide Flow From CS During Injection
Failure to Provide Flow From CS During Recirculation

The logical structure of the fault tree beneath these gates generally follows the physical layout
of the CS system. The injection mode includes failures of the CS pumps to start and run, and
failures of the CS motor-operated isolation valves (860A, 860B, 860C, and 860D) to open, and

passive failures of the RWST, piping, and spray ring headeis. The recirculation mode includes
failures of 896A and 896B to close (isolation of the RWST from sump fluid), no flow from RHR,
and the CS system failures as described for the injection mode.

In addition to the two top gates, there are several gates which directly support other fault tree
models. Gate CS110 (No flow available at TSI01 (RWST) discharge header to SI and CS)
supports the SI fault tree and contains failures of MOVs 896A and 896B, piping and tank
ruptures that could drain the RWST, and failure to respond of the RWST level transmitters (LT-.
920 and LT-921). Gate CR401 (MOVs 896A and 896B fail to close) supports the SI
recirculation model and contains failures to close of MOVs 896A and 896B. Gate CS411 (RWST
level transmitters fail to respond - no cue to switch to recirculation) supports the RHR fault tree
and contains failures to respond of the RWST level transmitters. Gate CS410 (Failure of RWST
to maintain inventory available to all systems) supports the SI fault tree and contains piping and
tank ruptures which could drain the RWST and failure to respond of the RWST level
transmitters.

For the Level 1 PSA, operation of one CS pump or one CRFC is considered success with respect
to maintaining containment pressure within acceptable limits (see Section 10).

There are no human failure events or logic flags used in the CS fault tree model.
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6.7.4 CS Fault Tree Model Assumptions

The 3/4" lines to valves 864A, 864B, 869A, 869B, 2821, 2822, 2823, 2824, 2825, 2826,
2829, 2830, 2839, 2861, 2862, 2863, 2864 and to test connection inside containment
have not been modeled due to the small size (the delivery line is a 6" line) and the
unrelated nature of the lines (unlikely to have common cause failure).

b. The 2" lines between MOVs 860A & 860B and check valve 862A and between MOVs
860C & 860D and check valve 862B have not been modeled due to there being welded
caps on the end of each line.

C. Ventilation support of the CS pumps is not required during post-accident conditions [Ref.
2, Section 3.11.3.2].

d.

e.

Minimum recirculation flow for the CS pumps has not been modeled due to the design
of the system. The CS pumps actuate at a pressure of 28 psig in containment. This
pressure is not high enough to require the pumps to go to minimum recirculation. The
pump discharge valves would have to fail closed, operators would have to fail to open
them, and a manual valve in the eductor flowpath would have to transfer closed in order
for the CS pumps to fail to have minimum recirculation. This combination of events was
considered to be a remote possibility and was therefore not modeled.

The CS pump mechanical shaft seals are cooled by water taken from the discharge of the
CS pumps and cooled by the CCW system. During the injection phase, this water is

drawn from the RWST and willprovide sufficient seal cooling.

The diversion of flow to the charcoal filters is assumed to fail CS.

Only the failure of both RWST level transmitters has been modeled because if one
transmitter fails, giving the operators'significantly different level indications, the
operators would visually determine the level or attach a gauge to the tank to measure the
head of water.

h. The failure to isolate the test return line to the RWST has not been modeled as a diversion
flow path due to the fact that there are three normally closed manual valves in sequence
for each train (two of the valves are common to both trains). Testing procedures have
separate steps with separate mark-offs for each step with independent verification checks
for each of these valves. Therefore, the likelihood of leaving the three valves in sequence

open was considered negligible.
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Per conversations with operations, the manway on top of the R%ST is normally left open
so that operators can check the water level with a flashlight. Therefore, the need for the
vacuum breakers (2850 and 2851) on the RWST were not modeled.

Tank leakage has not been modeled since tank rupture was included. Tank leakage would
have to be ANDed with the failure of operators to detect the leakage over a significantly
large period of time (i.e., days). Tanks considered in the CS fault tree are monitored for
level at least once every eight hours with auxiliary operators also performing their rounds.
In addition annunciators would alarm on low level conditions.

k. For data purposes, MOVs are assumed to act like manual valves ifthe power is removed
from the operators.

Root valves for instrumentation were not modeled since these valve failures were assumed
to be part of the instrumentation boundary for data analysis purposes.

6.8

6.8.1

DC Power System

DC Power System Function

For the purposes of the Ginna Station PSA, the DC Power system is the 125 VDC electrical
network which is comprised of the station batteries, battery chargers, and various distribution
panels. The DC Power system provides control and motive power to the following systems and
components:

a. The normal and emergency supply breakers related to the AC Power system (i.e., the 4160
V and 480 V buses).

b. The DG control panels and output breakers, such that on a loss of the normal power supply
to the 480 Vsafeguards buses, the normal supply breakers willopen, the DGs willstart, and
the DG output breakers willclose onto the affected buses.

c. The circuit breakers connecting loads to the safeguards buses (and loads on the MCCs) so
that the required breakers willopen and shed the loads when an undervoltage condition on
the bus occurs.

d. The undervoltage system so that on a loss ofAC power to any of the buses, the appropriate
undervoltage signals are sent.

e. The ESFAS so that SI signals are generated when required by accident conditions (i.e., the
master relays require DC power in order to energize and generate a signal).
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f. The DC Power system is the normal power supply to the 120 VAC Instrument Buses which
in turn provides instrumentation and controls for reactor protection and safeguards cabinets.

g. Control and/or motive power to operate various motor operated pumps, fans, valves, and
other miscellaneous loads which are required during accident conditions.

As such, the DC Power system is a support system to essentially all event tree headings and all four
core protection functions.

6.8.2 DC Power System Description

The 125 VDC power system consists of two independent trains. The power supply to each train
consists of a battery (which feeds through the main battery disconnect switch), and two battery
chargers. The battery and the chargers supply a main fuse cabinet. The main fuse cabinet then
supplies the main DC distribution panel, and other distribution panels in the DG room, the main
control board, the AuxiliaryBuilding, and the Screenhouse. Train B also supplies a distribution
panel in the turbine building.

The station batteries are 60-cell, lead-acid, station-type batteries rated at 150 amps for 8 hours
(1200 amp-hr). The normal output voltage is 130 VDC. The station batteries are designed to
provide a minimum of4 hours of service following a SBO; however, they are assumed to provide
up to 6 hours for the TDAFWpump per Appendix B.

There are two battery chargers for each train, each supplied with 480 VAC, 3 phase, 60 Hz input.
Battery Chargers 1A and 1A1 are supplied from MCC C, while Chargers lB and 1B1 are supplied
from MCC D. Chargers 1A and 1B output 130 VDC at 150 amps, while Chargers 1A1 and 1B1

output 125 VDC at 200 amps. A single battery charger is designed to provide the necessary DC
power system for each train.

Heating and cooling to the battery rooms is provided via the HVACunit located in the air handling
room adjacent to Battery Room A. A thermostat in each of the battery rooms send signals to the
controller which provides heat to the rooms ifthe temperature drops below 71'F, and provides
cooling ifthe temperature goes above 77'F. An exhaust fan in each battery room helps move air.

out of the rooms. A constant air flow of 1000 cfm is maintained for each room to maintain
hydrogen concentrations below required levels.

A simplified diagram of the DC power system is provided in Figure 6-8.
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6.8.3 Description of DC Power System Fault Tree Model

The DC Power system fault tree has multiple top gates. Essentially, top gates exist for each of the

followingdistribution panels (note that several components may actually be an input into another

top gate; e.g., loss of power on Main DC Distribution Panel A fails power to AuxiliaryBuilding
DC Distribution Panel A):

a.

b.

c.

d.
e.

f.
g
h.

Battery A and B Main Fuse Cabinets
Main DC Distribution Panels A and B
AuxiliaryBuilding Distribution Panels A and B
AuxiliaryBuilding Distribution Panels Al and B 1

DG DC Distribution Panels A and B
Screen House DC Distribution Panels A and B
Main Control Board DC Distribution Panels A and B
Turbine Building DC Distribution Panel

Except for those loads supplied directly from Main DC Distribution Panels Aor B, the logic for
component requiring DC power starts with the failure of the associated distribution panel and

works its way back through the Main DC Distribution Panel, through the battery main fuse cabinet,
and back to the battery and AC power supplies.

The fault trees for the failures of the distribution panels and the main fuse cabinets include failures
of the fuses and the disconnect switch for the circuit supplying the load in question. The failure
of the power supplies to the main DC fuse cabinets is modeled for three different cases: (1) long-
term, (2) long-term circular logic clip, and (3) short-term, depending upon the DC load that is

ultimately being supplied. These definitions are somewhat misleading, however, because they are

distinguished more by the power supplies that are available, than by the time frame in which they
are required. In fact, the only time dependency included in the model is an hourly failure event for
the batteries, for 24 hours, which is included in the long-term and long-term circular logic clip fault
trees, as well as the demand failure event. For the short-term trees, only the demand failure is

included.
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The long-term logic assumes that the batteries and both battery chargers are available to supply
power. This is thenormal alignment and is used in the other fault tree models for most of the DC
loads. This assumes that AC power is potentially available to Buses 14 and 16, and therefore, must
fail in order to fail power to the battery chargers. The circular logic clip for the long-term DC
power eliminates the dependency on the DGs. This logic is used for gates which depend on the
DGs or supply power to circuitry for certain DG auxiliary loads which are only required once the
DG has started. This logic includes both demand and hourly failure of the battery. The short-term
logic assumes that AC power to the battery chargers is unavailable such that the batteries are the
only source ofDC power. This logic is used for gates which assume that AC power has been lost,
such as the Bus 14 and 16 undervoltage system, and the DG starting circuitry. This logic includes
only a demand failure of the battery. The short term logic also does not include failrues of the
batteries due to low temperatures in the battery rooms (see Section 6.8.4.c) because failure is not
expected to occur within 2 hours.

The success criteria of the DC Power system model is to provide DC electrical power to necessary
distribution panels within prescribed voltage limits such that the panels remain available for the
entire mission time (i.e., does not trip out on loss ofvoltage or undervoltage conditions).

There are no human failures or logic flags used in the DC Power system fault tree model.

6.8.4 DC Power System Fault Tree Model Assumptions

Although shown as switches on the electrical drawings, the automatic throwover for Buses
13 through 18 are actually controlled by relays, and are modeled as such.

Failures ofequipment in the battery rooms due to hydrogen buildup was not modeled in the
fault tree. Ifthe normal ventilation to the rooms failed, itwould cause main control board
annunciator C-13 to light. Operators would be dispatched to start the emergency DC fan
to the rooms. Ifthis fan failed to start, operators could still open the doors to the battery
room to allow air flow, thus reducing the hydrogen concentration. Calculations have shown
that the operators would have over 4 hours to take appropriate action, with the batteries on
an equalizing charge and no air flow in or out of the rooms, before reaching the
combustible limitof 4% by volume. Since the battery rooms are not air tight, some air
flowwould be expected, thus increasing the amount'of time available to take action.
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Failure of the batteries due to'cold air being blown into the battery rooms was assumed to

be a concern only when the control room HVACunit is operating in the recirculation mode

and outside air temperature is below 40'F. If the control room HVAC unit is not in
recirculation, the warm air from the control room exhausts to the air handling room and is

blown into the battery rooms, with no outside air used. Ifthe control room HVACunit is

in recirculation, itdoes not exhaust any air to the air handling room and approximately 400

cfm ofoutside air would be blown into the battery rooms. Ifthe heating unit were to fail,
the air would enter the battery rooms at ambient temperature. It is assumed for the model

that the control room is in recirculation mode during testing, maintenance, or during a

LOCA. It is conservatively assumed that the electrolyte solution in the batteries would take

at least 2 hours to drop below the 55'F limit, since the initial minimum temperature of the

electrolyte would be approximately 71'F. Loss ofIAto the battery room HVACcontrol

uriit, and failure of the main HVAC unit fan,were not considered failures which would
cause cold temperatures in the battery rooms, even though they would both cause the heater

to turn off. This is because those failures would also cause the normal supply fan and the

two exhaust fans to stop and would not start the emergency DC powered fan. Therefore,
while there would be no heating capability, there would also be no air flow to the rooms

and thus no cold air would be forced in.

The control room HVACunit is operated in the recirculation mode during performance of
the calibration of the control room chlorine monitor, ammonia monitor, gas radiation
monitor, particulate radiation monitor, and iodine radiation monitor. Per discussion with
plant personnel, these calibration procedures are performed with the plant on line, and the

total time in recirculation for calibration of the 3 radiation monitors is about 2 days, while
the time in recirculation mode for calibration of the chlorine and ammonia monitors is

about 5 to 7 hours each. Further, it was stated that there is often significant corrective
maintenance required on these systems which can last a week or more. Therefore, itwas

conservatively assumed that the control room HVACsystem is in recirculation mode due

to testing or maintenance for two weeks out of each year.

Failures of equipment in the battery rooms due to high temperatures was also considered.

Adesign analysis evaluated the temperature rise in the battery rooms due to heat loads in
those rooms, with a loss ofall ventilation and a loss of all offsite power. The results of that

analysis showed that the temperature rise in Battery Room B was 8.84'F after 5 hours and

that the rate of increase had leveled offat approximately 1.15'F/hr. Thus at 24 hours, the

room temperature would be 107.68'F, well below the 120'F operability limitspecified by
NUMARC 87-00 [Ref. 33]. Battery Room Awas shown to be at 102.44'F at 5 hours and

rising at a rate ofapproximately 2.8'F/hr. This would indicate that temperature at 24 hours

would be 155.62'F. However, the analysis is extremely conservative for the following
reasons:
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1. It assumed that a loss ofoffsite power had occurred, thus putting greater loads on
, I

the equipment in the battery room, and increasing the heat load.

2. The heat capacity of the steel reinforcement in the walls, the lead in the batteries,
the battery cell containers, the structural members in the room and the interior wall
and ceiling masonry was not included in the analysis.

3.. Itwas assumed that no heat transferred out of the room through the walls or floor,
even though the room is below ground and two of the walls and the floor are in
direct contact with the soil which is assumed to have a maximum summer
temperature of 60'F.

Assuming that the actual heatup rate would be 50% of that calculated in the analysis, the
temperature would be 89.6'F at 5 hours and 116.2'F at 24 hours. Therefore, failures due
to loss ofventilation have not been included in the model. However, it is possible that the
temperature control could fail in a way such that the heating unit is on when it should not
be. This heater is an 18 kW unit which would increase the heat load in each room (7.92
kW for room A and 5.76 kW for room B) by a factor about 2 for room A and 3 for room
B. It cannot, therefore be assumed that the room temperature would stay below 120'F, so
this scenario was included in the model. It should be noted, that high temperature is not a
concern for the operability of the batteries themselves, since an increase in electrolyte
temperature actually improves battery performance in the short ter'm. The only equipment
that is assumed to be adversely affected by high temperature is the battery chargers (and the
inverters, which are included in a separate model).

f. 'It was assumed that failure of fuses or disconnect switches in DC power circuits to any
loads which do not have automatic throwover to an emergency DC circuit'would be
immediately detected. Due to the amount of effort required to verify this for each
individual load, this verification was not performed.

6.9

6.9.1

Diesel Generator (DG) System

DG System Function

The DG system functions to supply 480 VACpower to safeguards Buses 14, 16, 17, and 18, in the
event that the normal power supply to those buses is unavailable. DG A supplies Buses 14 and 18,
while DG B supplies Buses 16 and 17. When an undervoltage condition occurs on a bus, the
associated DG receives a start signal. When the DG comes up to speed and attains the required
voltage and frequency, the output breaker(s) from the DG to the bus(es) with undervoltage will
close, thus providing power to those buses. Since the DGs provide an emergency backup to the
offsite power sources, they support the same functions as the AC Power system (see Section 6.1.1).
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6.9.2 DG System Description

The DG system consists of two DG sets and their associated fuel supply, air start motors, starting
circuitry, output breakers, lube oil system, cooling water, and ventilation.

Each DG set consists of an Alco, V type, 16 cylinder, turbocharged, 4 cycle diesel engine, and a

Westinghouse 3-phase, 60 Hz, 480 VAC generator. The two DGs are housed in the DG building
which is capable ofwithstanding seismic and extreme snow loads, and can protect the DGs from
external flooding and tornado winds and missiles. A new reinforced-concrete slab roof with a

reinforced-concrete parapet was recently constructed covering the entire DG building.

Fuel oil is supplied to the engines from independent 350 gallon fuel oil day tanks, through a filter,
by the associated fuel oil booster pump. The fuel oil transfer pump (when in automatic mode)
pumps fuel from the common fuel oil storage tank to the individual fuel oil day tanks. There is a

check valve and a foot valve in the supply line for the transfer pump to maintain prime.

The diesel engines are started by an air start motor which is supplied with compressed air from two
air receivers. There are two solenoid valves in parallel which open to allow air to the air start
motor which starts the engine. The two air receivers for each engine are supplied with compressed
air by a 480 VAC air compressor. The compressors automatically start when receiver pressure
drops to 220 psig and stops when pressure reaches 250 psig. In order to start the engine, the
solenoid valves receive an open signal from the control circuitry.

The control circuitry for the DG sets has two basic functions: to start the engine, and to close the
generator output breaker on to the appropriate bus(es). The starting circuitry consists of open relay
contacts in a 125 VDC circuit. When the contacts close, the solenoids for the air start motors open,
opening the valves and starting the engine. The contacts in the circuit for DG Awillclose under
the following conditions:

a.

b.

C.

d.

Under voltage on 480 VACBus 14 (relays 27X1/14 and 27BX1/14);
Undervoltage on 480 VACBus 18 (relays 27X1/18 and 27BX1/18);
SI signal (relay SI-18X); and
Manual start (local or from MCB).

The contacts in the circuit for DG B willclose under the following conditions:

a.

b.
C.

d.

Undervoltage on 480 VACBus 16 (relays 27X1/16 and 27BX1/16);
Undervoltage on 480 VACBus 18 (relays 27X1/17 and 27BX1/17);
SI signal (relay SI-28X); and
Manual start (local or from MCB).
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The control circuitry for the generator output breaker will cause the breaker to close on to the
'ssociatedbus when the DG has attained required voltage and frequency, ifthe normal supply

breaker to the bus is open. Normal DC power to the control circuit for DG A is supplied by DC
Train A, while emergency DC power is supplied by DC Train B. Normal DC power to the control
circuit for DG B is supplied by DC Train B, while emergency DC power is supplied by DC Train
A. Automatic transfer to the emergency DC power supply on loss of the normal power supply is
provide for both DGs.

During standby conditions, lubrication of the engines is provided by an electric rotary prelube
pump. When the engine is operating, lubrication is provided by a rotary pump attached to the shaft
of the engine. In both cases, oil is drawn from the oil sump under the engine, passes through a
filter and is routed to the supply header either directly, or through the lube oil cooler, depending
on the oil temperature. The lube oil cooler is supplied with cooling water by the SW system.

The jacket water cooling system removes the heat of combustion from the diesel cylinders and
heads. Italso provides cooling to the turbocharger. The jacket water is circulated through a closed
system by a pump attached to the engine shaft, and an expansion tank provides surge and makeup
capability. The jacket water is passed through a heat exchanger which is cooled by SW.

Each DG is housed in its own room with separation ventilation systems to prevent excessive heat
from causing a failure of the DG. Each room has two ventilation supply fans. One fan cools the
room itself, while the other is dedicated to cooling the control panel. The fans start when the jacket
water pressure increases above 11 psig (i.e. when the diesel has successfully started) and the room
temperature is above 90 degrees. Each fan has an associated air-operated damper which opens
when the fan starts to allow air flow into the room and closes when the fan stops. Each room has

two sets ofpassive dampers which open to allow air to exhaust to the outside.

The DGs are shown on Figure 6-1.

6.9.3 Description ofDG Fault Tree Model

The DG fault tree is organized under four top gate as follows:

a. D6400
b. DG800
c. DG600
d. DG800

Failure ofDG A Supply Power to Bus 14

Failure ofDG A Supply Power to Bus 18

Failure ofDG B Supply Power to Bus 16

Failure ofDG B Supply Power to Bus 17

Each top gate is divided into two logical sections: the failure of the DG to supply power, and the
failure of the DG output breaker to close onto the bus.
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The success criteria for the DG supplying power is that the DG must start and run for 24 hours
followingan undervoltage condition. The failure of the DGs to supply power is organized into the
failure of the DG to start and the failure of the DG to run, either ofwhich willfail the DG. The
branch for failure to start includes only the components or systems which are required to operate
immediately upon an undervoltage condition to start the DG. The branch for failure to run includes
those systems which are required to operate soon after the DG starts and remain operable for the
entire 24 hour period. This was done so that the failure to run gate could be used independent of
the failure to start gate in cases where the DG is running at the start of an event.

The branch for the failure of the DG to start includes the basic events for the DG fails to start and
the DG being unavailable due to test and maintenance, the common cause event for the DG fails
to start, and gates for the failure of air to the air start motor and the failure ofBus 14 or Bus 18

loads to be shed. Failure ofair to the air start motor includes the manual valves in the line from
the air receivers to the solenoid valves, failure of the solenoid valves to receive an open signal, and
failure of the solenoid valves to open. It should be noted that the model assumes that the DG will
have to close onto both safeguards buses and therefore loads must be shed from both. However,
when the entire plant model is quantified it is possible that there could be cutsets which include a

loss of power to only one safeguards bus (i.e. failure the feeder breaker, or local fault). In that
case, the model would indicate that any failure of loads to shed from the other safeguards bus
would fail the DG. Since this would not really be the case, any cutsets of this type could be
deleted. This branch also includes the failure of the SI load sequencer to properly time the starting
of loads onto the DG.

The branch for the failure of the DG to run includes the following:

Failure ofthe DG to run for the required 24 hour mission time once started: This branch
includes the basic event of the DG fails to run, the common cause event for DG failing to
run, and the DG tripping after an initiating event given that itwas running initiallydue to
the opposite DG being out of service.

Failure ofthe fIteloilsupply to the day tank This branch includes failures of the fuel oil
storage tank and valves in the line to the transfer pump, failure of the transfer pump
(including loss of prime}, failure of valves in the line to the recirculationlfill solenoid
valves, failure of the solenoid valves that would prevent fillingof the day tank or overflow
the day tank, and common cause events.

failure ofservice water cooling to the DG: This is a direct transfer to the SW model.

d. Failure ofthe DG room ventilation system: This branch includes failure of air flow to the
rooms, failure of the ceiling and void area exhaust dampers, and freezing of the jacket water
sensing lines due to the ventilation system operating in cold weather when it should not.
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As stated above, the second major logical branch of this model represents the failure of the DG
output breaker to close onto the bus. The success criteria'or the output breaker closing is that the
breaker must close onto the bus when the diesel has achieved minimum rated voltage and
frequency. This branch of each top gate is divided into the following two logical sections, either
ofwhich willfail the DG.

a. Failure of1he DG output breaker to receive a signal to close: This branch includes failure
of the normal supply breaker to receive an open signal, failure of the normal supply breaker
to open upon receiving a signal, failure of the relay to send a signal that the breaker is open,
and failure of the relay indicating the DG is up to voltage and frequency to send a signal.

Failure ofthe DG output breaker to close upon receiving a signal: This includes the basic
events for the failure of the breaker to close and the failure of the breaker to remain closed,
as well as a direct transfer to the 125 VDC model gate for loss ofDC control power to the
breaker.

There are no human actions modeled in this fault tree.

The only logic flags used in this model define whether or not certain equipment powered offthe
480 VAC safeguards buses are operating at the time of an under voltage on the bus. Ifthey are,
then they must be shed from the bus prior to closing the DG output breaker onto that bus. These
logic flags are defined by the affected system (i.e., CCW, HVAC, AC Power, and CVCS).

6.9.4 DG Fault Tree Model Assumptions

Failure of any of the loads on the 480 VAC safeguards buses to shed when required on
undervoltage would not prevent the DG output breaker from closing onto the bus, but it is
assumed that the DG would fail when the output breaker closed due to the excessive load
on the bus. This assumption is conservative since the DG is designed to close with some
load on the bus ifno SI signal is present (i.e., CCW pump). Also, different plant conditions
willresult in different loadings on the DGs (e.g., a large break LOCAwillhave a different
voltage drop on the safeguards bus than a small break LOCAdue to the RCS pressure effect
on the pumps). Since ithas not been determined how much load could be picked up by the
DG for every possible scenario, it was assumed that a failure of a'single breaker to open
would fail the DG (i.e., the failure probability of a DG due to failure of load shedding is
based on the probability ofa single breaker failing to open on each of the two buses the DG
supplies).
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A failure of the level indicating transmitters in the DG fuel oil day tanks could cause the
fuel oil transfer pumps to fail to start, and the recirculation/fill SOVs (5907, 5907A, 5908,
and 5908A) to fail, either overfilling the day tank and depleting the fuel oil supply, or
failing to refill the day tank. In this event, the operators have the ability to operate both the
pumps and the SOVs manually from the DG room to maintain proper level in the day
tanks. This operator action has not been included in the model but can addressed by a
recovery event ifrequired.

It is assumed that the control switches for the DG room cooling fans are in the AUTO
position, and the relay contacts from the jacket water pressure switch and the temperature
switches (for the Al and Bl fans) have not failed closed. Ifthe fans were in the run
position, or the relay contacts had closed, the fans would be running continuously even
when the DG was not in operation, and this would be quickly discovered during auxiliary
operator walkdowns.

Since the air operated solenoid valves which open the supply fan dampers fail so that the
'ampersare open, no events were included for loss of air to the SOVs. Also, the DG room

exhaust dampers are passive devices so they have not control circuitry or motive power.

It is assumed that one out of two.trains ofDG room cooling is sufficient to keep the DG
operational [Ref. 6, LCO 3.8.1].

It is assumed that a loss ofDC control power to 'the DG control panel which occurs after
the diesel has started willnot cause the diesel to fail. Allof the trip functions for the diesel
require power to the control panel to actuate. Therefore, ifthere is no'control power, there
willbe no trip. This was confirmed with Electrical Engineering personnel. However, a
loss ofnormal DC control power to the DG control panel willcause the oil pressure time
delay relays OPT1 and OPT2 to de-energize, failing the room cooling fans. This failure
was included in the logic for failure of the ventilation for the DGs.

There is an overflow line from the DG day tanks to the fuel oil storage tank. However, it
is assumed that ifthe fillsolenoid valves controlling flow to the day tanks (5907 or 5908)
failed to close when the tank filled, some of the fuel oil would fiowout of the breather pipe
into the DG room. This could deplete the inventory in the storage tank or cause a fire or
explosion in the DG room. Thus, failure of this valve to close is assumed to fail the DG
with a probability of 0.1.
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h. Ifthe recirculation valve in the line to the DG day tanks (5907A or 5908A) failed to close
when the fillvalve (5907 or 5908) opened, the flow through the two lines would be roughly
proportional to the cross-sectional area of the lines. The fillline to the day tank is a 1" line
while the recirculation line is 0.75" line. Thus, 64% of the flow from the pump would go
to the day tank. Since the minimum flow from the pump is 15 gpm, the flow to the tank
would be approximately 9 gpm, which is well above the required 3 gpm. Therefore, it is
assumed that the recirculation valve failing open willnot by itself fail the DG. The ability
to provide adequate flow to the day tank with the recirculation valve open was
demonstrated by performance of PT-12.6 with the leads removed from valve 5907 on
February 2, 1996.

Ifthe fillsolenoid valve in the line to the DG day tanks (5907 or 5908) failed to open when
required while the DG is running, the level in the day tank would decrease to the low level
alarm setpoint, and ifnothing was done, itwould continue to decrease to the low-low level
alarm setpoint. Upon receipt of either of these alarms, annunciator J-24 (DG A) or J-32

(DG B) would light. Procedure AR-J-32 [Ref. 34] instructs the operators to go the DG
control panel to check which alarm is lit. Upon finding that the low (or low-low) level
alarm is lit, the operators are instructed to open the manual bypass valve (5937 or 5938) to
allow flow around the closed solenoid valve and into the day tank. This has not been
modeled in the fault tree but can be used as a recovery event.

When an undervoltage condition exists coincident with an SI signal, the SI load sequencer
is prevented from sending signals to the time delay relays (which start the required loads
on the safeguards buses), by contacts in undervoltage relays which open when the relay
energizes. Ifthe contacts for the train Asequencer failed to open, the time delay relays will
receive signals immediately upon the SI signal being present. Assuming that itwilltake
10 seconds for the DG to achieve required voltage and frequency (per the accident
analysis), when the output breakers from DG A close onto Buses 14 and 18, SI Pumps A
and C would already be loaded onto the bus. This is assumed to overload the DG resulting
in its failure. Similarly, ifthe contacts for the train B sequencer failed to open, SI Pump
C would be loaded onto the bus when DGB output breakers close, and 2 seconds later RHR
Pump B would start. Again, this is assumed to fail the diesel.

k. The SOVs in the supply lines from the fuel oil storage tank to the fuel oil day tanks (5970,
5907A, 5908, and 5908A) open and close repeatedly while the diesel is running to direct
floweither to the day tank or back to the, storage tank when the day tank is above a certain
level. The failure of these valves to open or close is modeled as a standby failure using an
interval representing the time between starting the DGs. However, this does not take into
account the fact that they would have to change position approximately 32 times in a 24
hour mission. Since plant-specific failure data collected against these SOVs did not
indicate an significant number of failures (i.e., 1 failure in 9 years), the failure rate was not
adjusted to account for the potential number ofvalve position changes.
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Relays AR-93 and AR-94 energize to position the fill/recirculation solenoid valves in the
fillalignment. These relays are assumed to be included within the component boundary
for the solenoid valves and have a failure probability of 0.0.

No consideration was given to freezing events in the DG rooms for the following reasons:

1. The only freezing concern identified is the jacket water pressure sensing lines,
which are only required to be operable to start the DG. Since the fans do not start
until the DG has started, there is no concern that the pressure sensing lines would
freeze prior to starting the DG.

2. Analysis has shown that with one fan operating and the outside temperature at its
design low temperature of2'F, the temperature inside the DG room would not go
below freezing.

Following performance of the monthly DG test procedure, the DG is tripped and requires
resetting in order to be available for automatic start and load on an undervoltage signal.
The failure of the operator to reset the DG at the end of the test was not modeled because
this failure would result in main control board annunciator J-24 (DG 1A) or J-32 (DG 1B)
being illuminated and it is assumed that the operators would quickly correct the situation.

o. No events were included in the DG fails to run logic to account for the failure of the diesel
to run given that it was running at the start of the event (either due to its own monthly
testing, or the opposite DG being unavailable which requires the DG to be run within 24
hours), and subsequently trips due to the initiating event. The AC power model for failure
of power to the four safeguards buses divides the failure of power on each bus into two
distinct branches. One is for when the diesel is running and tied to that bus, and the other
is forwhen the diesel is idle. Therefore, the tripping of the diesel which is already running
is only applicable to the branch which assumes it is running. Thus, this situation is handled
explicitly in the AC Power model and not in the DG model.
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The logic for the failure of the air start solenoid valves assumes that there is an
undervoltage on both buses supplied by the diesel in question, and thus, both start signals
would have to fail in order for the solenoid to receive no start signal. This assumption is
legitimate for situations in the overall plant model when all offsite power is lost. There are
situations in the overall model in which only power to one of the two buses would be lost
(i.e. loss of the 4160/480 V transformer to a single bus or failure of the circuit breakers to
that bus). In this case, only an undervoltage signal from that bus willbe generated, and the
model is not conservative. However, given that there are two air start solenoids for each
diesel, each ofwhich receives its start signal from different undervoltage relays, and the
fact that even ifthe diesel failed to start, there would still be power available on the other
safeguards bus in that train, and on the other train, this non-conservatism is not expected
to have an impact on the overall model.

qs. The logic in the model that fails the diesel upon failure of the loads to shed from the
safeguards buses assumes that an undervoltage has occurred on both buses supplied by the
diesel. As discussed in p. above, there are situations in the overall model where this is not
the case. In these situations, the model is overly conservative. However, the cutsets which
result from this can be readily identified since they willcontain a failure in the AC power
system specific to one bus and a failure of a load to shed from the other bus, and thus they
can be eliminated ifdesired.

6.10

6.10.1

Engineered Safety Features Actuation System (ESFAS)

ESFAS System Function

The ESFAS automatically initiates various engineered safeguards, or safety features, to limit the
consequences of accidents. When the ESFAS logic senses a condition requiring safety features
actuation, it sends an appropriate signal to activate the master relays; the master relays, in turn,
activate auxiliary or slave relays that operate the motor controllers or breakers of the safeguards
devices. The ESFAS model addresses only the sensing and actuation features of the ESFAS while
the remaining fault tree models address the failures of the component which receives the ESFAS
signal. ESFAS is comprised of the following sub-systems:

a.

b.
C.

d.
e.

f.
e.

f.

SI actuation;
Containment isolation;
containment ventilation isolation (CVI);
MS isolation;
CS actuation;
MFW isolation;
DG actuation; and
AFW pump actuation.
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As such, ESFAS supports all four core protection functions (i.e., reactivity control, RCS pressure
control, RCS inventory control, and decay heat removal}.

6.10.2 ESFAS System Description

The ESFAS actuates appropriate safety related components whenever RCS, containment, or
secondary systems deviate from the specified safe operating region. To achieve this, nuclear and
process instrumentation is monitored using analog monitoring loops, Each loop consists of a
transmitter, power supply, and bistable, plus associated test components. Loops may contain
other digital and analog devices. In addition, some loops (e.g., T,„,) contain two analog detector
strings.

The bistable in each instrument loop controls safeguards logic relays. The contacts of these logic
relays are wired together in logic matrices in such a way that, when a required combination of
parameters deviate from their acceptable operating region, a master relay is actuated. This
master relay then actuates a number of auxiliary relays which control individual safety-related
components.

There are two digital actuation trains (logic matrices, master relays and auxiliary relays) and up
to four analog instrumentation channels associated with the ESFAS. A minimum of
two-out-of-three (2/3) logic is used for most functions with two-of-four (2/4) logic used in the
remaining functions. Each channel and each train is physically and electronically independent.
Components of different channels are physically separated, penetrate the containment at different
locations, and are supplied by independent electrical power supplies.

There are four cabinets for each train located in the Relay Room. Each cabinet receives signals
from the bistables in the protection cabinets. Allof the cabinets are divided into two sections by
a metal divider plate. The logic relays are located in the front section, and master and auxiliary
relays are located in the rear section. Except for CS actuation, the bistable in each analog circuit
is de-energized when the measured parameter is in an acceptable region. This design feature is
used so that loss of power to the bistable willcause it to transfer to its tripped (or safe) position.
CS bistables are normally de-energized and become energized when the measured parameter
enters an unacceptable region. This is different from the other functions due to the undesirable
consequences of an inadvertant CS actuation from loss of power to the circuit.
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Once the bistable is tripped, safeguards logic auxiliary relays (one for train A and one for train
B) de-energize (energize for CS), shut their contact. When the required number of logic
auxiliary relay contacts within the logic matrix close, the master relay(s) energizes, closing its
contacts and activating the ESFAS signal auxiliary relay(s). As the auxiliary relay contacts close,
some safety-related components start or operate to mitigate the detected unsafe condition. Other
components are actuated via a time delay slave relay in cases where normal power has been lost
to the vital bus(es). The analog channels are actually powered by separate power supplies
mounted in the protection racks. These are fed from various "MQ-" distribution panels off the
120 VAC Instrument Buses.

The master and slave relays are powered from 125 VDC. Each analog channel is fed from a
different 120 UAC Instrument Bus. Two of these Instrument Buses (A and C) are normally
supplied by interveters and two (B and D) are supplied by constant voltage transformers.

Manual reset of the SI actuation relay may be accomplished at any time following their operation.
CS, containment isolation, and CVI can reset after the initiating signal clears while MS isolation
and MFW line isolation do not have reset functional capability. Once reset action is taken, the
SI signal master relay(s) is reset and its operation blocked until the ESF initiating signal clears,
at which time it is automatically unblocked and restored to service.

When 480 V Buses 14 and 16 remain energized, closure of the master SI relay(s) contact initiates
the safeguards sequencing circuit by energizing one control relay and eight timing relays. The
control relay in each train starts an SI pump. The remaining loads are started when the Agastat
time delay relays time out and shut the breakers. On a loss of normal power to Bus 14 and 16,
the sequence would be triggered by the closure of the 27X6/14 or 27BX6/14 (or /16) relays
following bus re-energization.

6.10.3 Description ofESFAS Fault Tree Model

Since each fault tree identifies the specific slave or master relay which actuates the associated
component, the ESFAS fault tree is organized based on the slave relays. As such, a top event
is provided for each slave and master relay for the functions listed in Section 6.10.1. Failure at
each top is the failure of the auxiliary or master relay to actuate. The fault tree proceeds from
the top events through the logic circuitry of the ESFAS and down to the individual sensors. The
condition of sensed parameters (e.g., pressure, temperature) occurs in response to initiating
events. Spurious actuations include a spurious signal as well as spurious failures of equipment.

A summary of the input channels to each ESFAS system is contained in the Technical
Specifications [Ref. 6, LCO 3.3.2].
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There are no human failure events or logic flags in the ESFAS fault tree. However, it is noted
that initiating events are specifically identified in the fault tree as to whether they are expected
to directly result in reaching an ESFAS parameter (e.g., a large break LOCA will result in
actuation of CS on high containment pressure).

6.10.4 ESFAS Fault Tree Model Assumptions

a. Failures to restore the sensing equipment channels to service after test or maintenance
would be immediately noticed on annunciator alarms in the control room or in a system
actuation ifsufficient channels were tripped. These failures have been included, even
though they are not really expected.,

b. The impact of loss ofpower to various bistables, sensors, and instrument loops, is based
on a failure analysis of ESFAS bistable power sources.

6.11 Heating, Ventilation, and AirConditioning (HVAC) Systems

HVAC System Function6.11.1

Fault tree models were developed for the followingHVACsystems:

a.

b.
C.

d.
e.

f.

Containment Recirculation Fan Coolers (CRFCs)
Charging Pump Room Coolers
Control Room Ventilation System
Relay Room Coolers
SAFW Pump Building Ventilation System
Intermediate Building Ventilation System
Control Rod Shroud Fans
Diesel Generator Building Ventilation System (note - this is included in the DG fault tree)

Essentially, each HVACsystem functions to control room temperature and humidity during normal
operations and following accidents and transients. Only the CRFCs, SAFW Pump Building
ventilation system, Intermediate Building ventilation system, and DG Building ventilation system
have direct impact on the event trees and core protection functions. That is, the CRFCs supports
the RCS inventory control and decay heat removal core protection functions, the SAFW Pump
Building and Intermediate Building ventilation system affect the decay heat removal function, and
the DG Building ventilation system supports all core protection functions expect for reactivity
control. The Control Rod Shroud Fans were modeled as a potential recovery for the pressurizer
heaters for long-term support of natural recirculation. All remaining HVAC systems are not
specifically used in the overall plant model.
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6.11.2 HVAC System Descriptions

A description of each HVACsystem is provided below.

QR~Fg

The CRFCs consists of four air handling units, each containing a motor, fan, cooling coils, moisture
separators and high efficiency particulate air filters, duct distribution system, and instrumentation
and controls. Two of the four air handling units (A and C) are equipped with activated charcoal
filterunits, normally isolated from the main air recirculation flow path, which serve to remove
volatile iodine followingan accident. The filterunits are located on a platform above the operating
floor within containment. The fans are direct-driven, centrifugal type, and the coils are plate flin-
tube type. Air-operated, tight-closing, 125-lb USAS butterfly valves isolate any inactive air
handling system from the duct distribution system. The CRFCs function during normal operation
is accomplished using all four air handling units (potentially less during the winter) with common
header discharge ducting to ensure adequate distribution of filtered and cooled air throughout the
containment. During normal operation, the flow sequence through the air handling units is as
follows: cooling coils, moisture eliminator, high efficiency particulate air filters, fan, and
discharge header.

The CRFCs are supplied by individual lines from the SW system. Each inlet line is provided with
a shutoff valve and drain valve. Similarly, each discharge line from the cooler is provided with a
shutoff valve and drain valve. This allows each cooler to be isolated for draining or maintenance.

During normal plant operation, SW flowthrough the units is throttled for containment temperature
control purposes by a valve on the common discharge header from the cooling units (4561). An
independent full-flowvalve (4562) opens automatically in the event of a SI signal to bypass the
control valve. Both valves fail in the open position upon loss of air pressure and either valve is
capable ofpassing the fullflow required for all four fan cooler units. Each of the fan cooler units
is in continuous or intermittent operation. Collection and measurement of condensate from the
cooling coils is one method used to determine leakage from fluid systems within the containment.
Any leakage occurring in a cooling coil would result in leakage of SW into the containment.
Individual flow and temperature indicators are located on the discharge from each cooler unit
which alarm on the control board in order to provide additional means of detecting a leak in a fan
cooler unit.

A simplified diagram of the CRFCs is provided in Figures 6-11.1 and 6-11.2.
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hr in Pim R m ler

The charging pump room is cooled by redundant cooling units using SW as the cooling medium.
Electrical power for the fan motors is provided from safeguards MCCs C and D. The capacity of
each unit is sufficient to maintain acceptable room-ambient temperatures when the minimum
number of pumps required for system operation are in service. Hence, one cooler is normally
operating. However, engineering analyses have demonstrated that the room coolers are not
required for. continued operation of the charging pumps under accident conditions |Ref. 35].
Therefore, this system does not directly support any fault trees.

A simplified diagram of the Charging Pump Room Coolers is provided in Figure 6-11.3.

nr IR mVenil i n e

The Control Room ventilation system is comprised on a single air handling unit supply fan and
return fan which are powered from safeguards MCC K. A single filtration train which includes its
own supply fan can also be placed into service during radiological, chemical, or fire events. The
Control Room ventilation system is designed to maintain the control room between 50'F and104'F
following design basis accidents. Typically, 2000 cfm of fresh air is continuously provided into
the control room unless the system is isolated due to radiation, toxic gas, fire or smoke. It is

unknown as to what affect (ifany), the loss of this system would have on plant equipment post-
accident. Since the Control Room ventilation system cannot be directly tied to any specific
function or system, itwas not included in the event trees.

A simplified diagram of the Control Room ventilation system is provided in Figure 6-11.4.

ela R m ler
I

The relay room is cooled by two non-safety related SW cooled air conditioning units. Each
consists of a fan, compressor and condenser, filter and dampers. It is unknown as to what affect
(ifany), the loss of this system would have on plant equipment post-accident. Since the Relay
Room ventilation system cannot be directly tied to any specific function or system, it was not
included in the event trees.

A simplified diagram of the Relay Room coolers is provided in Figure 6-11.5.
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AFWPim 8 il in Ven il i n em

The SAFW Pump Building ventilation system provides cooling and heating as required to maintain
the pump room temperature within the design temperature range of 60'F to 120'F. There are two
room coolers, each unit is automatically started whenever its associated SAFW pump is started.
The cooling units can also be manually started from a local control panel, using a control switch
that has RUN-AUTO-OFF positions. SW flow to the room coolers is controlled by a two-way
valve in the discharge line from the coil.

The SAFW room electrical heating system operates whenever the temperature in the pump room
falls below the thermostat setting of 60'F to 65'F. The heating system is not safety related nor
powered from a safety-related bus since it is not required during operation. Ifthe heating system
fails, portable heating equipment can be used or the pumps can be started and run in the
recirculation mode. Auxiliaryoperators perform walkdowns of the SAFW Pump Building on at
least a shift basis.

Asimplified diagram of the SAFW Pump Building ventilation system is provided in Figure 6-11.6.

n ermedi e iil in en il i n e

The AFWpumps and the ARVs are located in the north sector of the Intermediate Building, which
is divided into north and south sectors by a fire wall. The Intermediate Building has no tempered
air supply system; instead, it relies on outside air being drawn into the building by exhaust and roof
fans. Air is drawn into the Intermediate Building (north) through dampers located in the east
Intermediate Building wall, and from the Turbine Building basement through fire door F36. Air
is exhausted from the Intermediate Building (north) by propeller driven exhaust fans. Airis also
exhausted from the Intermediate Building (north) to the Auxiliary Building exhaust fans by
redundant Intermediate Building Exhaust Fans A and B. Additionally, Intermediate Building
Exhaust Fan C takes suction from the area in vicinityof the AFW pumps and exhaust the air to the
general area of the Intermediate Building (south).

Because of a minor (from an ability to achieve safe shutdown standpoint) freezing incident, many
of these intake dampers are closed offin the winter with plywood. With this increased awareness

by the plant staff, a serious freezing incident is not considered to be credible.

A simplified diagram of Intermediate Building ventilation system is provided in Figure 6-11.7.
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The Control Rod Shroud Fans act to remove the heat generated by the control rod drive mechanism
coils. The two fans are rated at 60 hp and 14,000 cfm each, and take suction from the shroud and
discharge to the containment atmosphere. Air-operated dampers at the suction of the fans are
locked open while backdraft dampers are installed to prevent reverse flow through the fans. The
fans are considered as a potential backup to the pressurizer heaters for preventing a steam bubble
from forming in the reactor vessel head during long-term natural circulation (i.e., operation without
the RCPs).

A simplified drawing of the Control Rod Shroud Fans is provided in Figure 6-11.8.

6.11.3 Description ofHVACFault Tree Model

The fault tree is organized into separate fault trees for each top event (i.e., each ventilation system).
Each tree starts'at the outlet for cooled air and works backwards to the air inlet. Transfer gates to
cooling, motive power, actuation power and signals are shown. The following is a description of
each top gate and its respective success criteria.

HV800- FAILUREOF CONTAIMMENTHVACSYSTEM: This top event is defined as the
failure of four of four CRFCs in containment. This success criteria {one of four are
successful) is discussed in Section 10. A separate top event is provided for each CRFC so
that other system success criteria can be included in the Level 1 or Level 2 analysis without
re-modeling the system. The operating state of the equipment is controlled by logic flags
{e.g., normally operating).

b. HV200 - CHARGING PUMP ROOM COOLING FAILURIS: This top event describes
failure ofadequate charging pump room cooling. One train is considered adequate to cool
the charging pump room.

c. HV300- PZM'ILATIONSYSTEMI"'AILUREINTHE CONTROL ROOM This top event
models the failure of the Control Room ventilation system, which is a single train system.

d. HV500 - VENTILATIONSYSTEM FAILUREIN THE RELAYROOM: This top event
models the failure of two of two trains of air conditioning to the relay room.

e. HV600- STAÃDBYAUXTLIARYFEEDP'ATI:RHVACI:AILUKS: The SAFW cooling
units are automatically started when the respective pump is started. Either train can cool
either SAFW pump for success.
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HV700 - INTEISKDIATI<BUILDINGVZFTILATIONI<AILU1K<:This top event includes
the failure of the mechanical and natural convection air flow in the Intermediate Building
such that necessary cooling to the AFW fails. Failure is defined by loss of natural
convection cooling within the Intermediate Building and loss of the Intermediate Building
exhaust fans.

g

h.

HV834 - FAILUREOF CONTROL ROD SHROUD FANA TO START: This top event
models the failure of Control Rod Shroud Fan A to start and run.

HV838 - FAILURI"'FCONTROL ROD SHROUD FANB TO START: This top event
models the failure of Control Rod Shroud Fan B to start and run.

The following are the human errors included in the HVAC fault trees:

HVHI<DABVLP - Operators Pail to Restart Auxiliary Building Exhaust Ventilation
Following LOOP. This event describes the failure of operators to, restart the Auxiliary
Building ventilation system following a loss of offsite power since the units must be
manually restarted under these conditions.

b. HVHFD HS88 - Operators Fail to Place HS-88 in Fire Position. The event describes the
failure ofoperators to place control room isolation switch HS-88 in the "Fire" position in
order to isolate the control room.

HVHI:DCRTAM- Operators Fail to Restart CR HVACFollowing LOOP. This event
describes the failure ofoperator fails to restart control room ventilation system following
a loss ofoffsite power since they must be manually started under these conditions.

d, HVHI<DIBVEF-Operators Fail to Re-Start IB&faust Fans FollowingLOOP. This event
describes the failure of operators to restart Intermediate Building ventilation system
following a loss of offsite power since they must be manually started under these
conditions..

HVHI:DRELRM- Operators Fail to Start HVACin Relay Room FollowingLOOP. This
event describes the failure of operators to start the relay room coolers following a loss of
offsite power since they must be manually started under these conditions.

HVHI<D CTMT- Operators Fail to Re-Start Containment Cooling. This event describes
the failure ofoperator to the CRFCs following a loss ofoffsite power without a SI signal
present since they must be manually started under these conditions..
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HVHPDACP5A - Operators Fail to Start Control Rod Shroud Fans. This event describes
the failure ofoperators to restart the Control Rod Shroud Fans following a loss ofoffsite
power since they must be manually started under these conditions.

HVHFD DOOR - Operators Fail to Open SAFE'Building Door FollowingLoss ofHVAC.
This event describes the failure of operators to open the SAFW Pump Building door
following loss ofbuilding ventilation to providing necessary cooling.

The following logic flags have been identified for the HVACsystems as follows:

HVAAHVCTA - CRFC UnitA Running. Setting this flag to true identifies that CRPC unit
A is running and in service. Normally three of four CRPCs are in service.

HVAAHVCTB- CRFC UnitBRunning. Setting this flag to true identifies that CRPC unit
B is running and in service. Normally three of four CRPCs are in service.

HVAAHVCTC - CRFC Unit C Running. Setting this flag to true identifies that CRFC unit
C is running and in service. Normally three of four CRFCs are in service.

HVAAHVCTD - CRFC UnitD Running. Setting this fiag to true identifies that CRPC unit
D is running and in service. Normally three of four CRPCs are in service.

HVAAHVC'0'PA - Chilled 8'ater Pump Loop A is Running. Setting this flag to true
identifies that Chilled Water Train A is in service for supporting the Control Room
ventilation system.

HVAAHVC0'PB - Chilled 8'ater Pump Loop B is Running. Setting this flag to true
identifies that Chilled Water Train B is in service for supporting the Control Room
ventilation system.

HVAAHV030J- Control Room Radiation MonitorR-I Senses High Radiation. Setting this
flag to true causes the control room isolation logic to assume that itmust isolate.

h. HVAAHV0426-Control Room Radiation MonitorR-37 Senses High Partiailates. Setting
this flag to true causes the control room isolation logic to assume that it must isolate.

HVAAHV0427- Control Room Radiation Monitor R-38 Senses High Iodine. Setting this
flag to true causes the control room isolation logic to assume that it must isolate.

HVAAHV0428- Control Rootn Radiation Monitor R-36 Senses High Noble Gas. Setting
this flag to true causes the control room isolation logic to assume that it must isolate.
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HVAAHV0429- Control Room Chlorine Monitor Senses High Chlorine Level. Setting this
flag to true causes the control room isolation logic to assume that it must isolate.

HVAAHV0430 - Control Room Ammoriia Monitor R-36 Senses High Anunonia Level.
Setting this flag to true causes the control room isolation logic to assume that it must
isolate.

HVAA<30DEG-Mininurm Outside AirTemperature is Below 30 Degrees. Setting this flag
to true identifies that the outside air temperature is < 30'F.

HVAA<40DEG- Average Temperature is g 40 Degrees. Setting this flag to true identifies
that the outside air temperature is g 40'P.

o. HVAA<45DEG- Outside AirTemperature is Below 45 Degrees. Setting this flag to true
identifies that the outside air temperature is < 45'P.

HVAA>64DL<"G- Outside Air Temperature is > 64 Degrees. Setting this flag to true
identifies that the outside air temperature. is > 64;F.

HVAA>80DEG - Outside Air Temperature is z 80 Degrees. Setting this flag to true
identifies, that the outside air temperature is > 80'F.

6.11.4 HVACFault Tree Model Assumptions

The Control Room ventilation system fault tree model assumes that the loss of IAwillfail
the cooling function due to the isolation of the chilled water sources.

b. It is assumed that the ARVs willfunction in the expected environment without ventilation,
but the temperatures are too hot to operate the valves locally.

The APW pumps willall fail ifthe TDAPW pump is operating without ventilation because
most of the heat within the area is from the steam piping to the turbine.

Natural circulation of air is sufficient to cool the AFW and ARV areas in the Intermediate
Building (North). This is assumed to be true as long as fire door F36 is open and a flow
path through the Intermediate Building roof fans exist. The roof fans do not have to be
running.

The model of the CRPC SW discharge fiowpath assumes that failure of 4561 to fullyopen
fails the flow path through the valve. Flow due to modulated positioning of 4561 is
assumed inadequate since the SW success criteria only requires one pump.
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Failure of the CRFC motor coolers is not explicitlymodeled. This is because there are only
two basic failure mechanisms for the motor coolers: (1) loss of SW flow to the motor
coolers, and (2) failure of the cooling coils themselves. Since the SW supply to the motor
coolers is the same as the supply to the air cooling coils, this is already addressed. It is
assumed that failure of the coils themselves is included in the event for the motor to run.

6.12

6.12.1

Instrument Bus System

Instrument Bus System Function

The 120 VAC Instrument Bus system functions to provide power to instrumentation and controls
for reactor protection and safeguards cabinets These racks provide power to various transmitters,
instrument loops and relays in the reactor protection and safeguards actuation system. As such, the
120 VACInstrument Bus system supports all four core protection functions (i.e., reactivity control,
RCS pressure control, RCS inventory control, and decay heat removal).

6.12.2 Instrument Bus System Description

The 120 VAC Instrument Bus system consists of four distribution buses, Instrument Buses A, B,
C, and D. These instrument buses then supply seven distribution panels (A through G) via Twinco
voltage regulators. Only Distribution Panels A, B, C, D, and E have been included in the fault tree'ue to modeling needs. Power is supplied to the various instrument racks from either the
instrument buses directly or from the distribution buses.

Power to Instrument Bus A is normally supplied through an auto static transfer switch from
Inverter Awhich converts DC power to 120 VAC. The inverter receives its power from DC Train
A through Main DC Distribution Panel A. Power is also supplied to the auto static transfer switch
from a 480/120 VAC constant voltage transformer (CVT) fed from 480 VAC MCC C. During
normal operation, the transfer switch feeds power from the inverter to the instrument bus. Upon
a failure of the inverter or a loss ofpower from the inverter, the transfer switch automatically aligns
the power supply from the CVT to the instrument bus within 1/4 cycle. This provides an
essentially uninterrupted power supply to the instrument bus should the normal DC power supply
fail. Power to Instrument Bus C is supplied in a similar fashion from a second auto static switch
which receives power from Inverter B (from DC Train B through Main DC Distribution Panel B),
and from a second CVT fed from MCC D.

Power to Instrument Bus B is supplied from a 480/120 VAC CVT fed from MCC C. Since this
bus has no DC power backup, power on the bus willbe lost during a loss ofoffsite power event
until the DGs start and re-energize Bus 14. Power to Instrument Bus D is supplied from a 480/120
VAC CVT fed from MCC B. MCC B is a non safeguards bus which is fed directly from offsite
power such that on a loss of offsite power, Instrument Bus D willbe lost.
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Inverter MQ-483 also supplies power to one of the instrument racks (Y2). This inverter is supplied
directly from Main Control Board DC Distribution Panel A.

6.12.3 Description of Instrument Bus Fault Tree Model

The Instrument Bus system model has multiple top gates. Essentially, top gates exist for each of
the following components (note that several components may actually be an input to another top
gate; e.g. loss ofpower on Instrument Bus A is an input to loss ofpower on Distribution Panels A
and E):

a. Loss of power on Instrument Buses'A, B, C, and D;
b. Loss ofpower on Distribution Panels A, B, C, D, E, and F; and
c. Loss ofpower from Inverter MQ-483.

In addition to the standard model (referred to as long term gates), for certain of the events listed
above, there are also top gates representing the short term failure and/or a "circular logic" gate.
The short term g'ate for Instrument Buses A and C include only the DC power feed from the
inverter, and use the short term DC power gates to the inverter (i.e. the battery chargers are
excluded ). These gates are used in the model to supply instrumentation which is used when offsite
power is lost (i.e. turbine auto stop relays, etc.). The circular logic gates eliminate the tie between
the AC Power system and certain of the ESFAS gates. This is done because a SI signal caused by
the ESFAS impacts the operation of the ACPower system (i.e. opening ofnormal supply breakers,
starting of the DGs, etc.).

The long-term loss of power on Instrument Buses A and C include local faults on the bus itself,
opening of the normal supply breaker, or failure of the power supply from the auto static transfer
switch. Failure of the power supply from the auto static transfer switch includes failure ofpower
from the inverter and failure ofpower from the CVT, combined in "AND"logic. Failure ofpower
from the inverter includes failure of the inverter itself, including input and output circuit breakers,
or failure of the DC power supply to the inverter. It should be noted that the failure of the auto
static transfer switch is included as a failure ofpower from the inverter because on a failure of the
switch, the power supply automatically transfers over to the CVT. Failure of power from the CVT
includes failures of the CVT, including input and output circuit breakers, or failure of the power
supply from the MCC supplying the CVT.

Since Instrument Buses B and D do not have a power feed from the DC power system, the models
for these buses only include failure ofpower from the CVT feeding the bus.

The top gates for failure of power on the distribution panels include the top gate for failure of
power on the associated instrument bus and failures of the voltage regulator and circuit breakers
which feed power from the instrument bus to the distribution panel.
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There are no human actions or logic flags associated with the Instrument Bus fault tree model.
1

6.12.4 Instrument Bus Fault Tree Model Assumptions

It is assumed that there is no failure of the auto static transfer switch which willfail the
power supply from both the inverter and the CVT. The design is such that upon a failure
of the switch, power from the CVT willbe provided to the instrument bus.

The DC supply breakers and the DC fault protection breakers to the inverters are actually
DC components; however, they are more appropriately included in the instrument bus
model.

The circuits and circuit breakers from the instrument buses and distribution panels to the
instrument racks have been included in the models for which the instrument rack supplies
power. This was done to avoid having an extremely large number of top gates in the
Instrument Bus model (i.e. one top gate for every circuit).

6.13

6.13.1

Main Steam (MS) System

MS System Function

For the Ginna Station PSA, the MS system is comprised ofonly the following components:

a.

b.
C.

Atmospheric Relief Valves (ARVs)
Main Steam Safety Valves (MSSVs)
Main Steam Isolation Valves (MSIVs) and Non-Return Check Valves

The ARVs and MSSVs provide support of the RCS pressure control function by liftingat their
prescribed setpoints to remove steam (i.e., energy) from the secondary system. Separately, the
ARV also supports the RCS pressure control function during a steam generator tube rupture
(SGTR) event by cooling down the RCS in order to equalize primary and secondary system .

pressures and stop the flowout the break. In addition, the ARVs support the decay heat removal
function by cooling down the RCS in order to use the RHR system under certain conditions (e.g.,
failure of all SI during a small-break LOCA).

The MSIVs and non-return check valves serve to isolate a ruptured SG during a SGTR, feedwater
or main steam line break. This prevents an unnecessary primary system cooldown and serves to
protect the RCS pressure control function.

6.13.2 MS System Description
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There are four MSSVs and one ARVprovided on each MS line. One MSSV is set to liftat 1085

psig while the remaining are set at 1 140 psig. The ARV is set to liftat 1050 psig. The MSSVs are
designed to provide relieffor the fullsteam load while the ARVs (3410 and 3411) are air-operated
valves with 329,000 ibm/hr normal and 890,000 ibm/hr maximum relief capacities.

The ARVs can be operated remotely or locally using the valve manual operator, and can be isolated
by a manual valve located upstream of the valves. The pneumatic supply to the valves is provided
by the IAsystem, and backup supply is provided by the nitrogen supply systems. Twelve nitrogen
bottles (6 for 'ARV3411 and 6 for ARV3410) are located in the Turbine Building outside the door
to the control room.

During remote operation, the ARVpositioner controls the air pressure. In the automatic mode the
valve is normally set to liftat 1050 psig. In event the automatic mode controller fails, is set wrong,
or the controller is in manual operation, a pressure switch will trip causing a solenoid valve to
energize causing the ARV to open at 1060 psig. When pressure decreases to 1005 psig, the
solenoid willde-energize causing the valve to close. The valves can also be manually operated
with a handwheel mounted on each valve.

The MSIVs are air-operated swing check valves which fail closed on loss of air and are designed
to close within 5 seconds under no-flow conditions. Jhe non-return check valves are swing check
valves which close against reverse flow. The MSIVs and non-return check valves work in series
to ensure that at least one SG is available for decay heat removal.

A simplified diagram of the MS system is provided in Figures 6-13.1, 6-13.2, and 6-13.3.

6.13.3 Description ofMS Fault Tree Model

The following are the top gates for the MS fault tree model:

a. MS315A Failure to Isolate SG AMain Steam Line
b. MS345A Failure to Isolate SG B Main Steam Line
c. MS600 Failure of MSSVs and ARVs to Provide Pressure Relief

The success criteria for these top events is provided in Section 4. The following are the human
failure events included in the MS fault tree model:

a. MSHI:DISOLR- Operators Fail to Isolale a Ruptured SG - This event describes the failure
ofoperators to isolate a ruptured SG following a SGTR. The failure to perform this action
is assumed to result in SG overfill.

b. MSHFDLARVA- Opera(ors Fail to Manually Opera(e ARV34l I - This event describes
the failure ofoperators to manually operate ARV3411 to depressurize the SG.
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c. MSHI~DLAAVB- Operators Fail (o Manually Operale ARV3410 - This event describes
the failure of operators to manually operate ARV3410 to depressurize the SG.

d. MSH1~DISOLA - Operators Fail (o Isolate a SG Using Secondary Valves. This event
describes the failure ofoperators to isolate a ruptured SG using secondary valves after the
primary automatic valves fail to close.

e. MSHFDMSIVX-Operators Fail to Manually Close an Open MISV. This event describes
the failure of operators to manually closed the MSIVs ifthe signal to the valves fails.

There are no logic flags for the MS fault tree model.

6.13.4 MS Fault Tree Model Assumptions

a. Failure of any nitrogen bottle to supply compressed gas (e.g., bottle or valve failure) will
prevent the operation of the associated ARV with nitrogen as a motive force. This
assumption is based on information provided in EWR-1024.

b. Ahigh energy line break in either the Turbine or Intermediate Buildings is assumed to fail
the automatic opening capability of the ARVdue to block wall interactions. However, the
MSIV is protected such that itwould only fail closed in this scenario.

6.14

6.14.1

Miscellaneous Systems

Miscellaneous Systems Function

In addition to the detailed fault tree models, simplified models were also developed for several
systems to address their potential failure. These systems were either used for recovery purposes
only or were treated in detail in the event trees. The systems included within the miscellaneous
category are:

a. MFW system; and
b. Reactor Trip System (RTS).

The MFW system was used as a potential recovery for loss of all AFW and therefore supports
decay heat removal. Upon failure, the RTS generates a reactor trip signal except for failures related
to the reactor trip breakers. The failure of the reactor trip breakers or trip logic is specifically
addressed in the ATWS event tree. Therefore, the RTS supports the reactivity control function.
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6.14.2 Miscellaneous Systems Description
h

The MFW system at Ginna Station is comprised of two single-stage centrifugal motor-driven
pumps with a capacity of7400 gpm. Each pump has its own lubrication system including two AC
driven pumps, one DC auxiliary pump, oil reservoir, oil coolers, and filters. The MFW pumps are
provided with high-pressure gland seal-water from the discharge header of the condensate booster
pumps.

The MFW pumps take suction from the Condensate system which in turn takes suction from the
main condenser. The MFW pumps operate in parallel; however, their respective discharge lines
combine to form a common line through the feedwater heaters. The line then splits to provide flow
to each SG. The SG injection lines each have an air-operated feedwater regulating valve (4269 and
4270) along with bypass valves for low-flow conditions. The regulating valves, their bypass

~ valves, and the MFW pumps,all fail close or trip on a SI signal.

The RTS is actually two independent trains, each comprised of signal process control equipment
and reactor trip switchgear. The RTS begins at instrument loops which have field instruments that
send signals to bistables which in turn control reactor trip logic relays. The contacts of these logic
relays are wired together in logic matrices in such a way that, when a required combination of
parameters deviate from their acceptable operating region, a reactor trip signal is generated.
Depending on which trip was generated, the reactor trip breakers shunt and/or UV trip
mechanisms are actuated, opening the breakers and de-energizing the control rod drive
mechanisms (CRDMs). The reactor trips for Ginna Station are listed in Table 3-1.

Simplified diagrams of the MFW and RTS systems are provided in Figures 6-14 and 3-3,
respectively.

6.14.3 Description ofMiscellaneous Fault Tree Model

The MFW system fault tree is comprised of a single top gate (MF100). Failure of MFW is
attributed to failure of the operators to place MFW into service post-accident, the loss ofMFW as
an initiating event, failure ofsupport systems (Buses 11A and 118, IA, and SW), and high energy
line breaks in the Turbine Building (i.e., MFW and MS line breaks). Given the high value for
failure of operators to place MFW into service post-accident, no failures of the MFW pumps or
valves were included.

The RTS is essentially modeled in the ATWS event tree which considers failures of the reactor trip
breakers and the RTS logic. The ATWS event tree is organized into actions required following a
mechanical failure of the breakers to open and a failure of the RTS signal to reach the breakers.

The human failure events for the MFW system and RTS fault tr'ee models are as follows:
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a. MFHIDM?~100 - Operators Fail to Re-establish M?"F. This event describes the failure
ofoperators to re-establish MFW followinga reactor trip. Separate values are provided for
SI and non-SI events due to the different operator responses.

b. RCHIDOOA8V- Operators Fail to Manually Insert Rods. This event describes the failure
of operators to manually insert the rods after an electrical failure of the RTS.

c. RCHI'DSCRAM- Operators Fail t'o TripMG Sets During A77YS - This event describes the
failure ofoperators to trip the MG sets in the field to generate a reactor trip after an ATWS
event.

There are no logic flags in either MFW or RTS model.

6.14.4 Miscellaneous Model Assumptions

MFW is assumed to be lost at the time of the initiating event due to either a direct result of
the trip or as a result ofoperator procedural actions to isolate MFW since the AFW system
is used under low flow conditions. Therefore, operators must always re-establish MFW
post trip for use in the PSA models.

6.15

6.15.1

Reactor Coolant System (RCS)

RCS System Function

For the Ginna Station PSA, the RCS is comprised ofonly the following components:

a.

b.
C.

d.
e.

Power operated reliefvalves (PORVs);
Pressurizer safety valves;
Pressurizer spray;
Pressurizer heaters; and
Reactor coolant pumps (RCPs).
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The PORVs, safety valves, and pressurizer spray support the RCS pressure control function by
maintaining the RCS below its design limit (i.e., 2485 psig) following transients which increase
RCS pressure. The PORVs also support the decay heat removal function in the event that'all AFW
and SAFW is lost by creating a "bleed" path from the primary system to allow SI to provide
necessary core cooling. Finally, the PORVs support the RCS pressure control function during a
SGTR event by depressuizing the RCS to equalize primary and secondary system pressures. The
pressurizer heaters support the RCS pressure control function by increasing pressure in the RCS
to ensure thata subcooling margin is maintained for natural circulation cooldown situations. The
RCPs support pressurizer spray with respect to RCS pressure control. Failure of seal cooling to
the RCPs also leads to a potential small break LOCA.

6.15.2 RCS System Description

The pressurizer safety valves are spring loaded, self-actuated valves set to open at 2485 psig, and
have a steam relief capacity of 288,000 lb/hr each. These are the only RCS pressure relieving
devices credited in the accident analysis for maintaining RCS below its design limit.

The PORVs are power operated valves with a steam release capacity of 179,000 lb/hr each. The
valves can be supplied with IA or nitrogen as the motive force for opening the valve. During
PORV operation, a 3-way solenoid valve isolates the nitrogen supply to the PORVs while aligning
the IA supply path. The IA supply is normally isolated from the 3-way valve during power
operation by a solenoid valve. The solenoid is operated by contacts from pressurizer pressure
instrumentation within its control circuitry. On a high pressure signal (2335 psig) from two
pressure transmitters, the solenoid opens, allowing IAto open the PORV. When the reactor coolant
system is below 330'F, the 3-way valve is manually re-aligned to isolate IAand align the nitrogen
supply to the PORVs. The nitrogen supply is isolated from the 3-way valve by a solenoid valve
which opens on a high pressure signal (i.e., 410 psig) from 2 of 3 pressure channels, allowing
nitrogen to the PORV causing it to open. The nitrogen system can also be placed into service at
power in the event that IA is lost for recovery of a SGTR event.

The pressurizer heaters and pressurizer spray valves combine to maintain RCS pressure within
acceptable limits during steady state or transient conditions. The pressurizer heaters are separated
into the proportional group and the backup group. Each of these groups has an AC circuit breaker
feeding two separate power distribution panels, each of which feeds a heater group. The
proportional group is controlled by a silicon controlled rectifier (SCR) which receives a signal from
a pressurizer pressure instrument loop. The output of the heaters is maintained inversely
proportional to the pressurizer pressure. Atnormal RCS pressure of 2235 psig, the heaters are on
at 50% capacity. Ifpressure decreases, the output of the heaters increases such that they are at their
maximum output of400 kW when pressure drops to 2220 psig. The backup group ofheaters also
have a maximum output of 400 kW and are either fullyon or fullyoff. The backup heaters turn
fullyon at or below 2210 psig or with a 5% increase in pressurizer level.
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Normal pressurizer spray functions to limitpressure increases in the RCS by spraying relatively
cool reactor coolant into the steam void of the pressurizer to condense steam, thus reducing
pressure. Flow to a single pressurizer spray nozzle is provided by two 3" lines connected to the
Loop A and Loop B cold legs. The driving force for the spray flow is provided by the differential
pressure between the surge line connection in the hot leg and the spray line connection in the cold
leg. The spray line inlet connections extend into the cold leg piping in the form of a scoop so that
the velocity head of the reactor coolant loop flowadds to the spray driving force. Pressure sensors
(PT-429 and PT-449) in the pressurize feed signals to the air operated spray valves (431A and
431B). The spray valves begin to open at approximately 2260 psig and are fullyopen at 2310 psig.
Full flow from pressurizer spray is 200 gpm per valve for a total flow into the pressurize of 400

gpm.

Ginna Station has two RCPs, each one a 6,000 hp pump capable of pumping 90,000 gpm. The
RCPs are motor-driven 'pumps and the motor shafts penetrate the RCP casings to drive the pump
impellers. The points at which the shafts penetrate the casings are sealed to prevent the escape of
reactor coolant. Each seal assembly requires a supply of injection water from the CVCS. Some of
this water, injected into the seal at a pressure slightly above that of the RCS, flows along the shaft
into the pump. A portion also flows along the shaft away from the RCP and is collected and
recovered. The supply ofcool, clean water into the RCP seal keeps out debris and prevents the seal
from being damaged by the high-temperature reactor coolant. A failure of the seal injection water,
combined with a failure ofcomponent cooling water (CCW) to the thermal barrier heat exchanger,
could cause a failure of the seal, leading to an RCP seal LOCA, which is a special case of a small
break LOCA.

Simplified diagrams of the RCS are provided in Figures 6-15.1, 6-15.2, and 6-15.3.

6.15.3 Description ofRCS Fault Tree Model

The RCS fault tree is organized under several top gates as follows:

a.

b.
C.

d.
e.

f.

h.
l.

RC111
RC150
RC200
RC250
RC300
RC300A
RC500
RC600
RC700

Failure ofBoth RCPs to Continue Running
Failure of Pressurizer Spray in Automatic Mode
Failure ofBoth Pressurizer PORVs to Open in Automatic Mode
Failure ofEither Pressurizer PORV to Open in Automatic Mode
Failure ofEither Pressurizer PORV to Open in Manual Mode
Failure ofBoth Pressurizer PORVs to Open in Manual Mode
Failure to Achieve 100 kW ofPressurizer Heater Capacity
Failure ofPORV Block Valve 515 to Close on Demand
Failure ofPORV Block Valve 516 to Close on Demand

The success criteria for each of these top events is essentially defined by the event definition itself.
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The fault tree for failure of both RCPs to continue running includes failure of the pumps
themselves, failure of seal cooling, and all conditions which fail power to 4160 V Buses 11A and
11B.

The fault tree for failure of pressurizer spray in automatic mode includes branches for the failure
of flow from both'spray valves, common cause failure of the spray valves to open, failure of IA,
failure ofDC power to the solenoid valves for the spray valves, and failure of the signals from the
pressurizer pressure instrumentation. The failure of flow from both spray valves branch includes
failure of each spray valve to open and failure of the RCPs to continue operating. Failure of an
RCP to run fails the flow to its corresponding spray valve.

Top gates RC200 and RC250 describe the failure of PORV 430 and 431C to open automatically,
combined in "AND"logic and "OR" logic, respectively. The failure of the PORVs to open consists
of the event for failure of0>e PORV to open, the common cause failure of the PORVs to open, the
block valve transferring closed, the block valve being closed due to excessive PORV leakage, and
the failure ofIAto the PORV. The gate for failure ofIAincludes not only failures of IA itself, but
failure of the solenoid valve to open, failure of DC power to the solenoid, and failure of the
solenoid to receive a signal to open from the pressurize pressure instrumentation. This logic is
identical for the two PORVs. „

Top gates RC300 and RC300A describe the failure of PORV 430 and 431C to open manually,
combined in "AND" logic and "OR" logic, respectively. As stated above, the manual mode of
operation of the PORVs allows for the use ofnitrogen as a motive force, ifIAis unavailable. The
fault tree for failure of the PORV in manual control addresses the failure of the PORV to open, the
common cause failure of the PORVs to open, failure of the block valve to open given that it is
closed due to excessive PORV leakage and failure ofIAand nitrogen to the PORV. Failure ofIA
to the PORV includes failure of the IAsupply to the solenoid valve, failure of tile solenoid valve
to open, failure of the DC power supply to the solenoid and failure of the hand switch. Note that
there is no pressure sensing instrumentation involved since the valve would be operated by the hand
switch which bypasses the pressure signals. The branch for failure of the nitrogen supply includes
failures in the nitrogen path to the 3-way valve, failure of the solenoid valve upstream of the 3-way
valve to open, failure of the 3-way valve to change position, and failure of DC power to the
solenoid valves. Failure of the 3-way valve to change position includes both failures of the valve
and failures of the signal from the pressure instrumentation. Although the valve would be operated
by a hand switch, high pressure signals from the pressurizer pressure instrumentation must still be
present in order to open the valve.
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The fault tree for failure to achieve 100 kW of pressurizer heaters is divided into two basic
branches. One branch represents failure of the proportional heaters while the other branch
represents failure of the backup heaters. These two branches are combined using "AND"logic
since either set ofheaters is sufficient to achieve 100 kW of capacity. Failure of the proportional
heaters includes failures of the heaters to operate, loss of all power on Bus 14, or an SI or UV
signal on Bus 14 (which sheds the heaters) combined with an operator failure to restore the heaters
within 6 hours. Failure of the heaters to operate includes failure of the two heater groups, failure
of the two distribution panels, failure of the circuit breaker feeding the two distribution panels,
failure of the signal to the heaters, or failure of the pressurizer level control signal which willtrip
the heaters. The fault tree for the backup heaters is similar with the exception that the backup
heaters are powered from Bus 16, and failure of the level control signal is combined with the event
of the operators failure to load the heaters because the manual pushbutton start of the backup
heaters bypasses all other control signals.

The following are the human events contained in the RCS fault tree model.

a.. RCHFDOOORCP - Operators Fail to Trip RCPs AfterLoss ofSupport Systems. This event
describes the failure ofoperators to trip the RCPs within 2 minutes following loss of CVCS
and CCW to prevent a possible seal LOCA.

RCHFD001RCP - Operators hail to Restore RCP Seal Cooling Within One Hour. This
event describes the failure ofoperators to restore RCP seal cooling within one upon trip of
the pumps. Cooling to the seals is still required with the RCS at elevated temperatures and
pressures to prevent degradation and possible failure of the seals.

c. RCHFDHEA1R - Operators Fail to Implement Feed and Bleed. This event describes the
failure ofoperators to implement feed and bleed using SI and the PORVs upon loss ofall
cooling to the SGs.

d.. RCHFDHEATR - Operators Fail to Load Pressurizer Heaters FollowingLOOP or SI. This
event describes the failure of operators to load the pressurizer heaters onto Buses 14 and
16 following loss ofoffsite power or a SI signal to support continued natural circulation.

e. RCHFDPLOCA - Operators Fail to Close PORV Block Valves (515/516) to Terminate
LOCA. This event describes the failure of operators to terminate a PORV LOCA by
closing the associated PORV block valve.

There are no logic flags in the RCS fault tree model.
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6.15.4 RCS Fault Tree Model Assumptions

It is assumed that for both automatic and manual pressurizer spray to operate, at least one
RCP must be operating. Per Operations staff, ifonly one RCP is in operation, only the
spray line that is associated with that loop willoperate. Further, ifthe spray valve for the
opposite loop (with no RCP running) opens on a high pressure signal, and is not reclosed,
spray flow from the running loop willbypass the pressurizer and flow through the open
valve back into the RCS. Operators are trained on this evolution and are aware of the need
to close the open valve. Therefore, itwas assumed that failure of a RCP fails the associated
spray path.

Operators are directed by emergency operating procedures to trip the RCP(s) upon a loss
ofCCW flow to the thermal barriers. Therefore, it is assumed in the model for failure of
the RCPs to continue running that a failure of CCW fails the affected RCP(s). However,
failure to trip the RCPs upon loss of CCW only results in a seal LOCA ifCVCS is also
failed.

During a SGTR event, emergency operating procedures dictate the use of auxiliary
pressurizer spray to depressurize the RCS ifnormal pressurizer spray is unavailable and
neither pressurizer PORV. is available. However, during a SGTR event, letdown flow
would be isolated and as such, the auxiliary spray flow from CVCS would not be heated
by the regenerative heat exchanger. It is uncertain whether the pressurizer spray nozzles
would survive the introduction ofthe unheated RWST water from the charging system due
to the large temperature differential between the spray nozzle and the charging flow.
Therefore, although auxiliary pressurizer spray has been modeled, it is not credited in the
overall plant model.

It is likely that most failures of the IAsystem would not affect the automatic operation of
the PORVs since automatic operation of the PORVs is only required immediately after the
reactor trip and most IAfailures would be longer term failures which would still allow for
opening of the PORVs in the short term. Therefore, it was assumed that only initiators
which directly fail IAwillconstitute a failure of the PORVs in automatic mode.

For modeling the manual operation of the PORVs, both nitrogen and IAwere considered
as motive sources. It was assumed that ifIA failed and nitrogen was to be used, RCS
pressure would be above the LTOP setpoint of410 psig, and as such, when the N2 arming
switch is placed in the "ARM"position, overpressure condition would be sensed by the
LTOP pressure transmitters, and the solenoid valves allowing nitrogen to the PORVs would
open. Failures of the pressure instrumentation are explicitly modeled.
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6.16

6.16.1

Residual Heat Removal (RHR) System

RHR System Function

The RHR system performs the following functions:

a.'efloods the RCS using the RWST inventory ifRCS pressure is below pump shutoff head
of 140 psig.

b. Recirculates the containment sump B inventory through heat exchangers and back to the
RCS via the RHR pumps ifRCS pressure is below the RHR pump shutoff head of 140
pslg.

~ c. Recirculates the containment sump B inventory through heat exchangers and back to the
RCS via the SI pumps, ifRCS pressure is greater than 140 psig but less than the SI pump
shutoff head of approximately 1500 psig.

Therefore, the RHR system supports the RCS inventory control and decay heat removal functions.

6.16.2 RHR System Description

The RHR System consists of two pumps, two heat exchangers, and associated piping, valves, and
instrumentation. Suction paths exist from the RCS Loop A hot leg, the RWST, and containment
sump B. Discharge paths are to the RCS Loop B cold leg, the reactor vessel, the RWST supply
line to SI, and to SI Pump C.

RHR suction supply to the pumps is from the RWST via a 10-inch line containing a normally
open MOV (856), and a check valve (854). When the system is operating to provide residual
heat removal, suction is via a 10-inch line from the RCS Loop A hot leg, containing two motor-
operated isolation valves (700 and 701). Recirculation supply post-LOCA is from containment
sump B via parallel trains of 8-inch piping, each containing two motor-operated valves (850A/B
and 851A/B). Suction crosstie capability exists via a 10-inch line containing two normally-open
MOVs (704A/B). The two pumps are horizontally-mounted centrifugal type, each capable of
delivering 1560 gpm at 140 psid.

Downstream of the discharge of each pump is a check valve (710A/B) and a manual discharge
isolation valve (709A/B). The pump discharge lines are then crosstied via an 8-inch line
containing two normally-closed manual isolation valves (709C/D). There is a heat exchanger in
each train, each with a manual isolation valve on the inlet and a check valve on the outlet. A 3-
inch oriflced minimum flow line branches offjust after each heat exchanger and returns flow
to the RWST suction line.
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There is also a 6-inch bypass line around heat exchanger EAC02A to the segment of the injection
line common to both trains. This line contains an air-operated butterfly valve (626) with manual
isolation valves on either side. Flow can be diverted around the heat exchanger using this line,
in order to control RCS temperature during shutdown.

Two 6-inch lines connect the RHR system to the SI system for high pressure recirculation. The
connection to Train A is immediately downstream of the heat exchanger and to Train B after the
heat exchanger outlet check valve. Two MOVs (857A/C) in this line isolate the A train from a
common supply to SI. One MOV (8578) isolates Train B from this line. On the Train A side
of the isolation valves, a 4-inch line branches off through two normally closed manual isolation
valves (1816A/B) to supply,SI Pump C.

Downstream of the heat exchanger outlet check valves are air-operated butterfly flow control
valves and manual isolation valves. These are used, in conjunction with AOV 626, to regulate
RHR flow through the heat exchangers in order to control RCS temperature during shutdown.
Downstream of the manual isolation valves, the two trains combine into a common injection line.
This line penetrates the containment and divides into three lines. Two of these lines, each
containing a motor-operated valve (852A/B) and a check valve (853A/B), penetrate the reactor
vessel and are used for injection and recirculation. The third line routes return flow from the
common line past two motor-operated isolation valves (720 and 721) to RCS Loop B cold leg and
is used during normal RHR conditions.

CCW is provided to the RHR pump seal heat exchangers and to the RHR heat exchangers. CCW
supply to either set of heat exchangers is not required for the injection mode of pump operation;
however, CCW supply to both sets of heat exchangers is required for recirculation and RHR
operation.

Normal at-power system alignment is for injection operation. 'Pump suction is aligned to the
RWST and discharge is aligned through the heat exchangers to the reactor vessel. The pump
discharge crosstie and heat exchanger bypass valves are closed. A closed MOV (852A/B) and
a check valve (853A/B) in each of two injection lines isolate the system from the RCS. CCW
to the heat exchangers is not required for injection operation and is not valved in during normal
operation. Pump minimum flow protection is provided by a small line just downstream of each
heat exchanger which can recirculate approximately 200 gpm each back to the suction supply
line.

If injection is demanded by a SI signal, the pumps are automatically started and the injection
valves are opened. When RCS pressure falls below pump shutoff head, the pumps begin to
deliver flow to the reactor.
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Interlocks exist to protect the low-pressure portions of the system from RCS pressure and to
ensure that RCS inventory is not misdirected. MOV 700 (RHR suction isolation from the RCS)
cannot be opened unless RCS pressure is below 410 psig and sump suction MOVs 850A and
850B are closed. The other RHR suction valve, MOV 701, is operated with a key switch and
cannot be opened unless sump isolation valves 850A and 850B are closed. MOV 721 (RHR
return isolation) may not be opened unless RCS pressure is below 410 psig and MOV 720, the
other return isolation, requires a key switch. Additional overpressure protection is provided by
the CVCS relief valve, RV-203, which is connected to the RHR system by a locked-open manual
valve.

A simplified diagram of the RHR system is provided in Figure 6-16.

6.16.3 Description ofRHR Fault Tree Model

The RCS fault tree is organized under several top gates as follows:

a. RH200
b. RR100
c. RR500

Failure to Provide Flow From RHR in Injection Phase
Failure ofRHR Sump Recirculation
Failure ofRHR to Provide Long-Term Cooling

For the injection mode, provision of flow from the RWST to one injection line by one RHR
pump is considered system success. For recirculation and long-term cooling, success is the
provision of cooled flow by one pump to one injection line (or to one SI supply line). For
recirculation, suction must be from containment sump B while for long-term cooling, suction is
from the RCS. Since cooling is required for both cases, the heat exchanger corresponding to the
operating pump must be operable, CCW cooling water must be supplied, and a CCW return path
must exist.

The following human failures were included in the RHR fault tree model.

RRHFDRECRC - Operators Fail to Correctly Shift the RHR System Recirculation. This
event describes the failure of operators to correctly shift the RHR system to the
recirculation mode. The event includes the failure to align the CCW and SW systems as

required in order to support recirculation.

b. RRHFDTHROT- Operators Fail to Throttle RHR When Required. This event describes
the failure of operators to throttle RHR flow as necessary to prevent loss of NPSH during
recirculation. Failure to throttle RHR flow to less than or equal to 1500 gpm per pump
with one containment sump B suction MOV closed would result in failure of both RHR
pumps due to loss of NPSH.
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RRHFDSEALX- Operators Fail to Trip RHR Pumps Following Seal Failure. This event
describes the failure of operators to trip a RHR pump during the recirculation phase upon
loss of thepump seals. The failure to trip the pump could result in the flooding of both
RHR pump motors.

The following flag was used in the RHR fault tree model.

a. RRAASEALOC - Seal LOCA Requiring MOV313 to Close to Prevent ISLOCA. Setting
this flag to true identifies that the sequence being solved is a seal LOCA where MOV 313
(seal return line) must close in order to prevent a LOCA outside containment.

6.16.4 RHR Fault Tree Model Assumptions

at Operation of the RHR pumps for an extended period without minimum flow protection
could result in their failure. This concern is considered applicable for all cases except for
large break LOCAs.

b. It was assumed that RHR room coolers are not necessary for system success [Ref. 2,
Section 3.11.3.2], so the coolers were not included in the

model.'.

It is assumed that CCW must be supplied for pump seal cooling during long-term cooling
and recirculation.

d. It is assumed that temperature control is not required for recirculation to succeed (i.e.,
flow control via AOVs 625 and 624 is not required for the initial 24 hours following a
LOCA).

e. NPSH to the RHR pumps can be lost during recirculation ifMOVs 852A and 852B are
both open, AOVs 624 and 625 are not throttled, one containment suction line is closed
(MOVs 850 or 850B), and containment is saturated. This has been conservatively
modeled as requiring throttling anytime there is a failure of a suction path. If these
failures become significant, the pump train components for the associated AOV can be
deleted from the cutsets.

When the station is in the RHR mode of operation, manual valves 712A and 712B are
opened and FCV 626 is used for flow/temperature control. It is possible that human
failures could result in leaving 712A and 712B open during subsequent operations. It is
assumed, however, that 626 would be closed and that this pathway willstill be isolated.
The position ofvalve 626 can be determined from the control room and is verified daily
by control operators. Therefore, flow diversions around the heat exchangers were not
included in the recirculation or long-term cooling models.
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g. The injection mode is initiated by ESFAS. It was assumed that the failure of the

actuation system to provide a SI signal results in failure to provide low pressure injection.
Operator action to manually initiate injection is addressed in the ESFAS model.

h. Opening of MOV 857B is assumed to create a flow diversion path from the system in
modes other than SI augmentation. This diversion can affect both trains. Opening of
MOV 857A and 857C can similarly affect Train A. It is assumed that this second flow
diversion path is not relevant to Train B as check valve 697A would have to open as well.

Performance of the quarterly safeguards valve surveillance may render a train of the RHR
system inoperable for a few minutes. This period of unavailability has been included in
the model.

No events have been included in the model for the failure of MOV's 1813A or 1813B to

remain closed. Ifeither of these valves were to fail to remain closed, the driving head for
flow through the path would be the difference in elevation between containment sump "B"

and the inlet to the CVCS holdup tank, plus any pressure in containment. The top of the

sump is at elevation 235-8", while the best estimate of the pressure in containment at the

earliest start of RHR recirculation is 23.3 psi (38 psia - 14.7), which equates to 53-9" of
head. Therefore the total driving head for flow through this path would be 289-5". The

inlet valve to the CVCS holdup tank is located on the top of the tank at an elevation of 265-
9". Therefore, the net head available to provide flow to the tank is 23-8". It should be

noted that there is a significant length of piping between the sump and the holdup tanks

which would provide flow resistance. The reactor coolant drain tank pumps are also in the

path and would not be operating, thus providing flow resistance. Therefore, although these

flow resistances have not been quantified, it is assumed that they would most likely increase

the required driving head beyond that which is available such that no flow would occur.

Ifall flow resistances are conservatively ignored, given the available driving head, some

water would be diverted from the suction of the RHR pump and flow through this path into
the CVCS holdup tank. Eventually, the tank would filland challenge the relief valve. The
reliefvalve setting is 15 psi which equates to 34-8" of pressure. Since there is only 23-8"

of driving head, there would not be enough head to cause the relief valve to open. The

volume of the holdup tank is approximately 33,000 gallons. Assuming that the tank was

50% fullat the start of the event, approximately 15,500 gallons would be diverted from the

suction of the RHR pump and fillthe CVCS holdup tank, at which point flowwould stop.

Due to the relatively small volume of water diverted, this is would not considered to

constitute a failure of the RHR system.

k. Motor-operated valves which are locked in position and which are not required to re-

orient during accident sequences were modeled as manual valves.
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CCW lines from the RHR heat exchangers are 10" in diameter. A 1" relief valve can

bypass flow around the isolation valves in this line, to protect the low-pressure CCW
piping. It was assumed that any flow through this relief path would be irrelevant to the

modeling of CCW cooling of the RHR heat exchangers.

m". A concern has been identified that a Turbine Building high energy line break could cause

failure of a block wall separating the Turbine Building and the Intermediate Building.
Subsequently, components located in the Intermediate Building or whose electrical cabling
passes through the Intermediate Building could fail. As cabling for MOV 852A and

MOV 857B pass through the Intermediate Building, they are subject to this failure mode.

n." IfAOV 371 fails to isolate, RHR letdown to CVCS willcontinue and fillup the VCT
which willoverflow to the CVCS holdup tanks which overflow to the Waste Holdup tank
which overflows to the AuxiliaryBuilding Sump tank which overflows to the Auxiliary
Building Sump which would flood out the RHR pumps. This is a long, slow, arduous

path and there is the potential that operators would fail to notice the alarms along the way
ifa real accident were occurring since these are not normally high priority issues. This
failure mechanism was included within the model. A similar failure mechanism exists
ifMOV 313 fails to close on the seal return line following a seal LOCA.

6.17

6.17.1

Safety Injection (SI) System

SI System Function

The SI system, part of the Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS), consists of active (e.g., SI

pumps) and passive (i.e., accumulators) components which function to provide borated water to
cool the core in the case of a LOCA. The SI system serves the following functions:

a. Provides inventory control and core cooling (i.e., decay heat removal) for small break
LOCAs where RCS pressure does not rapidly drop to the RHR pump shutoff head. This
includes long-term protection via high-head recirculation.

b. Provides core cooling for large break LOCAs via the accumulators until the RHR system
is providing necessary injection.

Provides reactivity control for large break LOCAs by rapidly injecting borated water into
the reactor vessel.

Therefore, the SI system suppo'its the reactivity control, RCS inventory control, and decay heat

removal functions.
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6.17.2 SI System Description

The active function of the SI system is to deliver borated water, drawn from the RWST to the

cold legs of the RCS. The SI system initially draws borated water from the RWST until it
reaches a low level. Ifcontinued injection is required, the system is reconfigured to take suction

from the discharge of the RHR pumps. The passive function of the SI system delivers borated

water with a minimum boron concentration of 2100 ppm from the accumulators to the cold legs

of the RCS. The two train system consists of three pumps (one of which can be aligned to either

train), two accumulators and the necessary piping, valves, instrumentation and controls.

SI Pump C can be aligned to provide cooling water to one or both RCS cold leg injection lines.

This is accomplished by normally open MOVs on the discharge of the pump (871A and 871B)

which close based on SI Pumps A and B breaker status. This ensures that two SI pumps are

always available for injection.

The accumulators are designed to discharge their contents into the RCS with no dependance on

power sources or actuation signals. The only moving parts in the accumulator injection trains

are the two check valves in series separating the RCS from each accumulator. The path of the

check valves is exposed to fluid of relatively low boric acid concentration contained within the

RCS loop. Even ifboron deposits accumulated, the differential pressure following a LOCA
would be sufficient to allow fluid to be injected. Whenever the RCS pressure falls below the

accumulator pressure, the check valves open, forcing borated water into the RCS.

Automatic initiation of the active function of the SI System occurs from an ESFAS signal when

pressurizer pressure drops to 1750 psig or lower, SG pressure drops to 514 psig or lower, or
sensors in containment sense containment pressure of 4 psig or greater.

The SI system utilizes three.350 hp Worthington horizontal centrifugal pumps with a design flow
rate of 300 gpm, a maximum flow rate of 625 gpm and a maximum shutoff head of 3400 ft, A
1.5" minimum flow bypass line is provided on each pump discharge to recirculate flow to the

RWST whenever the associated main SI flow path is passing little or no flow. The three bypass

lines discharge to a 2" common header and are isolated from the RWST during recirculation.

A simplified flow diagram of the SI system is provided in Figure 6-17.

6.17.3 Description of SI Fault Tree Model

The fault tree is organized according to the functions of injection and recirculation. The

following are the top gates:

a. SI100
Injection

Failure to Deliver Flow From 1 of 3 Sl Pumps to the RCS During
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b. SR500 Failure to Deliver Flow From 1 of 3 SI Pumps to the RCS During Recirc

The logical structure of the fault tree beneath these gates generally follows the physical layout
of the SI system. That is, SI Pump A can only provide flow to RCS Loop B Cold Leg, SI Pump
B can only provide flow to RCS Loop A Cold Leg, while SI Pump C can provide flow to either
RCS cold leg. A LOCA in either RCS cold leg is assumed to fail the ability of all SI via that cold
leg. Failure of pumps to start and check valves to open are modeled for each pump train. In
addition, common cause failures of all three pump trains is included.

The recirculation model includes both failures that occur during injection such as a pump failure
. to start or valve fails to open, and failures during recirculation. Failures affecting automatic
actuations during injection are not considered to fail recirculation because the SI system is

manually placed into service during recirculation. Common cause failures or any other failures
that are common to all trains in injection are not considered to fail recirculation because the top

logic indicates that the SI system is only used for recirculation after it has been used for injection
(i.e., a failure of both trains during injection would result in core damage and the recirculation
model would not be used). The standby times for recirculation are assumed to be the same as

for injection since one train could fail and still have system success so that in recirculation it
could not be determined whether or not a component has actuated. Total system failures in
injection willbe taken out of the recirculation results so as not to double count those failures.

The recirculation mode of the SI system as described in Procedure ES-1.3 [Ref. 36] requires

operator action to align and initiate actuation of the system. This information has been modeled

in the RHR fault tree model with the exception of the steps only applicable to aligning SI to the

recirculation mode (e.g., opening MOVs 857A, 857B,'nd 857C). As such, there is only one

human failure event in the SI fault trees:

a. SRHFDRJ:CRC - Operators Fails to Transfer SI System to Recirculation. This event

describes the failure of operators to correctly place the SI system in the recirculation
mode after the RWST reaches 15% level.

b. SIHFDSTRTP - Operators FaiL to Start SI Pump on ESFAS SignaI Failure. This event
describes the failure of operators to start the SI pumps after a failure in the ESFAS.

There are no logic flags used in the SI fault trees.
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6.17.4 SI Fault Tree Model Assumptions

The 3/4" lines to valves 872A, 872B, 885A, 885B, 1817, 1826, 2801, 2802, 2803, 2804,

2805, 2806, 2807, 2808, 2809, 2810, 2811, 2812, 2813, 2814, 2815, 2816, 2817, 2833,
2834, 2835, 2842, 2843, 2844, 2849, and AOVs 839A, 839B, 839C, and 839D have not
been modeled due to the small size (the delivery line is a minimum of 3") and the

unrelated nature of the lines (unlikely to have a potential common cause failure).

The 2" line to AOVs 835A and 835B has not been modeled due to the small size (the

delivery line is a 4" line) of the line.

C. The 2" lines to valves 892A and 892B have not been modeled due to the small size (the

delivery line is a 10" line) of the lines.

d. The unavailability of SW cooling to the pump bearing coolers is assumed to fail the

ability of the pump to perform its function during recirculation only since the RWST
provides sufficiently cooled water during injection. Similarly, CCW cooling to the SI

pumps'echanical shaft seals is only required during recirculation.

MOV 871A only closes when breaker Bus16/12A for SI Pump B fails to close and

breaker Bus14/20A for SI Pump A closes after the 3 second time delay. Otherwise, for
all scenarios,'his valve remains open. Since MOV 871A is powered from MCC C (Bus

14) and SI Pump A is powered from Bus 14, a failure of power on Bus 14 would by
default fail the ability of MOV 871A to close. Also, MOV 871A and SI Pump A get
ESFAS signals from train A; consequently, a failure of the ESFAS signal on train A
would also by default fail the ability of MOV 871A to close. Finally, MOV 871A and

SI Pump A are powered from Auxiliary Building DC Distribution Panel 1A

(DCPDPAB01A); consequently, a failure of DC power on Auxiliary Building DC
Distribution Panel 1A would by default fail the ability of MOV 871A to close.

Therefore, the probability of MOV 871A receiving a signal to close does not include AC
or DC power failure or the loss of the ESFAS signal. The same applies for MOV 871B

and SI Pump B.

For modeling purposes, MOV 871A gets a signal to close when SI Pump B fails to start

and SI Pump A starts. IfSI Pump A starts and delivers flow to the SI train A injection
line, the system is successful; however, ifmanual valve 888A transfers closed or check

valve 889A fails to open, SI Pump A will continue to run recirculating back to the

RWST. In this case, flow will be failed from SI Pump A due to the 889A or 888A
failure, and fiow willbe failed from Pump C ifMOV 871A closes (ifSI Pump B fails to

start). The same type of scenario exists in the case of MOV 871B.
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g. The unavailability of a discharge flowpath for SW cooling to the SI pumps is assumed to

fail the SI pumps during recirculation only. Since the probability of the discharge valve
transferring closed is a very small probability and recovery would require discovery of
the event and successful opening of an alternate, discharge flowpath, the model has been

simplified by assuming that the discharge valve transferring closed would fail SW cooling
to the pumps.

h. Failure to inhibit backflow to the accumulators due to a check valve transferring open is

assumed to fail SI because if the check valve transfers open, SI flow will enter the

accumulators and discharge through the relief valve or, if the relief valve fails, willburst
the tank. The relief valves liftat 790 psig and the design pressure of the tanks is 800

psig. This diversion of flow away from the RCS is assumed to fail the ability to provide
core cooling.

The potential for injection through the normally locked closed RCS hot leg does not

constitute SI system success due to PTS concerns.

Testing of SI Pump C is assumed to disable SI Train A or Train B (depending on which
line the pump is discharging to).

k. There is HVAC cooling duct work above the SI pumps. Small amounts of water have

been noted at various times dripping from this duct work onto the pumps; however, this

has not been observed to cause failures of the pump and has therefore not been modeled.

m.

Valves transferring closed is generally not modeled where valve fails to open is modeled

because the failure to open is a much larger probability. Also, valves transferring open

is not modeled where valve fails to close is modeled because the failure to close is a much

larger probability.

For data purposes, MOVs are assumed to act like manual valves if the power is removed

from the operators.

n. Check valve 870A transfers open has not been modeled as a flow diversion path for SI

Pump A because it would have to occur in conjunction with Train B pressure being lower
than Train A pressure (i.e.: if there were a LOCA in Train B) and with SI Pump C not

pressurizing the line between 870A and 870B. Three such low probability events AND-
ed together were not considered to contribute significantly to the failure of the system.

o. For events that require a pump breaker to be closed, a failure of the pump to start is

assumed to result in an open breaker.
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p. A nitrogen bubble in the SI line caused by failure of the accumulator check valves has not
been modeled because this type of event has not occurred at Ginna Station.

q. Root valves for instrumentation were not modeled since these valve failures were assumed
to be part of the instrumentation boundary for data analysis purposes.

A pipe break is assumed to occur in only one leg of the RCS. Also, a small, medium or
large. LOCA will fail the SI train that the LOCA is in and willcreate a flow diversion for
SI Pump C even ifthe associated discharge MOV to that line fails to close.

s. SI Pump C failing to start on Bus 16 can occur if2/SIPIC2 (the Agastat time delay relay
to start SI Pump C on Bus 14) operates but breaker Bus14519A (the breaker for SI Pump
C on Bus 14) does not close and Agastat 2/1C2X fails to operate. This has been modeled
as a logic circuit failure in order to simplify the model.

6.18

6.18.1

Service Water (SW) System

SW System Function

The SW System functions to remove heat from critical and non-critical loads during normal
operation, and critical loads during accident conditions, and transfer the heat to Lake Ontario. The
following loads receive SW flow during accident conditions:

a.

C.

d.
e.

g.

containment recirculating fan coolers (CRFC);
DGs;
CCW heat exchangers;
RHR pump and charging pump area coolers (not required for the PSA purposes);
SI pump bearing oil coolers;
Suction for AFW and SAFW pumps; and
SAFW room coolers.

As such, the SW system supports three of the four core protection functions (i.e., RCS pressure
control, RCS inventory control, and decay heat removal).
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6.18.2 SW System Description

The SW system is an open loop system consisting of 4 Worthington 480 VACvertical, two-stage,
centrifugal pumps with Westinghouse motors arranged in two supply trains. The pumps are rated
at 5300 gpm each, 1750 rpm, 308 BHP, 75 psig discharge pressure or a head of 198 feet, and 80'F
design temperature. Pumps A and D are rated at 350 hp while Pumps C and D are rated at 300 hp.
They each require a minimum flowof 160 gpm. Pumps B and D are powered from Bus 17 while
Pumps A and C are powered from Bus 18. Water for the suction of the pumps flows from Lake
Ontario through the intake structure, the inlet plenum, and the traveling screens and into the SW
inlet bay in the Screenhouse. The pumps discharge through an expansion joint, a discharge check
valve (4601 through 4604) and a manual isolation valve (4605 through 4608). Pumps A and B
discharge into one 20" header (Train A) while pumps C and D discharge into a second 20" header
(Train B).

At least one pump on each electrical bus must be operable at all times per the technical
specifications. A pump can either be running, in standby, or out of service. Either the running
pump or its alternate on the same electrical train must be selected to start on an UVor SI signal.

The two 20" supply headers supply SW to the various loads listed in Section 6.18.1. Six pairs of
motor operated valves (4780 A 4609, 4670 Ec 4613, 4616 8'c 4735, 4615 8c 4734, 4664 & 4614,
and 4663 8c 4733) automatically isolate the supply headers from the non-critical loads (with the
exception of the reactor compartment coolers and containment penetration coolers) when
conditions warrant. Each pair contains a butterfly valve in series with a gate valve (with the
exception ofvalves 4609 and 4780 which are two butterfly valves).

The two supply headers are cross-connected in the following four places:

In the Screenhouse, there is a 4" line connecting the discharge of SW Pumps B and C just
downstream of their discharge isolation valves (4606 and 4607). The cross-connect valves
in this line (4611 and 4612) are normally closed.

In DG Room B, there is a 4" line connecting the 14" line from Train Awhich supplies DG
Aand the inner 10" non-safety loop, to the 4" line from Train B which supplies the DG B.
The cross-connect valves in this line (4669 and 4760) are normally open to provide
balanced flow and to allow one train of SW to supply both DGs ifnecessary.

In the AuxiliaryBuilding basement there is a 16" line connecting the 20" line from Train
A (to CCW Heat Exchanger A, the SFP Heat Exchanger A and the Standby SFP Heat
Exchanger) to the 20" line from Train B (to CCW Heat Exchanger B and the SFP Heat
Exchanger B). The cross-connect valves in this line (4610 and 4779) are normally closed.
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In the Intermediate Building basement there is a 14" line connecting the 14" line from train
A to CRFC's A and B, to the 16" line from train B to CRFC's C and D. The cross-connect

valves in this line (4639 and 4756) are normally open to provide balanced flow and to allow
one train of SW to supply all CRFC's ifnecessary.

There are a total of four separate SW return lines. One serves the DGs and various turbine plant
loads and discharges to the plant discharge canal. A second serves the CRFCs and motor coolers,

the reactor compartment coolers, and the air conditioning chillers, and discharges to the plant
discharge canal. The other two SW return lines serve the SI pump coolers, the RHR and charging

pump area coolers, the CCW heat exchangers, and the SFP heat exchangers. One SW header is the

normal return and discharges into the discharge canal. The alternate SW discharge header is

normally isolated and would only be used should the normal header be damaged. The alternate

header discharges via an open concrete discharge structure into Deer Creek.

A simplified diagram of the SW System is provided in Figure 6-18.1 and 6-18.2.

6.18.3 Description of SW Fault Tree Model

The fault tree is organized under multiple top gates, each representing the failure to supply
adequate SW flow to a particular component. The fault tree for each top gate is divided into two

logical branches, one representing the failure of all SW flow to the component, and the second

representing the failure of 3 of the 4 SW pumps and failure of the isolation of non-safety loads.

This translates to success criteria of one pump operating with isolation, or two pumps operating
without isolation.

The branch of the tree which models failure of 3 of 4 pumps and isolation includes failure of
isolation, and failure of 3 of4 pumps to operate. Due to the fact that only two SW pumps can be

in the standby mode, there willalways be two pumps which do not receive a start signal. Thus,

there will always be at least one pump which can be manually started by the operators. The

exception to this is common cause failures of the running pumps (which would affect all the

pumps), and loss ofall AC power (which is covered under the SBO scenario). For this reason, the

branch of failure of 3 of 4 pumps is combined in an AND gate with a branch which models the

failure of operators to recover a pump which did not receive a start signal. This branch includes

the failure of operators to start a second pump and mechanical failures of pumps which would
prevent starting of second pump (i.e. common cause failures). Failure of 3 of4 pumps is modeled

as all combinations of 3 pumps failing due to pump start or run failures, discharge check valves

failing to open, or support system failures (AC power, DC power, etc.).
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The branch of the tree modelling failure of isolation contains a branch representing conditions
which do not cause an SI signal (i.e. the valves do not receive a signal to close) and a branch
representing failure of the valves to close given that an SI signal exists. This branch includes
failure of the power supply to the valves (i.e. Dgs), failure of the DC control power to the valves,
and the failure of the signal to the valve (SI or UV).

The branch modeling failure of all 4 pumps to supply flow includes pump failures as described
above, as weU as valve failures such that even ifadequate pumps were running, no flow path to the
component w'ould exist.

The followinghuman failure is modeled in the SW fault tree:

a. SS'HFDSTART - Operators Fail to Start Redundant SS'Pujnp or Isolate System. This
event describes the failure ofoperators to start a second SW pump or isolate the non-critical
system loads after one of two operating SW pumps fail to run.

The following logic flags are provided in the SW fault tree:

a. S0'HASP'P1AR - Service 8'ater Pump PS@'OIA Is in Operation. Setting this flag to true
identifies SW Pump A as being in operation.

b. SS'AAS8'PIBR - Service 8'ater Pump PSS'01B Isin Operation. Setting this flag to true
identifies SW Pump B as being in operation.

c. S0'AASS'P1CR - Service 5'ater Pump PS0'01C Isin Operation. Setting this flag to true
identifies SW Pump C as being in operation.

d. SSMASHP1DR - Service 8'ater Pump PSS'01D Is in Operation. Setting this flag to true
identifies SW Pump D as being in.operation.

e. SS'AASSPIAS- Service Wa(er Pump PS0'01A Is Selected In Standby. Setting this flag to
true identifies that SW Pump A is in standby. Note that a standby pump does not have to
be the running pump. Setting this flag to true means that SW Pump C cannot be in standby.

S0'AASS'P1BS - Service 8'aier PuInp P$ 8'01B Is Selected In Standby. Setting this flag to
~ true identifies that SW Pump B is in standby. Note that a standby pump does not have to

be the running pump. Setting this flag to true means that SW Pump D cannot be in
standby.
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g. SWAASWPICS - Service Water Pump PS001C Is Selected In Standby. Setting this flag
to true identifies that SW Pump C is in standby. Note that a standby pump does not have
to be the running pump. Setting this flag to true means that SW Pump A cannot be in
standby.

I

h. SWAASWPIDS - Service Water Pump PSWOID Is Selected In Standby. Setting this flag
to true identifies that SW Pump D is in standby. Note that a standby pump does not have
to be. the running pump. Setting this flag to true means that SW Pump B cannot be in
standby.

SWAARUN263 - Logic Flag (Evaluate Complete SWDuring Run). Setting this flag to true
identifies that the failure of the SW pumps willbe evaluated by solving the as-designed SW
fault tree model. Setting the flag to false identifies that the SW pump fault tree model
solved to the lowest truncation limit(i.e., cutsets are generated) and re-converted to a fault
tree will be used. This technique was required due to the number of potential SW
configurations and computer limitations.

In addition to the SW logic flags, there are two other flags which have a direct impact on the SW
system; IAAMAC02Aand IAAAIAC02Cwhich indicate whether or not IAcompressors A and
C are in service, respectively. A logical true indicate they are in service, while a logical false
indicates they are not in service. These flags are used in the logic for isolation MOVs 4613 and
4670 being unavailable (closed) for test or maintenance. Ifthe fiags are set to TRUE, then the
valves cannot be out for test or maintenance, since there would be no SW flow to the compressors.
Logic flag AA.AAIAC02Bindicates whether or not IAcompressor B is in service. This flag is used
in the logic for isolation MOVs 4614 and 4664 being unavailable for test or maintenance.

6.18.4 SW Fault Tree Model Assumptions

'ailure of the discharge check valve ofone of the pumps on a header to close is assumed
to be a failure of the other pump to run, since flow could go back out through the open
check valve into the SW bay. However, this can only occur ifthe pump with the failed
check valve was running and tripped on a UV signal, and was not selected in standby. If
the pump was not running, it can be assumed that the check valve is closed since an open
check valve would be indicated by low SW header pressure and presumably corrected prior
to the start of the accident. Ifthe pump is running but does not trip, there is no need for the
check valve to close. Finally, if the pump was running, tripped, but was selected in
standby, itwould start up again, and thus the check valve would not need to be closed.

b. Itis assumed that failure of any two valves in a pair of SW isolation MOV's constitutes a
failure of isolation for the entire SW system.
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c. Under the logic for failure of flow from all 4 pumps to a component,'t is assumed that if
the normal flow path to the component is unavailable, an alternate path through the 14"

SW cross-connect to the CRFCs can supply adequate flow.

There is no alternate flowpath from SW Train A to the non-critical header isolation MOV
4670 which supplies IACompressors Aand C, Relay Room AC Units A and B, and MFW
Pump A lube oil cooler. This path would be through the CRFC cross-connect valves and
back through the DG cross-connect valves. Since the normal flow path is through a 14"

line and the DG cross-connect valves are only 4" valves, it is assumed that there would not
be adequate flow. The same reasoning applies to the flow path from SW Train B through
the DG cross-connect valves to valve 4670.

e. No failures of the SW discharge path have been modeled. There are no valves, strainers,
etc, involved, and the discharge piping is of sufficiently large diameter to make pipe
blockage an extremely unlikely failure mode.

For the SW pump flags, the model has set Pumps A and D as normally running with all
four pumps having an equal probability of being in standby. This was done to reduce the
potential number of combinations or pumps operating / in standby due to computer
limitations. The decision to use Pumps A and D (versus B and C) was arbitrary after a

detailed review of the start logic and support systems for the four pumps.

g. High energy line breaks in the Turbine or Intermediate Buildings were assumed to fail
MOVs 4613, 4614, 4664, 4663, and 4733 due to block wall interactions with the valve
operators and their cabling.

6.19

6.19.1

Undervoltage (UV) Protection System

UV System Function

The UV system functions to sense the voltage present on the four safeguards 480 volt buses (14,
16, 17, and 18). Upon sensing a complete loss of voltage or a degraded voltage condition, the
system energizes a series of auxiliary relays which opens or closes contacts in various other
circuits. Although modeled under other systems (mainly the DG system), the main functions of
the UV contacts are to open the normal feeder breaker to the affected bus, start the DG, and shed

loads from the bus as required. The UV system also senses the voltage on non-safeguards Buses
13 and 15, as well as 4160 V Buses 11A and 11B. The Bus 13 and 15 UV system does not have

any functions related to the accident sequence quantification task. The Bus 11A and 11B UV
system sends a signal to the TDAFW pump to start upon loss ofvoltage on both buses which has

been modeled and generates a reactor trip signal. Therefore, the UV system provides the same
functions as the DG and AC Power systems (see Sections 6.1.9 and 6.1.1, respectively).
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6.19.2 UV System Description

The design of the UV system for each of the safeguards buses is the same with the exception that
Buses 14 and 16 have 12 output auxiliary relays while Buses 17 and 18 only have 8. This section
will describe only one bus undervoltage scheme, with double asterisks (**) representing the
number of the respective bus.

There are four undervoltage relays which sense voltage on a given bus. Two of the relays sense
loss of voltage (27/** and 27B/**) while the other two relays (27D/** and 27D/B/**) sense
degraded voltage. For the purposes of this model, no distinction has been made between the loss
of voltage and the degraded voltage, since the event sequences which rely on the undervoltage
relays assume that a complete loss of power has occurred on the bus. The undervoltage relays are
connected to the bus through closed contacts in normally de-energized test relays 29-A, 29-B, 29-
C, and 29-D. The undervoltage relays are arranged such that one loss ofvoltage and one degraded
voltage relay are paired together with two pairs provided per bus. Tripping of either relay
generates a trip of that relay pair with both pairs being tripped before an UV signal is generated.

The undervoltage relays are connected to 12 undervoltage auxiliary relays (27X1/** through
27X6/**and 27BX1/**through 27BX6/**)through two separate trains of solid state circuit cards
which provide electrical isolation and testing capability. The solid state portion of the system
consists ofa control logic board, a decoder logic board, a solid state switch board, and a heat sink
assembly.

Power to the undervoltage relays themselves is provided directly from the 480 volt bus being
monitored. Power to the control cabinet is supplied by the 125 VDC power system through
contacts in the throwover relay (83DC/**). Power is then fed from the control cabinet to the relay
cabinet and to a 12 VDC power supply. The components on the control logic boards, decoder logic
boards, solid state switches and the auxiliary relays receive power from either the control cabinet,
the relay cabinet and/or the 12VDC power supply. There is also an emergency DC power supply
which can supply the control cabinet, again, through contacts in the throwover relay.

The Bus 11A and 11B UVsystem is simpler, and does not have any solid state components. There
are four undervoltage relays for each bus (27-1/11A through 27-4/11A, and 27-1/11B through 27-
4/11B) which are directly connected to four auxiliary relays (27X1/11A through 27X4/11A, and
27X1/11B through 27X4/11B). The undervoltage relays are powered directly from Buses 11A and
11B while the auxiliary relays receive 125 VDC power from the main control board DC
distribution panels.
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6.19.3 Description of UVFault Tree Model

The fault tree is organized into two logical sections, each ofwhich has multiple top gates. One
section has top gates representing the failure of the undervoltage auxiliary relays to energize during
undervoltage conditions, while the other section. has top gates which represent the undervoltage
auxiliary relays energizing when no under voltage condition exists. There is a top gate for each of
the six auxiliary and backup auxiliary relays for Buses 14 and 16, and each of the four auxiliary
and backup auxiliary relays for Buses 17 and 18, failing to generate a signal and generating a

spurious signal. There is also a top gate (UV900) which models the failure of the Bus 11A and
11B UV system to send a signal to the TDAFWpump starting circuit upon loss ofBuses 11A or
11B.

The fault trees for the top events which model the failure of the auxiliary relays to energize are
composed of two major branches, one for failure ofDC power to the components in the system,
and another for the failure of the components themselves.

The failure ofDC power branch includes failure of the normal DC power supply which is a direct
transfer to the DC power model, and failure of the emergency DC power supply (again, a transfer
to the DC power model) including the throwover relay. Other failures in this branch are fuse
failures and the failure of the 12 V power supply output.

The component failure branch includes failures of the relays in the system to change state, and any
failures of the solid state circuit cards. For failure modeling purposes, the solid state circuitry has
been divided into four different components. These include the control logic board, the decoder
logic board, the solid state switch, and the heat sink assembly. This was done because each of these
boards are physically separate from each other and the failure data available is for a given logic
card. The exception to this is the heat sink assembly which is physically located on the solid state
switch card, but is a separate sub-assembly.

The fault trees for the top events which model the auxiliary relays energizing when no undervoltage
exists consist ofonly the branch for component failure. This is because a loss ofDC power to the
system willnot energize the auxiliary relays. The component failure branch is similar to that
described above with the failures being in the opposite mode (i.e. failures which generate a signal
as opposed to failures which prevent generating a signal). There is also an added failure mode for
the test relays (29-A through 29-D) transferring to energized which would give a false signal,
which is not present for the failure to give a signal top gates.

The followinghuman failure event is included with the UV fault tree model:

UVHFDB1KAK- Operators 1'"ail to Close DG Breaker on failure ofUVSystem. This
event describes the failure ofoperators to manually start and close the DG onto a bus when
the UV system fails.
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There are no logic flags associated with the UVsystem.

6.19.4 UVFault Tree Model Assumptions

Since the DC power to all components comes from the same source through the control
cabinet, itwas assumed that any DC power failure that would cause a logic card to generate
a spurious signal would also cause the other cards to fail to pass on the signal or would
cause the auxiliary relays to fail to energize. Therefore, no failures of the DC power
supply to the UV system were modeled as causing a spurious signal.

The top gates of the model representing the failure of the auxiliary relays for the safeguards
buses to energize assume that a complete loss ofpower has occurred on the given bus. The
top gates representing a spurious energizing of the auxiliary relays assume that no
undervoltage condition exists. The fault tree for the failure of a Bus 11A and 118
undervoltage signal to the TDAFWpump includes the logic for the loss ofpower on Buses
11A and 11B so that no assumptions are required.

The decoder logic board essentially passes a signal from the control logic board to the solid
state switch card without any components having to actuate or change state. Its function
is only for indication purposes. There is, however, a fuse through which the current signal
must pass which could fail open. Therefore, the failure of the decoder logic board was
modeled as a fuse failure as opposed to a logic circuit failure.

d. Because the undervoltage relays are only placed in the trip position momentarily (less than
1 minute, per R&T personnel) no event has been included in the fault trees for spurious
signal for this condition.
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Figure 6-1
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Figure 6-2.1
AFW System
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Ic igure 6-2.2
SAItW System
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Figure 6-2.3
TDAFW Pump
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Figure 6-3
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Figurc 6-4.1
CCW System
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Figure 6-4.2
CCW Cooling to RCPs
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&igure 6-5.1
IA Compressors
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Figure 6-5.2
IADryers
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Figurc 6-7
CS System
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Figure 6-S

DC Power System
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Figure 6-11.1
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Figure 6-11.3
Charging Pump Room Coolers
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Figurc 6-11.4
Control Room Ventilation System
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Figure 6-11.5
Relay Room Coolers
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Figure 6-11.6
SAF% Pump Building Ventilation System
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Figurc 6-11.7
Intermediate Building Ventilation System
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Figure 6-11.8
Control Rod Shroud Fans
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Figure 6-13.1
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I< igure G-13.2
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Figure 6-13.3
Main Steam System
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Figure 6-14
MFW System
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Figure 6-15.1
Pressurizer PORVs and Safety Valves
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Figure 6-15.2
LTOP System
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5'igure 6-15.3
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Figure 6-17
SI System
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Figure G-18.1
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5igut e 6-18.2
SW System
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7.0

7.1

DATAANALYSIS

Introduction

Following complefion of the event trees and fault tree models, data must be generated for each
event in order to quantify. This includes data for hardware-related items (i.e., components),
initiating event frequencies, and human error events. Essentially, component and human failure
data supports @e event trees and fault trees while the initiating event frequencies support the event
tree models. This section of the report documents how,the data was generated and the final results
for each of the three data types.

7.2 Component Failure Data

As discussed in Section 6, the components which are modeled in the Ginna Station PSA range from
small items such as fuses and breakers to large equipment such as pumps and their motors. These
components can fail due to: (1) random causes, (2) related or common cause failures (CCFs), or
{3) being unavailable due to test and maintenance activities. The sources used for this data may
be "generic" {i.e., based on industry information or other accepted standards), Ginna-specific, or
a combination ofboth. Each of the three component data requirements is discussed below along
with relevant generic and Ginna-specific data sources.

Itshould be noted that the data analysis task is not necessarily the end result of the system analysis
task; rather it is an iterative process which both precedes and follows the system analysis task. This
is due to the fact that data must exist or be capable of being generated for each modelled event.
In addition, the level of detail for each event must be consistent across the models. For example,
ifone system analyst models a pump and motor separately while a second system analyst models
them as one event, data must be generated for both models separately. It is easier and more
consistent to set a common boundary for each modeled component in order to standardize the data
needs which was done for the Ginna Station PSA [Ref. 28]. Also, a typical set offailure modes
was generated to support the system analysis task (e.g., pump fails to run, pump fails to start).

However, the use of common component boundaries and failure modes does not address all the
data needs since system analysts may model component failures on a failure per demand basis or
failure per time basis. In addition, the system analysts may identify a unique component or system
configuration which they need to model. As such, the data analysis task must also follow the
system analysis task to ensure that the appropriate data exists for all modeled events.
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As discussed above, the fault tree models are generated using previously identified component
boundaries and a typical set of failure modes as a starting point. Following completion of the
models, data is required for all events in order to quantify. The term "random" failure refers to
those component failures which are independent (i.e., cannot be directly related to multiple
component failures due to a common root cause such as two pumps failing within hours of each

other due to ipcorrectly installed seals). The final listing of random failure events for which data

was generated is provided in Table 7-1. The data which was generated included use ofboth generic
and Ginna-specific sources. Each of these sources, along with the final failur'e data used, is

discussed in detail below.

7.2.1.1 Generic Failure Data

The term generic data refers to component failure estimates based on: (1) the failure experience of
nuclear utilities or other process industries; and (2) expert opinion. Generic data was used in the
Ginna Station PSA for several reasons:

a. Plant operating experience was limited in several instances due to newly installed
components; generic data must be used when credible plant-specific data does not exist.

b. Itwas not be possible or cost effective to collect plant-specific data on certain components
of interest (e.g., relays whose demand history is difficultto ascertain with much precision).

c. The plant-specific data was limited such that. generic data formed the basis for the prior
distribution in a Bayesian updating process (see Section 7.2.1.3).

For the Ginna Station PSA, generic data was supplied by Science Applications International
Corporation (SAIC) in the form of a Generic Data Work Package [Ref. 37]. The work package
was generated specifically for commercial nuclear power plant PSA projects and is based on the
collected experience and expertise ofSAIC PSA engineers. The work package was generated using
the method described below. Appendix C provides additional details.
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7.2.1.1.1 Scope Determination

The fault tree and top logic basic events defined in previous SAIC conducted PSAs were tabulated

and sorted to determine the scope of the generic data base. Similar basic events (i.e., same

component type and failure mode) were grouped together. No effort was made to segregate

component types based on application or engineering characteristics as existing generic data

sources do not provide sufficient detail to warrant such delineation. For example, all motor-driven

pumps were placed into the same group regardless of their parent systems, flow capacities, etc. In

some cases, failure modes were collapsed or broadened as necessary to match existing generic

sources. For example, the events "air-operated valve fails to open on demand" and "air-operated

valve fails to close on demand" were combined into the event "air-operated valve fails to operate."

7.2.1.1.2 Source Identification

A list of generic data sources was developed by: (1) surveying the open literature, and

(2) reviewing previous PSAs and nuclear reliability studies. An effort was made to identify at least

three sources for each component type and failure mode.

7.2.1.1.3 Source Classification

Each generic data source was classified in order to establish its relevance and usefulness. The

following attributes were identified for each source:

Data sources with the most appropriate origin for commercial nuclear power plant PSAs

are based on information relevant to commercial nuclear power plants; use ofgeneric data

based on the more general experience of non-commercial nuclear reactors or other process

industries is less desirable.

b. Data sources with broad scopes (i.e., which are based on a large population of components)

are more desirable than narrow scopes.

The term data source quality is a measure of the source's credibility. High quality data

sources are based on observed equipment failures as documented by plant maintenance

records; sources using failures documented by LERs are of lower quality as not all

equipment failures initiate a LER. The use ofcomputerized maintenance summaries results

in a lower quality source (as compared to a source based on original maintenance records

stored as hardcopy, microfilm, etc.) since summaries are, by definition, abbreviated

accounts of the failure event and resulting repair activity.
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Multiple generic data sources were identified for most component types and failure modes. The
following criteria were used to select the best sources:

The component type and failure mode in the generic data source had to closely match the
component type and failure mode specified in the list of fault tree basic events. The most
difficultissue was the matching of failure modes. In many cases, the failure modes given
in generic data sources are too general to provide a good match. For example, a generic
data source may list a value for "catastrophic failure" while a fault tree requires "spurious
actuation." In these cases, sources with more general failure modes were discarded unless
they were the only source available.

'he

estimate contained in a generic data source had to be based on unique information. For
example, the IREP and ASEP data sets are mainly based on the WASH-1400 data set;
hence, they were only used if the particular component type or failure mode was not
addressed in WASH-1400.

The generic data source had to be widely available (i.e., not proprietary). This requirement
ensures traceability and scrutibility.

Mid-level and low quality sources were only used if high quality sources were not
available.

e. Sources developed by a Bayesian updating process were not used. Such sources aie quasi-
generic since they emphasize a particular plant's experience (i.e., the likelihood
information) while de-emphasizing the broader generic information (i.e., the prior
distribution).

Generic data sources based on equipment operating in the same environment as equipment
in commercial nuclear power plants were preferred to other sources. It should be noted that
the term "environment" refers not only to the physical environment of a component (i.e.,
ambient temperature, humidity, vibration, etc.) but also to operating conditions (e.g.,
continuous operation, alternating service, standby service, etc.), maintenance policy (e.g.,
"do not repair unless it has failed" as opposed to "investigate/repair at the first sign of
trouble"), and testing policy (e.g., test frequency, adequacy of the test to detect failure
modes of concern, etc.).

Ifonly one or two sources were located for a particular component type and failure mode,
then those sources with broad scopes (i.e., based on the combined experience of many
plants) were preferred to those based on a single plant. This requirement prevented data
skew due to the atypical behavior of a single plant.
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7.2.1.1.5 Source Aggregation
'

Following the selection process, three or more generic data sources were identified for about 50%
ofall component types and failure modes. Two sources were identified for about 25% of the total.
These sources were aggregated into a composite estimate using a technique which preserved the
tolerance of the individual data sources. The aggregation technique is discussed in [Ref. 37]. The
generic data value for each event in the Ginna Station PSA is provided in Table 7-1.

Plant-Specific Data

The primary purpose of the plant-specific data collection effort was to assess point values and
corresponding uncertainties for the events necessary to quantify accident sequences. A secondary
purpose of the data analysis effort was to provide insight into the operational and maintenance
history of Ginna Station so that a more accurate representation of the plant's risk profile could
be generated. Details of the plant-specific data collection effort are provided below along with
a summary of the results. Additional results are provided in Appendix C.

7.2.1.2.1 Analysis Scope

Plant-specific data was collected over the time period from January 1, 1980 to December 31,
1988. This time period was selected as the data collection window for the Ginna Station PSA since
itwas generally well documented and contained the most representative evidence of Ginna Station
history that could be expected to depict future performance. The data collection window starting
point of January 1, 1980 was chosen on the basis that it was the earliest time period for which
reliability data could be obtained following the Three Mile Island (TMI)accident in March, 1979.
The TMIevent had large ramifications throughout the nuclear industry, especially in the areas of
maintenance and operations which could directly impact the results of the data analysis effort. The
end date was selected since itwas the last available year in which all work-related activities were
expected to be closed out and filed in Ginna Station Central Records before the initiation of the
data collection effort. In addition, a nine year period of plant history was expected to yield a large
enough population of component exposures and failure events so as to provide statistically useful
data.

The component population for which data was collected against and their boundaries were
consistent with those used in the Data Analysis task described above [Ref. 28]. In general, the
scope of the data collected exceeds the needs of the integrated PSA plant logic model in that data
was collected for components and/or failure modes which do not appear in the integrated model.
This section only addresses those items that are needed to support the integrated model. The
additional data collected was not analyzed; however, the "raw" data is provided in Appendix C for
future issues.
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Since the data collection activities were initiated prior to development of the system fault tree
models, the initial component population was made sufficiently large enough to ensure that all
potential fault tree components were included. The followingplant systems were included in the
data collection effort:

a.

b.
C.

d.
e.

f.

g
h.
l.

J.
k.
I.

m.
n.
o.

p.
q.
r.
s.

t.
u.
V.

w.
X.

Reactor Coolant System (RCS)
Engineered Safety Features Actuation System (ESFAS)
Residual Heat Removal (RHR) System
Diesel Generators (DGs)
Chemical and Volume Control System (CVCS)
Safety Injection (Sl) System
Main Feedwater (MFW) System
Electrical Distribution - DC
AuxiliaryFeedwater (AFW) System
Electrical Distribution - AC
Main Steam (MS) System
Containment Isolation System
Service Water (SW) System
Containment Spray (CS) System
Standby AuxiliaryFeedwater (SAFW) System
Condensate System
Circulating Water System
HVAC Systems
Component Cooling Water (CCW) System
Instrument and Service AirSystems
Steam Generators (SGs)
Turbine / Generator System
Fire Protection System
Reactor Trip System
Control Rod Drive System

Since the above systems contain many different types of equipment, it was decided to limitthe
components to be included in the data collection effort. Consequently, plant-specific data was only
collected for the following-types of components:

a.

b.
C.

d.

Pumps
Valves
Breakers (for pumps, diesels, air compressors, large fans, and bus feeders)
Dampers (air and motor-operated)
Diesel generators
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f.

h.

1.

J.
k.
l.'.
n.
o.

Batteries
Battery chargers
Inverters
Safety-related buses (including MCCs)
Aircompressors
Airdryers
Fans
Heat exchangers
Service Water strainers
Heat tracing

The boundaries for the above components are provided in Reference 29.

7.2.1.2.3 Component Reliability Parameters Collected

After the component population and boundaries were determined, the following plant-specific
information was collected:

a. Number of component failures (demand and time-related),
b. Number of component demands, and
c. Time which the component was in operation/standby.

The approach used to collect this information is described in more detail below.

Plan - ecifi m nen F il re - Following a review of the available record types at Ginna
Station, itwas determined that there was no single source of required information. Consequently,
Ginna Station J<vent Reports (Forms A-25.1), Control ofLinuting Conditions for Operating
L<quipment Reports (Forms A-52.4), Maintenance 5'ork Requests (MWRs), and Id'cC/E<lectrical
(Safety-Related) Equipment I<ailure Reports (Forms A-25.2) were selected as the best sources of
information. These records and forms were collected for the years 1980 through 1988 (Note - not
all forms were available for entire nine years). During collection'of this data, an initial screening
was made to eliminate obvious non-failure and non-maintenance events from consideration. Data
pertaining to all events that survived the initial screening were then organized by system and
necessary information was placed onto screening tables. This included the date and description of
the event, components affected, and the data source. Since there were multiple sources of
information, the use ofscreening tables provided a single listing offailure and maintenance events
and enabled the identification and elimination of duplicate records.
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The screening tables were then reviewed by knowledgeable engineering personnel in order to
identify and classify those events that involved component functional failures. Every attempt was
made to accurately categorize the failure or maintenance action; consequently, discussions were
frequently held with Ginna Station personnel who were familiar with the event in question.
Additional information was added as necessary to the screening tables to better understand the
circumstances surrounding the event. In addition, due to various configuration management
programs and modifications, component tag numbers and identifiers have gone through several
iterations over the years. Consequently, Ginna Station personnel also assisted in identification of
components as listed on the plant record.

It should be noted that a review was also made of all Ginna Station Nonconformance Reports
(NCRs) issued between 1980 and 1981. Since this review failed to identify any additional
functional failure events not already accounted for in the system screening tables, no further

"
analysis of the NCRs was performed. In addition, Licensee Event Reports (LERs) issued for Ginna
Station between 1980 and 1988 were also reviewed to ensure that all failure and maintenance
events were identified.

lc il i n f m nen Dem n - The types ofplant-specific component demands considered
in the data collection task included: (1) test demands, (2) normal operational start attempts, (3)
reactor trip response demands, (4) preventive maintenance demands, (5) post-maintenance test
demands, and (6) interface-related demands. Demands were calculated on a component (versus
component type or system) basis since itwas considered desirable to understand how component
demands affected reliability. The following sections briefly summarize the methods used to
determine the number of demands for each of the above categories.

Test Demands - AllGinna Station periodic test (PT) and refueling shutdown surveillance
(RSSP) procedures were reviewed to identify the number of individual component demands

per test. A review was then made of all PTs and RSSPs contained in Central Records in
order to determine the number of complete and partial tests performed between 1980 and
1988. The number of times each test was performed was then multiplied by the number of
times each component was demanded during the test, in order to obtain the total sum of
component demands due to testing. This information was then reviewed with Results and
Test personnel to ensure that the demands appeared appropriate since plant procedures may
have been revised over the data time window.

b. Normal Operational Start At(empts - The number ofnormal start attempts was determined
using the two methods described below.
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Pumps, diesels, conipressors and fans. (he total number of test and operational
demands was obtained from a review of the Ginna Station Official Record Log
(control room log book). The number of test demands determined above was then
subtracted from this value in order to obtain the number of operational start
attempts. This approach was used due to the fact that the log books frequently did
not state whether the demand was test or start related. In addition, due to these
uncertainties, all operational start attempt numbers were reviewed and adjusted, if
necessary, by the R-shift for Operations, and/or other appropriate personnel.

Allother components. Since the OfficialRecord Log typically only identifies large
pieces of equipment (i.e., pumps, diesels, compressors and fans), a different
approach was used for smaller components such as valves. Assuming normal
system operational configurations, all components were identified that would be
demanded given normal operation of these larger, rotating pieces of equipment for
which start demands were known. The total number of operational demands for
each of these components was then calculated based on the number of operational
start attempts determined from above. Though an estimate, this approach was
considered appropriate due to the limited information available for these smaller
types of equipment.

Reactor Trip Response Demands - After reviewing Ginna Station procedures E-0 and ES-
0.1, it was determined that following a normal reactor trip, the majority of plant
components are affected by being turned off(e.g., main feedwater pumps). This is ofno
consequence for counting demands until the equipment is turned back on. However,
starting a pump is usually listed in the Official Record Logs, and therefore, already
accounted for. The component demands which were most likelynot listed in the logs are
as follows:

1.

2.
3.
4
5.

6.

7.

AOV4269 (MFW) - 1 demand for every cold shutdown (approx. 25 events)
AOV4270 (MFW) - 1 demand for every cold shutdown (approx. 25 events)
AOV4271 (MFW) - 1 .demand for every cold shutdown (approx. 25 events)
AOV4272 (MFW) - 1 demand for every cold shutdown (approx. 25 events)
AOV427 (CVCS) - 1 demand every other trip (23 trips/2)
AOV431A (RCS) - 1 demand every other trip (23 trips/2)
AOV431B (RCS) - 1 demand every other trip (23 trips/2)

These demands were considered conservative and assume a "typical" reactor trip.
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Preventive Maintenance Demands - It was assumed that each component would be
demanded after preventive maintenance was performed on it to ensure its operability. To
calculate the number of demands, Ginna maintenance procedures were reviewed to
determine the preventive maintenance (PM) frequency for each component included in the
data analysis population. These frequencies were then used to calculate the number ofPMs
performed on each component over the nine-year data period. For conservatism, each

calculated number was rounded offto the lowest integer.

Post-Maintenance Test Demands - The system screening tables discussed above were
reviewed in order to identify all failure and maintenance events for each component. One

'emand was assumed if the component was removed from service for maintenance at
power or ifa functional failure occurred. This is considered appropriate since in many
cases a component can be demanded several times to ensure its operability. The only event
for which this is non-conservative relates to failure events for which there was no
maintenance. However, the total number of failure/no maintenance events is relatively
small. In addition, ifthe component actually failed, itwould most likely be tested in an

attempt to duplicate the failure even ifno maintenance was performed. Also, only non-
preventative maintenance demands were included since these demands were previously
accounted for.

Interface-Related Demands -'nterface-related demands, as discussed here, refer to demands

placed on a component to isolate another component for maintenance. For every failure
and maintenance event at power, PAIDs were reviewed to determine ifthe component in
question required isolation. The isolating components were then assigned one interface-
related demand for each failure or maintenance event that occurred against the specified
component while the reactor was critical. Events which occurred during shutdown were
not included in the interfacing demand counts since in most cases isolation would not be

required.

Component Time in Operation and Standby - The time in operation for pumps, diesels,

compressors and fans (i.e., rotating equipment) was determined by summing the running
hour totals for each component as recorded in the Ginna Station Auxiliary Operator
Running Hour Log and the Control Room Running Hour Log. These two documents
contain a record of the run time for rotating machinery on a shift basis and are totaled .

monthly and annually. For rotating equipment that was not tracked in the running hour
logs, the time in operation was determined (i.e., estimated) based on discussions with plant
operations personnel or other cognizant RGEcE representatives. For small, non-rotating
equipment (e.g.,"valves), the time in operation was determined based on an approach
similar to that discussed above. That is, these smaller components were matched with a

piece ofrotating machinery for which operating time was known. Every attempt was made

to accurately reflect the different test and operational system configurations to better
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represent component exposure times. The time in standby for all components was
determined by subtracting the time in operation. from nine (9) years calendar time.

7.2.1.2.4 Plant-Specific Failure Data Base

The plant-specific data which was compiled (i.e., number ofcomponent failures, demands and time
in operation/standby) was entered into an electronic data base. The data as entered was also
reviewed by an independent checker to ensure accuracy. This data base was required since the data
was provided on a component level while the data analysis task required it on a system and
component type basis. Therefore, a data base was used to determine the total number of failures
and total associated exposure for component types (e.g., motor-operated valves, etc.) and failure
modes (e.g., "fails to open") on a system basis. Note that the data base also provides summarized
maintenance unavailability data (total out-of-service hours and total on-line hours). The total on-
line time is assumed to be equal to the total number of reactor critical hours during the data window
(64,054.35) multiplied by the size of the associated component population. Appendix C provides
summary listings of the data base. Table 7-1 identifies ifplant-specific data was collected for a

given component type.

7.2.1.3 Final Reliability Parameters

In general, reliability parameters based on Ginna-specific experience are preferred for final
integrated logic model quantification. For certain component types and/or failure modes, few (or
no) occurrences have been observed at Ginna Station. Consequently, strict use of plant-specific
data is questionable (or, in the case of no occurrences, impossible). In these cases, a Bayesian
analysis was performed to combine the Ginna-specific experience with appropriate generic data.
The Bayesian process has been implemented through the concept of conjugate prior distributions
(i.e., gamma distributions for failure rates, and beta distributions for failure-on-demand
probabilities) as shown in Appendix C. In general, where one or less plant-specific failures were
observed, a Bayesian analysis was performed. Ifthere were two or more failures, only plant-
specific data was used.

Asummary report ofall final reliability parameters (sorted by system, component type, and failure
mode) is provided in Appendix C. This report provides the plant-specific estimates, the relevant
generic data, the results of any Bayesian analysis performed, and the final values. Note that the
value contained in the row labeled Final and the column labeled P J is the final log-normal error
factor for use in uncertainty analyses. The following sections discuss the calculated final results.

7.2.1.3.1 Plant-Specific Data Insights

Plant-specific data is used in the determination of the failure rate or probability for approximately
70% ofthe failure modes in the integrated PSA logic model. The only failure modes which do not
use Ginna-specific data are those related to small electrical devices such as relays and transmitters,
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and rare events (e.g., sump plugging). A comparison of the Ginna-specific and generic data points
was performed with the following results:

Almost 25% of the calculated plant-specific values are within a factor of three (3) of the

generic value;
8% of the calculated plant-specific values are greater than a factor three (3) higher than

generic data;
7% of the calculated plant-specific values are greater than a factor three (3) lower than

generic data; and
The remaining 60% of the plant-specific data contained no observed failures over the nine

year data window.

The "factor of three" criterion was chosen since any smaller difference could most likely be

attributed to uncertainty in the data. In addition, it should be noted that during the plant-specific
data collection effort, failures were assigned to "questionable" events. That is, ifthe analyst was

unable to positively conclude that no failure had actually occurred (i.e., incipient versus

catastrophic), a failure was conservatively assigned. These data points were only reviewed in more

detail ifthe resulting plant-specific value was significantly higher than generic data (i.e., greater

than a factor of three). At the conclusion of this final review, the followingplant-specific failure
modes were found to have a higher value than generic data (i.e., greater than a factor of three):

a.

b.
C.

d.

e.

f.

h.
1.

J.

k.
l.

CS pumps (failure to run)
HVAC fans (failure to start)
SI pumps (failure to run)
AC electrical buses (all operating voltages except 120 VAC)
BAST level transmitters (fails high and fails to respond)
CVCS piping (plugs)
CVCS reliefvalves (transfer open)
IAdryer (failure to deliver flow)
IAreceiver (local faults)
IApiping (rupture)
Main Steam Isolation Valves (MSIVs) (failure to close)
Atmospheric Relief Valves (ARVs) (failure to open)

The observed plant-specific history for these components is described in detail below.
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CS Pumps - There was only one failure of a CS Pump,(IB) to run which occurred on May 31,
1988. This failure was the result of the back-up packing gland and shaft sleeve for the pump
making contact which resulted in excessive heat and galling and eventual seizing of the pump.
However, since there was only 67 hours of run time associated with the containment spray pumps
over the nine year data window, the plant-specific failure rate was calculated to be 1.49E-02/hour
(versus a generic value of 8.45E-05/hour). Since there were no other failures to run and no failures
to start, it appears that the high plant-specific failure to run value is attributed to the limited
exposure (i.e.-, run time) of the pumps and does not necessarily indicate a problem with the pumps.
There have not been any other failures related to these pumps. As such, Bayesian analysis was
used due to the limited data set.

HVACFans - A total of seven failure to start events related to motor-driven fans was found in the
plant-specific data collection effort which resulted in a failure probability of 6.91E-04 (versus a

generic value of2.08E-04). Asimilar ratio ofplant-specific versus generic data was also calculated
for a standby fan fails to start. Failures were observed against Battery Room Exhaust Fan 1A', the
Reactor Compartment Cooler Fans, SI Pump Cooler Fan C, and SAFW Cooler Fan B.
Consequently, no single component or group of components is causing the higher than generic
values. However, three of the failure to start events were attributed to breakers being found in the
open versus closed position. The breakers for these components are now maintained locked closed.
The remaining failures were due to motor failures, bad DC coils, and switch faults.

SIPumps- There was only one failure of a SI pump to run found in the plant-specific data. This
event occurred on March 3, 1981 when a review of the results from an earlier test of SI Pump C
indicated that the thrust bearing for the pump approached the procedural limitof 160'F after just
45 minutes of run time. The problem was subsequently found to be excessive sediment in the

pump cooling lines and was assumed to result in a pump failure over an extended period of time.
This single failure resulted in plant-specific failure rate of3.80E-03/hour as compared to a generic
value of 8.45E-OS. The data was Bayesian updated to a final value of4.66E-04/hour. Since the
exposure for the SI pumps is only 263 hours, and this is the only run failure, the high plant-specific
failure to run value is most likely caused by the limited exposure (i.e., run time) of the

pumps.'C

L<lec(ricalBuses - There were two failures of a 480V bus found in the plant-specific data. The
first failure occurred on April 17-18, 1982 when Bus 16 tripped on undervoltage several times.
After investigation, the DC fuse disconnect switch for the bus was found loose and retightened.
However, only one failure was assigned for this event since the bus trips after the initial fault
occurred during troubleshooting. The second failure occurred on February 10, 1988 when the
contactor assembly for Bus 14 failed causing the bus to spuriously trip on undervoltage when no
such condition existed. Since there were only two failures in the plant-specific data, Bayesian
updating was used. Consequently, the final mean value was calculated to be 7.84E-07/hour which
is slightly higher than the generic value of 1.19E-07/hour.
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BASTLevel Transmitters - There were numerous failures, of the BAST level transmitters to either
respond or failing high. These failures appear to be the result of the design of the transmitter
sensing lines in that boron tends to crystallize near the end of the lines inside the tank. Attempts
to heat trace these lines have not proven successful in resolving the problem. However, the safety
function of the BAST is not required except for emergency boration issues. In addition, the lines
are currently on an aggressive PM schedule {once a week). This practice was implemented at the
end of the data collection period; consequently, the plant-specific data which was collected may
not be truly representative of the transmitter's current reliability.

CVCS Piping - There were four observed instances of CVCS piping being plugged over the nine
year period, the majority ofwhich are related to the blender and boric acid tank system. The first
event occurred on January 7, 1984 when operators attempted to borate the RCS, but a suspected
steam bubble in the system prevented fiow through MOV354. Flow was then accomplished by
using MOV350; however, a subsequent investigation could find no definite cause. The second and
third events occurred on February 20, 1985 and October 27, 1988 when the piping downstream of
FCV 110A was found blocked preventing a flush of the blender. This portion of the piping
contains two 90'lbows in a short run with a support that was acting as a heat sink for the heat
tracing. The boron was subsequently flushed aAer adjusting the heat tracing near the support. The
final plugging event occurred on December 8, 1988 when the flow through MOV350 was found
blocked during performance ofRSSP-5.0. A heat gun was applied to the line and the block was
quickly flushed. These events resulted in a plant-specific failure rate of 6.24E-05/hour versus a
generic value of 5.53E-07/hour. Since the BAST boron concentrations have been reduced since
the data collection effort„ the generic value was used.

CVCS Relief Valves - There were numerous failures associated with the discharge reliefvalves to
the Volume Control Tank for Charging Pumps PCH01B and PCH01C. These valves experienced
a total ofthirteen excessive leakage events (i.e., transfers open) which were evenly distributed over
the nine year data period. The valves were either replaced or rebuilt following each failure. No
cause for this problem could be found in the data records. These failures are important with respect
to diversion offlowfrom the charging pumps. Discussions with Results and Tests indicate that the
problem appears to have been resolved since they have not had any recent relief valve failures.
However, the calculated plant-specific failure rate is 2.72E-05/hour versus a generic value of
1.69E-06/hour.

IADryer - Ten failures of the IAdryers were found in the plant-specific data which resulted in a

failure rate of 6.34E-05/hour versus a generic value of 5.23E-07. The majority of these failures
were caused by leaking or otherwise failed solenoid valves. 'These failures were evenly distributed
throughout the data period and among the air dryers. Since there are two air dryers per IAheader
for a total of four dryers, the relatively high frequency of solenoid failures is probably not
important. Itshould also be noted that there were no concurrent {or common cause) failures of air
dryers observed in the plant-specific data.
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IAReceiver - There was only one failure of an IA receivers which occurred on June 16, 1985 when
relief valve 5321 for receiver TIA04A stuck open causing high temperature alarms on IA
Compressor A. This single failure resulted in a plant-specific failure rate of 4.61E-06/hour as

compared to a generic value of6.00E-07/hour. Consequently, it appears that the high plant-specific
value is attributed to the limited exposure of the receivers and does not necessarily indicate a

problem with the receivers themselves.

IAPiping - There were four failures ofIApiping observed over the nine year data period. Three
of these failures were attributed to personnel stepping on or bumping the IAlines. The remaining
event occurred on October 20, 1984 when the 1/2 inch IAline to the "2B" MSR steam admission
valve ruptured. The affected line was subsequently isolated by an AuxiliaryOperator who was in
the area. These four pipe breaks were all quickly isolated and had limited impact on the IAsystem
and the plant. However, the number of events produced a plant-specific failure rate of 5.07E-
05/hour as compared to 5.53E-07/hour for generic data.

AGIVs - There were two failures ofMSIV3516 to close at power over the data window. The first
occurred on June 9, 1983 and was the result of a failed switch in the ESFAS cabinets. The second
occurred on February 7, 1987 when the valve failed to close during shutdown; however, no cause
was provided. These two events resulted in a Ginna-specific failure probability of 8.81E-03 as

compared to a generic value of 2.17E-03.

ARVs- There was only one failure ofan ARVto open which occurred on February 16, 1987 when
ARV3410 failed due to a steam cut on the seat. This resulted in a standby failure probability of
6.34E-06/hour as compared to a generic value of 5.88E-07/hour. Since there was only one failure
and a total of 83 demands calculated for the ARVs, the high plant-specific value appears to be
caused by the limited exposure of the valves and does not necessarily indicate a problem.
Therefore, Bayesian updating was performed.

In addition to the events having "high" failure rates, the following components demonstrated a
higher reliability than generic data (i.e., greater than a factor of three):

a.

b.
C.

d.
e.

f.
g
h.

Circuit breakers (fails to operate);
AFW motor-driven pumps (fails to start);
AFW motor-operated valves (fails to close);
CCW pump (fails to run);
DG (fails to start);
Air-operated dampers (transfers closed);
Air-oeprated dampers (fails to open);
Aircompressor (fails to start);
Aircompressor (fails to run); and
SW check valves (fails to close).
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7.2.1.3.2 IPE Requirements

NUREG-1335 requires the assessment of plant-specific data for major equipment affecting
core-damage sequence results, including AFW and ECCS pumps, batteries, feed pumps, electrical
buses, breakers, and DGs. Each of these component types has been included within the scope of
the Ginna-specific data effort, and Ginna-specific reliability parameters for them have been

provided. Figures 7-1 through 7-7 compare the Ginna-specific experience to relevant generic data
for these items.

7.2.2 Common Cause Failures

CCFs are a subset of dependent failures (i.e., those failures which defeat the redundancy or
diversity that is employed to improve the availability ofplant safety functions). CCFs, similar to
other dependent failures, have been addressed in the Ginna Station PSA by incorporating
appropriate common cause basic events in the integrated plant logic model. The technique used

for generating the data for the common cause basic events is provided below.

7.2.2.1 General Technical Approach

The beta factor method has been used to model CCFs in the Ginna Station PSA. Common cause

basic events have been directly incorporated into the fault tree models, and represent the failure of
all components within a defined group (termed the common cause group) by a specified failure
mode (e.g., all SI pumps fail to start on demand) due to all relevant common causes. It should be

noted that:

Components within a common cause group have similar attributes and failure mechanisms,

and are functionally redundant with respect to each other;

Only the failure to perform a specific function is modeled (e.g., valve fails to open is

modeled while valve spuriously opening is not modeled due to low probability) except for
ESFAS related transmitters and relays spuriously generating signals;

In general, only the common cause failure of large active components are modeled (e.g.,
pumps, valves) and not smaller or passive devices such as fuses due to lack of data and low
probability'foccurrence; and

The specific origins of common cause failure (e.g., shock, high temperature,
manufacturing defects, etc.) are not specifically defined.

The probabilities of common cause basic events are determined by:

Pr {ccb 1 Pr {sfnglc component falls) P m
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where P, termed the beta factor, denotes the probability that all components within the common
cause group fail given the failure of any single component within the group.

The beta factor method has been widely used in previous nuclear power plant PSAs. Estimates for
beta factors can be made from examination of plant-specific experience; generic estimates for
major equipment types have also been published.

7.2.2.2 ~ Generic CCF Data

Generic estimates for beta factors, obtained through a literature search, are listed in Table 7-2. For
components and/or failure modes not expressly listed in Table 7-2 (i.e., generic data was
unavailable) a beta factor of 0.1 was used. This is considered appropriate since ifindustry CCF
programs have not identified a beta factor for the subject component, it has most likely not
exhibited a high failure rate due to common cause. When performing the quantitative uncertainty
analysis, these values should be taken as the mean value of a log-normal distribution with an error
factor of3.0 [Ref. 38]

7.2.2.3 Plant-Specific CCF Data

The plant-specific data developed for the Ginna Station PSA was examined for indications of CCFs
and sixteen events were identified (see Appendix D). In assessing the usefulness of this
information in the estimation of CCF beta factors for use in the Ginna Station PSA, several
observations are relevant:

The data window for the Ginna Station PSA covers nine calendar years, from January 1,

1980 until December 31, 1988. Since CCF events are less likely than independent failures,
it is not surprising that only a few events were identified.

The plant-specific data analysis scope does not address all components modeled in the
PSA which are susceptible to common cause failure; however, the data scope also included
additional components not included in the PRA.

Accordingly, itwas decided to use the generic data as discussed above.

7.2.2.4 Results

Final common cause beta factors used in the Ginna Station PSA are listed in Table 7-3. The
Multiple Greek Letter CCF methodology was conservatively not used as a single common cause
event was added to the fault trees for each group listed in the table. Also, CCFs among all five
AFW and SAFW pumps was not postulated since:
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The two sets of pumps are of difference manufacturers (Worthington vs. Ingersol) and
were installed at Ginna Station approximately 10 years apart;

The AFW pumps normally operate during plant shutdown and startup while SAFW is only
used in the test mode (i.e., the pumps have very different operating characteristics);

The pumps are located in different buildings with diverse operating conditions (i.e., the
AFW pumps are located in the basement of the Intermediate Building below main steam
and MFW piping while the SAFW pumps are located in their own "bunkered" building);
and

The maintenance and testing procedures are different between the two systems.

However, since the three AFW pumps (i.e., two motor-driven and one turbine-driven pumps) share
a common manufacturer and operating environment, a common cause event was included to

, address their common failure potential.
'I

Test and Maintenance Unavailabilities

Test and maintenance events are added to the fault tree models to account for the fact that certain
components may be disabled due to maintenance (either preventative or corrective) or testing
while the plant is in operation and, therefore, unavailable to perform their safety-related function
in the event of an accident. Since technical specification allowed outage times, fuel cycles, and
maintenance practices can vary significantly between plants, test and maintenance events are very
plant-specific (i.e., generic data really is not relevant unless plant-specific data is unavailable).
The approach used for generating data for these events is provided below.

7.2.3.1 General Technical Approach

The data collected in support of the generating Ginna-specific component reliability parameters
constitutes the major input to this task (see Section 7.2.1.2). The data which was collected was
placed in an electronic data base for ease of use and contains summarized maintenance
unavailability data (total out-of-service hours and total on-line hours) for component types within
each system. Testing unavailabilities were generated in a separate document on a procedure (or
train) basis. Each of these items is discussed in more detail below.
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7.2.3.1.1 Maintenance Unavailability Data

There were two types of maintenance activities considered in the data collection and analysis task:
corrective and preventative. Corrective maintenance refers to the repair of a component after it
has failed or exhibited degraded performance while preventative maintenance (PM) is related to
planned activities which are performed to maintain equipment reliability. In a perfect world, the
performance ofpreventative maintenance would eliminate the need for most, ifnot all, corrective
maintenance. However, this approach can also have its downfall since a component that is

removed from service too frequently for PM activities can have a higher unavailability than if
it was only removed from service due to corrective mainteriance. Consequently, both types of
maintenance must be optimized, and as such, are important contributors to the PSA results. In
addition, only maintenance events performed at power were included in the data collection task
since the system fault tree models reflect full power conditions.

The assessment of corrective maintenance was performed in parallel with the determination of
component reliability parameters as discussed the Section 7.2.1.2. That is, various plant records
were collected for the years 1980 through 1988. These records included Ginna Station Event
Reports (Forms A-25.1), Control of Limiting Conditions for Operating Equipment Reports
(Forms A-52.4), Maintenance Work Requests (MWRs), Licensee Event Reports (LERs), and
IckCiElectrical (Safety-Related) Equipment Failure Reports (Forms A-25.2). During collection
of this data, an initial screening was made to eliminate obvious non-failure and non-maintenance
events from consideration. Data pertaining to all events that survived the initial screening was
then organized by system and necessary information was placed onto screening tables. This
included the date and description of the event, components affected, and the data source. Since
there were multiple sources of information, the use of screening tables provided a single listing
of maintenance and failure events and enabled the identification and elimination of duplicate
iecol ds ~

The screening tables were then reviewed by knowledgeable engineering personnel in order to
identify those events that involved corrective maintenance while the reactor was critical. For
equipment covered by LCOs, maintenance out-of-service times were obtained from a review of
A-52.4 forms for the years 1982 through'1988 (the years in which they were available). The A-
52.4 forms provide the exact times at which Operations was informed that the component was
both removed from service and returned to service. For events involving equipment covered by
LCOs for the years 1980 and 1981, and for events involving equipment not covered by LCOs,
maintenance out-of-service times were obtained from a review of the hold records in Ginna
Control Records. Ifan out-of-service time was not available for an event, an estimate of the
duration was made based on other similar events or through consultation with knowledgeable
RGkE personnel (e.g., Results and Tests). Approximately 15 percent of maintenance out-of-
service times were estimated using this technique.
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The approach used for determining unavailabilities due to preventative maintenance activities was
slightly different. First, maintenance procedures were reviewed to determine the frequency of
PM activities. It should be noted that these frequencies have changed over the years based on
reliability centered maintenance program recommendations and changes to operational practices
(e.g., limiting the number of voluntarily entered LCOs at power). Consequently, the number
of PM activities performed while the reactor is critical for the systems included in the data
analysis is small. Since Ginna Station operated on a 12 month refueling cycle for the data
window, most PM activities were performed during refueling outages; therefore, only a few
systems (e.g., Service Water) had PM activities performed on them at power. For these few
systems, the out-of-service time due to PM was taken either from A-52.4 forms or estimated
based on information provided by Results and Tests personnel.

The out-of-service times were added to the electronic data base to provide sorting capability. The
following equation was used to calculate average component-leveI maintenance unavailabilities
based on the information contained in the database:

R
hf

OL

where:

TR = total repair (out-of-service) hours during plant on-line operation for a specified
component type within a given system

Tpi,= total on-line hours during the data window for the specified component type and
system.

The application of Equation (2) to the summarized maintenance unavailability data contained in
the electronic data base is provided in Appendix E.
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7.2.3.1.2 Testing Unavailability Data

Testing related unavailability data was generated based on the total number of complete and
partial periodic tests (PTs) performed at power during the years 1980 through 1988, and the
mean duration for these tests. After a review of Ginna Station procedures, it was determined that
PTs were the only type of test that was performed consistently while the reactor was critical.
Other types of testing, such as Special Tests or refueling shutdown surveillances (RSSPs), were
not considered for determining testing unavailability. The number of complete and partial PTs
performed at power was obtained through a review of all the PTs contained on microfilm in
Ginna Station Central Records. The mean duration for these tests was then estimated through
a review of the Ginna Station Official Record, A-52.4 forms, and discussions with RGEcE Results
and Tests personnel.

The following equation was used to calculate average equipment-train-level testing
unavailabilities:

(3)

where:

f> = test frequency / per year
test duration

This information is summarized in Appendix E.

7.2.3.1.3 Test/Maintenance Event Probability Estimation

The probability of a test and maintenance event can be conservatively bounded by summing the
contributions from component-level maintenance unavailabilities and equipment-train-level testing
unavailabilities:

In order to apply Equation (4), it was necessary to define the event boundaries in terms of the
separate EINs whose unavailabilities (either maintenance-related or test-related) cause the
occurrence of the basic event. Test and maintenance were identified through review of relevant
PLIDs, system-level fault tree work packages, and other information provided by the system
analysts, and are documented in Appendix E.
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7.2.3.2 Final Results

Estimates of test and maintenance event mean probabilities based on plant-specific data are given
in Table 7-4. Since the estimates do not, in general, contain unavailability due to elective on-line
maintenance activities, the data values used to quantify the fault trees and accident sequences were
revised to use the performance criteria developed in support of RGB''s implementation of the
Maintenance Rule (10 CFR 50.65). The new values essentially are based on the allowed LCO
provided by technical specifications and allow equipment unavailabilities up to a maximum of 28
total days per operating cycle. The revised test and maintenance event mean probabilities are also
provided in Table 7-4.

Initiating Event Frequencies

The second category ofevents for which data must be collected are initiating events. An initiator
is an event or sequence of events (e.g., equipment failures, operators errors, etc.) which either
directly causes a reactor trip or requires an immediate reactor trip in order to prevent core damage.
In the integrated plant logic model (the combination of event trees, top logic fault trees, and
system-level fault trees), initiators are represented by basic events. However, initiators differ from
other modeled basic events in that their value is represented by a frequency in reactor years versus
a probability. The calculation of each initiator frequency is described below.

7.3.1 General Technical Approach

Estimation of initiator frequencies began with a review of reactor trip history from January 1, 1980

through December 31, 1995. Various plant operational records and Licensee Event Reports (LERs)
were included within this review (see Table 3-3). Table 7-5 lists the individual reactor trips by
occurrence date and time during the data window, and shows their classification according to the
PSA project initiators (see Table 3-4).

The results provided in Table 7-5 show that all reactor trips which occurred during this time frame
(except for the 1982 Steam Generator Tube Rupture event) were classified as TIRXTRIP, or a

reactor trip, for the purposes of the Ginna Station PSA. In addition, seven of the twenty-one events

(33%) that were classified as TIIGCI'RIP were attributed to either maintenance or calibration errors
while six of the events (29%) were attributed to faulty instrumentation actuations. These events are
distributed evenly throughout the data analysis window prior to 1993 after which the trip frequency
significantly decreases.
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A total of seventeen reactor trips were not classified for the purposes of the Ginna Station PSA
Project. These trips occurred during startup or controlled shutdown activities and were typically
due to feedwater control problems. Prior to the installation of the Advanced Digital Feedwater
Control System (ADFCS) in 1991, feedwater was manually controlled by operators until
approximately 15/0 reactor power was reached, at which time the system was placed in automatic
operation. The new ADFCS automatically controls feedwater flowover all ranges ofoperation.
Since the installation of ADFCS, the feedwater control problems have ceased to occur.
Consequently, low-power reactor trips caused by manual feedwater control problems or problems
in transitioning to/from manual 'control were ignored.

The estimation of initiator frequencies was a combination ofgeneric and plant-specific experience
(incorporated using Bayesian analysis). The determination of these frequencies is described in the
following sections.

7.3.1.1 TIRXTRIP - Reactor Trip

The frequency of initiator TIRXTRIP has been estimated using Bayesian methods which uses a

prior distribution (i.e., industry data) supplemented with Ginna-specific data. The prior distribution
is based on industry-wide data c'ollected by INEL Pef. 39] which is an update of earlier work
performed by EPRI (see Table 3-3). Table 7-6 lists relevant statistical data from the INEL report.

The prior distribution is assumed to be a gamma distribution with mean and variance equal to the
pooled INELdata. The gamma distribution is a two-parameter distribution (parameters 0: and P);
the parameters are related to the distribution's mean and variance'as follows:

a
mean -—

C
UBINQee

Table 7-6 shows the estimated parameter values, which have been calculated using Equation (5).
Assuming that reactor trip events (n events in T years or 21 events in 12.99 reactor years) follow
a Poisson process, then the Bayesian posterior distribution is also a gamma distribution with
parameters:

Ia a+a
O'- P ~

2'hus,

e' 3.49+ 21 = 24 49, and P' 0.42+ 12.99 = 13.41. Using Equation (5), the posterior
mean and variance are, respectively, 1.82 and 0.136.
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7.3.1.2 Loss of Offsite Power

The offsite power scheme for Ginna Station consists of two independent sources ofoffsite power:
(1) Circuit 767 (fed from Transformer 6 in the Ginna switchyard using a "breaker-and-a-half"
scheme)'which feeds Station AuxiliaryTransformer (SAT) 12A, and (2) Circuit 751 (fed from
Station 204) which feeds SAT 12B (see Figure 3-1). Each SAT can feed 4160 V buses 12A and
12B which in turn supply the 480 V safeguard buses (Buses 14, 16, 17, and 18). As such, the
station can be in the following configurations:

50/50Mode (Normal) - SAT 12A supplies Buses 14 and 18 and SAT 12B supplies Buses
16 and 17;

50/50Mode (Alternate) - SAT 12A supplies Buses 16'and 17 and SAT 12B supplies Buses
14 and 18;

0/100 Mock - SAT 12A supplies all four safeguards buses; or

100/0 Mode - SAT 12B supplies all four safeguards buses.

The typical alignment is 50/50 Mode 81; however, the plant is expected to go to the 100/0 mode
in the near-term followingcompletion ofa voltage regulator modification. Based on the discussion
presented in Sections 3.4.2.2 and 3.4.2.3, three initiators have been defined to address losses of
offsite power (LOSP) for Ginna Station:

TIGRLOSP - this is defined as a complete loss of all alternating current electrical power
from all offsite sources caused by a failure of the RGAE transmission network as

described below:

1. Transmission network up to, but not including, the breaker connecting
RGB'tation204 to SAT 12A; and

2. Transmission network up to, but not including, Station 13A (the Ginna Station
switchyard).

TISWLOSP - this is defined as a loss of all alternating current electrical power in the
Ginna Station switchyard exclusive of those failures addressed by TIGRLOSP. This event
includes failures in the Ginna Station switchyard which cause an electrical load rejection
and failure of Circuit 767 (including Transformer 6).

c. TI48LOSP - this is defined as a loss of all alternating current electrical power to the 480
V safeguards buses (exclusive of those failures addressed by TIGRLOSP) combined with
the subsequent failure of both DGs. This event leads to a manual reactor trip.
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In addition to the initiators, there are three additional post-trip events related to loss of offsite
pow'er:

ACLOPRTALL- this is defined as a loss of all offsite power following reactor trip. The
event is analogous to TIGRLOSP, but may happen following the occurrence of any
initiating event.

ACLOPRT751 - this is defined as a loss of offsite power from Circuit 751 following a

reactor trip.

ACLOPRT767 - this is defined as a loss of offsite power from Circuit 767 following a

reactor trip. This event is analogous to TISWLOSP, but may happen following the
occurrence of any initiating event.

The above events were added to the models since Ginna Station often supplies a significant portion
of the transmission system's VARs; consequently, following a reactor trip, the sudden loss of
generation from Ginna Station may challenge the transmission grid stability. This event is also

considered within the accident analysis.

Ginna Station has not experienced a loss of offsite power as defined by any of three initiating
events, including both on-line and shutdown periods, in the 16 year data window (i.e., 1980

through 1995). The loss ofoffsite power event on April 18, 1981 (Table 3-3, LER 81-07) was only
a precursor to TI48LOSP in that the power source to the 480 V safeguards buses was lost; however,
both DGs started such that there was no reactor trip. It should also be noted that in 1981, Ginna
Station only had one offsite power source such that it essentially operated in the 100/0

configuration.

As such, generic data has been used to generate the initiator frequencies while the post reactor trip
LOSP event probabilities were generated based on work performed by electrical engineering. The
generic data for the LOSP frequencies was taken from an EPRI data base [Ref. 40] which contains
all loss ofoffsite power events which have occurred at U.S. nuclear power plants between 1980 and

1995. These events are classified into four categories as follows:

Category I - No offsite power available and the plant trips offline or is already offline.
This is further broken down into two categories based on time (i.e., either a 30 minutes or
< 30 minutes).

Category II-Loss of startup (or shutdown or reserve) offsite power but ifthe plant was
on-line, the main generator remained connected to the normal offsite power system and

the plant received power from the unit auxiliary transformer or its equivalent.
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Category III- Loss of normal offsite power (and loss of feed through the unit auxiliary
transformer) but backup offsite power is available via a startup, shutdown, or reserve
source by either automatic or manual switching from the control room.

Category IV-No offsite power available during cold shutdown due to special maintenance
conditions that do not occur during or immediately followingoperation.

Based on the above definitions, Category I events are equivalent to TIGRLOSP, Category II events
are the initial input to TI48LOSP events, and Category IIIevents are equivalent to TISWLOSP
events. It should be noted that the allocation of initiators to EPRI categories is conservative since
the Ginna Station offsite power scheme is different than most other plants in that the safeguards
buses are ~ supplied from the unit transformer. Instead, they are supplied by either a separate
offsite power source or by an independent offsite source powered from the switchyard. Due to th'

unique offsite power configuration at Ginna Station, this event willbe developed from the plant-
specific data contained in Table 3-3 instead ofusing the Category II events. Category IVevents
do not apply to at power PSAs and are, therefore, excluded.

The EPRI data base covers 1517.7 calendar years ofnuclear power plant experience. Converting
this to reactor years was accomplished by assuming an average of 75% reactor criticality over the
16 year data window. This results in 1138.28 reactor years of experience.

The EPRI data lists the followingnumber of events for each of the relevant categories:

a.

b.
c.

Cateogry I- 55
Category II- 9
Category III- 44

Included within the above totals are several weather related events that are not relevant to the
location of Ginna Station (e.g., salt spray, hurricanes). Also, the data base double counts events
which occur at multi-unitsites even though they are due to the same reason and cause which is not
applicable to Ginna Station. Finally, several events classified as Category I by EPRI are not really
grid LOSP events consistent with the Ginna Station offsite power scheme and should be re-
classified. As such, the final number of events is as follows:

b.
c.

Cateogry I - 55 - 7 (weather) - 4 (double counting) - 8 (N/A to Ginna Station) - 10

(actually Category IIand IIIevents) = 26
Category II- 9 - 2 (double counting) + 3 (transfers from Cat I) = 10

Category III- 44 - 3 (weather) - 3 (double counting) + 7 (transfers from Cat I) - 2 (N/A
to Ginna Station) = 46

Using the above number events and the previously calculated reactor years yields the following
frequencies:
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a.

b.
f(TIG1KOSP) = 26 events / 1138.28 reactor years = 2.28E-02/yrf(TIS8'LOSP) = 30 events / 1138.28 reactor years = 4.04E-02/yr

Consequently, the combined loss ofoffsite power frequency (i.e., TIGRLOSP + TISWLOSP) is
6.32E-02 per reactor year. Since Ginna Station has not had a loss ofoffsite power event in the 16

year data window, this value is considered appropriate. It is noted that the Ginna Station SBO
evaluation per NUMARC87-00 calculated a severe weather induced LOSP frequency of 1.24E-
02/yr [Ref. 41] which is less than the total value calculated for the PSA. Since the data is based

on generic information, the above frequencies apply whether the station is in the 50/50, 100/0, or
0/100 mode.

Event TI48LOSP was calculated using plant-specific information from Table 3-3. As can be seen
from this table, there were 4 failures ofCircuit 751 over an 8 year window and 2 failures of Circuit
767 over a 16 year window (however, 1 of these latter events is no longer applicable due to a

design change). Applying this to the four possible offsite power configurations yields:

0/100 Mode =f», = 4 events / 8 years = 0.5/ryr

100/0 Mode = f,$7 1 event / 16 years = 6.25E-02/ryr

50/50 Mode (Either) = (f»> *
P><> (1 hr)) + (f><>

* P»i (1 hr)) = 8.78E-06/ryr

The EPRI database cannot be used to estimate the probability that offsite power is lost following
a reactor trip since the necessary information is not always provided. RGEcE electrical engineering
has estimated a failure probability of 1.0E-02 that a trip of Ginna Station directly results in a loss
ofoffsite power given that a SI signal occurs due to the rapid loading of large pump motors onto
the 480 Vbuses. Therefore, for conditions without a SI signal (i.e., no sequencing occurs), a value
of 1.00E-03 was used (i.e., a factor of 10 reduction). In addition to occurring as a result of a
reactor trip, offsite power may be lost during the typical 24 hour mission time following the
accident. As such, the post-trip LOSP probabilities were generated as follows:

ACLOPRTALL= 1E-02 (SI event) + ([24 hrs ~ f(TIG1KOSP)] / [8760 hours * 81%
critical]}=

1.00E-02 (for SI events)
1.00E-03 (for non-SI events)

ACLOPRT751 = 1E-02 (SI event) + ([24 hrs *
f~z, * 8760 hours * 81% critical]}=

1.19E-02 (for SI events)
2.69E-03 (for non-SI events)
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ACLOPRT767 = 1E-02 (SI event) + [[24 hrs * f„,* 8760 hours * 81% critical]} =

1.00E-02 (for SI events)
1.21E-03 (for non-SI events)

The probability of restoring offsite power is described in Appendix B.

7.3.1.3 . TIFWLOSS - Loss ofMain Feedwater

The frequency of initiator TIFWLOSS was estimated in the same manner as initiator TIRXTRIP.
Table 7-7 lists the information relevant to development of the prior distribution. It should be noted
that only the complete or unrecoverable loss ofMFW is being considered within this initiator since
recoverable losses ofMFW are included within initiator TIRXTRIP. As such, using equation (6),
u' 0.098+ 0 = 0.209, and P' 0.67+ 12.99 = 13.66. Using Equation (5), the posterior mean and
variance are, respectively, 1.53E-03 and 1.12E-03.

It is noted that an advanced digital feedwater control system (ADFCS) was installed at Ginna
Station during the 1991 r'efueling outage in response to the large number of reactor trips which
have occurred during low power operations. These low-power trips were ignored for the purposes
of the data analysis task since they are not considered representative of full-power operation and
there have been no low-power loss offeedwater related events since installation. Also, there were
no loss offeedwater events in the data window following synchronization of the turbine/generator
(e.g., above 20%); consequently, the impact of this system for estimating the frequency of
TIFWLOSS is considered minimal. This is significant since NURI.G/CR-5622 [Ref. 42] reports
that 61% ofMFW related trips are due to problems with feedwater control.

7.3.1.4 Steamline and Feedline Breaks

The specific location of a high-energy line break impacts plant safety system response in several
ways as discussed in Section 3.4.2:

Steamline breaks located in the segments of pipe between the SGs and the MSIVs fail the
turbine-driven AFW pump steam supply due to NPSH concerns regardless ofwhether the
break is isolated or not.

Feedline breaks located in the segments ofpipe downstream of the MFW check valves to
each SG fail feedwater fiow (MFW, AFW, and SAFW) to one SG.

Pipe breaks outside the containment cause steam flooding which may fail equipment. Of
particular concern are breaks located in the Intermediate Building (impact the AFW
pumps) and the Turbine Building (impact MCC 1A and IA).
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Pipe breaks in the Turbine Building near the Intermediate Building block wall can fail
AFW and various SW isolation valves located in the Intermediate Building since the block
wall is not designed for high energy loads.

In general, high-energy line breaks result in SI actuation due to low pressurizer pressure
and low steamline pressure; breaks located inside containment actuate both SI and CS due

to high containment pressure. In addition to starting the SI and RHR pumps, SI actuation
results in MSIV closure, containment isolation, feedwater isolation, and motor-driven
AFW pump start. (Note that regardless of the location of the high-energy line break, the

AFW pumps willstart on low steam generator level.)

High-energy line breaks inside containment result in CS actuation (see item e above); thus,
these initiators imply a "wet" reactor cavity for Level 2 PRA phenomenology purposes.

Based on the discussion above, several high-energy line break initiators were defined:

a.

b.
C.

d.
e.

g
h.

l.

J.
k.
1.

m.
n.

, TISLBACT
TISLBBCT
TISLBOTB
TISLBAIB
TISLBBIB
TIOSLBSD
TISLBSVA
TISLBSGB
TIFLBACT
TIFLBBCT
TIFLBOTB
TIFLBAIB
TIFLBBIB
TIFLBSGB

Steamline Break in Line for SG A Inside Containment
Steamline Break in Line for SG B Inside Containment
Steamline Break in Turbine Building
Steamline Break in Line for SG A Inside Intermediate Building
Steamline Break in Line for SG B Inside Intermediate Building
Steamline Break Through the Steam Dump
Inadvertent Safety Valve Operation on Both SGs

Exterior Steam Line Break On SG B
Feedline Break in Line For SG A Inside Containment
Feedline Break in Line for SG B Inside Containment
Feedline Break in Turbine Building
Feedline Break in Line for SG A Inside Intermediate Building
Feedline Break in Line for SG B Inside Intermediate Building
Exterior Feedline Break on SG B

Estimation ofhigh energy line break frequencies was based upon a review of similar events defined
in previous PSAs and safety studies. Table 7-8 identifies the sources that were reviewed, along
with the frequency data that was obtained during the review. Several of these data sources are

discussed in more detail below.
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Two data sources are based on actual reviews of industry events (NUREG/CR-4407 [Ref. 43] and
5622 [Ref. 42]) while the remaining sources are based in part, on engineering judgement or literary
searches. NUREG/CR-4407 identifies two feedwater line breaks and no steamline breaks in almost
485 reactor critical years. However, the two feedwater line breaks occurred post-trip as a result
ofwater hammer effects. Consequently, these events are not actual feedwater line break initiating
events such that there were no events in 485 years ofdata. The data presented in NUREG/CR-5622
does not specify how many events were actual piping ruptures; therefore, it is unknown as to how
many (if any) events were actual catastrophic ruptures. Also, one study suggests that breaks
outside containment are more likely to occur than inside containment while a second study assumes
that they are equivalent.

As such, the followingwas assumed for high energy line break frequencies:

a. PeeCkvater Line Breaks - The following are the frequencies provided in Table 7-8 revised
per the above discussion:

1.

2.
3.
4

2.06E-03 (conservatively one event in 484.73 reactor years per NUREG/CR-4407);
3.17E-03 (one event in 315.17 reactor years per NUREG/CR-5622);
9.3E-04 (NSAC-060); and
2.5E-05 (WASH-1400).

Considering each value equally results in an estimated frequency of 1.55E-03/reactor year.

Steamline Break- The followingare the frequencies provided in Table 7-8 revised per the
above discussion:

1.

2.
3.
4
5.

2.06E-03 (conservatively one event in 484.73 reactor years per NUREG/CR-4407);
3.17E-03 (one event in 315.17 reactor years per NUREG/CR-5622);
4.4E-04 (Ringhals-2 study);
6.4E-04 (combined inside and outside frequencies for German Risk Study);
1.88E-03 (combined inside and outside frequencies for Zion study); and
3.9E-04 (WASH-1400)

Considering each value equally results in an estimated frequency of 1.43E-03/reactor year.

The above values for feedwater and steamline breaks are relatively equal. They are also slightly
higher than the value assumed in the accident analysis for a large high energy line break (i.e.,
between 10" and 10~ for a Condition IVevent).
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Based on the above high energy line break values, each initiator's frequency has been estimated by:

(1) partitioning the total steamline break and feedline break frequencies according to the relative
amount ofpiping contained in specific locations, and (2) considering the contributions due to non-

pipe break sources (e.g., inadvertent steam line safety valve liftand spurious condenser steam dump

operation).

Figure 7-8 shows the appropriate location of steam and feedwater piping in the containment,

Intermediate, and Turbine Buildings. Based on a review of the relevant general arrangement

drawings, the following relationships were estimated:

The length ofsteamline piping inside containment is the same for both steam headers (S~.Mi
= Sa-m)

The length ofsteam header Apiping inside containment is the same as the length inside the

Intermediate Building (SA.Mi = S„.iD).

The combined length of steam header B piping located outdoors (behind the facade) and .

,inside the Intermediate Building is three times the length inside the containment (Sj3.F + S>.

iD
= 3Sii.ni).

The length of steam header B piping located outdoors is the same as the length inside the

Intermediate Building (Sii.p = Sii.i').

Approximately 90% of all steam piping is located within the turbine building, and is not
missile or tornado protected.

The above relations also apply to feedwater piping.

Iff» denotes the total steamline break frequency, then:

fss = TISLBACT+TISLBBCT+TISLBOTB + TISLBAIB+ TISLBBIB+ TIOSLBSD
+ TISLBSVA+TISLBSGB

where:

o 9fsa =

0 If'
TISLBOTB

>*fvsca~cr [C~]+Qvsuucr+ 1 5 *fnsca~cr)) [~]+ 1 5*f»Ls~cr[Facade]

6fnsLs~cr

Solving forf»~„c<yields:
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0.1 (1.43E-03/yr) = 6 f~sia„cr

f~s~qcr = 2.38E-05/yr

Solving for the remaining steamline break frequencies yields:

fnsLBacT fr~ACT 2 38E-05/yr

festal =fvscaacr = 2 38E-05/yr

f>si aia = 1.5 f>sr >c<= 3.58E-05/yr

fasts SGa 1 5fnscazcr = 3.58E-05/yr

f~s~pea
= 0.9 fsa = 1.29E-03/yr

Initiator TISLBSVAaddresses inadvertent ARVliAs on both SGs due to an instrumentation failure
in ADFCS. This frequency is estimated in the same manner as initiator TIRXTRIP. Table 7-9 lists
the information relevant to development ofthe prior distribution. Note that ADFCS has only been

installed since 1991. As such, using equation (6), u' 0.012+ 0 = 0.012, and P' 0.617+ 3.65
= 4.26. Using Equation (5), the posterior mean and variance are, respectively, 2.82E-03 and
6.61E-04.

Initiator TIOSLBSD addresses inadvertent operation of the condenser steam dump system.
NUREG/CR-5622 reports a total of two reactor trips in 315.17 reactor years involving the turbine
bypass system; no data is provided concerning the uncertainty in this estimate due to statistical
confidence or plant-to-plant variability. Martz and Wailer [Ref. 44] describe a method for
estimating the parameters of a gamma distribution given values for the 95th and 5th percentiles.
In applying this method, two assumptions were made:

The ratio of the 95th percentile to the 5th percentile is 100.0.

The gamma distribution mean is 6.35E-03/y (2 events in 315.17 years).

Using the figures and tables provided by Martz and Wailer, the followingvalues were determined:

0', = 0.84

p =132.29
5th percentile = 2.02E-02
95th percentile = 2.02E-02
mean = 6.35E-03
variance = 4.80E-05
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As such, using equation (6), a' 0.84 + 0 = 0.84, and P' 132.29 + 12.99 = 145.28. Using

Equation (5), the posterior mean and variance are, respectively, 5.78E-03 and 3.98E-05.

For feedline breaks, relations among the relative frequencies exist similar to those for steamline

breaks with the only difference being the initiator frequencies:

0 1 fpa = 2*fmoucr [CNMT]+ {fmuucr+ 1 5 *fnmmcr)}[IB]+ 1 5*fmcaacr [Facade]

6fnpss~cr

where:

fmzaacr = 2.58E-05/yr

fnpcggcr =fnpzpacr = 2 58E-05/yr

fnp~„(a =fnp~„cr= 2 58E-05/yr

fnpLaara = 1 5fnpLagcr = 3.87E-05/yr

fn~gga 1.5fnmrzcr = 3 87E-05/yr

fnpcaora = 0 9fpa = 1 40E-03/yr

A log-normal uncertainty distribution (error factor = 15.0) is used for all high-energy line break

initiators. It is noted that the Ginna Station licensing basis credits leak-before-break for certain MS

and MFW piping. Since there is no readily available information with respect to factoring this

consideration into pipe break frequencies, itwas conservatively ignored.

7.3.1.5 TIIALOSS - Loss of Instrument Air

The initiator frequency for loss of IAwas determined by solving the IAmodel assuming that the

plant was operating for 81% of a year. This yielded a frequency of4.15E-02/yr with the dominant

cutsets related to common cause failures of the air compressors. A log-normal uncertainty

distribution (error factor = 15.0) is used for TIIALOSS.

7.3.1.6 Loss of Coolant Accidents

The Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) has formulated a methodology [Ref. 45] for
estimating the frequencies ofpipe breaks, including an example ofhow to apply this methodology

to the estimation ofLOCA frequencies. The fundamental equations are:
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Z, =Z*C *P *n

Z —Zg[C gP ~n +C gP

Z, = Z * [C, *n, + C, *P,~ *n, + C, *P„, * n,]

where:

Z, = LOCA frequency for pipes > 6"

Z„=LOCA frequency for pipes between 2" and 6"

Z, = LOCA frequency for pipes < 2"

Z = generic rupture failure rate

C„= size attribute value

P„= conditional probability that a rupture of size i occurs in a larger pipe of sizej
n, = number of pipe sections of size n

Table 7-10 shows the parameter values determined in the EPRI report (all values are shown in
Table 4.4-2 ofRef. 45 except for the pipe segment counts which are shown in Table 307 ofRef.
45). Substituting in the above equations for these values yields:

Z, = (2.9E-10/hr) * (1.4) * (7 / 15) * (109)

= 2.1E-08/hr = 1.8E-04/yr

Z„=(2.9E-10/hr) * [(0.6) * (9/10) * (195) + (1.4) * (1/3) * (109)]

= (4.5E-08/hr = 4.0E-04/yr

Z, = (2.9E-10/hr) * [(1.2) * (339)+ (0.6) * (1/10) * (195) + (1.4) ~ (1/5) * (109)]

= 1.3E-07/hr = 1.1E-03/yr

The LOCAsizes used in the Ginna Station PSA generally match the EPRI data ranges; uncertainty
in establishing the Ginna-specific LOCAsizes (e.g., due to use and interpretation ofMAAP results,
etc.), coupled with uncertainty in the EPRI methodology and its supporting data suggests that the
EPRI methodology produces results acceptable for use in the Ginna Station PSA. Thus:

'
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f(LLOCA)= 1.8E-04/yr

f(MLOCA)= 4.0E-04/yr

f(SLOCA) +f(SSLOCA) = 1.1E-03/yr

The small LOCArange is 1" to 1.5"; the small-small LOCA range is 0" to 1". There is little data
regarding the amount ofpiping within these ranges at Ginna Station. In addition, g1nd~ failure
of the RCP seals is not included in the EPRI frequency estimation (i.e., only pipe breaks are
addressed, not seal failures independent ofRCP seal support system failures.). Accordingly, itwas
decided to conservatively apply the entire small break frequency to small LOCAs and increase the
frequency by a factor of5 for small-small LOCAs (note - Ginna Station only has two RCPs). This
results in the following:

f(SLOCA) = 1.1E-03/yr

f(SSLOCA) = (5) * (1.1E-03/yr) = 5.5E-03/yr

For comparison purposes, Table 7-11 provides a sample listing ofLOCA frequencies used in other
PSAs. As can be seen, the Ginna-specific LOCA frequencies are comparable.

The EPRI data does not apply to a reactor vessel rupture event (LIRVRUPT). The NUIREG-1150
studies of Surry and Sequoyah estimated that the core-damage frequency due to reactor vessel
ruptures was on the order of 1.0E-08/yr. With the exception of pressurized thermal shock (PTS),
no specific failure mechanisms (e.g., thermal cycling, fatigue, overpressure, etc.) were identified
that lead to reactor vessel rupture; thus, the NUREG-1150 analysis is based solely on an assessment
ofPTS core-damage risk at Robinson presented in NUREG/CR-4183 [Ref. 46]

Reactor vessel failure may occur due to brittle fracture during severe overcooling transients. Three
conditions must exist in order to cause brittle fracture:

b.
C.

The reactor vessel materials must be at low temperature and be susceptible to brittle
fracture;
A fiaw (crack or notch) must be present; and
A tensile stress of sufficient magnitude must exist.

Conditions a and c are possible during transients such as small LOCAs and main steamline breaks,
during which relatively cold SI flow is added to the reactor vessel. It should be noted that these
transients do not result in complete RCS depressurization since SI flow willexceed the LOCA
break flowand the rate ofcoolant shrinkage during steamline break events. Condition b is always
possible since reactor vessel inspection techniques cannot detect flaws below approximately 0.25
inches.
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Brittle fracture susceptibility is governed by many factors such as fiaw geometry and vessel

material properties. In general, and specifically for Ginna Station, the most likely initiation point
for a brittle fracture are the welds in the vessel due to: (1) the high neutron fluence these welds

acquire over the plant lifetime, and (2) the presence of copper in the weld material. Industry
practice is to summarize these factors using the reference temperature for pressurized thermal shock

(RT~), which relates typical flaw sizes and material properties to the vessel temperature during
PTS transients.

'I

The NUREG/CR-4183 study of Robinson determined a core-damage frequency on the order of
1.0E-8/yr for an RT~ value of270'F. 10CFR50.61 establishes the following screening criteria

for the RT~ of reactor beltline materials:

a.

b.

270'F for plates, forgings, and axial weld materials
300'F for circumferential weld materials

Plant-specific evaluations for Ginna Station [Ref. 47] indicate the RT~ values willamain below

these criteria throughout the expected operating lifetime of the plant. Thus, in keeping with the

NUREG-1150 risk assessments of Surry and Sequoyah, it is concluded that the core-damage,

frequency of Ginna due to reactor vessel rupture is less than 1.0E-08/yr.

A log-normal distribution (ef = 15.0) is used for as an uncertainty distribution for all LOCAs.

7.3.1.7 LIOSGTRn - Steam Generator Tube Ruptures

Adams and Sattison [Ref. 48] report a total of five (5) single SG tube rupture (SGTR) events in
Westinghouse and C-E plants, based on examination of the operating experience of all such plants

from 1974 until 1987 (512 reactor years). One of the events identified in this data occurred at

Ginna Station on 1/25/82 in SG B due to a tool leftover in the SG from a previous outage. Since

that time, Ginna Station has replaced SGs (in 1996) and installed a foreign material detection

system (DIMMS) such that this event is not considered relevant as a plant-specific occurrence.

Therefore, generic data willbe used for this frequency based on Reference 49 (which includes the

1982 Ginna Station SGTR event). As such, the frequency for LIOSGTRA and LIOSGTRB is

4.84E-03/yr (or 9.67E-03/yr total). These values are also consistent with those presented in Table

7-11 for other PSAs.

A log-normal distribution (ef = 15.0) is used for as an uncertainty distribution.
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7.3.1.8 Loss of Service Water

Initiators TIOOOSWA and TIOOOSWB refer to a loss of SW from the safety-related 20" headers A
or B, respectively, while TIOOOOSW refers to the complete loss of all SW. Ginna Station has

experienced two precursor events to a total loss of SW flow due to icing of the traveling screens:

(1) 12/13/82, where screens "B" and "D" failed, and (2) 2/7/88, where all four screens failed (note-
the SW system remained available for both events). The event on 12/13/82 happened when the

plant was on-line; the 2/7/88 event happened during shutdown. It should be noted that water from

the discharge canal can be recirculated back to the intake structure to minimize the possibility of
freezing; experience shows that this is effective when the plant is operating. Further, failure of the

traveling screens does not imply immediate loss of SW since adequate flowwillpass under the ice

dam for some time.

More recent experience with frazil ice buildup has caused instances where power has been reduced

as the screenhouse bay level has dropped reducing available NPSH for the circulating water pumps.

The SW pumps have much lower NPSH requirements such that frazil ice would have to be

significant in order to fail all four pumps. RGEcEs response to these instances has led to more

conscious use of the circulating water recirculation feature and use of electrical heaters on the

intake crib screens. As such, a failure of 1E-04/yr was used for a common suction fault of all four
SW pumps.

The initiator frequency for loss ofeach SW header was determined by solving the SW model. This

yielded a frequency of 1.32E-04/yr for the loss of two of four SW pumps (for TIOOOSWA and

TIOOOSWB) with the dominate cutsets related to failures of the pumps to run. The frequency for
complete loss ofSW was determined to be 1.43E-04 (TIOOOOSW) with the do'minate cutsets related

to common suction faults (e.g., screenhouse failures), common cause failure of the pumps, and bus

failures. While the loss ofone header versus all SW is relatively equal in value, only the loss of
one header can be recovered. The equivalency in frequencies is due to the addition of the travelling
screens to TIOOOOSW only.

7.3.1.9 TIOOOCCW - Loss of Component Cooling Water

The frequency of initiator TIOOOCCW was estimated in the same manner as initiator TIRXTRIP.
Table 7-12 lists information relevant to development of the prior distribution. Using equation (6),
u' 0.018+ 0 = 0.018, and P' 0.889+ 12.99 = 13.888. Using Equation (5), the posterior mean

and variance are, respectively, 1.30E-03 and 9.33E-05.
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7.3.1.10 TIOOODCn - Loss ofDC Buses

The initiator frequency for DC bus failures was determined by solving the electric power model
assuming that the plant was operating for 81% ofa year. This yielded a frequency of 5.54E-03 for
each DC bus respectively, with the dominate cutsets related to disconnect switch, DC panel, and
fuse failures. A log-normal distribution (ef = 15.0) is used for as an uncertainty distribution.

7.3.1.11 ATWS Events

The initiator frequency of an ATWS event is the sum of all the reactor trip frequencies, since all
initiators willbe evaluated in the ATWS event tree, multiplied by the failure of the reactor trip
system. Specifically, the followingvalues are used for the reactor trip system failure probabilities
as taken from Reference 17:

a.

b.
C.

d.

e.

TLCCFMATWS - Mechanical Scram Failure Probability = 1.80E-06
TLCCFEATWS - Electrical Scram Failure Probability (Signal Only) = 1 40E-06
TLCCFBRKRF - Electrical Scram Failure Probability (Breakers Only) = 1.30E-05
RP200 - Turbine Trip Signal and AFW Initiation Signal Failure = 1.00E-02
ATWS Mitigation System Actuation Circuitry (AMSAC)Fail = 1.00&02

'.3.1.12TIRCPROT - Reactor Coolant Pump Locked Rotor

The accident analysis considers this event as a Condition IVaccident with a frequency between
1.0E-04/yr and 1.0E-06/yr since it entails the failure of a RCP rotor such that flow through one
RCS loop is lost. A review ofgeneric data sources did not reveal any available information. As
such, a frequency of 1.0E-04/yr willbe assumed. A log-normal distribution (ef = 15.0) is used for
as an uncertainty distribution.

7.3.2 External Event Initiators

[IATKR]

7.3.3 Results

Table 7-13 summarizes the Ginna Station PSA initiator frequencies.
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7.4 Human Reliability Analysis

There are two types of human errors included within the Ginna Station PSA models as follows:

a. Errors in restoring systems to normal operating status following test or maintenance (i.e.,
pre-initiator errors); and

b. Operator errors in responding to an accident (i.e., post-initiator errors).

A discussion of how data was generated for both types ofhuman errors is provided below.

7.4.1 Pre-Initiator Restoration Errors

For many systems, components can be temporary taken out of service during normal plant
operation for corrective and preventative maintenance and necessary testing. However, errors can

occur in restoring these components back to their proper operating state which would prevent them
from performing their intended function. Several factors related to each test and maintenance
action were examined with respect to component unavailability due to restoration errors. For
example, many tests and maintenance activities require an operational test of the system or
component followingcompletion of the work to verify that the system is operable. In other cases,

even when a component is left in the wrong position after test or maintenance, it would
automatically return to its proper position when an actuation signal is received. Unless either of
'hese factors were present, a basic event was included within the fault tree models as a restoration
failure mode, typically at a train level.

Allrestoration errors were assigned a generic value of3.0E-03., This value is derived as part of the
developmental effort in the Kisk Methods Integration and Evaluation Program (RMIEP) and was

adopted for the Accident Sequence Evaluation Program (ASEP) [Ref. 49] human reliability
analysis procedure. The restoration failure probability is made up of the following inputs:

(Error in Commission+ Error in Omission) * Failure to Recover

The error in commission is that portion of the maintenance or testing activity whereby plant
personnel perform something different than what is intended. For example, maintenance personnel
close instead ofopening a valve specified in plant procedures. Avalue of 0.02 is assigned for this

type of error. The error of omission relates to that portion of the maintenance or testing activity
whereby plant personnel fail to complete an required step. For example, testing personnel fail to
close a pump test line isolation valve following a test as instructed in procedures. Avalue of 0.01

was assigned for this error.
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A recovery factor was also assigned due to the fact that there are status indications of component
positions in the control room which are normally checked at least once per shift. In addition,
auxiliary operators perform system walkdowns to verify proper positioning of safety-related
systems on a monthly basis. A recovery factor of 0.1 was assigned based on Table 20-22 of
NUREG/CR-1278 [Ref. 50].

A detailed description of each restoration error that was included within the fault tree models is
provided in Appendix F.

7.4.2 Post-Initiator Operator Errors

The post-initiator operator errors included in the Ginna Station PSA are only those which are
currently proceduralized or addressed within operator training (i.e., "heroic actions were not
included). In general, there are two types ofoperator errors:

Failure to initiate a standby system in the normal course of responding to an initiating
event; and

Failure to recover a failed component or system.

Most post-initiator operator (or human) actions are included within the fault tree models to
specifically address which events and scenarios can be recovered within the models (versus
reviewing each cutset independently). However, this creates the potential to have multiple human
error events appear in the same cutset after sequence quantification. To address this concern, all
cutsets with multiple human errors were reviewed to confirm independence between the events.
Ifnot, a change to the model or human error probabilities was made to correctly model the
dependency between the human errors. Table 7-14 contains a listing of those human errors which
appeared together in the same cutsets for various sequences.

For the initial sequence quantification, a conservative probability of 1.0E-01 was assigned as a
screening value for all post-initiator human errors. Quantification of the fault trees was then
performed at various truncation limits (all c 1.0E-09) utilizing this screening value. For those
human events which were considered important (i.e., were found among the top cutsets), detailed
human error probability estimates were derived. Table 7-15 lists the final values used for all
human error events contained in the integrated plant model (i.e., this list does not include all human
errors described in Section 6, only those contained in the fault tree logic that was ultimately used).
Amore detailed description of these events and all human error probability estimations is provided
in Appendix F.
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The detailed human reliability analysis was performed using the methodology specified in
NUREG/CR-4772 (commonly known as the ASEP method) which provides a simplified version
of the method contained in Reference 50. The ASEP method produces human error probabilities
that are more conservative than would be realized from a full scope application of the THERP
method [Ref. 50], but less conservative than the screening values. The major elements of the ASEP
methodology for post-initiator human errors are as follows:

Diagnosis of the event is a time-reliability correlation graph with a time dependency
between diagnosis and post-diagnosis tasks included.

Abbreviated tables ofhuman error probabilities (generally conservative) for each critical
action which accounts for different stress levels are generated.

Abbreviated recovery factors are developed and associated with the appropriate stress
levels.

Estimates are made to the effects of using symptom-oriented emergency operating
procedures.

Explicit consideration of the human error probabilities for memorized immediate
emergency actions is included.

Additional guidance on assessment of stress levels for each accident sequence is included.

The human error probabilities from the detailed analysis were substituted for the screening values
used in the quantification effort. In all cases, the human error probabilities results from the detailed
analysis were lower than the screening value of 1.0E-01. Therefore, no information was missed
during the initialquantification effort using the screening values (i.e., there would be no additional
cutsets ifthe final quantification would have been performed using the human error probabilities
from the detailed analysis).
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Table 7-1
Component Falhirc Data

Type Codo

AC A

ADP

AFF

AMA

ARP

AVCN

AVF

AVFKR

AVPX

B1P

B2P

B4P

BCF

BDP

Component

AirCooling Unit

AirCooling Unit

AirDryer

AirFilter

AirCompressor

AirCompressor

AirRccicvcr

Air-Operated Valve

Air-Operated Valvo

Air-Operated Valve

Air-Operated Valve

)4kVBus

(4kV Bus

120 V Bus

Battery Charger

DC Bus

Failuro Modo

Fails to Start

Pails to Run

Pails to DclivcrFlow

Pails to DclivcrFlow

Fails to Start

Pails to Run

Local Faults

Pails to Open/Closo

Fails to ihrottle

Spurious Operation

Fails to Open/ Close

Fault

Fault

Fault

No Output

1'ault

Hourly/
Demand

D

H

H

H

H

H

H

Generic
Valuo

2.08E-04

1.05E-OS

5.23E-07

7.23E-06

1.27E-O I

2.48F 03

6.00E-07

2.17E-03

3.74E-06

3.74E-06

1.98E-06

4.50E-08

1.19E-07

, 1.19E-07

7.78E-06

4.50E 08

PS-Data Collected (System)?

IA

HV, IA

IA

IA

IA

CV, IA,MS, RC, S W

AP, CC, CT, IA,MS, RC, RH, SW

AF, GS, CV, MS, RC

IB

DC

DC

BEF Electrical Penetration Failure H I.OOE.06

BFF

HIP

BIN

BTD

BTF

CB DN

CBK

CB0

CBR

ODD

CDR

Blind Flango

Bistable

Bistable

Battery

'attery

AC Brcakcr

AC Brcakcr

AC Breaker

AC Breaker

DC Brcakcr

DC Breaker

Puso

Fails

Spunous Operation

Fails to Opcrato on Demand

No Output (Demand)

No Output (Hourly)

Fails to Operato/Open

Transfers Closed

Fails to Opcrato

Transfers Open

Fails to Trip (Overcuircnt)

Transfers Open

Fails Open

H

D

D

H

H

2.54E-OS

1.03F 06

2.25E.07

1.19E-OS

1.93E-06

1.16E-03

2.02E-06

1.06E-06

1.87E-06

8.83E-04

3.80E-06

6.38E-07

DC

DC

AC, IB

IB

DC
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Table 7-1
Component Failure Data

Type Code Component Failure Mode
Hourly/
Demand

Generic
Valuo PS-Data Collected (System)?

CIR

CT CN Contact

CT KR Contact

DC Intcrruptcr

DC Disconnncct Sw.

Transfers Open

Transfers Open

Fails to Open/Closo

Spurious Operation

D

H

H

2.00E-QS

1.41E 06

2.27E.06

7.058-08

CVC

CVK

CVN

CVP

CVR

DGA

DGF

EID

EPD

FCF

FDF

Check Valve

Check Valve

Check Valve

Check Valve

Check Valvo

Diesel Generator

Diesel Generator

E/I Convcrtcr

Expansion Joint

8/P Convcrtcr

Dropout Register

Water Filter

Fails to Close

Transfers Closed

Fails to Open

Fails to Open

Transfers Open

Fails to Start

Fails to Run

Fails to Respond

Faih

Fails to Respond

Pails to Fall

Pails

D

H

H

H

H

1.638-03

1.69E-06

1.458.04

1.32E-07

9 468-07

1.768-02

2.258-03

2.19P 07

2.858-08

1.008-07

1.008-06

4.07F 06

AF,CC,CS,DG,MS,RH,SI, SW

CC, CV, IA,SW

CV,DG,IA,RC,StV

AF, CS, CV, IA,MS, RH, SI, SW

CT, SI

DG

DG

FDP

FSD

Fuel Oil Strainer

Flow Element

Flow Switch

PTD

8TH

Flow Transmitter

Flow Transmitter

Plow Transmitter

FS HL Flow Switch

Plugged

Fails

Pails to Respond

Pailsto High/Low

Pails to Respond

Fails High

Fails Low

H

H

D

2.66E.05

9.168-06

1.008-08

2.808-06

1.8IE 06

2.04E-06

1.838-06

IPE F

HNP

HRF

HTF

Room Heater

PZR Hcatcr

Hydrogen Recombinr

Heat Traco

Heat Exchanger

liest Exchange

Fails to Opcratc

Fails

Fails to Rccombino

Pails

Cooling Capability Pails

Tube Rupture

H

H

H

1.168-06

1.678-06

2.688-06

5.60E 07

1.95E-05

2.61E-Q5

HV

CV

CC, RH

CC
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Table 7-1
Component Fallurc Data

Type Code

1KP

IPD

IRF

IVF

Component

Eleat Exchanger

Invcitcr

I/P Converter

Regulating Rectifier

Static VoltRegulator

Logic Circuit

Level Switch

Plugs

Pailure Mode

No Output

Fails to Respond

No Output

No Output

Fails to Gcncratc Signal

Fails to Respond

Hourly/
Demand

H

H

H

H

D

Gcncric
Valuo

2.20F 06

2.878-05

1.008-07

1.07P 06

7.118-06

3.89E-06

3.008-08

PS-Data Collected (System)?

CC, CV, RH

DC, IB

LS H, Level Switch

Level Switch

Fails High

Fails Low

H

H

2.318-06

2.318-06

LTD

LTH

LTL

Lcvcl Transmitter

Level Transmitter

Level Transmitter

Fails to Respond

Fails High

Fails Low

H

H

2.14E-06

2.02P 06

2.068-06

CV

CV

LYDL Signal Processor

MBCN Backflow Damper

MBKR Backflow Damper

MC CN Air.Operated Damper

MC KR Air-Operated Damper

MD CN Motor-Op Damper

MD KR Motor-Op Damper

Fails to Respond/Fails Low

Fails to Operate

Spurious Operation

Fails to Operate

Spurious Operation

Fails to Opcratc

Spurious Operation

H

H

H

H

6.42F 07

2.188-03

6.428-07

2.188-03

5.098-06

2.188-03

5.098-06

HV

HV

MFA

MFP

MFS

MPA

MPP

MPS

MVC

MVD

MVK

MVN

Motor-Driven Fan

Motor-Driven Fan

Motor-Driven Fan

Motor-Driven Puinp

Motor-Driven Pump

Motor-Driven Pump

Motor-Op Valve

Motor-Op Valvo

Motor-Op Valvo

Motor-Op Valve

Fails to Start

Fails to Run

Pails to Start

Fails to Start

Pails to Run

Fails to Start

Fails to Close

Pails to 'Ihrottlo

Transfers Closed

Fails to Open

H

H

EI

H

2.088-04

1.248-05

1.908-07

4.84E-03

S.458-05

4.428 06

6.018-03

2.25F 06

1.528-06

5.07E 03

HV

HV

HV

AP, CS, CC, CV, DG, SW

CCi CVi DG RC RII SI SW

AF, CS, RH, SI

AF, CC, MS, SI, SW

AP, CC, CS, CV, RC, RH, SI, SiV

CVI SW
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Table 7-1
Component Failure Data

Typo Codo

MVP

MVR

MVX

POD

PP JP

PS DR

PS HL

PTD

PVK

PVR

PXF

RE BE

RE KR

RTD

RU BE

RVC

RVN

RVP

RVR

RVZ

RYN

RYQ

RYT

RZP

Component

Motor-Op Valvo

Motor-Op Valvo

Motor-Op Valvo

Pressure Controller

Piping

Pressure Switch

Prcssuro Switch

Prcssure Transmitter

Pressure Transmitter

Prcssuro Transmitter

Prcssuro Control Vlv

Prcssure Control Vlv

Power Supply

Radiation Elcmcnt

Relay

Relay

Time Delay Relay

UVRelay

RclicfValve

RclicfValve

Relief Valve

RclicfValve

Relief Valve

PZR Safety, MSSV

PZR Safety, MSSV

PZR Safety, MSSV

PORV

PORV

PORV

Failuro Mode

Fails to Open

Transfers Open

Fails to Close

Fails to Respond

Failuro

Fails to Respond

Fails High/Low

Fails to Respond

Fails High

Fails Losv

Transfers Closed

Transfers Open

No Output

Fails to Respond

Fails to Operato on Demand

Operational Failuro

Fails to Energize

Fails to Opcrato on Demand

Fails to Close

Fails to Open

Fails to Open

Spurious Open

Fails to Closo (Liq Release)

Fails to Open

Fails to Reseat Atter Liquid

Fails to Rcscat AAcrSteam

Fails to Open

Fails to Open

Fails to Rcscat Atter Liquid

Hourly/
Demand

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

D

D

H

H

D

D

D

D

D

Generic
. Valuo

4.638-06

1.368.06

5.49F 06

1.47E-06

5.538-07

4.508-05

8.458-07

1.47F 06

1.49F 06

1.47E-06

3.33E-06

1.06E-05

1.40E-06

3.42F 06

7.65E-05

3.948-07

7.65F 05

7.65E-05

5.18E-03

2.12E-04

1.948.07

1.69E-06

1.00E-01

1.40E.04

1.008-01

7.45F 03

4.158.03

6.32F 07

5.008-03

PS-Data Collcctcd (System)2

AFJ CC CS~ MS RC RII SI SW

CS,MS,RH

AF, CS, RC, RH, SI

CV, IA

MS

CV

CV, MS

DG, RC

MS

RC
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Table 7-1
Component Failure Data

Typo Code Component Failure Mode
Hourly/
Demand

Generic
Valuo PS-Data Collected (System)2

RZT PORV Fails to Reseat AAcrSteam D 5.00E-03

SC DN Stop.Check Valvo Fails to Operate D 1.61F 03

SMP

ST A

Containment Sump Plugged

Motor-Driven Strainer Fails to Start

Motor-Driven Strainer Fails to Run

2.2E-05

2.08E-04

7.85E-06

SV CN Solenoid Valvo Fails to Opcrato D 2.83F 03

SV PN

SVX

Solenoid Valve

Solenoid Valve

SV KR Solenoid Valve Transfers Closed/Open

Fails to Open

Fails to Closo

4.09E-07

2.58E-06

1.47E-06

SW

DG,RC,SW

S'tV C Hand Switch Fails to Closo D 2.59F 08

SWK

SWN

Hand Switch

Hand Switch

SW R Hand Switch

Transfers Closed

Fails to Open

Transfers Open

H

D

H

8.00E-08

2.00E-08

8.00E-08

SXN Speed Switch Fails to Open D 2.46F 04

SZKR Valve Position Switch Transfers Open/Closed

Tl F kVTransformers Fault

SZ C Valvo Position Switch Fails to Close 2.46E-04

4.44E-06

2.08E-06 AC

T6F 480V -240V Trans Fault H 1.90E-06 IB

Tank Bladder

TKGJ Tank

Travelling Screen

Ruptures

Leakage / Rupture

Fails to Run

H

H

3.31E 06

5.52E-06

6.85E-04

AF, CC, CS, CV, DG

TPF

TRD Agastat Relay Fails

Turbine-Driven Pump Fails to Start

Turbind-Driven Pump Fails to Run

Turbine-Driven Pump Fails to Start H

H

2.62E.02

8.91E-05

2.39E-05

6.80E-06

AF

TS BE

TS HL

Tl'D

TfHL

Tcmpcraturo Switch

Tcmpcraturo Switch

Temp Transmitter

Temp Transmitter

No Function With Signal

Function Without Signal

Fails to Respond

Fails High/Low

D

H

1.20E-07

9.20E-07

1.47E.06

1.81E-06

CC,CS,MS,SW

AF, CC, CS, CV, DG, MS, RC, RH, SI,
Stv
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Table 7-1
Component Failure Data

Typo Codo

TVD

TV HL

VBP

XVCN

XVK

XVPX

XVR

Component

Temp Controller

Temp Controller

Vacuum Breaker

Manual Valve

Manual Valve

Manual Valve

Manual Valvo

Failure Mode

Fails to Respond

Fails HigldLow

Fails

Fails to Operate

Transfers Closed

Fails to Open/Close

Transfers.Open

Hourly/
Demand

H

H

H

D

H

Generic
Value

2.12E-06

1.36E-06

1.03E-06

3.47E-04

1.94E.07

9.63E-07

1.30E-07

PS-Data Collected (System)?

CS, CV, R11

AF, MS, RH, SW
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Descri lion

Table 7-2
Generic Conunon Cause Beta Factors

Value Re eivnce

Air-opcratcd valve fails to open or fails to closo

Battery failures

Check valvo fails to open or fails to closo

Check valve transfers closed (plugged)

Check valve rcvcrse Icakago

Coro flux sensors (except LPRMs) inopcrablo

Diesel generator fails to start or fails to run

Level, pressure, flowsensor inoperable

Local power range monitors inoperable

Motor-driven fan fails to start or run

Motor-operated valve fails to open or fails to close

Motor-operated valve transfers closed (plugged)

Pressure and level switches inopcrablc

Pump (APW) fails to start or fails to run

Pump (scrvico water, component cooling water, river water, intake
cooling water, salt water cooling, cooling tower, or reactor ertuipmcnt
cooling) fails to start or fails to run

Pump (altcmating service, normally operating part ofthe time) fails to
start

Pump (altcmating scrvicc, normally operating part ofthe time) fails to
run

Pump (standby scrvicc, not normally running except for test) fails to
start

Pump (standby service, not normally running except for test) fails to
run

Pump (safety injection, high prcssuro injection) fails to start or 1'ails to
run

Pump (residual heat removal, low prcssuro injection) fails to start or
fails to run

Pump (containment spray) fails to start or fails to run

Pump (charging) fails to start

Pump (charging) tails to run

P WR safety/relief valve fails to open

Rcactorcoolanttem eraturedctcctorino crable

0.191

0.08

0.06

0.337

0.104

0.511

0.05

0.01

0.689

0.13

0.08

0.669

0.232

0.03

0.03

0.093

0.041

0.311

0.141

0.17

0.11

0.05

0.252

0.016

0.07

0.216

NUREG/CR-2770, p. 52

NUREG/CR-4780, p. 4-71

NUREO/CR-4780, Table 3-7

NUREG/CR-2770, p.'2

NUREO/CR-2770, p. 64

NUREG/CR-3289, p. C-20

NUREO/CR-4780, Tablo 3-7

NUREG/CR-3289, p. C-44

NUREG/CR-3289, p. C-30

NUREG/CR-4780, Table 3-7

NUREG/CR-4780, Table 3-7

NUREG/CR-2770, p. 92

NUREG/CR-3289, p. C-6

NUREG/CR-4780, Tablo 3-7

NUREG/CR-4780, Table 3-7

NUREG/CR-2098, p. 68

NUREG/CR-2098, p. 71

NUREG/CR-209$ , p. 128

NUREG/CR-2098, p. 130

NUREG/CR-4780, Tablo 3-7

NUREG/CR-4780, Table 3-7

NUREG/CR-4780, Tablo 3-7

NUREG/CR-2098, p. 144

NUREG/CR-2098, p. 146

NUREG/CR-4780, Tablo 3-7

NUREG/CR-3289 . C-36
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Table 7-2
Generic Conunon Cause Beta Pactors

Deser/ /lan Value Re erenee

Signal conditioning system (source rango flux, intcrmcdiato rango flux,
power rango flux, power-to-flow, rate ofchango offlux,
T-average/delta T, ovcrpowcr/delta T, over tcmpcrature/delta T,
reactor outlet tempcraturo, reactor coolant pressure,
prcssure/temperature or thermal margin/low pressure, reactor coolant
flow, stcam flow/fccd flowmismatch, steam gcncrator water level,
pressurizer level, stcam gcncrator pressure, containmcnt prcssure, flow
unit) inoperablo

0.219 NUREG/CR-3289, p. C-62

Steam lino radiation monitor inopcrablc 0.075 NUREG/CR-3289, p. C-90
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Table 7-3
Final Common Cause Beta Factors "

sletn

AC Power

AC Power

AC Power

AFW

APW

AFW

AFW

AFW

AFW

AFW

APW

AFW

AFW

APW

APW

APW

AFW

APW

APW

AFW

APW

CCW

CCW

Descri lion

DG breaker fails to close

Agastat timing relays fail

Inverter fails

Check valve fails to open

Check valve fails to open

Check valve fails to open

Check valve fails to open

Check valve fails to open

Check valve fails to open

Flow transmitter fails to respond

Flow transmitter fails high

Motor-driven pump fails to run

Motor-driven pump fails to run

Motor-driven pump fails to start

Motor-driven pump fails to start

Motor-operated valve fails to throttle flow

Motor-operated valve fails to throttle flow

Motor-operated valve fails to open

Motor-operated valve fails to open

All3 APW pumps fail to start

All3 APW pumps fail to run

Motor driven putnp fails to start

Motor driven mn fails to run

Cow onent EfÃs

52/EG1A1, 52/EG1A2,
52/EG181, 52/EG182

2/BLA,2/BLB

INVTA,INVTB

9574A, 9588A

4014, 4016,
4017

4009, 4010,
3998

9705A, 97058

9700A, 97008

4000C,4000D,
4003,4004

'T-4084,PT-4085

PT-4084, PT-4085

PAFOIA, PAFOIB

PSP01A, PSF018

PAP01A, PAF018

PSPOIA, PSPOIB

4007, 4008

9701A, 97018

4000A,40008

9703A, 97038

PAF01A, PAF018,
PAP03

PAP01A, PAF018,
PAI'03

PAC02A, PAC028

PAC02A, PAC028

Mean Beta
Paclor

1.00E-01

1.00P:01

1.00E-01

6.00E-02

6.00E-02

6.00E-02

6.00E-02

6.00E-02

6.00E-02

1.00E-02

1.00E-02

4.10E-02

4.10H-02

9.30H-02

9.30H-02

1.00E-01

1.00E-01

8.00H-02

8.00H-02

2.05E-02

2.05H-02

3.00E-02

3.00H-02
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Table 7-3
Final Common Cause Beta Factors

S stetn

CCW

CS

CS

CS

CS

CS

CS

CNMTIsol

Descri tion

Motor-operated valve fails to open

Check valve fails to open

RWST level transmitter fails to respond

RWST level transmitter fails low

Motor driven pump fails to run

Motor driven pump fails to start

Motor-operated valve fails to open

Air-operated valve fails to close

Com anent Z<INs

738A, 738B

862A, 862B

LT-920, LT-921

LT-920, LT-921

PSI02A, PSI02B

PSI02A, PSI02B

860A, 860B,
860C, 860D

1723, 1728

Mean Beta
Factor

8.00E-02

6.00E-02

1.00E-OI

1.00E-01

1.41E-02

3.11E-02

8.00E-02

1.91E-02

CVCS Air-operated valve fails to close

CVCS Motor driven pump fails to run

CNMT Isol Air-operated valve fails to close 1721, 1003A,
1003B

200A, 200B,
202

PCH01A, PCH01B,
PCH01C

1.91E-02

1.91H-02

4.10H-02

CVCS

DC

DG

DG

DG

DG

DG

DG

DG

DG

DG

DG

Motor driven pump fails to start

Battery charger fails

Fuel oilcheck valve fails to close

Fuel oilcheck valve fails to close

Fuel oilcheck valve fails to open

Fuel oil check valve fails to open

DG fails to start

DG fails to run

Fuel oil strainer plugs

Fuel oil strainer plugs

Fuel oilpump fails to start

Fucloil um failstorun

PCH01A, PCH01B,
PCH01C

BYCA,BYCA1,
BYCB, BYCB1

5919, 5920

5955, 5956

5919, 5920

5955, 5956

KDG01A, KDG01B

KDG01A, KDG01B

5919, 5920

NDG04, NDG08

PDG02A, PDG02B

PDG02A, PDG02B

9.30E-01

1.00E-01

6.00E-01

6.00H-02

6.00H-02

6.00F;01

5.00H-02

5.00E-02

1.00E-01

1.00H-01

3.11H-01

1.41H-01
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Table 7-3
Final Common Cause Beta Factors

sletn

BSFAS

BsrAS

ESPAS

ESPAS

HSPAS

ESPAS

ESPAS

ESPAS

HSFAS

HSPAS

rsrAS

Descri lion

Agastat time delay relay fails to energize

Bistable fails to respond

Flow transmitter fails to respond

Flow transmitter fails low

Pressure transmitter fails to respond

Pressure transmitter fails to respond

Pressure transmitter fails to respond

Pressure transmitter fails lugh

Prcssure transmitter fails high

Pressure transmitter fails low

Radiation monitor fails to rcs ond

Com anent EINs

2/crlA,2/criB,
2/CP1C, 2/CF1D,

2/MAFPIA,2/MAFP1B,
2/RI-IRP IA,2/RI~ IB,

2/SIP ICl, 2/SIP IC2,
2/SWP IAC,2/SWP IBD

FC-464A, FC-465A,
PC-474A, PC-47BA,
PC-429C, PC-430H,

PC-431G,
PC-945AB to PC-950AB,

PC-468A, PC-469A,
PC-478A, PC479A,
PC-482A, PC-483A,
TC-401A, TC-402A,
TC-403A, TC-404A

FT-464, FT-465,
PT-474, FT-475

PT-464, FT-465,
PT-474, FT-475

PT-429, PT-430,
PT-431

PT-945, PT-946,
PT-947, PT-948,
PT-949, PT-950

PT-468, PT-469,
PT-478, PT479,
PT-482, PT-483

PT-429, PT-430,
PT-431

PT-468, PT-469,
PT-478, PT-479,
PT-482, PT-483

PT-945, PT-946,
PT-947, PT-948,
PT-949, PT-950

R-I 1, R-12

Mean Beta
Faclor

1.00B-01

1.00E-01

1.00H-OI

1.00H-01

1.00H-01

1 00H-01

1.00H-01

1.00H-01

1.00E-01

1.00E-01

1.001."-01
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Table 7-3
Final Common Cause Beta Factors

S stem

HsrAs

Descri lion

Relay fails to energize

Com onenl L~1Ns

SI-10X titru SI-18X,
SI-20X tluu SI-28X

Mean De(a
Factor

1.00H-01

ESFAS . ~ Relay fails to energize SI-AI,SI-A2, Ms 1,
MS2, MS3, MS4,
Sl, S2, Vl,V2

1.00E-OI

HsrAs

ESPAS

HsrAs

HsrAs

HsrAs

HSPAS

HSPAS

ESFAS

Relay fails to energize

Relay fails to de-energize

Temperature transmitter fails to respond

Temperature transmitter fails high

Spurious actuation ofbistablc

Spurious actuation flow transmitter giigh)

Spurious actuation ofpressure transmitter
gtigh)

Spurious actuation ofpressur'e transmitter (low)

PC-9458XI, PC-945BX2,
PC-946BX1, PC-9468X2,
PC-947BX1, PC-9478X2,
PC-9488X1, PC-948BX2,
PC-9498X1, PC-9498X2,
PC-9508X1, PC-9508X2

ALLESFAS SENSING
INSTRUMENTATION

AUXRELAYS

TH-401A, TH-4018,
TE-402A, TH-4028,
TH-403A, TH-4038,
TE-404A, Tl':4048

TH-401A, TH-4018,
TI."-402A, TH-4028,
TE-403A TI."-4038
TH-404A, TI:-4048

rc-464A, rc-465A,
PC-474A, FC-47BA,
PC-429C, PC-430H,

PC-431G,
PC-945AB to PC-950AB,

PC-468A, PC-469A,
PC-478A, PC479A,
PC-482A, PC-483A,
TC-401A, TC-402A,
TC-403A, TC-404A

rT-464, rT-465,
PT-474, PT-475

PT-945, PT-946,
PT-947, PT-948,
PT-949, PT-950

PT-429, PT-430,
PT-431

1.00E-01

1.00E-01

1.00H-01

1.00H-01

1.00F;01

1.00H-01

1.00E-01

1.00H-01
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Table 7-3
Final Common Cause Beta Factors

S stern

ESFAS

Descri tion

Spurious actuation ofpressure transmitter (low)

Corrr onent ZlNs

PT-468, PT-469,
PT-478, PT-479,
PT-482, PT-483

Mean Beta
Factor

1.00E-01

ESFAS 'purious energization ofrelay SI-10X tliruSI-18X,
SI-20X tluu SI-28X

I.OOE-OI

ESFAS

ESFAS

ESFAS

ESFAS

HVAC

HVAC

HVAC

HVAC

HVAC

IA

IA

Spurious energization ofrelay

Spurious energization ofrelay

Spurious de-energization ofslave relays

Spurious actuation of temperature transmitter
Qoiv)

Air-operated valve fails to close

Air-operated damper fails to close

Air-operated damper fails to open

Motor-driven fan fails to start

Motor-driven fan fails to run

Aircompressor A, 8, or SA fails to start

Aircompressor A, 8, or SA fails to run

Aircompressor A, 8, C, or SA fails to start

SI-A1, SI-A2, MS1)
MS2, MS3, MS4,
Sl,S2,vl,v2

PC-945BX1, PC-945BX2,
PC-946BX1, PC-946BX2,
PC-9478X1, PC-9478X2,
PC-948BXl, PC-948BX2,
PC-9498X1, PC-949BX2,
PC-950BX1, PC-9508X2

ALLESFAS SENSING
INSTRUMENTATION

AUXRELAYS

TH-401A, TH-4018,
TH-402A, TE-4028,
TH-403A TH-4038
TH-404A, TE-4048

7970,7971

5873, 5875

5871, 5872,
5874, 5876

ACF08A, ACFOSB,
ACFOSC, ACF08D

ACFOSA, ACF088,
ACF08C, ACF08D

CIA02A, CIA028,
CSA02

CIA02A, CIA028,
CSA02

CIA02A, CIA028,
CIA02C, CSA02

1.00E-01

1.00E-01

1.00E-01

1.00E-01

1.91E-01

1.00'-01

1.00E-Ol

1.30E-01

1.30E-01

1.00E-01

1.00E-01

1.50H-02
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Table 7-3
I<'inal Common Cause Beta Factors

S stem

IA

MS

MS

MS

MS

MS

MS

RCS

RCS

RCS

RCS

SI

SI

SI

SI

SI

Descri tion

Aircompressor A, B, C, or SA fails to run

Airoperated valve fails to close

MSIVfails to close

ARVfails to open (air operation)

Check valve fails to open

Motor-operated valve fails to open

ARVfails to close

ARVfails to open (manual operation)

Air-opcratcd valve fails to open

Motor-operated valve fails to open

Motor-operated valve fails to close

PORV fails to open

RHR check valve fails to open

RHR check valve fails to open

RHR check valve fails to open

Pump fails to run

Pump fails to start

Motor-operated valve fails to open

Motor-operated valve fails to open

Check valve fails to open (demand)

Check valve fails to open (standby)

Check valve fails to open (standby)

Check valve fails to open (standby)

Check valve fails to o cn (standb )

Com anent E<l¹

CIA02A, CIA02B
CIA02C, CSA02

5735, 5736
5737, 5738

3516, 3517

3410, 3411

3504B,3505B

3504A, 3505A

3410, 3411

3410, 3411

431A, 431B

515, 516

515, 516

430, 431C

853A, 853B

710A, 710B

697A, 697B

PAC01A, PAC01B

PAC01A, PAC01B

852A, 852B

S57A, 857B,
857C

842A, 842B

870A, 870B,
889A, 889B

878G, 878J

867A, 867B

889A, 889B

Mean Beta
Factor

1.50H-02

1.91H-01

1.91E-01

1.91H-01

6.00F=02

S.OQE-02

1.91E-01

1.00E-01

1.91E-Ol

8.00E-02

8.00E-02

7.00E-02

6.00E-02

6.00I."-02

6.00H-02

1.10E-Ol

1.10H-01

S.OOH-02

S.OOF;02

6.00H-02

6.00H-02

6.00H-02

6.00H-02

6 001:-02
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Table 7-3
Final Common Cause Beta Factors

S stem

SI

SI

SI

SI

SW

SW

SW

SW

SW

SW

SW

SW

SW

UV

UV

Descri tion

Accumulator level transmitter fails high

Pump fails to run

Pump fails to start

Accumulator pressure transmitter fails high

Check valve fails to open (demand)

Check valve fails to open (standby)

Expansion joint failures

Pump fail to start

Pump fails to run

Motor-opcratcd valve fails to close

Motor-opcratcd valve fails to close

Motor-operated valve fails to open (standby)

Solenoid-operated valve fails to open

Relay fails to de-cncrgizc

Relay fails to de-energize

Com onent ZINs

LT-934, LT-935,
LT-938, LT939

PSIOIA, PSIOI8,
PSI01C

PSIOI A, PSI018,
PSI01C

PT-936, PT-937,
PT-940, PT-941

4601, 4602,
4603, 4604

9627A, 96278

SSW02, SSW03,
SSW04, SSW05

PSW01A, PSW018, „

PSW01C, PSW01D

PSW01A, PSWOIB,
PSW01C, PSW01D

4609, 4613, 4733,
4734, 4735, 4780

4613, 4615, 4616,
4663, 4664, 4670

4013, 4027, 4028

4324, 4325, 4326

27/14, 278/14,
27/16, 278/16,
27/17, 278/17,
27/18, 278/18

27D/14, 27D/8/14,
27D/16, 27D/8/16,
27D/17, 27D/8/17,
27D/18, 27D/8/18

Mean Beta
F<actor

1.00E-OI

1.70E-01

1.70E-01

1.00E-01

6.00E-02

6.00E-02

I 00E-01

3.00E-02

3.00E-02

8.00E-02

8.00E-02

8.00E-02

1.00E-01

1.001."-01

1.00E-01
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Table 7A
Final Test and Maintenance VnavailabilityValues

T/ML'vent

APTM004048

AFTMOAPWAB

ArTMOTDArw

APTMCONDPP

APTMMAISGA

AFTMMAFSGB

APTMOUTCON

AMMSAPWPC

APTMSAPWPD

APTMSAFWAB

AFM'IDAPWA

AMMTDAFWB

CCTMOOOHXA

CCTMOOOHXB

CCTM PUMPA

CCTM PUMPB

CSTMTRAINA

CSTMTRAINB

CVTMCHPMPA

CVTMCHPMP8

CVTMCI-IPMPC

DGTM00001B

DGTM00001B

HVTMAAIF02

HVTMABSTRA

I-IVTMABSTRB

Description

Alternate suction source for APW pumps

Motor-driven AFW pumps cross-connect lines

Turbine-driven APW pump train

Condensatc transfer pump (PDC04)

Motor-Driven AFWTrain A to SG A

Motor-DrivenAFW Train B to SG B

Outside condensate storage tank valves

SAFWTrainCto SGA

SAFW Train D to SGB

SAP W cross-connect line

TDAPW train injection linc to SG A

TDAFW train injection line to SG B

CCW heat exchanger Train A

CCW heat exchanger Train B

CCW pump train A

CCW pump train B

CS pump train A

CS pump train B

CVCS pump train A

CVCS pump train B

CVCS pump train C

DGA

DG8

IB exhaust fan AAIF02

AB HVAC train A

AB HVAC train B

P-S Dala
Based Value

1.10E-03

4.338-03

9.048-03

2.918-03

5.678-03

5.678-03

1.10E-03

8.40E-03

1.028-03

4.338-03

1.50E-03

1.508-03

2.13E-04

2.13E-04

2.13E-04

2.13E-04

3.898-03

3.898-03

8.578-03

8.10P;03

8.10E-03

5.868-03

5.86E-03

1.568-03

1.28E-03

1.28P:03

MainlRule
Based Value<'>

3.00E-02

5.30E-02

5.30E-02

5.60E-02

5.70E-02

4.908-02

4.90E-02

3.50E-03

3.50E-03

7.008-03

7.00E-03

2.40E-02

2.408-02

1.02E-OI

1.028-01

1.028-01

1.30E-02

1.30E-02
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Table 7-4
Final Test and Maintenance Unavailability Values

T/MEvent

HVTMAIF01A

HVTMAIF018

I~CHARGA

HVTMCI~GB

I~CTMT A

HVTMCTMT8

HVTMCTMT C

HVTMCTMT D

I~CTRLRM

IWTMRELAYA

HVTMRELAYB

HVTMSAFW A

I~SAFW 8

IATMCOMPRA

IATMCOMPRB

IATMCOMPRC

IATMSACOMP

MSTM003410

MSTM003411

RCTM000515

RCTM000516

RHTM00000A

RHTM000008

SITM00871A

SITM008718

SITMOPSI1A

Description

IB exhaust fan AII'01A

IB exhaust fan AIF018

CVCS pump room HVAC train A

CVCS pump room HVACtrain 8

Containment recirculation fan cooler train A

Containment recirculation fan cooler train 8

Containment recirculation fan cooler train C

Containmcnt recirculation fan cooler train D

Control room HVAC train

Relay room ISAAC train A

Relay room HVACtrain 8

SAFW pump room HVACtrain A

SAFW pump room HVACtrain 8

IAcompressor A

IAcompressor 8

IAcompressor C

Service air compressor

ARV8

ARVA

MOV515 closed due to seat leakage

MOV516 closed due to seat lcakagc

RIMpump train A

Rl-IRpump train 8

MOV871A closed

MOV8718 closed

Sl pump A

P-S Data
Based Value

1.28E-03

1.28E-03

1.03E-03

1.03E-03

3.24E-03

1.02E-03

3.24E-03

1.02E-03

2.28E-03

9.05E-04

'.93E-04

3.80E-03

3.80E-03

6.74E-03

6.74E-03

4.51H-03

6.74E-03

3.98E-04

3.98E-04

6.47E-02

5.32E-04

2.90E-03

2.90E-03

3.20E-03

9.84E-04

2.37E-03

MaintRule
Based Valuei

1.00E-02

1.00E-02

1.00E-02

1.00E-02

2.30E-02

1.10F 01

1.10E-01

8.00E-02

8.00E-02

8.00E-02

1.00H-01

9.00E-03

9.00E-03

2.00E-02

2.00E-02

5.71E-03

5.71E-03

5.71H-03
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Table 7-4
Final Test and Maintenance Unavailability Values

T/MLvent

SITMOPSI18

SITMOPSI1C

SI putnp 8

SI pump C

Description
F-S Data

Based Value

2.378-03

2.821."-03

MainlRule
Based Valuel

5.718-03

5.718-03

SITMTRAINA

SITMTIMIN8

SWTM4613MT

SWTM4614MT

SWTM4615MT

SWTM4G16MT

SWTM4664MT

SWTM4G70MT

SWTM4734MT

SWTM4735MT

SWTM9627AM

SWTM96278M

SI train A discharge valves

SI train 8 discharge valves

MOV4613

MOV4614

MOU 4615

MOV4616

MOV4664

MOV4670

MOV4734

MOV4735

SW header to SAFW train A

SW header to SAFW train 8

3.658-03

2.541':03

4.978-04'.978-04

4.978-04

4.978-04

4.97E-04

4.978-04

.4.978-04

4.97E-04

8.658-06

8.65E-06

5.71F:03

5.718-03

1.00E-03

1.00E-03

1.008-03

1.008-03

1.008-03

1.008-03

1.008-03

1.00E-03

otcs:

(I) *= no data available so plant-specific data is used.



Table 7-5
R.E. Ginna Reactor Trip History (1/1/80 - 12/31/95)

Date

14 NOV 81

11tne

0928

Initial
Paver Level Desen'ion

Manual reactor trip due to inadvertent actuation
of thc Fire Suppression System which caused 2
rods in Bank C to dmp.

Automatic reactor trip due to RCS pressure
dmp which resulted from a tube rupture in S/G
B.

EPRI PWR
Cate orat

PSA Initiator
Cate o

LIOSGIRB

Source
KER

A-25.1

A-25.1

23 MAY82 1458 HSD Automatic reactor trip on hT~ during
calibrations.

39 A-25.1

06 AUG 82

17 JAN 83

18 JAN 83

0908

1124 100

Automatic reactor trip caused by iso!ation of the
pressurizer level vent linc during maintenance.

Automatic reactor trip on steam/feed flow
mismatch in S/G A during INC calibration of
S/G level. Operators attempted manual control
of feed flow but could not prcvcnt trip.

Automatic reactor trip during startup duc to low
lcvcl in S/G B.

39

39

21

A-25.1

A-25.1

A-25.1

18 JUN 83

20 JUN 83 0013

25

20

Automatic reactor trip caused by failed
Intermediate Range instrumentation during
startup.

Automatic reactor trip during startup duc to low
fccdwatcr flow to S/G A.

39

21

A-25.1

A-25.1

16SEP 83

30 MAYS4

06 APR 85

2221

17

83

Automatic reactor trip caused by operator ermr
while reducing power for LCO requirements
(BAST concentration).

Automatic reactor trip following failure of
generator excitor.

Automatic reactor trip on low level in S/G B
during startup. Trip occurred during calibration
of thc fecdwater flow circuitry.

21

34

39

8342740

A-25.1,
8440740

A-25.1,
85406-00



Table 7-5
R.E. Ginna Reactor Trip History (1/1/80-12/31/95)

Date Tllne
Initial

Power Lcvcl Deseri !Eon

EPJtl PWR
Cate o

PSA Initiator
Cate o

. Source
KER

06 APR 85

07 APR 85

08 APR 85

11 APR 85

06 JUN 85

28 SEP 85

25 NOV 85

2341

1039

0536

1220

1049

2205

1335

12

13

18

30

85

Automatic reactor trip on low level in S/G B
during startup (fecdwatcr was being manually
controlled). Turbine failed to trip automatically
and had to be manually tripped.

Automatic reactor trip on low-low Icvcl in S/G
A during startup (fcedwater was being manually
controlled).

Automatic reactor trip during load reduction for
turbine ovcrspecd test.

Automatic reactor trip on low condenser
vacuum while reducing power to investigate
circulating water leak.

Automatic reactor trip on hT~ during INC
testing of source range detector N31 concurrent
with a spike on Instrument Bus D.

Manual reactor trip duc to EH control problems
following a leak in an EH oil cooler. Reactor
power was initiallyrcduccd in an attempt to
eliminate excursions.

Automatic trip on stcam/feed liow mismatch
following power reduction initiated by trip of
Circulating Water Pump B. Operators were
attempting to stabilize secondary side when trip
occurred.

21

21

21

39

'3

30

A-25.1,
8540740

'A-25.1,
85408-00

8540940

A-25.1,
85411-01

TIIKXRIP 8541440

A-25.1,
8541840

A-25.1>
85-01940

29 JUL 86

'30 JUL 86

0351

1855

100 Manual reactor trip following rupture of thc
stcam line elbow between thc 2A MSR drainline
and the 5B heater.

Automatic reactor trip due to faulty relays in the
Intermcdiatc Range blocking circuitry.

39

A-25.1,
8640440

A-25.1,
8640540



Table 1-5
R.E. Ginna Reactor Trip Histo (1/1/80 - 12/31/95)

Date

23 OCT 86

28 NOV 86

05 FEB 88

0852

1116

1857

Initial
Pter Level

100

HSD

Deseri sion

Automatic reactor trip following Id'echnician
error on high pressurizer pressure. Technician
caused a short in S/G wide range level circuitry
which resulted in a 60% turbine runback.

Automatic reactor trip on high pressurizer
prcssure after operator inadvcrtcntly shut both
MSIVs.

Automatic reactor trip on high fluxwhile
shutting down due to failed N-31 source range
detector.

EPI/IPff/R
Cate o

39

18

39

PSA Initiator
Cate o

Source
gER

A-25.1,
86-008-00

A-25.1,
8641140

A-25.1

¹tes~t

10 MAR88

01 JUN 88

16 JUL 88

01 JUN 89

.23 MAR90

1856

1932

1355

1332

1804

27

98

53

HSD

Automatic reactor trip on steam/fccd flow
mismatch for S/G A during synchronization of
turbine generator.

Automatic reactor trip on low fccdwater flow to
S/G B after operator took flow into manual

following conflicting S/G level indications
(failed flow transmitter fuse).

Manual reactor trip after contml md failed to
inser during controlled shutdown following a

partial loss ofoff-site power.

Automatic reactor trip on AMSAC duc to
procedural error to reset bistable during post-
installation testing.

Automatic reactor trip on high source range
count duc to failed source range monitor during
shutdown activities.

21

22

39

39

A-25.1)
8840340

A-25.1,
88-00540

A-25.1

894J4

10 MAY90 0219 88 Automatic reactor trip on SG low lcvcl
coincident with SG fccd flow/ steam flow
mismatch due to a short in MFW flow
controller.

39 TIRXIRIP

09 JUN 90 0411 Automatic reactor trip on SG low lcvcl
coincident with SG feed flow / steam flow
mismatch duc to a failed MFW flow controller.

39 90-10



Table 7-5
R.E. Ginna Reactor Trip Histo 0/1/80 - 12/31/95)

Date

26 SEP 90

1ltne

1100

Initial
PoNvr Level Deseri tion

Automatic reactor trip on turbine autostop valve
closure signal due to dropped flashlight in relay
cabinet.

EPRI PIt/R
Cate o

39

PSA Initiator
Cate o

Source
/IZ/I

90-12

Notes

'1

DEC 90

12 DEC 90

21 DEC 90

03 FEB 92

29 FEB 92

1517

2322

1237

2220

1992

16

23

Automatic reactor trip from AMSAC duc to
faulty vendor system design.

Automatic reactor trip on high Intermediate
Range due to bus transfer activities which
momentarily d~ncrgized bistabla

Automatic reactor trip on low SG Icvcl duc to
trip ofMFW pump on low ap following
operator error to place necessary number of
condensatc pumps into service.

Automatic reactor trip on low SG level due to
operator inability to manually control level
following a turbine trip.

Automatic reactor trip on low SG level due to
trip ofMFW pump from plugged instrument
tubing for seal injection ap.

39

39

21

33

39

'/a

90-13

90-16

90-19

12 MAR 93 1425 HSD Manual reactor trip after operators discover
both source ranges are inoperable.

40 9341

10 NOV 93 OPS Automatic reactor trip on low SG Icvcl due to
failed linkage arm on MFRV.

15 9346

22 NOV 93 0644 HSD Automatic trip on high source range due to
operator failure to block trip function during
startu act'v ties.

39 9347

Q M



Table 7-5
R. E. GINNA REACTOR 'IRIP HISTORY (I/I/80- 12/31/95)

(1) Allreactor trips caused by calibrations or testing werc identified as category 39 (Auto trip - no transient condition) unless otherwise noted.

(2) Allreactor trips caused by fecdwater control problems during startup prior to 1991 werc identified as category 21 (Feedwater flow instability - operator error)
since fcedwatcr was under manual control (prior to the installation of the Advanced Digital Feedwatcr Control System).

(1) No PSA initiator category was assigned since the trip occurred during Hot Shutdown (HSD) or low power conditions duc to causes which would not exist during
normal power operations (c.g., calibration activities, reactor startup, ctc.).

(2) No PSA initiator category was assigned since thc trip occurred during low power conditions (i.c., before turbine synchronization) where fccdwater control
problems prcvailcd. These feedwater control problems werc not observed during normal power operations; therefore, they were cxclud«d.

(3) No PSA initiator category was assigned since trip occurred due to faulty vendor designed AMSACwhich has since been corrected.
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Table 7-G

Dcvclopmcnt ofPrior Distribution forTIRXTRIP- Reactor Trip

EPRIPIYR
Cate o Descri tion

Average
Itrequency

/
Standard
Deviation Vanance

10

12

14

15

17

18

19

20

21

Loss ofRCS flow (1 loop)

Uncontrolled rod withdrawal

CRDM problem and/or rod drop

Leakago from control rods

Leakago in primary system

Low pressurizer prcssuro

Pressurizer leakago

Ilighprcssurizcr pressure

Inadvertent safety injection signal

Containmcnt pressure problems

Containmcnt prcssure problems

Pressure, temperature, power
imbalance - rod position error

Total loss ofRCS flow

Loss or reduction in fccdwatcr flow
(1 loop)

Pull or partial closure ofMSIV(1 loop)

Closure ofall MSIV

Increaso in fecdwatcr flow(I loop)

Incrcaso in fccdwatcr flow (all loops)

Peedwatcr flow instability - operator
Cllof

0.28

0.28

0.50

0.02

0.05

0.03

0.005

0.03

0.05

0.005

0.03

0.13

0.03

1.50
t

0.17

0.04

0.44

0.02

0.29

0.63

0.10

1.57

0.19

0.26

0.1G

0.07

'0.27

0.27

0.10

0.20

0.55

0.19

2.17

0.60

0.24

1.17

0.18

0.76

0.3969

0.0100

2.4649

0.0361

0.0676

0.0256

0.0049

0.0729

0.0729

0.0100

0.0400

0.3025

0.0361

4.7089

0.3600

0.0576

1.3700

0.0300

0.5776

22 Fccdwatcr flow instability-
misccllaneous mechanical causes

0.34 0.86 0.7396

23

26

27

28

30

33

34

Loss ofcondcnsato pumps (1 loop)

Steam generator leakage

Condenser lcakago

Miscellaneous leakago in secondary
system

Loss ofcirculating water

Turbine trip, throttle valve closure, HIC
problems

Generator tri or cncrator caused faults

0.07

0.03

0.04

0.09

0.05

1.19

0.46

0.30

0.20

0.24

0.31

0.30

1.56

0.88

0.0900

0.0400

0.0576

0.0961

0.0900

2.4336

0.7744
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Table 7-6
Dcvclopment ofPrior Distribution forTIIQiTRIP- Reactor Trip

EPRIPIVR
Cate o

36

38

39 ~

40

Dcscri tion

Pressurizer spray failure

Spurious trips - cause unknoum

Auto trip - no transient condition

Manual trip - no transient condition

Avetlge
Itrequency

0.03

0.08

1.42

0.47

8.17

Stantiard
Deviation

0.17

0.38

1.90

0.96

3.43

'ariance
0.0289

0.1444

3.6100

0.9216

19.8656
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Table 7-7
Dcvclopmcnt ofPrior Distribution forTIFWLOSS - Loss of Main Fccdwatcr

EPRIP JVR

Cate o

16

24

25

Descri lion

Total loss offeedwater flow (all
loops)

Loss ofcondensate pumps (all
loops)

Loss ofcondenser vacuum

TOTAL

Average
Frequency

)

0.16

0.01

0.14

0.31

Slandard
Deviation

0.51

0.10

0.43

0.209

0.67

Variance

0.26

0.0100

0.1849

0.46
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Source

Table 7-8
High Energy Linc Brcak Frctluencies.Used in Previous PSAs

Descri lion I<'re uen (/)
NUREG/CR-4407 fcedwater line breaks (2 events in 484.73

reactor years)
4.10H-02

NURH6/CR-5622

steamline breaks (0 events in 484.73 reactor
years)

trips related to fecdwater piping (9 events in
315.17 reactor years)

5.00E-04

2.86E-02

NSAC-060, Table 5.9

trips related to stcamline piping (2 events in
315.17 reactor years)

fccdwatcr linc brcak

IAHASummary for Ringhals-2 stean>linc break

6.34E-03

9.3E-04

4.4H-04

IAEASununary for German Risk
Study

WASH-1400

steamline brcak inside containment

stcamlinc break outside containmcnt

feedwater line break

stcamlinc brcak

1.6H-04

4.8H-04

2.5E-05

3.9E-04

NURHG/CR-4550 analysis of
Zion

stcamlinc brcak inside contaimnent

steamline break outside containmcnt

9 4E-04

9.4H-04
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Table 7-9
Dcvclopment ofPrior Distribution forTISLBSVA-Inadvertent Steam Generator ARVLift

I'.'PMI'VR
Cate o

29

Descri lion

Sudden opening of steam relief
valves,

TOTAL

Average

Frequency
(~)

0.02

0.02

Standard
Deviation

0.18

0.012

0.617

Variance

0.0324

0.0324
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Table 7-10
EPRI LOCA Prcqucncy Corrciation Parameter Values

Parameter

C,

C,

Pin

n,

Value

2.98-10 / h

1.2

0.6

1.4

1/3

1/10

1/5

9/10

7/15

339

195

109
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Source

NSAC-060, Table 5.9

Table 7-II
LOCA Frequencies Used in Previous PSAs

Descri lion

large LOCA (> 4 in )

small LOCA (.5 - 4 in')

SG tube rupture (> 100 gpm)

Pre uenc (I).
9.3H-04

3.0H-03

8.6E-03

IAHASummary for Ringhals-2 large LOCA (> 15 cm)

medium LOCA (5 - 15 cm)

small LOCA

SG tube rupture

4.0H-04

8.1F:04

1.1E-02

9.7E-3

NURHG-4550, Vol. I

IAEASunmtary for German Risk
Study

IRHP-ANO1

Scquoyah PSA

WASI.I-1400

large LOCA (> 6 inches)

medium LOCA (2 - 6 inches)

small LOCA (.5 - 2 inches)

small-small LOCA (< .5 inches)

large LOCA (>400 cm~)

mediutn LOCA (80 - 400 cm~)

small LOCA (2 - 80 cm')

large LOCA (> 13.5 inches)

large LOCA (10 - 13 inches)

medium LOCA (4 - 10 inches)

small LOCA (1.66 - 4 inches)

small LOCA (1.2 - 1.66 inches)

small-small LOCA (0.38 - 1.2 inches)

large LOCA (> 6 inches)

medium LOCA (2 - 6 inches)

'snrall LOCA (0.5 - 2 inches)

large LOCA (> 6 inches)

5.0H-04

1.0E-03

1.0E-03

1.3E-02

2.7E-04

8.0E-04

2.7E-03

7.5H-05

1.2E-05

1.6E-04

3.8H-04

3.1E-04

2.0H-02

4.7H-5

9.8H-4

1.8H-3

1.0H-4
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Table 7-12
Dcvclopmcnt ofPrior Distribution for InitiatorTIOOOCCW - Loss of CCW

EP1UPIYR
Calegory

31:

Description

Loss ofcomponent cooling

TOTAL

Average
Frequency

(4)

0.02

0.02

Standard
Deviation

0.15

0.018

0.889

Variance

0.0225

0.0225
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Description Designator F<reqnencylyr

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
5a.
6.
6a.
7.
7a.
8.
9.
10
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.

Reactor Trip
Loss Of Offsitc Power - Grid
Loss OfOffsite Power - Switchyard
Loss ofOffsite Power - 480 VTrains
Loss Of Offsite Power Following Reactor Trip (All)- SI
Loss Of Offsitc Power Pollowing Reactor Trip (All)- No Sl
Loss OfOffsite Circuit 751 Following Reactor Trip - SI
Loss OfOffsite Circuit 751 Following Reactor Trip - No SI
Loss OfOffsite Circuit 767 Following Reactor Trip - SI
Loss OfOffsite Circuit 767 Pollowing Reactor Trip - No SI
Loss ofMain Fccdwater
Fcedwater Line Brcak In Linc For SG A Inside Containment
Fcedwater Line Brcak In Linc Por SG 8 Inside Containment
Feed water Line Break In Turbine Building
Feedwatcr Line Brcak In Line Por SG'A Inside Intermediate Building
Fcedwatcr Line Break In Line For SG 8 Inside Intermediate Building
Exterior MFWLinc Brcak on SG 8
Steam Linc Break In Line For SG A Inside Containment
Steam Linc Break In Line For SG 8 Inside Containment
Steam Line Break In Turbine Building
Steam Line Break In Line For SG A Inside Intermediate Building
Steam Linc Break In Line For SG 8 Inside Intermediate Building
Stcam Line Break Through The Steam Dump System
Inadvertent Safety Valve Operation On Both SGs
Exterior Steatn Linc Brcak On SG 8
Loss of Instrument Air
Reactor Vessel Rupture
Large LOCA
Medium LOCA
Small LOCA
Small-Small LOCA
Steam Generator Tube Rupture In SG A
Steam Generator Tube Rupture In SG 8
Intcrsystcm LOCA
Loss Of Scrvicc Water Iicadcr A
Loss OfService Water ICcadcr 8
Total Loss ofService Water
Loss Of Component Cooling Water
Loss OfMain DC Distribution Panel A (DCPDPCB03A)
Loss OfMain DC Distribution Panel 8 (DCPDPCBQ38)
Locked RCP Rotor

TIRXTRIP
TIGRLOSP
TISWLOSP
TI48LOSP
ACLOPRTALL
ACLOPRTALL
ACLOPRT751
ACLOPRT751
ACLOPRT767
ACLOPRT767
TIFWLOSS
TIFLBACT
TIFLBBCT
TIFLBOTB
TIFLBAIB
TIFLBBIB
TIFLBSGB
TISLBACT
TISLBBCT
TISLBOTB
TISLBAIB
TISLBBIB
TIOSLBSD
TISLBSVA
TISLBSGB
TIIALOSS
LIRVRUPT
LILBLOCA
LIMBLOCA
LISBLOCA
LISSLOCA
LIOSGTRA
LIOSGTRB
LIISLOCA
TIOOOSWA
TIOQOSWB
TIOOOOSW

TIOOOCCW
TIOOODCA
TIQOQDCB
TIRCPROT

1.82
2.28E-02
4.04H-02

Varies
1.00E-02
1.00H-03
1.19E-02
2.69E-03
1.00H-02
1.21H-03
1.53E-02
2.58E-05
2.58E-05
1.40E-03
2.58E-05
3.87H-05
3.87E-05
2.38H-05
2.38E-05
1.29E-03
2.38E-05
3.58F:05
5.78E-03
2.82E-03
3.58E-05
4.15E-02
1.00E-08
1.80E-04
4.00E;04
1.10E-03
5.50E-03
4.84H-03
4.84E-03

N/A
1.32H-04
1.32H-04
1.43E-04
1.30H-03
5.54E-03
5.54E-03
1.00H-04
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Sequence

SBO

ATWS

SGTR

LOCA

TI'ails
LOCAs

Table 7-14
! MultipleHuman Error Events In Same Cutsct

Human HtrorEvents

RRI%DSUCTN - Operators Fail to Manually Open RHR Suction Valves
SWHFDSTART - Operators Fail to Start Standby SW Puinp Or Isolate Loads

RCI%'DRHRSB - Operators Pail to Rapidly Deprcssurizc to RHR or Use AFW
SWI%'DSTART - Operators Pail to Start Standby SW Pump Or Isolate Loads

CVHFDBORAT- Operators Pail to Implement Emergency Boration
RCHPDSCRAM - Operators Pail to Trip Rod Drive MG Sets

RCHPDCDDPR- Ops Fail to Cooldown and Depressurize to Prcvcnt Overfill
RCHFDCOOLD - Ops Pail to Rapidly Cooldown to RHR AfterARVSticks Open

RCHFD CDDPR - Ops Fail to Cooldown and Depressurizc to Prevent Overfill
RRHFDSUCTN - Operators Pail to Manually Open RHR Suction Valves

AFHFDSAFWX- Operators Fail to Correctly AlignSAPW
MFHPDMF100 - Operators Pail to Re-Establish MFWFollowing Plant Trip

APHFDSAFWX - Operators Fail to Correctly AlignSAFW
AFHFDSUPPL - Operators Fail to Supply Alternate Sources ofWater to APW

RCHFDCDDPR - Ops Fail to Cooldown and Depressurize to Prevent Overfill
RRHFDTHROT - Operators Fail to TlirottleRIM.Flow for NPSH Concerns

RCHFDCDDPR - Ops Pail to Cooldown and Depressurize to Prevent Overfill
RCHFDCDOVR - Ops Pail to Rapidly Cooldown to RHR After SG OverfillOccur

MSHFDISOLR - Operators Fail to Isolate Ruptured SG
RRHFDSUCTN - Operators Fail to Manually Open RHR Suction Valves

RCHFDCDOSS - Operators Fail to Cooldown to RHR After SI Fails
SRHFDRECRC - Operators Pail to Shift Sl System to Recirculation

RCI+DCDOSS - Operators Fail to Cooldown to RHR After SI Fails
RCIRDRECRC - Operators Fail to Shift RHR System to Recirculation

AFHFDSAFWX- Operators Fail to Correctly AlignSAFW
AFHFDSUPPL - Operators Fail to Supply Alternate Sources ofWater to AFW

AFHFDSAPWX - Operators Fail to Correctly AlignSAFW
MFHFDMF100 - Operators Fail to Rc-Establish MFW Following Plant Trip

RCHFDLOCA - Operators Pail to Close PORV Block Valve to Terminate LOCA
RRI.IFDRHCRC - Operators Fail to Shift RHR System to Recirculation

RCI.IFDLOCA- Operators I ail to Close PORV Block Valve to Terminate LOCA
CVI&D00371- Operators Pail to Manually Isolate AOV371 to Prevent ISLOCA

RCI-IFDLOCA- Operators Fail to Close PORV Block Valve to Tcrminatc LOCA
RRI IFDTI-IROT- Operators Fail to Tluottlc RIMFlow forNPSH Concerns

Value

1.00E-01
5.008-03t'>

5.008-03t'>
5.008-030>

1.008-02
1.008-02

9.78-03
3.07E-02

9.78-03
1.008-01

6.78-03
1.28-02

6.7E-03
1.08-03

9.738-03
1.00E-01

9.7E-03
3.078-02

7.248-03
1.008-01

9.18-03 "i
1.308-03

9.18-03">
1.2E-03

6.7E-03
1.0E-03

6.7E-03(')
1.28-02

1.008-01
1.28-03

1.00E-OI
2.08-02

1.00E-01
1.00E-01
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Sequence

Seal
LOCAs

Transients

Table 7-14
MultipleHuman Error Events In Same Cutsct

Human Error Events

CVHFDSUCTN - Operators Fail to Manually Open Suction Line to CVCS Pumps
SWHFDSTART - Operators Fail to Start Standby SW Pump

CVI.IIDSUCTN - Operators Fail to Manually Open Suction Line to CVCS Pumps
IAHFDCSA03 - Ops Fail to Place CNMTBreathing AirCompressor In Service
.IAHFDCSA04 - Operators Fail to Place Diesel AirComprcssorc In Scrvicc

AFHFDALTTD- Operators I'ail to Provide I'irc Water Cooling for TDAFWPutnp
SWHFDSTART - Operators Fail to Start Standby SW Pump

AFHFDSAFWX- Operators Fail to Correctly AlignSAFW
AFHFDSUPPL - Operators Fail to Supply Alternate Sources ofWater to AFW

AFHFDSAI WX - Operators Fail to Correctly AlignSAFW
MFIK)MF100 - Operators Fail to Rc-Establish MFW Following Plant Trip

AFHFDSAFWX- Operators Fail to Correctly AlignSAFW
RCIHDOIBAF- Operators Fail to Implement Bleed and Feed

AFIIFDALTTD- Operators Fail to Provide Fire Water Cooling for TDAFWPump
RCHI'D01BAF - Operators Fail to hnplemcnt Bleed and Fccd

SWHFDSTART - Operators Fail to Start Standby SW Pump
RCHFD01BAF - Operators I ail to Implement Bleed and Feed

Value

2.048-02
5.008-03o>

2.04E-02
1.008-01
1.00E-01

6.78-03
5.008-03<'>

6.7E-03
1.0E-03

6.78-03+
1.28-02

6.71':03
Varies+

6.78-03
Varieso~

5 008-03
Variesc>

ofcs;

(1) Value is based on both human error and equipment failures.

(2) Value is set to 1.08-01 for this spcciTic combination.

(3) Values are determined based on number ofhuman actions in cutset.
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Table 7-15
Post-Initiator Human Errors

Event Name and Deseriplian

ACHPDCR751 - Operators Fail to Realign Offsite Power Supply to Circuit 751

ACIRDCR767 - Operators Fail to Realign Offsite Power Supply to Circuit 767

AFI%DALTTD- Operators Pail to Provide Fire Water Cooling Por TDAFWPump

AFHFDSAFWX- Operators Fail to Correctly AlignSAPW

API%'DSUPPL - Operators Fail to Supply Alternate Sources ofWater to AFW

AFHFDTDAFW- Operators Pail to Start TDAFWPump During SBO

CCHFDCCWAB - Operators Fail to Start Standby CCW Pump When Auto Start Signal Fails

CCI%'DSTART - Operators Fail to Start a CCW Pump Following a LOOP and SI Condition

CVHFD00313 - Operators Fail to Manually Isolate MOV313 (Seal Return) to Prevent ISLOCA

Final Value

1.00E-01

1.00E-01

6.7E-03

5.19E-03

1.00E-03

1.00E-01

6.7E-03

6.7E-03

1.20H-03

CVI~00371 - Operators Fail to Manually Isolate AOV371 (Letdown)

CVHFDBORAT- Operators I ail to Implement Emergency Boration

CVI%13PUMPST - Operators Fail to Manually Load Charging Pump

(Large LOCA)
(Medium LOCA)

(SmallLOCA)

1.3E-02
5.3E-03
1.2E-03

1.00E-02

6.7H-03

CVHFDSUCTN - Operators Pail to Manually Open Suction Linc to CVCS Putnps

HVHFDABVLP- Operators Pail to Re-Start Aux Bldg Exhaust Ventilation Following LOOP

HVHFDIBVHN- Operators Pail to Rc-Start Intermediate Bldg Exhaust Fans Following LOOP

HVHPD CTMT - Operators Pail to Re-Start Containmcnt Cooling

IAHFDCSA03 - Operators Pail to Place CNMTBreathing AirCompressor In Scrvicc

IAHFDCSA04 - Operators Fail to Place Diesel AirCompressor In Service

2.04H-02

1.00H-01

1.00E-01

1.00H-01

1.00E-01

1.00H-01

MFHFDMF100 - Operators Pail to Rc-Establish Main I'eedwater (SI Exists)
(No SI)

1.2E-02
9.3E-03

MSHFDISOLA - Operators Fail to Isolate Ruptured SG Using Secondary Non-Automatic Valve

MSIHDISOLR- Operators Fail to Isolate Ruptured SG

MSHPDMSIVX- Operators Pail to Close MSIVAfter Signal I'ails

TLI.IFDPN110 - Operators Fail to Recover ISLOCA Through Penetration 110

TLI-IFDPN111 - Operators Fail to Recover ISLOCA Tluough Penetration 111

TLHFDPN140 - Operators Pail to Recover ISLOCA Tltrough Pcnctration 140

1.00H-01

7.24E-03

1.00H 01

2.07E-OI

1.88E-01

1.90H-01
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Table 7-15
Post-Initiator Human Errors

Event Nanie and Description

RCHFDOOMHI - Operators Fail to Manually Insert Rods

RCHFDOORCP - Operators Fail to Trip RCPs Within2 Minutes

RCHFDOlBAF - Operators Fails to Implement Feed and Bleed (Sl Exists, Single Actions)
(SI Exists, MultipleHuman Actions)

(No SI, Single Action)
(No SI, MultipleHuman Actions)

RCIR3CDOSS - Operators Fail to Cooldown to RHR After SI Fails -LOCAs

RCHFDCDDPR - Operators Fail to Co'oldown and Depressurize RCS Prior to SG Overfill

RCIIFDCDOVR- Operators Fail to Cooldown to MK.Conditions After SG OverfillOccurs

RCHFDCDTR2 - Operators I'ail to Cooldown to RHR Conditions After SI Fails During SGTR

RCHFDCOOLD - Operators Fail to Cooldown to RHR Conditions AfterARVSticks Open

RCHFDHEATR - Operators Fails to Load Prcssurizcr Heaters Following LOOP

RCI&l3PLOCA.-Operators fail to Close PORV Block Valve to Terminate LOCAW/In 3 Min

RCI%DRHRSB - Operators Fail to Rapidly Deprcssurize to MB(Or Use AFWLong-Term)

RCHFDSCRAM - Operators Fail to Trip Rod Drive MG Sets During ATWS

RRHFDRECRC - Operators Fail to Correctly Sluft MMSystem to Recirculation Phase (Large)
(Medium LOCA)

(Small LOCA)

R1U%13SEALX - Operators Fail to Identify and Trip RHR Pump WithLeaking Seals

RMHDSUCTN - Operators Fail to Manually Open RHR Suction Valves

RM'IFDTHROT- Operators I ails to Tlirottie RHR Flow For NPSH Concerns

SIHFDSTRTP - Operators Fail to Manually Start SI Pump on Loss ofSignal

SRI%13RECRC - Operators Fail to Shift SI System to Recirculation

SWI%'DSTART - Operators Fail to Start Standby SW Pump Or Isolate System

UVIIFDBREAK- Operators Fail to Manually Close DG onto 480 VBus

Final Value

1.00E-02

1.61E-02

5.3I":-02
4.07E-01
2.9E-02
6.2E-02

9.18-03

9.618-03

3.078-02

3.07E-02

3.078-02

2.58F;04

1.001."-01

5.008-03

1.00E-02

1.38-02
5.31':03
1.28-03

1.00E~-OI

1.00I".'-01

1.008-01

1.001':01

1.38-03

5.08-03

1.00E-01
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Figure 7-1
Comparison of Generic.and Plant-Specific Data for AFW Pumps

Component Tyge Code: AF
Failure Mode Tyge Code: HP F

Component Name: MOTOR-DRIVEN PUMP
Failure Mode: FAXLS TO RUN

Source
-9 -8

10 10
-7

10 10
"5

10
4

10 10
"2 -1

10 10
0

10

SAIC GDB

GINNA P-S 0 FAILURES/2795 hrs.

Component Tyge Code: AF
Failure Mode Type Code: MP A

Component Name: MOTOR-DRIVEN PUMP
Failure Mode: FAILS TO START

Source 10 10 10 10
-5 "4 -3 "2 "1 0

10 10 10 io 10 10

,
GINNA P-S

SAIC GDB

Component Type Code: AF
Failure Mode Type Code: TP A

Component Name: TURBINE-DRXVEN PUMP
Failure Mode: FAILS TO START

Source
-6 -5

0 10'10 10 10 1 10
-3 -2 -1

10 10 10
0

1O

GXNNA P-S

SAIC GDB

Component Type Code: AF
Failure Mode Type Code: TP F

Source

Component. Name: TURBINE PUMP
Failure Mode: FAXLS TO RUN

"9 -8 -7 "6 . -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10.

. GINNA P"S

SAXC GDB
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Figure 7-2
Comparison of Generic and Plant-Specific Data for ECCS Pumps

Component Type Code: ECCS
Failure Mode Type Code: MP A

Component Name: MOTOR-DRIVEN PUMP
Failure Mode: FAXLS TO START

Source
-9

10 30
8 -7 -5

10 10 30
-4 -3 -2

10 30 10
0

10 30

,GXNNA P-S

SAXC GDB

Component Type Code: ECCS
Failure Mode Type Code: MP F

Component Name: MOTOR-DRXVEN PUMP
Failure Mode: FAILS TO RUN

Source
-9 -8

10' 10 10 30
-5

10 10
-3 "2

10 3.0 3.0
0

GXNNA P"S
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Figure 7-3
Comparison of Generic and Plant-Specific Data for Batteries
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Figure 7-4
Comparison of Generic and Plant-Specific Data for MFW Pumps
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Figure 7-5
Comparison of Generic and Plant-Specific Data for AC Electrical Buses
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Figure 7-G
'omparisonof Generic and Plant-Specific Data for AC Breakers
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Figure 7-7
Comparison of Generic and Plant-Specific Data for DGs
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8.0 QUANTIFICATION

Quantification refers to the solution of the accident sequences in order to generate an estimated
frequency ofcore damage. There are three general types of quantification which were used in the
Ginna Station PSA as follows:

a. Internal event solution;

Interfacing System Loss-of-Coolant Accident (ISLOCA) evaluation; and

External event solution.

Each one of these quantification efforts is described in detail below.

8.1 Internal Event Solution

The solution of the Ginna Station PSA internal event model is essentially the solution of the accident
sequences delineated in the event trees provided in Section 5. This solution is an involved and
iterative process. However, to fully understand the quantification process, all activities which
precede this process must be understood. These activities are summarized below: .

The list of potential initiating events must first be developed (Section 3). For the Ginna
Station PSA, initiators are those events which directly or procedurally lead to a reactor trip.
Internal events are those initiators which. originate within the plant systems (e.g., loss of
main feedwater).

Following the identification of potential initiators, success criteria must be developed
(Section 4). Success criteria refers to those functions which must be accomplished in order
to prevent core damage following a given initiator. The success criteria are broken down
into four main core protection functions: reactivity control, reactor coolant system (RCS)
pressure control, RCS inventory control, and RCS heat removal.

Once the success criteria are identified, they must be transposed into logical accident
sequence progressions referred to as event trees (Section 5). Event trees identify which
front-line systems must be successful during the accident progression for each of the four
main functions listed above. This description of the accident sequence is referred to as an
event tree since it is a basically a "tree" comprised of multiple branches. Each branch
represents the success or failure of the four core protection functions defined with respect
to systems. A downward branch represents failure of the system while an upward branch
represents success. Thus, following the event tree along the branches is the accident
sequence progression.
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Following the development of the event trees; the system fault tree models must be
developed that represent the failure of an event tree branch (Section 6). Since the event trees
only identify front-line systems (e.g., safety injection (SI)), necessary support systems must
also be developed. The data necessary to support the fault tree model solution is provided
in Section 7.

Once the above steps are performed, the quantification process can begin. A summary of the
process is provided below:

Integrated PlanEModel - An integrated plant model must be generated to support all of the
event tree branches. Since the Ginna Station PSA utilizes a small event tree/large fault tree
approach, this means that there are relatively few front-line systems directly called by the
event trees; however, the necessary fault tree models may be quite large. The system fault
tree models were generated independently of one another with "transfers" into supporting
systems as necessary (e.g., the AFW model identifies certain transfers into the electric power
model for various pumps and valves). The integrated plant model is generated by combining
all system fault tree models into a single file. As such, the AFW system model willinclude
all the necessary logic from the electric power and ventilation systems so that its top gate can
be solved.

Logic Flags - The system fault tree models were developed with the intention of allowing
any plant configu'ration which may exist at 100% power (e.g., identify which charging
pumps are operating). In addition, the fault tree mode1s may require a different response
based on initial configurations (e.g., the number of service water (SW) pumps initially in
service may affect the system isolation requirements). As such, all logic flags must be
identified and appropriately controlled prior to quantification.

Model Solution - Following the'above steps,'he integrated model is solved using available
industry computer codes. The solution of the integrated model yields "cutsets" or those
minimal combination of events which lead to core damage for the accident sequence of
concern.

Recovery Analysis - Once the cutsets have been generated, they must be reviewed to add
possible recovery actions. Essentially, the recovery process consists of adding additional
operator responses to the cutsets. This is performed based on a review of the overall
accident sequence and determining additional actions or options which would be available
to the operators in the event that the preferred modelled approach fails. The conclusion of
the recovery analysis yields the final core damage cutsets or results.

Each of the above steps is discussed in more detail below.
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8.1.1 Integrated Plant Model

The first step in the quantification process is to combine the individual fault tree logic models for
each system described in Section 6 into an integrated plant model. This model is made up offour
computer files required for the EPRI Computer Aided Fault Tree Analysis (CAFTA) suite of codes
as follows:

a. The CAFTAfault tree file GINNA.CAF;

b. The CAFTAbasic event database file GINNA.BE;

c. The CAFTA type code database file GINNA.TC; and

d. The CAFTAgate definition database file GINNA.GT.

Once all fault tree models have been combined to form the integrated plant model (i.e.,
GINNA.CAF), all model transfers (i.e., linking between individual models) are verified to be
correct. In addition, "circular logic" checks are made of the models to make sure that a given model
does not both support and require support ofanother model (e.g,, SW requires the diesel generators
(DGs) following a loss of offsite power event; however, the DGs also require SW in order to
provide necessary cooling). Circular logic issues are addressed by typically creating duplicated
logic., For example, the SW model for cooling to the DGs willinclude failure of the SW pumps and
failure of the DGs; however, failure of the DGs due to lack of SW cooling willnot be included for
this specific model. Instead, the failure of SW cooling to the DGs willbe modeled for all other
portions of the integrated plant model (e.g., loss of electric power to AFW).

As part of this step, the data files (i.e., GINNA.BEand GINNA.TC) are also reviewed to ensure
consistency between the individual models and to ensure that model boundaries are correct (e.g.,
all AC breakers should be within the AC power system and not in SW or AFW). Essentially,
GINNA.BE contains the failure probability for each basic event in the fault tree model while
GINNA.TC contains the failure rates used for common classes of equipment. Following this
review, the appropriate model changes are made such that the integrated plant model is ready for
solution. GINNA.GTonly contains descriptions ofgates within the model and does not contain any
specific information required for quantification.
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Logic Flags
E

Various logic flags have been incorporated into the Ginna Station PSA logic models. When used,
a logic flag is not a basic event within the model; instead a logic flag is used to re-configur or shape
the logic models by setting the flag to either TRUE or FALSE (in the Boolean sense) depending on
the desired outcome. However, a logic flag may have a probability associated with itwhen it is not
being used to define the actual model configuration. There are two types of logic flags which are
used:

Configuralionlogic

fla - These flags are used to set operating configurations for systems
with multiple trains where one or more of the trains is in operation and the remainder are in
standby at the beginning of the accident. Probabilities are actually assigned to these flags
since it is desirable to know which plant configurations result in the greatest risk (i.e., these

flags willshow up in the final cutsets). However, defining these events as flags willallow
the Ginna Station PSA models to be used for future studies of specific system train
alignments by setting these events to TRUE or FALSE.

b. Sequence logicflags - These flags are used to properly configure the integrated model for
each accident sequence solution. As is typical of logic models when employing the small
event treellarge fault tree modeling approach, the Ginna Station PSA logic models have been
constructed to answer a variety ofpossible top event success criteria. The use of sequence
logic flags provides the flexibilityneeded to correctly address each event tree branch.

The configuration logic flags are identified in Section 6 for each system fault tree model. The
sequence logic flags consist of the following:

AAAAAOATWS(AT0S Has Occurred) is used to configure the fault tree logic before
solving anticipated transient without SCRAM (ATWS) sequences;

AAAAAFISSG(Operators Isolate SG affected By Tithe Rupture fIISuccessj) is set to
TRUE for when SGTR event tree top event Il succeeds;

AAAAKSOBAF(ECCS Manually Started To Support Bleed And Feed Operation) is set to
TRUE when solving sequences involving event tree top event UH1 (bleed and feed
operation) and FALSE when solving sequences involving event tree top event UH2
(LOCAs);

d. AAAATRANSI(Transient InitiatingEvent 8'hich Eventually Resultsin SI Conditions) is

set to FALSE for all sequences except for event tree top events Ql (subset ofPORVs and

safety valves fail to reseat), Q2 (AllPORVs and safety valves fail to reseat), and Q4 (RCP
seal cooling failures) since these LOCAs can be initiated by transients which do not initially
generate a SI signal; and
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e. 'AAAANONMIN(Flag for Non-Minr'mal Sequences in Modei) is set to FALSE for all
sequences when it is not desirable to solve each event tree branch separately (i.e., the cutsets
for each event tree willbe placed into a single cutset file).

In addition to the above flags, in order to support more rapid quantification of the models, initiators
and some configuration logic flags were also treated as sequence logic fiags where appropriate. For
example, all transient initiators were set to FALSE during the LOCA runs. A complete list of
sequence logic flags and their settings is given in Table 8-1.

8.1.3 Model Solution

After creating the integrated Ginna Station PSA model, minimal cutsets are generated for each
accident sequence. The generation of sequence cutsets is a three-step process as described below:

a. Logic flags are set to configure the integrated model for the specific sequence being solved;

b. The CAFTA Windows work station is used to generate cutsets from the integrated plant
logic model; and

c. Generated cutsets are reviewed to identify and remove mutually exclusive events.

The CAFTA Windows work station was used to automatically set the logic flags, .generate the
cutsets, and remove the mutually exclusive events. As such, the only manual steps involved was
to setup the logic flag file, integrated plant model file, and the mutually exclusive files. The logic
flag and integrated plant model files were previously discussed above. The process for defining the
mutually exclusive files is described below.

Solution of the integrated logic model for any selected sequence willgenerate cutsets that contain
mutually exclusive events. The term "mutually exclusive" refers to combinations of events which
are not considered likely such as multiple initiating events (e.g., a cutset containing initiating events
for both feedwater line breaks and loss ofcoolant accident) and double maintenance events (e.g.,
a cutset containing events for having both trains of SI in maintenance at the same time). The
likelihood ofmutually exclusive events is considered to be significantly small such that it would be
a gross overprediction to multiply the frequencies of multiple initiators or multiple maintenance
events. In addition, certain configurations may not be allowed by the Ginna Station technical
specifications (e.g., both trains ofSI being out of service for maintenance). Therefore, a cutset file
was created to delete those cutsets which contain the "illegal" combination of events from the final
results.
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In addition to the "illegal" event combinations, it is important to account for the various events
which may succeed in any given sequence. For example, the sequence RB1L1 in the steam
generator tube rupture (SGTR) event tree assumes the success of event tree top events Il and UH2.
In other words, sequence RB1L1 cannot occur ifany one of the two other events (Il or UH2) have
failed. The correct Boolean algebra statement ofsequence RB1L1, therefore, is:

R * /Il * /UH2 * B1 * Ll

There are two methods of solving this issue. The first method is to solve each event tree top event
separately while the second method is comprised ofsolving the entire event tree at once. The first
method involves the concept of cutset deletion where:

RB1L1 = R * B1 * L1 - (Il + UH2)

For this example, cutsets for sequence RB1L1 are generated by solving event tree top events Il and
UH2 in addition to RB1L1. Any cut set appearing in sequence RB1L1 that also appears in any of
the two success events (Il or UH2) would then be deleted. However, this is a long process since
most sequences involve one or more success events.

The second process involves solving the entire event tree at once by essentially creating one large
OR gate comprised of each event tree top event. Based on the concept of "minimal cutsets," the
resulting solution willautomatically generate the correct cutsets. Using the same example as above,
the solution of the SGTR event tree would include an OR gate comprised ofRB1+ RL1+ RI1+
RUH2. Ifany given'cutset failed both RB1 and R11, itwould only be counted once regardless of
which event tree top it originated within. However, using this approach results in a loss of
identification of which specific sequence produced the resulting cutset since the output from all
sequences is placed into a single cutset file.

The Ginna Station PSA utilized the latter approach for quantification. Essentially, all cutsets for
a given event tree are placed into a single common file and then "subsumed" (i.e., all non-minimal
cutsets are eliminated). For certain event trees (e.g., large LOCA), all cutsets were generated at one
time and placed into a single file. For other event trees (e.g., transients), certain sequences are
solved independently due to different flag settings. The cutsets for all sequences are then placed into
a common file and subsumed. This approach provides the greatest efficiency while still providing
necessary risk ranking information. Deleting "illegal" cutsets (i.e., first method) was only used for
removing station blackout cutsets from the transient and small LOCA event trees.

Prior to using the above three step approach, each event tree top event was solved independently to
verify the resulting cutsets. This step essentially confirmed the integrated plant model since the
cutsets were reviewed in detail to:
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a. Confirm symmetrical results were obtained- This essentially verifies all transfers within the
fault tree models. For example, Ginna Station was designed to provide two independent
trains for each front-line system or function. Ifa cutset shows that only one train fails a

given function, then the fault tree model was reviewed in detail to ensure that this is the
accurate representation. In most instances, the offending fault tree was found to reference
the wrong electric power transfer gate.

Confirm common cause failure (CCF) events were in the results - As described above, Ginna
Station was designed with two independent trains for each front-line system or function.
However, CCFs exist which could conceivably fail both trains. These CCFs typically have
a failure rate of 10% of the individual failure probability ofone train. As such, these CCFs
should show up near the top of the results.

Identify the appropriate truncation limitfor the sequence solution - The truncation limitis
the point at which cutsets are no longer generated by CAFTAsince they are not expected
to significantly contribute to the final results. Observing the number of cutsets generated
for each event tree top event ensures that an appropriate trunction limit is selected. The
truncation limitused for each sequence was 1.0E-10.

Following the above review of each event tree top event, the integrated plant model was solved for
the event tree sequences. Table 8-2 provides a description ofhow each event tree was solved.

8.1.4 Recovery Analysis

Once the fault tree models have been solved, the recovery analysis effort can begin. This effort
consisted of the following:

a. Examination of the accident sequence minimal cutsets confirming the solution method and
ensuring that each core-damage cut set is consistent with the plant design, technical
specifications, and operating procedures;

b. Identification of the possible means by which core damage may be averted through the use
of alternative equipment or operator actions;

c. Quantification of the likelihood that recovery scenarios are unsuccessful; and

d. Integration of recovery scenarios into the plant risk model on a minimal cutset basis, thereby
allowing the calculation of a final realistic core-damage frequency.
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During the minimal cutset review, cutsets with relatively high frequencies were carefully examined
to ensure that such cutsets represented credible, yet realistic, core-damage scenarios. As described
in Section 7, the initial cutsets were generated based upon the use of conservative screening data for
post-trip human failure events (i.e., a failure probability of 1.00E-01). In addition, the integrated
logic model does not consider all possible ways in which core damage may be averted (e.g., the use
ofalternative equipment or operator actions). Consequently, it is important to closely look at cutsets

with high frequencies and make appropriate corrections to them to ensure that the final risk profile
(i.e., overall core-damage frequency and its dominant contributors) is meaningful for Ginna Station.

In general, two approaches have been used:
h

If the cutset contains a post-trip human failure event that has been quantified using
conservative screening data, then these events were reexamined and requantified using more
realistic data. Section 7.4 and Appendix F contain this evaluation.

b. Ifthe use of alternative equipment would avert core damage, then a non-recovery event was
appended to the cutset to reflect that such usage was unsuccessful. The specific non-
recovery events are provided in Table 7-15. The followingguidelines have been applied for
the non-recovery events:

1. Non-recovery events were not added to cutsets containing post-trip human failure
events; rather, the post-trip human failure events have been refined to address the
additional considerations (see Section 7.4).

2. Non-recovery events have been added to as-quantified cutsets where appropriate,
subject to the following rules:

~ The postulated recovery action must be implemented through existing plant
procedures and training; no credit is taken for novel or "heroic" operator
actions.

~ Only one non-recovery event is applied to a cutset, except as noted below.

~ The restoration of offsite power is assumed to be independent of all other
recovery actions; it is permitted to append two non-recovery events to a cutset
as long as one, and only one, pertains to offsite power restoration.

~ Common-cause failures are assumed to be non-recoverable.

~ Repair of failed equipment is not considered.
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Non-recovery events have been quantified using several approaches, depending on the specific
nature ofeach event. The probability of restoring offsite power is based on an analysis of generic
data, as described in Appendix B. Other non-recovery events consist of a hardware-related

contribution and a human reliability contribution which are summed together to estimate the overall
non-recovery event probability. The human reliabilitycontribution is described in Section 7.4 while
the hardware contribution is provided below.

The hardware contribution considers failure of the alternative equipment used to implement the

recovery action (e.g., failure of the standby SW pump to start and run, etc.). In principle, hardware
contributions could be addressed by developing a fault tree model and joining its resulting cutsets

with the appropriate as-quantified cutsets. Often, however, the hardware contribution is negligible,
depending on the probability of the hardware contribution failure, the frequency of the cutset to

which it is applied, and the sequence truncation limit:

truncatton llmtt
Pr(hardware) < neglect hardware contribution

as-quanttjled cut set Pequency

In addition, the human error contribution is typically a conservative value. As such, the hardware
failure contribution was typically ignored.

The results of the internal event quantification effort are provided in Section 9.

ISLOCA Quantification

The firstnuclear power plant PSA, WASH-1400 |Ref. 51], identified a LOCA that resulted in a loss

ofRCS inventory outside containment, referred to as Event V. This event is of concern since RCS

inventory is being released outside containment which effectively bypasses the capability to utilizes
containment sump recirculation once the RWST has been emptied. Also, through bypassing
containment, the radiological consequences may be significant. The Event V Sequence eventually
became known as an interfacing system LOCA (ISLOCA). To be considered as a potential
ISLOCAsequence, a system must penetrate containment and connect with the RCS so as to provide
a high/low pressure interface that could overpressurize and challenge plant safety systems. SGTRs

can be included within this type ofLOCA, but historically have been distinguished as a separate

LOCA initiator for various reasons (initiators LIOSGTRA and LIOSGTRB for the Ginna Station

PSA). Abreach of two or more of the three-stage seals of the reactor coolant pumps (RCPs) is also

included within this type ofLOCA, but is separately assessed as well since it typically includes the

loss ofsystems such as component cooling water and CVCS that can be better evaluated within the

overall logic model.
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The main concern ofWASH-1400 was with respect to the pressure boundary int'erface between the
RCS and the residual heat removal (RHR) system, an interface consisting of check valves for the

plant of concern (i.e., Surry). The failure of two or more check valves not only could initiate an

ISLOCA, but could fail the entire RHR system due to the surge ofhigh pressure water into a system
that is designed for much lower pressures. This would assure core damage (whether early or late)
based entirely on the initiator alone. The WASH-1400 estimate for the ISLOCA frequency was
6.0E-06/yr, which was acknowledged to be approximately an order of magnitude high if
appropriatelp consideration was taken for testing the leak tight status of the check valves.

Several years later, the Oconee PRA [Ref. 52] more explicitly modeled the initiator types related
to ISLOCAs. This analysis recognized the possibility of several different types of valve failure
scenarios: simultaneous rupture of multiple in-series valves, leak through of multiple in-series

valves, and combination ofvalve rupture leak and leak through. The analysis also recognized the

possibility that the LOCAmay remain within containment since a portion of piping for many low
pressure systems begins inside containment. These considerations made the assessment of ISLOCAs
much more difficultto quantify.

More recent NRC studies (NUREG/CR-4550 for Surry and Sequoyah) assumed that the WASH-
1400 frequency of ISLOCA applied (which it obviously. did for Surry) and used a value of
1.00E-06/yr for the initiator and thus core damage frequency with minimal additional study [Ref.
53]. In addition, several industry reports have been released documenting various methods of
performing detailed ISLOCA evaluations, including the evaluation of the type ofvalve and piping
failures caused by overpressurization [Ref. 54][Ref. 55][Ref. 56][Ref. 57][Ref. 58]. The approach
to be used for the Ginna Station PSA is a compilation of these methods, designed to identify all
potential ISLOCA scenarios, but only perform detailed evaluations of the most likely sequences.

8.2.1 Methodology

The RCS at Ginna Station "communicates" with other water systems, many ofwhich are designed
to a lower pressure than the approximately 2250 psig normal operating pressure of the primary
system. Ultimately, soothe of these systems'ater must be taken outside containment where pumps
or other equipment of the system are housed. Any system entering or exiting containment is

normally provided with at least two isolation boundaries or valves which are designed to close and

isolate containment following an accident for non-emergency lines (e.g., CVCS) or be capable of
being closed for emergency lines (e.g., SI system). These isolation boundaries also typically serve

to provide a barrier between the RCS and low pressure interfacing systems where applicable. Any
breach of a RCS interface that results in water exiting the RCS and containment is called an

ISLOCA.
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Since piping that interfaces with the RCS varies in diameter from less than an inch to 10 or more

inches, it is impossible to categorize an ISLOCA as a,small, medium or large LOCA. Another

characteristic of ISLOCAs is that, because of the surge of high pressure water into a system that is

typically designed for much lower pressures, the low pressure interfacing system is more likely to

fail. Hence, the potential likelihood of an ISLOCA must also be accompanied by an assessment of
the consequence of the event.

As such, the assessment of the ISLOCA impact on core damage risk for Ginna Station consisted of
the following tasks:

I

Identifying the systems that interface with the RCS and enter/exit the containment through

a mechanical penetration. This effectively determined the penetrations that contain high/low

pressure interfaces.

b. Identifying the scenarios for each identified penetration (i.e., the equipment and the types

of failures that could lead to an ISLOCA) and identifying the consequences.

Screening each scenario and ifit is greater than the 1.00E-07/yr truncation limitrequired by
GL 88-20 for containment releases, recover the scenario, where appropriate, and quantify

it in detail.

Each task is presented below.

8.2.2 Identification of System Interfaces With the RCS

Figure 8-1 shows the major system connections to the RCS that also enter/exit the containment (a

break inside containment is assessed as a LOCAwithin the plant model). The bases for including

or excluding each line shown on Figure 8-1 is discussed below.

8.2.2.1 Penetrations 111 and 140

These two penetrations contain the RHR piping used for: (1) low pressure safety injection, (2) the

suction line from RCS Hot Leg A, and (3) the injection lines for RHR during shutdown or non-

emergency conditions. Since the RHR piping lines are not designed for full RCS pressure and

temperature conditions, these two penetrations were included in the ISLOCA assessment.
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These two penetrations contain the high pressure SI lines to both RCS cold and hot legs. The SI
system for Ginna Station is not normally operating and has a design pressure of only 1750 psig
which is lower than the normal RCS operating pressure of 2250 psig. Therefore, these two
penetrations were included in the ISLOCA assessment. In addition, there is a SI pump test line that
is common to both penetrations. This test line exits'containment through penetration 110b and was
also included.

8.2.2.3 Penetrations 100 and 102

These two penetrations contain the Chemical and Volume Control System (CVCS) lines associated

with normal and alternate charging. Both of these lines are designed for fullRCS system pressure
and temperature with normal charging being used during power operation. In order for a pipe break
outside containment to occur, multiple valves would have to fail to close that are specifically
installed for such circumstances. Since the CVCS piping is designed for these conditions,
penetrations 100 and 102 were excluded from further consideration as a possible ISLOCA location.
It is noted that the CVCS fault tree model includes a pipe break in these lines with respect to causing
a system failure. UFSAR Section 9.3.4.4.5.1 [Ref. 2] provides additional information with respect
'to a break of the CVCS piping related to these penetrations.

8.2.2.4 Penetration 112

This penetration contains the CVCS piping associated with letdown. The letdown line contains
orifices which reduce primary system pressure prior to exiting containment; consequently, the piping
leaving containment is not rated for fullRCS pressure and temperature. Since there are three air-
operated containment isolation valves (200A, 200B, and 202) downstream of the orifices, any failure
ofan orifice must include a failure of the associated valve to close in order for an ISLOCA to occur.
As such, this penetration could potentially be ignored from an ISLOCA standpoint due to the low
frequency ofan orifice failure. However, the penetration piping is connected to the lines associated

with penetration 111 which is being addressed with respect to ISLOCAs. Therefore, this penetration
was included in the ISLOCA evaluation.
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8.2.2.5 Penetrations 205, 206a, and 207a

These three penetrations contain the RCS Hot Leg sample lines, and the pressurizer liquid and steam

sample lines. These systems are operated on an intermittent basis and can be used during fullpower,
shutdown, or post-accident conditions. Consequently, the lines are designed for fullRCS system

pressure and temperature [Ref. 2, Table 9.3-2]. There are also two air-operated valves in the line
for all three penetrations which close on a containment isolation signal, the loss of air, or control

'ower. In addition, there is also a throttled valve outside containment to reduce the sampling system

pressure for each line. Finally, the line exiting containment for penetration 205 is only 3/8 inch and

has a "delay coil" which provides at least a 60 second transient period for fluid leaving containment
[Ref. 2, Section 9.3.2.1.2.2]. Therefore, based on the system design, these penetrations were not
included in the ISLOCA assessment.

8.2.2.6 Reactor Coolant Drain Tank Penetrations

There is only one line which directly connects the RCS to the Reactor Coolant Drain Tank (RCDT).
The remaining lines connected to the RCDT are associated with leakoffs from the RCPs and the
Reactor Vessel 0-rings and are not considered as credible LOCA paths. The 2 inch line in question
contains two normally closed manual valves whose failure would create a leak path from the RCS

to the RCDT inside containment. However, the tank has a 1 inch reliefvalve with a setpoint of25

psig and a capacity of 30 gpm that leads to Containment Sump A. This would provide immediate
indication of a leak and would produce an initial, though limited, release path from the tank. It is

noted that there are several additional lines from the tank that exit containment (penetrations 123,

. 129, and 143). However, each of these lines has two containment isolation valves which willclose

on a containment isolation signal. Therefore, at least 4 valves must fail before a release path outside
of containment is created. Consequently, the lines associated with the RCDT were not considered
for the ISLOCA assessment.

8.2.2.7 Excess Letdown Heat Exchanger Penetrations

Excess letdown is used to balance the flowbetween the normal letdown and charging portions of
CVCS, and for additional letdown when necessary. The cooling water supply for the excess letdown
heat exchanger is provided by component cooling water (CCW) which iS not designed for RCS

temperature and pressure and which penetrates containment through penetrations 124a and 124c.

Consequently, the heat exchanger is the high/low,pressure interface and a break in the heat

exchanger tubes could produce an ISLOCA. Therefore, penetrations 124a and 124c were included
in the ISLOCA assessment.
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The reactor coolant pumps have a three-stage seal assembly that utilizes CVCS as the source for seal

injection and return. The failure of the seal assembly is considered in the plant model and is not
evaluated further in this analysis. However, CCW is used for the RCP thermal barrier cooling coil
and provides a high/low pressure interface that penetrates containment. Therefore, 'a break in the
cooling coil was considered as a possible ISLOCA location and penetrations 125, 126, 127, and 128
were included. It is noted that these penetrations are not typically included in an ISLOCA
evaluation. However, NRC Information Notice 89-54, "Potential Overpressurization of the CCW
System," required extensive assessment ofthese penetrations, and consequently, they were included
in this analysis.

8.2.2.9 Summary

Based on the above assessment, penetrations 101, 110b, 111, 112, 113, 124a, 124c, 125, 126, 127,

128, and 140 willbe included within the final ISLOCA assessment. As a further confirmation of
this selection, it is noted that the Ginna Station technical specifications with respect to RCS pressure
isolation valves (LCO 3.4.14) only deal with penetrations 101, 110b, 111, and 113. These four
penetrations were identified by the NRC as being the most risk-significant with respect to ISLOCAs
based on generic studies [Ref. 59]. Since no other penetrations were identified by the NRC, the
proposed evaluation scope is considered bounding and appropriate.

8.2.3 Identification of ISLOCA Scenarios and Their Consequences

An assessment ofeach of the penetrations identified in Section 8.2.2.9 with respect to their ISLOCA
potential is provided below. This assessment essentially consisted of determining what combination

: ofequipment failures could result in an ISLOCA and the consequences of these failures. Initially,
itwas conservatively assumed that the introduction ofprimary system fluid into low pressure piping
outside of containment would result in an ISLOCA. This assumption greatly streamlines the
evaluation of the ISLOCA scenarios and is only addressed further ifthe frequency of the event is

too high (i.e., greater than 1.00E-07/yr). However, it is noted that NUREG/CR-5102 [Ref. 54] and
NUREG/CR-5862 [Ref. 55] both show that most low pressure piping can withstand RCS pressures
and temperatures for short periods of time before leaking or rupturing, depending on the type of
component in the line and ISLOCA sequence. Ginna Station P8cIDs were relied on extensively to
determine the potential break locations outside of containment while the event trees provided in
Section 5 were used to evaluate the consequences. The assignment of failure probabilities and

frequencies for the identified scenarios is provided in Section 8.2.4.
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8.2.3.1 Penetration 101

Figure 8-2 shows a simplified diagram of the equipment and layout related to containment

penetration 101. This penetration contains a 4 inch line from the SI pumps that splits into two

separate injection lines: one 2 inch line to Hot Leg A and one 10 inch line (containing accumulator

B) to Cold Leg A. Consequently, there are two potential paths for initiating the ISLOCA for this

penetration. The first path from Hot Leg A requires the failure of two check valves (877B and

878H) and a I'ocked closed, de-powered, motor-operated valve (MOV878C). The second path from
Cold Leg A requires the failure of two check valves (867B and 878J).

The SI lines associated with this penetration are seamless or welded stainless steel piping as

described in Table 8-3. As shown on this table, the SI system piping downstream of the pumps is

designed and tested for high pressure service and would most likelywithstand the introduction of
primary system fluid except for potentially the flanges associated with the pumps. There are

essentially two general break locations for this penetration as described below:

A break in the SIpiping located between check valves 889B and 870B, and containment.

This location would fail SI Pumps B and C (assuming that Pump A has not failed to start

which causes 871B to close, and that the majority ofwater from Pump C goes out the break

since it is of lower pressure). The break may also fail the RHR system due to drainage

issues (see Section 8.2.3.3). However, it should be noted that this section of piping is very
short since check valves 889B and 870B are containment isolation valves and are located

close to the containment wall (only 105 feet of piping versus 150 feet of piping inside

containment [Ref. 60]). The piping is also rated to 1785 psig. Therefore, a pipe break in
this specific location is unlikely, but willbe considered.

A break in the SI piping located between Sl Pump B and check valve 889B or a break

between SI Pump C and check valves 870A and 870B. However, these break locations

would only fail one pump unless the opposite check valve were also assumed to fail (i.e.,

either 889B or 870B). Since these two check valves see different system operating

conditions than the check valves located in the Cold and Hot Leg injection lines, a common

cause failure of 889B or 870B with the check valves initiating the ISLOCA was not
considered credible. In addition, 889B and 870A are verified to close during quarterly

testing of the pumps. Consequently, since an independent check valve failure would have

to be included, and only one SI pump is affected (versus two), this scenario was not

considered any further.

As described above, there are two potential ISLOCA initiating event paths with one break location

for this penetration.
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8.2.3.2 Penetration 110b

Figure 8-3 shows a simplified diagram of the equipment and layout related to containment
penetration 110b. This penetration contains the SI pump test line to the Refueling Water Storage
Tank (RWST) and is directly related to penetrations 101 and 113 (Figures 8-2 and 8-5,

respectively). The isolation valves located between the test line and the RCS and whose failure
initiates the ISLOCA for this penetration are discussed in Sections 8.2.3.1 and 8.2.3.4. In addition
to the ISLOCA paths, the potential for LOCAs through the SI check valves against RCS pressure

(867A and 867B) and accumulator check valve test lines (839B and 840B) exist.

As can be seen from Table 8-3, the SI test line piping is welded stainless steel piping designed for
high pressure service and would most likely withstand the introduction of primary system fluid
(except for the branch line to the RWST containing manual valve 884 during testing conditions).
Since a break in the branch line containing manual valve 882 requires an additional failure, this
branch line.was ignored and only the followingpotential ISLOCA scenario were considered: .

A breakin the Sl test line between snanual valve 879 and containment. This break location
can be assumed to fail all three SI pumps due to the test line location and the fact that it is

common to all three SI pumps. It should be noted that this section ofpiping is short since

manual valve 879 is a containment isolation valve and is located close to the containment
wall.. Therefore, a pipe break in this specific location is unlikely, but willbe considered.

An ISI.OCA during quarterly testing of the SI pumps when the test line is opened to the

RWST. This ISLOCA is similar to scenario (a); however, the subject piping to the RWST
is rated for much lower pressure with the RWST being open to the AuxiliaryBuilding. This
path is capable of being isolated by the operators using MOVs 897 and 898.

As described above, there are four ISLOCA initiating event paths with two break locations for this

penetration.

8.2.3.3 Penetrations 111 and 112

Figure 8-4 shows a simplified diagram of the equipment and layout related to containment
penetrations 111 and 112. Penetration 111 contains the RHR injection lines to the reactor vessel

(through MOVs 852A and 852B) and Cold Leg B (through MOVs 720 and 721) while penetration
112 contains letdown piping associated with CVCS. As can be seen from the figure, there are three

potential paths for initiating an ISLOCA: one through check valve 853A and normally closed MOV
852A, a second through check valve 853B and normally closed MOV852B, and the third through
normally closed MOVs 720 and 721.
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As shown in Table 8-3, the introduction of primary system fluid into the RHR system and CVCS

would most likely result in an ISLOCA due to the limited design rating of the low pressure piping.
It is noted that there is a relief valve 203 located inside containment for penetration 112 which
relieves to the Pressurizer Relief Tank with a setpoint of 600 psig and a capacity of 70,000 lb/hr

(approximately 185 gpm) [Ref. 2, Section 5.4.5.3.1.2]. However, this capacity would not be

sufficient to relieve a significant loss ofRCS fluid through the RHR injection lines. Therefore, the

impact of this relief valve was only considered with respect to the size of the ISLOCA (i.e., small

RCS "leaks". could effectively be ignored). There are two. general break locations for these

penetrations as described below:

a. Apipe breakin the basement floorarea ofthe AuxiliaryBuilding. Any break in this location

(except between check valve 697B and the RHR HXRoom) would prevent the entire RHR

system from injecting into the reactor. vessel. In addition, a review of the floor drains for
the basement level indicates that they eventually drain to the Auxiliary Building sump

located in the RHR Pump Pit [Ref. 2, Section 11.2.2.5]. There are two sump pumps located

in the pit; however, these pumps are only rated for 50 gpm each [Ref. 2, Section 5.4.5.3.5]

and would not provide much relief for a large break. Consequently, it is initiallyassumed

that any ISLOCA in the basement area would result in the loss of both RHR pumps due to

flooding. Since a pipe break in the RHR Heat Exchanger Room or the RHR Pump Pit
requires the failure of at least one check valve in addition to the ISLOCA initiator valves,

these break locations were not considered further.

A pipe break in the CVCS letdown line associated with penetration 112 outside of
containment. A break in this location initiallyhas two sources ofRCS fluid; one through

the RHR injection lines (ISLOCA initiator) and the second through th'e normal CVCS

letdown line. However, normal letdown is automatically isolated upon a containment

isolation signal which willoccur quickly due to the drop in RCS pressure resulting from the

pipe break. There is also an air-operated containment isolation valve (371) located next to

the containment wall (2 feet [Ref. 61]) such that it is highly unlikely the pipe break would

occur between containment and this valve..This AOV may not initiallybe able to close

against the high line pressure, but once the RCS pressure drops sufficiently, the spring in the

valve willforce it shut and thus isolate the ISLOCA. There is also a second air-operated

valve (135) just downstream ofAOV371 which can be used ifnecessary provided that IA
and control power is available to the valve. Consequently, RHR can begin injection into the

reactor vessel (relief valve 203 should close once the system pressure drops to 600'psig).

The only potential concern is the availability of sufficient NPSH for the RHR pumps once

the recirculation phase begins due to the lost inventory outside of containment. However,

operators are aware of this concern and should be able to take necessary recovery actions

(e.g., stopping one RHR pump). The failure of relief valve 203 to.close would be a LOCA
within containment. Therefore, this ISLOCA break location is not evaluated further since

it can be automatically isolated.
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As such, there are three potential ISLOCA initiating event paths and one break location. However,

it should be noted that there is significant piping inside containment (325 feet [Ref. 62]) which also

has the potential ofbreaking versus the 135 feet of piping between containment and the RHR check

valves located in the RHR basement [Ref. 63]. UFSAR Section 5.4.5.3.2 [Ref. 2] provides

additional details with respect to overpressurization events during non-full power conditions.

8.2.3.4 Penetration 113

Figure 8-5 shows a simplified diagram of the equipment and layout related to containment

penetration 113. Note that this penetration is completely analogous to that ofpenetration 101. That

is, this penetration contains a 4 inch line from the SI pumps that splits into two separate injection
lines: one 2 inch line to Hot Leg B and one 10 inch line (containing accumulator A) to Cold Leg B.

Consequently, there are two potential paths for initiating the ISLOCA. The first path from Hot Leg
B requires the failure of two check valves (877A and 878F) and a locked closed, de-powered,

motor-operated valve (MOV878A). The second path from Cold Leg B requires the failure of two

check valves (867A and 878G).

Since Table 8-3 confirms that penetrations 101 and 113 are completely analogous, the same pipe
break location willbe considered for both penetrations (i.e., a break in the SI piping located between

check valves 889A and 870A, and containment). It is noted that this section ofpiping is of short

length (100 feet [Ref. 64]) since check valves 889A and 870A are containment isolation valves and

located close to containment by design.

8.2.3.5 Penetrations 124a and 124c

Figure 8-6 shows a simplified drawing of the equipment and layout related to containment

penetrations 124a and 124c. These penetrations contain the CCW supply and return lines,

respectively, for the excess letdown heat exchanger. Based on a review of plant operating

experience, this system is normally isolated at both the CCW and RCS lines and is in operation less

than 2% of the time. However, a heat exchanger tube failure has the potential to create an ISLOCA
that would fail the entire CCW system. Based on the significance of this ISLOCA scenario, itwas

evaluated in more detail.

As can be seen from Table 8-3, any introduction ofRCS fluid into the CCW system would most

likely cause a pipe break. However, this ISLOCA scenario was not investigated any further due to

the following considerations:

a. The excess letdown system is only used less than 2% of the time during power operation;

b. The failure ofAOV310 (transfers open) in conjunction with a heat exchanger tube rupture

is considered very improbable during the remaining 98% of the time;
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c. There is sufficient indication available to the operators to identify a break in the excess

letdown heat exchanger (including pressure and temperature indications on the RCS return

lines from the heat exchanger, and CCW radiation and surge tank level alarms);

d. AOV310 can be used to quickly isolate the break following identification of the rupture;

e. There is an alarm procedure which provides instructions to operators on actions to be taken

ifthere are indications of a pipe break with a CCW/RCS interface [Ref. 65];

f. CCW check valve 743 or AOV745 would have to rupture to provide a leak path outside of
containment (check valve 743 is located inside containment while AOV745 is located only
1 foot from the penetration [Ref. 66]); and

g. The normal flow rate through the CCW heat exchanger is only 5,000 lb/hr or 10 gpm [Ref.

2, Table 9.3-7] while CCW relief valve 744 (located inside containment) is designed to

relieve 20 gpm.

It is noted that AOV 123 limits RCS flow through the excess letdown heat exchanger and thus, RCS

flowrate could be expected to increase ifa tube rupture were to occur. However, the RCS supply
line is small (3/4 inch) and only one heat exchanger tube is expected to rupture. Therefore, based

on the above factors, these two penetrations were removed from further consideration.

8.2.3.6 Penetrations 125 and 128

Figure 8-7 shows a simplified drawing of the equipment and layout related to containment

penetrations 125 and 128. These penetrations contain the CCW return and supply lines,

respectively, for the RCP B thermal barrier cooler and are normally in operation. A failure of the

coils carrying RCS fluid within the thermal barrier cooler could potentially result in an ISLOCA
within the CCW system. As noted above, an ISLOCAwould also fail the entire CCW system.

Table 8-3 shows that CCW piping can be expected to rupture ifRCS fluid is introduced into the

system due to the low pressure and temperature design (the piping for the RCPs is only slightly
larger than the excess letdown lines listed in the table). As shown on Figure 8-7, there are two

potential break locations as discussed below:

A breakin the CC8'piping outside ofcontainment forpenelration128. This break location

would quickly result in the loss of all CCW; however, it requires the failure of check valve

750B and MOV749B (located less than 6 inches from the penetration [Ref. 67]) to close.

Operators are instructed to close MOV 749B upon loss of CCW surge tank level. The

probability of two valves failing to close in addition to a thermal barrier cooling coil rupture

is considered very low (i.e., < 1.0E-08). Therefore, this break location was not considered

further.
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3 breakin the CC5'piping outside ofcontainment forpenetration 125. This break location
would require a failure ofAOV754B and MOV759A to close. Since AOV754B fails open
on loss of power or instrument air, the ability of the valve to successfully close is
questionable. An engineering analysis was performed on this break location in response to
NRC IEN 89-54. This analysis showed that the maximum leakage rate into the CCW system
using industry accepted critical crack propagation techniques is only 32 gpm [Ref. 68].
Consequently, ifboth 754B and 759A failed to close, the CCW system would not become
overp'ressurized, and in fact, operators would have over 30 minutes to respond to the event
before the CCW surge tank overfilled and began to relieve RCS fluid to the waste holdup
tank. A catastrophic failure of the thermal barrier cooler (beyond that assumed above) is

considered unlikely since CCW flows through the tube side such that the tube would have
to implode. However, an evaluation was also performed assuming a guillotine break which
resulted in a CCW system pressure of 200 psig at the penetration which is only slightly
higher than the design pressure of 150 psig. The CCW system pressure is limited in this
case due to the reliefvalve located inside containment and the physical design of the thermal
barrier.'hile the design limitfor closing of MOV749A is only 140 psig, this value is

based on conservative assumptions. In addition, assuming minimal fuel damage (as would
be case at power), operators could manually close MOV749A or its downstream manual
valve. Therefore, based on these factors, this break location was also not considered further.

Based on the above discussion, neither penetration 125 or 128 requires consideration as a potential
ISLOCA location.

8.2.3.7 Penetration 126 and 127

Figure 8-8 shows a simplified drawing of the equipment and layout related to containment
penetrations 126 and 127. As can be seen, these penetrations are completely analogous to
penetrations 125 and 128 in that they contain the CCW return and supply lines, respectively, for the

RCP A thermal barrier cooler. These lines are normally in operation and a failure of the coils

carrying RCS fluidwithin the thermal cooler could potentially result in an ISLOCAwithin the CCW
system. However, since these penetrations are exactly similar to penetrations 125 and 128, no

further consideration of ISLOCAs is made for the reasons discussed in Section 8.2.3.6.

8.2.3.8 Penetration 140

Figure 8-9 shows a simplified diagram of the equipment and layout related to containment
penetration 140. This penetration contains the RHR pump suction line from Hot Leg A and is

normally only used during shutdown conditions. As can be seen from Figure 8-9, the only potential
ISLOCA path is through MOVs 700 and 701.
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As shown in Table 8-3, the introduction of primary system fluid into the RHR pump suction lines

would most likely result in an ISLOCA due to the design rating of the low pressure piping. There

are two potential pipe break locations for this penetration as described below:

A breakin the RHR pump suction piping located outside ofcontainment. As discussed in
Section 8.2.3.3 scenario (a), it is irrelevant whether the break occurs in the section of piping
in the AuxiliaryBuilding basement or the RHR Pump Pit since the basement level floor
drains.all lead to the Pump Pit. Therefore, a significant pipe break in this section of piping
would fail the RHR pumps due to flooding. However, itshould be noted that the RHR mini-
flow recirculation valves back to the RWST are maintained normally open such that it is

conservative to assume that the RHR system would fail (versus the RWST filling). In
addition, flow though relief valve 203 in CVCS letdown would be available to relieve

system pressure.

An ISI.OCA upstream ofcheck valve 854 (i.e., back to the R8'ST). Normally, this pipe break

location would be ignored since it requires the independent failure of a third valve.

However, this break location would most likely fail RHR, SI, and CVCS by overfilling the

RWST and would therefore, quickly lead to core damage. Based on a review ofperiodic test

procedures related to RHR, check valve 854 is not specifically tested to ensure that it
correctly backseats. Nonetheless, it can be assumed that if 854 was not backseating

correctly, it would be discovered during shutdown conditions when RHR takes suction

through MOVs 700 and 701. Also, MOV856 could potentially be used to isolate this leak

path. Consequently, this ISLOCA path was ignored.

As discussed above, there is one p'otential ISLOCA initiating event path with one break location for
this penetration.
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8.2.4 Screening Evaluation of Ginna ISLOCA Scenarios

Allof the ISLOCA scenarios identified in Section 8.2.3 involve the failure of at least two valves as

the initiator. Consequently, the calculation of ISLOCA frequencies involves the failure of multiple
valves and the consideration of timing issues. Previous PSAs have utilized several different
analytical models to determine ISLOCA frequencies and differ in the type of failure modes

considered and initial assumptions. Since the remainder of the Level 1 PSA willbe performed using
fault tree models, the models presented in Appendix C ofNSAC-154 [Ref. 56] willbe used for the
ISLOCA evaluation to provide consistency. These NSAC-154 models were transposed into the
equations shown in Table 8-4 which address human errors, common cause failures, and both valve
leakage and rupture random failures. Table 8-5 presents the failure data required by these analytical
models. The ISLOCA frequencies which are calculated include consideration of the average
number ofhours that the reactor is critical in one year to define the frequency on a reactor year basis

similar to the remainder of the PSA. The data window for the Ginna Station PSA was from January

1, 1980 through December 31, 1988 or 78,912 hours. The number or reactor critical hours in this
time period was 64,054 hours or 81% of the time.

The evaluation of the five scenarios described in Section 8.2.3 is provided below. The final results
are summarized in Section 8.2.5.

8.2.4.1 Penetration 101

Section 8.2.3.1 identifies two potential ISLOCA initiating event paths with one break location for
this penetration. The first path involves the failure of check valves 8678 and 878J on the SI
injection line to Cold Leg A. The testing procedures for Ginna Station were reviewed and itwas

found that 867B is only leak tested once every refueling outage (i.e., 18 months). Check valve 878J

is leak tested once each quarter following the quarterly SI pump tests. It could be postulated that

any leakage through 878J would be discovered due to changes in accumulator level and pressure

which are verified every 12 hours; however, this willbe conservatively ignored since it would
require that the SI piping be unfilled or the test line opened to create this leakage path. Therefore,
using Table 8-4 Equation 1, and the data presented in Table 8-5 (as summarized below) we find:

A,„= 6.8E-07/hr CCFi. = 3.0E-06 A,i.

A,R = 1.0E-07/hr CCF~ = 3.0E-06 AR

Tcvi = 0.5 (1.5 yrs)(8760 hrs/yr) = 6570 hrs

Tcyg = 0.5 (8760 hrs)(3/12 months) = 1095 hrs

g,) = f[(6.8E-07/hr+ 1.0E-07/hr)(6570 hrs)]* [(6.8E-07/hr + 1.0E-07/hr)(1095 hrs)]
+ (3.0E-03)(1.0E-07/hr)(1095 hrs) + (3.0E-03)(6.8E-07/hr)(1095 hrs) } / 0.81 ryr

(A,) = [(5.12E-03)(8.54E-04) + 3.29E-07 + 2.23E-06} / 0.81 = 6.94E-06/ryr
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The second path involves the failure of check valves 877B, 878H, and MOV878C located on the
SI injection line to Hot Leg B. This line is normally isolated as a SI path due to PTS concerns and
the check valves and MOV are only leak tested once every 40 months per the Technical
Specifications. The verification of the MOVposition every shift, use of locks, and depowering of
this MOV, eliminate the potential for human error. Therefore, using Table 8-4 Equation 2, and the
data presented in Table 8-5 (as summarized below), we find:

A,„= 6.8E-07/hr
A R

—1.0E-07/hr
T = 0.5 (720 hrs/month)(40 months)
A,n = 2.7E-04
A,~ = 5.7E-07/hr

CCFi = 3.0E-06 A,i,

CCFa = 3.0E-06 Aa
= 14,400 hrs
A,~ = 2.7E-04-
A,~ = 2.7E-08/hr

Q,) = f(14,600 hrs)~[(6.8E-07/hr)~+ 2(6.8E-07/hr)(l.OE-07/hr) + (1.0E-07/hr)~]
+ (2.7E-04)(14,600 hrs)[(6.8E-07/hr) + (1.0E-07/hr)]

+ (14,600 hrs)[(3.0E-03)(6.8E-07/hr) + (3.0E-03)(1.0E-07/hr)]}
*((14,600 hrs)(5.7E-07/hr+ 2.7E-08/hr) + 2.7E-04} / 0.81 ryr

= [1.26E-04+ 3.03E-06+ 3.27E-OS] * [4.87E-03] / 0.81 'ryr

= 1.75E-06/ryr

The sum of these two scenarios is thus:

(X)ioi = 6.94E-06/ryr+ 1.85E-06/ryr = 8.69E-06/ryr

This is a higher value than the 1.0E-07/ryr truncation limitand is dominated by the failure of check
valves 867B and 878J. In addition, it is recognized that an ISLOCA in the section of piping
between check valves 889B and 870B, and containment could also fail the entire RHR system since
floor drains in the Auxiliary Building basement level lead to the RHR Pump Pit (see Section
8.2.3.3). Therefore, an unisolable 4 inch LOCA outside of containment in the SI lines would
directly result in core damage since there is only one SI pump available for injection purposes and
no RHR for injection or long-term cooldown.
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However, there are two very conservative assumptions in this scenario. First is the fact that the

check valve isolating accumulator (842B) successfully isolates following the failure of check valve
867B. There have been several industry observed failures of this check valve due to the presence

of boric acid, and in fact, a failure probability of 0.93 was calculated in Section A.1.1.2.2 of
NUREG-5102 for this check valve to reseat on demand. Crediting the leaking check valve and

accumulator relief valve would shorten the time frame in which check valve 867B would leak by
unobserved. The second conservative assumption is related to the failure of the SI piping located

between check valves 889B and 870B, and containment. This piping is rated to 1785 psig; thus, the

yield stress would be well within normal RCS pressure limits. Therefore, the generic failu're rate

for piping leak/rupture willbe used (5.53E-07/hr) assuming that the pipe could fail over the same

duration as check valve 878J (1/2 ofa quarter year). This willalso be adjusted by the ratio of piping
outside versus inside containment (105/255 from Section 8.2.3.1) to yield:

(A)~p~ = (8.69E-06/ryx)(5.53E-07/hr)(0.5)(8760 hrs)(3/12 months)(105/255) = 2. 17E-09/ryr

This value is considered appropriate due to the design rating of the subject piping and the fact that

there is low potential for human error inducing the ISLOCA for this penetration.
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8.2.4.2 Penetration 110b

Section 8.2.3.2 identifies four potential ISLOCA initiating event paths for this penetration with two

different break locations. Two initiating event paths involve the failure of the isolation valves for
penetrations 101 and 113 which are evaluated in Sections 8.2.4.1 and 8.2.4.4, respectively (i.e., the

frequency of an ISLOCA through these paths is 8.79E-06/ryr). The remaining two initiating event

paths involve the failure of the RCS check valves (867A and 867B) and the test lines associated with
the accumulator check valves (manual valves 839B and 840B). As discussed in Section 8.2.4.1,

check valves 867A and 867B are only leak tested once every refueling outage. Manual valves 839B

and 840B are not leak tested since they are associated with a small test line; however, leakage

through these valves would be detected during the quarterly pump runs when the test line is opened

back to the RWST. Therefore, using Table 8-4 Equation 4 (replacing MOVwith an AOVbut using
the same failure data as an MOV), and the data presented in Table 8-5 (as summarized below) we
find:

A,„= 6.8E-07/hr A R
—1.0E-07/hr

A,Mi = 5.7E-07/hr A,~ = 2.7E-08/hr
T = 0.5 (1.5)(8760 hrs) = 6570 hrs T„=T~ov = 0.5(8760 hrs)(3/12 months) = 1095 hrs

MQ
= 2.68E-04 AMs = 9.7E-08/hr

A,M< = 0 (AOValready exposed to accumulator pres'sure so no sudden failure potential)

(A) = {[6570 hrs(6.8E-07/hr + 1.0E-07)/hr] * [(1095 hrs) (5.7E-07/hr + 2.7E-08/hr)
+ 0 + 2.68E-04] + [(6570 hrs)(6.8E-07 + 1.0E-07)(9.7E-08)(1095 hrs)]) / 0.81 ryr

= [(5.12E-03) * (9.22E-04) + (5.44E-07)] / 0.81 ryr

= 6.50E-06/ryr

The four initiating event path frequencies must now be combined with the failure probability of the

two break locations. The first break location is between manual valve 879 and containment and is

similar to the configurations for penetrations 101 and 113. Consequently, the generic failure rate

for piping leak/rupture willbe used (5.53E-07/hr) assuming that the pipe could fail over. the same

duration as check valve 878 J (1/2 of a quarter year). This yields:

(5.53E-07/hr)(0.5)(8760 hrs)(3/12 months) = 6.06E-04

The second break location is during opening of the SI test line which provides a direct leak path to

the RWST that is open to the AuxiliaryBuilding. The SI test line is normally opened once every

quarter for technical specification required testing and for accumulator filling., However, since

check valve 878J is leak tested after each use of SI Pump B or C, and this testing was only assumed

once per quarter, the opening of the test line to fillthe accumulator willbe ignored. Therefore,
assuming quarterly 8 hour pump tests equates to 32 hrs/year in which the test line is open.
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Converting this to a probability per reactor year yields:,

(32 hrs/yr)(1 yr/8760 hrs)(1/0.81) = 4.51E-03

In summary, the ISLOCA frequency for this penetration is the frequency of each of the four
initiating event paths multiplied by the pipe break probability:

Q)i]()~ = (8.79E-06 + 8.79E 06 + 6.50E-06 + 6.50E 06)(6.06E 04)
+ (8.79E-06 + 8.79E-06 + 6.50E-06 + 6.50E-06)(4.51E-03)

= 1.56E-07/ryr

This frequency is dominated by the opening of the test line following failure of the upstream
isolation valves. However, since check valve 878J is leak tested following each opening of the test

line, the increased use ofthe test line does not automatically mean an increased risk of an ISLOCA
through this penetration. In addition, opening of the test line requires local valve manipulation. As
such, plant personnel would be in the vicinity to close one of three in-series manual valves upon
indication of an ISLOCA due to RWST level changes and the sound offlow through the pipe. In
addition, there are two MOVs downstream of the manual valves which could be closed from the
control room. Assuming a failure rate of 1.0E-01 (see Table 8-5) to close any of these five valves
yields:

Q,)upg = (8.79E 06 + 8.79E-06 + 6.50E 06 + 6.50E-06)(6.06E-04)
+ (8.79E-06 + 8.79E-06 + 6.50E-06 + 6.50E-06)(4.51E-03)(1.0E-Ol)

= 3.23E-08/ryr

8.2.4.3 Penetration 111

Section 8.2.3.3 identifies three potential ISLOCA initiating event paths and one break location for
this penetration. The first path involves the failure of MOVs 721 and 720 on the normal RHR
injection line to Cold Leg B. The testing procedures for Ginna Station were reviewed and itwas

found that these two MOVs are leak tested followingeach cold shutdown and refueling outage using
RCS pressure (i.e., valves cannot stick open). In addition, MOV721 has an interlock preventing
the valve from opening when RCS pressure is greater than 410 psig [Ref. 2, Section 5.4.5.3.1.2].
MOV 720 does not have a*pressure interlock and relies instead on a key locking device which
removes control power to the valve during power operation. Both MOVs also have their breakers

locked open and positions verified each shift. Therefore, since MOV 721 cannot be opened at
power without first defeating its associated interlock and MOV720 has its control power removed,
human initiated ISLOCA events were ignored for this penetration.
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A review of Ginna Station history shows that the plant averaged one cold shutdown a cycle in

addition to the refueling outage during the data window used for the Ginna Station PSA. Therefore,

using Table 8-4 equation 3 and the data provided in Table 8-5 (as summarized below) we find:

A~ = 5.7E-07/hr CCF~ = 3.0E-03 X~
A,~ = 2.7E-08/hr ~ CCF~ = 3.0E-03 A,~
T = 0.5 (1.5)(8760 hrs)(0.5) = 3285 hrs

A,~ =.2.7E-04

(A,) = {(3285 hrs)'[(5.7E-07/hr)'+ 2(5.7E-07/hr)(2.7E-08/hr) + (2.7E-08/hr)']
+[(3285 hrs)(2.7E-04)(5.7E-07/hr+ 2.7E-08/hr] + (3285 hrs)[(3.0E-03)(5.7E-07/hr)

+ (3.0E-03)(2.7E-08/hr)]} / 0.81 ryr

= [3.85E-06+ 5.30E-07+ 5.88E-06] /0.81 ryr

= 1.03E-05/ryr

The second and third paths involve the two low pressure SI lines to the reactor vessel. These lines

include a check valve (853A and 853B) and normally closed MOV (852A and 852B) in series.

Since these lines are used following a LOCA, the MOVs are not interlocked with respect to RCS

pressure and do not have their power removed. The check valves and MOVs are leak tested

following each refueling outage using RCS pressure (i.e., valves cannot stick open). Therefore,

using Table 8-4 equation 4 and the data provided in Table 8-5 (as summarized below) we find:

A,„= 6.8E-07/hr
X~ = 5.7E-07/hr
T = 0.5 (1.5)(8760 hrs) = 6570 hrs

A,~ = 2.7E-04
XMp = 2.68E-04

A,R = 1.0E-07/hr
A,~ = 2.7E-08/hr
T„=T = 6570 hrs

A,~ = 7.13E-06/hr

(A,) = 2 {[6570 hrs(6.8E-07/hr + 1.0E-07)] * [(6570 hrs) (5.7E-07/hr + 2.7E-08/hr)
+ 2.7E-04+ 2.68E-04] + [(6570 hrs)(6.8E-07+ 1.0E-07)(7.13E-06/hr)(6570 hrs)]} / 0.81 ryr

= 2 [(5.12E-03) (4.46E-03) + (2.40E-04)] / 0.81 ryr

= 6.49E-04/ryr

The above frequency is dominated by the last portion of the equation related'to an inadvertent SI

opening the MOVand relying only on a check valve to protect the RHR system. This event can be

mitigated by closing the MOVonce the operators realized what has occurred (see procedure ECA-

1.2). Using a failure rate of 0.1 for this operator action (per Table 8-5), the above equation

becomes:
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(A) = 2 {[6570 hrs(6.8E-07/hr+ 1.0E-07)] * [(6570 hrs) (5.7E-07/hr+ 2.7E-08/hr)
+ 2.7E-04+ 2.68E-04] + [(6570 hrs)(6.8E-07+ 1.0E-07)(7.13E-06/hr)(6570 hrs)(0.1)]) / 0.81

= 2 [(5.12E-03) (4.46E-03) + (2.40E-05)] / 0.81 ryr

= 1.16E-04/ryr

The sum of these two scenarios is thus:

(A,)„, = 1.03E-05/ryr + 1.16B-04/ryr = 1.26E-04/ryr

This is significantly higher than the 1.0E-07/ryr truncation limitand is due mainly to the number
of potential ISLOCA initiator paths and that each path only has two isolation valves with a large
amount of time between leakage testing. These scenarios also have significant consequences since
they directly lead to core damage as a result of a 8 inch pipe break (i.e., large LOCA) with no RHR
available. However, it is conservative to assume that the ISLOCA will definitely occur in the
section of piping between check valves 697A and 697B, and containment even though the piping
is only rated to 600 psig. As such, a discussion ofpipe break frequency is provided below.

There have been numerous studies performed in an attempt to determine the pipe break frequency
for low pressure piping exposed to RCS pressure. However, there are two more recent studies of
interest. NUIT/CR-5102, Appendix I'ontains an evaluation ofboth BWR and PWR piping and

provides look-up tables for various piping failure probabilities with and without corrosion effects.
These tables are based on the assumption that the mean failure ofpiping is at 90% of the ultimate
stress value with the 99% percentile of failure at the ultimate stress point. These values are based

on burst tests conducted by General Electric and the assumption that the overpressurization is not
rapid enough to cause significant dynamic effects (e.g., water hammer). The resulting pipe break
probabilities range between 1.0 and 3.0E-04. It should be noted that the NRC considered the
General Electric information in their NUREG-1150 evaluations and us'ed a failure probability of
5.0E-03 for all low pressure piping.

NUREG/CR-5744 Appendix F contains additional studies in this area. This evaluation assumed that
a pipe would break with a probability of 1.00E-03 at its yield stress value. In other words, this
evaluation assumed that there was a significant piping flaw that would fail the piping once every
thousand times itwas exposed to its yield stress value. The authors of this evaluation acknowledge
that this is a conservative assumption which should be investigated further if it proves too risk
significant. The tables presented in this document provide pipe break probabilities (ranging from
0.2 to 0.46), flange failure probabilities (1.0E-04), and heat exchanger failure probabilities (0.63).
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Based on the above discussion, the Ginna Station PSA willuse the look up tables in NUREG/CR-

5102, Appendix F for piping failure probabilities. However, in no case willa value less than 5.0E-

03 be used. As such, using the data provided in Table 8-3, the pipe break probability between check

valves 697A and 697B and containment for penetration 111 is 2.29E-02 (assuming corrosion exists).

In addition, Section 8.2.3.3 states that there is 3 times as much RHR piping located inside

containment versus that in the identified ISLOCA section. Therefore, the ISLOCA frequency for
this penetration is as follows:

(>) i» = (1.26E-04/ryr)(2.29E-02)(1/3) = 9.61E-07/ryr

There does not appear to be any other potential recovery paths for this ISLOCA scenario since it
cannot be easily isolated.

8.2.4.4 Penetration 113

As stated in Section 8.2.3.4, this penetration is completely analogous to penetration 101. Therefore,

the same ISLOCA frequency of2.17E-09/ryr is applied (see Section 8.2.4.1).

8.2.4.5 Penetration 140

Section 8.2.3.8 identifies one potential ISLOCA initiating event scenario that is equivalent to the

first scenario described in Section 8.2.4.3. That is, there are two normally closed MOVs with the

same interlocks, administrative controls, and testing frequencies. Therefore, the same ISLOCA
frequency of 1.03E-05/ryr can be used. As shown on Figure 8-9, there are three MOVs (704A/B
and 856) which are each located approximately 25 feet from the penetration. These MOVs can be

operated from the control room to isolate the ISLOCA once operators have identified its location.

While procedure ECA-1.2 [Ref. 69] only requires operators to close the MOVs ifMOVs 700 and

701 are opened, the flow transmitters located on the RHR pump mini-flowrecirculation lines and

the pressurizer relief tank level alarms can be assumed to provide some degree of indication given
a disk rupture. Therefore, a human error probability of 0.1 to close these valves after the event will
be used per Table 8-5.

Iftheoperators do not isolate the fiow path, the RHR piping is vulnerable to failure. As shown in
Table 8-3, the subject piping is rated for 600 psig service such that the same failure probability of
2.29E-02 described in Section 8.2.4.3 can be used. Therefore, the final frequency for this

penetration is as follows:

(A,),4~ = (1.03E-05/ryr)(0. 1 no isolation)(2.29E-02) = 2.36E-08/ryr

There are not any other readily available operator actions to recover this scenario.
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8.2.5 ISLOCA Results

Table 8-6 summarizes the results of the ISLOCAassessment for Ginna Station. As can be seen, the
dominating contributor to the ISLOCA frequency is with respect to penetration 111. This is mainly
due to the following considerations:

a. The path only has two isolation valves with a large amount of time between leakage testing;

b. The low pressure rating of the RHR piping and limited pressure relief capacity; and

c. The significant consequences of losing this penetrations (i.e., the loss of all RHR).

The overall risk significance of an ISLOCA event in these penetrations is provided in Section 9..

8.3 External Event Solution

[LAYER]
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FlaglTmncation

AAAAOATWS

AAAAFISSG

AAAAESOBAF

AAAATRANSI

SWAASWP1AR

"'WAASWP1BRtc

SWAASWP1CR to

SWAASWP IDR <o

DGIANOZXUN+

DG1 BNOTRUN ">

RRAASEALOC

ACAA50 50N

Other offsite power
configurations

Transient Initiators

LOCA Initiators

Transient

~ F

SBO

Table 8-1
Flag Setting

AT/VS SSLOCA SLOCd

F

F

MLOCA LLOCA SGTR

Ta)

Fo)

ROTI."S:

(1) Only for Sequences where Il is successful.

(2) Only for Scqucnces involving UH1.

(3) Only for Sequences involving Ql, Q2, and Q4.

(4) One SW pump from each clcctrical bus and eacli pump header was selected as normally running while the

redundant pump was identified as not running (though itmay bc in standby). Sce Section 6.18.4

(5) The DG were selected as not running in test at the time of the accident. This was based on thc low probability
of the event combined with the failure of the DG to continue running. However, thc fiag remains witliinthe
overall model to address specific configurations at power.

(6) Only for transient induced seal LOCAs where MOV313 must close to prevent an ISLOCA.

(7) Except for specific LOCA or SGTR,initiator.



Table 8-2
Quantification Summary

Event Tree
Solution

Top Gate(s)

Top Gate
Flag File
(*.CAF)

Delete-Tenn
File

(*.CUT)
SBO

Deleted
QRecover

File (.TX17
Final
Value

¹
Cutsets
> 1E-07

Comments

ADVS TL A'DVSM
TL ATWSE
TL ATWES

A13VSFL
ATWSFL2
ATWSFL1

MUTIKCL
MUTEXCL
MUTEXCL

Total oi

No
No
No

RECOV
RECOV
RECOV

1.582E-07 0
6.715 E-07 2
3.501 E-10, 0

8.301 E-07 2

Sequence split into 3 files to
normalize on three events
(mechanical and 2 electrical faults)

Large
LOCA

Medium
LOCA

TL A LB FLAG MUTEXCL No RECOV 3.032-06

3.032-06

4.108E-06
7.011E-09

Total oi

TL M MBFLAG MUTEXCL No RECOVM
TI, M TRANS TRLOCA MUIEKCL No RECOVM

Small
LOCA

Total oi

'IL S SBLOCA MEXCSBO Yes
TL S TRANS TRLOCA MEXCSBO Yes

Total to

RECOV1
RECOVI

4.116E-06

2.464F 06
-1.909E-06

4.373 E-06

Small-Small
LOCA

TL SS
TL Q4

TL Q4TR1
TL Q41R2

SSLOCA
SEALSIFL
Q4TR1FL
Q4TR2FL

MEXCSBO
MEXCSBO,
MEXCSBO
MEXCSBO

Total co

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

RECOV1
RECOV1
RECOVI
RECOVl

1.252E-05
5.878E-09
3.642E-07
5.212E-06

1.810E-05

16
0
0
3

19

Seal LOCA split into 3 files: (1) SI
transients (TL Q4), (2) TIRXTRIP
(TL Q4TR1), and (3) aH remaining
initiators (TI, Q4TR2). Last 2
files include a cutset-to-fault tree
gate for the seal LOCA initiation
since no SI signal is initially
present. Must also delete
RCHFDOORCP from all Q4 cutsets.

TL RA1
TL RA3
TL RBl
TL RB3

RA1FLAG
RA2FLAG
RB1FLAG
RB2FLAG

MEXCSBO
MEXCSBO
MEXCSBO
MEXCSB0

Total co

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

RECOV 2.492E-06
RECOV 1.560E-06
RECOV 2.476E-06
RECOV, 1.560E-06

8.086E-06 8

Sequence split into 4 files to: (1)
normalize on each SG, and (2)
account for isolation ofruptured
SG.



Table 8-2
QuantiTication Summary

Event Tree

Tmnsients

Vessel
Rupture &,

ISLOCA

SBO

Solution
Top Gate(s)

TL 42 01

TL 42 02
TL 52 01

TI,52 02
TL TSI 1

TL TSI 2
TL PC 01

TL PC 02

TL SBRX1
TL SBRX2
'IL SBTR1
TL SBTR2

Top Gate
Flag File
p.~

T2FLG01
T2FLG02
T2FLG01
T2FLG02.
TSIFLG01
TSIFLG02
T2FLG01
T2FLG02

N/A

SB RXFL1
SB RXFL2
SB TRFL1
SB TRFL2

Delete-Term
File

P.CUT)

MEXCSBO
MEXCSBO
MEXCSB0
MEXCSB0
MEXCSBO
MEXCSBO
MEXCSBO
MEXCSB0

Total oi

N/A

Total iu

MUIEXC
MUTEXC
MUGS
MUTEXC

SBO
Deleted

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

N/A

No
No
No
No

QRe cover
File P.TAN(

RECOV
RECOV
RECOV
RECOV
RECOV
RECOV
RECOV
RECOV

N/A

RECSBO
RECSBO
RECSBO
RECSB0

Final
Value

4.253 E-07
3.794E-09
3.410E-06
4.464E-07
1.692E-06
4.716E-08
3.810E-08
0.000E-00

4.426E-06

1.031 E-06

1.031 E-06

4.281E-07
2.577E-09
5.709E-06
1.756E-08

Cutsets
> IE-07

2
0
10
0
5

0
0
0

Comments

Sequence split into 6 files to: (1)
solve for 'IIRXIMPand other
initiators sepahtely (extension 01
versus 02), and (2) solve for
"bleed," "feed," and MS line
breaks separately (42, 52, and TSI).

Sequence split into 4 files to: (1)
solve for 'IIIUHRIPand other
initiators separately (RX versus

TR), and (2) to identifywhether
offsite power can be recovered
(grid failure vs. transformer fault).
Also, failure to run probabilities
were adjusted to account for < 24
hr mission time when appropriate.

Total co

Total oi 6.218E-06

5.021E-05 59

Notes:

1. Total value may not be the actual sum of "Final Value" and "// Cutsets > 1E-7" columns due to redundant and non-minimal cutsets which are eliminated
when combining all cutsets for a given event tree together.
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Table 8-3
Piping Evaluation

Pen li Section ofPiping
Type/

Scliedule
Size

(in)

Design
Pressure

(@W50)t»t

EIydro Test
Pressure

(@ 100') Iilanges

101 RCS Cold Leg A to
Accumulator TSI03B

316/140 10 2580 1733 None

Accumulator TS103B to 878D 316/160 2

RCS Idiot Lcg A to 878C 316/160 2

2580

2580

1733

1733

None

None

878C/878D to 888B and
870B

316/80 4 1400 1733 None

870B to PSI01C and PSI01A 316/80 3

888B to PSI01B 316/80 3

PSI01A, PSIOIB, PSI01C 304/40S 4
suction

1400

1400

370

1733 Atpumps

1733 Atpump

263 Atpumps

110b 872A/872B to 882 and 884 316/80 0.75 1400 1733 FI-929

882 to RWST 304/10S 0.75 (150 not tested None

111 Rx Vcsscl to 852A and 852B 316/160 6 2580 2250 None
112

RCS to 720 316/160 10 2580 2250 None

852A/852B/720 to RIM 304/40S 8 600, 750 Atpumps
Pumps A and B

852A, 852B, and 720 to 135 304/40S 2

(CVCS)
600 750 None

113 RCS Cold Lcg A to
Accumulator TSI03A

316/140 10 2580 1733 None

Accumulator TSI03A to 878B 316/160 2

RCS I.Iot Leg A to 878A 316/160 2

878A/878B to 888A and 316/80 4
870A

2580

2580

1400

1733

1733

1733'"i

None

None

None

888A to PSIOIA 316/80 3 1400

870A to PSI01C and PSIOIB 316/80 3 - 1400 1733 Atpumps

1733 At pump
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Yablc 8-3
Piping Evaluation

Pen il Section ofPiping
Type/

Schedule
Size

(iri)

Design
Pressure

(@6so )t»t

Hydro Test
Pressure

( 100') Flanges

101 RCS Cold Lcg A to
Accumulator TSI03B

316/140 10 2580 1733 None

Accumulator TSI03B to 878D 316/160 2

RCS Hot Leg A to 878C 316/160 2

2580

2580

1733

1733

None

None

878C/878D to 888B and
870B

316/80 ~ 4 1400 1733 None

870B to PSI01C and PSI01A 316/80 3

888B to PSI01B 316/80 3

PSI01A, PSI01B, PSI01C 304/40S 4
suction

1400

1400

370

1733 Atpumps

1733 Atpump

263 Atpumps

110b 872A/872B to 882 and 884 316/80 0.75 1400 1733 FI-929

882 to RWST 304/10S 0.75 <150 not tested None

111 Rx Vessel to 852A and 852B 316/160 6 2580 2250 None
112

RCS to 720 316/160 10 2580 2250 None

852A/852B/720 to RHR 304/40S 8 600 750 Atpumps
Pumps A and B

852A, 852B, and 720 to 135 304/40S 2

(CVCS)
600 750 None

113 RCS Cold Lcg A to
Accumulator TSI03A

316/140 10 2580 1733 None

Accumulator TSI03A to 878B 316/160 2

RCS Hot Leg A to 878A 316/160 2

878A/878B to 888Aand 316/80 4

870A

870A to PSI01C and PSI01B 316/80 3

2580

2580

1400

1400

1733

1733

1733 Psl

None

None

None

1733 Atpurnps

888A to PSI01A 316/80 3 1400 1733 Atpump



Table 84
ISLOCAFrequency Analytical Models

ConJigu ration Equation Assumptions Source

Two check valves in
series (with accumulator
located inbctwecn)

(X')"{[(~ii.+ As)T~]'(li.+ ~is)T~]+CCFaT~
+CCF„Tcvi}/0.81 ryr

CV1 ~ check vlv against RCS prcssure
CV2 check vlv against accumulator pressure

T 1/2 time interval between leak tests

1i leakage > 150 gpm
A„~ rupture

CCF„~ CCF (rupture) ofboth valves
CCF„CCF (leak) ofboth valves

~ CV1 leaks/ruptures 1/2 time between tests since no
leakage detection capability exists except aAer assuming
failure ofadditional valves. It cannot stick open since
leak tcstcd aAcr each opening. Pcr TS SR 3.4.14.1, T
refueling outage window (18 months).

~ Leakage thru CV2 might be known duc to accumulator
parameter changes which must bc verified every 12 his
per TS. Check valve is also leak tested after each

opening (i.e., valve cannot stick open). Since check
valve is already seated with 700- 800 psig, sudden
failure ofvalve when exposed to RCS prcssure was

ignored.
~ Potential for CCF ofboth check valves to rupture or leak.

However, P is based on CV2.

NSAC-154,
Fig. C.1-9

Two check valves and a

normally closed MOV in
series. Check valves are

on the high pressure side.

9, ) ~ {[T(Xii+ 21„Aa + Aa) + AuT(A„+Aa) +
T(CCFa +CCFL)] * [T(XMi + Atria) + AMi]}/0.81

T ~ 1/2 time interval between leak tests

Xi ~ check valve leakage ) 150 gpm
A„~ check valve rupture

X„~ check valve fails to hold on demand
CCF„~ CCF (rupture) of check valves

CCF„~ CCF (leak) of check valves
1„„= MOV Icakagc ) 150 gpm

Aua = MOV rupture
Auu = MOV fails to hold on demand

~ MOV is locked in position and verified every 12 hours
such that it cannot bc inadvertently opened.

~ SI is never injected through flowpath so that valves
cannot stick open

~ Potential for CCF ofboth check valves to rupture or
leak.

NSAC-154,
Fig. C.1-3



Table 8A
ISLOCAFrequency Analytical Models

Configuration

Two normally closed
MOVs in series with no
permanent pressure
indicator located
inbctwcen

Achcck valve and

normally closed MOVin
series with the check
valve on thc high
prcssure side and thc
MOVon the low pressure
side

Equation

Q, ) ~ ([T'(liiis+2AMt,isa+ XMa) +AMtT(A»i.+
A„R) + T(CCF„+ CCFs)}} /0.81 ryr

T = I/2 time interval between leak tests
MOV fails to hold on demand

MOVleak > 150 gpm
MOVrupture

CCF„= CCF (rupture) ofMOVs
CCF„= CCF (leak) ofMOVs

(I')- (P'(~it. + >a)} '(4m+ >us)+ >Mt+ ~i»e}
+ T( Xi. + Asxk+T»}/0.81 ryr

T I/2 time interval between leak tests

T» time period for inadvertent SI
1„= check valve leakage > 150 gpm

Xa = check valve rupture
MOVfails to hold on demand

MOVleak> TS limit
MOVrupture

MOVopens via spurious SI signal
Operator inadvcrtcntly opens MOV

Assumptions

~ MOVs arc leak tested after opening during startup
activities so there is no potential to stick open

~ MOVs are equipped with interlocks and have power
removed such that it cannot be inadvertently opened

~ Only check valve Icakagc > 150 gpm is considcrcd since
reliefvalve 203 willaddress smaller leaks

~ MOVis vcrificd closed every 12 hours so that operators
cannot leave open

~ T» T since CV failure must occur first or during the 20
minutes in which the MOVwould bc open.

Source

NSAC-154,
Fig. C.l-6.

NSAC-154,
Fig. C.1-8

O~
+ 0
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Component

Table 8-5
Data for ISLOCA Events

Failure Mode Value Source

Check Valve

Motor-Operated
Valves

Leakage > 150 gpm

Internal Rupture

I ailure to Hold on Demand (Dynamic
Failure)

CCP (Leak) Beta Pactor

CCF (Rupture) Beta Factor

Lcakagc > 150 gpm

Internal Rupture

Pailure to Hold on Demand (Dynamic
Failure)

Inadvcrtcntly Opened by Operator

Spurious SI Actuation

Spuriously Opened

Operator Pails to Follow Procedure
(Recovery Action)

CCF (Leak) Beta Factor

CCF (Rupture) Beta Factor

6.8E-07/hr

1.08-07/lu'.78-04

3.0E-03

3.08-03

6.08-07/ltr

2.7E-08/lu'.7E-04

2.68E-04

7.138-06

9.78-08/lu

1.008-01

3.08-03

3.0E-03

NSAC-154, Table A.2-1

NSAC-154, Table A.2-1

NSAC-154, Table A.2-1

NSAC-154, Table A.2-1

NSAC-154, Table A.2-1

NSAC-154, Table A.2-1

NSAC-154, Table A.2-1

NSAC-154, Table A.2-1

NSAC-154, Table A.2-1

1 event in 16 years (times
0.81) per Table 3-3 (LHR
84-006)

NSAC-154, Table A.2-1

NSAC-154, Table A.3-5

NSAC-154, Table A.2-1

NSAC-154, Table A.2-1
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Pen.

101

Frequency
Idenli ier

2.178-09
(LIPEN101)

Table 8-6
ISLOCA Results

lhcovery Value + Final
(Idenli ier) Fre uen LOCA Size Conse uence

N/A 2.178-09/ryr 4" g 2/3SlandallRIMislost

110b ~ 1.568-07 0.207
(LIPEN110) (TLHFDPN110)

5.11E-06 0.188
(LIPEN111) (TLHFDPN111)

3.238-08/ryr 3/4" g AllSI and RHR is lost

9.61E-07/ryr 10" g AllRHR is lost

113 2.17849
(LIP8N113)

N/A 2. 178-09/ryr 4" g 2/3 SI and all RHR is lost

140 2.368-07 0.1
(LIPEN140) (TLHFDPN140)

TOTAL 5.508-06

2.36E-08/ryr 10" 4 AllRHR is lost

1.028-06/ryr

bootes:

(1) Ahuman failure probability of0.1 was used in all cases. However, this recovery action is typically only applied
to a portion ofthe potential ISLOCApatlis. As sucli, the value presented in this table is the difference in the final
frequency with and without thc rccovcry action.
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Figure 8-1
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Figure S-2
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Figure 8-3
Penetration 110b (SI Test Line)
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Figure 8-4
Penetrations 111 and 112 (RHR and CVCS)
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Figure 8-5
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Figure 8-6
Penetrations 124a and 124c (CCW for Excess Letdown HX)
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Figure 8-7
Penetrations 125 and 12S (CCW for RCP B)
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Figure 8-8
Penetrations -126 and 127 (CCW for RCP A)
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Figure 8-9
Penetration 140 (RHR)
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9.0 LEVEL 1 RESULTS

Section 8 describes the process used to quantify the Level 1 models (including external events), and
for evaluating intersystem LOCAs (ISLOCAs). This section describes the results of the Level 1

quantification process (including ISLOCAs) and relevant risk insights. The section is organized as

follows:

a. Generic Letter (GL) 88-20 reporting requirements;

b. Evaluation of Unresolved Safety Issue (USI) A-45, "Shutdown Decay Heat Removal
Requirements;"

c. Sensitivity and importance analysis; and

d. Additional risk insights.

Section 10 provides the Level 2 evaluation results.

9.1 GL 88-20 Reporting Requirements

GL 88-20, Appendix 2 and NUREG-1335 [Ref.1] each contain reporting requirements for the Level
1 PSA. These reporting requirements (or screening criteria) differ only with respect to the type of
quantification output. GL 88-20, Appendix 2 discusses results on a "functional sequence" basis
while NUREG-1335 discusses "systemic sequences." The only difference between these two type
of results is that functional sequence refers to identification of faults on a function level (i.e., the
four functions described in Section 4.1) while systemic sequence refers to identification of faults
on a component level. Based on the quantification process used, the Ginna Station PSA willuse the
systemic sequence screening criteria. As such, per NUREG-1335, the following reporting
requirements apply:

a. Any systemic sequence that contributes 1E-07 or more per reactor year to core damage;

b. All systemic sequences within the upper 95 percent of the total core damage frequency
(CDF);

c. Identification ofmajor contributors to the criteria specified in items a and b above, including
an estimate of the total CDF;

d. Any systemic sequences that the utility determines from previous applicable PSAs or by
utilityengineering judgement to be important contributors to CDF;
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e. Identification of sequences that, but for low human error rates in recovery actions, would
have been above the applicable core damage screening criteria; and

f. A list of any vulnerabilities identified during the review process, including the criteria used

to define vulnerability.

With respect to items a and b above, NUREG-1335 also requires that a list of the identified
sequences, including a concise description of accident progression, specific assumptions, sensitive
assumptions and parameters, essential equipment subject to environmental conditions beyond the

design bases (and those conditions), and applicable human recovery actions be included.

The list of cutsets which are > 1.0E-07/ryr (i.e., item a) are presented in Table 9-1. This table
contains cutsets which identify the type of accident, initiating event, the specific component failures,
and human errors which lead to core damage. As described above, NUREG-1335 requires specific
information with respect to identified sequences. Details of the accident progression can be inferred
from the event trees described in Section 5 while significant modeling assumptions (including any
environmental considerations) are provided in Sections 6 and 7. The sensitivity of any risk
significant assumption is provided in Sections 9.3 and 9.4. It should be noted that credit was not
taken for equipment which would have to operate in environments beyond its design basis or
supporting engineering evaluations.

The estimated CDF for the Level 1 PSA of Ginna Station is 5.021E-05/ryr. Rather than limitthe
discussion of the contributors to the Ginna Station CDF to only those sequences which meet the
screening criteria sp'ecified in items b and c, a discussion of the complete results categorized by
accident type is provided in Section 9.1.1. Identified in each section are the initiating events which
contribute to core damage, component failures required to reach a condition in which inadequate
core cooling occurs; and major operator actions which are important to coping with these accident
sequences.

The evaluation ofadditional important contributors as required by item d is discussed in Section 9.4.

Finally, a'iscussion of human recovery events (item e) is provided in Section 9.1.2 while
vulnerabilities are discussed in Section 11 (item f).

9.1.1 Major Contributors to Core Damage

The major contributors to core damage are provided on the basis of the event trees shown in Section
5. Apie chart of each accident sequence's contribution to the final CDF is provided in Figure 11-1.

Specific quantification results are also presented in Table 8-2.
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Transients

The calculated CDF resulting from transients which do not lead to a loss-of-coolant accident

(LOCA) or station blackout (SBO) sequence is 4.426E-06/ryr (9% of CDF). The transient event

tree is basically organized into three areas: (1) failure of all feedwater to the steam generators (SGs)
with subsequent failure of feed and bleed operations; (2) failure to isolate a high energy line break

(HELB)with subsequent failure to maintain RCS inventory and pressure, and (3) failure to provide
RCS overpressure control. The calculated CDF for each of these three areas is 4.279E-06, 1.739E-

06, and 3.810E-08, respectively (note- their total exceeds 4.426E-06 due to common cutsets between

areas).

The contribution of each initiating event to the transient sequences is dominated by HELBs in the

Turbine Buildings (46%), DC related failures (16%), HELBs in the Intermediate Building (11.5%),
and grid failures (8%) (see Appendix A).

The top component failures were related to closure of the Fire Door F36 which potentially fails
preferred auxiliary feedwater (AFW), failure of both diesel generators (DGs) to start and run,

failures and test and maintenance activities associated with the standby AFW (SAFW) system, and

failures of the turbine-driven AFW (TDAFW) pump. The top human events are related to

performing feed and bleed operations (RCHFD01BAF), starting the SAFW system

(AFHFDSAFWX), starting additional service water (SW) pumps when required (SWHFDSTART),
providing fire water cooling to the turbine-driven AFW (TDAFW)pump (AFHFDALTTD),starting
the TDAFW pump when no signal exists (AFHFDTDAFW), and providing additional suction

sources for the AFW system (AFHFDSUPPL). The reasons for these top contributors are described

in more detail below in the summary of the top cutsets which were calculated:

A loss of steam generator (SG) cooling caused by a HELB in the Intermediate or Turbine
Building which fails the preferred AFW and main feedwater (MFW) systems, with
subsequent failures of the SAFW system and human errors related to feed and bleed

operations. Failures of the SAFW system are dominated by operator errors with respect to

placing the system into service, common cause failures of the pumps and motor-operated

valves (MOVs), and test and maintenance activities. It should be noted that the Ginna

Station Improved Technical Specifications allow both SAFW trains to be out of service at

the same time.

Ventilation related failures of the preferred AFW system caused by closure of Fire Door
F36, and the failure of forced ventilation within the Intermediate Building due to a loss of
offsite power and subsequent failure ofDG B. This is followed by failure of SAFW Pump
A and the failure of feed and bleed operations.

c. Coincident DC train failures which prevent the ability to start necessary equipment (note,
this does not apply for loss ofoffsite power initiators since it becomes a SBO sequence).
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Loss ofservice water (SW) events where the TDAFW pump is in maintenance or otherwise
fails such that no AFW is available (SW provides room cooling for the SAFW system, and

pump cooling for the motor-driven AFW pumps), combined with operator errors related to

feed and bleed operations.

Steam line breaks with a common cause failure of the main steam line isolation valves

(MSIVs) to close along with various failures related to the Safety Injection (SI) system.

Operator errors to start a second SW pump upon failures ofone electrical train (this fails the

two SW pumps on this train) or to isolate the SW system loads such that one pump can

provide cooling water to necessary components (note, this applies to sequences which do not
generate a coincident SI and UV signal).

Station Blackout

The calculated CDF resulting from SBO sequences is 6.218E-06/ryr (12% of CDF). A SBO

sequence is essentially the failure of both DGs combined with the failure of the TDAFW pump
leading to core damage prior to restoration ofoffsite power.

The contribution of each initiating event to the SBO sequences is dominated by grid failures (88%),
and reactor trips with a subsequent loss ofoffsite power (7%) (see Appendix A).

The top DG failures are related to common cause failures to run, start, and failure of480 V bus

breakers to open and close. Significant independent failures of the DGs include failing to run, fuel
system failures, ventilation failures, undervoltage failures, test and maintenance activities and

failures of SW cooling. The TDAFW pump failures are dominated by test and maintenance

activities and failure of the pump to start and run.

The top human events are related to restoring offsite power within the following time frames: (1)
10 hours (i.e., 4 hours after the batteries have been depleted and the TDAFWpump subsequently

fails) (ACAALOSP10), and (2) 1 hour ifthe TDAFW pump fails coincident with the SBO event

(ACAADLOSP1). Other human actions include reaching RHR conditions or utilizing AFW long-
term following restoration of offsite power (RCHFDRHIVB), the failure to start additional SW

pumps when required (SWHFDSTART), the failure to provide fire water cooling to the TDAFW
lube oil cooler (AFHFDALTTD),and the failure to manually start the TDAFW pump upon loss of
a DC train (AFHFDTDAFW). The later event is a very involved scenario as follows:

a. A single DC train failure results in a reactor trip (e.g., Train A).

b. A subsequent loss ofoffsite power occurs requiring both DGs to start; however, the DG on

the opposite electrical train from the initiating event fails to start (e.g., DG B).
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C. The remaining DG starts and loads (utilizing the opposite DC train emergency power

source), but no DG fuel oil transfer pump is available due to the initiating event failing
control power to its MCC (e.g., MC H). The fuel oil transfer pump from the opposite DG
is also unavailable since no AC power is available due to the failure in b. above. Therefore,

this DG (e.g., DG A) fails after 1 hour of running, resulting in SBO conditions.

Following the failure of the one operating DG and its associated MDAFW pump, the

TDAFWpump must now be used. The TDAFWpump receives three potential start signals:

(1) AMSAC, (2) low level in both SGs; and (3) undervoltage (UV) on Bus 11A gnd 11B.

The relays for low SG level must energize to actuate and are powered from Instrument Bus

D which is lost upon loss ofoffsite power. Both relays for the UV signal must also energize

to actuate; however, one relay is lost from the initiating event. The AMSAC system actuates

based on MFW flow and turbine power level. The loss ofDC train willfail MFW flow to

one SG by closing the feedwater regulating valve; however, flow to the second SG willnot

be isolated until the loss ofoffsite power occurs. Since the reactor and turbine are assume

to have tripped, AMSACwillnot actuate as turbine power level is below 40% when the loss

ofoffsite power occurs. Therefore, the operators must manually start the TDAFW pump in

this instance.

9.1.1.3 Small-Small LOCAs

The calculated CDF resulting from small-small LOCAs is 1.810E-05/ryr (36% of CDF). The small-

small LOCAevent tree is entered one of two ways: (1) pipe breaks within the reactor coolant system

(RCS) or random failures of the reactor coolant pump (RCP) seals (i.e., failures not related to

support system status), and (2) RCP seal LOCAs caused by failures. of support systems (i.e.;

component cooling water (CCW) 'and charging). The dominating sequences for this accident are

related to the first scenario (i.e., pipe breaks) which contributes 69% of the final value (1.252E-05).

With respect to the second scenario, the transient induced small-small LOCA initiating events are

dominated by the total loss of SW (20%).

The top component failures are related to common cause failures of the RHR pumps, containment

sump B suction MOVs (850A and 850B), the CCW MOVs to the RHR heat exchangers (738A and

738B), and SI pumps. Also included are test and maintenance activities associated with RHR,

independent failures of the above equipment, and DG failures. The top human events include failure

to align alternate suction sources to the charging pumps (CVHFDSUCTN), operators failing to start

additional SW pumps when required (SWHFDSTART), operators failing to cooldown to RHR upon

loss of SI (RCHFDCDOSS), failure to successfully implement high-head recirculation

(RRHFDRECRC and SRHFDRECRC), and failure to throttle RHR system flow upon loss of
instrument air (RRIIFDTHROT).
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As described above, the small-small LOCAs were dominated by LOCA initiators and not by
transients. This is primarily due to the fact that there is no real support system dependices between

CCW and CVCS which would lead to a seal LOCA. Consequently, two independent systems must

fail which is of low probability ifSBO sequences are removed. Since two systems must fail, the

subsequent operator failure to trip the RCPs within 2 minutes to prevent seal damage

(RCHFDOORCP) was also of limited importance. The top contributors for the RCP seal LOCAwere

as follows:

Loss ofSW (initiating event) with subsequent failure ofCCW due to overheatmg and failure

of operators to align long-term suction for the CVCS pumps since the loss of SW fails

cooling to the instrument air (IA)compressors which then isolates letdown. It is estimated

that operators have 30 minutes to perform this activity upon loss of letdown based on

available inventory in the volume control tank (VCT). No credit was taken for recovery of
SW or CCW.

Loss of CCW (initiating event) with loss of offsite power (this fails. power to the IA
compressors) and failure ofoperators to align long-term suction for the CVCS pumps. Also
included with the CCW initiator are common cause failures of the CVCS pumps and other

equipment failures associated with charging flow to the RCPs.

9.1.1.4 Small LOCAs

The calculated CDF resulting from small LOCAs is 4.373E-06/ryr (9% of CDF). The small LOCA
event tree is entered one of two ways: (1) pipe breaks within the RCS, and (2) events which result

in a stuck open pressurizer PORV or safety valve. The dominating sequences for this accident are

related to the first scenario (i.e., pipe breaks) which contributes 56% of the final value (2.464E-06).

With respect to the second scenario, the transient induced small LOCA initiating events are

dominated by loss of load events (19%), loss of offsite power events (10%), and DC train faults

(10%) (see Appendix A).

The top component failures are common cause failures of the RHR pumps, containment sump B

suction MOVs (850A'and 850B), the CCW MOVs to the RHR heat exchangers (738A and 738B),

and SI pumps. Also included are test and maintenance activities associated with RHR, independent

failures of the above equipment, PORV and safety valve failures to reseat, and DG failures. The

top human events include failure to isolate a PORV LOCA (RCHFDPLOCA), operators failing to

cooldown to RHR upon loss ofSI (RCHFDCDOSS), failure to successfully implement recirculation

(SRHFDRECRC and RRHFDRECRC), and failure to throttle RHR system flow upon loss of
instrument air (IUD'DTHROT).
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Transient induced small LOCAs were a relatively minor contributor to this accident (1.909E-06).
This is primarily due to the fact that multiple events must occur in order for this to lead to a core
damage scenario. That is, a transient must occur which challenges the PORVs or safety valves. One
ofthese valves must then fail to re-seat creating the potential for a LOCA (note that PORV LOCAs
can potentially be isolated by their respective block valves). Following this, failures to mitigate the
LOCAevent must occur. Since the frequency of a transient that challenges a PORV or safety valve
combined with the failure rate of the valves to re-close is relatively low, transient induced small
LOCAs were not a major contributor.

9.1.1.5 Medium LOCAs

The calculated CDF resulting from medium LOCAs is 4.116E-06/ryr (8% of CDF). The medium
LOCA event tree is entered one of two ways: (1) pipe breaks within the RCS, and (2) events which
result in a multiple stuck open pressurizer PORV and safety valves. The dominating sequences for
this accident are related to the first scenario (i.e., pipe breaks) which contributes 99% of the final
value (4.108E-06). With respect to the second scenario, the transient induced medium LOCA
initiating events are related to loss of load events (see Appendix A).

The top component failures are common cause failures of the RHR pumps, containment sump B
suction MOVs (850A and 850B), RHR injection MOVs (852A and 852B), the CCW'OVs to the
RHR heat exchangers (738A and 738B), and SI pumps. Also included are SBO sequences, test and
maintenance activities associated with RHR, DG failures, and the failure of the RHR pumps due to
failure of AOV 371 to close (letdown containment isolation valve). The latter event creates the
potential for an ISLOCA outside containment which eventually is routed to the sump'pumps located
in the RHR pump pit (see Section 6.16.4). It should be noted that failure of AOV 371 does not
appear in the smaller LOCA results due to the increased time available to operators to isolate the
affected penetration. Based on the human error modeling method, increased time available to the
operators to perform an action results in a reduced failure rate.

The top human events include failure to successfully implement recirculation (RIM.'DRECRC) and
failure to isolate AOV371 (CVHFD00371).

t

Transient induced medium LOCAs were an insignificant contributor to this accident (7.011E-09).
This is primarily due to the fact that multiple events must occur in order for this to lead to a core
damage scenario. That is, a transient must occur which challenges the PORVs or safety valves. At
least two of these valves must then fail to re-seat creating the potential for a medium LOCA (note
that PORV LOCAs can potentially be isolated by their respective block valves). Following this,
failures to mitigate the LOCA must occur (see previous paragraph). Since the frequency of a
transient that challenges a PORV or safety valve combined with the failure rate of multiple valves
to re-close is sufficiently low, transient induced medium LOCAs were not a major contributor.
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9.1.1.6 Large LOCAs

The calculated CDF resulting from large LOCAs is 3.032E-06/ryr (6% of CDF). The top
component failures are related to common cause failures of the RHk pumps, containment sump B

suction MOVs (850A and 850B), RHR injection MOVs (852A and 852B), and'the CCW MOVs to

the RHR heat exchangers (738A and 738B). Also included were SBO sequences, test and

maintenance of the RHR pumps, and failure of the RHR pumps due to failure of AOV371 to close

(see discussion in Section 9.1.1.5). The top human events include failure to go to recirculation

(RRHFDRECRC) and failure to close a redundant isolation valve to AOV371 (CVHFD00371).,

9.1.1.7 Steam Generator Tube Ruptures

The calculated CDF resulting from steam generator tube ruptures (SGTRs) is 8.086E-06/ryr (16%
ofCDF). The SGTR sequences are dominated by operator actions which results from the operators

having multiple activities which they must perform in order to mitigate this accident. The necessary

operator actions which must be performed are summarized below (see Section 4.2.2.3.3 for
additional details):

a.

b.
c.

d.

Identify and isolate the ruptured SG (MSHFDISOLR and MSHFDISOLA);,
Cooldown the RCS to establish subcooling margin (RCHFDCDDPR);
Depressurize the RCS to restore inventory (RCHFDCDDPR); and

Terminate SI to stop primary to secondary system leakage (RCHFDCDDPR).

The failure to accomplish any one of these activities is expected to result in SG overfillwith the

potential for stuck open main steam relief valve. This is essentially a LOCAoutside containment

(i.e., RCS flows out the ruptured SG tube and through the stuck open relief valve) which must be

terminated prior to depletion of the RWST inventory. Termination of this sequence is assumed to

be accomplished by cooling down to use.the RHR system to stop flow out the relief valve

(RCHFDCDTR2 and RCHFDCOOLD).

The top component failures are related to common cause failures of the SI pumps, RHR pumps, and

AFW pumps (the latter two systems are important when SI pumps have failed and the plant must

rapidly cooldown to RHR). Also included are various stuck open relief valves on the ruptured SG

(these are essentially equivalent to the failure ofoperators to isolate the SG as described above).
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Anticipated Transient Without Scram

The calculated CDF resulting from anticipated transient without scram (ATWS) events is 8.301E-
. 07/ryr (2% ofCDF). The dominating sequences are related to scenarios where both MFW and the

pressurizer PORVs are failed by the initiating event during the early portion of the operating cycle

when both PORVs are necessary due to reactivity feedback (see Section 4.2.2.1). These failures

include the loss ofIAand loss ofoffsite power events which contribute 34% and 21%, respectively,

to the calculated CDF (see Appendix A). It is interesting to note that the loss ofMFW (which was

the basis for installing the ATWS Mitigating System Actuation Circuitry or AMSAC) contributes

only 1% to this sequence. In addition, there is a dependency on DC Train B for automatic opening

of both PORVs. Failure of the reactor trip system is dominated by electrical signal faults (81%).

9.1.1.9 Miscellaneous Events

The Ginna Station Level 1 PSA model also. included random reactor vessel ruptures and ISLOCAs.

The calculated CDF resulting from these events is 1.031E-06/ryr (2% of CDF) with ISLOCAs

through Penetration 111 contributing over 93% of this value. An ISLOCA through this penetration

fails the entire RHR system as described in Section 8.2.

External Events

[LATE<R]

9.1.2 Human Recovery Events

Section 7.4 describes the evaluation of all human action events, including recovery events. In

summary, the Ginna Station PSA used a failure probability of 1.00E-01 for all post-initiator operator

responses. This failure probability was only revised ifthe resulting cutsets showed that this value

was too conservative. Table 7-15 lists the final values used for all human related events contained

within the final integrated plant model. As discussed in Section 7.4, the actions must be

proceduralized in order to take credit for their success. While a specific listing of those sequences

which would have been above the screening criteria of 1E-07/ryr or above 5% of the total core

damage frequency except due to "low human error rates" is not provided per NUREG-1335, the

sensitivity of the human error rates is provided in Section 9.3. Included within this sensitivity study

is the evaluation of the change in CDF ifall human event failure probabilities were increased by a

factor of five. Finally, Figure 9-3 only shows one event which does not currently affect the final
results but would be expected to significantly affect the final results ifits failure probability were

increased. This event is related to providing suction sources to preferred AFW (AFHFDSUPPL)
for which there are numerous sources. In addition, there is a redundant system (SAFW) to preferred

AFW. This is considered to meet the real objective of determining which human actions contribute

most to plant risk since the definition of "low human failure rates" is somewhat arbitrary.
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9.2 Evaluation ofUSI-45, Decay Heat Removal

GL 88-20 and NUREG-1335 require an assessment of the decay heat removal issues raised in USI
A-45. Essentially, USI A-45 is concerned with maintaining sufficient water inventory in the RCS
to support cooling of the fuel and ensuring a means exist to transfer the decay heat from the RCS
to the ultimate heat sink following a plant shutdown. Closeout of USI A-45 was provided in GL
88-20 based on performance of a detailed risk assessment of the.above concerns.

There are four possible means of removing decay heat from the reactor core at Ginna Station as

follows:

a. Secondary cooling through the SGs using MFW, AFW, or SAFW;

b. Bleed and feed cooling utilizing the SI pumps and pressurizer PORVs;

c. RCS injection and recirculation as provided by the SI and RHR pumps during small,
medium, and large LOCAs; and

d. Shutdown cooling mode of operation after the RCS has been cooled down and

depressurized.

Each means of decay heat removal is evaluated below.

9.2.1 SG Cooling

There are three systems which can be used to provide SG cooling at Ginna Station: (1) MFW, (2)
AFW, and (3) SAFW. A description of the systems as modeled in the PSA is provided in Section
6. One train ofany of these three systems is required for SG cooling in the transient, SBO, ATWS,
SGTR and small-small LOCA event trees as shown in Section 5. They are also used for recovery
purposes in the small LOCA trees ifSI fails.

It is noteworthy to specifically mention the SAFW system which is unique to Ginna Station. This
is a 100% redundant train system installed in a bunkered building totally independent from MFW
and AFW. The system was installed due to fire protection and HELB issues, but can obviously be
used for any scenario in which MFW or AFW is lost. As shown in Figure 9-5, only the SAFW
system is identified as being of medium risk significance while MFW and AFW are of low risk
significance. This makes engineering sense as there are a total of 7 pumps between these three
systems, any one ofwhich can meet minimum requirements for SG cooling. However, only the
SAFW system would be available for all potential accident scenarios.
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9.2.2 Bleed and Feed Cooling

This form of cooling would be utilized in the event that all forms of SG cooling are lost during a
transient and consists ofusing the SI pumps and pressurizer PORVs. As shown in Figure 9-5, the
SI system is identified as being ofmedium risk significance while the PORVs (under heading RCS)
is of low risk significance. This is based on the fact that there are so many methods ofproviding
SG cooling as discussed in Section 9.2.1 that bleed and feed cooling is not expected to be required.
This is confirmed by Table 8-2 which shows that failures of the PORVs (i.e., "bleed") contribute
only 4.291E-07 to the final CDF (see TL 42 01 and TL 42 02 under Transients) while failures of
SI(i.e. "feed") contribute3.856E-06(see TL 52 01 and TL 52 02under Transients). Their sum
is 4.286E-06 or only 8.5% of the final CDF.

9.2.3 RCS Injection and Recirculation

During small, medium, and large break LOCAs, core cooling can be provided by the SI and RHR
systems which are also supplying necessary injection to the RCS. The risk significance of these
systems is shown in Figure 9-5. As discussed earlier, the SI system is ofmedium risk significance.
The RHR system is shown as being high risk significant since there is no backup in the event that
this system were to fail. Also, for many size LOCAs (i.e., small and small-small LOCAs and

SGTRs), failure of the SI system can be recovered by rapid cooldown to the RHR system using the
atmospheric relief valves (ARVs) and some form of SG cooling. However, there were no
vulnerabilities identified for either RHR or SI (see Section 11.1.3).

9.2.4 Shutdown Cooling

The RHR system provides a means of decay heat removal during shutdown cooling modes. The
Ginna Station PSA was only performed for fullpower operation; however, utilizing the RHR system
for decay heat removal is a credited option for those scenarios where SI injection is unavailable.
As shown in Figure 9-5, the RHR system is identified as being of high risk significance; however,
this is primarily due to injection and recirculation functions. The need to use the RHR system as

a shutdown function was ofonly medium importance. However, it should be noted that since the
PSA models were not specifically developed for shutdown configurations, alternative means of
cooling while shutdown were not modeled (e.g., reflux cooling). Also, no vulnerabilities were
identified for RHR.
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9.2.5 Conclusions

Given the requirements of maintaining sufficient water inventory in the RCS to support cooling of
the fuel and ensuring a means exist to transfer the decay heat from the RCS to the ultimate heat sink

followinga plant shutdown, the Ginna Station PSA has demonstrated that there are many redundant

and diverse means of achieving this. In addition, there is substantial amount of time available to

operators to place the decay heat removal systems into service. This is demonstrated by the fact that

no significant.vulnerabilities were identified by the PSA for these systems overall. Consequently,

RGB'onsiders that it has fulfilledthe requirements of USI A-45.

9.3 Sensitivity and Importance Analysis

Following the generation and review of the cutsets, sensitivity and importance evaluations were

performed. Essentially, sensitivity analyses consist of evaluating the change in CDF assuming that

failure probabilities and frequencies were changed. Meanwhile, importance evaluations rank the

risk significance of each modelled event and system. The two analyses are presented below.

9.3.1 Sensitivity Analysis

For the Ginna Station PSA, the sensitivity analysis consisted of increasing and/or decreasing the

value used for the following basic events, and evaluating its impact on the total CDF:

a.

C.

d.
e.

g
h.

Human errors;
Test and maintenance unavailabilities;
Common cause failure events;
Initiating event frequencies;
Motor-operated valves;
Air-operated valves;
Diesel Generators; and

Pumps.

In addition to evaluating the above events, an evaluation of the adequacy of the truncation limit
used during the quantification process was also performed. These analyses are provided below.

9.3.1.1 Human Errors

Two sensitivity studies were performed with respect to human error events. First, all human error

events were set to "false" (i.e., all human actions were assumed to be successfully performed).

As a result of this change, the CDF decreased by 52% to 2.420E-05. This shows that many

sequences are very sensitive to human reliability failure rates (as is expected). Setting the human

error events to "false" had the most impact on the following sequences:
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ao ISLOCA - Decreased by 99%. This is due to the fact that the failure rates for isolating
failed penetrations are S to 6 orders of magnitude higher than the frequency of the
ISLOCA initiating event. Since ISLOCA cutsets involve only a failure of the penetration
and a failure of operators to isolate a failed penetration, eliminating the human failure
events has a major impact. In addition, the most risk significant scenario is an inadvertent
SI signal which opens the RHR injection valves to the reactor vessel, followed by operator
failure to reclose the valves prior to the ISLOCA.

b. Transients - Decreased by 86.S%. This is due to the significant number of operator
actions that are potentially required to mitigate a transient, including aligning an alternate
source of water to AFW after the condensate storage tank is empty, aligning SAFW,
restoring MFW, and initiating bleed and feed.

C. Large LOCA - Decreased by 82%. This is due to the failure rates associated with the
operators transferring to sump recirculation and operators manually isolating AOV 371 are

high compared to the mechanical equipment failure rates. Therefore, they contribute a
significant portion of the risk for this sequence, and eliminating them has a large impact.

d. SGTR - Decreased by 69%. This is due to the fact that there are a significant number of
human actions required to mitigate a SGTR event (see Section 3.2.2.3.3).

e. LOCAs - The medium LOCA, small LOCA, and small-small LOCA sequences decreased

by 55%, 38.5%, and 41%, respectively. These decreases are for the same reasons as the
large LOCA; however, the magnitudes are not as great because the failure rates for
operators transferring to recirculation decrease for theses sequences due to the increased
time available to the operators.

The ATWS and SBO sequences are not impacted as greatly due to the relatively few human
actions involved in those sequences.

The second study involved increasing the failure probability of all human error events by a factor
of five. As a result of this change, the CDF increased by 207% to 1.543E-04. Increasing the
probability of human error events had th'e most impact on the same sequences as discussed above.
However, the cutsets with multiple human errors (see Table 7-14) were affected most.

9.3.1.2 Test and Maintenance Unavailabilities

A sensitivity analysis was performed to determine an upper bound for test and maintenance
unavailabilities since there is a large uncertainty associated with these values. Therefore, all test
and maintenance events listed in Table 7-4 were increased by a factor of five. This change
increased the CDF by 83% to 9.208E-OS. Increasing the probability of test and maintenance
events had the most impact on the following sequences:
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ao Transients - Increased by 161%. This is due to the fact that for transients, failure of decay
heat removal via the SGs is a significant contributor to CDF. Since there are. a significant
number of test and maintenance events associated with SG cooling (AFW trains, SAFW
trains, TDAFWpump, and the DGs which may be required to power the AFW or SAFW
pumps), the increase in these events has a large impact.

b. SBO- Increased by 122%. This is due two factors: (1) a SBO event includes loss of both
DGs and thus, a DG being in test or maintenance has a major impact, and (2) once an SBO
event has occurred, the TDAFWpump is the only source of SG cooling so that having it
out of service also has a major impact.

C. Small LOCA - Increased by 122%. Mitigating a small LOCA relies upon many systems
which have a significant number of test and maintenance events associated with them.
These include RHR trains, CCW pumps and heat exchangers;- SW isolation valves to CCW
heat exchangers, DGs, AFW trains, SAFW trains, and the TDAFW pump. This causes
a significant increase. However, the increase is not as great as the increase for transients
due to the lower initiating event frequency for a small LOCA which causes some of the
cutsets containing test and maintenance events to be truncated. There are also some test
and maintenance events associated with transient induced small LOCAs (such as ARVs in
test or maintenance) which also increase the impact.

d. Small-Small LOCA - Increased by 89%. The reasons for this are similar to those for the
small LOCA sequence, with the difference that the test and maintenance events associated
with a transient induced small-small LOCA (i.e., seal LOCA) are different that those for
a transient induced small LOCA.

SGTR - Increased by 42%. This is due to the fact that in order to terminate break flow,
the RCS must be cooled down and depressurized. The cooldown is accomplished via the
SGs. Again, the significant number of test and maintenance events associated with SG
cooling (AFW trains, SAFW trains, TDAFWpump, and the DGs which may be required
to power the AFW or SAFW pumps) causes a large increase.

The large LOCAs, medium LOCAs, and ATWS events increased by factors of 20%, 37%, and
12%, respectively. These sequences had minor increases due to the low initiating event
frequencies which causes most cutsets with test and maintenance events to fall below the truncation
limit.
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9.3.1.3 Common Cause Failure Events

Two sensitivity studies were performed with respect to common cause failure (CCF) events.

First, all CCF events were set to "false" (i.e., no CCF events were assumed to occur) ~ As a result

of this change, the CDF decreased by 31% to 3.451E-05. This shows that many sequences are

very sensitive to CCF rates (as is expected). Setting the common cause events to "false" had the

most impact on the following sequences:

ATWS - Decreased by 100%. This result is expected since both the mechanical and

electrical scram failures'are modeled as CCFs. Thus, a CCF must occur to have an

ATWS since the independent failure rate of two reactor trip system trains is very low.

b. Small LOCA - Decreased by 43%. This is due to the fact that the major systems which are

required to mitigate a small LOCA event (SI, RHR, CCW, and potentially AFW) are

designed with two trains of identical equipment in parallel. Therefore, there are.a

significant number of common cause events which fail both trains. Note that a CCF of
all three AFW pumps is included for reasons discussed in Section 7.2.2.4, but is of little
importance because of the SAFW system. There are also CCFs of the ARVs to open

which contribute to the transient induced small LOCA (e.g., stuck open PORV).

C. Small-SmalL LOCA - Decreased by 39%. This sequence is similar to the small LOCA

sequence, with the difference that the common cause events associated with a transient

induced small-small LOCA (i.e., seal LOCAs) are different that those for a transient

induced small LOCA (e.g., CVCS).

d. SBO- Decreased by 38%. This is due to the fact that an SBO event is predicated on the

failure of both DGs. Since the two DG trains are of identical design, there are a

significant number of CCFs associated with the diesels (e.g., failure to start and run, fuel

oil system failures, etc.).

e. Medium LOCA - Decreased by 28%. This is due to the fact that the major systems which

are required to mitigate a small LOCA event (SI, RHR, CCW) are designed with two

trains of identical equipment in parallel. Therefore, there are a significant number of
common cause events which fail both trains. Note that large LOCA is very similar to

medium LOCA; however, due to the lower initiating event frequency, some of the cutsets

containing common cause events have been truncated and thus the overall impact is much

less (decrease of 9%).
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Both the SGTR (decreased by 16%) and Transients (decreased by 17%) are not as heavily
impacted by common cause events due to the fact that they are heavily dependent on SG cooling.
SG cooling includes the motor-driven AFW pumps, the TDAFW pump, and the motor-driven
SAFW pumps, which are all of different designs, and are not all in the same location. Also, there
are two motor-driven MFWpumps. Therefore, there is no single common cause event which fails
all SG cooling.

The second study involved increasing the failure probability of CCF events by a factor of five.
However, this change is evaluated in Sections 9.3.1.5 through 9.3.1.8 which adjusts both
independent and CCF values for MOVs, AOVs, DGs, and pumps.

9.3.1A Initiating Event Frequencies

Two sensitivity studies were performed with respect to initiating event frequencies. First, all
frequencies based on generic data (i.e. not based on the 16 years of plant-specific data) were
decreased by a factor of five. This included all steamline and feedwater line breaks, LOCAs,
RCP locked rotor event, and the loss of IA, SW, and DC buses. As a result of this change, the
CDF decreased by 63.5% to 1.8328-05. The sequences most affected by this change are as

follows:

a. Large LOCA and SGTR - Decreased by 80%. This is due to the fact that all cutsets within
these sequences have the large LOCA or one of the SGTR initiators in them, and thus the
total contribution to CDF was reduced by a factor of 5.

Medium LOCA - Decreased by 80%. This is due to the fact that all cutsets within this
sequence have the medium LOCA initiator in them except for the transient induced
medium LOCA cutsets. Since the contribution from transient induced cutsets is over two
orders of magnitude less than the contribution from cutsets with the medium LOCA
initiator, the overall contribution decreases by almost the full factor of five.

c, Small-SmaIL LOCA - Decreased by 72.5%. This indicates that approximately 91% of the
contribution from this sequence is based on cutsets using generic initiator frequencies,
while 18% is based on cutsets using plant specific initiator frequencies. This is due to the
fact that approximately 31% of the contribution from this sequence comes from transient
induced LOCA cutsets, some of which are using plant-specific initiator frequencies.

d. Transients - Decreased by 72%. This indicates that approximately 89% of the contribution
from this sequence is based on cutsets using generic initiator frequencies, while 11% is
based on cutsets using plant-specific initiator frequencies. This is due to the fact that four
of the five most risk significant initiating events (TIFLBOTB, TISLBOTB, TIOOODCA, and
TIOOODCB) are based on generic data.
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e. ATWS - Decreased by 61%. This indicates that approximately 76% of the contribution
from this sequence is based on cutsets using generic initiator frequencies, while 24% is

based on cutsets using plant-specific initiator frequencies.

Small LOCA - Decreased by 58.5%. This indicates that approximately 73% of the
contribution from this sequence is based on cutsets using generic initiator frequencies,
while 27% is based on cutsets using plant-specific initiator frequencies. This is due to the
fact that approximately 44% of the contribution from this sequence is from transient
induced small LOCA cutsets, some of which are using plant-specific initiator frequencies.

The second study performed was to increase the same initiating event frequencies by a factor of
5 which increased the CDF by 218% to 2.26E-04. The sequences most affected by this change
are identical to the ones affected by the decrease, and indicate approximately the same percentage
contributions from generic and plant-specific initiating event frequencies.

9.3.1.5 Motor-Operated Valves

The failure data for MOVs was based on nine years of plant-specific data collected between 1980
and 1988. However, to account for the potential for this data to not be reflective of current valve
reliability, two sensitivity studies were performed. The first study was to globally decrease the
MOV failure rate by a factor of five. This change affects both the failure of individual valves,
as well as the CCF rate for identical MOVs within a system. This change decreased the CDF by
19% to 4.059E-05. The sequences most affected by this change are as follows:

a. Small LOCA - Decreased by 33%. This is due to the fact that there are several MOVs
which must open (738A, 738B, 850A, and 850B) or close (896A and 896B) in order to
achieve sump recirculation.

b. SGTR - Decreased by 26%. This is due to the fact the failure of long-term RHR cooling
is an important recovery system the event that SI is lost and depends upon opening MOVs
700 and 701.

c. SmaII-SmalI,LOCA - Decreased by 26%. This is due to essentially the same reasons as for
small LOCA with the addition of some SW isolation valves which were truncated from the
small LOCA results due to the lower initiating event frequency.

The large LOCA (decrease by 6.5%) and the medium LOCA (decrease by 11%) sequences rely
on the same MOVs that small and small-small LOCA sequences rely on for sump recirculation.
However the impact is reduced due to the lower initiating event frequencies for these events which
causes some of the cutsets containing MOV failure events to be truncated. The ATWS, Transient,
and SBO sequences are all decreased by less that 10% due to the fact that they do not rely on
MOVs to any significant degree.
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The second study involved increasing the MOV failure rates by a factor of five which increased

the CDF by a factor of 109% for a new CDF of 1.049E-04. The sequences which were impacted

most by this change are small LOCA (increase of 185%), small-small LOCA (increase of 152%),
and SGTR (increase of 140%) for the same basic reasons discussed above. As above, the medium

LOCA (increase of 61%) and the large LOCA (increase of 36.5%) sequences increase due to the

same valve dependency as small and small-small LOCA, only to progressively lesser degrees, due

to lower initiating event frequencies.

9.3.1.6 Air-Operated Valves

Similar to the MOVs, two sensitivity studies were performed on the AOV failure rates. For the

first case where the failure rate was globally decreased by a factor of five, the CDF decreased by
1.5% to 4.948E-05. The sequences most affected by this change were the following:

a. Transients - Decreased by 7%. This is due to the fact that the MSIV's must close for
some transients, and that the SG blowdown isolation valves must close in order to establish

adequate AFW flow to the SGs.

b. Large LOCA - Decreased by 4%. This is due to the need for AOV 371 to close prior to

sump recirculation to prevent a common mode failure of the RHR pumps.

C. Medium LOCA - Decreased by 2.4%. This is due to the same dependency on AOV 371

as a large LOCA; however, the magnitude is reduced due to the greater probability of
operators manually isolating the valve (based on more time to perform the action) which
reduces the risk significance of that valve.

d. SGZZ - Decreased by 1.5%. This is due to the need to close the SG blowdown isolation

valves and the blowdown sample isolation valves to isolate a ruptured SG as well as to

establish AFW flow to the intact SG (blowdown valves only).

Allother sequences decreased by less than 1%. The small and small-small LOCA sequences have

the same dependency upon AOV 371 as do the large and medium LOCAs; however, due to a

lower failure rate of the recovery event based on the longer time prior to going to recirculation,
the impact is reduced.

For the second study where failure rates were increased by a factor of five, the CDF increased by
8% to 5.410E-05. The sequences most affected by this change are the same as those above with
transients increasing by 40%, large LOCA increasing by 18%, medium LOCA increasing by

12%, and SGTR increasing by 7%.
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9.3.1.7 Diesel Generators
n

Similar to the MOVs, two sensitivity studies were performed on the DG failure rates. For the

first case where the failure rate for the DGs starting and running were globally decreased by a

factor of five, the CDF decreased by 8% to 4.621E-05. Decreasing the probability of the DG
"fail to start" and "fail to run" events had the most impact on the following sequences:

a. SBO- Decreased by 39.5%. This is an expected result because an SBO event is predicated

on the failure of both DGs. Therefore, decreasing the failure rate for the DGs willhave

a major impact on this accident sequence.,

b. Small LOCA - Decreased by 6%. This is due to the fact that SG cooling plays in important

role in mitigating small LOCAs. Since 4 out of the 5 auxiliary feedwater pumps are

motor-driven, failure of a single DG, given a loss of the normal power supply, will fail
two pumps.

a

The transients and small-small LOCA sequences also depend on SG cooling, although it is not as

significant for those sequences. As such, these two sequences decreased by 6% and 4%,
respectively. Allother sequences decreased by less than 3%.

For the second study where failure rates were increased by a factor of five, the CDF increased by
57% to 7.904E-05. The sequences most affected by this change are the same as those above, with
SBO incieasing by 333%, small LOCAs increasing by 37%, transients increasing by 29%, and

small-small LOCAs increasing by 22%.

9.3.1.8 Pumps

Similar to the MOVs, two sensitivity studies were performed on the pump failure rates. For the

first case where the failure rate was globally decreased by a factor of five, the CDF decreased by
15% to 4.288E-05. The sequences most affected by this change were as follows:

a. Small LOCA - Decreased by 21%. This is due to the fact. that mitigating a small LOCA
requires a significant number of pumps (SI, RHR, CCW, SW, and AFW pumps).

b. Small-SmaIL LOCA - Decreased by 19.5% for the same reasons as small LOCA above,

c. 'edium'LOCA - Decreased by 16%. This is due to the fact that mitigating a medium
LOCA requires all the same pumps as a small or small-small LOCA with the exception of
the AFW pumps.
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d. SBO - Decreased by 15%. This is due to the fact that the TDAFW pump is a critical
component for SBO sequences. Also, the fuel oil transfer pumps support the DGs and
thus, impact SBO sequences.

e. SGTR --Decreases by 11%. This is a result of the need for SG cooling and SI.

Allother sequences decreased by 5% or less. Although large LOCA is similar to medium LOCA,
the decrease was of smaller magnitude (3%) due to the fact that the SI pumps are not needed, and
the fact that the lower initiating event frequency for large LOCA causes some cutsets which
contain pump failure events to be truncated.

For the second study where failure rates were increased by a factor of five, the CDF increased by
a factor of 78% to 8.948E-05. The sequences most affected by this change were again small
LOCA (increased by 109%), small-small LOCA (increased by 106%), medium LOCA (increased
by 81%), SBO (increased by 92%), and SGTR (increased by 59%).

9.3.1.9 Truncation LimitEvaluation

As a final sensitivity study, the truncation limitwas evaluated with respect to its impact on the final
results. This was performed by generating a figure which showed the contribution of the cutsets in
each "decade" (e.g., 1E-06,.1E-7, 1E-08, etc.) to the final CDF. As can be seen from Figure 9-1,
the CDF contained in each decade creates a "step ladder" effect with the cutsets above 1E-09
contributing over 90% of the final CDF. Also, as noted on the figure, over 80% of the cutsets are
located between 1E-09 and 1E-10; however, these contribute less than 10% of the final CDF.
Consequently, lowering the truncation limitshould not significantly impact the calculated CDF.
Therefore, it can be concluded that the truncation limitof 1E-10 as used for the Level 1 PSA was
appropriate.

9.3.1.10 Sensitivity Analysis Summary

Comparing the sensitivity results for those cases which decreased a specific group of basic event
failure rates by a factor of five (i.e., initiating event frequencies, MOVs, AOVs, DGs, and pumps)
shows that initiating event frequencies had the most impact on CDF. This is followed by MOVs,
DGs, and pumps which essentially had the same impact. AOVs had little impact on the final CDF.

For event groups whose failure probability was increased by a factor of five (i.e., human errors, test
and maintenance events, initiating event frequencies, MOVs, AOVs, DGs, and pumps), human
errors had the most impact on CDF. Initiating events had some impact while all other events
resulted in less than a factor of two change in CDF.
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9.3.2 Importance Analysis

The importance of systems and components to the final results is a significant insight into the risk
profile for Ginna Station. There are several types of importance measures which can be used

depending on the ultimate objective. For the purposes of the Ginna Station PSA, the following two
types of importance measures were generated:

Fussqll-Vesely P=V) - This importance measure presents the fraction of risk associated with
each basic event which is calculated as shown below:

ZCntscts with Event l
CDF< B~dc e

b. Risk Achievement 5'orlh (HAS) - This importa'nce measure presents the fractional increase

in risk ifthe subject component is assumed to be failed as shown below:

CDF with Event l always failed
CDF ttcI:

As can be seen, the two measures essentially identify: (1) how much the basic event contributes
to the baseline CDF, and (2) how much the CDF would increase ifthe component were assumed to
be failed. Per EPRI TR-105396 [Ref. 70], ifthe F-V value at a component level is > 0.005 (or >
0.05 at the system level), it should be identified as risk significant. Meanwhile, ifthe RAW value
at the component level is > 2 (or > 10 at the system level per [Ref. 71]), then the component should
be identified as risk significant. However, a component identified as risk significant using F-V does

not necessarily mean it willbe risk significant using RAW (or vice versa). Consequently, it is

conservative to assume that a component or system which is above the threshold for only one of the

two risk measures is as "important" as a component which is above both thresholds. Therefore, for
the purpose of the Ginna Station PSA, these two importance measures were combined as follows:

Ifthe F-V value is > 0.05 at the system level (> 0.005 at the component level) and the RAW
> 10 at the system level (> 2 at the component level), then the system or component willbe

identified as being "high" risk significant.

Ifthe F-V value is > 0.05 at the system level (> 0.005 at the component level) gr the RAW
> 10 at the system level (>2 at the component level), then the system or component willbe

identified as being "medium" risk significant.

c. Ifthe F-V value is < 0.05 at the system level (< 0.005 at the component level) ynd the RAW
< 10 at the system level (< 2 at the component level), then the system component willbe

identified as being "low" risk significant.
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The F-V and RAW importance measures were generated for initiating events, human errors, test and

maintenance activities, and on a system and component basis. Each of these is described below in
detail. Included within these discussions is a reference to a table and figure containing the specific
F-V and RAWvalues. The table is self-explanatory; however, additional information with respect
to the figure is necessary to ensure correct interpretation.

In order to provide a visual depiction of the risk profile associated with various events modeled
within the Ginna Station PSA, the F-V and RAW importance measures were plotted against one
another. In this manner, it can be easily identified which events are ofhigher risk than others. For
example, all human error F-V and RAW values plotted are on Figure 9-3. A "cross-hair" was

provided on the figure for F-V values equal to 0.005 (vertical line) and RAW values equal to 2

(horizontal line). Any event to the leftof the F-V line or below the RAW line is not risk significant
with respect to that specific importance measure. However, an event to the left of the F-V line but
abbve the RAW line is risk significant with respect to RAW only (e.g., AFHFDSUPPL). Similarly,
an event to the ~ih of the F-V line but below the RAW line is risk significant with respect to F-V
only (e.g., ACAADLOSP1). Events which are to the right of the F-V line and above the RAW line
are risk significant with respect to both importance measures (e.g., IUMFDRECRC).

In summary, an event in the upper left hand corner or lower right hand corner is of medium risk
significance. An event in the upper right hand corner is ofhigh risk significance while events in the
lower left hand corner are of low risk significance. Further insights can also, be obtained by which

. "corner" a given event is in as described below:

An event in the upper left hand corner is generally of high reliability; consequently, the

event did not contribute significantly to the final CDF. However, ifthe component were to
fail, the impact on the final CDF would be significant. Typically, this corner contains

passive components, highly redundant systems, or events which are easily performed by
operators.

An event in the lower right hand corner is typically of lower reliability than is justified by
the fault tree model. That is, the event contributes to the final CDF; however, ifthe event
were assumed to always fail, it is not expected to further affect the final results. Generally,
this is due to the fact that the event's failure probability is already close to 1.0 such that
increasing its value to 1.0 would nothave much of an effect on the CDF. It should be noted
that an event's failure probability may have been a'conservative value selected by the PSA
analyst due to limited data and is not reflective of the specific component history. Ifso, this
is noted in the descriptive text below.

An event in the upper right hand corner contributes significantly to the final results and

would significantly affect the CDF ifitwere assumed to always failed. Therefore, this event
is very important with respect to the risk profile.
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d. An event in the lower left hand corner does not contribute to the final result, and even ifit
were assumed to fail with a probability of 1.0, would not significantly impact the CDF.

9.3.2.1 Initiating Events

Table 9-2 and Figure 9-2 show F-V and RAW importance measures with respect to the initiating
events addressed by the Level 1 PSA models. As can be seen from the figure and table, the
initiating events ofhighest importance axe:

a.

b.
c.

d
e.

f.

TI0000SW - Total Loss of Service Water;
LILBLOCA- Large LOCA;
LIMBLOCA- Medium LOCA;
LIOSGTRA - Steam Generator Tube Rupture in SG A;
LIOSGTRB - Steam Generator Tube Rupture in SG B; and
LISSLOCA - Small-Small LOCA.

These initiators were ofhigh importance since they substantially contributed to the final results (i.e.,
had a F-V value > 5.0E-02) and ifthe initiator were assumed to be "true" would have a significant
impact on CDF (i.e., had a RAWvalue > 10). Since SW supports almost every system and function,
the loss ofSW as an initiating event (and its frequency) has a significant impact on plant risk. With
respect to LOCAs, the small-small LOCA has the most impact on the CDF (since it is ofhigher
frequency) while the large and medium LOCAs would have a slightly higher impact on the CDF
ifthey were assumed to occur with a probability of 1.0. SGTRs (items e and f) are a special class
ofLOCAwhich only differ in risk from a small-small LOCA(same break size) with respect to their
frequency. The LOCA initiating events are of high risk significance since they contribute
significantly to each cutset. That is, the frrq~enc associated with these initiators is an important
consideration to the CDF both in the Ginna Station PSA calculated CDF and an "imaginary CDF"
ifthe initiator were always assumed to occur.

The initiating events ofmedium imporfance are:

a.

b.
C.

d.
e.

f.
g.
h.

LIPENÃ - ISLOCAs;
LIRVRUPT - Reactor Vessel Rupture;
TI48LOSP - Loss of Offsite Power on 480 VBuses;
TISLBIB*- Steam Line Break in Intermediate Building for SG A/B;
TIFLBIB*- Feed Line Break in Intermediate Building for SG A/8;
TIFLBOTB - Feed Line Break in Turbine Building;
TISLBOTB - Steam Line Break in Turbine Building;
LISBLOCA- Small LOCA; and
TIGRLOSP - Loss of Offsite Power - Grid.
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These initiators were ofmedium importance since they either substantially contributed to the final
results (i.e., had a F-V value > 5.0E-02) gr ifthe initiator were assumed to be "true" would have a

significant impact on CDF (i.e., had a RAW value > 10). Only the loss of,offsite power initiating
event frequency (item i) had a F-V value greater than 5.0E-02 (indicating that it is "unreliable" );
however, the data for these events was based on industry data [Ref. 41]. The other initiators (i.e.,
items a, b, c, d, e, f, g, and h) have F-V values < 5.0E-02 which indicates that the initiator frequency
is low enough to not significantly contribute to the final results; however, any increase to their
frequency would have an effect on the CDF.

The remaining initiating events were determined not to significantly contribute to the final CDF
even ifthey were set to 1.0.

9.3.2.2 Human Errors

Table 9-3 and Figure 9-3 show F-V and RAW importance measures with respect to the human error
events addressed by the Level 1 PSA models. As can be seen from the figure and table, the human
events of highest importance are:

a.

b.
c.

d.

e.

f.

g
h.
l.
J.
k.

RIMFDRECRC - Operators Fail to Correctly Shift RHR to Recirculation Phase;

RCHFDCDDPR - Ops Fail to Cooldown and Depressurize RCS Prior to SG Overfill;
CVHFDSUCTN - Operators Fail to Manually Open Suction Lines to CVCS;
RCHFD01BAF - Operators Fail to Implement Feed and Bleed. Cooling;
ACAALOSP10 - Operators Fail to Restore Offsite Power Within 10 Hours (SBO);
RCHFDCOOLD - Operators Fail to Cooldown to RHR After ARV Sticks Open - SGTR;
SRHFDRECRC - Operators Fail to Shift SI to Recirculation Phase

SWHFDSTART - Operators Fail to Start Standby SW Pump or Isolate System;
AFHFDSAFWX- Operators Fail to Correctly Align,SAFW;
RCHFDRHRSB - Operators Fail to Use RHR or AFW Long-Term Following.LOSP; and

MSHFDISOLR - Operators Fail to Isolate SG For SGTR.

These human errors were ofhigh importance since they substantially contributed to the final results

(i.e., had a F-Vvalue > 5.0E-03) ~n ifthe error were assumed to be occur with a probability of 1.0

would have a significant impact on CDF (i.e., had a RAW value > 2). The failure ofoperators to
switchover to recirculation during a LOCA (item a) and the failure to depressurize and cooldown
the RCS following a SGTR(item b) was determined to be the most significant human events in the

Ginna Station PSA. Their importance is due to the limited time available and potential stress levels

which could exist.
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The remaining human errors listed above were also identified as being ofhigh importance, though
to a lesser degree than the two previously discussed. Item c relates to the need for operators to
restore some form of cooling to the RCP seals after both CVCS and CCW have been lost. Item d

addresses the need for operators to implement feed and bleed activities given that all AFW is

unavailable. Event ACAALOSP10 (item e) is concerned with the ability of operators to restore
offsite power within 10 hours following a SBO which is more dependent on availability of the grid
than specific operator actions. This cooling is needed within 1 hour to prevent the possibility of a

seal LOCA from occurring due to seal degradation. RCHFDCOOLD and MSHFDISOLR (items
fand k) are other SGTR related events in which operators fail to cooldown to RHR after the SG has

overfilled and the operators fail to isolate the ruptured SG. Item g is the failure of operators to
successfully implement high-head recirculation while item h is the failure of operators to start a

standby SW pump ox isolate the system loads. This is somewhat misleading since this event
includes the failure probability of the standby pumps to start and valves to close. The failure of
operators to correctly place the SAFW system into service (item i) is important since there are

several initiating events which fail both the preferred AFW and the MFW system (e.g., HELBs in
the Intermediate Building). However, station procedures do not direct operators to use SAFW until
.they have attempted to use both AFW and MFW since SAFW uses non-condensate sources for
suction. Item j defines additional operator actions during SBO scenarios where cooldown to RHR
conditions following restoration of offsite power was shown to be important.

The human errors ofmedium importance were:

a.

b.
C.

d.
e.

f.
g.
h.
1.

J.

k.

AFHFDSUPPL - Operators Fail to Provide Alternate Suction Source for AFW;
RCHFDCDOSS - Operators Fail to Cooldown to RHR After SI Fails - LOCAs;
RCHFDPLOCA - Operators Fail to Close Block Valves to Terminate LOCA;
ACAALOSP1 - Ops Fail to Restore Offsite Power Within 1 Hour After TDAFWFails;
RRHFDSUCTN - Operators Fail to Manually Open RHR Suction Valves;
TLHFDPN111 - Operators Fail to Isolate ISLOCAThrough Penetration 111;
AFHFDALTTD- Operators Fail to Provide Fire Water Cooling to TDAFWPump;
ACHFDIR751 - Operators Fail to Use Alternate Offsite Power CKT 751;
RCHFDCDTR2 - Operators Fail to Cooldown to RHR After SI Fails - SGTR;
RRIIFDTHROT - Operators Fail to Throttle RHR Flow for NPSH Concerns; and
CVHFD00371 - Operators Fail to Manually Isolate AOV371 (Letdown).
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These human errors were of medium importance since they either substantially contributed to the

final results (i.e., had a F-V value > 5.0E-03) gr if the event were assumed to occur with a

probability of 1.0 would have a significant impact on CDF (i.e., had a RAW value > 2). Item a has

a F-V value < 5.0E-03 which indicates that it does not contribute to the CDF primarily because of
its probability (i.e., the operators are considered capable of performing this with a high degree of
reliability). The remaining items had F-V values > 5.0E-03. Of these, items c, e, f, h, and j use a

screening value of 0.1 for various reasons (i.e., a detailed analysis of these events was not

performed).. These reasons include lack of data and expected values of close to 1E-01 even after

a detailed analysis due to limited time frames for performing the actions. Only items b, d, g, i and

k are based on detailed analysis which indicates the need to potentially stress these activities.

The remaining events were determined not to significantly contribute to the final CDF even if.their
failure probability were set to 1.0. Appendix F contains additional details on'all human failure
events. It is noted that only the followinghuman error events did not appear in the final cutsets:

a.

b.
C.

d.

CCHFDCCWAB - Operators Fail to Start Standby CCW Pump When Auto Signal Fails
CCHFDSTART - Operators Fail to Start CCW Pump Following a LOOP and SI
HVHFDABVLP- Operators Fail to Re-Start Aux Bldg Exhaust Ventilation After LOSP
HVHFDIBVEN- Operators Fail to Re-Start Intermediate Bldg Exhaust Fans - LOSP

Since items c and d use a screening value of 1.0E-01, this indicates that these human actions are

truly non-risk significant. Items a and b relate to seal LOCA concerns and use values ranging from
7.0E-03 to 1.20E-03. Given the low contribution of seal LOCAs to the final CDF, these human

error events are not in the final results.

9.3.2.3 Test and Maintenance Activities

Table 9-4 and Figure 9-4 shows F-V and RAW importance measures with respect to the test and

maintenance events addressed by the Level 1 PSA models. Events considered include: (1) the test

and maintenance unavailabilities as assumed for-the Maintenance Rule, and (2) human errors to

restore equipment to service following these activities. As can be seen from the figure and table,

the events of highest risk importance are:

a.

b.
C.

d.
e.

f.

DGTM00001B - DG B Out-of-Service (OOS) for Test or Maintenance;

DBTM00001A - DG A OOS for Test or Maintenance;
RHTM00001A - RHR Pump Train A OOS for Test or Maintenance;
RHTM00001B - RHR Pump Train B OOS for Test or Maintenance;
CCHFL0780A - CCW Throttling Valve 780A Mispositioned; and

'CCHFL0780B - CCW Throttling Valve 780B Mispositioned.
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These events were of high importance since they substantially contributed to the final results (i.e.,
had a F-V value > 5.0E-03) +n ifthe event were assumed to be occur with a probability of 1.0

would have a significant impact on CDF (i.e., had a RAW value > 2). Items a and b are dominated

by SBO sequences which are essentially the loss ofoffsite power combined with the failure of the

DGs. Consequently, removing a DG from service increases the risk potential with respect to a SBO
event. The removal of one DG from service also impacts one entire electrical train ifa loss of
offsite power were to occur. The slight difference in risk between the two DGs is described in
Section 9.3.2.5. Items c, d, e, and f relate to LOCA sequences where RHR is necessary in the

injection and recirculation phases of an accident. RHR is also credited for certain transients and

small LOCAs following the failure of the SI system. It should be noted that even though risk
significant, these six test and maintenance events contribute far less to the plant risk profile than

human actions and component failures (note x-y scale ofFigure 9-4 versus Figure 9-3 and 9-5).

The following events are of medium importance: "

a.

b.

d.

f.

AFTMOTDAFW- TDAFWPump Train OOS for Test or Maintenance;
AFTMSAFSGA - SAFW Pump Train C OOS for Test or Maintenance;
AFTMSAFSGB - SAFW Pump Train D OOS for Test or Maintenance;
HVTMSAFW A - SAFW HVACTrain A OOS for Test or Maintenance;
HVTMSAFW B - SAFW HVACTrain B OOS for Test or Maintenance; and

SWTM4616MT - MOV4616 OOS for Test or Maintenance.

These events were of medium importance since they either substantially contributed to the final
results (i.e., had a F-V value > 5.0E-03) gr ifthe event were assumed to be occur with a probability
of 1.0 would have a significant impact on core damage (i.e., had a RAW value > 2). Items a, b, c,

d, and e relate to either the TDAFW-pump (for SBO sequences) or the SAFW system for reasons

discussed above. Item f relates to SW MOV 4616 which provides isolation of CCW Heat
Exchanger A and SAFW Pump A on a coincident SI and UV signal. As discussed in Section

9.3.2.5, CCW and SAFW Pump Train A are slightly more important than their counterparts.

The remaining test and maintenance events were determined to not contribute to the final CDF even

iftheir value were set to 1.0. It should be noted that a review was also made to see which test and

maintenance events listed in Table 7-4 were not contained within the final cutsets. These are briefly
described below:

AFW suction sources from the outside condensate storage tank and condensate transfer

pumps due to the number ofpotential sources available to operators. Also, the motor-driven
AFW cross-tie valves were not in the final cutsets since the SAFW system can provide this

function.
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b. The containment spray and containment recirculation fan coolers since these systems are

only credited in the Level 1 PSA with respect to maintaining adequate NPSH for the RHR
system; therefore, this risk ranking may change based on the Level 2 PSA.

AuxiliaryBuilding HVAC and Intermediate Building Exhaust Fan A (note that Fan B is

included since it is powered by a safeguards bus).

PORV block valves 515 and 516 being closed. This is primarily based on plant-specific data

between 1980 and 1988 which showed the valves only being closed an average of 1600

hours (or 67 days) per reactor year. Significant changes to this value could change this risk
ranking.

e. SW MOVs 4613, 4670, 4614, 4664, 4734, and 4735 which isolate cooling water to the IA
compressors and travelling screens, none ofwhich were identified as being risk significant.

9.3.2.4 System Level

Table 9-5 and Figure 9-5 shows F-V and RAW importance measures on a system basis. As can be

seen from the figure and table, the systems ofhighest risk importance are:

a.

b.
C.

d.

RHR;
CCW;
Undervoltage; and

DGs

These systems were ofhigh importance since they substantially contributed to the final results (i.e.,
had a F-Vvalue > 5.0E-02) ~n ifthe system were assumed to fail with a probability of 1.0 would
have a significant impact on CDF (i.e., had a RAW value > 10). The RHR system is required for
all LOCAs (injection and/or recirculation), and is credited as a recovery option in transients, small

LOCAs, and SGTR events when the SI system is failed. The main support system for RHR is CCW

(item b). Items c and d essentially support every system and function in the integrated plant model

upon loss ofoffsite power.

The following systems were identified as medium risk significant:

a. SW;
b. Reactor Trip System (RTS);
c. DC Electrical Power;
d. SI;
e. ESFAS;

CVCS;
g. I'IVAC- DGs;
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h. Offsite Power;
i. Main Steam (MS); and

j. SAFW.

These systems are of medium importance since they either substantially contribute to the final
results (i.e., had a F-V value > 5.0E-02) gr ifthe system were assumed to occur with a probability
of1.0wouldhaveasignificantimpacton CDF (i.e., had aRAW value> 10). Items a, b, c, d, e, f,
and g have F-Vvalues < 5.0E-02 which indicates that the systems are reliable with respect to their

PSA required functions; however, they could have a large impact on the CDF iftheir failure rates

were to increase. Items h, i, and j indicate unreliable systems with respect to their fault tree models.

However, the offsite power system uses strictly generic data such that the generic data or level of
modeling detail may be too high. The MS ranking is due to plant-specific data which identified two
failures of a MSIVto close between 1980 and 1988. The SAFW system contributes to the CDF due

to the high values used for test and maintenance unavailabilities.

The remaining systems were determined not to significantly contribute to the final CDF.

Components9.3.2.5

Figure 9-6 and Table 9-6 show F-V and RAW importance measures on a component basis (note that

some "components" are actually modularized events or "super components"). As can be seen from
the figure and table, the components of highest risk ca'n be directly related to the system risk
significance described above (as would be expected).

One of the interesting insights provided by Figure 9-6 is that DG B is slightly more risk significant
than DG A. This is due to the fact that the ventilation system in the Intermediate Building where
the preferred AFW system is located, relies on one of two functions: (1) natural ventilation through
Fire Door F36, or (2) Intermediate Exhaust Fans A and B. However, only Exhaust Fan B is

supplied by a DG (i.e., DG B). Therefore, ifFire Door F36 were ever closed coincident with loss

ofoffsite power, then the AFW pumps must rely on DG B to provide necessary room cooling.

9.4 Additional Risk Insights

In addition to the above discussions, there are several issues which the Ginna Station PSA has been

asked to specifically address by RGB'anagement. These issues are described below.
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9.4.1 Loss of Service Water to Diesel Generators

In 1989, the NRC performed a Safety System Functional Inspection (SSFI) of the RHR system at
Ginna Station. Included within the inspection report [Ref. 72] was an issue related to the common
discharge line associated with SW cooling to the DGs. The NRC postulated that this non-seismic
10" line could become crimped following a design basis earthquake such that SW flowwould be
prevented from flowing through the coolers (see item 89-81-01). It was acknowledged that this
potential SBO scenario was a low probability event; however, it was maintained as an open item.
RGB responded to this concern by agreeing to evaluate the potential risk of this beyond design
basis scenario in the PSA [Ref. 73].

While the Ginna Station PSA did not specifically evaluate a seismic event, a qualitative evaluation
of this scenario can be presented. Essentially, the crimped SW piping following a design basis

earthquake is no different than the failure ofboth DGs as modeled with the Level 1 PSA. That is,.
the fault tree model for the DGs includes independent and common cause failures of the DGs to start
and run. It also includes failure of SW cooling to the DGs. As described in Section 7.3.1.2, the
failure probability of both DGs to operate is 2.0E-03. The frequency of loss of offsite power is

determined as follows:

a. Per Section 7.3.1.2, the frequency of loss of offsite power as an initiating event is 6.32E-
02/ryr.

The frequency of losing offsite power following any other initiating event depends on
whether the event causes a SI signal or not. The frequency of those initiators which do not
cause a SI signal is dominated by a reactor trip (TIRXTRIP) which has a frequency of
1.82/ryr. This value is then multiplied by a loss of offsite power probability of 1.0E-03

(Section 7.3.1.2). The total frequency of initiators which cause a SI signal is approximately
2.0E-02/ryr.,This is then multiplied by a loss of offsite power probability of 1.0E-02
(Section 7.3.1.2). Summing these values yields a total loss of offsite power frequency of
2.02E-03/ryr following a reactor trip.

Summing all of the potential loss of offsite power events yields a frequency of 6.52E-02/ryr.
Multiplyingthis by the failure probability of both DGs results in a SBO value of 1.30E-04/ryr.
Therefore, the Ginna Station PSA is using a value of 1.30E-04/ryr for the same SBO scenario as

postulated by the NRC. Itshould be noted that the PSA only credits recovery ofoffsite power and

not the failed DGs for this scenario.
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RGEcE estimates the frequency of a design basis earthquake at Ginna Station to be approximately
4.0E-05/ryr. Conservatively assuming that the earthquake directly results in a loss of offsite power
and crimping of the SW piping yields a value of 4.0E-05/ryr for this scenario. This is 3 times
smaller than the value used in the Ginna Station PSA using conservative assumptions. Therefore,
it can be concluded that this beyond design basis event is of low enough probability to not warrant
any special consideration such that the inspection report item can be closed.
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1 Ss

3 Ss

4 M

5 Ss

6 Ss

1 SGTR

8 SGTR

9 MISC

10 Ss

11 Ss

12 S

13 'IRAN

14 S

15 'IRAN

16 S

17 M

18 Ss

19 SS
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ZAAAIAC02 C

CVHFD SU CIN

LILBLOCA
RRHFDRECRC

LISSLOCA
RHCCPUMPAB

LIMBLOCA
RRH FDRECRC

MLOCRECIRC
LISSLOCA
CCCC73 8A/B
LISSLOCA
RRCC8 5 OA/B
LZOSGIRA
RCHFDCDD PR

RCHFDCOOLD

LZOSGIRB
RCHFDCDDPR
RCHFDCOOLD

LIPEN111
TLHFDPN11 1
LZSSLOCA
CCMM00738A
RHIMOOOOOB

LISSLOCA
CCMM00738B
RHIMOOOOOA

LISBLOCA
RHCCPUMPAB
TZFLBO'TB
AFHFDSAFWZ
RCHFD01BAF
LISBLOCA
CCCC738A/B
TZSLBOTB
AFHFDSAFWX
RCHFD01BAF
LZSBLOCA
RRCCSSOA/8
LIMBLOCA
SZCCMPSZIY
LISSLOCA
CCHFL0780A
RHINO 0 0 SOB

LISSLOCA
CCHFL0780B
RHIMOOOOOA

Total Loss of Service Water
ZA COMPRESSOR CZA02C RV?(NING

Operators Fail to Manually open suction Line Upon Loss of ZA

Large LOCA
OPERATOR FAZLS TO CORRECTLY SHIFT THE RHR SYSTEM TO RECIRCULATION

Small-Small LOCA (0-1 )

COM«M.ON CAUSE FAILURE OF RHR PUMPS A AND B TO START
Medium LOCA (1.5«-5.5 )
OPERATOR FAILS To CORRECII Y SHIfT THE RHR SYSTEM To RECIRCULATION
MULTIPLIER FOR MEDIUM LOCA RECIRCULATION FAILURE RATE

Small-Small LOCA (0-1 )

COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF MOV'S '138A AND 738B TO OPEN

Snail Small LOCA (0-1')
MOVS 850A/B FAIL TO OPEN <COMMON CAVSE EVE)iT>
Steam Genorator Tube Rupture in SQ A
Oporators Fail To Cooldown and Deprossurite RCS During SOIR
Oporators Pail to Rapidly Cooldown to RHR Conditions After ARV Sticks Open
Steam Generator Tube Rupture in SQ B

Operators Fail To Cooldcwm and Doprossurizo RCS During SOIR
Oporators Fail to Rapidly Cooldown to RHR Conditions After ARV Sticks Open
ZJJIERSYSTKM LOCA THROUGH PENETRATION 111
OPERATORS FAIL TO ISOLATE PENETRATZON 111
small-small LocA (0-1 )
MOV 738A FAILS To OPEN

TRAIN 'B OUT OF SERVICE FOR TEST OR MAINTENANCE (INJECTION]
Small-Small LOCA (0 1 )
MOV 738B FAILS To OPEN

'?RAIN «A» OUT OF SERVICE FOR MAZNIEJJANCE OR 'IESTIhQ (INJECTION)
Small LOCA (1-1 5«)
COMMON CAVSE FAILURE OF RHR PUMPS A AND B TO START
Feedline Break in Turbino Building
OPERATORS FAIL TO CORRECILY ALIGN SAFW

Operators Fail To Zmplement Feed And Bleed
Small LOCA (1-1.5')
COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF MOV'S 738A AND 738B TO OPEN

Steamlino Break in Turbine Building
OPERATORS FAIL TO CORRECTLY ALIGN SAFW

Operators Fail To Implement Feed And Bleed
Small LOCA (1-1 ~ 5 )
MOVS 850A/B FAZL TO OPEN <CONFAB CAUSE EVENT>

Medium LOCA (1.5'-5,5 )
PSZ01A, PSI01B n PSZ01C FAIL To RVN DURIhQ INJECTION DUE To COMMON CAUSE

Small-Small LOCA (0-1 )

CCW 'IHROTILINQ VALVE 780A MZSPOSZTZONED

TRAIN 'B OUT OF SERVICE FOR TEST OR MAIN%NANCE [INJECTION)
Small-Smal) LOCA (0-1')
CCW THROTTLING VALVE 780B MZSPOSITZONED
'IRAIN «A» OVT OF SERVZCE FOR MAINIXNANCEOR TESTING (ZNJECTZON]

1.43E-04
9.95E 01
2.40E-02
1.80E-04
1.30E-02
5.50E-03
4.12E 04
4.00E-04
1.30E-02
4.08E-01
5.50E-03
3.37E 04
5.50E-03
3.08E-04
4.84E-03
9.61E 03
3.07E-02
4.84E-03
9.61E 03
3.07E 02
5.11E 06
1.88E 01
5.50E-03
4.65E-03
2.00E 02
5.50E-03
4.65E-03
2.00E-02
1.10E 03
4.12E 04
1.40E 03
5.19E-03
5.30E-02
1. 10E-03
3. 31E-04
1.29E 03
5.19E-03
5.30E-02
1.10E 03
3.08E 04
4.00E-04
8.38E-04
5.50E-03
3.00E-03
2.00E 02
5.50E 03
3.00E-03
2.00E-02

1.43E-04
9.95E-01
2.40E-02
1.80E-04
1.30E-02
5.50E 03
i.12E-04
4.00E 04
1.30E-02
4.08E-01
5.50E-03
3.37E-04
5.50E 03
3.08E-04
4.84E-03
9. 61E-03
3.01E 02
4.84E-03
9.61E-03
3. 01E-02
5. 11E-06
1.88E-01
5.50E 03
4.65E-03
2.00E-02
5.50E-03
4.65E 03
2.00E 02
1.10E-03 =

4. 12E-04
1.40E-03
5.19E 03
5.30E-02
1. 10E-03
3.31E 04
1.29E-03
5.19E-03
5.30E-02
1.10E-03
3.08E-04
4.00E-04
8.38E-04
5.50E-03
3.00E 03
2.00E-02
5.50E-03
3.00E-03
2.00E-02

3.41E 06

2.34E-06

2.26E 06

2.12E 06

1.85E-06

1.69E 06

1.43E 06

1.43E-06

9.61E-07

5.11E-07

5.11E-07

4.53E-07

3.85E-07

3. 71E-07

3.55E-07

3.39E 07

3.35E-07

3.30E 07

3.30E-07



Table 9 1
Cutsets > 1

D'OR-07

9 Class Inputs Description Exposure Event Prob Cutsct Prob

20 SS

21 SS

22 SS

23 TRAN

24 SS

25 SBO

26 SBO

27 IRAN

28 SBO

29 M

30 'IRAN

31 ATWS

32 'IRAN

33 'IRAN

34 SS

35 SS

LISSLOCA
RIUO(ACO1AA
RHIM00000B
LISSLOCA
RHMMAC01BA

RHXM00000A
LZSSLOCA
RCHFDCDOSS

SRHFDRECRC

TZO SLBSD
MSCCCMSZVX

RCHPD 0 1BAF
LZSSLOCA
RCHFDCDOSS

RRHFDRECRC

SLOCRECIRC
TIGRLOSP
ACAALOSP10
DGCCOOORUN

SBOCORR001

TZGRLOSP
ACAALOSP10
DCCCBREAKR
TZFLBOXB-
AFXMSAFSQA
AFXMSAFSGB

RCHFD 0 1BAF
TZGRLOSP
ACAALOSP10
DGCCOSTART

LIMBLOCA
SICCMPSI1X
TZSLBOXB

APXMSAPSGA

APXMSAFSGB

RCHFD01BAP
TIZALOSS
TL00076DAY
TLCCFBRKRF
TZ000DCA
DCMMMAINZB
TZOOODCB

DCY»»IN lA
LISSLOCA
SZCCMPSZ1Y
RCHFDCDOSS

LISSLOCA
SRCCMPSZ1Y
RCHFDCDOSS

Small-Small LOCA (0 1")
RHR PUMP A (PAC01A) FAILS TO START

TRAIN «B» OUI'F SERVICE POR XRST OR MAZNXRNANCE (ZNJECPZON)

Small-Small LOCA (0-1 )
RHR PUMP B (PAC01B) FAILS '10 START

TRAIN A«OUT OF SERVICE FOR MAINXRNANCE OR TESTING [INJECTION)
Small-Small LOCA (0-1 )

Operator Fails to Cooldawn to RHR After SZ Fails (ZNJECTZON OR RECZRC)

OPERATORS PAIL '10 SHZFT SZ SYSTEM TO RECIRCULATION

Steamline Break 'Ihrough Steam Dump System
Common Cause Failure of MSZVs to Close
Operators Fail To Implement Feed And Bleed
Small-Small LOCA (0-1 )

Operator Pails to Cooldam to RHR After SZ Fails (INJECTZON OR RECZRC)

OPERATOR FAILS TO CORRECILY SHIFT 'Ii(E RHR SYS'XRM TO RECIRCULATZON

MULTZPLIER FOR SLOCA A)(D SSLOCA RECIRCULATION PAILVRE RATE

Loss of Offsits Power - Grid
Failuro to Restore Offsits Power Within 10 Hours
DIESEL GENERATORS FAIL TO RUN (COYMON CAUSE)

CORRECTZON PAC10R FOR DGCCOOORUN FOR SBO

Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
Failure to Restore Offsite Power Within 10 Hours
COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OP DIESEL GENERATOR OUTPVT BREAKERS '10 CLOSE

Fssdline Break in Turbine Building
SAPW TRAIN C '10 S/Q A O.O.S. DUE TO T/H
SAFW 'IRAIN D .TO S/G B O.O.S. DUE '10 T/M
Operators Fail To Zmplemont Feed And Bleed
Loss of Offsits Power - Crid
Failure to Restars Offsite Powor Within 10 Hours
DIESEL GENERA'10RS FAIL TO START (COYMON CAVSE)

Medium LOCA (1 5'-5 5 )

PSZ01A, PSZ01B & PSZ01C PAZL TO START FOR INJECTZON DVR TO COMMON CAUSE

Steamline Break in Turbine Building
SAFW TRAIN C '10 S/Q A O.O.S. DUE '10 T/M
SAFW 'IRAZN D TO S/G B O.O.S. DUE TO T/M
Operators Fail To Implement Peed And Bleed
Loss of Instrument Air
Less Than or Equal to 76 Days into Cycle
Electrical Scram Pailure Probability (Broakers Only)
Loso of Main DC Distribution Panel A (DCPDPCB03A)

Failure of Circuit E76 (To Main DC Distribution Panel B)
Loss of Main DC Distributian Panel B (DCPDPCB03B)

Failure of Circuit R14 (To Hain DC Distribution Panel 1A)

Small Small LOCA (0-1')
PSZ01A, PSZ01B & PSZ01C FAIL '10 RUN DURING INJECTION DUE TO COMMON CAVSE

Operator Fails to Caoldown to RHR After SZ Fails (INJECTION OR RECIRC)

Small-Small LOCA (0-1 )

PSZ01A, PSZ01B & PSZ01C FAIL TO RUN POR RECZRC- DUE TO COMMON CAUSE

Oporator Fails to Cooldam to RHR After SZ Fails (INJECPZON OR RECZRC)

5.50E-03
2.56E-03
2.00E 02
5.50E-03
2.56E 03
2.00E 02
5.50E-03
3.70E-02
1.30E-03
5.78E-03
8.41E-04
5.30E 02
5.50E-03
3.70E-02
1.30E-02
9.32E-02
2.28E-02
2.70E 02
2.34E-03
1. 67E-01
2.28E-02
2.70E-02
3.85E-04
1.40E-03
5.60E-02
5.70E-02
5.30E-02
2.285-02
2.70E-02
3.60E-04
4.00R-04
5.46E-04
1.29E-03
5.60E-02
5.70E-02
5.30E-02
4.15E-02
3. 89E-01
1.30E-05
5.54E-03
3.56E-OS
5.54E-03
3.56E-05
5.50E-03
8.38E 04
3.70E-02
5.50E 03
8.38E 04
3.70E-02

5.50E-03
2.56E-03
2.00E-02
5.50E-03
2.56E-03
2.00E-02
5.50E-03
3.70E-02
1.30E-03
5.78E-03
8.41E 04
5.30E-02
5.50E-03
3.70E-02
1.30E-02
9.23E-02
2.28E 02
2.70E-02
2.34E 03
1.67E-01
2.28E-02
2.70E-02
3.85E 04
1.40E-03
5.60E-02
5.70E-02
5.30E 02
2.28E-02
2.70E-02
3.60E-04
4.00E-04
5.46E 04
1.29E-03
5.60E-02
5.70E-02
5.30E 02
4.15E 02
3.89E-01
1.30E-05
5.54E-03
3.56E-05
5.54E 03
3.56E-OS
5.50E-03
8.38E-04
3.70E-02
5.50E-03
8.38E-04
3.70E-02

2. 81E-07

2.81E 07

2.65E-07

2.58E-07

2.44E-07

2.41E-07

2.37E-07

2.37E-07

2.21E-07

2. 18E-07

2.18E-07

2.10E-07

1.97E-07

1.97E-07

1.71E-07

1.71E-07



Table 9-1
Cutsets > 1.0E 01

Class Inputs Description Erposuro Event Prob Cutset Prob

36 SS TZ0000SW
CVCVP00357
ZAAAIAC02C
LIMBLOCA

RHCCPUMPAB

TIFLBOTB
HV00LTF AIL

HVAA>80DEQ
HVIMSAFW A
HVTMSAFW B

RCHFD 0 1BAF
LISSLOCA
CRCCM0896X

„RCHFDCDOSS
TZGRLOSP
ACAALOSP10
DGDGF0001A
DGDGF0001B
SBOCORR006
TZSLBO'TB

HV00LTFAIL
HVAA>80DEQ
HVTMSAFW A
HVTMSAFW B

RCHFD01BAF
LIMBLOCA
CCCC138A/B
LILBLOCA
CVAVXO0311
CVHFD00311
LIOSGTRA
SICCMPSZ1Y
RCHFDCDTR2
LI0SGTRB

SZCCMPSZ1Y
RCHFDCIYIR2

LIMBLOCA
RRCC850A/B
LIMBLOCA
CVAVX00371
CVHFD00371
MLOCRECZRC

LZSSLOCA
CCMM00738A
CCMM00738B
TIGRLOSP
TL00016DAY
TLCCFBRKRF

37 M

38 TRAN

39 SS

40 SBO

41 TRAN

42 M

43 A

45 SGTR

46 M
I

47 M

48 SS

Total Loss of Service Water
check valve 357 fails to open
ZA COMPRESSOR CIA02C RUNNZNQ

Medium LOCA (1.5 -5.5 )

COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF RHR PUMPS A AND B TO START

Feedlino Break in Turbine Building
DRAY EVENT FOR LONG TERM FAILURES DUE TO VENTILATION FAILURE

OUTSIDE AIR TEMP ZS GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO 80 F

A SAFW ROOM HVAC S'TRZhQ ZN MAINTENANCE

B SAFW ROOM HVAC S'TRIhG ZN MAINTENANCE

Operators Fail To Zmplement Feed And Bleed
Small-Small LOCA (0-1")
COMMON CAVSE FAILURE OF MOVS 896A AND 896B TO CLOSE (RECZRC)

Operator Fails to Cooldo>m to RHR After SZ Fails (INJECTION OR RECZRC)

Loss of Offsito Power - Grid
Failuro to Restore Offsite Power Within 10 Hours
DIESEL GENERATOR KDG01A PAILS 'TO RVN

DZESEL GENERATOR KDQ01B FAILS TO RUN

CORRECIZON FACIOR FOR DGMMOVENTA AND DGMMOVEIITB FOR SBO

Steamline Break in Turbine Building
DUMMY EVENT FOR LONG TERM FAILURES DUE TO VENTILATION FAILURE

OVISIDE AIR TEMP IS GREATER TIIAN OR EQUAL TO 80 F

A SAFW ROON HVAC STRING ZN MAINTENANCE

B SAFW ROON HVAC S'TRINQ ZN MAINTEIIANCE

Operators Fail To Implement Feed And Bleed
Medium LOCA (1.5i-5.5 ~ )

COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF MOV'S 738A AND 738B TO OPEN

Largo LOCA

AOV 371 FAILS TO CLOSE

OPERATORS FAIL TO MANVALLYZSOLATE AOV 311 (LETDOWN LIhE)
Steam Generator Tuba Rupture in SQ A
PSZOIA, PSZ01B 6L PSZ01C FAIL TO RUN DURING ZNJECTZON DUE TO COMMON CAUSE

Operator Fails to Cooldown to RHR After SZ Fails - SGTR

Steam Generator Tube Rupture in SQ B

PSZ01A, PSI01B a PSIOIC FAIL TO RUN DURING INJECTION DUE TO COMMON CAUSE

Operator Fails to Cooldown to RHR After SZ Fails - SGTR

Medium LOCA (1.5i-5.5i)
MOVS 850A/B FAIL TO OPEN <COYMON CAVSE EVENT>

Medium LOCA {1.5 5.5')
AOV 371 FAILS TO CLOSE

OPERATORS FAIL TO MANUALLYISOLATE AOV 3'7l {LETDOWN LZNE)

MULTIPLIER FOR MEDIUM LOCA RECIRCULATION FAZLVRE RAIN

Small-Small LOCA (0 1')
MOV 138A FAILS TO OPEN

MOV 138B FAILS TO OPEN

Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
Less Than or Equal to 76 Days into Cycle
Electrical Scram Failure Probability (Breakers Only)

1.43E-04
6.59E+03
9.95E 01
4 00E 04
4.12E 04
1.40E 03
1.00E+00
1. 67E-01
1.10E 01
1. 10E-01
5.30E-02
5.50E-03
6.91E-04
3.70E-02
2.28E-02
2.70E-02
2.40E+01
2.40E+01
2.50E-01
1.29E-03
1.00E+00
1.67E 01
1. 10E-01
1. 10E-01
5.30E-O'2
4.00E 04
3.37E-04
1.80E-04
2. 21E+03
1.30E-02
4.84E-03
8.38E-04
3.07E 02
4.84E 03
8.38E-04
3.07E 02
4.00E 04
3.08E-04
4.00E-04
2.21E+03
1.30E-02
4.08E-01
5.50E«03
4.65E-03
4.65E-03
2.28E-02
3.89E-01
1.30E 05

1.43E-04
1.17E 03
9.95E-01

-'.00E-04

4.12E-04
1.40E-03
1.00E+00
1.67E 01
1. 10E-01
1.10E-01
5.305-02
5.50E-03
6. 91E-04
3.70E-02
2.'28E-02
2.70E-02
3.00E 02
3.00E-02
2.50E 01
1.29E-03
1.00E+00
1.67E-01
1.10E-01
1.10E 01
5.30E 02
4.00E-04
3.31E-04
1,80E 04
5.76E 02
1.30E 02
4.84E-03
8.38E-04
3.07E-02
4.84E-03
8.38E 04
3.075-02
4.005-04
3.08E-04
4.00E 04
5.76E-02
1.30E-02
4.08E-01
5.50E 03
4.65E-03
4.65E-03
2.28E 02
3.89E 01
1.30E 05

1.66E-07

1.65E-07

1.50E-07

1.41E-01

1.39E-07

1.38E-01

1.35E 07

1.35E 01

1.25E-07

1.25E 07

1.23E 07

1.22E 07

1. 19E-07

1. 15E-07



Table 9 1
Cutsets > 1 OR-07

CLass Inputs Description Eqosuro Event Prob Cutset Prob

50 'IRAN

51 SS

52 SS

53 TRAN

54 SGTR

55 SOIR

56 SOIR

57 SOIR

58 S

59 8

TZPLBBZB
AFIMSAPSGA

RCHFD01BAF
LISSLOCA
SICCNPS IIX
RCHPDCDOSS

TIOOOCCW

CVCCNPPABC

TISLBBZB
AFINSAPSGA
RCHPDO1BAP

LIOSQIRA
RRMVQ00700
RCHPDCDDPR

LIOSGIRA
RRMVQ00701
RCHPDCDDPR

LI0SGIRB
RRMVQ00700
RCHFDCDDPR

LIOSQTRB
RRMVQ00701
RCHPDCDDPR

LZSBLOCA
CCYM00738A
RHIMOOOOOB

LISBLOCA
CCYA00738B
REIMOOOOOA

Feedline Break in Line for SQ B Inside Zntezmediate Building
SAPW 'HAIN C TO S/Q A O.O.S. DUE TO T/M
Operators Fail To Impleaent Feed And Bleed
Small Small LOCA (0-1 )

PSZ01A, PSZ01B & PSZ01C PAII TO START FOR I?L7ECTZON DUE TO COYNON CAUSE

Operator Fails to Cooldown to RHR After SZ Fails {INJECTION OR RECIRC)

Loss of Component Cooling Water
COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF THE CHARGING PUMPS TO RUN

Steamline Break in Line for SQ B Znside Interaediate Buildi ng
SAFW TRAIN C TO S/Q A O.O.S. DUE TO T/M
Operatozs Fail To Implement Feed And Bleed
Steam Generator Tube Rupture in SQ A
MOV 100 FAILS TO OPEN

Operators Fail To Cooldown and Depzessurixe RCS During SOIR

Steam Generator Tube Rupture in SQ A
NOV 701 FAILS TO OPEN

Opezators Fail To Cooldown and Depressurixe RCS During SGTR

Steam Generator Tube Rupture in SQ B

MOV 700 FAILS TO OPEN

Operators Fail To Cooldown and Depressuriae RCS During SOIR

Steam Generator Tube Rupture in SQ B

NOV 701 FAILS TO OPEN

Operatozs Fail To Cooldown and Depressuriae RCS During SOIR

Small LOCA (1-1 ~ 5 )
MOV 738A FAILS 'IO OPEN

'IRAIN 'B OUT OF SERVICE FOR TEST OR MAINTENANCE [INJECTION)

Small LOCA {1-1 ~ 5 )
MOV 738B FAILS TO OPEN

TRAIN «A OUT OP SERVICE FOR NAZNIKNANCE OR TESTING (INJECTION)

3.87E-05
5.60E-02
5.30E-02
5.50E-03
5.46E-04
3.10E-02
1.30E-03
8.49E 05
3.58E-05
5.60E-02
5.30E-02
4.84E-03
1.00Et00
9.61E-03
4.84E-03
1.00E+00
9 ~ 61E-03
4.84E 03
1.00E+00
9.61E-03
4.84E-03
1.00E+00
9.61E 03

1. 10E-03
4.65E-03
2.00E 02
1. 10E-03
4.65E 03
2.00E-02

3.87E 05
5.60E-02
5.30E-02
5.50E-03
5.46E-04
3.70E 02
1.30E 03
8.49E-05
3.58E 05
5.60E-02
5.30E-02
4.84E-03
2.27E 03
9. 61E-03
4.84E 03
2.27E-03
9. 61E-03
4.84E-03
2.27E 03
9. 61E-03
4.84E 03
2.'27E 03
9.61E-03
1. 10E-03
4.65E 03
2.00E-02
l.10E-03
4.65E 03
2.00E-02

1.15E 07

1. 11E-07

1. 10E-07

1.06E-07

1.06E-07

1.06E 07

1.06E-07

1.06E 07

1.02E-07

l. 02E 07

Report Summary:
Filename: C:~CAFTA-W/QUANTJQZNNA.CUP
Print date: 1/14/97 1:42 PM

~ Printed the first 59
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Table 9-2
Initiating Event Importance Ranldng

Freq rv mw

HIGH IMPORTANCE

LISSLOCA - Small-Small LOCA

LIOSGTRA - Stcam Generator Tube Rupture in SG A

LIOSGTRB - Steam Generator Tube Rupture in SG B

LILBLOCA- Large LOCA

LIMBLOCA- Medium LOCA

TIOOOOSW - Total Loss ofService Water

MEDIUMIMPORTANCE

5.50H-03

4.84H-03

4.84E-03

4.84H-03

4.00H-04

1.43E-04

2.51H-01 46.31

8.22H-02 17.9

8.19H-02 17.84

6.04E-02 335.27

8.19H-02 204.84

8.24H-02 574.4

TIGRLOSP - Loss ofOffsite Power - Grid

LISBLOCA- Small LOCA

TIFLBOTB - 1'ecdwatcr Line Break in Turbine Building

TISLBOTB - Steam Line Break in Turbine Building

TIFLBAIB- Fcedwatcr Line Break in Linc for SG A In Intertnediate Bldg

TISLBAIB- Steam Line Break in Linc for SG A In Intermediate Bldg

TIFLBBIB- Feedwater Line Break in Linc for SG B In Intermediate Bldg

TISLBBIB- Stcam Linc Break in Line for SG B In Intermediate Bldg

TI48LOSP - Loss ofOffsite Power - 480 VTrains

LIPHN101 -ISLOCA in Penetration 101

LIPEN110 - ISLOCA in Penetration 110b

LIPHN113 - ISLOCA in Penetration 113

LIPHN111 - ISLOCA in Penetration 111

LIPHN140 - ISLOCA in Pcnctration 140

LIRVRUPT- Reactor Vessel Rupture

LOW IMPORTANCE

2.28E-02

1.10E-03

1.40E-03

1.29H-03

2.58E-05

2.38H-05

7.74E-05

3.58H-05

8.78H-06

2.19E-09

1.56H-07

2.19E-09

5 llH06

2.36H-07

1.00E-08

1.34E-01

4.93E-02

2.08E-02

$ .06E-02

2.00E-03

2.12E-03

2.93E-03

3.11E-03

3.50E-04

4.36E-05

6.43E-04

4.36E-05

1.91E-02

4.70H-04

1.99H-04

6.74

45.73

15.84

16.96

78.53

89.79

76.67

87.87

40.83

19900

4120

19900

3750

1900

19900

TIOOOCCW - Loss ofComponent Cooling'Water

TIOOODCA - Loss ofMain DC Distribution Panel A (DCPDPCB03A)

1.30H-03 1.061'-02 9.15

5.54E-03 1.14E-02 3.05
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Initiator

Table 9-2
Initiating Event Importance Ranldng

Freq r-v
TIOOODCB - Loss ofMain DC Distribution Panel B (DCPDPCB03B)

TIOOOSWA - Loss ofService Water Header A

TIOOOSWB - Loss ofService Water Header B

TIOSLBSD - Steatn Line Break lltrough Steatn Dump System

TIFLBACT- Feedwater Linc Brcak in Line for SG A Inside Containment

TIFLBBCT- Feedwater Line Break in Line for SG B Inside Contaimnent

TIFWLOSS - Loss ofMain Feedwatcr

TIIALOSS - Loss of Instrument Air

TIRCPROT - Locked RCP Rotor

TIIO,'TRIP - Reactor Trip

TISLBACT- Steam Line Brcak in Line for SG A Inside Containment

TISLBBCT - Steam Line Break in Line for SG B Inside Containment

TISLBSGB - Exterior Steam Linc Brcak on SG B

TISLBSVA- Inadvertent Safety Valve Operation on Both SGs

TISWLOSP - Loss ofOffsite Power - Switchyard

5.54E-03 1.79E-02 4.22

1.328-04 4.17E-04 4.16

1.328-04 5.038-04 4.81

5.788-03 7.378-03 2.27

2.588-05 2.60E-06 1.1

2.58E-05 2.60E-06 1.1

7.20E-03 4.56E-04 1.06

4.15E-02 9.398-03 1.22

1.00E-04 1.29E-04 2.29

1.82 3.36E-02 0.98

2.388-05 6.168-06 1.26

2.38E-05 6.168-06 1.26

3.588-05 2.93E-05 1.76

2.82E-03 3.988-04 1.14

4.04E-02 1.248-02 1.29
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Table 9-3
Human Error Importance Ranking

Human I<rror E<vcnl

HIGH IMPORTANCE

ACAALOSP10 - Ops Fail to Restore Offsite Power Witlun 10 Hours - SBO

AFI-IFDSAFWX- Ops Fail to Correctly AlignSAFW

CVI%DSUCTN - Ops I ail to Manually Open Suction Line to CVCS Pumps

MSHFDISOLR- Ops Fail to Isolate SG

RCI~OIBAF - Ops Fail to Implement Feed and Bleed Cooling

RCHFDCDDPR - Ops Fail to Cooldown and Depressurize Prior to SG Over

RCHFDCOOLD - Ops Fail to Cooldown to RHRAfterARVSticks - SGTR

RCI%DRIRSB - Ops I'ails to Use RHR or AFW Long-Term After SBO

RRI%'DRECRC - Ops Fail to Correctly Shift RHR to Recirculation Phase

SRHFDRECRC - Ops Fail to Sluft SI System to Recirculation

SWIRDSTART - Ops Fail to Start Standby SW Pump or Isolate System

MEDIUMIMPORTANCE

Prob

2.708-02

5.19E-03

2.04E-02

7.24E-03

5.30E-02

9.61E-03

3.07E-02

5.00E-03

1.30E-02

1.30E-03

5.008-03

6.05E-02

1.95E-02

9.46E-02

1.23E-02

7.45E-02

7.328-02

5.70E-02

1.40E-02

9.58E-02

6.99E-03

2.13E-02

3.18

4.73

4.84

2.68

2.33

8.54

2.8

3.78

8.27

6.37

5.24

ACAADLOSPI - Ops Fail to Restore Offsite Power Within I Hour - SBO 3.558-01

AFHFDALTTD- Ops Fail to Provide Fire Water Cooling to TDAFWPump 6.70E-03

2.54E-02

5.59E-03

1.05

1.83

AFHFDSUPPL - Ops Fail to Supply Alternate Suction Source forAFW

CVHFD00371 - Ops Fail to Manually Isolate AOV371 (Letdown)

RCHFDCDOSS - Ops Fail to Cooldown to RHRAfter SI Fails - LOCAs

RCI%DCDTR2 - Ops Fail to Cooldown to RHRAfter SI Fails - SGTR

RCHFDPLOCA - Ops Fails to Close PORV Block Valve to Stop LOCA

RRHFDSUCTN - Ops Fail to Manually Open RHR Suction Valves

RRHI'DTHROT - Ops Fail to Tluottle MMPumps forNPSH Concerns

TLI%DPN111 - Ops Fail to Mitigate ISLOCATltrough Pcnctration 111

LOW IMPORTANCE

I.OOE-03

1.308-02

3.708-03

3.07E-02

I.OOE-01

1.008-01

1.008-01

1.888-01

1.50E-03

5.608-03

3.728-02

9.098-03

2.558-02

1.92F;02

6.098-03

1.91E-02

2.49

1.42

1.97

1.29

1.23

. 1.17

1.05

1.08

ACAADLOSP2 - Ops Fail to Restore Offsite Power Within2 Hours - SBO

ACAADLOSPS - Ops Fail to Restore Offsite Power Within 5 I.Iours - SBO

1.89E-01 7.898-04

6.408-02 3.168-04
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Table 9-3
Human Error Importance Ranking

Huntan L'rrorEvent Prob F-V

AFHFDTDAPW - Ops Pail to Start TDAFWPump During SBO

CVI&DOO313 - Ops Fail to Manually Isolate MOV313 (RCP Seal Return)

CVHPDBORAT- Ops Fail to Implement Emergency Boration

CVIRDPMPST - Ops Pail to Manually Load Charging Pump

IAHFDCSA03 - Ops Fail to Place CNMTBreathing AirComp In Service

IAHPDCSA04 - Ops Fail to Place Dicscl AirCompressor In Service

MFI&l3MF100- Ops Pail to Rc-Establish MFW

MSHFDISOLA- Ops Pail to Isolate Ruptured SG Using Secondary Valve

MSHFDMSIVX- Ops Pail to Close.MSIV After Signal Failure

RCHFDOOMRI - Ops Fail to Manually Insert Rods

RCHPDOORCP - Ops Fail to Trip RCP Within2 Minutes

RCHFDCDOVR - Ops Fail to Cooldown to RHR After SG Overfill

RCHFDHEATR - Ops Fail to Load PZR Heaters on DGs Pollowing LOSP

RCHFDSCRAM - Ops Pail to Trip Rod Drive MG Sets During ATWS

IGQHl3SEALX- Ops Pail to Stop RHR Pump Upon Seal Failure

SIHFDSTRTP - Ops Pail to Manually Start SI Pump

TLHFDPN110 - Ops Fail to Mitigate ISLOCAThrough Penetration 110

TLHPDPN140 - Ops Fail to Mitigate ISLOCAThrough Penetration 140

UVIRDBREAK- Ops Fail to Manually Close 480 VBreakers forDGs

1.008-01 1.448-03

1.308-02 4.25P=06

1.008-02 6.528-06

7.0E-03 2.758-03

1.008-01 4.768-06

1.008-01 4.76E-01

1.20E-02 2.738-03

1.008-01 3.3 5E-03

1.008-01 1.248-03

1.008-02 1.798-04

1,61I."-02 1.358-03

3.078-02 7.28I:-05

2.588-04 2.241."-04

1.00I."-02 1.608-05

1.008-01 1.928-03

1.008-01 7.718-04

2.078-01 6.438-04

1.008-01 4.7 0E-04

1.00E-01 2.208-03

1.01

1.39

1.2

1.03

1.01

1.02

1.08

1.72

1.02

1.01

1.02
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Table 9-4
Test and Maintcnancc Unavailability Importance Ranlring

HIGH IMPORTANCE

IEuinan E<n or L<venr Prob F-V MIV

CCHFL0780A - CCW TlrrottlingValve 780A Mispositioned

CCHFL07808 - CCW Tluottling Valve 7808 Mispositioned

DGTM00001A - DG A OOS for Maintenance

DGTM000018 - DG 8 OOS for Maintenance

RHTMOOOOA - RHR Pump Train A OOS for Maintenance

RHTM00008 - RHR Pump Train 8 OOS for Maintenance

MEDIUMIMPORTANCE

AFTMOTDAIW - TDAFWPump Train OOS for Maintenance

AFTMSAFSGA - SAFW Pump Train C OOS for Maintenance

AFTMSAFSGB - SAFW Pump Train D OOS for Maintenance

HVTMSAFW A - SAFW I-IVACTrain A OOS for Maintenance

HVTMSAFW 8 - SAFW HVACTrain 8 OOS for Maintenance

SWTM4616MT - SW Isolation Valve 4616 OOS for Maintenance

LOW IMPORTANCE

3.00H-03

3.00H-03

1.30E-02

1.30E-02

2.00E-02

2.00P-02

1.00E-02

5.60E-02

5.70E-02

1.10H-01

1.10E-01

1.00E-03

1.64H-02

1.64H-02

1.97I':02

2.34E-02

5.32H-02

5.33E-02

9.74H-03

2.11E-02

1.96F:02

1.03E-02

7.98H-03

1.00H-03

6.44

6.44

2.5

2.77

3.6

3.61

1.96

1.36

1.32

1.08

1.06

AFHFLOAFWA- Failure to Restore AFW Pump A to Service Post-Maint

AI'HFLOAFWB- I'ailurc to Restore AFW Pump 8 to Service Post-Maint

AFHFLS5737 - Ops Leaves Switch 1S1/5737 In Wrong Position

AFHFLS5738 - Ops Leaves Switch 1S1/5738 In Wrong Position

AFIIFLSAFWA-I ailurc to Restore SAFW Pump C to Service Post-Maint

AFIIFLSAFWB- Failure to Restore SAI'W Pump D to Service Post-Maint

AFI%'LTDAFW- Failure to Restore TDAFWPump to Service Post-Maint

AFTMMAI'SGA- MDAFWPump Train A OOS for Maintenance

AFTMMAFSGB- MDAFWPump Train 8 OOS for Maintenance

AFTMSAFWAB- SAFW Cross-Connect Line OOS for Maintenance

AFTMTDAFWA- TDAFWPump Injection Line to SG A OOS for Mahrt

3.00E-03 6.661';05 1.02

3.00E-03 6.74E-05 1.02

3.00E-03 9.84H-04 1.33

3.0 0E-03 9.72E-04 1.32

3.00H-03 1.5 6E-03 1.52

3.00H-03 1.17E-03 1.39

3.00H-03 2.64E-03 1.88

5.30H-02 1.39E-03 1.02

5.30F;02 1.39E-03 1.02

4.33H-03 1.12H-04 1.03

4.90H-02 3.90H-03 1.08
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Table 9-4
Test and Maintcnancc Unavailability Importance Ranking

Human Error Evenl

AFTMTDAFWB- TDAFWPump Injection Line to SG B OOS for Maint

CCTM PUMPA - CCW P utnp A OOS for Maintenance

CCTM PUMPB - CCW Pump B OOS for Maintenance

CCTMOOOHXA - CCW IMA OOS for Maintcnancc

CCTMOOOHXB - CCW HXB OOS for Maintenance

CSHFL0896A - I ailure to Restore MOV896A to Service

CSHFL0896B - Failure to Restore MOV896B to Service

HVHFLSAFWA- Failure to Restore SAFW HVACTrain A to Service

HVHFLSAI'WB- Failure to Restore SAFW HVACTrain B to Scrvicc

HVTMAIF01B- Intermediate Bldg Fan AIF01B OOS for Maintenance

IATMCOMPRA- IACompressor A OOS for Maintenance

IATMCOMPRB- IACompressor B OOS for Maintenance

IATMSACOMP- Service AirCompressor OOS for Maintenance

MSHFLARV-A- Failure to Restore ARVto Service AfterMaintenance

MSTM003410 - ARV3410 OOS for Maintenance

MSTM003411- ARV3411 OOS for Maintenance

RCHFL0431K - Controller PC-431k Miscalibrated

RCI%'LC429B - Bistable PC-429B Miscalibrated

RCHFLC430B - Alarm Bistable PC-430B Miscalibrated

RCHFLC431B - Alarm PC-4431B Miscalibratcd

RCISLC43IF - Alarm Bistable PC-431F Miscalibrated

RCHFLLT427 - PZR Level Transmitter 427 Miscalibratcd

RCIRLLT428 - PZR Level Transmitter 428 Miscalibrated

RCHFLP C450 - Alarm PC-450 Miscalibrated

RCHFLPC452 - Alarm PC-452 Miscalibratcd

RCIKLPT429 - Prcssure Transmitter PT-429 Miscalibrated

Prob I:-V

4.90E-02 3.841."-03

7.00H-03 3.95H-03

7.00E-03 4.14E-03

3.50H-03 8.42E-04

3.50H-03 8.42H-04

3.00I':03 2.20E-04

3.00E-03 2.20H-04

3.00I."-03 2.19H-04

3.00H-03 1.81H-04

1.28E-03 3.00H-05

8.00E-02 1.38E-03

8.00E-02 8.22H-05

1.00E-01 4.76H-06

3.00E-03 1.77H-04

9.00H-03 7.29E-04

9.00E-03 6.98F;04

3.00E-03 1.19E-04

3.00E-03 1.19E-04

3.00E-03 1.19E-04

3.00E-03 1.19H-04

3.00E-03 1.19H-04

3.00E-03 1.46E-04

3.00H-03 1.46H-04

3.00H-03 8.99F:05

3.0 0E-03 8.99E-05

3.001:-03 1.19H-04

1.07

1.56

1.59„

1.24

1.24

1.07

1.07

1.07

1.06

1.02

1.02

1.06

1.08

1.08

1.04

1.04

1.04

1.04

1.04

1.05

1.05

1.03

1.03

1.04
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Table 9A
Test and Maintenance Unavailability Importance Ranldng

Hwnan Error Evenl Prob r-v

RCHFLPT430 - Pressure Transmitter PT-430 Miscalibrated

RCI%'LPT431 - Prcssure Transmitter PT-431 Miscalibratcd

RCHFLPT449 - Pressure Transmitter PT-449 Miscalibrated

RCI%LPT450 - Prcssure Transmitter PT-450 Miscalibrated

RCI%'LPT452 - Pressure Transmitter PT-452 Miscalibratcd

M%%7.0000A - Failure to Restore RHR Pump Train A to Service

RHHFLOOOOB - Failure to Restore RIMPump Train B to Service

RM%'L00856 - Failure to Restore MOV856 to Service AfterMaint

SIHFL0857B - Failure to Rcstorc MOV857B to Service AfterMaint

SIHFL857AC - Failure to Restore MOVs 857A/C to Service AfterMaint

SITMOPSI1A - SI Pump A OOS for Maintenance

SITMOPSI1B - SI Pump B OOS for Maintenance

SITMOPSI1C - SI Pump C OOS for Maintcnancc

SITM'IRAINA- SI Train A to'RCS OOS for Maintenance

SITMTRAINB- SI Train B to RCS OOS for Maintenance

SWTM4615MT - SW Isolation Valve 4615 OOS for Maintenance

SWTM4670MT - SW Isolatino Valve 4670 OOS for Maintenance

3.008-03 1.19E-04 1.04

3.00E-03 1.19E-04 1.04

3.008-03 1.198-04 1.04

3.008-03 8.998-05 1.03

3.00E-03 8.99E-05 1.03

3.00E-03 1.93E-03 1.64

3.00E-03 1.948-03 1.64

3.00E-03 3.428-06

3.00E-03 6.528-04 1.22

3.00E-03 7.038-04 1.23

5.718-03 2.208-06

5.71E'-03 2.20E'-06

5.71E-03 2.20E-06

5.718-03 7.33E-04 1.13

5.71E-03 6.208-04 1.11

1.008-03 9.22E-04 1.92

1.00E-03 6.19E-05 „1.06
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HIGH IMPORTANCE

CCW - Component Cooling Water

Table 9-5
System Importance Ranking

System J'-V

1.41E-01 234.3

DG - Diesel Generators

MW-Residual Heat Removal

UV - Undervoltage

MEDIUMIMPORTANCE

AC - AC Power System

CVCS - Chemical and Volume Control System

DC - DC Electrical Power

ESFAS - Engineered Safety Fcaturcs Actuation System

HVAC- DG - Ventilation for DG Rooms

MS - Main Steam

RTS - Reactor Trip System

SAFW - Standby AuxiliaryI ccdwater

SI - Safety Injection

SW - Service Water

I OW IMPORTANCE

AFW - AuxiliaryFcedwater

IA- Instrument Air

IB - Instrument Bus

MFW - Main Fecdwatcr

RCS - Reactor Coolant System

HVAC- SAFW - Ventilation for SAFW System

HVAC - IB - Ventilation for Intermediate Building

1.028-01

2.738-01

2.391."-01

2.09E-01

1.99E-02

1.398-02

1.991':-03

1.998-03

7.178-02

3.598-02

5.70E-02

4.58E-02

9.968-03

1.398-02

1.99E-03

1.798-04

2.37E-03

3.988-02

1.991':03

1.39E-02

29.53

158.63

16.48

6.74

31.79

500.5

301.8

29.01

8.66

1680

4.46

343.97

1590

3.16

1.62

1.64

1.2

3.01

1.98

1.74
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Table 9-6
Component Importance Mcasurcs

Event Name/EI'N

AFMMOTDAI'W- TDAFWPump Train
AFMMSAFWPC- SAFW Pump C
CVAVX00371 - Letdown Isolation AOV371
DGDGF0001A.- DG A Fails to Run
I~DRF360P - Fire Door F36 Closed
MSRYT03508 - MSSV 3508
MSRYT03509 - MSSV 3509
MSRYT03510 - MSSV 3510
MSRYT03511 - MSSV 3511
MSRYT03512 - MSSV 3512
MSRYT03513 - MSSV 3513
MSRYT03514 - MSSV 3514
MSRYT03515 - MSSV 3515
RCRYT00434 - PRZR Safety Valve 434
RCRYT00435 - PRZR Safety Valve 435
ACLOPRT751 - Offsite Power Circuit 751
ACLOPRT767 - Offsite Power Circuit 767
ACLOPRTALL- Offsite Power Grid
CCCC738A/8 - MOVs 738A/8 CCF
CCMM00738A - MOV738A Fails to Open
CCMM00738B - MOV738B Fails to Open
DGCCOOORUN - DGs Fail to Run CCF
DGCCOSTART - DGs Fail to Start CCF
DGCCBRHAKR- DG Breakers CCF to Close
DGDGF0001B - DG B Fails to Run
DGMMOAAF04 - DG Load Shedding
DGMMOFUHLA- DG AFuel Oil System
DGMMOFUHLB- DG B Fuel Oil System
DGMMASTART- DG AFails to Start
DGMMBRKR14 - Brkr 52/HG1A1 to Bus 14

DGMMBRKR16 - Brkr 52/EGIB1 to Bus 16

DGMMBRKR17 - Brkr 52/HG1B2 to Bus 17

DGMMBRKR18 - Brkr 52/HGIA2 to Bus 18

DGMMBSTART - DG B I ails to Start
MSCCCMSIVX-MSIVs CCF to Close
RCRZT00430 - PRZR PORV 430 Fails to Open
RCRZT0431C - PRZR PORV 431C Fails to Open
MCCCPUMPAB - RIIRPumps Fail to Start - CCF
RI%4MACOIAA- RI%. Pump AFails to Start
RICO IBA- RIIRPump B Fails fo Start
RRCC850A/B - MOVs 850A/8 Fail to Open - CCF
RRMM00850A - MOV850A Fails to Open
RRMM00850B - MOV850B Fails to Open
RRMVQ00700 - MOV700 Fails to Open
RRMVQ00701 - MOV701 Fails to Open
RRPTIIPT420 - Press Trans PT-420 Fails Iligh

Prob

1.27E-02
2.30E-02
5.76E-02
3.00H-02
5.00H-02
6.88E-03
6.88E-03
6.88E-03
6.88H-03
6.88H-03
6.88E-03
6.88E-03
6.88E-03
7.45H-03
7.45E-03
1.19H-02
1.00H-02
I.OOE-02
3.37H-04
4.65E-03
4.65E-03
2.34E-03
3.60E-04
3.85E-04
3.00E-02
3.85E-03
6.14E-03
6.14E-03
4.94E-03
3.96H-03
3.96E-03
3.88E-03
3.88E-03
4.94E-03
8.41E-04
5.00H-03
5.00E-03
4.12E-04 .

2.56E-03
2.56H-03
3.08E-04
3.08E-03
3.08E-03
2.27E-03
2.27H-03
4.91E-03

Fus Ves

1.14E-02
5.58E-03
5.48E-03
2.92E-02
1.40E-02
6.09E-03
6.09H-03
6.09H-03
6.09E-03
6.09E-03
6.09E-03
6.09E-03
6.09H-03
6.37H-03
6.37E-03
1.59E-02
1.03E-02
3.74E-02
5.47E-02
2.55H-02
2.55H-02
1.14E-02
1.03E-02
1.10E-02
3.54E-02
6.51E-03
1.09E-02
1.26F;02
8.60E-03
5.80E-03
6.67E-03
6.15E-03
5.37E-03
9.98E-03
6.45E-03
1.28E-02
1.28E-02
6.61E-02
1.45E-02
1.45E-02
4.66E-02
5.60H-03
5.77H-03
2.55E-02
2.55E-02
5.55E-03

Ach W

1.89
1.24
1.09
1.94
1.27
1.88
1.88
1.88
1.88
1.88
1.88
1.88
1.88
1.85
1.85
2.32
2.01
4.7
162.79
6.46
646
5.86
29.51
29.53
2.15
2.68
2.77
3.04
2.73
2.46
2.68
2.58
2.38
3.01
8.66
3.54
3.54
161.2
6.64
6.64
152.05
2.81
2.87
12.2
12.2
2.12

Type'

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

Rank'

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
XY
XY
XY
XY
XY
XY
XY
XY
XY
XY
XY
XY
XY
XY
XY
XY
XY
XY
XY
XY
XY
XY
XY
XY
XY
XY
XY
XY
XY
XY
XY
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Table 9-6
Component Importance Mcasurcs

Even c Name/EIN Prob Fue Ves Ach W Ran JP

SICCMPSI1X - SI Pumps Fail to Start - CCF
SICCMPSIIY - SI Pumps Fail to Run - CCF
TLCCFBRKRF - RTS Electrical Failure
ACB2FBUS14 - Bus 14

ACB2FBUS16 - Bus 16

ACB2FBUS17 - Bus 17

ACB2FBUS18 - Bus 18

ACCCAGASTA- Agastat Time Delay Relay - CCF
ACMMMCC01C- MCC C
ACMMMCC01D- MCC D
AFCCAFWRUN - AFWPumps Fail to Run - CCF
AFCCAFWSTR - All3 AFWPumps Fail - CCF
AFCCDMOVNB- MOVs 9701A/B Fail - CCF
AFCCFSAFWA - SAFW Pumps Fail to Run - CCF
Al'CCPDISCB - Cltk Valves 9700A/B I'ail - CCF
Al'CCPSGINB - MOVs 9705A/B Fail - CCF
AFCCSSAFWA- SAFW Pumps Fail to Start - CCF
CCCCPUMP/R - CCW Pumps 1 ail to Run - CCF
CCCCPUMP/S - CCW Pumps Fail to Start - CCF
CCMMRRPMPA - CCW Vlvs for RHR Pump A
CCMMIUU'MPB- CCW Vlvs for RHR Pump B
CCMPAPUMPA - CCW Pump AFails to Start
CCMPAPUMPB - CCW Pump B Fails to Start
CCPPJ COMM - CCW Pipe Rupture
CCTKJSURGE - CCW Surge Tank Rupture
CCXVK00728 - Valve 728 Fails Closed
CCXVK00769 - Valve 769 Fails Closed
CCXVK0741A- Valve 741A Fails Closed
CCXVK0741B - Valve 741B Fails Closed
CCXVK0764C - Valve 764C Fails Closed
CCXVK0780A- Valve 780A Fails Closed
CCXVK0780B - Valve 780B Fails Closed
CRCCM0896X - MOVs 896A/B Fail to Close - CCF
CSCCMLDRWT - RWST Level Trans Fail - CCF
CSCCMLTLRW - RWST Lcvcl Trans Fail Low - CCF
CSMMOORWST - Failure ofRWST Flow
CSMM896A/B - MOV896A or B Transfer Closed
CVCCMPFABC - Cltarging Pumps Fail to Run - CCF
CVCVP00357 - Check Valve 357 Fails
CVMMRCPAFP - CVCS to RCP A Seals I ails
CVMMRCPALP - CVCS From RCP A Seals Fails
CVMMRCPBFP - CVCS to RCP'B Seals Fails
CVMMRCPBLP - CVCS From RCP B Seals Fails
CVMMRCPIFP - CVCS Filter to Both RCPs Plugs
CVPPJCVCOM - Conunon CVCS Piping Rupture
DCBDFAUXDA- DCPDPABOIA (Aux Bldg A)

5.46H-04
8.38H-04
1.30H-05
1.88H-05
1.88H-05
1.88E-05
1.88E-05
7.65H-06
5.07H-05
5.07E-05
3.16H-05
1.42H-04
2.51H-04
2.74E-05
2.18E-06
6.35E-06
3.56E-05
8.35H-06
5.46H-05
4.27H-06
4.27E-06
1.85H-03
1.85E-03
1.33H-05
1.33E-05
2.14E-06
1.07E-06
9.72E-05
9.72E-05
1.07E-06
9.72E-05
9.72E-05
6.91E-04
2.57H-06
2.47E-06
6.64H-06
1 10E-05
8.49H-05
1.17E-03
4.88E-05
5.35H-05
4.88'E-05
5.35F:05
1.91E-05
1.33E-05
5.78F;07

1.20E-02
1.86E-02
1.34E-02
1.52H-04
1.26E-04
1.15E-04
1.28E-04
1.55P;04
3.61E-04
3.21E-04
3.99E-05
3.07E-04
8.69E-04
8.59E-05
6.20H-06
1.80E-05
1.11E-04
1.96E-03
9.54H-04
1 ~ 15H-05
1.15E-05
1.88H-03
1.97H-03
3.13H-03
3.13H-03
4.41E-04
1.53H-04
4.35H-04
4.32H-04
4.33H-06
4.35H-04
4.32H-04
3.70H-03
4.22H-05
8.41H-04
2.29H-03
2.16H-04
2.61H-03
3.83H-03
1.50H-03
1.65H-03
1.50E-03
1.65H-03
5.80H-04
4.04H-04
3.19H-06

23.05
23.16
1.01E+03
9.08
7.69
7.12
7.81
21.2
8.11
7.33
2.26
3.16
4.46
4.13
3.84
3.84
4.13
234.3
18.47
3.7
3.7
2.01
2.06
235.92
235.92
206.85
143.8
5.47
5.44
5.05
5.47
5.44
6.35
17.41
339.25
343.97
20.62
31.79
4.28
31.79
31.79
31.79
31.79
31.41
31.41
6.52

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

C
C
C
C
C

XY
XY
XY
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
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Table 9-6
Component Importance Mcasurcs

Event Name/EIN Prob Fus Ves Ach V Type'anJP

DCBDFFUSHA - DCPDPCB02A (Main Puse A) 5.788-07
DCBDFFUSHB - DCPDPCB02B (Main Fuse B) 5.788-07
DCBDFMAINA- DCPDPCB03A (Main DC A) 5.78E-07
DCBDFMAINB- DCPDPCB03B (Main DC B) 5.78I':07
DCCCOBATTD - Batteries Fail - CCF 1.198-06
DCMMOBATTB- Battery B fails 4.74I':05
DCMMAB01AB- DC Ckt to MCC C Fails 3.5GE-05

DCMMAB01AD- DC Ctk to Bus 14 (Normal) Fails 1.608-04
DCMMAB01BB- DC Ctk to Bus 16 (Emerg) Fails 3.56E-05
DCMMABOIBD- DC Ctk to Bus 16 (Normal) Fails 1.60E-04
DCMMAUXOOA- DC Ctk to Aux Bldg A Pails 3.56E-05
DCMMAUXOOB- DC Ctk to Aux Bldg B Fails 3.568-05
DCMMMAINIA- DC Ctk to Main DC Dist A Pails 3.56I."-05

DCMMMAINIB- DC Ctk to Main DC Dist B Pails 3.56I':05
DCMMMCB01B- DC Ctk to MCB AFails 3.568-05
DGCCCV5919 - Clrk Vlvs 5919/20 Fail to Open - CCP 1.368-05
DGCCCV5920 - Clrk Vlvs 5919/20 Pail to Close - CCP 3.588-05
DGCCCV5955 - Clrk Vlvs 5955/56 Fail to Open - CCF 1.36E-05

DGCCCV5956 - Chk Vlvs 5955/56 Fail to Close - CCP 3.588-05
DGCCCV5961 - Cirk Vlvs 5961/62 Fail to Open - CCP . 1.36E-05
DGCCFDP048 - DG Fuel Oil Strainers Pail - CCP 6.388-05
DGCCFDP090- DG I ucl OilFoot VlvStraincrs - CCP 6.38I':05
DGCCPMA2AB - DG Fuel OilPmps Fail to Run - CCP 1.188-04
DGCCPMF2AB - DG I'uel OilPmps Fail to Strt - CCF 1.788-04
ESCCOOOBIN - HSPAS Instruments Pail - CCF, 2.258-08
HSCCOOORHB - HSFAS Relays Fail - CCF 7.65E-06
ESCCOSIAUX - HSFAS Aux Relays Fail - CCF 7.651:-06
ESCCMASTHR- HSFAS Master Relays Fail- CCP 7.658-06
HSCCMSIAGA - HSFAS Agastats Pail - CCF 7.658-06
HVCCDGORUN - DG Ventilation I'ails to Run - CCP 1.888-05
HVCCDGOPHN - DG Darnpers Fail to Open - CCF 1.998-05
HVCCDGSTRT - DG Ventilation Fails to Start - CCF 6.918-05
MSCCARVAIR-ARVs Pail to Open - CCF 1.398-03
MSCCCSGBLO - AOVs 5735/38 Fail to Close - CCF 5.568-04
RCCC00430P - PORVs 430/431C Fail to Close - CCF 1.07P=04
RHCCG97A/B - Chk Vlvs 697A/8 Fail - CCF 4.421."-05

RHCC710A/B - Clrk Vlvs 710A/B Fail - CCP 7.448-06
RHCC852A/B - MOVs 852A/B I'ail to Open - CCF 1.828-04
RHCC853A/B - Clrk Vlvs 853A/B Fail to Open - CCF 4.428-05
RHCCPUMPBA - RIP Pumps A/B Fail to Start - CCP 1.64'-05
RI-ICVP00854 - Chk Valve 854 I'ails 1.248-04
RIMQPAC02A - RI-IRHXAFails 4.971':05
RIN~AC02B - RIMIMB Fails 4.97F;05
RI.IMMACOIAF - RIIR Pump AFails to Run 1.498-04
RI-IMMAC01BF- RI-IR Pump B Fails to Run 1.491':04
RI-MVK00856 - MOV856 Fails Closed 3.748-05

6.388-05
6.70E-05
6.388-05
6.708-05
5.95E-04
5.948-05
1.968-04
8.098-04
1.968-04
8.03E-04
5.248-04
2.01E-04
4.438-03
4.72E-03
4.13E-05
3.58E-04
9.79E-04
3.581'-04
9.798-04
3.588-04
2.72E-04
2.728-04
3.3G8-03
8.20E-04
6.808-06
5.488-04
4.011':04
5.48I:-04
1.548-04
5.03I:-04
5.338-04
1.948-03
3.908-03
1.28E-03
2.16F:04
1.16E-03
1.17E-03
3.918-03
9.278-04
2.591."-03

2.59E-03
2.1G8-04
2.148-04
7.288-04
7.258-04
7.648-04

111.33
116.8
111.33
116.8
500.05
2.25
6.52
6.06
6.52
6.02
15.74
6.65
125.58
133.61
2.16
27.29
28.32
27.29
28.32
'27.29
5.27
5.27
29.46
5.6
301.8
72.55
53.33
72.55
21.1
27.79
27.79
29.01
3.8
3.3
3.01
27.23
157.34
22.54
21.96
158.63
21.87
5.35
5.31
5.89
5.87
21.41

C
C
C
C
C
C

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

C.

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

,Y'Y
Y
Y
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Y
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Event Name/EIN

RHMVR0850A - MOV850A Pails Open
RHMVR08508 - MOV8508 Pails Open
RHMVR08578 - MOV8578 I ails Open
RIKPJINJLN - RHR Pipe Break
RIMVK00714 '- Valve 714 Pails Closed
M-IXVK00716- Valve 716 Pails Closed
RIMVK0694A- Valve 694A Pails Closed
RHXVK06948 - Valve 6948 Pails Closed
RI-IXVK0696A- Valve 696A Fails Closed
MMVK06968- Valve 6968 Fails Closed
RRBIFSSOAX - Bistable SSOA-X Spuriously Operates
RRBIFSSOBX - Bistable 8508-X Spuriously Operates
RRCC697A/B - Chk Valves 697A/8 Fail - CCF
RRCC710A/8 - Cltk Valve 710A/8 Pail - CCP
RRCCM0857M - MOVs 857A/8 Pail - CCP
RRCCPUMPAB - RIP Pumps Fail to Start - CCF
RRCCPUMPBA- MKPumps Failto Run- CCP
RRCVP06978 - CIAValve 6978 Fails
RRCVP0710A - Chk Valve 710A Pails
RRCVP07108 - Cider Valve 7108 Fails
RRHXFAC02A - RHR IMAFails
RIQKFAC028 - RIMHX8 Fails
RIQUPAC02A - M%.IMAPlugs
RM~AC028 - RHR HX8 Plugs
RRMVR08578 - MOV8578 Fails to Open
RRPP JINJLN - RHR Pipe Break
RRSMPOOA/8 - CNMTSump Screen Plugged
RRTK60SEAL - RHR Pump Seals Pail
RRXVK00714 - Valve 714 Pails Closed
RRXVK00716 - Valve 716 Pails Closed
RRXVK0694A- Valve 694A Pails Closed
RRXVK06948 - Valve 6948 Fails Closed
RRXVK0696A- Valve 696A Fails Closed
RRXVK06968 - Valve 6968 Fails Closed
RRXVK0709A- Valve 709A I ails Closed
RRXVK07098 - Valve 7098 Pails Closed
RRXVK0851A- Valve 851A Pails Closed
RRXVK08518 - Valve 8518 Pails Closed
SICCM0842X - Chk Valve 842A/8 Fail - CCF
SICCM0867X - Cider Valve 867A/8 Fail - CCP
SICCM0878X - Cider Valve 8786/J Fail - CCF
SICCM0889X -„Cider Valve 889A/8 Fail - CCP
SRCCM0867X - Cltk Valve 867A/8 Fail - CCF
SRCCM0878X - Cltk Valve 8786/J Fail - CCP
SRCCM0889X - Cltk Valve 889A/8 Fail - CCF
SRCCMPSI1X - SI Pumps Pail to Start - CCF

Prob

2.14H-05
2.14E-05
2.14E-05
6.64E-06
1.84E-04
1.84E-04
1.84E-04
1.84P;04
1.84E-04
1.84H-04
3.40E-03
3.40E-03
2.21E-05
7.52E-06
3.08E-04
4.16E-04
3.27E-05
3.69E-04
1.25E-04
1.25E-04
1.55E-04
1.55E-04
4.97E-05
4.97E-05
2.14E-05
1.33E-05
2.20E-05
1.32E-04
1.86E-04
1.86E-04
1.86E-04
1.86E-04
1.8GE-04
1.86E-04
1.86E-04
1.86H-04
5.47E-04
5.47E-04
3.79E-05
3.79E-05
3.79F:05
6.38E-06
3.79E-05
3.79E-05
6.38E-06
2.64E-04

Fus Ves

4.31E-04
4.31E-04
4.31E-04
1.33E-04
9.27E-04
9.22E-04
9.11E-04
9.06E-04
9.11E-04
9.06E-04
3.74E-03
3.74E-03
4.69E-04
1.51E-04
1.60E-03
4.53E-03
3.06E-04
1.92E-03
6.01E-04
G.OIE-04
7.45E-04
7.42E-04
2.16H-04
2.14H-04
1.96E-04
1.20E-04
3.6GH-04
2.47E-03
9.35H-04
9.30E-04
9.16E-04
9.11E-04
9.16E-04
9.11E-04
9.35H-04
9.30E-04
8.65E-04
8.91H-04
1.36E-04
9.14H-04
7.78H-04
1.20E-04
1.90E-04
1.90H-04
3.10E-05
1.37F;03

Ach W

21.1
21.1
21.1
21.1
6.04
6.02
5.96
5.93
5.96
5.93
2.1
2.1
22.17
21.1
6.19
11.88
10.33
6.2
5.8
5.79
5.8
5.78
5.35
5.31
10.17
10.07
17.65
19.66
6.03
6
5.93
5.9
5.93
5.9
6.03

2.58
2.63
4.58
25.08
21.5
19.74
6.02

'.02

5.86
6.19

C
C

T~e'

C

C
C
C
C
C

C

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

RanJP

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

C '

C Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
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Yablc 9-6
Component Importance Measures

Event Name/EIN Prob Fus Ves Aeh W Type'anJP

SRCCMPSI IY- SI Pumps Fail to Run - CCF
SWCCCHHCKN - Clik Valves 4601/4604 Fail - CCF
SWCCHXPANJ - SW Expansion Joints I'ail - CCF
SWCCPSWCVS - ClikValve 9627A/B Fail - CCF
SWCCPSWMVB - MOVs9629A/B Fail Open - CCF
SWCCPUMPSR- SW Puinps Fail to Run - CCF
SWCCPUMPSS - SW Pumps I'ail to Start - CCF
SWMMOSWPAR - SW Pump AFails to Run
SWMMOSWPDR- SW Pump D Fails to Run
SWXVK4739A- Valve 4739A Fails Closed
TLCCFEATWS - RTS Signal Failure
TLCCFMATWS - RTS Mechanical Failure
UVLCDBX114- Relay 27BXI/14 Driver Fails
UVLCDBX116- Relay 27BXI/16 Driver Fails
UVLCDBX117 - Relay 27BXI/17 Driver Fails'
UVLCDBX118- Relay 27BXI/18 Driver Fails
UVPXF12V14 - Relay 27X1/14 Fails
UVPXF12V16 - Relay 27XI/16 Fails
UVPXF12V17 - Relay 27XI/17 I'ails
UVPXF12V18 - Relay 27XI/18 Fails

8.38H-04
7.26E-06
6.84H-08
8.26H-06
1.02H-03
7.56E-07
2.20E-05
7.50E-05
7.50H-05
2.21H-06
1.40H-06
1.80H-06
1.49H-03
1.49H-03
1.49H-03
1.49E-03
5.381."-04

5.38H-04
5.38H-04
5.38E-04

4.50I':03
1.71H-04
5.92E-05
2.59H-05
3.69H-03
1.25H-03
1.07H-03
3.531:-04
3.53E-04
8.97H-06
6.97H-06
3.15E-03
1.661';03
1.91I."-03
2.01I';03
1.88E-03
6.03E-04
6.70H-04
6.70E-04
6.03H-04

6.36
24.58
852.58
4.13
4.63
1.59H+03
49.81
5.7
5.7
5.05
5.98
1.68H+03
2.11
2.27
2.35
2.26
2.12
2.25
2.25
2.12

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

ofes:

Identifies that the basic event is associated with a component.

XY- leigh Risk Significant
X - Medium Risk Significant Due to RAW Only
Y - Medium Risk Significant Due to F-V Only



Figure 9-1
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Figure 9-2

initiating Events
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Figure 9-3

Human Error Events
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Figure 9-4
Test and Maintenance Events
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Figure 9-6

Components (Medium and High Risk Only}
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10.0 LEVEL2 ANALYSIS
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11.0 SUMMARYAND CONCLUSIONS

Sections 9 and 10 discuss the results for the Level 1 and Level 2 PSA of Ginna Station, respectively.

The major insights are summarized below along with a discussion of any vulnerabilities which were

identified. For the purpose of the Ginna Station PSA, the vulnerability criteria which was used is

as follows:

The total core damage frequency (CDF) must be less than 1.0E-04/ryr;

b. Are there any new or unusual means by which core damage or large early release from
containment can occur than as identified in other relevant PSAs; and

c. Does any plant design, procedure, or training feature result in a contribution to core damage

or large early release from containment greater than what is expected.

Following the summary of major insights is a discussion of the RGB team and the independent

review of the PSA which was performed.

Level 1 Summary

The final calculated CDF for Ginna Station is 5.021E-05/ryr. Figure 11-1 illustrates how each

accident scenario contributes to this value while Figure 11-2 illustrates how each initiating event

contributes to this value. As can be seen, LOCAs dominate the risk profile for Ginna Station (59%),
'ollowed by steam generator tube ruptures (SGTRs) (16%), station blackout (SBO) events (12%),
and transients (9%). With respect to initiating events, the small-small LOCA (LISSLOCA) and grid
related loss of offsite power (TIGRLOSP) contribute the most to the final CDF.

The LOCA contribution was primarily due to small-small LOCAs which were dominated by
common cause failures related to the residual heat removal (RHR) pumps, containment sump B
suction MOVs (850A and 850B), RHR injection valves to the reactor vessel (852A and 852B), and

the component cooling water (CCW) MOVs to the RHR heat exchangers (738A and 738B).

Operator actions also played a significant role in this accident (e.g., transfer to recirculation phase

of an accident).

SGTRs were dominated by human actions related to terminating the break flow out the ruptured
tube. This is a complex event which requires significant operator action in order to mitigate the

consequences.
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For SBO events, common cause failures of the diesel generators (DGs) to start and run, and failures
of the associated 480 V safeguards bus breakers to open/close were significant with respect to
causing the event. Steam generator (SG) cooling as provided by the turbine-driven auxiliary
feedwater (TDAFW)pump was predominately lost by the failure to restore offsite power following
depletion of the batteries and onset ofcore uncovery. Test and maintenance activities related to the
TDAFW pump and the DGs were also important.

For transients, high energy line breaks (HELBs) in the Turbine Building along with loss of service
water (SW) were the dominating initiators. The HELBs directly fail the main feedwater (MFW)
and preferred Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) systems such that only the Standby AFW (SAFW)
system is available for SG cooling. Since this is a manually initiated system, operator errors with
respect to successful implementation were important. It should be noted that leak-before-break
considerations were not credited for any HELB frequencies or break locations as assumed in the
Ginna Station licensing basis due to lack of available data. The loss of SW directly affects CCW,
ventilation for SAFW, cooling to the DGs, and lube oil cooling to the preferred AFW pumps.

The primary systems of highest importance were related to core cooling (i.e., RHR and CCW for
LOCAs). The support systems of high risk importance were those which support essentially all
functions (undervoltage and DGs). It should be noted that while the Service Water (SW) system
did not contribute as much to the final results as did CCW and the DGs due to its design (see Section
11.1.1 below), its failure would have the most impact on Ginna Station since it supports CCW, the
DGs, AFW, and SAFW.

The most important operator actions were related to transferring to containment sump recirculation
followinga LOCA, terminating break flowfollowing a SGTR, starting additional SW pumps when
coincident undervoltage and safety injection signals do not exist, and initiating feed and bleed upon
loss of all feedwater. The restoration of offsite power was also an important action during SBO
sequences.

11.1.1 Unique and Important Safety Features

There are several unique and important safety features of Ginna Station which contributed to the
calculated CDF. These include:

a. SAFW system;
b. Limited requirements for ventilation; and

c. Ser vice Water (SW) system design.
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The SAFW system is comprised of two 100% motor-driven pumps that are completely redundant
to the preferred AFW system. This system was installed due to the potential common mode failures
of the preferred AFW system (e.g., HELBs in the Intermediate Building). As such, there are four
motor-driven AFW pumps and one TDAFWpump available at Ginna Station, any one ofwhich can
provide SG cooling. These pumps are in addition to the two motor-driven MFW pumps.

The Ginna Station layout typically does not include the use of compartments or rooms to protect
various trains from one another. Instead, system components are generally grouped together on one
floor level. While this makes the equipment susceptible to common mode failures (e.g., fire,
HELB), it also eliminates the need for most equipment cooling due to the large air volumes and
recirculation. The common mode failure issue is addressed by ensuring that multiple systems can
be used to achieve the same function. The use of multiple systems for the same function also helps
with respect to risk. This is demonstrated by the fact that the systems for which no redundancy is
available identified are as being most risk significant (i.e., RHR and CCW post LOCA).

The SW system design is one of a large loop header that is supplied by four pumps. Two of the
pumps are powered from each of the two electrical trains with in-series MOVs provided at various
points to isolate non-critical loads on the loop header. As such, any SW pump can provide cooling
water to any system load, no matter ifthe SW pump and system load are being supplied from the
same electrical train or not. This design allows significant flexibilitywhich reduced the SW
contribution to the CDF. However, a failure of the SW system would have a significant impact on
the final results as discussed in Section 11.1.

11.1.2 Changes Made to Facility

As a result of the insights obtained from the Ginna Station PSA, action reports were generated for
all vulnerabilities listed in Section 11.1.3 below. This management tracking tool willensure that
all vulnerabilities are appropriately evaluated and provides a mechanism to initiate plant changes
as required. It willalso provide documentation of closure of these items. With respect to other
issues, the followingwillbe performed:

a. The Training Department willbe provided with the listing ofrisk significant operator actions
(see Section 9.3.2.2) to focus additional training and knowledge on these activities as

necessary;

b. The Ginna Station Maintenance Rule Program willbe updated as required with the new final
results; and

c. Ginna Station personnel willbe provided with an appropriate overview of the PSA results
to support incorporation of risk insights into their daily activities.
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There were no procedure changes or other plant modifications that were performed as a direct result
of the Ginna Station PSA risk insights (nor credited in the PSA). However, it is noted that the PSA
models identified a common mode DC electrical failure with respect to the pressurizer PORVs that
was subsequently corrected during a recent outage (see LER 96-14). While the scenario was not
risk significant due to the low probability of events which had to occur, it does demonstrate the
capabilities of the PSA models.

11.1.3; Vulnerabilities

One of the primary objectives ofGeneric Letter 88-20 was to identify potential plant vulnerabilities.
Using the definition of vulnerability in Section 11.0, the following items were identified by the
Ginna Station PSA:

Relays for SG Low-LowLevel Actuation ofAF'0'- The three preferred AFW pumps each

receive actuation signals based on SG low-low level. The relays for this signal (LLSGAand

LLSGB) must energize in order to actuate; however, they are powered by non-safeguards
Instrument Bus D which is unavailable upon loss of offsite power. Though other means
exist to automatically start the pumps (e.g., opening ofMFW pump breakers, SI signal) such
that the total loss of automatic actuation is a very low probability event, this is a primary
actuation signal. It is noted that SG cooling is not required to be initiated prior to 10 minutes
for any current accident analysis scenario.

ISLOCA Through Penetration 111 - ALOCAoutside containment through Penetration 111

fails all RHR due to the low elevation of the RHR pump pits. There are two parallel sets of
a single check valve and normally closed MOV associated with this penetration. An
evaluation of the ISLOCA potential indicated that risk was dominated by inadvertent SI
signals which opened the MOV (see Section 8.2.4.3). Though this event only contributes
< 1% of the CDF, it is a potentially large offsite dose contributor. Therefore, this scenario
must be evaluated in the Level 2 PSA.

SAF0'System Out-OfService Activities - The SAFW system is specifically credited for
providing SG cooling water in the event of a HELB in the Intermediate or Turbine
Buildings. However, both trains of this system can be removed from service at the same
time for extended periods of time (i.e., 7 days).

Charging Pump Suction - Upon loss ofDC control power or instrument air, the letdown line
willisolate removing the supply source to the volume control tank (VCT). In addition, the
charging pump suction line willfail open to the VCT (and isolate other potential sources)
such that an alternate source must be placed into service before the VCT empties. The need
for charging is important with respect to ATWS events and preventing a reactor coolant
pump seal LOCA.
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Intermediate Building Ventilation - The preferred AFW pumps are all located in the

basement of the Intermediate Building. There are two methods of accomplishing ventilation
within the building: (1) natural circulation via Fire Door F36, and (2) forced ventilation by
the Intermediate Building exhaust fans. However, only one train of the exhaust fans are DG
backed such the three AFW pumps must rely on the passive fire door in the event the DG
is inoperable.

11.2 Level 2 Summary

[LATER]

11.3 RGRE PSA Team

The original Ginna Station Level 2 PSA was completed in February 1994. This project was a joint
effort between RGB and Science Applications International Corporation (SAIC). The RGB PSA
team was comprised of three team members who, with various other station personnel, contributed
over 20,000 man hours towards the completion of this project. Following this initial effort,

RGB'lected

to essentially re-perform the PSA utilizing two of the original team members along with two
other newly trained personnel. This decision was based in part on the NRC questions and comments

raised with respect to the original PSA effort [Ref. 74]. The new effort resulted in a complete review
and update of the PSA including:

a. Re-evaluation of the initiating events that were considered along with a detailed review and

documentation of the success criteria which was used;

b. Development ofnew event trees used for each accident sequence based on the review of the

success criteria;

c. Verification of all system fault tree models to ensure they represented the current Ginna
Station configuration;

d. Verification ofall data used in the PSA(initiating event frequency, component failure rates,

etc);

e. Re-evaluation of all human failure events and actions included within the models;

s

f. Re-quantification of the PSA models; and

[Level 2 Changes Later]
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The new RGAE PSA team performed all of the above items except for the re-evaluation of the
human failure events (item e) which was performed by an outside contractor (TENERA). However,
the human reliability analysis was reviewed in depth by RG8cE with the values generated for use
in the Ginna Station PSA compared to other PSA studies [Refs. 3, 4, 5] as a further sanity check.
Approximately 6,000 man-hours was spent by RGEcE performing the new PSA study.

Finally, it should be noted that the Ginna Station PSA was comprised of a diverse skill base. First,
the PSA project manager was a member of the original PSA study and has 10 years of related PSA
experience. He was also the project manager for the recent conversion to Improved Standard
Technical Specifications for Ginna Station such that he brought both a strong PSA background and

an extensive accident analysis/systems knowledge to the team. The second member of the PSA
team also participated in the original PSA study and has 6 years of related PSA experience. The
third and fourth team members were recently trained in PSA techniques (e.g., 1 year of experience);
however, they brought strong computer skills and plant knowledge to the PSA team (e.g., former
I&C technician and quality assurance engineer).

11.4 Independent Review

The independe'nt review of the Ginna Station PSA was comprised of two parts: (1) an internal
review by RGB'ersonnel including operations, engineering, and management; and (2) an external
review by a contractor (TENERA). The purpose of the first review was to ensure that the

assumptions and results of the PSA were consistent with the Ginna Station design and operation
practices. The review team members included:

0
eview Team ember Yrs tw erience

a. Manager, Nuclear Safety A Licensing
b. Head Control Operator
c. Licensed Operator Trainer

No
Yes
Yes

23

15

15

In addition, a detailed overview of the PSA inputs, techniques, and results were presented to Ginna
Station PORC members.

The second review was focused on the PSA techniques which were utilized to ensure they were

consistent with industry standards. Since TENERA had performed the PSA for a sister plant of
Ginna Station (i.e., Prairie Island), the external review also focused on the. results so that all
significant differences were thoroughly examined.

All comments from both reviews were incorporated as necessary into the PSA; however, all
comments were closed prior to release of this final report. As such, this report is considered to
accurately reflect the risk profile of Ginna Station.
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This appendix contains the top 50 cutsets for each of the eight sequences which were
evaluated. The appendix is organized as follows:

a.
b.
C.

d.
e.

f.
g
h.

ATWS
Large Loss-of-Coolant-Accident (LOCA)
Medium LOCA
Small LOCA
Small-Small LOCA
Steam Generator Tube Rupture (SGTR)
Transients
Station Blackout (SBO)

Only the top 50 cutsets are provided since the remaining cutsets are generally only a slightly
different version of the same scenario (e.g., pump A.failingversus pump B).

In addition to the cutsets, a listing of the core damage frequency with respect to each intiating
event is provided (located prior to each cutset report).



Initiator Summary Report
ATWS 8.308-07 ( Probability )

Name

TIZALOSS
TZGRLOSP
TZOOODCB

LXOSGTRA
LIOSGTRB
TIOSLBSD
LZSSLOCA
TISLBSVA
TIRXTRIP
TZSLBOTB
TZFLBOTB
TZFHLOSS
LXSBLOCA
TZSHLOSP
LIMBLOCA
TZOOOOSH

TZSLBBIB
TZSLBACT
TZSLBAZB
TZSLBBCT
TIFLBBZB
TZSLBSGB
TZOOODCA

TIRCPROT
TZFLBAIB
TZFLBBCT
TZFLBACT

Prob

2.86E-07
1.74E-07
7.51E-OS
6.93E-OS
6.93E-08
3.80E-08
3.61E-08
1.83E-.OS
1.75E-OS
9.18E-09
8.94E-09
8.34E-09
7.02E-09
5.63E-09
2.31E-09
1.72E-09
4.65E-10
3.09E-10
3.09E-10
3.09E-10
3.07E-10
2.84E-10
2.16E-10
1.80E-10
1.30E-10
1.30E-10
1.30E-10

34. 5+o

21. 0%

9. 1'o

8.4+o

8.4%'.

6'o

4. 3~o.

2.
2%'.1%

1.
1%'.

1%

1.0%
0.8%
0.7%
0. 3'o

0.
2%'.

1%'.

0+o

0. 0+o

0.
0%'.

0%'.

0+o

0. 0+o

0.0<
0. 0+o

0. 0+o

0. 0'o

Description

Loss of Instrument Air
Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
Loss of Main DC Distribution Panel B (DCPDPCB03B)
Steam Generator Tube Rupture in SG A
Steam Generator Tube Rupture in SG B

Steamline Break Through Steam Dump System
Small-Small LOCA (0-1")
Inadvertent Safety / FH Valve Operation for Both SGs
Reactor Trip
Streamline Break in Turbine Building
Feedlien Break in Turbine Building
Loss of Main Peedwater
Small LOCA (1-1.5")
Loss of Offsite Power - Switchyard
Medium LOCA (1.5" - 5.5")
Total Loss of Service Hater
Steamline Break in Line for SG B Inside Intermediate
Steamline Break in Line for SG A Xnside Containment
Steamline Break in Line for SG A Inside Intermediate
Steamline Break in Line for SG B Inside Containment
Feedline Break in Line for SG B Inside Intermediate
Exterior Steam Line Break for SG B
Loss of Main DC Distribution Panel A (DCPDPCB03A)
Reactor Coolant Pump Locked Rotor Event
Feedline Break in Line for SG A Inside Xntermediate
Feedline Break in Line for SG B Inside Containment
Peedline Break in Line for SG A Inside Containment

Total = 8.30E-07



Report Summary:
Filename: C:NCAFTA-WNQUANTNATWS SCUT
Print date: 1/13/97 11:05 AM

Sorted by Probability



Inputs Description Rate Exposure Prob Cutset Prob

TIZALOSS
TL00076DAY
TLCCFBRKRF
TZGRLOSP
TL00076DAY
TLCCFBRKRF
TIIALOSS
TL00082DAY
TLCCFMATWS
TIOSLBSD
TL00076DAY
TLCCFBRKRF
TZOOODCB

TL00076DAY
TLCCFBRKRF
LZSSLOCA
TL00076DAY
TLCCFBRKRF
LIOSGTRA
TL00076DAY
TLCCFBRKRF
LIOSGTRB
TL00076DAY
TLCCFBRKRF
TIGRLOSP
TL00082DAY
TLCCFMATWS
TIOOODCB
TL00083DAY
TLCCFBRKRF
TZSLBSVA
TL00076DAY
TLCCFBRKRF
TIOOODCB
TL00019DAY
TLCCFBRKRF
LIOSGTRA

TL00083DAY
TLCCFBRKRF
-MSHFDISOLR
LIOSGTRB

TL00083DAY
TLCCFBRKRF
-MSHFDISOLR

Loss of Instrument Air
Less Than or Equal to 76 Days into Cycle
Electrical Scram Failure Probability (Breakers Only)
Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
Less Than or Equal to 76 Days into Cycle
Electrical Scram Failure Probability (Breakers Only)
Loss of Instrument Air
Time period RCS will always overpressurize
Mechanical Scram Failure Probability
Steamline Break Through Steam Dump System
Less Than or Equal to 76 Days into Cycle
Electrical Scram Failure Probability (Breakers Only)
Loss of Main DC Distribution Panel B (DCPDPCB03B)
Less Than or Equal to 76 Days into Cycle
Electrical Scram Failure Probability (Breakers Only)
Small-Small LOCA (0-1.")
Less Than or Equal to 76 Days into Cycle
Electrical Scram Failure Probability (Breakers Only)
Steam Generator Tube Rupture in SG A
Less Than or Equal to 76 Days into Cycle
Electrical Scram Failure Probability (Breakers Only)
Steam Generator Tube Rupture in SG B
Less Than or Equal to 76 Days into Cycle
Electrical Scram Failure Probability (Breakers Only)
Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
Time period RCS will always overpressurize
Mechanical Scram Failure Probability
Loss of Main DC Distribution Panel B (DCPDPCB03B)
Less Than or Equal to 83 Days into Cycle
Electrical Scram Failure Probability (Breakers Only)
Inadvertent Safety /- FW Valve Operation for Both SGs
Less Than or Equal to 76 Days into Cycle
Electrical Scram Failure Probability (Breakers Only)
Loss'of Main DC Distribution Panel B (DCPDPCB03B)
Less Than or Equal to 19 Days into Cycle
Electrical Scram Failure Probability (Breakers Only)
Steam Generator Tube Rupture in SG A
Less Than or Equal to 83 Days into Cycle
Electrical Scram Failure Probability (Breakers Only)
Operators Fail to Isolate ruptured S/G
Steam Generator Tube Rupture in SG B
Less Than or Equal to 83 Days into Cycle
Electrical Scram Failure Probability (Breakers Only)
Operators Fail to Isolate ruptured S/G

4. 15E-02
3.89E-01
1.30E-05
2.28E-02
3.89E-01
1.30E-05
4. 15E-02
4 ~ 05E-01
1.80E-06
5.78E-03
3. 89E-01
1.30E-05
5.54E-03
3.89E-01
1.30E-05
5.50E-.03
3.89E-01
1.30E-05
4.84E-03
3.89E-01
1.30E-05
4.84E-03
3.89E-01
1.30E-05
2.28E-02
4. 05E-01
1.80E-06
5.54E-03
2. 21E-01
1.30E-05
2.82E-03
3 '9E-01
1.30E-05
5.54E-03
1.92E-01
1.30E-05
4.84E-03
2. 21E-01
1.30E-05
7.24E-03
4.84E-03
2. 21E-01
1.30E-05
7.24E-03

4 . 15E-02
3.89E-01
1.30E-05
2.28E-02
3;89E-01
1.30E-05
4.15E-02
4.05E-01
1.80E-06
5.78E-03
3.89E-01
1.30E-05
5.54E-03
3. 89E-01
1.30E-05
5.50E-03
3.89E-01
1.30E-05
4.84E-03
3. 89E-01
1.30E-05
4.84E-03
3.89E-01
1.30E-05
2.28E-02
4.05E-01
1.80E-06
5.54E-03
2.21E-01
1.30E-05
2.82E-03
3.89E-01
1.30E-05
5.54E-03
1. 92E-01
1.30E-05
4.84E-03
2. 21E-01
1.30E-05
7.24E-03
4.84E-03
2.21E-01
1.30E-05
7.24E-03

2.10E-07

1.15E-07

3.03E-08

2.92E-08

2.80E-08

2.78E-08

2.45E-08

2.45E-08

1.66E-08

1.59E-08

1.43E-08

1.39E-08

1.38E-08

1.38E-08



Inputs Description Rate Exposure Prob Cutset Prob

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

25

26

27

28

LIOSGTRA
TL00019DAY
TLCCFBRKRF
-MSHFDZSOLR
LIOSGTRB
TL00019DAY
TLCCFBRKRF
-MSHFDISOLR
TZRXTRZP
ACLOPNOS I2

ACLOPRTALL
~ TL00076DAY
TLCCFBRKRF
TIIALOSS
TL00193DAY
TLCCFMATWS
TZIALOSS
TL00139DAY
TLCCFMATWS
TIFLBOTB
TL00076DAY
TLCCFBRKRF
TISLBOTB
TL00076DAY
TLCCFBRKRF
TIGRLOSP
TL00193DAY
TLCCFMATWS
LISBLOCA
TL00076DAY
TLCCFBRKRF
TIZALOSS
RP100 ATWS

TLCCFBRKRF
TZFWLOSS
TL00082DAY
TLCCFMATWS
TIGRLOSP
TL00139DAY
TLCCPMATWS
TIOOODCB
TL00111DAY
TLCCFMATWS
TIOSLBSD
TL00082DAY
TLCCFMATWS

Steam Generator Tube Rupture in SG A
Less Than or Equal to 19 Days into Cycle
Electrical Scram Failure Probability (Breakers
Operators Fail to Isolate ruptured S/G
Steam Generator Tube Rupture in SG B
Less Than or Ecgxal to 19 Days into Cycle
Electrical Scram Failure Probability (Breakers
Operators Fail to Isolate ruptured S/G
Reactor Trip
CORRECPION FACTOR FOR NO SZ CONDITION
Loss of All Off-Site Power Following Reactor Tr
Less Than or Equal to 76 Days into Cycle
Electrical Scram Failure Probability (Breakers
Loss of Instrument Air
Less Than or Equal to 193 Days into Cycle
Mechanical Scram Failure Probability
Loss of Instrument Air
Less Than or Equal to 139 Days into Cycle
Mechanical Scram Failure Probability.
Feedline Break in Turbine Building
Less Than or Equal to 76 Days into Cycle
Electrical Scram Failure Probability (Breakers
Steamline Break in Turbine Building
Less Than or Equal to 76 Days into Cycle
Electrical Scram Failure Probability (Breakers
Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
Less Than or Equal to. 193 Days into Cycle
Mechanical Scram Failure Probability
Small LOCA (1-1.5")
Less Than or Equal to 76 Days into Cycle
Electrical Scram Failure Probability (Breakers
Loss of Znstrument Air

Only)

Only)

ip

Only)

Only)

Only)

Only)

ls
Only)Electrical Scram Failure Probability (Breakers

Loss of Main Feedwater
Time period RCS will always overpressurize
Mechanical Scram Failure Probability
Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
Less Than or Equal to 139 Days into Cycle
Mechanical Scram Failure Probability
Loss of Main DC Distribution Panel B (DCPDPCB03

Time period RCS will always overpressurize
Mechanical Scram Failure Probability
Steamline Break Through Steam Dump System
Time period RCS will always overpressurize
Mechanical Scram Failure Probability

B)

Mitigation System Actuation Circuitry (AMSAC) Fai

4.84E-03
1. 92E-01
1.30E-05
7.24E-03
4.84E-03
1.92E-01
1.30E-05
7.24E-03
1.82E+00
1. 21E-01
1.00E-02
3.89E-01
1.30E-05
4. 15E-02
1. 37E-01
1.80E-06
4.15E-02
1.24E-01
1.80E-06
1.40E-03
3.89E-01
1.30E-05
1.29E-03
3.89E-01
1.30E-05
2.28E-02
1.37E-01
1.80E-06
1. 10E-03
3.89E-01
1.30E-05
4.15E-02
1.00E-02
1.30E-05
7.20E-03
4. 05E-01
1.80E-06
2.28E-02
1. 24E-01
1.80E-06
5.54E-03
4. 78E-01
1.80E-06
5.78E-03
4. 05E-01
1.80E-06

4.84E-03
1. 92E-01
1.30E-05
7 '4E-03
4'.84E-03
1. 92E-01
1.30E-05
7.24E-03
1.82E+00
1. 21E-01
1.00E-02
3. 89E-01
1.30E-05
4.15E-02
1. 37E-01
1.80E-06
4. 15E-02
1. 24E-01
1.80E-06
1.40E-03
3.89E-01
1.30E-05
1.29E-03
3. 89E-01
1.30E-05
2.28E-02
1.37E-01
1.80E-06
1. 10E-03
3. 89E-01
1.30E-05
4.15E-02
1.00E-02
1.30E-05
7.20E-03
4. 05E-01
1.80E-06
2.28E-02
1. 24E-01
1.80E-06
5.54E-03
4.78E-01
1.80E-06
5.78E-03
4. 05E-01
1.80E-06

1.20E-08

1.20E-08

1.11E-08

1.02E-08

9.26E-09

7.08E-09

6.52E-09

5.62E-09

5.56E-09

5.39E-09

5.25E-09

5.09E-09

4.76E-09

4.21E-09



Inputs Description Rate Exposure Prob Cutset Prob

29

31

32

33

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

LI0SGTRA
TL00111DAY
TLCCFMATWS
-MSHFDISOLR
LIOSGTRB
TL00111DAY
TLCCFMATWS
-MSHFDISOLR
TIOOODCB
TL00082DAY
TLCCFMATWS
LISSLOCA
TL00082DAY
TLCCFMATWS
LIOSGTRA
TL00082DAY
TLCCFMATWS
LIOSGTRB
TL00082DAY
TLCCFMATWS
LIOSGTRA
AFIMTDAFWB
TLCCFBRKRF
-MSHFDISOLR
LIOSGTRB
AFTMTDAFWA
TLCCFBRKRF
-MSHFDISOLR
TIGRLOSP
RP100 ATWS

TLCCFBRKRF
TISLBOTB
TLCCFMATWS
TISWLOSP
-ZAAAIAC02A
ZAAAIAC02C
IMMCOMPRA
TL00082DAY
TLCCFMATWS
TIIALOSS
TL00082DAY
TLCCFBRKRF
RCHFDOOMRI

TZSLBSVA
TL00082DAY
TLCCFMATWS

TDAFW Pump Train injection line to S/G A out-of-service
Electrical Scram Failure Probability (Breakers Only)
Operators Fail to Isolate ruptured S/G
Loss of Offsite Power - Grid

Mitigation System Actuation Circuitry (AMSAC) Fails
Electrical Scram Failure Probability (Breakers Only)
Steamline Break in Turbine Building
Mechanical Scram Failure Probability
Loss of Offsite Power - Switchyard
INSTRUMENT AIR COMPRESSOR A (CIA02A) RUNNING
IA COMPRESSOR CIA02C RUNNING
CIA02A COMPRESSOR IN MAINTENANCE
Time period RCS will always overpressurize
Mechanical Scram Failure Probability
Loss of Instrument Air
Time period RCS will always overpressurize
Electrical Scram Failure Probability (Breakers Only)
OPERATORS FAIL TO MANUALLY INSERT RODS

Znadvertent Safety / FW Valve Operation for Both SGs
Time period RCS will always overpressurize
Mechanical Scram Failure Probability

for maint

Steam Generator Tube Rupture in SG A
Time period RCS will always overpressurize
Mechanical Scram Failure Probability
Operators Fail to Isolate ruptured S/G
Steam Generator Tube Rupture in SG B
Time period RCS will always overpressurize
Mechanical Scram Failure Probability
Operators Fail to Isolate ruptured S/G
Loss, of Main DC Distribution Panel B (DCPDPCB03B)
Time period RCS will always overpressurize
Mechanical Scram Failure Probability
Small-Small LOCA (0-1")
Time period RCS will always overpressurize
Mechanical Scram Failure Probability
Steam Generator Tube Rupture in SG A
Time period RCS will always overpressurize
Mechanical Scram Failure Probability
Steam Generator Tube Rupture in SG B
Time period RCS will always overpressurize
Mechanical Scram Failure Probability
Steam Generator Tube Rupture in SG A
TDAFW Pump Train in5ection line to S/G B out-of-sezvice for maint
Electrical Scram Failure Probability (Breakers Only)
Operators Fail to Isolate ruptured S/G
Steam Generator Tube Rupture in SG B

4.84E-03
4.78E-01
1.80E-06
7.24E-03
4.84E-03
4.78E-01
1.80E-06
7.24E-03
5.54E-03
4.05E-01
1.80E-06
5.50E-03
4.05E-01
1.80E-06
4.84E-03
4.05E-01
1.80E-06
4.84E-03
4.05E-01
1.80E-06
4.84E-03
4.90E-02
1.30E-05
7.24E-03
4.84E-03
4.90E-02
1.30E-05
7.24E-03
2.28E-02
1.00E-02
1.30E-05
1.29E-03
1.80E-06
4.04E-02
2.26E-02
9.95E-01
8.00E-02
4. 05E-01
1.80E-06
4.15E-02
4.05E-01
1.30E-05
1.00E-02
2.82E-03
4.05E-01
1.80E-06

4. 84E-03
4.78E-01.
1.80E-06
7.24E-03
4:84E-03
4.78E-01
1.80E-06
7.24E-03
5.54E-03
4.05E-01
1.80E-06
5.50E-03
4.05E-01
1.80E-06
4.84E-03
4.05E-01
1.80E-06
4.84E-03
4.05E-01
1.80E-06
4.84E-03
4.90E-02
1.30E-05
7.24E-03
4.84E-03
4.90E-02
1.30E-05
7.24E-03
2.28E-02
1.00E-02
1.30E-05
1.29E-03
1.80E-06
4.04E-02
2.26E-02
9.95E-01
8.00E-02
4.05E-01
1.80E-06
4.1SE-02
4.05E-01
1.30E-05
1.00E-02
2.82E-03
4. 05E-01
1.80E-06

4.13E-09

4.13E-09

4. 04E-09

4. 01E-09

3.53E-09

3.53E-09

3.06E-09

3.06E-09

2.96E-09

2.32E«09

2.29E-09

2.18E-09

2.06E-09



Inputs Description Rate Exposure Prob Cutset Prob

43

46

47
t

48

50

LIMBLOCA
TL00076DAY
TLCCFBRKRF
TIGRLOSP
DGDGF0001A
TZ 00083DAY
TLCCFBRKRF
TIGRLOSP
DGDGF0001B
TL00083DAY-
TLCCFBRKRF
TIFWLOSS
TL00193DAY
TLCCFMATWS
TIGRLOSP
DGDGF0001A
TL00019DAY
TLCCFBRKRF
TIGRLOSP
DGDGF0001B
TL00019DAY
TLCCFBRKRF
TIRXTRZP

ACLOPNOSZ2
ACLOPRTALL
TL00082DAY
TLCCFMATWS
TIIALOSS
APMMOTDAFW

TL00083DAY
TLCCFBRKRF
TIOSLBSD
TL00193DAY
TLCCFMATWS

Medium LOCA (1.5"-5.5")
Less Than or Equal to 76 Days into Cycle
Electrical Scram Failure Probability (Breakers Only)
Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
DIESEL GENERATOR KDG01A FAILS TO RUN
Less Than or Equal to 83 Days into Cycle
Electrical Scram Failure Probability (Breakers Only)
Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
DIESEL GENERATOR KDG01B FAILS TO RUN
Less Than or Equal to 83 Days into Cycle
Electrical Scram Failure Probability (Breakers Only)
Loss of Main Feedwater
Less Than or Equal to 193 Days into Cycle
Mechanical Scram Failure Probability
Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
DZESEL GENERATOR KDG01A FAILS TO RUN
Less Than or Equal to 19 Days into Cycle
Electrical Scram Failure Probability (Breakers Only)
Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
DIESEL GENERATOR KDG01B FAILS TO RUN
Less Than or Equal to 19 Days into Cycle
Electrical Scram Failure Probability (Breakers Only)
Reactor Trip
CORRECTION FACTOR FOR NO SZ CONDITION
Loss of All Off-Site Power Following Reactor Trip
Time period RCS will always overpressurize
Mechanical Scram Failure Probability
Loss of Instrument Air
Failure of TDAFW pump train components
Less Than or Equal to 83 Days into Cycle
Electrical Scram Failure Probability (Breakers Only)
Steamline Break Through-Steam Dump System
Less Than or Equal to 193 Days into Cycle
Mechanical Scram Failure Probability

4.00E-04
3.89E-01
1.30E-05
2.28E-02
1.25E-03
2. 21E-01
1.30E-05
2.28E-02
1.25E-03
2.21E-01
1.30E-05
7.20E-03
1.37E-01
1.80E-06
2.28E-02
1.25E-03
1. 92E-01
1.30E-05
2.28E-02
1.25E-03
1. 92E-01
1.30E-05
1.82E+00
1. 21E-01
1.00E-02
4.05E-01
1.80E-06
4.15E-02
1.27E-02
2.2)E-01
1.30E-05
5.78E-03
1.37E-01
1.80E-06

4.00E-04
3.89E-01
1.30E-05
2.28E-02
2'.40E+01
2.21E-01
1.30E-05
2.28E-02
2.40E+01
2.21E-01
1.30E-05
7.20E-03
1.37E-01
1.80E-06
2.28E-02
2.40Et01
1. 92E-01
1.30E-05
2.28E-02
2. 40E+01
1. 92E-01
1.30E-05
1.82E+00
1. 21E-01
1.00E-02
4. 05E-01
1.80E-06
4. 15E-02
1.27E-02
2.21E-01
1.30E-05
5.78E-03
1.37E-01
1.80E-06

2.02E-09

1.97E-09
3.00E-02

1.97E-09
3.00E-02

1.78E-09

1.71E-09
3.00E-02

1.71E-09
3.00E-02

1. 61E-09

1.51E-09

1.43E-09

Report Summary:
Filename: C: ~CAFTA-W~QUANT~ATWS.CUT
Print date: 1/15/97 2:44 PM

Not sorted
Printed the first 50

PM'o

oo



Initiator Summary Report

LLOCA ~ 3.03E46 (Probability)

Name Prob ohio Description

LZLBLOCA

Total =

3.03E-06

3.03E-06

100.0% Large LOCA

Report Summary:

Filename: C:LCAFTA-VAQUANDTLA.CUT
Print date: 1/13/97 10:54 AM
Sorted by Probability

C:tCAPTA-WtQUANTLTLA.CUT Page 1



Inputs De'scription Rate Exposure Prob Cutset Prob

LILBLOCA
RRHFDRECRC

LILBLOCA
CVAVX00371
CVHFD00371
LZLBLOCA
RHCCPUMPAB

LILBLOCA
CCCC738A/B
LILBLOCA
RRCCSSOA/B
LZLBLOCA
RHCC852A/B
LILBLOCA
RHCVP00854
LILBLOCA
CCMM00738A
RHIMOOOOOB
LILBLOCA
CCMM00738B
RHZMOOOOOA

LILBLOCA
CCHFL0780A
RHTMOOOOOB

LZLBLOCA
CCHFL0 7 8 OB

RHZMOOOOOA

LZLBLOCA
RHHFLOOOOA
RHZMO00 0OB

LZLBLOCA
RHHFLOOOOB
RHTMOOOOOA

LILBLOCA
RHMMACOZAA

RHTMO00 0OB
LILBLOCA
RHMMAC01BA
RHTMOOOOOA

LILBLOCA
RHCC697A/B
LILBLOCA
RHCC853A/B
LZLBLOCA
SICCM0842X

Large LOCA
OPERATOR FAILS TO CORRECTLY SHIFT THE RHR SYSTEM TO RECIRCULATION
Large LOCA
AOV 371 FAILS TO CLOSE
OPERATORS FAIL TO MANUALLY ISOLATE AOV 371 (~WN LINE)
Large LOCA
COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF RHR PUMPS A AND B TO START
Large LOCA
COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF MOV'S 738A AND 738B TO OPEN
Large LOCA
MOVS 850A/B FAIL TO OPEN «COMMON CAUSE EVENT>
Large LOCA
MOVS 852A, 852B FAIL TO OPEN «COMMON CAUSE EVENT>

,Large LOCA
CHECK VALVE 854 FAILS TO OPEN (INJECTION)
Large LOCA
MOV 738A FAILS TO OPEN
TRAIN "B" OUT OF SERVICE FOR TEST OR MAINTENANCE [INJECTION)
Large LOCA
MOV 738B FAILS TO OPEN
TRAIN "A" OUT OF SERVICE FOR MAINTENANCE OR TESTZNG [INJECI'ZON)
Large LOCA
CCW THROTTLING VALVE 780A MZSPOSITZONED
TRAZN "B" OUT OF SERVICE FOR TEST OR MAINTENANCE [INJECTION)
Large LOCA
CCW THROTTLING VALVE 780B MISPOSITIONED
TRAIN "A" OUT OF SERVICE FOR MAINTENANCE OR TESTING [INJECTION)
Large LOCA
LATENT HUMAN FAILURE OF RHR TRAIN A
TRAIN "B" OUT OF SERVICE FOR TEST OR MAINTENANCE [INJECTION)
Large LOCA
LATENT HUMAN FAILURE OF RHR TRAIN B
TRAIN "A" OUT OF SERVICE FOR MAINTENANCE OR TESTING [INJECZ'ZON)
Large LOCA
RHR PUMP A (PAC01A) FAILS TO START
TRAIN "B OUT OF SERVICE FOR TEST OR MAINTENANCE [INJECTZON)
Large LOCA
RHR PUMP B (PAC01B) FAZLS TO START
TRAIN "A" OUT OF SERVICE FOR MAINTENANCE OR TESTING [INJECTZON)
Large LOCA
CHECK VALVES 697A, 697B FAIL TO OPEN «COMMON CAUSE EVENT>
Large LOCA
CHECK VALVES 853A, 853B FAIL TO OPEN «COMMON CAUSE EVENT>
Large LOCA
COMMON CAUSE FAILURE TO OPEN OF CHECK VALVES 842A Ec 842B

1.80E-04
1.30E-02
1.80E-04
2.60E-05
1.30E-02
1.80E-04
4. 12E-04
1.80E-04
3.37E-04
1.80E-04
3.08E-04
1.80E-04
1 '2E-04
1.80E-04
1. 12E-07
1.80E-04
4.65E-03
2.00E-02
1.80E-04
4.65E-03
2.00E-02
1.80E-04
3.00E-03
2.00E-02
1.80E-'04
3.00E-03
2.00E-02
1.80E-04
3.00E-03
2.00E-02
1.80E-04
3.00E-03
2.00E-02
1.80E-04
2.56E-03
2.00E-02
1 '0E-04
2.56E-03
2.00E-02
1.80E-04
4.42E-05
1.80E-04
4.42E-05
1 ~ 80E-04
3.79E-05

1.80E-04
1.30E-02
1.80E-04
5.76E-02
1'.30E-02
1.80E-04
4. 12E-04
1.80E-04
3.37E-04
1.80E-04
3.08E-04
1.80E-04
1.82E-04
1.80E-04
1.24E-04
1.80E-04
4.65E-03
2.00E-02
1.80E-04
4.65E-03
2.00E-02
1.80E-04
3.00E-03
2.00E-02
1.80E-04
3.00E-03
2.00E-02
1.80E-04
3.00E-03
2.00E-02
1.80E-04
3.00E-03
2.00E-02
1.80E-04
2.56E-03
2.00E-02
1.80E-04
2.56E-03
2.00E-02
1.80E-04
4.42E-05
1.80E-04
4.42E-05
1.80E-04
3.79E-05

2.34E-06

1.35E-07

7.41E-08

6.07E-OS

5.54E-08

3.27E-08

2.23E-08

1.67E-OS

1.67E-OS

1.OSE-OS

1.08E-08

1.08E-OS

1.08E-OS

9.21E-09

9.21E-09

7.96E-09

7.96E-09

6.83E-09



Inputs Description Rate Exposure Prob Cutset Prob

19

20

21

22

23

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

I

35

36

LZLBLOCA
SICCM0867X
LILBLOCA
RHMVK00856
LZLBLOCA
ACLOPRTALL
DGCCOOORUN

LZLBLOCA
RHMVK0704A
REIMOOOOOB

LILBLOCA
RHMVK0704B
REIMOOOOOA
LILBLOCA
RRCC697A/B
LILBLOCA
RRSMPOOA/B
LILBLOCA
REIMOOOOOA

RHXVK00715
LZLBLOCA
REIMOOOOOB
RHXVK00717
LILBLOCA
CCMM00738A
CCMM00738B
LILBLOCA
RHMVROSSOA

LILBLOCA
RHMVR0850B
LILBLOCA
RHMVR0857B
LZLBLOCA
SZPPJLBLOA
SZXVK00841
LILBLOCA
SIPPJLBLOB
SIXVK00865
LILBLOCA
ZAXVK00371
CVHFD0 0371
LILBLOCA
RHCCPUMPBA

LZLBLOCA
RHCVP0697A
REIMOOOOOB

Large LOCA
COMMON CAUSE FAILURE TO OPEN OF CHECK VALVES 867A & 867B
Large LOCA
MOTOR-OPERATED VALVE 856 TRANSFERS CLOSED [INJECTION]
Large LOCA
Loss of All Off-Site Power Following Reactor Trip
DIESEL GENERATORS FAIL TO RUN (COMMON CAUSE)
Large LOCA
MOV 704A TRANSFERS CLOSED (INJECrION)
TRAIN "B" OUT OF SERVICE FOR TEST OR MAINTENANCE (INJECTION)
Large LOCA
MOV 704B TRANSFERS CLOSED (INJECI'ION)
TRAIN "A" OUT OF SERVICE FOR MAINTENANCE OR TESTING [INJECTION)
Large LOCA
CHECK VALVES 697A/B FAIL TO OPEN «COMMON CAUSE EVENT)
Large LOCA
CONTAINMENT SUMP SCREENS PLUGGED [RECIRC)
Large LOCA
TRAIN "A" OUT OF SERVICE FOR MAI~CE OR TESTING [INJECTION]
MANUAL VALVE 715 TRANSFERS CLOSED (ZNJECI'ZON)
Large LOCA
TRAIN "B" OUT OF SERVICE FOR TEST OR MAINTENANCE [INJECTION)
MANUAL VALVE 717 TRANSFERS CLOSED [INJECI'ZON]
Large LOCA
MOV 738A FAILS TO OPEN
MOV 738B FAILS TO OPEN
Large LOCA
MOTOR-OP VALVE 850A TRANSFERS OPEN [ZNJECZ'ZON)
Large LOCA
MOTOR-OP VALVE SSOB TRANSFERS OPEN [INJECTION)
Large LOCA
MOTOR-OPERATED VALVE 857B TRANSFERS OPEN - LOSS OF FLOW
Large LOCA
CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY OF LBLOCA IN THE "A" SZ LINE
MOTOR OPERATED VALVE 841 TRANSFERS CLOSED
Large LOCA
CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY OF LBLOCA IN THE "B" SI LINE
MOTOR OPERATED VALVE 865 TRANSFERS CLOSED
Large LOCA
SOLENOID VALVE 14204S FOR AOV 371 FAILS TO DEENERGZZE
OPERATORS FAIL TO MANUALLY ISOLATE AOV 371 (LETDOWN LINE)
Large LOCA
COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF RHR PUMPS A AND B TO RUN
Large LOCA
CHECK VALVE 697A FAILS TO OPEN [INJECTION)
TRAIN "B" OUT OF SERVICE FOR TEST OR MAINTENANCE [INJECTION)

1.80E-04
3.79E-OS
1.80E-04
1.04E-06
1.80E-04
1.00E-02
2.34E-03
1.80E-04
1.04E-06
2.00E-02
1.80E-04
1.04E-06
2.00E-02
1.80E-04
2.21E-05
1.80E-04
2.20E-05
1.80E-04
2.00E-02
1.66E-07
1.80E-04
2.00E-02
1.66E-07
1.soE-oa
4.65E-03
4.65E-03
1.80E-04
5.95E-07
1.80E-04
5.95E-07
1.80E-04
5.95E-07
1.80E-04
1.89E-02
1.53E-07
1.80E-04
1.89E-02
1.53E-07
1.80E-04
1.94E-07
1.30E-02
1.80E-04
1.64E-05
1.80E-04
1. 12E-07
2.00E-02

1.soE-oa
3.79E-05
1.80E-04
3.74E-OS
1'.80E-04
1.00E-02
2.34E-03
1.80E-04
1. 15E-03
2.00E-02
1.80E-04
1. 15E-03
2.00E-02
1.80E-04
2. 21E-05
1.80E-04
2.20E-OS
1.80E-04

.2.00E-02
1.09E-03
1.80E-04
2.00E-02
1.09E-03
1.80E-04
4.65E-03
4.65E-03
1.80E-04
2.14E-OS
1.80E-04
2.14E-OS
1. SOE-04
2.14E-OS
1.80E-04
1.89E-02
1. 01E-03
1.80E-04
1.89E-02
1. 01E-03
1.80E-04
1.28E-03
1.30E-02
1.80E-04
1.64E-05
1.80E-04
7.37E-04
2.00E-02

6.83E-09

6.74E-09

4.22E-09

4.14E-09

4. 14E-09

3.99E-09

3.96E-09

3.93E-09

3.93E-09

3.89E-09

3.86E-09

3.86E-09

3.86E-09

3.43E-09

3.43E-09

2.99E-09

2.95E-09

2.65E-09



Inputs Description Rate Exposure Prob Cutset Prob

37

38

39

40

42

50

LILBLOCA
RHCVP0697B
RHIMOOOOOA

LILBLOCA
CCHFL0780A
CCMM00738B
LILBLOCA
CCHFL0780B
CCMM00738A
LZLBLOCA
CCPPJ COMM

LILBLOCA
CCTKJSURGE
LILBLOCA
RRTKGOSEAL
RRHFDSEALX
LILBLOCA
Sl'CVP0842A
SZPPJLBLOA
LZLBLOCA
SICVP0842B
SIPPJLBLOB
LILBLOCA
SZCVP0867A
SZPPJLBLOA
LILBLOCA

- SZCVP0867B
SZPPJLBLOB
LILBLOCA
CCMM00738A
RHMMAC01BA
LZLBLOCA
CCMM00738B
RHMMAC01AA
LZLBLOCA
REZMOOOOOA

RRXVK00715
LILBLOCA
RHTMOOOOOB

RRXVK00717

Large LOCA
CHECK VALVE 697B FAILS TO OPEN [INJECTION)
TRAIN "A" OUT OF SERVICE FOR MAINTENANCE OR TESTING [INJECTION)
Large LOCA
CCW THROTZLING VALVE 780A MISPOSITIONED
MOV 738B FAZLS TO OPEN
Large LOCA
CCW THROTTLING VAIVE 780B MZSPOSITZONED
MOV 738A FAILS TO OPEN
Large LOCA
PIPE RUPTURE IN THE COMMON CCW PIPING
Large LOCA
CCW SURGE TANK RUPTURE
Large LOCA
RHR PUMP SEAL FAILURE FAZLS BOTH PUMPS (LONG TERM)
FAILURE OF OPERATORS TO STOP RHR PUMP IF SEAL FAILS
Large LOCA
CHECK VALVE 842A FAILS TO OPEN
CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY OF LBLOCA IN TJK "A" SZ LINE
Large LOCA
CHECK VALVE 842B FAILS TO OPEN
CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY OF LBLOCA IN THE "B" SZ LINE
Large LOCA
CHECK VALVE 867A FAILS TO OPEN
CONDITIONAL PROBABZLITY OF LBLOCA ZN THE "A" SZ LINE
Large LOCA
CHECK VALVE 867B FAILS TO OPEN
CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY OF LBLOCA IN THE "B" SI LINE
Large LOCA
MOV 738A FAILS TO OPEN
RHR PUMP B (PAC01B) FAILS TO START
Large LOCA
MOV 738B FAILS TO OPEN
RHR PUMP A (PAC01A) FAILS TO START
Large LOCA
TRAIN "A" OUT OF SERVICE FOR MAINTENANCE OR TESTING [INJECTION]
MANUAL VALVE 715 TRANSFERS CLOSED (RECIRC]
Large LOCA
TRAIN "B" OUT OF SERVZCE FOR TEST OR MAINTENANCE [INJECTION]
MANUAL VALVE 717 TRANSFERS CLOSED [RECIRC)

1.80E-04
1. 12E-07
2.00E-02
1.80E-04
3.00E-03
4.65E-03
1.80E-04
3.00E-03
4.65E-03
1.80E-04
5.53E-07
1.80E-04
5.53E-07,
1.80E-04
5.52E-06
1. OOE-01
1.80E-04
9.60E-08
1.89E-02
1.80E-04
9.60E-08
1.89E-02
1.80E-04
9.60E-08
1.89E-02
1.80E-04
9.60E-08
1.89E-02
1.80E-04
4.65E-03
2.56E-03
1.80E-04
4.65E-03
2.56E-03
1.80E-04
2.00E-02
1.66E-07
1.80E-04
2.00E-02
1.66E-07

1.80E-04
7.37E-04
2.00E-02
1.80E-04
3.00E-03
4.65E-03
1.80E-04
3.00E-03
4.65E-03
1.80E-04
1.33E-05
1.80E-04
1.33E-05
1.80E-04
1.32E-04
1. OOE-01
1.80E-04
6.32E-04
1.89E-02
1.80E-04
6.32E-04
1.89E-02
1.80E-04
6.32E-04
1.89E-02
1.80E-04
6.32E-04
1.89E-02
1.80E-04
4.65E-03
2.56E-03
1.80E-04
4.65E-03
2.56E-03
1.80E-04
2.00E-02
5.47E-04
1.80E-04
2.00E-02
5.47E-04

2.65E-09

2.51E-09

2.51E-09

2.39E-09

2.39E-09

2.38E«09

2. 15E-09

2.15E-09

2.15E-09

2.15E-09

2.14E-09

2. 14E-09

1.97E-09

1.97E-09

Report Summary:
Filename: C: )CAFTA-W)QUANT~TLA.CUT
Print date: 1/15/97 2:47 PM

Not sorted
Printed the first 50



initiator Summary Report

MLOCA ~ 4.12E46 ( Probability)

Name Prob Description

LIMBLOCA
TIRXTRIP
TIIALOSS
TISHLOSP
.TIGRLOSP
TIOOOOSW
TIOOODCA
TIOOODCB

4.11E-06
4.74E-09
5.14E-10
5.01E-10
4.08E-10
3.35E-10
2.59E-10
2.59E-10

99.8%
O.lw
0. O~o

0. 0'o

0.0<
0. 0'o

0. 0+o

0.

0%'edium

LOCA (1.5"-5.5»)
Reactor Trip
Loss of Instrument Air
Loss of Offsite Power - Switchyard
Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
Total Loss of Service Hater
Loss of Main DC Distribution Panel A (DCPDPCB03A)
Loss of Main DC Distribution Panel B (DCPDPCB03B)-

Total = 4.12E-06

Report Summary:
Filename: C:tCAFTA-VAQUANTNLOCACUT
Print date: 1/13/97 10:41 AM

I
Sorted by Probability

C:tCAFTA-t4/tQUANTVMLOCA.CUT Page 1



Inputs Descriptiou Rate Exposure Prob Cutset Prob

LIMBLOCA
RRHFDRECRC
MLOCRECIRC
LIMBLOCA
SICCMPSI1Y
LIMBLOCA
SICCMPSI1X
LIMBLOCA
RHCCPUN PAB

LIMBLOCA
CCCC738A/B
LIMBLOCA
RRCC850A/B
LIMBLOCA
CVAVX00371
CVHFD00371
MLOCRECZRC
LIMBLOCA
RHCC852A/B
LIMBLOCA
RHCVP00854
LIMBLOCA
CCMM00738A
RHIM00000B
LIMBLOCA
CCMM00738B
RHIMOOOOOA
LIMBLOCA
CCHFL0780A
REZM00000B
LIMBLOCA
CCHFL0780B
RHIM00000A
LIMBLOCA
RHHFL00 0OA
RHIMOOOOOB

LZMBLOCA
RHHFLO0 0 OB

RHTM00000A
LIMBLOCA
RHMMAC01AA
RHZM00000B
LZMBLOCA
RHMMAC01BA
RHIMOOOOOA

Medium LOCA (1.5"-5.5")
OPERATOR FAILS TO CORRECTLY SHIFT THE RHR SYSTEM TO RECIRCULATION
MUITIPLIER FOR MEDIUM LOCA RECIRCULATION FAILURE RATE
Medium LOCA (1.5"-5.5")
PSI01A, PSI01B & PSI01C FAIL TO RUN DURING INJECI'ZON DUE TO CCF
Medium LOCA (1.5"-5.5")
PSZ01A, PSZ01B & PSZ01C FAIL TO START FOR INJECI'ZON DUE TO CCF
Medium LOCA (1.5"-5.5")
COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF RHR PUMPS A AND B TO START
Medium LOCA (1.5"-5.5")
COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF MOV'S 738A AND 738B TO OPEN
Medium LOCA (1.5"-5.5")
MOVS 850A/B FAIL TO OPEN <COMMON CAUSE EVENT>
Medium LOCA (1.5"-5.5")
AOV 371 FAILS TO CLOSE
OPERATORS „FAIL TO MANUALLY ISOLATE AOV 371 (LETDOWN LINE)
MUITZPLIER FOR MEDIUM LOCA RECIRCULATION FAILURE RATE
Mediun LOCA (1.5"-5.5")
MOVS 852A, 852B FAIL TO OPEN <COMMON CAUSE EVENT>
Medium LOCA (1.5"-5.5")
CHECK VALVE 854 FAILS TO OPEN [INJECTION]
Medium LOCA (1.5"-5.5")
MOV 738A FAILS TO OPEN
TRAIN "B" OUT OF SERVZCE FOR TEST OR MAINTENANCE [INJECTION)
Medium LOCA (1.5"-5.5")
MOV 738B FAILS TO OPEN
TRAIN "A" OUT OF SERVICE FOR MAINTENANCE OR TESTING [INJECTION)
Medium LOCA (1.5"-5.5")
CCW THROTTLING VALVE 780A MZSPOSITZONED
TRAIN "B" OUP OF SERVICE FOR TEST OR MAINTENANCE [INJECTION]
Medium LOCA (1.5"-5.5")
CCW THROTTLING VALVE 780B MISPOSITIONED
TRAIN "A" OUT OF SERVICE FOR MAINTENANCE OR TESTING (INJECTION)
Medium LOCA (1.5"-5.5")
LATENT HUMAN FAILURE OF RHR TRAIN A
TRAIN "B" OUT OF SERVICE FOR TEST OR MAINTENANCE [INJECTION)
Medium LOCA (1.5"-5.5")
LATENT HUMAN FAILURE OF RHR TRAIN B
TRAIN "A" OUT OF SERVICE FOR MAINTENANCE OR TESTING [INJECTION]
Medium LOCA (1.5"-5.5")
RHR PUMP A (PAC01A) FAILS TO START
TRAIN "B" OUT OF SERVICE FOR TEST OR MAINTENANCE [INJECTION]
Medium LOCA (1.5"-5.5")
RHR PUMP B (PAC01B) FAILS TO START
TRAIN "A" OUI'F SERVZCE FOR MAINTENANCE OR TESTING (INJECTION)

4.00E-04
1.30E-02
4. 08E-01
4.00E-04
8.38E-04
4.00E-04
5.46E-04
4.00E-04
4.12E-04
4.00E-04
3.37E-04
4.00E-04
3.08E-04
4.00E-04
2.60E-05
1.30E-02
4.08E-01
4.OOE-O4
1.82E-04
4.00E-04
1. 12E-07
4.00E-04
4.65E-03
2.00E-02
4.00E-04
4.65E-03
2.00E 02
4 .OOE-04
3.00E-03
2.00E-02
4.00E-04
3.00E-03
2.00E-02
a.ooE-oa
3.00E-03
2.00E-02
4.00E-04
3.00E-03
2.00E-02
4.00E-04
2.56E-03
2.00E-02
a.ooE-oa
2.56E-03
2.00E-02

a.ooE-o4
1.30E-02
4.08E-01
4.00E-04
8.38E-04
4.00E-04
5.46E-04
4.00E-04
4.12E-04
4.00E-04
3.37E-04
4.00E-04
3.08E-04
4.00E-04
5.76E-02
1.30E-02
4.08E-01
4.00E-04
1.82E-04
4.00E-04
1.24E-04
4.00E-04
4.65E-03
2.00E-02
4.00E-04
4.65E-03
2.00E-02
4.00E-04
3.00E-03
2.00E-02
4.00E-04
3.00E 03
2.00E-02
4.00E-04
3.00E-03
2.00E-02
4.00E-04
3.00E-03
2.00E-02
4.00E-04
2.56E-03
2.00E-02
4.00E-04
2.56E-03
2.00E-02

2.12E-06

3.35E-07

2. 18E-07

1.65E-07

1.35E-07

1.23E-07

1.22E-07

7.26E-08

4.96E-08

3.72E-08

3.72E-08

2.40E-08

2.40E-08

2.40E-08

2.40E-08

2.05E-08

2.05E-08



Inputs Description Rate Exposure Prob Cutset Prob

18

19

20

21

22

23

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

LIMBLOCA
RHCC697A/B
LIMBLOCA
RHCC853A/B
LIMBLOCA
SZCCM0867X
LIMBLOCA
SZCCM0878X
LIMBLOCA
RHMVK00856
LIMBLOCA
ACLOPRTALL
DGCCOOORUN

LIMBLOCA
RHMVK0704A
RHIMOOOOOB

LIMBLOCA
RHMVK0704B
RHIMOOOOOA
LIMBLOCA
RRCC697A/B
LIMBLOCA
RRSMPOOA/B
LIMBLOCA
RHIMOOOOOA

RHXVK00715
LIMBLOCA
RHTMOOOOOB

RHXVKO0717
LIMBLOCA
CCMM00738A
CCMM00738B
LIMBLOCA
RHMVR0850A
LIMBLOCA
RHMVR0850B
LIMBLOCA
RHMVR0857B
LZMBLOCA
RRPPJMBLOA
RRPPJMBLOB
LIMBLOCA
RHCCPUMPBA

LIMBLOCA
RHCVP0697A
RHTMOOOOOB

Medium LOCA (1.5"-5.5")
CHECK VALVES 697A', 697B FAIL TO OPEN (COMMON CAUSE EVENT)
Medium LOCA (1.5"-5.5")
CHECK VALVES 853A, 853B FAIL TO OPEN (COMMON CAUSE EVENT)
Medium LOCA (1.5"-5.5")
COMMON CAUSE FAILURE TO OPEN OF CHECK VALVES 867A fc 867B
Medium LOCA (1.5"-5.5")
CHECK VALVES 878G AND 878J FAIL TO OPEN DUE TO COMMON CAUSE
Medium LOCA (1.5"-5.5")
MOTOR-OPERATED VALVE 856 TRANSFERS CLOSED [INJECTION]
Medium LOCA (1.5"-S.S")
Loss of All Off-Site Power Following Reactor Trip
DIESEL GENERATORS FAIL TO RUN (COMMON CAUSE)
Medium LOCA (1.5"-5.5")
MOV 704A TRANSFERS CLOSED (INJECTION)
TRAIN "B" OUT OF SERVICE FOR TEST OR MAINTENANCE [INJECTION)
Medium LOCA (1.5"-5.5")
MOV 704B TRANSFERS CLOSED (INJECTZON)
TRAIN "A" OUT OF SERVICE FOR MAINTENANCE OR TESTING [INJECTION]
Medium LOCA (1.5"-5.5")
CHECK VALVES 697A/B FAIL TO OPEN <COMMON CAUSE EVENT>
Medium LOCA (1.5"-5.5")
CONTAZNMENT SUMP SCREENS PLUGGED [RECZRC]
Medium LOCA (1.5"-5.5")
TRAIN "A" OUT OF SERVICE FOR MAINTENANCE OR TESTING [ZNJEC1'ZON)
MANUAL VALVE 715 TRANSFERS CLOSED [INJECTION)
Medium LOCA (1.5"-5.5")
TRAIN "B" OUT OF SERVZCE FOR TEST OR MAINTENANCE [INJECTION]
MANUAL VALVE 717 TRANSFERS CLOSED [INJECI'ZON]
Medium LOCA (1.5"-5.5")
MOV 738A FAILS TO OPEN
MOV 738B FAILS TO OPEN
Medium LOCA (1.5"-5.5")
MOTOR-OP VALVE 850A TRANSFERS OPEN [INJECTION]
Medium LOCA (1.5"-5.5")
MOTOR-OP VALVE 850B TRANSFERS OPEN [INJECTION]
Medium LOCA (1.5"-5.5")
MOTOR-OPERATED VALVE 857B TRANSFERS OPEN - LOSS OF FLOW
Medium LOCA (1.5"-5.5")
CONDITZONAL PROBABILITY OF MBLOCA IN "A" RHR LINE
CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY OF MBLOCA IN "B" RHR LINE
Medium LOCA (1.5"-5.5")
COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF RHR PUMPS A AND B TO RUN
Medium LOCA (1.5"-5.5")
CHECK VALVE 697A FAILS TO OPEN [INJECI'ION]
TRAIN "B" OUT OF SERVICE FOR TEST OR MAZNTENANCE [INJECTION]

4.00E-04
4.42E-OS
4.00E-04
4.42E-OS
4.00E-04
3.79E-OS
4.00E-04
3.79E-OS
4.00E-04
1.04E-06
4.00E-04
1.00E-02
2.34E-03
4.00E-04
1.04E-06
2.00E-02
4.00E-04
1.04E-06
2.00E-02
4.00E-04
2. 21E-05
4.00E-04
2.20E-OS
4.00E-04
2.00E-02
1.66E-07
4.00E-04
2.00E-02
1.66E-07
4.00E-04
4.65E-03
4.65E-03
4.00E-04
5.95E-07
4.00E-04
5.95E-07
4.00E-04
5.95E-07
4.00E-04
5.20E-03
3.90E-03
4.00E-04
1.64E-OS
4.00E-04
1. 12E-07
2.00E-02

4.00E-04
4.42E-OS
4.00E-04
4 '2E-05
4'.OOE-04
3.79E-OS
4.00E-04
3.79E-05
4.00E-04
3.74E-OS
4.00E-04
1.00E-02
2.34E-03
4.00E-04
1. 15E-03
2.00E-02
4.00E-04
1.15E-03
2.00E-02
4.00E-04
2.21E-05
4.00E-04
2.20E-05
4.00E-04
2.00E-02
1.09E-03
4.00E-04
2.00E-02
1.09E-03
4.00E-04
4.65E-03
4.65E-03
4.00E-04
2.14E-OS
4.00E-04
2.14E-05
4.00E-04
2.14E-OS
4.00E-04
5.20E-03
3.90E-03
4.00E-04
1.64E-OS
4.00E-04
7.37E-04
2.00E-02

1.77E-08

1.77E-08

1.52E-08

1.52E-08

1.50E-08

9.37E-09

9. 21E-09

9.21E-09

8.86E-09

8.80E-09

8.74E-09

8.74E-09

8.65E-09

8.57E-09

8.57E-09

8.57E-09

8.1)E-09

6.55E-09

5.90E-09



Inputs Description Rate Exposure Prob Cutset Prob

37

38

39

40

44
I

46
1

47
I

48

50

LIMBLOCA
RHCVP0697B
RRZMOOOOOA

LIMBLOCA
CCHFL0780A
CCMM00738B
LIMBLOCA
CCHFL0780B
CCMM00738A
LIMBLOCA
CCPPJ COMM

LIMBLOCA
CC1'KJSURGE
LIMBLOCA
RRTKG0SEAL
RRHFDSEALX
LIMBLOCA
CCMM00738A
RHMMAC01BA
LZMBLOCA
CCMM00738B
RHMMAC01AA
LIMBLOCA
RHMVQ0852B
RRPPJMBLOA
LIMBLOCA
SIPPJMBLOB
S I'lMTRAINB
LIMBLOCA
CSMM896A/B
LIMBLOCA
RHTMOOOOOA

RRXVK00715
LIMBLOCA
RRIMOOOOOB

RRXVK00717
LIMBLOCA
RRMM00850A
RRMM00850B

Medium LOCA (1.5"-5.5")
CHECK VALVE 697B FAILS TO OPEN [INJECI'ION)
TRAIN "A" OUT OF SERVICE FOR MAINTENANCE OR TESTING [ZNJECI'ZON)
Medium LOCA (1.5"-5.5")
CCW THROITLING VALVE 780A MISPOSITZONED
MOV 738B FAILS TO OPEN
Medium LOCA (1.5"-5.5")
CCW THROTTLING VALVE 780B MISPOSZTZONED
MOV 738A FAILS TO OPEN
Medium LOCA (1.5"-5.5")
PIPE RUPTURE IN THE COMMON CCW PZPZNG
Medium LOCA (1.5"-5.5")
CCW SURGE TANK RUPTURE
Medium LOCA (1.5"-5.5")
RHR PUMP SEAL FAILURE FAILS BOTH PUMPS (LONG TERM)
FAILURE OF OPERATORS TO STOP RHR PUMP IF SEAL FAILS
Medium LOCA (1.5"-5.5")
MOV 738A FAILS TO OPEN
RHR PUMP B (PAC01B) FAILS TO START ~

Medium LOCA (1.5"-5.5")
MOV 738B FAILS TO OPEN
RHR PUMP A (PACOIA) FAILS TO START
Mediu~ LOCA (1.5"-5.5")
MOV 852B FAILS TO OPEN
CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY OF MBLOCA ZN "A" RHR LINE
Medium LOCA (1.5"-5.5")
CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY OF MBLOCA IN THE "B" SI LINE
SI TRAIN B DISCHARGE VALVES UNAVAILABLEDUE TO TEST OR MAINTENANCE
Medium LOCA (1.5"-5.5")
MOV 896A OR 896B TRANSFERS CLOSED (FAILS CS AND SI FROM RWST)
Medium LOCA (1.5"-5.5")
TRAIN "A" OUT OF SERVICE FOR MAINTENANCE OR TESTING [INJECI'ZON)
MANUAL VALVE 715 TRANSFERS CLOSED [RECZRC]
Medium LOCA (1.5"-5.5")
TRAIN "B" OUP OF SERVICE FOR TEST OR MAINTENANCE [INJECTION)
MANUAL VALVE 717 TRANSFERS CLOSED [RECZRC)
Medium LOCA (1.5"-5.5")
MOV 850A FAILS TO OPEN (RECIRCULATION)
MOV 850B FAILS TO OPEN (RECIRCULATION)

4.00E-04
1.12E-07
2.00E-02
4.00E-04
3.00E-03
4.65E-03
4.00E-04
3.00E-03
4.65E-03
4.00E-04
5.53E-07
4.00E-04
5.53E-07
4.00E-04
5.52E-06
1.00E-01
4.00E-04
4.65E-03
2.56E-03
4.00E-04
4.65E-03
2.56E-03
4.00E-04
2.27E-03
5.20E-03<
4.00E-04
1.93E-03
5.71E-03
4.00E-04
1.10E-OS
4.00E-04
2.00E-02
1.66E-07
4.00E-04
2.00E-02
1.66E-07
4.00E-04
3.08E-03
3.08E-03

4.00E-04
7.37E-04
2.00E-02
4.00E-04
3.00E-03
4.65E-03
4.00E-04
3.00E-03
4.65E-03
4.00E-04
1.33E-05
4.00E-04
1.33E-05
4.00E-04
1.32E-04
1.00E-01
4.00E-04
4.65E-03
2.56E-03
4.00E-04
4.65E-03
2.56E-03
4.00E-04
2.27E-03
5.20E-03
4.00E-04
1.93E-03
5.71E-03
4.00E-04
1.10E-05
4.00E-04
2.00E-02
5.47E-04
4.00E-04
2.00E-02
5.47E-04
4.00E-04
3.08E-03
3.08E-03

5.90E-09

5.58E-09

5.58E-09

5. 31E-09

5.31E-09

5.30E-09

4.76E-09

4.76E-09

4.72E-09

4.41E-09

4. 41E-09

4.38E-09

4.38E-09

3.79E-09

Report Summary:
Filename: C: KCAFTA-WKQUANTKTLM.CUT
Print date: 1/15/97 2:48 PM

Not sorted
Printed the first 50



'lnltiator Summary Report

SLOCA ~ 4.37f46 (Probability)

Name Prob Description

LISBLOCA
TIRXTRIP
TIOOODCB
TIOOODCA
TISWLOSP
TIGRLOSP
TIOOOOSW
TIIALOSS
TIFWLOSS
TIFLBOTB
TISLBOTB
TIRCPROT
TIOOOSWB
TIOOOSWA

2.46E-06
8.23E-07
0. 20E-07
2.19E-07
1.96E-07
1.78E-07
1.38E-07
1.11E-07
1.14E-08
4.89E-09
4.51E-09
1.57E-09
1.02E-09
9.58E-10

56. 3'o

18. 8~o

5. 0'o

5. 0'o

4. 5'o

4. 1%
3. 2so

2. 5'o

0. 3'o

0. 1'o

0. 1'o

0. 0'o

0.0%
0. 0'o

Small LOCA (1-1. 5»)
Reactor Trip
Loss of Main DC Distribution Panel B (DCPDPCB03B)
Loss of Main DC Distribution Panel A (DCPDPCB03A)
Loss of Offsite Power - Switchyard
Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
Total Loss of Service Water
Loss of instrument Air
Loss of Main Feedwater
Feedline Break in Turbine Building
Steamline Break in Turbine Building
Reactor Coolant Pump Locked Rotor Event
Loss of Service Water Header B
Loss of Service Water Header A

Total = 4.37E-06

Report Summary:
Filename: C:LCAFTA-VAQUANTtSLOCA.CUT

Print date: 1/13/97 10:33 AM
Sorted by Probability

C tCAFTA-VNQUANTISLOCA.CUT Page 1



Inputs Description Rate Exposure Prob Cutset Prob

LZSBLOCA
RHCCPUMPAB
LISBLOCA
CCCC738A/B
LISBLOCA
RRCC850A/B
LISBLOCA
CCMM00738A
RHTMOOOOOB

LISBLOCA
CCMM00738B
REIMOOOOOA
TZOOOOSW

-RCMVD00515
RCRZT0431C
RCHFDPLOCA
TIOOOOSW
-RCMVD00516
RCRZT00430
RCHFDPLOCA
LISBLOCA
CCHFL0780A
RHTMOOOOOB

LISBLOCA
.CCHFL0780B
REZMOOOOOA

LISBLOCA
RHMMAC01AA
REIMOOOOOB

LISBLOCA
RHMMAC01BA
REIMOOOOOA
TIOOODCA
-RCMVD00515
RCRZT0431C
REZMOOOOOB

RCHFDPLOCA
TZOOODCA
-RCMVD00516
RCRZT00430
REIMOOOOOB

RCHFDPLOCA

Small LOCA (1-1.5")
COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF RHR PUMPS A AND B TO START
Small LOCA (1-1.5")
COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF MOV'S 738A AND 738B TO OPEN

Small LOCA (l-l~ 5")
MOVS 850A/B FAIL TO OPEN <COMMON CAUSE EVENT)
Small LOCA (1-1.5")
MOV 738A FAILS TO OPEN
TRAIN ~B~ OUT OF SERVICE FOR TEST OR MAINTENANCE (INJECZIOH)
Small LOCA (1-1 ~ 5")
MOV 738B FAILS TO OPEN
TRAIH "A" OUT OF SERVZCE FOR MAINTENANCE OR TESTING (ZMECTION)
Total Loss of Service Water
Motor-Operated Valve 515 Zs Closed Due to PORV Leakage
PORV PCV-431C Fails To Reseat After Steam Relief
Operators Fail To Close PORV Block Valve (515/516)
Total Loss of Service Water
Motor-Operated Valve 516 Zs Closed Due To PORV Leakage
PORV PCV-430 Fails To Reseat After Steam Relief
Operators Fail To Close PORV Block Valve {515/516)
Small LOCA (1-1.5")
CCW THROTTLING VALVE 780A MISPOSITIONED
TRAIH "B" OUT OF SERVZCE FOR TEST OR MAINTENANCE (IHJECTION)
Small LOCA {1-1.5")
CCW THROTTLING VALVE 780B MZSPOSITZONED
TRAIN "A" OUT OF SERVICE FOR MAINTENANCE OR TESTING (IMECZION)
Small LOCA (1-1.5")
RHR PUMP A (PAC01A) FAILS TO START
TRAIN "B" OUI'F SERVICE FOR TEST OR MAINTENANCE (INJECTION)
Small LOCA (1-1.5")
RHR PUMP B (PACOlB) FAILS TO START
TRAIN "A" OUT OF SERVICE FOR MAINTENANCE OR TESTZNG (IMECI'ZON)
Loss of Main DC Distribution Panel A (DCPDPCB03A)
Motor-Operated Valve 515 Zs Closed Due to PORV I,eakage
PORV PCV-431C Fails To Reseat After Steam Relief
TRAIN "B" OUT OF SERVICE FOR TEST OR MAINTENANCE (INJECTION)
Operators Fail To Close PORV Block Valve (515/516)
Loss of Main DC Distribution Panel A {DCPDPCB03A)
Motor-Operated Valve 516 Zs Closed Due To PORV Leakage
PORV PCV-430 Fails To Reseat After Steam Relief
TRAIN "B" OUT OF SERVICE FOR TEST OR MAIHTENAHCE (IHJECTION)
Operators Fail To Close PORV Block Valve {515/516)

1.10E-03
4 . 12E-04
1.10E-03
3.37E-04
1. 10E-03
3.08E-04
1.10E-03
4.65E-03
2.00E-02
1.10E-03
4.65E-03
2.00E-02
1 ~ 43E-04
3.26E-02
5.00E-03
1. OOE-01
1.43E-04
3.26E-02
5.00E-03
1 ~ OOE-01
1 ~ 10E-03
3.00E-03
2.0OE-02
1 ~ 10E-03
3.00E-03
2.00E-02
1.10E-03
2.56E-03
2.00E-02
1.10E-03
2.56E-03
2.00E-02
5.54E-03
3.26E-02
5.00E-03
2.00E-02
1.00E 01
5.54E-03
3.26E-02
5.00E-03
2.00E-02
1. OOE-01

1. 10E-03
4 . 12E-04
1.10E-03
3 . 37E-04
1:10E-03
3.08E-04
1.10E-03
4.65E-03
2.00E-02
1.10E-03
4.65E-03
2.0OE-02
1.43E-04
3.26E-02
5.00E-03
1. OOE-01
1.43E-04
3.26E-02
5.00E-03
1. OOE 01
1. 10E-03
3.00E-03
2.00E-02
1. 10E-03
3.00E-03
2.00E-02
1. 10E-03
2.56E-03
2.00E-02
1.10E 03
2.56E-03
2.00E-02
5.54E-03
3.26E-02
5.00E-03
2.00E-02
1 ~ OOE 01
5.54E-03
3.26E-02
5.00E-03
2.00E-02
1. OOE-01

4.53E-07

3.71E-07

3.39E-07

1.02E-07

1.02E-07

6.92E-OS

6.92E-OS

6.60E-OS

6.60E-08

5.63E 08

5.63E 08

5.36E-08

5.36E-OS

xo
oo



Inputs Description Rate Exposure Prob Cutset Prob

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

25

TIOOODCB
-RCMVD00515
RCRZT0431C
RHIMOOOOOA

RCHFDPLOCA
TZOOODCB
-RCMVD00516
RCRZT00430
RHIMOOOOOA

RCHFDPLOCA
LISBLOCA
RCHFDCDOSS
SRHFDRECRC
LZSBLOCA
RCHFDCDOSS

RRHFDRECRC

SLOCRECIRC
LISBLOCA
S ZCCMPSI 1Y
RCHFDCDOSS

LISBLOCA
SRCCMPSI1Y
RCHFDCD OS S

LISBLOCA
CRCCMO8 96X
RCHFDCD0 8S
LISBLOCA
CCMM00738A
CCMM00738B
LISBLOCA
SZCCMPSZ1X
RCHFDCDOSS

TIRXTRIP
-RCMVD00515
RCRZT0431C
RHCCPUMPAB
RXTRIPLL
RCHFDPLOCA
TZRXTRZP
-RCMVD00516
RCRZT00430
RHCCPUMPAB

RXTRZPLL
RCHFDPLOCA
LISBLOCA
RHCCPUMPBA

Loss of Main DC Distribution Panel B (DCPDPCB03B)
Motor-Operated Valve 515 Is Closed Due to PORV Leakage
PORV PCV-431C Fails To Reseat After Steam Relief
TRAIN "A" OUT OF SERVZCE FOR MAINTENANCE OR TESTING [INJECTION)
Operators Fail To Close PORV Block Valve (515/516)
Loss of Main DC Distribution Panel B (DCPDPCB03B)
Motor-Opez'ated Valve 516 Is Closed Due To PORV Leakage
PORV PCV-430 Fails To Reseat After Steam Relief
TRAIN "A" OUT OF SERVICE FOR MAINTENANCE OR TESTING (INJECTION)
Operators Fail To Close PORV Block Valve (515/516)
Small LOCA (1-1.5")
Operator Fails to Cooldown to RHR After SZ Fails - SSLOCA
OPERATORS FAIL TO SHIFT SZ SYSTEM TO RECIRCULATION
Small LOCA (1-1.5")
Operator Fails to Cooldown to RHR After SZ Fails - SSLOCA
OPERATOR FAILS TO CORRECTLY SHIFT THE RHR SYSTEM TO RECIRCULATION
MULTIPLIER FOR SLOCA AND SSLOCA RECIRCULATION FAILURE RATE
Small LOCA (1-1.5")
PSZOIA, PSZ01B & PSZ01C FAIL TO RUN DURING ZNJECTZON DUE TO CCF
Operator Fails to Cooldown to RHR After SZ Fails - SSLOCA
Small LOCA (1-1.5")
PSI01A, PSZ01B & PSZ01C FAIL TO RUN FOR RECIRC. DUE TO CCF
Operator Fails to Cooldown to RHR After SZ Fails - SSLOCA
Small LOCA (1-1.5")
COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF MOVS 896A AND 896B TO CLOSE (RECIRC)
Operator Fails to Cooldown to RHR After SI Fails - SSLOCA
Small LOCA (1-1.5")
MOV 738A FAILS TO OPEN
MOV 738B FAILS TO OPEN
Small LOCA (1-1.5")
PSZ01A, PSZ01B & PSI01C FAIL TO START FOR INJECZ'ZON DUE TO CCF
Operator Fails to Cooldown to RHR After SZ Fails - SSLOCA
Reactor Trip
Motor-Operated Valve 515 Is Closed Due to PORV Leakage
PORV PCV-431C Fails To Reseat After Steam Relief
COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF RHR PUMPS A AND B TO START
PERCENTAGE OF RX TRIP DUE TO LOSS OF ELECZRIC LOAD
Operators Fail To Close PORV Block Valve (515/516)
Reactoz Tzip
Motor-Operated Valve 516 Is Closed Due To PORV Leakage
PORV PCV-430 Fails To Reseat After Steam Relief
COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF RHR PUMPS A AND B TO START
PERCENTAGE OF RX TRIP DUE TO LOSS OF ELECTRIC LOAD
Operators Fail To Close PORV Block Valve (515/516)
Small LOCA (1-1.5")
COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF RHR PUMPS A AND B TO RUN

5.54E-03
3.26E-02
5.00E-03
2.00E-02
1. OOE-01
5.54E-03
3.26E-02
5.00E-03
2.00E-02
1. OOE-01
1.10E-03
3.70E-02
1.30E-03
1. 10E-03
3.70E-02
1.30E-02
9.32E-02
1. 10E-03
8.38E-04
3.70E-02
1.10E-03
8.38E-04
3.70E-02
1.10E-03
6.91E-04
3.70E-02
1. 10E-03
4.65E-03
4.65E-03
1.10E-03
5.46E-04
3.70E-02
1.82E+00
3.26E-02
5.00E-03
4.12E-04
5.00E-02
1.00E-01
1,.82E+00
3.26E-02
5.00E-03
4.12E-04
5.00E-02
1.00E-01
1. 10E-03
1.64E-OS

5.54E-03
3.26E-02
5.00E-03
2.00E-02
1:OOE-01
5.54E-03
3.26E-02
5.00E-03
2.00E-02
1.00E-01
1.10E-03
3.70E-02
1.30E-03
1. 10E-03
3.70E-02
1.30E-02
9.23E-02
1. 10E-03
8.38E-04
3.70E-02
1. 10E-03
8.38E-04
3.70E-02
1. 10E-03
6.91E-04
3.70E-02
1. 10E-03
4.65E-03
4.65E-03
1. 10E-03
5.46E-04
3.70E-02
1.82E+00
3.26E-02
5.00E-03
4.12E-04
5.00E-02
1. OOE-01
1.82Et00
3.26E-02
5.00E-03
4 . 12E-04
5.00E-02
1.00E-01
1.10E-03
1.64E-05

5.36E-08

5.36E-OS

5.29E-OS

4.88E-08

3.41E-OS

3.41E-OS

2.81E-OS

2.38E-08

2.22E-08

1.81E-08

1.81E-OS

1.80E-08



Inputs Description Rate Exposure Prob Cutset Prob

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

LISBLOCA
CCHFL078 OA

CCMM00738B
LISBLOCA
CCHFL0780B
CCMM00738A
TZRXTRIP
CCCC738A/B
-RCMVD00515
RCRZT0431C
RXTRIPLL
RCHFDPLOCA
TIRXTRIP
CCCC73 8A/B
-RCMVD00516
RCRZT00430
RXTRIPLL
RCHFDPLOCA
LISBLOCA
CCPPJ COMM

LISBLOCA
CCTKJSURGE
LISBLOCA
RRTKG OS PAL

RRHFDSEALX
'IRXTRZP

-RCMVD00515
RCRZT0431C
RRCC850A/B
RXTRIPLL
RCHFDPLOCA
TIRXTRIP

RCMVD00516
RCRZT00430
RRCC850A/B
RXTRZPLL
RCHFDPLOCA
LISBLOCA
CCMM00738A
RHMMAC01BA
LISBLOCA
CCMM00738B
RHMMAC01AA
LISBLOCA
RRCCM0857M
RCHFDCD OS S

Small LOCA (1-1.5")
CCW THROTTLING VAIVE 780A MISPOSITIONED
MOV 738B FAILS TO OPEN

Small LOCA (1-1.5")
CCW THROTILING VALVE 780B MISPOSITIONED
MOV 738A FAILS TO OPEN

Reactor Trip
COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF MOV'S 738A AND 738B TO OPEN

'otor-OperatedValve 515 Is Closed Due to PORV Leakage
PORV PCV-431C Fails To Reseat After Steam Relief
PERCENTAGE OF RX TRIP DUE TO LOSS OF ELECIRZC LOAD

Operators Fail To Close PORV Block Valve (515/516)
Reactor Trip
COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF MOV'S 738A AND 738B TO OPEN

Motor-Operated Valve 516 Is Closed Due To PORV Leakage
PORV PCV-430 Fails To Reseat After Steam Relief
PERCENTAGE OF RX TRIP DUE TO LOSS OF ELECTRIC LOAD

Operators Fail To Close PORV Block Valve (515/516)
Small LOCA (1-1.5")
PIPE RUPTURE IN THE COMMON CCW PZPING

Small LOCA (1-1.5")
CCW SURGE TANK RUPTURE

Small LOCA (1-1.5")
RHR PUMP SEAL FAILURE PAILS BOTH HOOPS (LONG TERM)

FAILURE OF OPERATORS TO STOP RHR PUMP IF SEAL FAILS
Reactor Trip
Motor-Operated Valve 515 Zs Closed Due to PORV Leakage
PORV PCV-431C Fails To Reseat After Steam Relief
MOVS 850A/B FAIL TO OPEN (COMMON CAUSE EVENT>

PERCENTAGE OF RX TRIP DUE TO LOSS OF ELECTRIC LOAD

Operators Fail To Close PORV Block Valve (515/516)
Reactor Trip
Motor-Operated Valve 516 Is Closed Due To PORV Leakage
PORV PCV-430 Fails To Reseat After Steam Relief
MOVS 850A/B FAIL TO OPEN (COMMON CAUSE EVENT>

PERCENTAGE OF RX TRIP DUE TO LOSS OF ELECTRIC LOAD

Operators Fail To Close PORV'Block Valve (515/516)
Small LOCA (1-1.5")
MOV 738A FAILS TO OPEN

RHR HPi4P B (PAC01B) FAILS TO START

Small LOCA (1-1.5")
MOV 738B FAILS TO OPEN

RHR PUMP A (PACOIA) FAILS TO START

Small LOCA (1-1.5")
MOVS 857A, 857B AND 857C FAIL TO OPEN DUE TO COMMON CAUSE

Operator Fails to Cooldown to RHR After SI Fails - SSLOCA

1.10E-03
3.00E-03
4.65E-03
1. 10E-03
3.00E-03
4.65E-03
1.82E+00
3.37E-04
3.26E-02
5 ~ OOE-03
5.00E-02
1.00E-01
1.82E+00
3.37E-04
3.26E-02
5.00E-03
5.00E-02
1. OOE-01
1. 10E-03
5.53E-07
1.10E-03
5.53E-07
1. 10E-03
5.52E-06
1.00E-01
1.82E+00
3.26E-02
5.00E-03
3.08E-04
5.00E-02
1. 00E-01
1.82E+00
3.26E-02
5.00E-03
3.08E-04
5.00E-02
1.00E-01
1.10E-03
4.65E-03
2.56E-03
1.10E-03
4.65E-03
2.56E-03
1.10E-03
3.08E-04
3.70E-02

1. 10E-03
3.00E-03
4.65E-03
1.10E-03
3.00E-03
4.65E-03
1.82E+00
3.37E-04
3.26E-02
5.00E-03
5.00E-02
1. OOE-01
1.82E+00
3.37E-04
3.26E-02
5.00E-03
5.00E-02
1.00E-01
1. 10E-03
1.33E-05
1. 10E-03
1.33E-05
1.10E-03
1.32E-04
1. OOE-01
1.82E+00
3.26E-02
5.00E-03
3.08E-04
5.00E-02
1.00E-01
1.82Et00
3.26E-02
5.00E-03
3.08E-04
5.00E-02
1. OOE-01
1.10E-03
4.65E-03
2.56E-03
1. 10E-03
4.65E-03
2.56E-03
1. 10E-03
3.08E-04
3.70E-02

1.53E-08

1.53E-08

1.48E-08

1.48E-08

1.46E-08

1.46E-08

1.46E-08

1.36E 08

1.36E-08

1. 31E-08

1. 31E-08

1.25E-08



Inputs Description Rate Exposure Prob Cutset Prob

38

l
39

40

42

43

46

TIOOODCA
CCMM00738B
-RCMVD00515
RCRZT0431C
RCHFDPLOCA
TIOOODCA
CCMM00738B
-RCMVD00516
RCRZT00430
RCHFDPLOCA
TIOOODCB
CCMM00738A
-RCMVD00515
RCRZT0431C
RCHFDPLOCA
TZOOODCB
CCMM00738A
-RCMVD00516
RCRZT00430
RCHFDPLOCA
TISWLOSP
DGDGF0001B
-RCMVD00515
RCRZT0431C
RHIM00000A
RCHFDPLOCA
TISWLOSP
DGDGF0001B
-RCMVD00516
RCRZT00430
RHIM00000A
RCHFDPLOCA.
LISBLOCA
SRCCMPSI1X
RCHFDCDOSS

LISBLOCA
RRMM00850A
RRMM00850B
LISBLOCA
CCHFL0780A
CCHFL0780B
LISBLOCA
CCCCPUMP/R

Loss of Main DC Distribution Panel A (DCPDPCB03A)

MOV 738B FAILS TO OPEN

Motor-Operated Valve 515 Is Closed Due to PORV Leakage
PORV PCV-431C Fails To Reseat After Steam Relief
Operators Fail To Close PORV Block Valve (515/516)
Loss of Main DC, Distribution Panel A (DCPDPCB03A)

MOV 738B FAILS TO OPEN

Motor-Operated Valve 516 Is Closed Due To PORV Leakage
PORV PCV-430 Fails To Reseat After Steam Relief
Operators Fail To Close PORV Block Valve (515/516)
Loss of Main DC Distribution Panel B (DCPDPCB03B)

MOV 738A FAILS TO OPEN

Motor-Operated Valve 515 Is Closed Due to PORV Leakage
PORV PCV-431C Fails To Reseat After Steam Relief
Operators Fail To Close PORV Block Valve (515/516)
Loss of Main DC Distribution Panel B (DCPDPCB03B)

MOV 738A FAILS TO OPEN

Motor-Operated Valve 516 Zs Closed Due To PORV Leakage
PORV PCV-430 Fails To Reseat After Steam Relief
Operators Fail To Close PORV Block Valve (515/516)
Loss of Offsite Power - Switchyard
DIESEL GENERATOR EDGOIB FAZLS TO RUN

Motor-Operated Valve 515 Is Closed Due to PORV Leakage
PORV PCV-431C Fails To Reseat After Steam Relief
TRAIN "A" OUT OF SERVICE FOR MAINTENANCE OR TESTING (INJEC1'ZON)

Operators Fail To Close PORV Block Valve (515/516)
Loss of Offsite Power - Switchyard
DIESEL GENERATOR KDG01B FAILS TO RUN

Motor-Operated Valve 516 Zs Closed Due To PORV Leakage
PORV PCV-430 Fails To Reseat After Steam Relief
TRAIN "A" OUT OF SERVICE FOR MAINTENANCE OR TESTING (INJECTION)
Operators Fail To Close PORV Block Valve (515/516)
Small LOCA (1-1.5")
PSI01A, PSZ01B 6. PSI01C FAIL TO START FOR RECIRC DUE TO CCF

Operator Fails to Cooldown to RHR After SZ Fails - SSLOCA

Small LOCA (1-1.5")
MOV 850A FAILS TO OPEN (RECIRCULATION)
MOV 850B FAILS TO OPEN (RECIRCULATION)
Small LOCA (1-1.5")
CCW THROTTLING VALVE 780A MZSPOSITIONED

CCW THROITLZNG VALVE 780B MZSPOSZTIONED

Small LOCA (1-1.5")
COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF CCW PUMPS TO RUN

5. 54E 03
4.65E-03
3.26E-02
5.00E-03
1.00E-01
5.54E-03
4.65E-03
3.26E-02
5.00E-03
1.00E-01
5.54E-03
4.65E-03
3.26E-02
5.00E-03
1. OOE-01
5.54E-03
4.65E-03
3.26E-02
5.00E-03
1.00E-01
4.04E-02
1.25E-03
3.26E-02
5.00E 03
2.00E-02
1.00E 01
4.04E-02
1.25E-03
3.26E-02
5.00E-03
2.00E-02
1. OOE-01
1. 10E-03
2. 64E-04
3.70E-02
1.10E-03
3.08E-03
3.08E-03
1.10E-03
3.00E-03
3.00E-03
1. 10E-03
8.35E-06

5.54E-03
4.65E-03
3.26E-02
5.00E-03
1.00E-01
5.54E-03
4.65E-03
3.26E-02
5.00E-03
1.00E-01
5.54E-03
4.65E 03
3.26E-02
5.00E-03
1.00E-01
5.54E-03
4.65E-03
3.26E-02
5.00E-03
1. OOE-01
4. 04E-02
3.00E-02
3.26E-02
5.00E-03
2.00E-02
1.00E-01
4.04E-02
3.00E-02
3.26E-02
5.00E-03
2.00E-02
1.00E-01
1.10E-03
2.64E-04
3.70E-02
1. 10E-03
3.08E-03
3.08E-03
1. 10E-03
3.00E-03
3.00E-03
1. 10E-03
8.35E-06

1.25E-08

1.25E-08

1.25E-08

1.25E-08

1.17E-08

1.17E-08

1.07E-08

1.04E-08

9.90E-09

9. 18E-09



Inputs Description Rate Exposure Prob Cutset Prob

49

50

TZRXTRIP
RCMVD00515
RCRYT00434
RHCCPUMPAB

RXTRIPLL
TIRXTRIP
RCMVD00515
RCRYT00435
RHCCPUMPAB

RXTRIPLL
TIRXTRIP
RCMVD00516
RCRYT00434
RHCCPUMPAB

RXTRIPLL

Reactor Trip
Motor-Operated Valve 515 Zs Closed Due to PORV Leakage
Pressurizer Safety Valve PCV-434 Fails To Reclose
COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF RHR PUMPS A AND B TO START
PERCENTAGE OF RX TRIP DUE TO LOSS OF ELECTRIC LOAD
Reactor Trip
Motor-Operated Valve 515 Zs Closed Due to PORV Leakage
Pressurizer Safety Valve PCV-435 Fails To Reclose
COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF RHR PUMPS A AND B TO START
PERCENTAGE OF RX TRIP DUE TO LOSS OF ELECTRIC LOAD
Reactor Trip
Motor-Operated Valve 516 Is Closed Due To PORV Leakage
Pressurizer Safety Valve PCV-434 Fails To Reclose
COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF RHR PUMPS A AND B TO START
PERCENTAGE OF RX TRIP DUE TO LOSS OF ELECIRIC LOAD

1.82E+00
3.26E-02
7.45E-03
4.12E-04
5.00E-02
1.82E+00
3.26E-02
7.45E-03
4.12E-04
5.00E-02
1.82E+00
3.26E-02
7.45E-03
4. 12E-04
5.00E-02

1.82E+00
3.26E-02
7.45E-03
4.12E-04
5;OOE-02
1.82E+00
3.26E-02
7.45E-03
4. 12E-04
5.00E-02
1.82E+00
3.26E-02
7.45E-03
4.12E-04
5.00E-02

9.10E-09

9. 10E-09

9.10E-09

Report Summary:
Filename: C:NCAFTA-HNQUANTKSLOCA.CUT
Print date: 1/15/97 2:45 PM

Not sorted
Printed the first 50



Initiator Summary Report

SSLOCA ~ 1.81E45 ( Probability )

Name Prob Description

LISSLOCA
TIOOOOSH
TIGRLOSP
TIOOOCCH
TIRXTRIP
TISHLOSP
TiIALOSS
TIOOODCB
TIOOOSHB
TIOOODCA
TIOOOSHA
TIOSLBSD
TIFLBOTB
TISLBOTB
TISLBSVA

Total =

1.25E-OS
3.69E-06
5.38E-07
5.30E-07
3.64E-07
3.15E-07
4.94E-08
2.89E-08
2.12E-08
1.92E-08
1.68E-08
1.98E-09
1.67E-09
1.54E-09
6.89E-10

1.81E-05

69. 2+o

20. 4'o

3.0a
2. 9'o

2. Oao

1. 7%

0.3%
0. 2'o

0.
1%'.1%

0.1%
0.

0%'.

0'o

0. 0%

0. 0+o

Small-Small LOCA (0-1")
Total Loss of Service Hater
Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
Loss of Component Cooling Hater
Reactor Trip
Loss of Offsite Power - Switchyard
Loss of Instrument Air
Loss of Main DC Distribution Panel B (DCPDPCB03B)
Loss of Service .Hater Header B
Loss of Main DC Distribution Panel A (DCPDPCB03A)
Loss of Service Hater Header A
Steamline Break Through Steam Dump System
Feedline Break in Turbine Building
Steamline Break in Turbine Building
Inadvertent Safety / FW Valve .Operation for Both SGs

Report Summaiy.
Filename: C:>CAFTA-VAQUANTtSSLOCA.CUT

Print date: 1/13/97 10:09 AM
Sorted by Probability

C: 1CAFTA-WtQUANTlSSLOCA.CUT Page 1



Znputs Description Rate Exposure Prob Cutset Prob

TIOOOOSW
IAAAIAC02C
CVHFDSUCTN
RCHFD01RCP
LISSLOCA
RHCCPUMPAB

LISSLOCA
CCCC738A/B
LISSLOCA
RRCC850A/B
LZSSLOCA
CCMM00738A
RHZMOOOOOB

LISSLOCA
CCMM00738B
RHZM00000A
LISSLOCA
CCHFL0780A
REZMOOOOOB

LZSSLOCA
CCHFL078 OB

RHZM00000A
LISSLOCA
RHMMAC01AA
RHTMOOOOOB

LISSLOCA
RHMMAC01BA
RHZMO00 0OA
LISSLOCA
RCHFDCDOSS
SRHFDRECRC
LISSLOCA
RCHFDCDOSS
RRHFDRECRC
SLOCRECIRC
LISSLOCA
SICCMPSI1Y
RCHFDCDOSS
LISSLOCA
SRCCMPSZ1Y
RCHFDCDOSS

, TIOOOOSW
CVCVP00357
ZAAAIAC02C
RCHFD 01RCP

Total Loss of Service Water
IA COMPRESSOR CIA02C RUNNING

Operators Fail to Manually Open Suction Line Upon Loss of ZA

OPERATORS FAIL TO RESTORE RCP SEAL COOLING WITHIN ONE HOUR

Small-Small LOCA (0-1")
COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF RHR PUMPS A AND B TO START

Small-Small LOCA (0-1")
COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF MOV'S 738A AND 738B TO OPEN

Small-Small LOCA (0-1")
MOVS 850A/B FAIL TO OPEN (COMMON CAUSE EVENT>

Small-Small LOCA (0-1")
MOV 738A FAILS TO OPEN
TRAIN "B" OUT OF SERVICE FOR TEST OR MAINTENANCE [INJECTION]
Small-Small LOCA (0-1")
MOV 738B FAILS TO OPEN

TRAIN "A" OUT OF SERVICE FOR MAINTENANCE OR TESTING [INJECTION]
Smal)-Small LOCA (0-1")
CCW THROTTLING VALVE 780A MZSPOSITIONED
TRAIN "B" OUT OF SERVICE FOR TEST OR MAINTENANCE [INJECTION]
Small-Small LOCA (0-1")
CCW THROTTLING VALVE 780B MISPOSITZONED
TRAIN ~A" OUT OF SERVICE FOR MAINTENANCE OR TESTING [INJECTION]
Small-Small LOCA (0-1")
RHR PUMP A (PAC01A) FAILS TO START
TRAIN "B" OUT OF SERVZCE FOR TEST OR MAZNTENANCE [INJECTION]
Small-Small LOCA (0-1")
RHR PUMP B (PAC01B) FAILS TO START
TRAIN "A" OUI'F SERVICE FOR MAINTENANCE OR TESTING [INJECTION]
Small-Small LOCA (0-1")
Operator Fails to Cooldown to RHR After SZ Fails - SSLOCA

OPERATORS FAIL TO SHIFT SZ SYSTEM TO RECIRCULATION
Small-Small LOCA (0-1")
Operator Fails to Cooldown to RHR After SZ Fails - SSLOCA

OPERATOR FAILS TO CORRECTLY SHIFT THE RHR SYSTEM TO RECIRCULATION

MULTIPLIER FOR SLOCA AND SSLOCA RECIRCULATION FAILURE RATE

Small-Small LOCA (0-1")
PSZ01A, PSI01B & PSI01C FAZL TO RUN DURING ZNJEC1'ZON DUE TO CCF

Operator Fails to Cooldown to RHR After SZ Fails - SSLOCA

Small-Small LOCA (0-1")
PSZ01A, PSI01B & PSZ01C FAIL TO RUN FOR RECIRC. DUE TO CCF

Operator Fails to Cooldown to RHR After SZ Fails - SSLOCA

Total Loss of Service Water
check valve 357 fails to open
IA COMPRESSOR CIA02C RUNNING
OPERATORS FAIL TO RESTORE RCP SEAL COOLING WITHIN ONE HOUR

1. 43E-04
9 ~ 95E-01
2.40E-02
1.00E+00
5.50E-03
4.12E-04
5.50E-03
3.37E-04
5.50E-03
3.08E-04
5.50E-03
4.65E-03
2.00E-02
5.50E-03
4.65E-03
2.00E-02
5.50E-03
3.00E-03
2.00E-02
5.50E-03
3.00E-03
2.00E-02
5.50E-03
2.56E-03
2.00E-02
5.50E-03
2.56E-03
2.00E-02
5.50E-03
3.70E-02
1,.30E-03
5.50E-03
3.70E-02
1.30E-02
9.32E-02
5.50E-03
8.38E-04
3.70E-02
5.50E-03
8.38E-04
3.70E-02
1.43E-04
1.77E-07
9.95E-01
1.00E+00

1.43E-04
9.95E-01
2.40E-02
1.00E+00
5.50E 03
4.12E-04
5.50E-03
3.37E-04
5.50E-03
3.08E-04
5.50E-03
4.65E-03
2.00E-02
5.50E-03
4.65E-03
2.00E-02
5.50E-03
3.00E-03
2.00E-02
5.50E-03
3.00E-03
2.00E-02
5.50E-03
2.56E-03
2.00E-02
5.50E-03
2.56E-03
2.00E-02
5.50E-03
3.70E-02
1.30E-03
5.50E 03
3.70E-02
1.30E-02
9.23E-02
5.50E-03
8.38E-04
3.70E-02
5.50E-03
8.38E-04
3 '0E-02
1.43E-04
1 ~ 17E-03
9. 95E-01
1.00E+00

3.41E-06

2.26E-06

1.85E-06

1.69E-06

5.11E-07

5. 11E- 07

3.30E-07

3.30E-07

2. 81E-07

2. 81E-07

2.65E-07

2.44E-07

1.71E-07

1. 71E-07

1.66E-07



Inputs Description Rate Exposure Prob Cutset Prob

16

17

18

20

21

22

23

A

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

LZSSLOCA
CRCCM0896X
RCHFDCDOSS

LZSSLOCA
CCMM00738A
CCMM00738B
LISSLOCA
SICCMPSZ1X
RCHFDCDOSS
TIOOOCCW
CVCCMPFABC
RCHFD01RCP
LISSLOCA
RHCCPUMPBA
LISSLOCA
CCHFL0780A
CCMM00738B
LISSLOCA
CCHFL0780B
CCMM00738A
LISSLOCA
CCPPJ COMM

LISSLOCA
CCTKJSURGE
LISSLOCA
RRTKGOSEAL
RRHFDSEALX
TIOOOCCW
CVMMRCPALP
RCHFD01RCP
TIOOOCCW
CVMMRCPBLP

RCHFD01RCP
LISSLOCA
CCMM00738A
RHMMACOZBA
LISSLOCA
CCMM00738B
RHMMAC01AA
TIOOOCCW
CVMMRCPAFP

,RCHFDOZRCP
TIOOOCCW
CVMMRCPBFP
RCHFD01RCP

Small-Small LOCA (0-1")
COMMON CAUSE FAZZURE OF MOVS 896A AND 896B TO CLOSE (RECIRC)
Operator Fails to Cool@own to RHR After SZ Fails - SSLOCA
Small-Small LOCA (0-1")
MOV 738A FAILS TO OPEN
MOV 738B FAILS TO OPEN
Small-Small LOCA (0-1")
PSI01A, PSZ01B & PSI01C FAIL TO START FOR INJECZ'ION DUE TO CCF
Operator Fails to Cocle)own to RHR After SI Fails - SSLOCA
Loss of Component Cooling Water
COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF THE CHARGZNG PUMPS TO RUN
OPERATORS FAIL TO RESTORE RCP SEAL COOLING WITHIN ONE HOUR
Small-Small LOCA (0-1")
COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF RHR PUMPS A AND B TO RUN
Small-Small LOCA '(0-1")
CCW THROTTLING VALVE 780A MISPOSITZONED
MOV 738B FAILS TO OPEN
Small-Small LOCA (0-1")
CCW THROTTLING VALVE 780B MZSPOSITIONED
MOV 738A FAILS TO OPEN
Small-Small LOCA (0-1")
PIPE RUPTURE IN THE COMMON CCW PZPZNG
Small-Small LOCA (0-1")
CCW SURGE TANK RUPTURE
Small-Small LOCA (0-1")
RHR PUMP SEAL FAILURE FAILS BOTH PUMPS (LONG TERM)
FAILURE OF OPERATORS TO STOP RHR PUMP IF SEAL FAILS
Loss of Component Cooling Water
NO FLOW THROUGH SEAL LEAKOFF PATH FROM RCP A TO COMMON HEADER
OPERATORS FAIL TO RESTORE RCP SEAL COOLING WITHIN ONE HOUR
Loss of Component Cooling Water
SEAL LEAKOFF PATH FROM RCP B OBSTRUCTED
OPERATORS FAIL TO RESTORE RCP SEAL COOLING WITHIN ONE HOUR
Small-Small LOCA (0-1")
MOV 738A FAILS TO OPEN
RHR PUMP B (PAC01B) FAILS TO START
Small-Small LOCA (0-1")
MOV 738B FAILS TO OPEN
RHR PUMP A (PAC01A) PAILS TO START
Loss of Component Cooling Water

. NO FLOW FROM SEAL INJECZ'ION FILTER A TO RCP A SEAL
OPERATORS FAIL TO RESTORE RCP SEAL COOLING WITHZN ONE HOUR
Loss of Component Cooling Water
NO FLOW PATH TO RCP B SEAL FROM SEAL INJECTION FILTER
OPERATORS FAIL TO RESTORE RCP SEAL COOLING WITHIN ONE HOUR

5.50E-03
6. 91E-04
3.70E-02
S.SOE-03
4.65E-03
4.65E-03
S.SOE-03
5.46E-04
3.70E-02
1.30E-03
8.49E-05
1.00Et00
S.SOE-03
1.64E-OS
S.SOE-03
3.00E-03
4.65E-03
5.50E-03
3.00E-03
4.65E-03
S.SOE-03
5.53E-07
5.50E-03
5.53E-07
5.50E-03
5.52E-06
1.00E-01
1.30E-03
5.35E-05
1.00E+00
1.30E-03
5.35E-05
1.00Et00
5.50E-03
4.65E-03
2.56E-03
S.SOE-03
4.65E-03
2.56E-03
1.30E-03
4.88E-OS
1.00E+00
1.30E-03
4.88E-OS
1.00E+00

5.50E 03
6.91E-04
3.70E-02
5.50E-03
4:65E-03
4.65E-03
5.50E-03
5.46E-04
3.70E-02
1.30E-03
8.49E-05
1.00E+00
5.50E-03
1.64E-OS
5.50E-03
3.00E-03
4.65E-03
S.SOE-03
3.00E-03
4.65E-03
S.SOE-03
1.33E-05
S.SOE-03
1.33E-OS
S.SOE-03
1.32E-04
1. OOE-01
1.30E-03
5.35E-OS
1.00E+00
1.30E-03
5.35E-OS
1.00E+00
S.SOE-03
4.65E-03
2.56E-03
S.SOE-03
4.65E-03
2.56E-03
1.30E-03
4.88E-OS
1.00E+00
1.30E-03
4.88E-OS
1.00Et00

1. 41E-07

1.19E-07

1. 11E-07

1.10E-07

9.00E-08

7.67E-08

7.67E-08

7.30E-08

7.30E-08

7.29E-08

6.95E-08

6.95E-08

6.54E-08

6.54E-08

6.34E-08

6.34E-08



Inputs Description Rate Exposure Prob Cutset Prob

32

33

35

36

37

38

39

43

LISSLOCA
RRCCM0857M
RCHFDCDOSS

TZGRLOSP
CCAACCPMPA

CCIM PUMPB

DGDGF0001A
ZAAAIAC02C
CVHFDSUCTN
RCHFD01RCP
TIGRLOSP
CCAACCPMPB
CCTM F(Pi4PA

DGDGF0001B
ZAAAIAC02C
CVHFDSUCZN
RCHFD 01RCP
TIOOOOSW ~

ZAAAZAC02C
CVHFDSUCZN
RCHFDOORCP
LISSLOCA
SRCCMPSIZX
RCHFDCDOSS
LISSLOCA
RRMM00850A
RRMM00850B
LISSLOCA
CCHFL0780A
CCHFL0780B
LISSLOCA
CCCCPUMP/R
LISSLOCA
CCHFL078 OA

RHMMAC01BA
LISSLOCA
CCHFL078 OB

RHMMAC01AA
LISSLOCA
RHCC710A/B
LISSLOCA
RHZMOOOOOA

RRCVP0697B

Small-Small LOCA (0-1")
MOVS 857A, 857B AND 857C FAIL TO OPEN DUE TO COiMMON CAUSE

Operator Fails to Cooldown to RHR After SZ Fails - SSLOCA

Loss of Offsite Power - GrM
CCW PUMP A IS ALIGNED TO RUN (LOGIC FLAG>

CCW PUMP B IS UNAVAILABLEDUE TO TESTING OR MAINTENANCE

DIESEL GENERATOR KDG01A FAILS TO RUN

IA COMPRESSOR CIA02C RUNNING
Operators Fail to Manually Open Suction Line Upon Loss of IA
OPERATORS FAIL TO RESTORE RCP SEAL COOLING WITHZN ONE HOUR

Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
CCW PUMP B IS ALIGNED TO RUN (LOGIC FLAG>

CCW PUii(P A IS UNAVAILABLEDUE TO TESTING OR MAINTENANCE

DIESEL GENERATOR KDG01B FAILS TO RUN

ZA COMPRESSOR CIA02C RUNNZNG

Operators Fail to Manually Open Suction Line Upon Loss of IA
OPERATORS FAIIi TO RESTORE RCP SEAL COOLING WITHZN ONE HOUR

Total Loss of Service Water
ZA COMPRESSOR CIA02C RUNNING
Operators Fail to Manually Open Suction Line Upon Loss of ZA

Operators Fail to Trip RCPs After Loss of Support Systems
Small-Small LOCA (0-1")
PSZ01A, PSZ01B & PSZ01C FAIL TO START FOR RECIRC. DUE TO CCF

Operator Fails to Cooldown to RHR After SZ Fails - SSLOCA

Small-Small LOCA (0-1")
MOV 850A FAILS TO OPEN (RECIRCULATION)
MOV 850B FAILS TO OPEN (RECIRCULATION)
Small-Small LOCA (0-1")
CCW THROTTLING VALVE 780A MISPOSITIONED
CCW THROTTLZNG VALVE 780B MISPOSITIONED
Small-Small LOCA (0-1")
COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF CCW PUMPS TO RUN

Small-Small LOCA (0-1")
CCW THROTTLING VALVE 780A MZSPOSITZONED

RHR PUMP B (PAC01B) FAILS TO START
Small-Small LOCA (0-1")
CCW THROTTLING VALVE 780B MISPOSITZONED

RHR PUMP A (PAC01A) FAILS TO START
Small-Small LOCA (0-1")
CHECK VALVES 710A, 710B FAIL TO OPEN (COMMON CAUSE EVENT>

Small-Small LOCA (0-1")
TRAIN "A" OUT OF SERVICE FOR MAINTENANCE OR TESTING [INJECTION)
CHECK VALVE 697B FAILS TO OPEN [RECIRC]

5.50E-03
3.08E-04
3.70E-02
2.28E-02
5. OOE-01
7.00E-03
1.25E-03
9.95E-01
2.40E-02
1.00E+00
2.28E-02
5.00E-01
7.00E-03
1.25E-03
9.95E-01
2.40E-02
1.00E+00
1.43E-04
9. 95E-01
2.40E-02
1.61E-02
5.50E-03
2.64E-04
3.70E-02
5.50E-03
3.08E-03
3.08E-03
5.50E-03
3.00E-03
3.00E-03
5.50E-03
8 35E-06
5.50E-03
3.00E-03
2.56E-03
5.50E-03
3.00E-03
2.56E-03
5.50E-03
7.44E-06
5.50E-03
2.00E-02
1.12E-07

5.50E-03
3.08E-04
3.70E-02
2.28E-02
5.00E-01
7.00E-03
3.00E-02
9 '5E-01
2.40E-02
1.00E+00
2.28E-02
5.00E-01
7.00E 03
3.00E-02
9. 95E-01
2.40E-02
1.00Et00
1.43E-04
9. 95E-01
2.40E-02
1.61E-02
5.50E-03
2.64E 04
3.70E-02
5.50E-03
3.08E-03
3.08E-03
5.50E-03
3.00E-03
3.00E-03
5.50E-03
8.35E-06
5.50E-03
3.00E-03
2.56E-03
5.50E-03
3.00E-03
2.56E-03
5.50E-03
7.44E-06
5.50E-03
2.00E-02
3.69E-04

6 '7E-08

5.72E-08

5.72E-08

5.50E-08

5.37E-08

5.22E-08

4.95E-08

4.59E-08

4.22E-08

4.22E-08

4.09E-08

4.06E-08



Inputs Description Rate Exposure Prob Cutset Prob

50

LISSLOCA
ACLOPRT751
DGDGF0001A
RHTM00000B
TIOOOCCW
ACLOPNOSI2
ACLOPRTALL
ZAAAIAC02C
CVHFDSUCTN
RCHFD01RCP
LISSLOCA
CSMMO ORWST

TZSWLOSP
DGDGF0001B
IAAAIAC02C
SW026FX
SWAASWP1BS
S WAASWP1CS

CVHFDSUCTN
RCHFD01RCP
S WHFDSTART
TISWLOSP
DGDGF0001B
ZAAAIAC02C
SW026FX
SWAASWP1CS
S WAASWP1DS
CVHFDSUCTN
RCHFD01RCP
S WHFDSTART
TISWLOSP
DGDGF0001B
ZAAAIAC02C
SWAASWP1AS

SWAASWP1BS
CVHFDSUCTN
RCHFD 01RCP
S WHFDSTART
TZSWLOSP
DGDGF0001B
IAAAIAC02C
SWAASWP1AS

SWAASWP1DS

CVHFDSUCZZ(
RCHFD01RCP
SWHFDSTART

Operators Fail to Manually Open Suction Line Upon
OPERATORS FAIL TO RESTORE RCP SEAL COOLZNG WITHIN
Small-Small LOCA (0-1")
INSUFFICIENT FLOW AVAILABLEFROM TSI01 (RWST)
Loss of Offsite Power - Switchyard
DIESEL GENERATOR KDG01B FAILS TO RUN

IA COMPRESSOR CIA02C RUNNZNG

NO UNDERVOLTAGE ON BUS 18
Service Water Pump PSW01B Is Selected Zn Standby
Service Water Pump PSW01C is selected in Standby
Operators Fail to Manually Open Suction Line Upon
OPERATORS FAIL TO RESTORE RCP SEAL COOLING WITHIN
OPERATORS FAIL TO START SW PUMP

Loss of Offsite Power - Switchyard
DIESEL GENERATOR KDG01B FAILS TO RUN
IA COMPRESSOR CIA02C RUNNING
NO UNDERVOLTAGE ON BUS 18
Service Water Pump PSW01C is selected in Standby
Service Water Pump PSW01D in Standby
Operators Fail to Manually Open Suction Line Upon
OPERATORS FAIL TO RESTORE RCP SEAL COOLING WITHIN
OPERATORS FAIL TO START SW PUMP

Loss of Offsite Power - Switchyard
DIESEL GENERATOR KDG01B FAILS TO RUN

ZA COMPRESSOR CIA02C RUNNING
Service Water Pump PSW01A Is Selected Zn Standby
Service Water Pump PSW01B Is Selected In Standby
Operators Fail to Manually Open Suction Line Upon
OPERATORS FAIL TO RESTORE RCP SEAL COOLING WITHIN
OPERATORS FAIL TO START SW PUMP

Loss of Offsite Power - Switchyard
DIESEL GENERATOR KDG01B FAILS TO RUN

ZA COMPRESSOR CIA02C RUNNING
Service Water Pump PSW01A Is Selected Zn Standby
Service Water Pump PSW01D in Standby
Operators Fail to Manually Open Suction Line Upon
OPERATORS FAIL TO RESTORE RCP SEAL COOLING WITHIN
OPERATORS FAIL TO START SW PUMP

Loss of IA
ONE HOUR

Loss of IA
ONE HOUR

Loss of IA
ONE HOUR

Loss of IA
ONE HOUR

Loss of ZA
ONE HOUR

Small-Small LOCA (0-1")
Loss of Offsite Circuit 751 Following Reactor Trip
DIESEL GENERATOR KDG01A FAILS TO RUN

TRAIN "B" OUT OF SERVICE FOR TEST OR MAINTENANCE (INJECTION)
Loss of Component Cooling Water
CORRECTION FACTOR FOR NO SI CONDITION

- Loss of All Off-Site Power Following Reactor Trip
IA COMPRESSOR CIA02C RUNNING

5.50E-03
1.19E-02
1.25E-03
2.00E-02
1.30E-03
1. 21E- 01
1.00E-02
9.95E-01
2.40E-02
1.00E+00
5.50E-03
6.64E-06
4.04E-02
1.25E-03
9. 95E-01
1.00E+00
5.00E-01
5.00E-01
2.40E-02
1.00E+00
5.00E-03
4.04E-02
1.25E-03
9.95E-01
1.00E+00
5. OOE-01
5. OOE-01
2.40E-02
1.00E+00
5.00E-03
4.04E-02
1.25E-03
9.95E-01
5.00E-01
5.00E-01
2.40E-02
1.00E+00
5.00E-03
4.04E-02
1.25E-03
9.95E-01
5.00E-01
5.00E-01
2.40E-02
1.00E+00
5.00E-03

5.50E-03
1. 19E-02
3.00E-02
2.00E-02
1.30E-03
1.21E-01
1.00E-02
9.95E-01
2.40E-02
1.00E+00
5.50E-03
6.64E-06
4.04E-02
3.00E-02
9.95E-01
1.00Et00
5.00E-01
5. 00E-01
2.40E-02
1.00E+00
5.00E-03
4.04E-02
3.00E-02
9.95E-01
1.00E+00
5. OOE-01
5.00E-01
2.40E-02
1.00E+00
5.00E-03
4.04E-02
3.00E-02
9.95E-01
5.00E-01
5.00E-01
2.40E-02
1.00E+00
5.00E-03
4.04E-02
3.00E-02
9.95E-01
5.00E-01
5.00E-01
2.40E-02
1.00Et00
5.00E-03

3.93E-08

3.76E-08

3.65E-08

3.62E-08

3.62E-08

3.62E-08

3.62E-08



Inputs Description Rate Exposure Prob Cutset Prob

Report Sugary:
Filename: C:KCAFTA-NKQUAHTKSSLOCA.CUT
Print date: 1/15/97 2:46 PM

Not sorted
Printed the first 50



'0
'nitiator Summary Report

SGTR 8.09E46 ( Probability )

Name Prob Description

LiOSGTRA
LiOSGTRB

Total =

4.05E-06
4.04E-06

8.09E-06

50. 1+o

49. 9'o
Steam Generator Tube Rupture in SG A
Steam Generator Tube Rupture in SG B

Report Summary:
Filename: C:tCAFTA-VAQUANDSGTR.CUT

Print date: 1/13/97 10:58 AM

Sorted by Probability

C:tCAFTA-WlQUANTtSGTRCUT Page 1



Inputs Description Rate Exposure Prob Cutset Prob

LZOSGTRA

RCHFDCDDPR

RCHFDCOOLD
LZOSGTRB
RCHFDCDDPR
RCHFDCOOLD

LIOSGTRA

SICCMPSI1Y
RCHFDCDTR2
LIOSGTRB
SZCCMPSI1Y
RCHFDCDTR2
LIOSGTRA
RRMVQ00700
RCHFDCDDPR
LIOSGTRA
RRMVQ00701
RCHFDCDDPR
LIOSGTRB
RRMVQ00700
RCHFDCDDPR

LIOSGTRB

RRMVQ00701
RCHFDCDDPR

LIOSGTRA

SZCCMPSZ1X
RCHFDCDTR2
LZOSGTRB

SICCMPSI1X
RCHFDCDTR2
LIOSGTRA

RRMVQ00700
MSHFDZSOLR
LZOSGTRA
RRMVQ00701
MSHFDISOLR
LIOSGTRB

RRMVQ00700
MSHFDISOLR
LIOSGTRB
RRMVQ00701
MSHFDISOLR
LIOSGTRA

MSRYT03509
RRMVQ00700

4.84E-03
9. 61E-03
3.07E-02
4.84E-03
9.61E-03
3.07E-02
4.84E-03
8.38E-04
3.07E-02
4.84E-03
8.38E-04
3.07E-02
4.84E-03
2.27E-03
9. 61E-03
4.84E-03
2.27E-03
9.61E-03
4.84E-03
2.27E-03
9. 61E-03
4.84E-03
2.27E-03
9.61E-03
4.84E-03
5.46E-04
3.07E-02
4.84E-03
5.46E-04
3.07E-02
4.84E-03
2.27E-03
7.24E-03
4.84E-03
2.27E-03
7.24E-03
4.84E-03
2.27E-03
7.24E-03
4.84E-03
2.27E-03
7.24E-03
4.84E-03

lease6.88E-03
2 '7E-03

Stcam Generator Tube Rupture in SG A
Operators Fail To Cooldown and Depressurize RCS During SGTR
Operators Fail to Rapidly Cooldown to RHR Conditions After ARV
Steam Generator Tube Rupture in SG B
Operators Fail To Cooldown and Depressurize RCS During SGTR
Operators Fail to Rapidly Cooldown to RHR Conditions After ARV
Steam Gener'ator Tube Rupture in SG A.
PSI01A, PSZ01B & PSI01C FAIL TO RUN DURING INJECPZON DUE TO CCF
Operator Fails to Cooldown to RHR After SZ Fails - SGTR
Steam Generator Tube Rupture in SG B
PSZOIA, PSI01B & PSI01C FAIL TO RUN DURZNG INJECTION DUE TO CCF
Operator Fails to Cooldown to RHR After SZ Fails - SGTR
Stcam Generator Tube Rupture in SG A
MOV 700 FAILS TO OPEN
Opexators Fail To Cooldown and Depressurize RCS During SGTR
Steam Genexator Tube Rupture in SG A
MOV 701 FAILS TO OPEN
Operators Fail To Cooldown and Depressurize RCS During SGTR
Steam Generator Tube Rupture in SG B
MOV 700,FAILS TO OPEN
Operators Fail To Cooldown and Depressurize RCS During SGTR
Steam Generator Tube Rupture in SG B
MOV 701 FAILS TO OPEN
Opexators Fail To Cooldown and Depressurize RCS During SGTR
Steam Generator Tube Rupture in SG A
PSI01A, PSI01B & PSI01C FAZL TO START FOR INJECTION DUE TO CCF
Operator Fails to Cooldown to RHR After SZ Fails - SGTR
Steam Generator Tube Rupture in SG B
PSZ01A, PSZOZB & PSI01C FAIL TO START FOR INJECTION DUE TO CCF
Operator Fails to Cooldown to RHR After SI Fails - SGTR
Steam Generator Tube Rupture in SG A
MOV 700 FAILS TO OPEN
Opexators Fail to Isolate ruptured S/G
Steam Generator Tube Rupture in SG A
MOV 701 FAILS TO OPEN
Operators Fail to Isolate ruptured S/G
Steam Generator Tube Rupture in SG B
MOV 700 FAILS TO OPEN
Operators Fail to Zsolate ruptured S/G
Steam Generator Tube Rupture in SG B
MOV 701 FAILS TO OPEN
Operators Fail to Isolate ruptured S/G
Steam Generator Tube Rupture in SG A
Steam Generator Relief Valve 3509 Fails to Close After Steam Re
MOV 700 FAILS TO OPEN

4.84E-03
9.61E-03
3.07E-02
4.84E-03
9:61E-03
3.07E-02
4.84E-03
8.38E 04
3.07E-02
4.84E-03
8 '8E-04
3.07E-02
4.84E-03
2.27E-03
9.61E-03
4.84E-03
2.27E-03
9. 61E-03
4.84E-03
2 '7E-03
9. 61E-03
4.84E-03
2.27E-03
9.61E-03
4.84E-03
5.46E-04
3.07E-02
4.84E-03
5.46E-04
3.07E-'2
4.84E-03
2.27E-03
7.24E-03
4.84E-03
2.27E-03
7.24E 03
4.84E-03
2.27E-03
7.24E-03
4.84E-03
2.27E-03
7.24E-03
4.84E-03
6.88E-03
2.27E-03

1.43E-06

1.43E-06

1.25E 07

1.25E-07

1.06E-07

1.06E-07

1.06E-07

1.06E-07

8.11E-08

8. 11E-08

7.95E-08

7.95E-08

7.95E-08

7.95E-08

7.56E-08



Inputs Description Rate Exposure Prob Cutset Prob

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

25

26

27

28

29

30

LZOSGTRA
MSRYT03509
RRMVQ00701
LZOSGTRA

MSRYT03511
RRMVQ00700
LIOSGTRA

MSRYT03511
RRMVQ00701
LIOSGTRA

MSRYT03513
RRMVQ00700
LZOSGTRA
MSRYT03513
RRMVQ00701
LIOSGTRA
MSRYT03515
RRMVQ00700
LIOSGTRA,
MSRYT03515
RRMVQ00701
LIOSGTRB

MSRYT03508
RRMVQ00700
LIOSGTRB
MSRYT03508
RRMVQ00701
LIOSGTRB
MSRYT03510
RRMVQ00700
LIOSGTRB

MSRYT03510
RRMVQ00701
LIOSGTRB

MSRYT03512
RRMVQ00700
LIOSGTRB

MSRYT03512
RRMVQ00701
LIOSGTRB
MSRYT03514
RRMVQ00700
LZOSGTRB
MSRYT03514
RRMVQ00701

Steam Generator Tube Rupture
Steam Generator Relief Valve
MOV 701 FAILS TO OPEN
Steam Generator Tube Rupture
Steam Generator Relief Valve
MOV 700 FAILS TO OPEN

Steam Generator Tube Rupture
Steam Generator Relief Valve
MOV 701 FAILS TO OPEN

Steam Generator Tube Rupture
Steam Generator Relief Valve
MOV 700 FAILS TO OPEN
Steam Generator Tube Rupture
Steam Generator Relief Valve
MOV 701 FAILS TO OPEN
Steam Generator Tube Rupture
Steam Generator Relief Valve
MOV 700 FAILS TO OPEN

Steam Generator Tube Rupture
Steam Generator Relief Valve
MOV 701 FAILS TO OPEN
Steam Generator Tube Rupture
Steam Generator Relief Valve
MOV 700 FAILS TO OPEN
Steam Generator Tube Ruptur~
Steam Generator Relief Valve
MOV 701 FAILS TO OPEN

Steam Generator'ube Rupture
Steam Generator Relief Valve
MOV 700 FAILS TO OPEN

Steam Generator Tube Rupture
Steam Generator Relief Valve
MOV 701 FAILS TO OPEN
Steam Generator Tube Rupture
Steam Generator Relief Valve
MOV 700 FAILS TO OPEN

Steam Generator Tube Rupture
Steam Generator Relief Valve
MOV 701 FAILS TO OPEN

Steam Generator Tube Rupture
Steam Generator Relief Valve
MOV 700 FAILS TO OPEN

Steam Generator Tube Rupture
Steam Generator Relief Valve
MOV 701 FAZLS TO OPEN

inSGA
3509 Fails to Close After Steam

inSGA
3511 Fails to Close After Steam

in SG A
3511 Fails to Close After Steam

inSGA
3513 Fails to Close After Steam

in SGA
3513 Fails to Close After Steam

in SG A
3515 Fails to Close After Steam

in SG A
3515 Fails to Close After Steam

in SG B
3508 Fails to Close After Steam

in SG B
3508 Fails to Close After Steam

in SG B
3510 Fails to Close After Steam

in SG B
3510 Fails to Close After Steam

inSGB
3512 Fails to Close After Steam

in SG B
3512 Fails to Close After Steam

inSGB
3514 Fails to Close After Steam

in SG B
3514 Fails to Close After Steam

4.84E-03
Release6.88E-03

2.27E-03
4.84E-03

Release6.88E-03
2.27E-03
4.84E-03

Release6.88E-03
2.27E-03
4.84E-03

Release6.00E-03
2.27E-03
4.84E-03

Release6.88E-03
2.27E-03
4.84E-03

Release6.00E-03
2.27E-03
4.84E-03

Release6.88E-03
2.27E-03
4.84E-03

Release6.88E-03
2.27E-03
4.84E-03

Release6.88E-03
2.27E-03
4.84E-03

Release6.88E-03
2.27E-03
4.84E-03

Release6.88E-03
2.27E-03
4.84E-03

Release6.88E-03
2.27E-03
4.84E-03

Release6.88E-03
2.27E-03
4.84E-03

Release6.88E-03
2.27E-03
4.84E-03

Release6.88E-03
2.27E-03

4.84E-03 7.56E-08
6.88E-03
2.27E-03
4.84E-03
6.'88E-03
2.27E-03
4.84E-03
6.88E-03
2.27E-03
4.84E-03
6.88E-03
2.27E-03
4.84E-03
6.88E-03
2.27E-03
4.84E-03
6.88E-03
2.27E-03
4.84E-03
6.88E-03
2.27E-03
4.84E-03
6.88E-03
2.27E-03

7.56E-08

7.56E-08

7.56E-08

7.56E-08

7.56E-08

7.56E-08

7.56E-08

4.84E-03
6.88E-03
2.27E-03
4.84E-03
6.88E-03
2.27E-03
4.84E-03
6.88E-03
2.27E-03
4.84E-03
6.88E-03
2.27E-03
4.84E-03
6.88E-03
2.27E-03
4.84E-03
6.88E-03
2.27E-03

7.56E-08

7.56E-08

7.56E-08

7.56E-08

7.56E-08

7.56E-08

4.84E-03 7.56E-08
6.88E-03
2.27E-03



Inputs Description Rate Exposure Prob Cutset Prob

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

42

LIOSGTRA
CSMMOORWST

LIOSGTRB
CSMMOORWST

LIOSGTRA
RRPTHPT420
RCHFDCDDPR

RRHFDSUCIN
LIOSGTRB
RRPTHPT420
RCHFDCDDPR
RRHFDSUCZN
LIOSGTRA
RRCC~i PAB
RCHFDCDDPR
LIOSGTRB
RRCCPUMPAB
RCHFDCDDPR
LIOSGTRA
RHCCPUMPAB

RCHFDCDDPR
LIOSGTRB
RHCCPUMPAB

RCHFDCDDPR
LIOSGTRA
RRPTHPT420
MSHFDISOLR
RRHFDSUCTN
LIOSGTRB
RRPTHPT420
MSHFDISOLR
RRHFDSUCZN
LIOSGTRA
MSRYT03509
RRPTHPT420
RRHFDSUCTN
LIOSGTRA

MSRYT03511
RRPTHPT4 2 0

RRHFDSUCTN
LIOSGTRA
MSRYT03513
RRPTHPT420
RRHFDSUCTN

Steam Generator Tube Rupture in SG A
INSUFFICIENT FLOW AVAILABLEFROM TSIO) (RWST)
Steam Generator Tube Rupture in SG B

INSUFFICZENT FLOW AVAILABLEFROM TSIO) (RWST)

Steam Generator Tube Rupture in SG A
PRESSURE TRANSMITTER PT-420 FAILS HZGH

Operators Fail To Cooldown and Depressurize RCS During
OPS FAILS TO MAKJALLY OPEN RHR SUCTION VALVES
Steam Generator Tube Rupture in SG B
PRESSURE TRANSMITTER PT-420 FAILS HIGH
Operators Fail To Cooldown and Depressurize RCS During
OPS FAILS TO MAN(JALLY OPEN RHR SUCTION VALVES
Steam Generator Tube Rupture in SG A
PUMPS A/B FAIL TO START (RECIRC)<COMMON CAUSE EVENT>
Operators Fail To Cooldown and Depressurize RCS During
Steam Generator Tube Rupture in SG B
PUMPS A/B FAIL TO START (RECIRC) <COMMON CAUSE EVENT)
Operators Fail To Cooldown and Depressurize RCS During
Steam Generator Tube Rupture in SG A
COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF RHR PUMPS A AND B TO START
Operators Fail To Cooldown and Depressurize RCS During
Steam Generator Tube Rupture in SG B
COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF RHR PUMPS A AND B TO START
Operators Fail To Cooldown and Depressurize RCS During
Steam Generator Tube Rupture in SG A
PRESSURE TRANSMITPER PT-420 FAILS HIGH
Operators Fail to Isolate ruptured S/G
OPS FAILS TO MAN(JALLY OPEN RHR SUCTION VALVES
Steam Generator Tube Rupture in SG B
PRESSURE TRANSMITTER PT-420 FAILS HIGH
Operators Fail to Isolate ruptured S/G
OPS FAILS TO MANUALLYOPEN RHR SUCTION VALVES
Steam Generator Tube Rupture in SG A
Steam Generator Relief Valve 3509 Fails to Close After
PRESSURE TRANSMITTER PT-420 FAILS HIGH
OPS FAZLS TO MANUALLYOPEN RHR SUCTION VALVES
Steam Generator Tube Rupture in SG A
Steam Generator Relief Valve 3511 Fails to Close After
PRESSURE TRANSMITTER PT-420 FAILS HIGH
OPS FAILS TO MANUALLYOPEN RHR SUCTION VALVES
Steam Generator Tube Rupture in SG A
Steam Generator Relief Valve 3513 Fails to Close After
PRESSURE TRANSMITTER PT-420 FAILS HIGH
OPS FAILS TO MANUALLYOPEN RHR SUCPION VALVES

4.84E-03
6.64E-06
4.84E-03
6.64E-06
4.84E-03
1.49E-06
9. 61E-03
1. OOE-01
4.84E-03
1.49E-06
9.61E-03
).OOE-O)
4.84E-03
4.16E-04
9. 6)E-03
4.84E-03
4. 16E-04
9. 61E-03
4 . 84E-03
4.12E-04
9. 61E-03
4.84E-03

= 4.12E-04
9..61E-03
4.84E-03
1.49E-06
7.24E-03
1.00E-01
4.84E-03
1.49E-06
7.24E-03
1. OOE-01
4.84E-03

Steam Release6.88E-03
1.49E-06
1.00E-01
4.84E-03

Steam Release6.88E-03
1.49E-06
1. OOE-01
4.84E-03

Steam Release6. 88E-03
1.49E-06
).OOE-01

4.84E-03
6.64E-06
4.84E-03
6.64E-06
4:84E-03
4.91E-03
9.61E-03
).OOE-O)
4.84E-03
4. 9)E-03
9. 61E-03
1. OOE-01
4.84E-03
4.16E-04
9.61E-03
4.84E-03
4.16E-04
9. 61E-03
4.84E-03
4.12E-04
9.6)E-03
4.84E-03
4.12E-04
9.6)E-03
4.84E-03
4 . 91E-., 03
7.24E-03
1. OOE-01
4.84E-03
4. 91E-03
7.24E-03
1.00E-01
4.84E-03
6.88E-03
4.91E-03
1.00E-01
4.84E-03
6.88E-03
4. 91E-03
1. OOE-01
4.84E-03
6.88E-03
4. 9)E-03
1. OOE-01

3.21E-08

3. 2)E-08

2.28E-08

2.28E-OS

1.94E-OS

1.94E-08

1. 91E-08

1. 9)E-08

1.72E-08

1.72E-OS

1.64E-OS

1.64E-OS

1.64E-OS



Inputs Description Rate Exposure Prob Cutset Prob

50

I IOSGTRA

MSRYT03 515
RRPTHPT4 2 0
RRHFDSUCIN
LIOSGTRB

MSRYT03508
RRPTHPT420
RRHFDSUCTN
LIOSGTRB
MSRYT03510
RRPTHPT4 2 0
RRHFDSUCIN
LZOSGTRB
MSRYT03512
RRPTHPT420
RRHFDSUCIN
LIOSGTRB
MSRYT03514
RRPTHPT420
RRHFDSUCTN
LIOSGTRA
RRBIF850AX
RCHFDCDDPR
RRHFDSUCTN
LIOSGTRA
RRBIF850BX
RCHFDCDDPR
RRHFDSUCIN

After Steam

After Steam

After Steam

After Steam

After Steam

ring SGTR

ring SGTR

Steam Generator Tube Rupture in SG A
Steam Generator Relief Valve 3515 Fails to Close
PRESSURE TRANSMITTER PT-420 FAILS HIGH
OPS FAILS TO MANUALLYOPEN RHR SUCTION VALVES
Steam Generator Tube Rupture in SG B
Steam Generator Relief Valve 3508 Fails to Close
PRESSURE TRANSMITTER PT-420 FAILS HIGH
OPS FAILS TO MANUALLYOPEN RHR SUCTION VALVES
Steam Generator Tube Rupture in SG B
Steam Generator Relief Valve 3510 Fails to Close
PRESSURE TRANSMITTER PT-420 FAILS HIGH
OPS FAILS TO MANUALLYOPEN RHR SUCTION VALVES
Steam Generator Tube Rupture in SG B
Steam Generator Relief Valve 3512 Fails to Close
PRESSURE TRANSMITTER PT-420 FAILS HIGH
OPS FAILS TO MANUALLYOPEN RHR SUCTION VALVES
Steam Generator Tube Rupture in SG B
Steam Generator Relief Valve 3514 Fails to Close
PRESSURE TRANSMITTER PT-420 FAILS HIGH
OPS FAILS TO MANUALLYOPEN RHR SUCTION VALVES
Steam Generator Tube Rupture in SG A
BISTABLE 850A-X SPURIOUSLY OPERATES
Operators Fail To Cooldown and Depressurize RCS Du
OPS FAILS TO MANUALLYOPEN RHR SUCTION VALVES
Steam Generator Tube Rupture in SG A
BISTABLE 850B-X SPURIOUSLY OPERATES
Operators Fail To Cooldown and Depressurize RCS Du
OPS FAILS TO MANUALLYOPEN RHR SUCTION VALVES

4.84E-03
Release6.88E-03

1.49E-06
1.00E-01
4.84E-03

Release6.88E-03
1.49E-06
1. 00E-01
4.84E-03

Release6.88E-03
1.49E-06
1. OOE-01
4.84E-03

Release6.88E-03
1.49E-06
1.00E-01
4.84E-03

Release6.88E-03
1.49E-06
1.00E-01
4.84E-03
1.03E-06
9. 61E-03
1. OOE-01
4.84E-03
1.03E-06
9. 61E-03
1.00E-01

4.84E-03
6.88E-03
4. 91E-03
1. OOE-01
4". 84E-03
6.88E-03
4. 91E-03
1.00E-01
4.84E-03
6.88E-03
4. 91E-03
1. OOE-01
4.84E-03
6.88E-03
4. 91E-03
1. OOE-01
4.84E-03
6.88E-03
4.91E-03
1.00E-01
4.84E-03
3.40E-03
9.61E-03
1. 00E 01
4.84E-03
3.40E-03
9.61E-03
1.00E-01

1. 64E-08

1 '4E-08

1.64E-08

1.64E-08

1.64E-08

1.58E-08

1.58E-08

Report SummarY:
Filename: C:NCAFTA-WKQUANTNSGTR.CUT
Print date: 1/15/97 2:44 PM

Not sorted
Printed the first 50



Initiator Summary Report

TRANS ~ 4.43E46 (Probability)

Name Prob Description

TZFLBOTB
TISLBOTB
TZOOODCB
'TIGRLOSP
TZOSLBSD
TZOOOOSH
TZOOODCA
TZSLBBZB
TZFLBBIB
TISLBAZB
TZFLBAIB
TISHLOSP
TZRXTRZP
TZIALOSS
TIRCPROT
TZFWLOSS
TIOOOSHA
TZOOOSHB

1.038-06
1.028-06
4.798-07
3.488-07
3.268-07
2.99E-07
2.418-07
1.56E-07
1.47E-07
1.06E-07
1.00E"07
9.298-08
4.938-08
2.20E-08
4.73E-09
3.108-09
1.24E-09
1.038-09

23.2o
23. 0'o

10. 8'o

7. 9eo

7. 4'o

6. 8so

5. 4so

3.5<
3.3e
2. 4'o

2 ~ 30
2. 1e

1. 1~o

0. 5~o

0. 1'o

0. 1eo

0. O~o

0.0%

Feedline Break in Turbine Building
Steamline Break in Turbine Building
Loss of Main DC Distribution Panel B (DCPDPCB03B)
Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
Steamline Break Through Steam Dump System
Total Loss of Service Hater
Loss of Main DC Distribution Panel A (DCPDPCB03A)
Steamline Break in Line for SG B Inside Intermediate Buildi ng
Feedline Break in Line for SG B Inside Intermediate Building
Steamline Break in Line for SG A Inside Intermediate Buildi ng
Feedline Break in Line for SG A Inside Intermediate Building
Loss of Offsite Power - Switchyard
Reactor Trip
Loss of Instrument Air
Reactor Coolant Pump Locked Rotor Event
Loss of Main Feedwater
Loss of Service Hater Header A
Loss of Service Hater Header B

Total = 4.438-06

Report Summary:
Filename: C:tCAFTA-VNQUANDTRANS.CUT

Print date: 1/11/97 1:06 PM

Sorted by Probability

C:tCAFTA t/IAQUANTtTRANS.CUT Page 1



Znputs Description Rate Exposure Prob Cutset Prob

TIFLBOTB
AFHFDSAFWX
RCHFD 01BAF
TISLBOTB
AFHFDSAFWX
RCHFD01BAF
TIOSLBSD
MSCCCMS IVX
RCHFD 01BAF
TIFLBOTB
AFTMSAFSGA
AFTMSAFSGB
RCHFD 01BAF
TISLBOTB
AFIMSAFSGA
AFIMSAFSGB
RCHFD01BAF
TIOOODCA
DCMMMAINZB
TIOOODCB
DCMMMAIN1A
TIFLBOTB
HVOOLTFAIL
HVAA>80DEG
HVTMSAFW A
HVIMSAFW B

RCHFD 01BAF
TZSLBOTB
HVOOLTFAIL
HVAA>8 0DEG

HVTMSAFW A
HVTMSAFW B
RCHFD 01BAF
TIFLBBIB
AFTMSAFSGA
RCHFD 01BAF
TZSLBBIB
AFTMSAFSGA
RCHFD01BAF
TIOOOOSW
AFMMOTDAFW

~ RCHFD01BAF
TZFLBAIB
AFTMSAFSGB
RCHFD 01BAF

Feedline Break in Turbine Building
OPERATORS FAIL TO CORRECZLY ALIGN SAFW

Operators Fail To Implement Feed And Bleed
Steamline Break in Turbine Building
OPERATORS FAIL TO CORRECTLY ALIGN SAFW

Operators Fail To Implement Feed And Bleed
Steamline Break Through Steam Dump System
Common Cause Failure of MSIVs to Close
Operators Fail To Implement Feed And Bleed
Feedline Break in Turbine Building
SAFW TRAIN C TO S/G A O.O.S. DUE TO T/M
SAFW TRAIN D TO S/G B O.O.S. DUE TO T/M
Operators Fail To Implement Feed And Bleed
Steamline Break in Turbine Building
SAFW TRAIN C TO S/G A O.O.S. DUE TO T/M
SAFW TRAIN D TO S/G B O.O.S. DUE TO T/M
Operators Fail To Implement Feed And Bleed
Loss of Main DC Distribution Panel A (DCPDPCB03A)
Failure of Circuit E76 (To Main DC Distribution Panel B)
Loss of Main DC Distribution Panel B (DCPDPCB03B)
Failure of Circuit E14 (To Main DC Distribution Panel 1A)
Feedline Break in Turbine Building
DUiY EVENT FOR LONG TERM FAILURES DUE TO VENTILATION FAILURE
OUTSIDE AIR TEMP IS GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO 80 F
A SAFW ROOM HVAC STRING IN MAINTENANCE

B SAFW ROOM HVAC STRING IN MAINTENANCE

Operators Fail To Implement Feed And Bleed
Steamline Break in Turbine Building
DUMMY EVENT FOR LONG TERM FAILURES DUE TO VENTILATION FAILURE
OUTSIDE AZR TEMP ZS GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO 80 F
A SAFW ROOM HVAC STRING IN MAINTKfANCE
B SAFW ROOM HVAC STRZNG IN MAINTENANCE
Operators Fail To Implement Feed And Bleed
Feedline Break in Line for SG B Inside Intermediate Building
SAFW TRAIN C TO S/G A O.O.S. DUE TO T/M
Operators Fail To Implement Feed And Bleed
Steamline Break in Line for SG B Inside Intermediate Building
SAFW TRAIN C TO S/G A O.O.S. DUE TO T/M
Operators Fail To Implement Feed And Bleed
Total Loss of Service Water
Failure of TDAFW pump train components
Operators Fail To Implement Feed And Bleed
Feedline Break 'in Line for SG A Inside Intermediate Building
SAFW TRAIN D TO S/G B O.O.S. DUE TO T/M
Operators Fail To Implement Feed And Bleed

1.40E-03
5. 19E-03
5.30E-02
1.29E-03
5.19E-03
5.30E-02
5.78E-03
8.41E-04
5.30E-02
1.40E-03
5.60E-02
5.70E-02
5.30E-02
1.29E-03
5.60E-02
5.70E-02
5.30E-02
5.54E-03
3.56E 05
5.54E-03
3.56E-05
1.40E-03
1.00E+00
1. 67E-01
1.10E-01
1.10E-01
5.30E-02
1.29E-03
1.00E+00
1.67E-01
1. 10E-01
1. 10E-01
5.30E-02
3.87E-05
5.60E-02
5.30E-02
3.58E-05
5.60E-02
5.30E-02
1.43E-04
1.27E-02
5.30E-02
2.58E-05
5.70E-02
5.30E-02

1.40E-03
5.19E-03
5.30E-02
1.29E-03
5.19E-03
5.30E-02
5.78E-03
8. 41E-04
5.30E-02
1.40E-03
5.60E-02
5.70E-02
5.30E-02
1.29E-03
5.60E-02
5.70E-02
5.30E-02
5.54E-03
3.56E-05
5.54E-03
3.56E-05
1.40E-03
1.00E+00

. 67E-01
1.10E-01
1.10E-01
5.30E-02
1.29E-03
1.00E+00
1. 67E-01
1. 10E-01
1.10E-01
5.30E-02
3.87E-05
5.60E-02
5.30E-02
3.58E-05
5.60E-02
5.30E-02
1;43E-04
1.27E-02
5.30E-02
2.58E-05
5.70E-02
5.30E-02

3.85E-07

3.55E-07

2.58E-07

2.37E-07

2. 18E«07

1.97E-07

1.97E-07

1.50E-07

1.38E-07

1. 15E-07

1.06E-07

9.61E-08

7.79E-08



Inputs Description Rate Exposure Prob Cutset Prob

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

TZOOODCB
HVOOLTFAIL
HVFDRF360P
AFHFDSAFWX
RCHFD01BAF
TZOOOOSW

AFIM0TDAFW
RCHFD01BAF
TZFLBOTB
SWCCPSWMVB

RCHFD01BAF
TISLBAIB
AFTMSAFSGB
RCHFD 01BAF
TZSLBOTB
SWCCPSWMVB

RCHFD 01BAF
TISLBOTB
MSCCCMSIVX
RCHFD01BAF
TIOOOOSW
AFHFDALTTD
RCHFD01BAF
TZOOODCB
AFTMSAFSGA
AFTMSAFSGB
HVOOLTFAIL
HVFDRF3 6 OP

RCHFD 01BAF
TIGRLOSP
AFMMSAFWPC

DGDGF0001B
HVOOLTFAIL
HVFDRF360P
RCHFDOIBAF
TIFLBOTB
AFMMSAFWPC
AFMMSAFWPD

RCHFD01BAF
TZOSLBSD
ESCCOMSFTD

MSHFDMSIVX
RCHFD 01BAF

Loss of Main DC Distribution Panel B (DCPDPCB03B)
DUMMY EVENT FOR LONG TERM FAILURES DUE TO VENTILATION FAILURE
ROLLING FIRE DOOR F36 IS SHUT
OPERATORS FAIL TO CORRECTLY ALIGN SAFW

Operators Fail To Implement Feed And Bleed
Total Loss of Service Water
TDAFW Pump Train out-of-service for maintenance
Operators Fail To Implement Feed And Bleed
Feedline Break in Turbine Building
Common cause failure of MOVs 9629A and 9629B to open
Operators Fail To Zmplement Feed And Bleed
Steamline Break in Line for SG A Inside Zntermediate Building
SAFW TRAIN D TO S/G B O.O.S. DUE TO T/M
Operators Fail To Implement Feed And Bleed
Steamline Break i'n Turbine Building
Common cause failure of MOVs 9629A and 9629B to open
Operators Fail. To Implement Feed And Bleed
Steamline Break in Turbine Building
Common Cause Failure of MSIVs to Close
Operators Fail To Implement Feed And Bleed
Total Loss of Service Water
OPERATORS FAIL TO PROVIDE COOLING TO TDAFW LUBE OIL FROM DIESEL
Operators Fail To Implement Feed And Bleed
Loss of Main DC Distribution Panel B (DCPDPCB03B)
SAFW TRAIN C TO S/G A O.O.S. DUE TO T/M
SAFW TRAIN D TO S/G B O.O.S. DUE TO T/M
DUMMY EVENT FOR LONG TERM FAILURES DUE TO VENTILATION FAILURE
ROLLING FIRE DOOR F36 ZS SHUT
Operators Fail To Implement Feed And Bleed
Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
Failure of SAFW Pump 1C train
DIESEL GENERATOR KDG01B FAILS TO RUN

DUMMY EVENT FOR LONG TERM FAILURES DUE TO VENTILATION FAILURE
ROLLING FIRE DOOR F36 ZS SHUP
Operators Fail To Implement Feed And Bleed
Feedline Break in Turbine Building
Failure of SAFW Pump 1C train
Failure of SAFW Pump 1D Train
Operators Fail To Implement Feed And Bleed
Steamline Break Through Steam Dump System
COMMON CAUSE FAILURE TO RESPOND OF STEAM LINE FLOW TRANSMITTER
Operators Fails to Close MSIV
Operators Fail To Implement Feed And Bleed

5.54E-03
1.00E+00
5.00E-02
5.19E-03
5.30E-02
1.43E-04
1.00E-02
5.30E-02
1.40E-03
1.02E-03
5.30E-02
2.38E-05
5.70E-02
5.30E-02
1.29E-03
1.02E-03
5.30E-02
1.29E-03
8. 41E-04
5.30E-02
1.43E-04
6.70E-03
5.30E-02
5.54E-03
5.60E-02
5.70E-02
1.00E+00
5.00E-02
5.30E-02
2.28E-02
2.30E-02
1.25E-03
1.00E+00
5.00E-02
5.30E-02
1.40E-03
2.30E-02
2.30E-02
5.30E-02
5.78E-03
1.19E-03
1.00E-01
5.30E-02

5.54E-03
1 'OE+00
5.00E-02
5 ~ 19E-03
5:30E-02
1.43E-04
1.00E-02
5.30E-02
1.40E-03
1.02E-03
5.30E-02
2.38E-OS
5.70E-02
5.30E-02
1.29E-03
1.02E-03
5 '0E-02
1.29E-03
8. 41E-04
5 '0E-02
1.43E-04
6.70E-03
5.30E-02
5.54E-03
5.60E-02
5.70E-02
1.00E+00
5.00E-02
5 '0E-02
2.28E-02
2 '0E-02
3.00E-02
B OOB+00
5.00E-02
5.30E-02
1.40E-03
2.30E-02
2.30E-02
5 '0E-02
5.78E-03
1. 19E-03
1.00E-01
5.30E-02

7.62E-OS

7.58E-OS

7.55E-OS

7.19E-OS

6.95E-OS

5.75E-OS

5.08E-OS

4.69E-OS

4.17E-OS

3.93E-08

3.66E-08



Inputs Description Rate Exposure Prob Cutset Prob

25,

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

TISLBOTB
AFMMSAFWPC
AFMMSAFWPD

RCHFD 01BAF
TIGRLOSP
DGDGF0001B
HVOOLTFAZL
HVAA>80DEG
HVFDRF360P
HVZMSAFW A
RCHFD 01BAF
TIOOODCB
HVOOLTFAZL
HVAA>80DEG
HVFDRF360P
HVTMSAFW A
HVTMSAFW B
RCHFD 01BAF
TZOOOOSW

AFHFLTDAFW
RCHFD0 1BAF
TZFLBOTB
AFCCDMOVNB

RCHFD 01BAF
TIOOOOSW
AFTMTDAFWA
AFIÃTDAFilB
RCHFD 01BAF
TZGRLOSP
AFMMSAFWPC

DGIMOOOOIB
HVOOLTFAIL
HVFDRF3 6 0 P

RCHFD01BAF
TISLBOTB
AFCCDMOVNB
RCHFD01BAF
TIOOODCB
HVOOLTFAIL
HVFDRF360P
SWCCPSWMVB

RCHFD01BAF

1.29E-03
2.30E-02
2.30E-02
5.30E-02
2.28E-02
1.25E-03
1.00E+00
1.67E-01
S.OOE-02
1.10E-01
5.30E-02
5.54E-03
1.00E+00
1. 67E-01
S.OOE-02
1.10E-01
1.10E-01
5.30E-02
1.43E-04

nce3.00E-03
5.30E-02
1.40E-03
2. 51E-04
5.30E-02
1.43E-04
4.90E-02
4.90E-02
5.30E-02
2.28E-02
2.30E-02
1.30E-02
1.00E+00
S.OOE-02
5.30E-02
1.29E-03
2.51E-04
5.30E-02
5.54E-03
1.00E+00
S.OOE-02
1.02E-03
5.30E-02

Steamline Break in Turbine Building
Failure of SAFW Pump 1C train
Failure of SAFW Pump 1D Train
Operators Fail To Implement Feed And Bleed
Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
DIESEL GENERATOR KDG01B FAILS TO RUN

DUMMY EVENT FOR LONG TERM FAILURES DUE TO VENTILATION FAILURE
OUTSIDE AIR TEMP ZS GREATER,THAN OR EQUAL TO 80 F
ROLLING FIRE DOOR F36 ZS SHUT

A SAFW ROOM HVAC STRING ZN MAINTENANCE
Operators Fail To Implement Feed And Bleed
Loss of Main DC Distribution Panel B (DCPDPCB03B)
DUMMY EVENT FOR LONG TERM FAZLURES DUE TO VENTILATION FAILURE
OUTSIDE AIR- TEMP IS GREATER THAN OR EQUAL 'ZO 80 F
ROLLING FIRE DOOR F36 IS SHUT
A SAFW ROOM HVAC STRZNG IN MAINTENANCE
B SAFW ROOM HVAC STRING IN MAINTENANCE
Operators Fail To Implement Feed And Bleed
Total Loss of Service Water
Failure to restore TDAFW pump train to service post test/maintena
Operators Fail To Implement Feed And Bleed
Feedline Break in Turbine Building
Common cause failure of MOVs 9701A and 9701B to throttle flow
Operators Fail To Implement Feed And Bleed
Total Loss of Service Water
TDAFW Pump Train infection line to S/G A out-of-service for maint
TDAFW Pump Train injection line to S/G B out-of-service for maint
Operators Fail To Implement Feed And Bleed
Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
Failure of SAFW Pump 1C train
DIESEL GENERATOR KDG01B UNAVAILABLEDUE TO TESTING OR MAINTENANCE
DUiY EVENT FOR LONG TERM FAILURES DUE TO VENTILATION FAILURE
ROLLING FIRE DOOR F36 ZS SHUT
Operators Fail To Implement Feed And Bleed
Steamline Break in Turbine Building
Common cause failure of MOVs 9701A and 9701B to throttle flow
Operators Fail To Implement Feed And Bleed
Loss of Main DC Distribution Panel B (DCPDPCB03B)
DUiY EVENT FOR LONG TERM FAILURES DUE TO VENTILATION FAILURE
ROLLING FIRE DOOR F36 IS SHUT
Common cause failure of MOVs 9629A and 9629B to open
Operators Fail To Implement Feed And Bleed

1. 29E;03
2.30E-02
2.30E-02
5.30E-02
2:28E-02
3.00E-02
1.00Et00
1.67E-01
S.OOE-02
l.10E-01
5.30E-02
5.54E-03
1.00E+00
1.67E-01
5.00E-02
1. 10E-01
l.10E-01
5.30E-02
1.43E-04
3.00E-03
5.30E-02
1.40E-03
2. 51E-04
5.30E-02
1.43E-04
4.90E-02
4.90E-02
5.30E-02
2.28E-02
2.30E-02
1.30E-02
1.00Et00
S.OOE-02
5.30E-02
1.29E-03
2.51E-04
5.30E-02
5.54E-03
1.00Et00
S.OOE-02
1.02E-03
5.30E-02

3.62E-08

3.33E-08

2.97E-08

2.27E-08

1.86E-08

1.82E-08

1.81E-08

1.72E-08

1.49E-08



Znputs Description Rate Exposure Prob Cutset Prob

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

42

TIGRLOSP
DGTM00001B
HVOOLTFAZL
HVAA)80DEG
HVFDRF360P
HVTMSAFW A
RCHFD01BAF
TIFLBOTB
AFHFLSAFWA
AFTMSAFSGB
RCHFD01BAF
TIFLBOTB
AFHFLSAFWB
AFIMSAFSGA
RCHFD 01BAF
TISLBOTB
AFHFLSAFWA
AFTMSAFSGB
RCHFD01BAF
TISLBOTB
AFHFLSAFWB
AFTMSAFSGA.

RCHFD 01BAF
TIFLBBIB
AFHFDSAFWX
RCHFD01BAF
TIOSLBSD
MSAVX03516
MSAVX03517
RCHFD01BAF
TZGRLOSP
ACAALOSP10
RCHFD 01BAF
RCHFDHEATR
TZFLBOTB
AFMMSGBSAF
AFTMSAFSGA
RCHFD01BAF
TZOOODCB

DCMMAUXOOA

HVOOLTFAIL
HVFDRF360P
TISLBBIB
AFHFDSAFWX
RCHFD01BAF

2.28E-02
1.30E-02
1.00E+00
1.67E-01
5.00E-02
1.10E-01
5.30E-02
1.40E-03
3.00E-03
5.70E-02
5.30E-02
1.40E-03
3.00E-03
5.60E-02
5.30E-02
1.29E-03
3.00E-03
5.70E-02
5.30E-02
1.29E-03
3.00E-03
5.60E-02
5.30E-02
3.87E-05
5.19E-03
5.30E-02
5.78E-03
2.60E-06
2.60E-06
5.30E-02
2.28E-02
2.70E-02
5.30E-02
3.10E-04
1.40E-03
2.40E-03
5.60E-02
5.30E-02
5.54E-03

A) 3. 56E-05
1.00E+00
5.00E-02
3.58E-05
5. 19E-03
5 '0E-02

Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
DIESEL GENERATOR KDGOIB UNAVAILABLEDUE TO TESTING OR MAINTENANCE
DUMMY EVENT FOR LONG TERM FAILURES DUE TO VENTILATIONFAILURE
OUZSIDE AIR TEMP IS GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO 80 F
ROLLING FZRE DOOR F36 ZS SHUT

A SAFW ROOM HVAC STRING ZN MAINTENANCE
Operators Fail To Implement Feed And Bleed
Feedline Break in Turbine Building
Failure to restore SAFW Pump Train 1C to service post test/maint
SAFW TRAIN D TO S/G B O.O.S. DUE TO T/M
Operators Fail To Implement Feed And Bleed
Feedline Break in Turbine Building
Failure to restore SAFW Pump Train 1D to service post test/maint
SAFW TRAIN C TO S/G A O.O.S. DUE TO T/M
Operators Fail To Implement Feed And Bleed
Steamline Break in Turbine Building
Failure to restore SAFW Pump Train 1C to service post test/maint
SAFW TRAIN D TO S/G B O.O.S. DUE TO T/M
Operators Fail To Implement Feed And Bleed
Steamline Break in Turbine Building
Failure to restore SAFW Pump Train 1D to service post test/maint
SAFW TRAIN C TO S/G A O.O.S. DUE TO T/M
Operators Fail To Implement Feed And Bleed
Feedline Break in Line for SG B Inside Intermediate Building
OPERATORS FAIL TO CORRECTLY ALIGN SAFW

Operators Fail To Implement Feed And Bleed
Steamline Break Through Steam Dump System
MSIV 3516 Fails to Close
MSIV 3517 Fails to Close
Operators Fail To Implement Feed And Bleed
Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
Failure to Restore Offsite Power Within 10 Hours
Operators Fail To Implement Feed And Bleed
OPERATORS FAIL TO LOAD PRESSURIZER HEATERS FOLLOWING A LOOP

Feedline Break in Turbine Building
Failure of SAFW injection line to S/G B
SAFW TRAIN C TO S/G A O.O.S. DUE TO T/M
Operators Fail To Implement Feed And Bleed
Loss of Main DC Distribution Panel B (DCPDPCB03B)
Failure of Circuit E53 (To Auxiliary Building DC Distribution Pnl
DUMMY EVENT FOR LONG TERM FAILURES DUE TO VENTILATION FAILURE
ROLLING FIRE DOOR F36 IS SHUT
Steamline Break in Line for SG B Inside Intermediate Building
OPERATORS FAIL TO CORRECTLY ALIGN SAFW

Operators Fail To Implement Feed And Bleed

2.28E-02
1.30E-02
1.00E+00
1.67E-01
5'.OOE-02
1. 10E-01
5.30E-02
1.40E-03
3.00E-03
5.70E-02
5.30E-02
1.40E-03
3.00E-03
5.60E-02
5.30E-02
1.29E-03
3.00E-03
5.70E-02
5.30E-02
1.29E-03
3.00E-03
5.60E-02
5.30E-02
3.87E-05
5.19E-03
5.30E-02
5.78E-03
5.76E-03
5.76E-03
5.30E-02
2.28E-02
2.70E-02
5.30E-02
3.10E-04
1.40E-03
2.40E-03
5.60E-02
5.30E-02
5.54E-03
3.56E-05
1.00E+00
5.00E-02
3.58E-05
5. 19E-03
5.30E-02

1.44E-08

1.27E-08

1.25E-08

1.17E-08

1.15E-08

1.06E-08

1.02E-08

1. 01E-08

9.98E-09

9.85E-09

9.85E-09

0 ~~

+0

%o

oo



Inputs Description Rate Exposure Prob Cutset Prob

46

50

TZGRLOSP
DGDGF0001B
HVOOLTFAIL
HVFDRF3 6 0 P

AFHFDSAFWX
RCHFDO1BAF
TISLBOTB
AFMMSGBSAP
AFIMSAFSGA
RCHFD01BAF
TZGRLOSP
AFMMSAFWPC

DGMMOFUELB

HVOOLTFAIL
HVFDRF3 6 0 P
RCHFD01BAF
TZSLBOTB
ESCCOMSFTD

MSHFDMSIVX
RCHFD01BAF
TIOOODCB
AFMMSAFWPC

AFMMSAFWPD

HVOOLTFAZL
HVFDRF360P
RCHFD 01BAF
TZFLBAIB
AFHFDSAFWX
RCHFD 01BAF

Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
DIESEL GENERATOR KDGOZB FAILS TO RUN

DUMMY EVENT FOR LONG TERM FAILURES DUE TO VENTILATION FAILURE
ROLLING FIRE DOOR F36 IS SHUT
OPERATORS FAIL TO CORRECTLY ALIGN SAFW

Operators Fail To Implement Feed And Bleed
Steamline Break in Turbine Building
Failure 'of SAFW injection line to S/G B

SAFW TRAIN C TO S/G A O.O.S. DUE TO T/M
Operators Fail To Implement Feed And Bleed
Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
Failure of SAFW Pump 1C train
FAILURES OF FUEL TO D/G B
DUiY EVENT FOR LONG TERM FAILURES DUE TO VENTILATION FAILURE
ROLLING FIRE DOOR F36 IS SHUT
Operators Fail To Implement Feed And Bleed
Steamline Break in Turbine Building
COMMON CAUSE FAILURE TO RESPOND OF STEAM LINE FLOW TRANSMITTER
Operators Fails to Close MSIV
Operators Fail To Implement Feed And Bleed
Loss of Main DC Distribution Panel B (DCPDPCB03B)
Failure of SAFW Pump 1C train
Failure of SAFW Pump 1D Train
DUMMY EVENT FOR LONG TERM FAILURES DUE TO VENTILATION FAILURE
ROLLING FIRE DOOR F36 ZS SHUT
Operators Fail To Implement Feed And Bleed
Feedline Break in Line for SG A Inside Intermediate Building
OPERATORS FAIL TO CORRECTLY ALIGN SAFW

Operators Fail To Implement Feed And Bleed

2.28E-02
1.25E-03
1.00E+00
5.00E-02
5.19E-03
5.30E-02
1.29E-03
2.40E-03
5.60E-02
5.30E-02
2.28E-02
2.30E-02
6.14E-03
1.00E+00
S.OOE-02
5.30E-02
1.29E-03
1.19E-03
1.00E-01
5.30E-02
5.54E-03
2.30E-02
2.30E-02
1.00E+00
S.OOE-02
5.30E-02
2.58E-OS
5.19E-03
5.30E-02

2.28E-02
3.00E-02
1.00E+00
5.00E-02
5'.19E-03
5.30E-02
1.29E-03
2.40E-03
5.60E-02
5.30E-02
2.28E-02
2.30E-02
6.14E-03
1.00Et00
5.00E-02
5.30E-02
1.29E-03
1. 19E-03
1. OOE-01
5.30E-02
5.54E-03
2.30E-02
2.30E-02
1.00Et00
S.OOE-02
5.30E-02
2.58E-OS
5.19E-03
5.30E-02

9. 41E-09

9.20E-09

8.54E-09

8. 16E-09

7.78E-09

7.10E-09

Report SummarY:
Filename: C:JCAFTA-WJQUANT~TRANS.CUT
Print date: 1/15/97 2:48 PM

Not sorted
Printed the first 50



Tnitiator Summary Report
SBO 6.22S-06 ( Probability )

Name

TIGRLOSP
TZRXTRIP
TIOOODCB
TZOOODCA
L'IS S LOCA

TISWLOSP
LIOSGTRB
LIOSGTRA
TZOOOOSH

LISBLOCA
TIOSLBSD
TIOOOCCW
TIIALOSS
TIOOOSWA
TIOOOSWB
TISLBSVA
TIFLBOTB
TISLBOTB
TZFWLOSS
TISLBBZB
TISLBACT
TISLBAZB
TISLBBCT

Prob

5.48E-06
4.31E-07
9.81E-08
9.41E-08
3.51E-08
1.33E-08
9.07E-09
9.07E-09
8.75E-09
4.75E-09
3.50E-09
3.19E-09
2.49E-09
1.98E-09
1.98E-09
1.04E-09
4.29E-10
3.96E-10
O.OOE+00
O.OOE+00
O.OOE+00
O.OOE+00
O.OOE+00

88 ~ 2o
6.9%
1.

6%'.5%

0. 6'o

0.
2'.

1%'.1o

0.
1%'.

1%

0.1%
0. 19.

0.
0'.

0+o

0. 0>o

0. O~o

0. 0+o

0.0%
0. O~o

0.
09o'.

0+o

0.
0%'.

09o

Description

Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
Reactor Trip
Loss of Main DC Distribution Panel B (DCPDPCB03B)
Loss of Main DC Distribution Panel B (DCPDPCB03A)
Small-Small LOCA (0-1")
Loss of Offsite Power - Switchyard
Steam Generator Tube Rupture in SG B
Steam Generator Tube Rupture in SG A
Total Loss of Service Hater
Small LOCA (1-1.5")
Steamline Break Through Steam Dump System
Loss of Component Cooling Hater
Loss of instrument Air
Loss of Service Hater Header A
Loss of Service Hater Header B
inadvertent Safety / FH Valve Operation for Both SGs
Feedwater Break in Turbine Building
Steamline Break in Turbine Building
Loss of Main Feedwater
Steamline Break in Line for SG B Inside Intermediate
Steamline Break in Line for SG A inside Containment
Steamline Break 'in Line for SG A inside Intermediate
Steamline Break in Line for SG B inside Containment

0 ~~

+0

Total = 6.22E-06

Report Summary:
Filename: C:JCAPTA-M)QUANT(SBO.CUT
Pxint date: 1/11/97 1:28 PM

Sorted by Probability ~ M
%o~z
CO ~



Inputs Description Rate Exposure Prob Cutset Prob

TIGRLOSP
ACAALOSP10
DGCCOOORUN

SBOCORR001
TIGRLOSP
ACAALOSP10
DGCCBREAKR

TIGRLOSP
ACAALOSP10
DGCC0 START
TIGRLOSP
ACAALOSP10
DGDGF0001A
DGDGF0001B
SBOCORR006
TIGRLOSP
ACAALOSP10
DGCCPMA2AB
TIGRLOSP
ACAALOSP10
DGDGF0001A
DGIM00001B
SBOCORR006
TIGRLOSP
ACAALOSP10
DGDGF0001B
DGZM00001A
SBOCORR006
TIGRLOSP
ACAALOSP10
DGMMOFUELA
DGZM00001B
TIGRLOSP
ACAALOSP10
DGMMOFUELB

DGTM00001A
TIGRLOSP
DGCCOOORUN

RCHFDRHRSB
SBOCORR001
TIGRLOSP
DGCCBREAKR
RCHFDRHRSB

Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
Failure to Restore Offsite Power Within 10 Hours
DIESEL GENERATORS FAIL TO RUN (COMMON CAUSE)
CORRECTION FACZOR FOR DGCCOOORUN FOR SBO

Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
Failure to Restore Offsite Power Within 10 Hours
COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF DIESEL GENERATOR OUTPUT BREAKERS TO CLOSE

Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
Failure to Restore Offsite Power Within 10 Hours
DIESEL GENERATORS FAIL TO START (COMMON CAUSE)
Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
Failure to Restore Offsite Power Within 10 Hours
DIESEL GENERATOR KDG01A FAILS TO RUN

DIESEL GENERATOR KDG01B FAILS TO RUN

CORRECTION FACTOR FOR DGMMOVENTA AND DGMMOVENTB FOR SBO

Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
Failure to Restore Offsite Power Within 10 Hours
FUEL OIL PUMPS PDG02A/02B FAIL TO START (COMMON CAUSE)

Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
Failure to Restore Offsite Power Within 10 Hours
DIESEL GENERATOR KDG01A FAILS TO RUN

DZESEL GENERATOR KDG01B UNAVAILABLEDUE TO TESTING OR MAINTENANCE
CORRECI'ZON FACIOR FOR DGMMOVENTA AND DGMMOVENTB FOR SBO

Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
Failure to Restore Offsite Power Within 10 Hours
DIESEL GENERATOR KDG01B FAILS TO RUN

DIESEL GENERATOR KDG01A UNAVAILABLEDUE TO TESTING OR MAINTENANCE
CORRECTION FACIOR FOR DGMMOVENTA AND DGisHOVENTB FOR SBO

Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
Failure to Restore Offsite Power Within 10 Hours
FAILURES OF THE FUEL SUPPLY TO D/G A
DIESEL GENERATOR KDG01B UNAVAILABLEDUE TO TESTING OR MAINTENANCE
Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
Failure to Restore Offsite Power Within 10 Hours
FAILURES OF FUEL TO D/G B
DIESEL GENERATOR KDG01A UNAVAILABLEDUE TO TESTING OR MAINTENANCE
Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
DIESEL GENERATORS FAIL TO RUN (COMMON CAUSE)

Ops Fails to Rapidly Depressurize to RHR (or Use AFW Long-Tenn)
CORRECZ'ZON FACIOR FOR DGCCOOORUN FOR SBO

Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF DIESEL GENERATOR OUTPUT BREAKERS TO CLOSE

Ops Fails to Rapidly Depressurize to RHR (or Use AFW Long-Tenn)

2.28E-02
2.70E-02
2.34E-03
1. 67E-01
2.28E-02
2.70E-02
3.85E-04
2.28E-02
2.70E-02
3.60E-04
2.28E-02
2.70E-02
1.25E-03
1.25E-03
2.50E-01
2.28E-02
2.70E-02
1.18E-04
2.28E-02
2.70E-02
1.25E-03
1.30E-02
2.50E-01
2.28E-02
2.70E-02
1.25E-03
1.30E-02
2. 50E-01
2.28E-02
2.70E-02
6.14E-03
1.30E-02
2.28E-02
2.70E-02
6. 14E-03
1.30E-02
2.28E-02
2.34E-03
5.00E-03
1. 67E-01
2.28E-02
3.85E-04
5.00E-03

2.28E-02
2.70E-02
2.34E-03
1.67E-01
2:28E-02
2.70E-02
3.85E-04
2.28E-02
2.70E-02
3.60E-04
2.28E-02
2.70E-02
3.00E-02
3.00E-02
2. 50E-01
2.28E-02
2.70E-02
1.1&E-04
2.28E-02
2.70E-02
3.00E-02
1.30E-02
2.50E-01
2.28E-02
2.70E-02
3.00E-02
1.30E-02
2.50E-01
2.28E-02
2.70E«02
6. 14E-03
1.30E-02
2.28E-02
2.70E-02
6. 14E-03
1.30E-02
2.28E-02
2.34E-03
5.00E-03
1. 67E-01
2.28E-02
3.85E-04
5.00E-03

2.41E-07

2.37E-07

2. 21E-07

1.39E-07

7.26E-08

6.00E-08

6.00E-08

4.92E-08

4.92E-08

4.46E-08

4.39E-08



Inputs Description Rate Exposure Prob Cutset Prob

12

15

16

18

19

20

21

TZGRLOSP
ACAALOSP10
HVOOLTFAIL
HVCCDGSTRT
TIGRLOSP
DGCCOSTART
RCHFDRHRSB

TIGRLOSP
ACAALOSP1 0
DGMMASTART
DGIM00001B
TZGRLOSP
ACAALOSP1 0
DGMMB START

DGZM00001A
TZGRLOSP
ACAADLOSPl
APMMOTDAFW

DGCCOOORUN

SBOCORR001
SBOCORR007
TZGRLOSP
ACAADLOSP1
AFMMOTDAFW
DGCCBREAKR
SBOCORR007
TIGRLOSP
ACAADLOSP1
AFMMOTDAFW

DGCCOSTART
SBOCORRO 07
TZGRLOSP
ACAALOSP10
DGMMBRKR14

DGZM00001B
TIGRLOSP
ACAALOSP10
DGMMBRKR16
DGIM00001A
TZGRLOSP
ACAADLOSP1
AFZM0TDAFW
DGCC0 0 ORUN

SBOCORRO 01

Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
Failure to Restore Offsite Power Within 10 Hours
DUMMY EVENT FOR LONG TERM FAZLURES DUE TO VENTILATIONFAILURE
FAN UNIT FOR DG'FAILS TO START (COMMON CAUSE)
Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
DIESEL GENERATORS FAZL TO START (COMMON CAUSE)
Ops Fails to Rapidly Depressurize to RHR (or Use AFW Long-Term)
Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
Failure to Restore Offsite Power Within 10 Hours
FAILURES OF D/G A TO START
DIESEL GENERATOR KDG01B UNAVAILABLEDUE TO TESTING OR MAINTENANCE
Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
Failure to Restore Offsite Power Within 10 Hours
FAILURES OF D/G B TO START
DIESEL GENERATOR KDG01A UNAVAILABLEDUE TO TESTING OR MAINTENANCE
Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
Failure to Restore Offsite Power Within 1 Hour
Failure of TDAFW pump train components
DIESEL GENERATORS FAIL TO RUN (COMMON CAUSE)
CORRECTION, FACTOR FOR DGCCOOORUN FOR SBO
CORRECTION FACTOR FOR AFMMOTDAFW FOR SBO
Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
Failure to Restore Offsite Power Within 1 Hour
Failure of TDAFW pump train components
COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF DIESEL GENERATOR OUTPUT BREAKERS TO CLOSE
CORRECPZON FACTOR FOR AFMMOTDAFW FOR SBO
Loss of Off site Power - Grid
Failure to Restore Offsite Power Within 1 Hour
Failure of TDAFW pump train components
DZESEL GENERATORS FAIL TO START (COMMON CAUSE)
CORRECTION FACTOR FOR AFMMOTDAFW FOR SBO
Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
Failure to Restore Offsite Power Within 10 Hours
FAILURES OF DG A SUPPLY BREAKER TO BUS 14 TO CLOSE
DIESEL GENERATOR KDGOZB UNAVAILABLEDUE TO TESTING OR MAINTENANCE
Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
Failure to Restore Offsite Power Within 10 Hours
FAILURES OF DG B SUPPLY BREAKER TO BUS 16 TO CLOSE
DIESEL GENERATOR KDG01A UNAVAILABLEDUE TO TESTING OR MAINTENANCE
Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
Failure to Restore Offsite Power Within 1 Hour
TDAFW Pump Train out-of-service for maintenance
DIESEL GENERATORS FAIL TO RUN (COMMON CAUSE)
CORRECTION FACIOR FOR DGCCOOORUN FOR SBO

2.28E-02
2.70E-02
1.00E+00
6.91E-05
2.28E-02
3.60E-04
5.00E-03
2.28E-02
2.70E-02
4.94E-03
1.30E-02
2.28E-02
2.70E-02
4.94E-03
1.30E-02
2.28E-02
3.55E-01
1.27E-02
2.34E-03
1;67E-01
8.83E-01
2.28E-02
3 '5E-01
1.27E-02
3.85E-04
8. 83E-01
2.28E-02
3.55E.-01
1.27E-02
3.60E 04
8. 83E-01
2.28E-02
2.70E-02
3.96E-03
1.30E-02
2.28E-02
2.70E-02
3.96E-03
1.30E-02
2.28E-02
3.55E-01
1.00E-02
2.34E-03
1. 67E-01

2.28E-02
2.70E-02
1.00E+00
6.91E-05
2:28E-02
3.60E-04
5.00E-03
2.28E-02
2.70E-02
4.94E-03
1.30E-02
2.28E-02
2.70E-02
4.94E-03
1.30E-02
2.28E-02
3 '5E-01
1.27E-02
2.34E-03
1.67E-01
8.83E-01
2.28E-02
3. 55E-01
1.27E-02
3.85E-04
8. 83E-01
2.28E-02
3.55E-01
1.27E-02
3.60E-04
8. 83E-01
2.28E-02
2.70E-02
3.96E-03
1.30E-02
2.28E-02
2.70E-02
3.96E-03
1.30E-02
2.28E-02
3. 55E-01
1.00E-02
2.34E-03
1. 67E-01

4.25E-08

4.10E-08

3.96E-08

3.96E-08

3.55E-08

3.49E-08

3.26E-08

3. 17E-08

3. 17E-08

3. 17E-08



Inputs Description Rate Exposure Prob Cutset Prob

22

23

25

26

27

28

29

30

TZGRLOSP
ACAADLOSP1
AFTMOTDAFW
DGCCBREAKR

TIGRLOSP
ACAALOSPl 0

DGMMBRKR17

DGTM00001A
TIGRLOSP
ACAALOSP10
DGMMBRKR18

DGTM00001B
TZGRLOSP
ACAALOSP10
DGMMOAAF04

DGTM00001B
TZGRLOSP
ACAADLOSPl
AFIMOTDAFW
DGCC0 START
TZGRLOSP
ACAALOSP10
DGDGF0001A
DGMMOFUELB

SBOCORR006
TIGRLOSP
ACAALOSP10
DGDGF000)B
DGMM0FUELA
SBOCORR006
TZGRLOSP
DCCC0BATTD
TIGRLOSP
DGDGF0001A
DGDGF0001B
RCHFDRHRSB
SBOCORR006
TIRXTRIP
ACAALOSP1 0
ACLOPNOSZ2
ACLOPRTALL
DGCC000RUN
SBOCORR001

Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
Failure to Restore Offsite Power Within 1 Hour
TDAFW Pump Train out-of-service for maintenance
COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF DIESEL GENERATOR OUTPUT BREAKERS TO CLOSE
Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
Failure to Restore Offsite Power Within 10 Hours
FAILURES OF DG B SUPPLY BREAKER TO BUS 17 TO CLOSE
DIESEL GENERATOR KDG01A UNAVAILABLEDUE TO TESTING OR MAINTENANCE
Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
Failure to Restore Offsite Power Within 10 Hours
FAILURES OF DG A SUPPLY BREAKER TO BUS 18 TO CLOSE
DIESEL GENERATOR KDG01B UNAVAILABLEDUE TO TESTING OR MAINTENANCE
Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
Failure to Restore Offsite Power Within 10 Hours
AAF04 BREAKER 52/ABEF1G TO BUS 14 FAILS TO OPEN FOR LOAD SHED
DIESEL GENERATOR KDG01B UNAVAILABLEDUE TO TESTING OR MAINTENANCE
Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
Failure to Restore Offsite Power Within 1 Hour
TDAFW Pump Train out-of-service for maintenance
DZESEL GENERATORS FAIL TO START (COMMON CAUSE)
Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
Failure to Restore Offsite Power Within 10 Hours
DZESEL GENERATOR KDG01A FAILS TO RUN
FAILURES OF ~i. TO D/G B
CORRECTION FACTOR FOR DGMMOVENTA AND DGMMOVENTB FOR SBO
Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
Failure to Restore Offsite Power Within 10 Hours
DIESEL GENERATOR KDG01B FAILS TO RUN
FAILURES OF THE FUEL SUPPLY TO D/G A
CORRECPZON FACZOR FOR DGMMOVENTA AND DGMMOVENTB FOR SBO
Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
Batteries A/B No Output on Demand <Common Cause>
Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
DIESEL GENERATOR KDG01A FAILS TO RUN
DIESEL GENERATOR KDG01B FAILS TO RUN
Ops Fails to Rapidly Depressurize to RHR (or Use AFW Long-Tern)
CORRECTION FACTOR FOR DGMMOVENTA AND DGMMOVENTB FOR SBO
Reactor Trip
Failure to Restore Offsite Power Within 10 Hours
CORRECTION FACTOR FOR NO SI CONDITION
Loss of All Off-Site Power Following Reactor Trip
DIESEL GENERATORS FAIL TO RUN (COMMON CAUSE)
CORRECTION FACPOR FOR DGCCOOORUN FOR SBO

2.28E-02
3.55E-01
1.00E-02
3.85E-04
2.28E-02
2.70E-02
3.88E-03
1.30E-02
2.28E-02
2.70E-02
3.88E-03
1.30E-02
2.28E-02
2.70E-02
3.85E-03
1.30E-02
2.28E-02
3.55E-01
1.00E-02
3.60E-04
2.28E-02
2.70E-02
1.25E-03
6.14E-03
2.50E-01
2.28E-02
2.70E-02
1.25E-03
6.14E-03
2.50E-01
2.28E-02
1. 19E-06
2.28E-02
1.25E-03
1.25E-03
5.00E-03
2.50E-01
1.82E+00
2.70E-02
1.21E-01
1.00E-02
2.34E-03
1. 67E-01

2.28E-02
3.55E-01
1.00E-02
3.85E-04
2.28E-02
2.70E-02
3.88E-03
1.30E-02
2.28E-02
2.70E-02
3.88E-03
1.30E-02
2.28E-02
2.70E-02
3.85E-03
1.30E-02
2.28E-02
3.55E-01
1.00E-02
3.60E-04
2.28E-02
2.70E-02
3.00E-02
6. 14E-03
2.50E-01
2.28E-02
2.70E-02
3.00E-02
6.14E-03
2. 50E-01
2.28E-02
1. 19E-06
2.28E-02
3.00E-02
3.00E-02
5.00E-03
2. 50E-01
1.82E+00
2.70E-02
1. 21E-01
1.00E-02
2.34E-03
1.67E-01

3.12E-08

3.11E-08

3. 11E-08

3.08E-08

2.91E-08

2.84E-08

2.84E-08

2. 71E-08

2.56E-08

2.33E-08



Inputs Description Rate Exposure Prob Cutset Prob

32
I

33

35

36

37

38

39

40

TIGRLOS P

ACAALOSPl 0
DGMMOFUELA

DGMMOFUELB

TIRXTRIP
ACAALOSF10
ACLOPNOSZ2
ACLOPRTALL
DGCCBREAKR
TZGRLOSP
ACAALOSP10
DGDGF0001A
DGMMB START

SBOCORR006
TIGRLOSP
ACAALOSP10
DGDGF0001B
DGMMASTART
SBOCORR006
TIGRLOSP
ACAALOSP10
DGCCCV5920
TIGRLOSP
ACAALOSP10
DGCCCVS 9 5 6
TIRXTRIP
ACAALOSP10
ACLOPNOS I2
ACLOPRTALL
DGCC0 START
TZGRLOSP
ACAADLOSPl
AFMMOTDAFW

DGDGF0001A
DGDGF0001B
SBOCORR006
SBOCORR007
TZGRLOSP
DGCCOOORUN

RRMVQ00700
SBOCORR001
TIGRLOS P

DGCCO 0 ORUN

RRMVQ00701
SBOCORRO 01

2.28E-02
2.70E-02
6. 14E-03
6.14E-03
1.82E+00
2.70E-02
1.21E-01
1.00E-02
3.85E-04
2.28E-02
2.70E-02
1.25E-03
4.94E-03
2.50E-01
2.28E-02
2.70E-02
1.25E-03
4.94E-03
2.50E-01
2.28E-02
2.70E-02

2.28E-02
2.70E-02

5956 TO CLOSE3.58E-05
1.82E+00
2.70E-02
1.21E-01
1.00E-02
3.60E-04
2.28E-02
3.55E-01
1.27E-02
1.25E-03
1.25E-03
2.50E-01
8. 83E-01
2.28E-02
2.34E-03
2.27E-03
1. 67E-01
2.28E-02
2.34E-03
2.27E-03
1. 67E-01

Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
Failure to Restore Offsite Power Within 10 Hours
FAILURES OF THE FUEL SUPPLY TO D/G A
FAILURES OF FUEL TO D/G B
Reactor Trip
Failure to Restore Offsite Power Within 10 Houis
CORRECTION FACTOR FOR NO SZ CONDITION
Loss of All Off-Site Power Following Reactor Trip
COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF DIESEL GENERATOR OUTPUT BREAKERS TO CLOSE
Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
Failure to Restore Offsite Power Within 10 Hours
DIESEL GENERATOR KDG01A FAZLS TO RUN
FAILURES OF D/G B TO START
CORRECTION FACTOR FOR DGMMOVENTA AND Dpi!OVENTB FOR SBO
Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
Failure to Restore Offsite Power Within 10 Hours
DIESEL GENERATOR KDG01B FAILS TO RUN
FAIIURES OF D/G A TO START
CORRECTION FACTOR FOR DGMMOVENTA AND DGMMOVENTB FOR SBO
Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
Failure to Restore Offsite Power Within 10 Hours
COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF FUEL OIL FOOT VALVES 5919 AND 5920 TO CLOSE3.58E-05
Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
Failure to Restore Offsite Power Within 10 Hours
COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF FUEL OZL CHECK VALVES 5955 AND
Reactor Trip
Failure to Restore Offsite Power Within 10 Hours
CORRECI'ION FACTOR FOR NO SI CONDITION
Loss of All Off-Site Power Following Reactor Trip
DIESEL GENERATORS FAIL TO START (COMMON CAUSE)
Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
Failure to Restore Offsite Power Within 1 Hour
Failure of TDAFW pump train components
DIESEL GENERATOR KDG01A FAILS TO RUN
DIESEL GENERATOR KDG01B FAILS TO RUN
CORRECTION FACTOR FOR DGMMOVENTA AND DGMMOVENTB FOR SBO
CORRECTION FACTOR FOR AFMMOTDAFW FOR SBO
Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
DIESEL GENERATORS FAIL TO RUN (COMMON CAUSE)
MOV 700 FAILS TO OPEN
CORRECTION FACZOR FOR DGCCOOORUN FOR SBO
Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
DIESEL GENERATORS FAIL TO RUN (COMMON CAUSE)
MOV 701 FAILS TO OPEN
CORRECTION FACTOR FOR DGCCOOORUN FOR SBO

2.28E-02
2.70E-02
6.14E-03
6. 14E-03
1.82E+00
2.70E-02
1. 21E-01
1.00E-02
3.85E-04
2.28E-02
2.70E-02
3.00E-02
4.94E-03
2.50E-01
2.28E-02
2.70E-02
3.00E-02
4.94E-03
2.50E-01
2.28E-02
2.70E-02
3.58E-05
2.28E-02
2.70E-02
3.58E-05
1.82E+00
2.70E-02
1. 21E-01
1.00E-02
3.60E-04
2.28E-02
3.55E-01
1.27E-02
3.00E-02
3.00E-02
2.50E-01
8.83E-01
2.28E-02
2.34E-03
2.27E-03
1.67E-01
2.28E-02
2.34E-03
2.27E-03
1.67E-01

2.32E-08

2.29E-08

2.28E-08

2.28E-08

2.20E-08

2.20E-08

2.14E-08

2.04E-08

2.02E-08

2.02E-08



Inputs Description Rate Exposure Prob Cutset Prob

42

47

TZGRLOSP
DGCCBREAKR

RRMVQ00700
TIGRLOSP
DGCCBREAKR

RRMVQ00701
TIGRLOSP
ACAALOSPl 0

DGMMOFUELA

DGMMBSTART
TIGRLOSP
ACAALOSP10
DGMMOFUELB
DGMMASTART
TIGRLOSP
DGCCOSTART

RRMVQ00700
TIGRLOSP
DGCCOSTART
RRMVQ00701
TIGRLOSP
ACAALOSP10
DGCCPMF2AB
SBOCORR003
TIGRLOSP
ACAALOSPl 0
DGDGF0001A
DGMMBRKR16

SBOCORR006
TIGRLOSP
ACAALOSP10
DGDGF0001B
DGMMBRKR14

SBOCORR006

Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF DIESEL GENERATOR OUTPUT BREAKERS
MOV 700 FAILS TO OPEN
Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF DIESEL GENERATOR OUTPUT BREAKERS
MOV 701 FAILS TO OPEN
Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
Failure to Restore Offsite Power Within 10 Hours
FAILURES OF THE FUEL SUPPLY TO D/G A
FAILURES OF D/G B TO START
Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
Failure to Restore Offsite Power Within 10 Hours
FAILURES OF FUEL TO D/G B
FAILURES OF D/G A TO START
Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
DIESEL GENERATORS FAIL TO START (COMMON CAUSE)
MOV 700 FAILS TO OPEN
Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
DIESEL GENERATORS FAIL TO START (COMMON CAUSE)
MOV 701 FAILS TO OPEN
Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
Failure to Restore Offsite Power Within 10 Hours
FUEL OIL PUMPS PDG02A/02B FAZL TO RUN (COMMON CAUSE)
CORRECTION FACTOR FOR DGCCPMF2AB FOR SBO
Loss of Offsite Power - Grid
Failure to Restore Offsite Power Within 10 Hours
DIESEL GENERATOR KDG01A FAILS TO RUN
FAILURES OF DG B SUPPLY BREAKER TO BUS 16 TO CLOSE
CORRECTION FACTOR FOR DGMMOVENTA AND DGMMOVENTB FOR SBO
Loss of Offsite Power — Grid
Failure to Restore Offsite Power Within 10 Hours
DZESEL GENERATOR KDG01B FAILS TO RUN
FAILURES OF DG A SUPPLY BREAKER TO BUS 14 TO CLOSE
CORRECTION FACZOR FOR DGMMOVENTA AND DGMMOVENTB FOR SBO

TO CLOSE

TO CLOSE

2.28E-02
3.85E-04
2.27E-03
2.28E-02
3.85E-04
2.27E-03
2.28E-02
2.70E-02
6. 14E-03
4.94E-03
2.28E-02
2.70E-02
6.14E-03
4.94E-03
2.28E-02
3.60E-04
2.27E-03
2.28E-02
3.60E-04
2.27E-03
2.28E-02
2.70E-02
1.78E-04
1. 67E-01
2.28E-02
2.70E-02
1.25E-03
3.96E-03
2.50E-01
2.28E-02
2.70E-02
1.25E-03
3.96E-03
2.50E-01

2.28E-02
3 .85E-04
2.27E-03
2.28E-02
3.85E-04
2.27E-03
2.28E-02
2.70E-02
6.14E-03
4.94E-03
2.28E-02
2.70E-02
6.14E-03
4.94E-03
2.28E-02
3.60E-04
2.27E-03
2.28E-02
3.60E-04
2.27E-03
2.28E-02
2.70E-02
1.78E-04
1. 67E-01
2.28E-02
2.70E-02
3.00E-02
3.96E-03
2.50E-01
2.28E-02
2.70E-02
3.00E-02
3.96E-03
2.50E-01

1.99E-08

1.99E-08

1.87E-08

1.87E-08

1.86E-08

1.86E-08

1.83E-08

1.83E-08

1.83E-08

Report Summary:
Filename: C:(CAPTA-W)QUANT)SBO.CUT
Print date: 1/15/97 2:45 PM
Not sorted
Printed the first 50
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B.O STATIONBLACKOUTTIMINGEVALUATIONS

This appendix contains the timing evaluations for station blackout (SBO) events. For the

purpose of the Ginna Station PSA, a SBO event is one in which all AC power is lost to the 480

V safeguards buses. A SBO event is evaluated with respect to transients, small-small and small
loss-of-coolant accidents (LOCAs), and steam generator tube ruptures (SGTRs). Allremaining
initiators (i.e., large break LOCA, medium break LOCA, and ATWS) are assumed to result in
core damage given a SBO event. The appendix is organized into evaluating the following
scenarios:

Loss of turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater (TDAFW) pump at time zero;

b. Run Time ofTDAFW pump;

c. Loss ofTDAFW pump at six hours;

d. Seal LOCA issues; and

e. Probability of restoring offsite power.

B. 1 Loss ofTDAFWPump at Time Zero

AllSBO events require some form of SG cooling for decay heat removal. However, only the

TDAFWpump can provide this cooling until offsite power is restored since it is the only AC
independent source of feedwater. Consequently, it must be determined how long the plant can

survive without SG cooling following a SBO event (i.e., assume the TDAFWpump fails at time
zero).

The basis for determining the maximum duration ofno AFW was based on MAAP runs

, SLOCA32, RUH2J, and FW01X (see Table 4-2). The firsthVAP run (SLOCA32) shows that
for a 0.75 inch LOCAwith one safety injection (SI) pump and no AFW, fuel damage does not
occur until 2.5 hours. It is recognized that there would be no SI pump following a SBO;
however, this run does provide some insights. The second MAAP run (RUH2J), shows that for
a SGTR with 1 AFW pump and no SI, fuel damage does not occur until 5.5 hours due to the

availability of core cooling. The last MAAP run (FW01X) shows that following a loss of MFW
event,'the SGs dry out at 45 minutes with fuel damage at 2.3 hours with no AFW. Given the

uncertainties associated with the MAAP code, and the fact that a single event tree heading must
address the loss ofAFW for all transients and up to 1" LOCAs, itwillbe assumed that offsite
power must be restored within 1 hour (in order to use the AFW and SAFW systems) ifthe

TDAFW pump fails at the time of the SBO event.
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B.2 Run Time ofTDAFWPump

The TDAFW pump has been shown to be AC independent; however, this is only for a short
period of time since the station batteries begin to deplete and ventilation (i.e., cooling)
potentially becomes a concern. Ginna Station has been evaluated with respect to a SBO event
lasting for up to 4 hours [UFSAR, Section 8.1.4.4]. However, 4 hours is based on the battery
end of the life calculations in the year 2009 and not existing capabilities. Electrical engineering
estimat'es that the batteries should have sufficient capability to allow the TDAFWpump to run
for 6 hours or more given the current loading and battery capacity (i.e., 8 hour batteries at
constant loading). Consequently, itwillbe assumed that ifoffsite power is not available within
6 hours, the TDAFW pump willfail due to battery depletion.

In addition to battery depletion, successful TDAFWoperation is also dependent upon adequate
ventilation and lube oil cooling. As described in Section 6.2.3, a human action .

(AFHFDALTTD)has been added to the model for operators failing to restore lube oil cooling
utilizing the diesel fire pump. This cooling must be provided within 2 hours based on previous
testing experience.[UFSAR, Section 10.5.4.2]. With respect to ventilation, Section 6.11
describes the Intermediate Building Ventilation system. Necessary cooling to the TDAFW
pump can be provided by either a fan capable ofbeing powered by DG B, or by natural
convection within the building using Fire Door F36. Cooling by either means provides all
required ventilation support to the TDAFWpump.

Therefore, based on the above, it can be concluded that the TDAFWpump can be assumed to
operate up to 6 hours following a SBO event provided that the batteries are available, lube oil
cooling is restored within 2 hours, and Fire Door F36 is open.

B.3 Loss ofTDAFWPump at Six Hours

Given that the TDAFW pump is assumed to fail at 6 hours per Section B.2, it must be
determined: (1) how long the plant willsurvive without SG cooling after 6 hours ofTDAFW
pump operation, and (2) can the plant survive for up to 6 hours with no injection capability for
LOCAs.

The calculation of time to fuel damage following 6 hours ofTDAFWpump operation is
essentially based on the fact whether operators have depressurized the primary system. This can
occur naturally via a LOCA, or by using the ARVs and pressurizer PORVs (using the nitrogen
system) for other transients. Several MAAP runs have been performed in an attempt to identify
the appropriate time for the various scenarios as follows:
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MAAP run FW01Z shows that with one AFW pump available for the first 6 hours of a

loss ofMFW transient, the SGs do not dry out until 8.5 hours with fuel damage occurring

at 10.8 hours. Thus, having AFW for the first 6 hours delays SG dryout for an additional

2.5 hours (versus only 45 minutes ifAFW was lost immediately post trip per MAAP run

FWOlX).

MAAP run RUH2J shows that following a SGTR (0.664 inch LOCA) with only one

AFW pump available, the break flow is significantly reduced by primary and system

pressures essentially equalizing. However, the SG inventory eventually begins to deplete

due to the RCS heatup caused by the initial loss of inventory through the ruptured tube.

This depletion continues until the SG dries out at 4 hours with fuel damage at 5 hours.
C

MAAP run SLOCA33 shows that for a 1" LOCA, core damage is expected to occur

within 2.25 hours due to the lost RCS inventory. This time is extended up to 2.75 hours

ifit is only a 0.5" LOCA (MAAP run SLOCA34). Therefore, for all LOCAs other than

SGTRs, offsite power restoration within 2.25 hours is required.

Based on the discussions above, the followingwillbe assumed for the Ginna Station PSA:

a. For SBO related transients which do not lead to loss ofRCS inventory, offsite
power'ust

be restored within 10 hours (or 4 hours after the TDAFW pump fails) in order to

prevent core damage.

b. For SBO related SGTRs, offsite power must be restored within 5 hours (i.e., prior to the

TDAFW pump failure) in order to prevent core damage.

b. 'or SBO related LOCAs, offsite power must be restored within 2.25 hours (i.e., prior to

failure of the TDAFWpump) in order to prevent core damage.

B.4 Seal LOCA Issues

As described in Section 4.2.2.3.2, a reactor coolant pump (RCP) seal LOCA is assumed to result

if: (1) operators fail to trip a running RCP within 2 minutes after the loss of all support system

cooling (i.e., component cooling water (CCW) and chemical and volume control system

(CVCS)), or (2) seal cooling is not restored within 1 hour following loss of all support system

cooling due to long-term seal degradation issues. The first scenario results in a 482 gpm/pump

leakage rate while the second scenario results in a 21 gpm/pump leakage rate. Since a SBO

event can lead to either scenario, and both leakage rates are within the small-small LOCA

category, it must be evaluated whether a seal LOCA falls within the 2, 4, or 10 hour offsite

power restoration time per Section B.3 (i.e., LOCA versus non-LOCA) restoration time.
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For the first scenario, the failure of operators to trip a RCP within 2 minutes upon, loss of all seal

cooling is defined by event RCHFDOORCP which has a failure probability of 1.61E-02 (see

Table 7-15). Table B-1 identifies a failure probability of 0.208 and 0.027 for the operators to

restore offsite power within 2 hours and 10 hours, respectively. Therefore, it is conservative to

assume that a SBO induced seal LOCA can use the 10 hour non-LOCA offsite restoration time

since:

f»o * RCHFDOORCP * 4 Hour Restoration <f»o * 10 Hour Restoration

f»o * (1.61E-02) * (0.208) <f»o * (2.7E-02)

For the second scenario, Section 4.2.2.3.2 states that with a leakage rate of 21 gpm/pump, core

damage willnot occur until approximately 20 hours for a 2-loop plant like Ginna Station. The

use of the 10 hour restoration time bounds this value.

Based on the above assessment, all SBO induced seal LOCAs willbe treated as non-LOCA

transients with respect to offsite power restoration times.

B.5 Probability ofRestoring Offsite Power

The probability of restoring offsite power is based on previous industry history with respect to

actual loss of offsite power events. NSAC-203 [Ref. 1] was reviewed to determine which offsite

power events were applicable to Ginna Station. Per Section 7.3.1.2, a total of26 loss of offsite

power events occurred at nuclear power plants in the U.S. between 1980 and 1993 that are

applicable to Ginna Station. The time for which it took to restore offsite power for each of these

events was then used to generate a curve fitfor use in the Ginna Station PSA [Ref. 2]. Table B-

1 presents the results along with the results provided in NSAC-147 [Ref. 3] which provides

generic offsite power restoration probabilities based on data between 1975 and 1989.
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Table 8-1
Offsite Power Restoration Times

Ginna Station PSA

0.493

0.355

0.208

0.133

0.09

0.064

0.049

0.039

0.033

0.029

0.027

0.026

0.025

0.024

0.024

0.024

0.024

0.024

0.024

0.024

0.024

0.024

0.023

0.023

0.023

NSAC-147

0.546

0.42

0.287

0.208

0.156

0.122

0.098

0.08

0.068

0.059

0.053

0.049

0.045

0.043

0.042

0.04

0.04

0.039

0.039

0.039

0.039

0.039

0.04

0.04

0.04
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C.O PLANT SPECIFIC DATAANALYSISSUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION

This appendix contains the supporting analyses and documentation with respect to the plant-

specific data collection activity. The summary of information contained within this appendix

can be found in Section 7.

C.1 General Assumptions

The following assumptions have been made in developing the estimates of plant-specific
reliability parameters:

Allfailure rates and failure-on-demand probabilities are constant over the data window.
This assumption is commonly used in PSA data analysis work and is required since the

plant-specific data collected is presented in terms of the total number of failures

experienced over a specified population exposure (i.e., separate times-to-failure are not
available).

Uncertainty estimates can be represented with a log-normal distribution. Martz [Ref. I]
has investigated the influence ofvarious basic event probability distributions on system

unavailability distributions, and concluded that gamma, log-gamma, log-normal, and

log-uniform basic event distributions yield similar system unavailability distributions.
The log-normal distribution assumption used in this work package has been selected for
its computational ease.

C.2 Plant-Specific Data Base

The plant-specific data collection effort is described in detail in Section 7. This data collection

effort met the needs of the data analysis task; however, a program was necessary to more easily

organize the data. This program was required since the initial data was provided on a

component level while the data analysis task required it on a system and component type basis.

Therefore, a dBASE program, RGEDATA.PRG, was developed to determine the total number

of failures and total associated exposure for component types (e.g., motor-operated valves, etc.)

and failure modes (e.g., "fails to open") on a system basis. Note that RGEDATA.PRG also

provides summarized maintenance unavailability data (total out-of-service hours and total on-

line hours). In RGEDATA.PRG, the total on-line time is assumed to be equal to the total
number of reactor critical hours during the data window (64,054.35 hours), multiplied by the

size of the associated component population.

.
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The only information that was not easily retrievable from the initial data was the exposure hours
for calculating standby failure rates. For the Ginna Station PSA project, standby failure rates are
used in place of demand failure probabilities for components which are not continuously
operating in order to better evaluate the impact of testing frequencies. Therefore, the following
equation was used to determine the exposure hours for components that do not "transfer" to
another position (e.g., pumps, diesel generators, etc.):

T .(N xTJ T T

where:

T~ - total population standby exposure time

N - population size

T~ - calendar time in data window

T - total population operating time

T„~ - total population repair time

For the data window used to collect Ginna-specific data, the value of T>„ is given by:

T~ 9 yr x 8760 hlyr + 3 leap yrs x 24 extra hllcap yr

- 78912 h

For components that can "transfer" position (e.g., valves), standby exposure times were
determined by finding the exposure time of a relevant associated failure mode. Table C-1
illustrates this concept. Table C-2 contains the output from RGEDATA.PRG.

C.3 Statistical Analysis ofPlant-Specific Data

For constant failure rates (e.g., operating and standby failure rates), the following equations give
the estimated mean value and 90% confidence bounds [Ref. 2]:

x (2f. o0s)
0.05

" (4)

g (2f+2, 0.95)
0.95
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where:

n - number of observed failures

- time period over which failures werc observed

- mean failure rate

Xa< - 5% conGdcncc bound on failure rate

Aa< «95% conGdencc bound on failure rate

y, (v, p) - pth pcrcentilc of a cbi-squared distribution

with v degrees of frccdom

~ For constant failure-on-demand probabilities, the following equations give the estimated mean

value and 90% confidence bounds [Ref. 3]:

n
P

D

n Fa>(2n, 2D-2n+2)
~aos D - n + 1 i n Fa+(2n, 2D-2@+2)

(no 1) F~(2n+2, 2D-2n)
Pass "

D - n + (n+1) Fa+(2n+2, 2D-2n)

where:

n - number of observed failures

D - number of demands

p - mean demand probability

poos - 5% conGdcncc bound on demand probaMity

pa> - 95% conGdence bound on demand probability

F (v i, vz) - pth percentile of an P-distribution

with v, and v, aqua of ~m
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The 90% confidence bounds may be mapped to a log-normal uncertainty bound by [Ref. 4]:

ef-

xo95

2 "ass
exp so ss so ss so s5 2 ln

fol'ass h3.87 z

othcrwisc

where:

cf - log-normal error factor

s~ - 95th pcrecntilc of thc standard normal distribution (~ 1.645)

Equations (4) through (9) are implemented in the CARP computer program [Ref. 5].

C.4 Final Reliability Parameters

In general, reliability parameters based on Ginna-specific experience were recommended for
final integrated logic model quantification. For certain component types and/or failure modes,

few (or no) occurrences have been observed at Ginna Station. Consequently, strict application
ofEquations (4) through (8) is questionable (or, in the case ofno occurrences, impossible). In
these cases, a Bayesian analysis was performed to combine the Ginna-specific experience with
appropriate generic data. The Bayesian process has been implemented through the concept of
conjugate prior distributions (i.e., gamma distributions for failure rates, and beta distributions for
failure-on-demand probabilities). Specific calculational steps in the Bayesian analysis are shown
in the following sections.

C.4.1 Development ofPrior Distribution

The generic data supplied is expressed in terms of a log-normal distribution. To develop the

prior distributions, the principle ofmoment matching was used:

In cfa-—
0.9$

Var -x(c - l)

logarithmic standard deviation

(10)

Then, for failure rates, the parameters of the prior gamma distribution in terms of the log-normal
mean and variance are:
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-2
a -—

Var

xP-—
Var

For failure-on-demand probabilities, 'the parameters of the prior beta distribution in terms of the

log-normal mean and variance are:

x (1 - x)a- x
Var

x (1-x)
P - -1+x

Var

For failure rates, the parameters of the posterior gamma distribution are:

a -a+nI

l1'- P ~ ~

For failure-on-demand probabilities, the parameters of the posterior beta distribution are:

a -a+nI

P'- P+D-n
(14)

C.4.2 Development ofFinal Distribution

The principle ofmoment matching was used to convert the conjugate posterior distributions into

a long-normal uncertainty distribution. For failure rates, the mean and variance of the posterior

gamma distribution in terms of the gamma distribution parameters are:

Ia
Z

a'ar'—
p(2

(15)

For failure-on-demand probabilities, the mean and variance of the posterior beta distribution in

terms of the beta distribution parameters are:
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/
/ a

x
/ p/

The log-normal error factor in terms of the posterior mean and variance is:

Va/
'n1+—

/2
X

(17)

Equations (10) through (17) are also implemented in the CARP computer program.

C.S Plant-Specific Data Results

The following section contains the significant findings of the plant-specific data collection task.

A summary report of all final reliability parameters (sorted by system, component type, and

failure mode) is provided in Tables C-2 and C-3. Table C-2 contains the detailed plant-specific
information while Table C-3 provides the plant-specific estimates from Equations (4) through

(9), the relevant generic data, the results of any Bayesian analysis performed, and the final
values. Note that the value contained in the row labeled Final and the column labeled Pl is the
final log-normal error factor for use in uncertainty analyses. Events for which additional plant-
specific data and information was used (e.g., flags) are provided in Table C-4. Events which are

not listed in Table C-3 or C-4 utilize generic data as described in Table 7-1.

The findings below are organized by system and include all major assumptions, significant
events, and data trends or clarifications. Allhard copies ofMMU,Running Hour Logs, and A-
25.1, A-25.2, and A-52.4 forms are maintained by RGkE in the PSA Project Filing System for
future reference. Included with these records are all original screening and analysis tables that
were used in developing the data values. The system discussions are preceded by general notes
which were used in the development of the data.

a. Components that have changed function, or been removed from service since 1988, were
excluded from the data base (e.g., Main Feedwater Pump recirculation valves 4262 and

4263).

b. Obvious human errors are not considered as failure events; however, they are identified
in the individual system comment sections for consideration by system modelers.
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For PTs that have separate quarterly (Q) or monthly (M) sections, an estimate of the
number of times each section has been performed was made using the total number of
tests and ratioing it based on the relative frequencies of the different parts. For example,
ifPT-16 was performed 84 times, it is assumed that the quarterly and monthly steps were

performed 28 times and just the monthly steps the remaining 56 times.

d. In the screening tables, a valve that fails to operate during a test due to a local switch
failure, but which normally receives an automatic remote signal, was classified as a

functional failure. These events can be screened out later through a detailed review of
the elementary drawings, ifdesired.

Ifa pump control circuit is found to be inoperable (e.g., fuse burned out), the pump is

assigned a failure to start.

Passive filters/strainers are considered to have functionally failed due to plugging ifan

obvious consequence is reported (e.g., substantially reduced flow, increased room
temperatures, etc.).

A failure is assigned to a pump ifeither the pump or its breaker failed to function,
properly. However, only demands of the pump and breaker together are considered as

valid pump demands (i.e., demands involvingjust the pump breaker are not included

since the pump was not physically demanded).

For common cause failures, the subject components are not credited with a failure in this
work package; how'ever, all applicable demands are accounted for (i.e., both for the
subject components and'all interfacing components). This approach allows independent
and common cause events to be treated separately.

For pumps, fans and air compressors, breaker events are included with the parent
component consistent with [Ref. 6].

The review ofA-25.2s was performed using the personal index maintained by the ISAAC

PM analyst, the Central Records index (which is incomplete, especially for years 1987-

88), and hardcopies of A-25.2 forms from 1987-88. However, some A-25.2s from 1984-

86 have not been entered into the Central Records index. Hardcopies of A-25.2s between

these dates were not collected since very few of the events identified on these forms were
found to be significant (e.g., indicator out of calibration), and the INC PM analyst index
probably already included them. In addition,'it was found that most events listed on A-
25.2s were already identified on MWRs, A-25.1s or A-52.4s.
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k. Demands are not considered for non-failure related corrective maintenance (i.e., incipient
events) performed during shutdown. The only exception of this is those events

associated with PM activities. This is a conservative approach.

For control valves, only the failure mode of "failing to control flow"was identified while
the valve was operating. When the valve was not controlling flow, either "transfers
closed" or "transfers open" was used depending on the valve's position. The valve
transferring "open" or "closed" was not considered when the valve was controlling flow.

l

For valves which are either constantly open or closed (i.e., for the 9 year period), failure
modes "transfers closed" and "transfers open" were applied for the entire 9 year period
regardless ofwhether the valve had flow through it during the whole period. This is

because the valve can transfer position whether it has flow through itor not.

C.5.1 Reactor Coolant Syst'm PCS)

On April 18, 1985, failure of a pressure controller (PC-431K) caused inadvertent
actuation ofpressurizer spray valves 431A and 431B [ref. A-25.1, A-25.2]. These two
valves were categorized as transferring open. Also, on two separate occasions
(November 20, 1986 and February 27, 1987), a pressure controller (PC-431H) was out of
calibration causing premature opening of pressurizer spray valve 431A [ref. A-25.2s].
Neither of these incidents were considered to be a functional failure of431A, since the

only effect in both cases was the valve opening at approximately 25 psia below the
normal setpoint.

On December 11, 1986, AOV-508 failed its stroke test, opening in 44.89 seconds

compared to the required 13 seconds [ref. MWR 86-4837]. This event was determined to
be an incipient failure, since the valve could still close. As such, no functional failure
was assigned to the valve.

c. PORV leaking events were considered to be non-failures, unless they resulted in a reactor
transient.

There were several instances of equipment alarming due to high containment
temperatures. These were resolved by starting another recirculation fan [ref. A-25.1 on
3/13/80, 5/30/80, and 7/25/85].

The Reactor Makeup Water (RMW) Pump is used to fillthe Pressurizer Relief Tank to
cover the spargers. This occurs approximately once or twice a year [16]. Therefore, it
was assumed that there were 9 demands for a total of 1 hour.
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The RCP standpipe is filled only 1-2 times a year [16]. Therefore, itwas assumed that
there were only 9 demands for components related to the standpipe for a total of 1 hour.

Itwas assumed that the RCS common header components were demanded 1/2 the total
number of startups since the primary system may have been already heated up and

operating (i.e., hot standby). This is equivalent to: 1/2 (22 trips+ 9 refueling outages) =

15.

The Reactor Coolant Drain Tank flowpath was assumed to be used for 2 hours during
each refueling outage for maintenance purposes.

Based on a review of the A-25.1 records, PORVs 430 and 431C were assumed to have

opened a total of2 and 5 times, respectively, following a plant transient. The majority of
these events were attributed to the SGTR event.

C.5.2 Emergency Safety Features Actuation System (ESFAS)

ESFAS was only evaluated with respect to out of service time at power due to equipment
failures since it is not normally removed from service for testing or PM activities (per C.

Edgar of INC/Electrical Maintenance). Also, functions such as containment isolation are

included in their respective system (i.e., not ESFAS).

C.5.3 Residual Heat Removal System (RHR)

On May 1, 1983, RHR pump "B" Refueling Water Storage Tank suction valve 704B, was

found in the closed position [ref. A-25.1 and LER 83-017]. The valve was apparently
left shut following a refueling outage. Since this was a human error, no functional
failure was assigned to the valve.

From January 1, 1980 through December 31, 1988, there were 13 instances of a MOV in
the RHR system failing to open or close on demand. These failures resulted from a

variety of causes, although torque switch and packing problems were predominant.

The new recirculation flowpaths for RHR were not added until the 1989 refueling
outage. Prior to these flowpaths, recirculation was accomplished through FE628 which
is now blanked off. This previous flowpath was evaluated for data analysis purposes.

Du'ring shutdown, the RHR pumps take suction through valves 700 and 701, and provide
flow through valves 720 and 721. This was the configuration assumed during shutdown
for demand and exposure counts.
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Itwas assumed that 5% of the RHR pump's run time was due to testing, while the

remaining time was due to shutdown conditions. For Pump A, this equals 7709 x 5% =

385 hours; for Pump B, this equals 5593 x 5% = 280 hours.

One RHR pump was assumed to be operating whenever the reactor was not critical,
minus a 5% reduction for startup and immediate shutdown time periods. This equals

14,115 hours of at least one RHR pump operating.

There were two instances of small pipe leaks in the RHR system [Ref. A-25.1s on 11-25-

80 and 1-13-82].

On September 23, 1982, the breaker for MOV-850Awas found closed but not locked.
Electricians taking current readings had inadvertently left the lock off[ref. A-25.1]. No
failure was assigned since the valve could still perform its function.

On March 7, 1984, while shifting from the Reactor Coolant Drain Tank (RCDT) pump to
the Low Pressure Purification Pump for draining the RCS, valves 851A and 851B were
opened prior to shutting 850A. This caused loop levels to register zero, sump B
indicating lights for the 8" level to display, and the pressurizer level to drop to 150".

MOV856 was then shut, the operating RHR pump was secured and containment was
evacuated. No failure was assigned since this is an operator error at shutdown [ref. A-
25.1].

C.5.4 Diesel Generator (DG) Sysieni

On January 18, 1980, DG "A"would not accept additional load after completing its 30

minute run at 1800 KW, thereby failing PT-12.1. The cause was an improper manual
governor speed control setting [ref. A-25.1, A-52.4, MWR 80-224]. This event was
classified as a failure to run.

On December 8, 1988, DG "A" tripped on overspeed while performing PT-12.1, due to
air start solenoid valve 5933B failing to close [ref. A-25.1, A-52.4, MWR 88-8564].
This event was classified as a functional failure ofDG "A" to start.

There were several instances where a DG started properly but failed to close onto its
respective bus(es). These events, classified as DG output breaker failures, are included
in the AC Electrical Distribution System.

On December 17, 1984, a "B" DG lube oil heater experienced a ground fault. The heater
was jumpered out, leaving three of four heaters still in service [ref. A-25.1]. This
resulted in an undesirable condition; however, neither DG "B" nor 480V buses 16 or 17

were made inoperable. Consequently, no failure was assigned.
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On October 3, 1980, when starting DG "A," the barring device and pinion gear slipped
and attempted to engage [ref. A-25.1]. On October 10, 1980, the barring device for DG
"B" was found to be engaged [ref. A-25.1]. Neither event was considered to be a failure
of the DG since the barring device is only used to "lock" the DG when being transported.
Ifthe DG attempted to start with the device engaged, the DG would tear up the device,
but still operate (per Results and Tests).

On August 17, 1988, the DG "A"governor was not responsive and the governor control
motor driver potentiometer was replaced [ref. MWR 88-5519]. No functional failure was

assigned since the DG would still be able to accomplish its safety function (per Results

and Tests).

Form A-52.4s written against the DGs for air compressor problems are not considered as

DG failures or maintenance unavailability, since the compressors are not required for
successful DG operation. Also, the repair of the compressors does not require the DG to
be taken out of service. Consequently, only events which completely removed the DG
air start function were considered.

DG fuel oil transfer pump run time is assumed to be 18 hours per year [16].

According to the Ginna Technical Specifications, each time one DG is taken out of
service, the other DG must be tested. These demands are reflected in the column for
"Interface Related" demands on Attachment 6.8.

On May 10, 1988, the Control Room received a high temperature alarm for "A"DG Oil
Temperature. Operators started the exhaust fan for the room and the alarm subsequently
cleared; therefore, no failure was assigned [ref. A-25.1].

Fuel Oil Transfer pump recirculation was assumed to not be required, and as such, was

not included in the analysis of the DGs.

The DG starting air compressors were assumed to run for 2 minutes after each DG start

[16].

Since the DG has only been used for testing purposes (besides a few bus undervoltage

starts), the DG start attempts number obtained from the OfficialRecord Log was set to
zero and only demands from testing, PMs, failure events, and interface-related events

were considered.

Itwas conservatively assumed that components associated with the fuel oil transfer
system were only demanded during a test of the DG, not for failure or interface-related
events.
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C.5.5 Chemical and Volume Control SysleIn (CVCS)

Charging pump "B" and "C" discharge reliefvalves to the Volume Control Tank (284

and 283, respectively) experienced 13 excessive leakage failures over the nine year data

period. In each case the subject valve was either replaced or rebuilt. No cause for these

failures is provided in the data records.

The boric acid blender makeup control AOV to the Volume Control Tank, 110C,

experienced eight functional failures over the data period considered. The failure modes

included failure to close, transfer open, and failure to operate properly. The principal
failure causes included seat leakage and switch failures. In the majority of cases, the

corrective action involved replacing the valve diaphragm. Seven of the failures occurred

within a three year period (June 1980 through June 1983) and only one failure occurred

in the last five years of the data period (1984-88).

The Reactor Makeup Water AOV to the boric acid blender, 111, and the Loop "B"

nonregenerative heat exchanger outlet AOV, 135, each experienced five functional

failures. The principal cause was failure of the auto controller (FIC-111 and PC-135,

respectively). Eight of the ten events occurred prior to 1985.

Broken or burned belts in the varidrive unit have consistently been a cause of failure for
charging pumps "B" and "C." Overall, charging pumps "B" and "C" experienced 4 and 5

functional failures, respectively. There were no failures of charging pump "A"during

the data period.

On October 27, 1988, while performing S-9W, "Blender Flushing," no boric acid flow
was obtained [ref. A-25.1, A-52.4]. The cause was determined to be boron solidification
in a small section of pipe downstream of check valve 355. The support on that section of
pipe apparently acts as a heat sink for the heat trace system. This event also occurred on

February 20, 1985 [ref. A-25.1 MWR 85-552]. In addition, on December 8, 1988, while

performing RSSP-5.0, no flowwas observed from vent valve 348C [ref. A-25.1, A-
52.4]. Piping in the MOV-350 flow path was plugged and the line was heated to flush it.

Seat leakage of CVCS valves that results in increased T,„, (e.g., 110A, 110B, 110C, etc.)

was considered to be a valve transfers open unless itwas readily apparent tliat the valve

was just operated, resulting in a failure to close.

Each pair ofBoric Acid and Reactor Water Makeup pumps are started once for sampling
each Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and started once for auto make-up each day of the

week (per Operations).
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AOV-110A failed to open twice due to mechanical binding [ref. A-25.1s and A-52.4s on
September 24, 1985 and October 1, 1985].

On April20, 1981, leaking relief valve 209 caused a Plant Radiation Emergency until it
could be isolated by a plug [ref. A-25.1 and MWR 81-895].

There were seven piping leaks associated with the CVCS system. Most of these were
minor leaks that were repaired by welding or using temporary patches. Only the event
on May 6, 1983 was considered a failure since the pipe ruptured during a system hydro at
only 140 psig [ref. A-25.1].

On January 15, 1981, the suction valve for the "A"Boric Acid Pump (267) was found to
be partially closed resulting in low discharge pressure for the pump. No cause was listed
[ref. A-25.1 and A-52.4].

On January 7, 1984, a suspected steam bubble in CVCS prevented boration of the
Reactor Coolant System through the normal path (354). The emergency boration path
through 350 had to be used [ref. A-25.1]. This event was included in the data as a pipe
plugging failure.

There were three events related to erratic RCP seal leakoff and injection temperature
indications due to high containment temperatures. Containment recirculation fans were
started to'djust the air temperatures around the RCPs and the erratic parameters
subsequently stabilized.

n.- AOV-427 is used for the regenerative heat exchanger and was assumed to be demanded
once every startup following a refueling outage (9).

o. The boric acid blender was assumed to be used approximately four times a day [16].

For AOVs 200A, 200B, and 202, typically only one or two valves are normally open at
power [16]. Consequently, itwas assumed that only one valve is open at a time so that
each valve is open for a total of 21,351 hours (64,054 Rx Critical Hours/3 valves). They
are not rotated'at power so the number ofdemands per valve equals (22 reactor trips + 9
refueling outages)/3 valves = 10.

There were numerous failures of the BAST level transmitters which were caused by
boric acid hardening in the sensing lines. These are the result of the design of the
transmitter sensing lines in that boron tends to crystallize in the lines inside the tank.
Attempts to heat trace these lines have not proven successful in resolving the problem
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C.5.6, Safety Inj ection (Sl) System

SI pump "C" experienced six failures to start from 1980 through 1988, all ofwhich
involved 480V breaker problems. Four of the events were attributed to the Bus 16

breaker, while the other two events were caused by the failure to fullyrack in the breaker

following test and/or maintenance. Included with these latter two events was one

common cause failure with SI pump "B". Allof the events involving the Bus 16 breaker

occurred over an 18 month period during 1980-1981. However, these events and three

years of start demands for Pump C were eliminated from the data since a Engineering
modification corrected this problem during the 1983 refueling outage.

The only SI pump run failure was related to SI pump "C." On March 3, 1981, a review

of the previous day's test run revealed that the pump thrust bearing approached the

procedural limitof 160'F after just 45 minutes of run time. The problem was attributed

to excessive sediment in the pump cooling lines and most likelywould have caused

problems over an extended period of time.

There has been noticeable leakage through the SI system injection check valves on two
occasions which caused system pressurization and accumulator dilution problems [ref. A-
25.1s on June 5, 1988 and July 15, 1988].

The SI system can only be used for fillingthe accumulators or for a true actuation;

however, only SI pumps "B" and "C" can be used for fillingthe accumulators. Since the

total number of logged starts for pump "A" is 52, and there were only 3 SI actuations at

power over the subject time period, itwas assumed that 49 of the starts were test or post-

maintenance related. Consequently, 49 start attempts were subtracted from the other two

pumps normal start attempts values obtained from the OfficialRecord Logs.

Only SI pumps "A"and "B" were assumed to have started on an SI signal. Also, each SI

event was assumed to have only lasted 1 hour each (including the SGTR event) for a total

of 3 hours. Itwas also assumed. that there was no transfer to the RWST for any of the

events.

f. The run time for testing, actuations, and accumulator fillswas calculated as follows. It
was assumed that the accumulator filltime was proportional to the number of demands.
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Total Time
Pgmm from ~L Q Acc m l r Fillin ~Tes

33.25 3 0 30:25

140.00

90.06

3 (137 hrs/125 events)(125-49)=83 137-83=54

0 (90 hrs/156 events)(156-49)=62 90-62%8
'I

The total number of start attempts for common components affected by accumulator fill
activities was assumed to be the sum of start attempts for pumps "B" and "C" that were
attributed to accumulator fillactions. This was done since only 1 pump is used at a time
for this purpose. This approach was also used for run times for these common

components.

h. Valve actuations for accumulator fillwere taken from Procedure S-16.3, "RWST Water
Makeup to Accumulators."

C

At the beginning of a test at shutdown, valve lineups were assumed to be those described

in Procedure 0-2.2.

C.5.7 Main Feedwa(er (MFS) SysieIn

a. On January 8, 1981, the "B" main feed pump tripped on seal water low differential
pressure. Cold outside air blew down thr'ough the exhaust fan duct and froze up one of
the feed pump differential pressure switch sensing lines [ref. A-25.1].

On March 26, 1988, a "Feed Pump Seal Drain Tank Hi Level or Hi Temp" alarm was
received in the control room. The "A"main feed pump seal drain tank was overflowing
due to overheating of the inboard seal. The problem was found to be a structural (metal)
failure of the impeller and categorized as a failure to run of the pump [ref. A-25.1].

On May 13, 1984, a "Feed Pump Seal Water Lo Differential Pressure" alarm was

received in the control room, followed almost immediately by a trip of the "A"main feed

pump. The condensate bypass valve was inadvertently left open during startup, causing

the problem [ref. A-25.1]. This event is attributed to human error, and is not considered
'o

be a failure of the pump. This same event also occurred on April 8, 1985 and resulted

in a trip of the "B" main feed pump and subsequent reactor trip.
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Components in the common header for MFW were assumed to be demanded every

startup which is equivalent to 22 reactor trips and 9 refueling outages for a total of 31.

They were also assumed to have flow through them for all periods when the reactor is

critical (64,054 hours).

C.5.8 DC Electrical Distribution System

On December 3, 1985, battery charger "lAl"failed due to a control circuit card failure
[ref. A-25.1, A-52.4, A-25.2, MWR 85-3396].

On February 24, 1987, battery charger "1A1" was found not functioning due to a blown
fuse on the output side [ref. A-25.1, MWR 87-1144].

On July 6, 1981, invertor "1B" switched to its alternate power supply and could not be

switched back [ref. MWR 81-1789]. The failure only involved the invertor switch, not
the invertor itself. However, since the switch is a subcomponent of the invertor, this

event was counted as an invertor failure. A similar event also occurred on February 11,

1986 [ref. A-25.1].

Operating hours for DC system components are assumed to be calendar time (i.e., 9

years).

On November 20, 1987, the Technical Support Center (TSC) invertor failed causing the

loss of the plant computer and telephone system. The backup power source had been de-

energized three days earlier due to computer transients itwas causing [ref. A-25.1].
Consequently, when the normal power source failed, the invertor was lost.

On December 8, 1980, water from a spilled mop bucket in the relay room leaked through
a bolt hole onto Battery Charger "1Al"causing it to fail [ref. A-25.1]..

On June 26, 1981, water was discharged from the Relay Room Manual Deluge System

causing various control room alarms such as "Battery Bank Ground" and "Safeguard DC
Failure." The cause was later determined to be an undersized drain flow path in the

deluge system which allowed water to flow to the spray nozzles during testing.

Procedures were subsequently revised [ref. A-25.1].

h. On December 14, 1982, the control room received a "Battery Bank Ground" alarm on the

main control board. Operations then found that a sprinkler system had frozen and

ruptured and was dripping water onto the security DG. The sprinkler system was then
isolated [ref. A-25.1].
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On March 11, 1983, an individual climbing in the Battery Rooms stepped on breaker for
Battery Charger "1A" and inadvertently opened it. Since itwas discovered and corrected

immediately, no failure was assigned, and there was only 10 minutes of maintenance out
of service time [ref. A-25.1].

On May 11, 1983 during cold shutdown, a spurious battery ground caused two actual
containment ventilation isolation signals in 5 minutes. No cause was found [ref. A-25.1].

C.5.9 AuxiliaryI<'eedwater (AFW) System

a. There were several observed instances ofAFW pump suction relief valves liftingand/or
leaking. However, none of these events were attributed to failures of the relief valves for
the reasons described below:

1. AOV-4294 frequently failed to regulate flow from the condensate pump discharge to

AFW causing system pressure to increase to the relief valve setpoint. Therefore, this
is a failure ofAOV-4294, not the reliefvalves.

2. Ifcheck valves downstream of the pumps go closed prior to pumps reaching full stop,
the relief valves willlift. This is a system design issue, not a failure of the relief
valves.

In December 1983, insulators accidentally stepped on the TDAFW pump trip throttle
- valve and closed it. This was considered to be a failure of the pump to start since it was

not observed for several days [ref. A-25.1].

Since there were many known failures of check valves in AFW, ifan A-52.4 was written
for "repair of check valve...," but no MWRwas found, it was assumed that the check
valve failed to close.

d. Itwas assumed that since there were MOVATS related A-52.4s for MOVs 4000A,
4000B, 4007 and 4008, itwas not necessary to account for PMs listed on Attachment 6.4

since the number ofMOVATS and PM events were essentially the same.

The motor-driven AFW pumps are used for many purposes. However, in some cases,

bypass valves 4480 and 4481 are used in place of the main control valves 4007 and 4008.

The following table shows this comparison (B - bypass, M - main):
r

~Pm ~rrhrp ~hr own PT-M P~T- ~P ~hemic ~Tri

A B B
B B B

M
M

B/M
B/M

B/M B
B/M B
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Since the startup, sh'utdown, and chemical addition configurations are expected to
dominate the pump run times, it was assumed that the bypass valves were used 75% of
the time. Itwas also assumed that for 25% of this time, recirculation valves 4304 and
4310 would have to be used in conjunction with the bypass valves due to limited flow
conditions.

f. The operational time for components common to all three AFW pump trains was
calculated as follows:

a. 4074 (4075) = (A Recirc) + (B Recirc) + (TDAFW)
= 361+ 315+ 87 = 763 hours

b. 4070 (4071) = (25% of time A and B operate together) + (75% ofPump A) +
(75% ofPump B) + (TDAFWpump)

'
.25[(1444 + 1260)/2] + .75(1444) + .75(1260) + 87 = 2453

During startup, shutdown, and chemical addition activities, typically only one AFW
pump is used. For these cases, cross-tie valves 4000A and 4000B are opened and flow is

provided to both steam generators. This configuration was assumed to occur 75% of the
time (i.e., when the bypass control valves are used). Therefore, the followingwas
assumed for component demands:

a. ATrain Discharge Valves = .5 [75%(B pump starts)] + A pump starts
= .5[.75(385)] + 450 = 594 demands

b. B Train Discharge Valves = .5[75%(A pump starts)] + B pump starts
= .5[.75(450)] + 385 = 554 demands

The demand values from the opposite trains were divided in half since operations is
instructed to only run an AFW pump for two hours before switching. Consequently, it
was assumed that for 50% of the time, the valves were already opened. For time
calculations, the followingwas used:

c. ATrain Discharge Valves = 75%(B pump time) + (A pump time)
= .75(1260) + 1444 = 2389 hours

d. B Train Discharge Valves = 75%(A pump time) + (B pump time)
= .75(1444) + 1260 = 2343 hours

e. 4000A/B = 75%(A pump time+ B pump time) = .75(1444+ 1260) = 2028 hours

h. On April21, 1988, a through wall leak was found upstream of 4001 (TDAFW to S/G
"A"). The line was isolated and repair welds were made [ref. A-52.4 and MWR 88-
3078].
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On January 2, 1985, a faulty pressure switch for the TDAFW pump caused arcing and

high voltage spikes in the DC Electrical System. This resulted in multiple alarm lights
and the loss of the audible alarm in the control room [ref. A-25.1]. The same problem
occurred again in June 1985 [ref. A-25.1s on June 7 and June 21].

C.5.10 ACElectrical Distribution System

On April21, 1982, Bus 17 tripped out on undervoltage when the "B" RCP motor was
started during startup operations. Operations could not duplicate the event [ref. MWR
82-1135 and A-25.1]. This event was not considered a failure since it occurred while
operators were starting a RCP which would not be expected to occur followingan
accident.

In March 1988, the undervoltage relay device for Bus 11B failed to function properly
(stuck). This was not considered a failure since the bus continued to operate and would
have most likely tripped ifpower was lost to it [ref. A-52.4, MWRs 88-2396 and 88-

2400].

On January 21; 198'5, the offsite electrical distribution system was at 59.9 Hz causing
both DGs to be started. The problem was caused outside the RG&E system, and as such,
no failure was assigned [ref. A-25.1].

On July 16, 1988, a fault in Station 13A (switchyard) caused power to be lost to the 767
circuit to Aux Transformer 12B. Allsafeguards busses became de-energized and the
DGs started [ref. A-25.1 and LER].

In 1987 and 1988, there were 4 failures ofDC throwover relays related to safeguards
busses. These switches enable transfer to another DC source for control power. Since
there are two sources ofDC control power, repair ofone source does not disable the bus.

Allrelays were subsequently replaced.

On September 3, 1988, a low voltage alarm was raised on Bus 16. The associated DG
started but did not close in on the bus since the normal power to the bus was maintained
in error. Bus 16 was then manually loaded onto the DG. The cause of the event was a

bad solid state switchboard. This event was classified as a failure ofBus 16 since the
board was considered to be a subcomponent of the bus [ref. A-25.1, A-25.2 and A-52.4].

In May 1982, itwas discovered that during a modification, the wiring for Breaker
52/EG1B1 (DG to Bus 16) was incorrectly modified causing CCW Pump 1B to ~
initiallytrip offBus 16 ifa SI signal was received. Itwas determined that the DG could
adequately handle this load; therefore, no failure was assigned [ref. A-25.1].
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On September 10, 1980, while performing PT-12.2, the "B" DG failed to close onto Bus
16 (breaker 52/EG1B1). The failure was caused by a misaligned guide pin in the closing
relay [ref. A-25.1, A-52.4, MWR 80-2394].

Itwas assumed that the Technical Support Center DG Day Tank Pump was used every
time the DG was demanded. Itwas also assumed that the pump ran for 1/3 the time of
the DG, which is consistent with the two main DGs. This equals 108 hours/3 = 36 hours.

j. There were several instances of the main Ginna transformer being doused by the fire
water system. No real fire was ever discovered and the operability of the transformer
was not affected.

On April 14, 1981, Breaker 767, normal feed to transformer II6 in the switchyard, was
lost. This caused a loss ofBusses 12A, 12B, 14, 16, 17 and 18. Both DGs started and
loaded as required; however, the charging, SW, and condensate booster pumps, and
containment recirculation fans were lost until the DGs fully loaded. Operations also
received a Containment Isolation signal. The plant ranback -10% but did not trip since
Busses 11A and 11B were available [ref. A-25.1].

On July 23, 1982, an electrician inadvertently tripped the breaker for MCC Awhile
troubleshooting Bus 13. He immediately reset the breaker. This was not considered as a

failure of the MCC since itwas of such short duration.

On March 30, 1985, while at cold shutdown, the door to RCP "B" breaker cabinet was
closed causing the differential lockout for Bus 11B to activate, tripping the bus. The
operator then tripped RCP "A"due to loss of pump instrumentation from Instrument Bus
D. Power was restored by resetting the relay [ref. A-25.1]. This event was not classified
as a failure since no personnel would be expected to be in this cabinet following an
accident.

C.5.11 Main Steam (MS) System

A number of instances occurred where an MSIVfailed to close completely during a test.
However, these events were not considered to be failures since the MSIVs are not
designed to fullyclose except under full flow conditions (i.e., they are flow assisted
valves).
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On May 7, 1982, the "B" MSIVsolenoids failed to energize when actuated from the main
control board [ref. MWR 82-1259]. The solenoid coils were replaced and the event was
classified as a failure of the MSIVto open since the plant was at cold shutdown. In
addition, two instances occurred whereby the "B" MSIVfailed to close at power. The
first occurred on June 9, 1983 and resulted from a failure ofswitch PC-946A [ref. A-
25.1, MWR 83-1796], and the second occurred on February 7, 1987, with no root cause
identified [ref. A-25.1].

On February 16, 1987, AOV-3410 failed to operate when manually stroked with its local
handwheel. Investigation showed the valve seat to be steam cut [ref. A-25.1].

The TDAFW pump steam admission valve 3505A experienced two failures due to
control switch problems. On October 3, 1980, 3505A failed to close due to a bad
auxiliary switch [ref. A-25.1], and on March 10, 1988, the valve failed to open due to a

faulty torque switch setting [ref. MWR 88-1941].

On May 23, 1988, TDAFWpump steam admission check valve 3504B was found to not
be moving freely. The valve had a steam cut on the actuator shaft'[ref. MWR 88-3786].
This event was classified as a failure of3504B to close.

Main steam instrumentation events that could not be directly attributed to a specific
component in the data base were excluded from the analysis.

Operating hours for main steam system components are assumed to be the reactor critical
hours.

The main steam safety valves do not typically lifton a reactor trip unless there is an
'bnormaloccurrence. Therefore, the safety valves were only assumed to have lifted

during the SGTR event (per B. Eliasz ofNSEcL).

The MSIVs were assumed to be demanded once every other shutdown which is
equivalent to 1/2 (22 reactor trips + 9 refueling outages) = 15. This value was used since
the main steam system is not always isolated upon a reactor trip.

There were two events in 1980 where ARV-3411 was found to be sticking open. Manual
isolation valve 3507 was closed until repairs were completed on the valve [ref. MWR 80-
1856 and 80-2062]. 4

There were several instances of indicating lights for ARV-3411 not working properly
[ref. MWR 80-3253, 82-1609, and 88-1429]. A similar problem'also occurred on the
"A"MSIV [ref. MWR 88-0874].
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C.5.12 Containment Isolation (Cl) System

Containment process radiation monitor sample outlet isolation valve 1599 experienced
five failures to close, four of them at power. The apparent cause of these failures is
carbon/graphite from the sample pump building up in the valve. Since there have been
no recurrences of this failure type since 1982, it appears the problem has been corrected.

The hydrogen pilot line solenoid-operated isolation valve to recombiner "A," 10205S1 or
IVSA, experienced five failures to close. Allfive failures involved excessive valve
leakage [ref. MWRs 81-1155, 82-610, 82-771, 82-981, and 84-817]. Four of the events
occurred during 1981-82 and no events occurred after 1984.

The hydrogen main fuel line solenoid-operated isolation valve to recombiner "B",
10213S1 or IV3B, experienced three failures to open. It appears that these failures
resulted from burned out solenoid coils and/or problems with the latching arm [ref.
MWR 82-1380 and A-25.2s for 4/1/87 and 2/26/88].

On May 19, 1983, during testing, both LCVs 1003A and B failed to close upon
generation of a CI signal. For the test, both valves had been opened using the Waste
Disposal Panel control switch which apparently caused the CI signal contact to be
bypassed. No failures were assigned to the valves since, during normal operation, the
Waste Disposal Panel control switches are not in the open position.

e., On January 18, 1988, during PT-17.2, only the "A" train of containment ventilation
isolation tripped when the high alarm was actuated. The relay K-850-R-12 contact pair
associated with the "B" train failed to operate [ref. A-25.1]. The entire relay was
replaced. No failure was assigned since the relay was not in the population.

AOV.-539 is used to analyze the Pressurizer Relief Tank approximately once per shift, on
a timer [16]. Therefore, the number ofdemands is (Rx Critical Hours)/8 = 64,054/8 =
8000. Itwas also assumed that AOV-539 opens for 5 minutes for each demand, or 5/60
x 8064 = 672 hours.

Valves 547 and 528 are used to place a nitrogen blanket on the Pressurizer Relief Tank
once every startup which is equivalent to 22 reactor trips + 9 refueling outages = 31.
(This also accounts for demands when nitrogen is leaking.) Also, it is assumed that the
time is 10 minutes per demand or 10/60 x 31 = 5 hours.
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On April 10, 1981, smoke was observed in Containment Isolation Relay Rack 1B and
was soon determined to be from the relay associated with Purge Exhaust Fan 1B
(ACF01B). The relay rack eventually tripped causing valves 313, 371, and 5392 to
close. The plant was quickly stabilized [ref. A-25.1]. A second smoke related event
occurred in the same cabinet on October 20, 1981. For this event, smoke was observed
coming from the relay for 7443 causing valves 7443, 7444, 7445, 7971, and 7970 to
close [ref. A-25.1].

Itwas assumed that 75% of the time that the SI pumps are running, valve 879 was open.
This equals (33 + 140+ 90) x (.75) = 197 hours.

The accumulators are assumed to be filled once every week because of leakage problems
[16]. Therefore, the number of demands for valves 846 and 8623 is equal to (Reactor
Critical Hours)/(24 hours x 7 days) = 64,054/168 = 380. Also, it is assumed that the
valves are open for 10 minutes for each demand or 10/60 x 380 = 63 hours.

Valves associated with the Reactor Coolant Drain Tank pumps are assumed to have fiow
through them 10% of the time. Valves associated with the RCDT gas analyzer are
assumed to have fiow through them 75% of the time.

The hot leg sample valves are assumed to be open for 30 minutes for each demand or
[(63 + 65 + 61)/3] x 30/60 = 31 hours.

Containment isolation valves that are reported to have significant "seat leakage" are
considered as failures.

Events involving containment pressure transmitters are really part ofESFAS (even
though they appear in the Containment Isolation System screening tables). However,
they are not considered for ESFAS unless they result in reactor trip or unavailability of
an entire train ofESFAS (which none did).

o. Leakage rate information for containment isolation valves for the years 1988-90 was
provided by Results and Test personnel. A review of this information showed that while
there were several instances of a valve failing its Administrative limit, there was never a

failure of the overall Containment Leakage criteria. Since the overall leakage criteria
provides the basis for acceptable containment integrity, the failures with respect to
Administrative limits are typically considered incipient. That is, the Administrative
limits only provide the basis for determining poor performance, not necessarily the
failure to isolate containment.
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C.5.13 Service 8'a(er (S0) Sysleni

In evaluating functional failures of the traveling screens, the analysis only considers
plugging or physical stopping of the screens. Any failures of the screens due to broken
sections are only of concern to the downstream pumps, and are accounted for, if
significant, with the applicable pump.

The SW strainer bypass SOVs for the TDAFW pump (4324) and motor-driven AFW
pump "B" (4326) experienced six and four functional failures, respectively. The
principal cause of these failures was problems with differential pressure switches DPS-
2094 and DPS-2085.

Service Water MOVs 4614, 4664 and 4013 experienced 6, 4, and 2 functional failures,
respectively. Virtuallyall of these failures were caused by torque switch problems.

The only SW pump functional failure occurred on July 6, 1984, when SW pump "D"
failed to start. The cause was attributed to a faulty start switch [ref. A-52.4].

The four SW travelling screens experienced a total of 15 independent (i.e., non-common
cause related) failures. The majority of the events involved drive chain (7) and shear pin
(2) failures. The majority of the drive chain failures occurred in 1981-82.

f.,On May 20, 1988, while performing M-37.85.4, "Restoration of "D" Standby Aux
„Feedwater Pump from Maintenance of CV-9627B," the Standby AuxiliaryFeedwater

pump room was sprayed down with service water. Per procedure, the supply valve was
opened prior to closing the vent valve, causing the event [ref. A-25.1]. This event does
not represent a component failure since itwas a procedure deficiency, but it is an internal
flooding concern.

On January 26, 1988, when attempting to open MOV-4027, the actuator would not stay
in manual when the declutch lever was depressed. The tripper finger was subsequently
adjusted [ref. MWR 88-0644]. The declutch lever is only used to manually open the
MOV. Its failure only creates a nuisance since the operator would be required to
constantly hold down the lever while manually opening the valve.

Allfour SW traveling screens are normally in the auto position. They are run
sequentially, each for 20 minutes. Therefore, each screen (and its associated screenwash)
is assumed to have experienced 59,184 demands.

Itwas conservatively assumed that there was never any SW flow through the AFW
suction valves and the AFW pump lube oil coolers strainer bypass valves.
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On May 19, 1982, an insulator drilled a 1/4 inch hole in a SW line while the plant was at
cold shut down. Itwas quickly repaired [ref. A-25.1].

On January 20, 1983, operators received various screenhouse low level alarms. The
water level eventually dropped to approximately 52 inches. Operations turned on all
three intake heaters and opened the recirculation gate. Apparently, ice had prevented
adequate flow [ref. A-25.1].

On May 20, 1983, divers found that heater cables had come loose in the intake structure
tunnels blocking approximately 10% of the available flowpath. The cables were
subsequently removed [ref. A-25.1].

m. There were a few instances of the expansion joints on the discharge of the SW pumps
leaking; however, these were all minor and did not require any immediate repair.

C.5.14 Containment Spray (CS) System

On March 12, 1986, CS pump "B" was declared inoperable after failing a test. The pump
discharge pressure was measured at 234.57 psi, below the acceptable limitof240 psi.
This was not considered to be a failure, however, since 235 psi was assumed to be
adequate for the pump to perform its function due to system design margins.

b... On May 31, 1988, with CS pump "B" running during performance ofPT-3, flames were
observed emitting from the outboard pump bearing area. Apparently, the back-up
packing gland and shaft sleeve were making contact resulting in excessive heat and

galling, which caused the pump to seize up [ref. A-25.1, MWR 88-3897]. This event,
which was the only CS pump failure from 1980-88, was classified as a failure to run.

The CS pump discharge isolation MOVs 860A, B, C, and D, experienced a total of 12

failures to open or close on demand. The principal failure cause was torque switch
problems. Also during a two-month period in 1987 (i.e., April 10 - June 8), 860B
experienced three failures to close. One event involved loose packing and the others had
no root cause identified.

F

From July 1981 through November 1982, the CS pump "B" discharge check valve 862B
experienced ten failures to close fullyor promptly. The valve was then replaced during
the 1983 refueling outage. Since that time, no additional failures of 862B to close have
occurred. Consequently, these failures were not included in the data, and all exposure
and demand counts for valve 862B between January 1980 and January 1983 were
eliminated.
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Spray additive tank air operated outlet isolation valves 836A and B, have experienced
five functional failures. The failure causes principally involved controller compo'nents
(ie., relays, switches, etc.). Four of the failures occurred in the last two years of the data
collection period (1987-88).

On September 23, 1982, an auxiliary operator found the breaker for valve 860B to be
unlocked but in the correct position (closed). The breaker was subsequently locked [ref.
A-25.1]. No failure was assigned since the valve was in the closed (or desired) position.

C.5.15 Standby AuxiliaryFeedwater (SAFE) System

On June 14, 1984, the "D" SAFW pump failed to trip both from the main control board
and locally. The pump breaker at Bus 16 was then used to secure the pump. This was
not considered a failure of the pump since no failure mode exists, but this is of concern
for stripping the pump offofBus 16 when a SI signal is generated. The cause was
attributed to lack of lubrication for the breaker mechanical interlock.

On January 17, 1985, during performance ofPT-36, itwas discovered that the flow
indicator for the "D" SAFW pump had its wires reversed and was reading zero. Since
this did not affect the operation of the pump, no failure was assigned [ref. A-25.1].

In 1988, relief valves 9709A and 9709B were found to be liftingwhen the SAFW pumps
were being shutdown due to system pressure oscillations [ref. MWR 88-4434]. Since
this was during a test, the relief valves were assumed to lift50% of the time following
tests of the pumps. This was not assumed to be a failure of the reliefvalves.

Since the SAFW pumps have only been used for testing, the start demands obtained from
the OfficialRecord Logs were assumed to be related to testing or post maintenance
activities and were subsequently ignored.

C.5.16 Condensate System

There were very few component failures in the system overall. In addition, most failures
occurred in out-of-scope components.

There were several failures of condensate bypass valve 3959. Most of these events were
attributed to MFW pump NPSH and heater drain tank problems. Plant transients which
caused 3959 to open (and thus perform its intended function) were not considered as
failures. The new digital feedwater system is expected to help correct these type of
failures.
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It is assumed that valves 3959, 4229, 3968, 3969 and 4230 receive one demand for each
startup, which equals 22 trips + 9 refueling outages = 31.

On August 26, 1988, the condensate booster pumps were tripped due to high system
pressure. Subsequently, they could not be started from the main control board, only
locally due to a bad control board switch. No failure was assigned since the pumps could
and did operate.

On December 5, 1980, a window was left open in the MFW pump room causing a

sensing line in the NPSH cabinet to freeze. This in turn caused a plant transient and
condensate bypass valve 3959 to open [ref. A-25.1]. This event was repeated in
December 7, 1984 [ref. A-25.1].

On January 12, 1983, a roof fan in the Turbine Building was left open without the fan
running causing a turbine oscillation which resulted in condensate bypass valve 3959
opening. The roof fans were closed and no explanation could be found [ref. A-25.1].

C.5.17 Circulating 8'ater System

a. Circulating water pump "B" experienced three failures to run, one on January 7, 1981

[ref. A-25.1, MWR 81-031], a second on January 9, 1984 [ref. A-25.1, MWR 84-101],
and a third on November 25, 1985 [ref. A-25.1]. The first two events were both
attributed to problems with the power factor relay. Circulating water pump "B" also
experienced two failures to start. On May 9, 1981 [ref. MWR 81-1165], the pump failed
to start due to dust on secondary contacts in the excitation transformer compartment. On
March 23, 1985, the pump failed to restart after tripping due to a Bus 11A undervoltage
problem. A relay coil was found burnt out.

The cold weather recirculation MOV-3184, experienced two functional failures. On
December 24, 1983, the valve failed to work electrically and the motor was replaced [ref.
MWR 83-4058]. This event was assumed to be a failure to open. Also, the duration of
the event (1632 hours) was estimated from the MWRdates (apparently the valve was not
repaired until the plant shutdown for refueling). On November 12, 1984, MOV3184
failed to close completely. The valve was cranked closed by hand [ref. MWR 84-3183].

On March 12, 1986, circulating water pump "A" tripped when the "A"RCP was started
[ref. MWR 86-873]. The trip was caused by low bus voltage and the pump was
successfully restarted. No functional failure was assigned to the pump.

MOV-3184 is used during the winter to prevent icing over of the water bay. Itwas
assumed that this flowpath was needed 10% of the time and demanded once a year.
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C.5.18 Heating, Ventilation and AirConditioning (HVAC)Systems

MWR 86-4150 indicates that the fire system actuated in the AuxiliaryBuilding prior to
October 30, 1986, dousing a charcoal filter and requiring its replacement. No failure was
assigned to this event.

The mini-purge fan was not installed until the 1988 outage. Therefore, it was assumed
that the fan was started once for post installation testing purposes and run for five hours.

On February 7, 1985, the Service Water lines to the SAFW cooling units "ruptured"
requiring the gaskets on both ends to be replaced [ref. MWR 25-437, A-25.1]. This was
classified as a failure of the cooler.

Valves and dampers which act as containment isolation valves and which fail their
kg iddbfil .Thd

were established to be warning levels for repair and are much lower than Appendix J

limits.

Ifthe Containment Recirculation fan filters were saturated with water, they were still
considered operable. These filters are designed to be flooded post-LOCA, and being
flooded prior to this only presents long-term corrosion problems.

In November 1987, the breaker for the "B" SAFW cooling unit fan was found open. It
was in this condition for approximately 12 days. Itwas also found open in January 1982
[ref. A-25.1s].

The two hydrogen recombiners were removed from service several times due to
calibration problems related to air/gas flowmonitors. The units could most likely
operate with these indications out of tolerance [16].

For fans other than the Containment Recirculation and SAFW Pump cooling units, no
components were assumed to be used to isolate the fan at power. The basis for this is
that opening the breaker for the fan typically defeats the operating logic for the
associated ventilation train and since the operating fluid is air, no isolation is necessary.
However, for the two types of fans above, leaking water from the Service Water system
was typically involved.

No isolation was assumed to be required for AAL03 (AuxiliaryBuilding Charcoal Filter
Damper) since none of the failures observed would require entering the ductwork barrier.

No isolation was assumed to be required for maintenance of the Hydrogen Recombiners
since the air and hydrogen lines are normally locked closed. r
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No isolation was assumed to be required for 7970 and 7971 (mini-purge exhaust) since
none of the maintenance activities observed would require entering the ductwork barrier.

No isolation was assumed to be required for AAD05 (charcoal damper 1G) since none of
the maintenance activities observed would require entering the ductwork barrier.

Itwas conservatively assumed'that the "A" and "C" Containment Recirculation Fans
were already operating and the "B" and "D" fans stopped prior to conducting RSSP 2.1

since this test only starts the "A"and "C" fans ifthey are not already operating.

The Purge Supply Fans (ACF06A/B) receive a monthly PT only during shutdown.
Consequently, a total of 15 PT-related demands was assigned to the fans [17]. The same
number of demands was also assumed for the Containment AuxiliaryVentilation Fans
(ACF02A/B).

o. The start attempts for many fan units are related to the demands placed on pumps which
the fans are interlocked with. Therefore, the start attempts for the fans was based on the
total number of demands placed on the pumps since the fan units were not included on
the Attachments for the pumps. The start attempts for the fans was calculated as follows:

a. AAFOIA= Charging Pump A+ 1/2 Charging Pump,C = 217+ (225/2) = 329
b. AAF01B = Charging Pump B + 1/2 Charging Pump C = 242+ (225/2) = 354
c. AAF02A=RHRPump A=439
d. AAF02B = RHR Pump B = 418
e. AAF03A= SI Pump A+ CS Pump A= 169+ 169 = 328
f. AAF03B = SI Pump B+ CS Pump B =248+ 173 =421
g. AAF03C= SIPump C=439
h. ADF01A/1B = DG A= 220
i. ADF02A/2B = DG B = 190

j. AEF22= TSCDG=108
k. AFFOIA= SAFWPump A=151
l. AFF01B = SAFW Pump B = 158

p On May 5, 1981, DG Supply Fan 1B-2 was found to be running continuously with the
DG not running. Amicroswitch required adjustment [ref. MWR 81-1133]. No failure
was assigned since the failure mode did not exist; however, this event is of concern with
respect to freezing.

On May 19, 1988, the Battery Rooms were observed to be hot. The breaker for AKF02
was bound to be open. The breaker was subsequently closed and the room cooled off.
No reason was listed for the breaker being open [ref. MWR 88-3728].
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r. On March 3,'1988, the breaker for Reactor Compartment Cooling Fan B (ACF09B) was
found to be open. The breaker was then closed. No reason was listed for the breaker
being open [ref. MWR 88-1511].

On September 20, 1985, the control room ventilation spuriously isolated itselfwith no
abnormal indications. The system was then successfully reset [ref. A-25.1].

There were two failures of SI Cooling Fan "C" (AAF03C) which were attributed to the
control fuses for the "1C2" breaker [ref. MWRs 82-2121 and 84-3015].

There were two failures of SI Cooling Fan "B" (AAF03B) to run. The motor contactor
required replacement in both cases [ref. MWRs 84-1659 and 84-2983].

There were numerous events associated with isolating the control room ventilation
system. These events were not counted as failures against the ventilation system since
the detection system was not included in the data analysis population. However, the
types of isolation device failures are presented below:

Spurious Isolation of CR
Failure to Isolate CR

Radiation ~mm~ni ~hl rice

C.5.19 Component Cooling 0'ater (CCF) Systeni

a. MOV-738B was taken out ofservice twice to tighten torque switches. No failure was
observed prior to performing this action.

b. CCW Pump "B" was removed from service twice at power to replace its main control
board switch and to investigate a supposed breaker failure. The first event was not
preceded by a failure. The second event came as the pump was shut offand both the run
and stop lights remained lit. The breaker was cycled repeatedly, but no failure
discovered; therefore, no failure was assigned.

c. There were 4 failures ofMOV-814 to close in 1988 alone. These were attributed to stem
lubrication and electrical problems.

d. The CCW Seal Drain Tank Pump was assumed to only operate for 100 hours and have
100 demands (approximately 1 demand per month for 1 hour).
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On June 8, 1982, the control room received CCW Surge Tank low level alarms and eight
actuations of the AuxiliaryBuilding sump. Operators then found a leaking gasket on the
Waste Evaporator Heat Exchanger which was isolated and repaired. No failure was
assigned since these components are not within the system population and the leak did
not appear to be serious (only one makeup to the CCW Surge Tank was required) [ref.
A-25.1].

On July 24, 1984, high lake temperatures caused CCW to provide extra flow to the
nonregenerative heat exchanger which resulted in low flow alarms associated with the
RCPs. A second CCW pump was then started and SW flowwas increased [ref. A-25.1].
No failure was assigned.

C.5.20 Instn(ment a))d Service Air(IA and SA) Systems

IAcompressors were not considered failed ifthey were removed from service due to
high temperature, since this is typically only a precautionary measure (or incipient
failure). However, ifthe compressor trips offbecause ofhigh temperature, this is

considered a failure. High temperature on discharge from an air compressor willnot
automatically trip the compressor, but itwilllock out the compressor such that ifthe
compressor shuts down, it cannot be restarted.

On August 14, 1988, IACompressor "C" tripped due to high ambient air temperature of
approximately 113'F [ref. A-25.1]. This event occurred after placing a large portable fan
in the area of the compressors (see MWR 88-4703).

Ifa solenoid valve for the air compressors was observed to be "leaking," no failure was
considered since this condition was typically discovered by an auxiliary operator during
his rounds and was not affecting its performance. However, ifthe air compressor "failed
to operate properly," itwas assumed that itwas constantly loading and unloading. In this
state, it is considered unlikely that the air compressor could provide adequate air for any
period of time; therefore, it is assumed to be failed. The failure of an air compressor to
unload is not considered a failure since relief valves would protect the system and air is

being supplied.

Ifan AirDryer failed to transfer, it was considered failed since, over time, the
continuously operated AirDryer would fail to perform its function.
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On October 20, 1984, the IAline to the "2B" MSR steam admission valve ruptured (1/2
inch line). Itwas quickly isolated by an AuxiliaryOperator [ref. A-25.1]. A second pipe
break occurred on January 29, 1982, and was attributed to personnel stepping on the line
[ref. A-25.1]. Two other pipe breaks occurred on September 4, 1981 and March 2, 1983
which were also attributed to personnel stepping on or bumping lines [ref. A-25.1s]. All
events resulted in some degree of IAdepressurization and required isolation.

On September 20, 1984, a fire occurred in the breaker for AirCompressor "C" [ref. A-
25.1].

g. The electric SA compressor was deleted from the data analysis population since it was
not installed until after 1988.

h. Two air compressors are usually run in CONSTANT; that is they run continuously, but
load or unload due to system pressure. The third air compressor is run in STANDBY
AUTO, which allows the compressor to start automatically when the pressure falls to a
designated setpoint. IF a compressor is in the CONSTANT mode, and its control
solenoids are leaking, the compressor would tend to run continuously; therefore, it is still
available. During shutdown, only one compressor is typically operated [16].

Since it is unknown whether or not a specific compressor was in AUTO or CONSTANT
at the time of an event, itwas usually assumed that the compressor was in CONSTANT
(2 of 3 are in CONSTANT) and any failure was a failure to run.

AirCompressor "C" (CIA02C) was removed from service 3 times more often than the
other two compressors for maintenance and other activities.

k. There are no isolation components in the IApopulation for the three air compressors.
Therefore, there are no interface-related demands for the compressors.

Itwas assumed that for all RSSPs where the IAand SA systems were isolated by a SI
signal, all air compressor check valves were demanded upon restart. Itwas also assumed
that the AOVs for the Dryer Tanks were not demanded since the system loads are so
minimal at this time.

m. Itwas assumed that the Dryer Tanks in each IAtrain were cycled once every day which
is equivalent to 365 days x 9 years = 3285 days.
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C.5.21 Heat Tracing

a., Ifthe heat tracing failed high, itwas not considered to be a failure unless there was a ~

threat ofboiling the water in the pipe. This was assumed since the heat tracing is
installed to prevent crystallization of the boric acid contained in the pipe. Therefore, the
purpose of the heat tracing is to heat the process line and too much heat is only a concern
for boiling.

b. Any problems with the primary heat trace controller which required the secondary circuit
to be energized were conservatively assumed to be functional failures of the heat tracing.
This was done since these events required operator action to maintain the necessary
temperature and it was unknown whether the failure to energize the secondary circuit
would result in a failure. Consequently, a failure was assumed.

C.5.22 Fire Protection System

a. Data for this system was reviewed only for significant events and potential interface with
the 21 systems included in the project scope.

b. The motor-driven fire pump is very sensitive to screenhouse level due to NPSH
requirements. There were several instances whereby the fire pump was declared
inoperable due to low screenhouse levels.

c. There were numerous events of false fire alarms due to dust, welding, grinding, bumping
cabinets, etc.

The following are water/halon system actuations that were found during the observed
time period:

1. On November 4, 1988, the cable tunnel sprinklers actuated and an unusual event was
declared for a "firegreater than 10 minutes". No fire was found; personnel actuated a
mechanical actuation device in the tunnel [ref. A-25.1, MWR 88-123]. The automatic
fire suppression system for the cable tunnel also activated on November 6, 1985 due
to an electrical "spike" in the system. An unusual event was declared [ref. A-25.1].
Finally, the cable tunnel actuation system was accidentally tripped by R&T personnel
on November 12, 1982 [ref. A-25.1].

2. The A~12B Transformer was doused by technician error on January 3, 1986 [ref. A-
25.1]. On April 17, 1986, the deluge system was activated again for no apparent
reason [ref. A-25.1]. Also, personnel bumping into the panel caused actuation of the
system on November 14, 1980 and March 9, 1981 [ref. A-25.1s].
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3. The auto deluge system for Condenser Pit was set offby someone hitting the manual
"pull" system with lumber on February 16, 1986 [ref. A-25.1].

4. Operators inadvertently actuated the 1G Fan Filter Deluge system on April 11, 1986
[ref. A-25.1].

5. On January 23, 1985, a sprinkler head cracked and allowed water into the Rad Waste
Storage Building [ref. A-25.1].

6. On March 23, 1984, the halon system in the relay room was actuated due to welding
activities in Turbine Building combined with a lack ofventilation [ref. A-25.1].

7. On December 8, 1982, the control room was sprayed down due to a procedure error
while conducting testing of the fire protection system [ref. A-25.1].

8. The telephone room halon system was activated twice by accident on May 5, 1986
and August 12, 1986 [ref. A-25.1s].

9. The 81 Generator Transformer deluge system was activated for unknown causes eight
times. See A-25.1s on 11/21/81, 11/26/81, 11/26/81 (twice), 11/30/81, 10/10/80,
10/24/80, and 10/25/80.

10.A jackhammer penetrated the Fire SW system piping causing a small leak on January
14, 1980 [ref. A-25.1].

11.0n June 26, 1981, water was sprayed into relay room during testing of a fire sprinkler
due to a design error [ref. A-25.1].

The following is a listing of actual fires discovered during the observed time period:

1. Anon-vital Security power panel caught fire on September 18, 1988. An unusual
event declared and the fire was put out by isolating the power supply [ref. A-25.1 and
MWR 88-103].

2. On August 27, 1987, a motor at the secondary sample sink caught fire after it broke
and the overload relay failed to work. The fire was put out by isolating power to the
motor [ref. A-25.1 and MWR 87-76].

3. A fire in the East Defense Position (Guard House) in an electrical box occurred on
February 29, 1984. Itwas isolated electrically and extinguished [ref. A-25.1].
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4. A fire in the computer room was found in the alternate computer transformer on
February 25, 1983. The halon system was actuated in the relay room to extinguish the
fire [ref. A-25.1].

5. A fire in the S/G Tent occurred from welding sparks during cold shutdown on May
18, 1983 [ref. A-25.1].

6. On January 8, 1981, a fire was found in the MFW Pump Room. A fire water booster
pump froze and caught fire when it attempted to start [ref. A-25.1].

7. A smoldering rag was found in the relay room on February 23, 1981. Itwas removed
and the fire was extinguished [ref. A-25.1].

8. A fire in the Reactor Seal Ring Storage Box was found on May 1, 1981. The fire was
caused by grinding sparks and an unusual event was declared [ref. A-25.1].

9. A fire in the containment basement was found on December 1, 1980 from a small heat
lamp gasket [ref. A-25.1].

10.0n December 29, 1980, a fire was discovered in a MCC "A"breaker cubicle [ref. A-
25.1].

11.A fire at the breaker for 1B EH Oil Pump was found on September 22, 1988. Itwas
isolated electrically [ref. A-25.1].

C.5.23 TitrbinelL<HSystem

a. Data for this system was reviewed only for significant events and potential interface with
the 21 systems included in the project scope.

b. There are several instances of turbine control problems. Control valves spuriously
opening, turbine runbacks, and slight power oscillations were observed throughout
period. This may be corrected by the new digital feedwater system. The turbine was
typically placed in manual following these events.

C.5.24 Steam Generator (SG)

a. Data for this system was reviewed only for significant events and potential interface with
the 21 systems included in the project scope.

Most events associated with the SG occurred during shutdown and were related to
chemistry issues.
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C.5.25 Control Rods/Reactor Pro(ection System

a. Data for this system was reviewed only for significant events and potential interface with
the 20 systems included in the project scope.

b. There were many cases of control rod position problems and various channels requiring
calibration. Many of the control rod problems were related to a lack ofventilation in the
area of the cabinets.

c. The Control Rod Drive MG Sets had several grounding problems as a result of previous
inadvertent fire system actuations. See A-25.1s dated 12/25/81 and 1/8/82.

d. There were several instances where testing ofRPS equipment resulted in,small runbacks,
alarms and misreadings on the control panels.
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Table C-1
Calculation ofStandby Exposures forValves

Component Type and
Failure Mode

MOV- transfers open

MOV- fails to open
(standby)

MOV- transfers closed

MOV- fails to close
(standby)

CrilTA
T e Code

MV R

MV P

MV X

Ex osnre

TMY+

TMY+

TMY+

TMYJc

Remarks

Obtained directly from RGEDATA.PRG,
based on RG&B data input

Failure mode can only happen if.thc MOV
is closed; thus, use exposure tune for Type
Code MV R

Obtained directly from RGEDATA.PRG,
based on RG&Hdata input

Failure mode can only happen ifvalve is
open; thus, use cxposurc time for Type
Code MV K



TABLE C-2
PLANT-SPZCZFZC DATA SDNNARY

ZN PSA SYSTEM CONPONZNT FAZLVRE POP FAZLURE

NODZL TYPE NODE SZIE COUNT

EZPOSDRE EXPOSDRZ

BASZS
ON LZNE NOTES

HOURS

I
Y

Y
Y
N

Y

AC
AC
AC
AC
AC

AC
AC
AC
AC
AC
AC
AC
AC
AC
AC
AC
AC
AC
AC
AC
AC
AC
AC
AC
AC
AC
AF
AF
AF
AF
AF
AF
AF
AF
AF
AF
AF
AF
AF
AF
AF

Bl
Bl
B2
B2

B4
B4
CB

CB

CB

CB

CB

DQ

DQ

DQ

NP

NP
MP

Tl
Tl
T2
T2
T6
T6
TK
TK
TK
AV
AV
AV
AV
AV
AV
AV
AV
CV
CV

CV
CV

CV
CV

LT
LT
NP
NP
NP
NP
NV
NV

D
K
0
R

A
F

C

F
K
N
P

R

X

A
F
8
P

25
25

6

6
55
55
17
55
42

1
1
1
1
1
1
3

3
6
6
3
3
1
1
1

10
10
10

5
10
10

5
10
20
20
20
20
20
20

2
2

14
14

0

0
0
0
0

1
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
9

10
0
0
0
0

20
1
0
1

30
5

0 H

315648 H

17 H

1972783 H

0 H

473472 H
34 H

779 N
1339882 H

4340140 H

3000258 H

0 H
108 N
108 H

0 H
108 N

36 H

5 H

236731 H

0 H

473472 H

0 H

236736 H

0 H

78912 H

78912 H

59 H

1530 N
67019 H

329877 H

1530 N
392165 H

392165 H

329877 H

399 H

5349 N
10939 H

5349 N
1488947 H

1488947 H

13 H

157811 H

398 H
1473 N
2795 H

312455 H

1616 H

4211 N

256217.40
0.00

1601358.75
0.00

384326.10
0.00

3522989.25
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

64054.35
0,00
0.00

64054.35
0.00
0.00

192163.05
0.00

384326. 10
0.00

192163.05
0.00

64054.35
0.00
0.00

640543.50
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

1281087.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

1'28108.70
0.00

256217.40
0.00
0.00
0.00

896760.90
0.00

Failures from AF AV N. Exposure from At AV R.

Failures from AF AV C. Exposure from AF AV K.

Failures from AF CV N. Exposure from AF CV R.

Failures from AF NP A. Exposure ~ 4e78912 - 2795 - 398.

Failures from AC CB D. Exposure from sum of AC CB K and AC CB R.



TABLE C-2
PLANT SPZCZFZC DATA SUEQRY

ZN PSA SYSTEM COMPONENT FAZLVRE POP FAZLURE
MODEL TYPE MODE SZZE COma

EXPOSDRE EXPOSDRE
BASZS

ON-LZNE NOTES

HOURS

Y
M

Y
Y
M

M

Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
M

Y
Y
M

CC
CC

CC

CC

CC

CC

CC

CC

CC
CC

CC

CC

CC

CC

CC

CC

MV

MV

MV

MV

MV

MV

PV
PV
PV
PV
PV
RV
RV
RV
RV
TK
TK
TK
TP
TP
TP
TP
XV
XV
XV
XV
XV
XV
XV
AV
AV
AV
AV
AV
AV
CV
CV
CV
CV
CV
HX

HX

HX

HX

MP

HP

MP

MV

D

K
N
P

R

X

C
F
N
R

C
N
R

0

A
F
S

C

K
N

P
R
X

C

F
K
N

R

C

K
N
R
P

F
J
P

10
14
14

6

14
2
2
2
2
2
5
5
5
5
3
3
3
1

1

1

1
46
46
39
46
46

7
46

5
5
3

1
5
4
9

9

9
9
7

14
14
14
14

3

3

3

10

4823 H

634385 H

4211 N
470767 H

470767 H

634385 H

0 H

0 N
91 H

0 N
157733 H

45 H
136 N
136 N

394515 H,
0 H

236736 H

236736 H
167 H

222 N

87 H
78491 H

1081 H
3396 N

3076484 H
0 3396 N
0 552384 H
0 552384 H

3076484 H

55 H
113 N

192162 H

78912 H

113 N
123431 H

6 H
519 N

562420 H

519 N
147782 H

48 H

1075004 H

1075004 H

1075004 H

39 H

542 N
84432 H

25 H

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

128108.70
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

320271.75
0.00
0.00
0.00

192163.05
0,00
0.00

64054.35
0.00
0.00
0.00

2946500. 10
0 00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

320271.75
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

576489.15
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

896/60.90
0.00
0.00
0.00

192163. 05
0.00
0.00

640543.50

Failures free AF MV N

Failures frou AF MV C

Exposure froo AF MV R

Exposure frou AF MV K.

Failures froa AV XV N. Exposure frou AF XV R.

Failures from AF XV C. Exposure froa AF XV K.

Failures from AT TP A. Exposure ~ 1e78912 - 87- 167.



TABLE C-2
PLANT SPECZFZC DATA SUMMARY

ZN PSA SYSTEM COMPONENT FAZLURE POP FAZLURE
MODEL TYPE MODE SZZE COUNT

EXPOSURE EXPOSURE
BASZS

ON LINE NOTES
HOURS

Yq
Y

M

Y

Y
Y
M

CC

CC

CC

CC

CC

CC

CC

CC

CC

CC

CC

CC

CC

CN

CN

C?I

CN

CN

CN

CS

CS

CS

CS

CS

CS

CS

CS

CS

CS

CS

CS

CS

CS

CS

CS

CS

CS

MV

MV

MV

MV

MV

RV

RV
RV

RV

TK
TK
TK
XV
XV
XV
XV
AV
AV
AV
AV
AV
CV

CV
CV

CV
CV

MP

MP

MP

AV
AV
AV
AV
AV
CV

CV

CV

CV
CV

CV

MP

MP

MP

MP

MV

MV

MV

MV

C

K
N
P
R

C

N
R

C
K
N

C

F
N
R

C
K
N
R

A
F

C

N
P
R

C

K
N
P

R

A
F
S

C

K
N

10
9

10
10

9
12
12
12
12

1
1
1

51
51
57
57

3

3

3
3

8
8
8
8

8

6
6
6
2
2
2
2
2
6
6

4

6

6

2
2
2
2

10
10

6
10

~ 6

0

4
4
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0

10
0
0
0

10
0
0
0
0

0
10

'2

0
5
1
2
2
2

0

1
0

0
0
1

11
0
1
0

17
9

0

1

807 N
475873 H

807 N
313247 H

313247 H

0 H

0 N
0 N

946944 H
0 H

78912 H

78912 H

0 H
638 N

4497984 H

638 N
23 H

130 N
142966 H

130 N
93747 H

0 H

560 N
318973 H

560 N
252283 H

13 H

573 N
250865 H

18 H

321 N
321 N

157806 H
151806 H

0 H
621 N
124 H
621 N

473181 H
473181 H

300 H

342 N
67 H

157457 H

13.7 H

1051 N
157958 H

1051 N

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

768652.20
0.00
0.00
0.00

64054.35
0.00
0.00

3651097. 95
0.00
0.00
0.00

192163. 05
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

51'2434.80
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

384326.10
0.00
0.00

128108.70
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

384326.10
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0 00

128108.70
0.00
0.00
0.00

640543.50
0.00
0.00
0.00

failures from CC MV N. Exposure from CC MV R.

Failures from CS AV N. Exposure fxom CS AV R.

Failures from CS CV N. Exposure from CS CV R.

Failures from CS MP A. Exposure e 2~78912 - 67 - 300.

0 ~~

HO



TABLE C 2

PLANT SPECZFZC DATA SVK4LRY

ZN PSA SYSTEM COMPONENT FAZLURE POP FAZLURE

MODEL TYPE MODE SZZE COUNT

EXPOSURE EXPOSURE

BASZS
ON LZNE NOTES

HOURS

Y
Y
Y

M"

Y
M

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

CS

CS

CS

CS

CS

CS
CS-
CS

CS

CS

CS

CS

CS

CS

CS

CT
CT
CT
CT
CT
CT
CT
CT
CT
CT
CT
CT
CT
CT
CT
CT
CT
CT
CT
CT
CT
CT
CV
CV
CV

CV
CV

CV
CV
CV

CV

CV
CV

MV

MV

MV
- RV

RV
RV
RV
TK
TK
TK
XV
XV
XV
XV
XV
AV
AV
AV
AV
AV
BF
BF
CV
CV
CV
CV
CV
SV
SV
SV
SV
SV
XV
XV
XV
XV
XV
AV
AV
AV
AV
AV
AV
AV
CV

CV

CV
CV

P

R

X

C

N
R

0
J

C

K
N
R

C

K
N
R

F

C
K
N
R

C

K
N
R

C

K
N
R

C
F
K
N
P

R

C

K
N

10
8

10
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

21
21
21
21
10
23
23
21
23
11

9

9
6

6

6
6

12
12

4
12

8

27
27

27
27
'27

27
16

7

27
27
27
35
35
20
35

7
0

9
0

0

0

0

0

0

0
1
0
0
0
0

31
10

20
7

13
0

2
2
8

2
2
0

1

631030
631030
157958

0
0

0

157824
0

157824
157824

3
1920

1026188
1920

630961
2235

11199
1203915

11199
610626

4
577482

0

411
68

411
473404

676
584

314976
584

631292
0

248
202
248

2130422
71

2015'7
595778
268791

20157
1265985
1265985

252
24640

873200
24640

H

H

H

H

N
N
H
H
H
H
H
N
H

N
H
H
N
H
N
H

H
H
H
N
H
N
H
H
N
H
N
H

H
N
H
N
H

H

N
H

H

N
H
H

H
N
H
N

0.00 Failures from CS MV N.
0.00
0.00 Failure from CS MV C

128108.70
0.00
0.00
0.00

128108. 70
0.00
0.00

1345141.35
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

1473250.05
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

576489.15
0.00

384326. 10
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

768652 20
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

1729467.45
0 00
0.00
0.00
0.00

1729467.45
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00 Failures from CV AV N.
0.00

2241902.25
0.00
0.00
0.00

Exposure from CS MV R.

Exposure from CS MV K.

Exposure from CV AV R.



TABLE C 2
PLZNT-SPZCZFZC Dan SU32anY

ZN PS> SYSTZM COMPONENT FSZLURS POP FXZLURE
MODEL TYPE MODE SZZE COUNT

ZZPOSURE EXPOSURE

BASZS
ON LZNS NOTES

HOURS

Y

Y
Y
H

Y
Y

CV

CV

CV

CV

CV

CV

CV

CV
CV
CV

CV
CV
CV

CV

CV

CV

CV
CV
CV

CV

CV
CV

CV

CV

CV
CV

CV
CV

CV

CV

CV
CV

CV

CV

CV

CV
CW

CW

CW

CW

CW

CW

CW

DC „
DC

DC

CV
CV

HT
HT
HX
HX
HX

HX
LT
LT
LT
MP

MP

HP

MV

MV

MV

NV
MV

PP
PP
PP
RV
RV
RV
RV
RV
SU

SU
TK
TK
TK
XV
XV
XV
XV
XV
MP

MP

HP
MV

MV

MV

MV

MV

BC
BC
BC

P
R

F

F

P

D
H

A
F

C

K
N
R

P

C

N
P

R

F

0
J

C

K
N
R
e

A
F

C

K
N
R

D

F

35
35

1

1
5
5
5
5

4
4
7
7
7
2
2
1
2
2
1
1
1
7

7
7
7
7
6
6

77
77
70
77
11

2
2
2

11
11
11
11
11

4

1
1

13
10

0
0
0
0

43

33
79
11

2

1
0

0

0
5
1

12
0
0
0

15
3
1

0
0

1
0
0
1
0

3
2
3

2
1
0

1
0

19
0
4

1888475
188S475

634
64054

0
320270
320270
320270

431
315648
315648

3423
10179

147073
568
127

64054
127

93203
175

64054
64054

210
20
20

552174
552174

24
264085

24
315632
315632

7
774

5366012
774

710208
9

37
143604

1632
54

663927.
54

204105
77

560
315571

H

H

H
H

H

H

H

H
H
H
H

H

N
H

H

N
H
N
H
H

H

H
H

N
N
H

H

H

H

H
H

H

H

N
H

N
H

H

N
H

H
N
H

N
H

H

N

H

0.00 failure
0.00

64054.35
0.00

320271.75
0.00
0.00
0.00

256217.40
0.00
0.00

448380.45
0.00
0.00

128108.70
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

64054.35
0.00
0.00

448380.45
0.00
0.00
0.00 Failure
0.00

384326.10
0.00

256217.40
0.00
0.00

4932184. 95
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

128108.70
0.00
0.00

704597.85
0.00
0 00
0.00
0.00

256217,40
0.00
0.00

s frou CV CV N. Exposure from CV CV R.

s frou CV RV N. Exposure frou CV RV R.



TABLE C-2
PLANT SPECIFIC DATA 8032QRY

ZN PSA SYSTSH CONPONENT FAZLVRE POP FAILURE
NODZL TYPE 1CIDE SIZE CODNT

EXPOSDRE EXPOSDRE

BASZS

ON-LINE NOTES

HOURS

Y
Y

N
Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
I

DC

DC

DC

DC

DC

DC

DC

DC
DC

DC

DO

DO

DO

DO

DQ

DQ

DO

DO

DQ

DQ

DQ

DO

DO

DO

DO

DO

DQ

DQ

DQ

DO

DO

DO

DO

DO

DO

DQ

DO

DO

DO

DO

DQ

DO

HV
HV
HV
HV
HV
HV

BD
BD
BD
BT
BT
BT
CF
CF
IN
IN
AN
AN

CV
CV
CV
CV
CV
DQ

DO

DQ

HP
HP
HP
RV
RV
RV
RV
SV
SV
SV
SV
SV
SV
SV
TK
TK
TK
XV
XV
XV
XV
AF
AF
HE

HE
HE
HR

D

F

D

F

A
F

C

K
N

R

A
F

A
F

C

N
R

C

K
N
P
R
X

0
J

C

K
N

A
F

33
2

33
3
3
3

55
55

3
3

2
2
2
6

6
4
6
6
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
2

2
4
4
2
4
2
2
2
8
8
8
8

2

2
2

2

2
2

0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
3

3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

29
2
1
2
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0

0

1
1
0
0

0

0
0

0

0

0

0

1
0
0

0

10

0 H

218 N
2604096 H

4 H
259 N

236732 H

0 H
4340160 H

10 H
236'728 H

0 H
410 N

12 H

0 H

698 N
648 H
698 N

472824 H

182 H
410 N
801 H

10 H
352 N
324 H

0 H

0 N
0 N

157824 H
0 H

660 N
157824 H

660 N
157824 H

157824 H

157824 H

0 H

157824 H
157824 H

0 H

631296 H

4 N
124 H

136736 H

0 H
2'700 N
2700 H

52 H

2113793. 55
0.00
0.00

192163. 05
0.00
0.00

3522989.25
0.00

192163. 05
0.00

128108.70
0.00

, 0.00
384326.10

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

128108.70
0.00
0.00

128108.'70
0.00
0.00

128108.70
0.00
0.00
0.00

256217.40
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00 Failures from DO SV N.
0.00
0.00 Faflures from DQ SV C.

1'28108.70
0.00
0.00

512434.80
0.00
0.00
0.00

128108.'70
0.00

128108.70
0.00
0.00

128108.70

Exposure from DO SV R.

Exposure fzom DO SV K.



TABLE C 2
PLANT SPECIFIC DATA SUJC4ARY

ZN PSA SYSTEM COMPONENT FAILURE POP FAZLURE
MODEL TYPE MODE SZXE COUNT

EXPOSURE EXPOSURE

BASIS
ON-LINE NOTES

HOURS

M

Y
Y
Y
M

Y
M

Y
M

Y
Y
M-
Y

HV
HV
HV

HV
HV
HV
HV
HV
HV
HV
HV
HV
HV
HV
HV
HV
ZA
ZA
ZA
ZA
ZA
ZA
ZA
ZA
ZA
ZA
ZA
IA
ZA
ZA
IA
IA
ZA
IA
ZA.

IA
ZA
ZA
ZA
ZA
ZA
ZA
MF

MF

MF

MF

MF

MF

HR

HR

MC

MC

MC

MC

MC

MD

MD

MD

MD

MD

MF
MF

MF
MF

AD
AD
AF
AF
AM

AM

AM

AR
AR
AV
AV
AV
AV
AV
CV

CV
CV
CV

CV

CV

PP

PP
RV
RV

RV
RV
AV
AV
AV
AV
AV
CV

C

K
N
R

C
K
N
R

A
F
8

C

K
N
P
R
*

2
2

52
52
51
52
35

7
7
7
7
5

45
45
45
45

4
4
5
5
5
5
5

9
9
9
9
8

12
12

8

12
12
11

1
1
1
1
1
1
6
6

6
6

4

0
0
5
4
'2

'2

0
0
0
0
0
0

95
1

11
7

11
10

0
0

108
3

1'1

0 N
0 H

943 H

10062 N
217'1703 H

10062 N
1927785 H

0 H

340 N
158474 H

340 N
393910 H

2058 H

10121 N
1406947 H
2142035 H

129 H

157824 H

0 H

374659 H
1364 H

115 N
217069 H

24 H

217069 H
4 H

26331 N
394560 H

26331 N
315644 H

0 H
13977 N

394194 H

13977 N
552150 H

552150 H

0 H

78912 H
0 H
0 N
0 N

18912 H
10 H

475 N
256206 H

475 N
217256 H

1 H

0.00
0.00

3330826.20
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

448380.45
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

2882445.75
0.00
0.00
0.00 Failures from HV MF A.

256217.40
0.00

320271.75
0.00

320271. 75
0.00
0.00

256211.40
0.00

516489.15
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

768652.20
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00 Failures from IA CV N.
0.00

64054.35
0.00

64054.35
0.00
0.00
0.00

384326.10
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

256217.40

Exposure e 45e78912 - 1406947 - 2058.

Exposure from IA CV R.



TABLE C-2
PLANT-sprczFZC Daza sUMMART

I

zN psA szsTEM coMpoNZNT FATLURr pop pazLURE
MODEL Tzpr Mopr szzr coUNT

rxposURr rxposURr
Baszs

oN-LTNr NoTrs
HOURS

MF

MF

MP

MF

MF

MF

MF

MP

MF

MP

MF

MF
MP

MF

MF
MF

MF

MF

MF

MP

MF

MF

MP

MF

MF

MS

MS

MS

MS

MS

MS

MS

MS

MS

MS

MS

MS

MS

MS

MS

MS

MS

MS

MS

MS

MS

MS

MS

CV

CV

CV

CV

MP

MP

MP

RV
RV
RV
RV
Sc
Sc
SC
Sc
Sc
SD

SD
SD
SD

SD
XV
XV
XV
XV

AV
AV
AV
AV
CV

CV
CV

CV
CV
CV
MV

MV

MV

MV

MV

MV

RV

RV
RV
RV

RV

C

K
N
R

C

K
N
R

C

K
N
R

4

4
2
2
2
2

2
2
2

2
2

2
2
2
2

2
2

10
10
10
10

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

2
2
2

111 N
253315 H

171 N
62272 H

38 H
146 N

125268 H
22 H

3 N
3 N

151802 H

0 H

62 N
128108 H

62 N
29716 H

0 H

22 N
125267 H

22 N
32557 H

0 H
49 N

789120 H

49 N
0 H

221 N
1'28108 H

227 N
29716 H

29716 H

103 H

379 N
174 H

379 N
157547 H

157547 H

129 H

438 N
174 H

438 N

151521 H

151521 H

48 H

83 N
83 N

151116 H

157776 H

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

128108.70
0.00
0.00

128108.70
0.00
0.00
0.00

128108.70
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

128108.70
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

640543.50
0.00
0.00
0.00

128108.70
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

128108.70
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

128108. 70
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

128108.70
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Failures from MS AV N. Exposure from MS AV R.

Failures from MS CV N. Exposure from MS CV R.

Failures from MS MV N. Exposure from MS MV R.

Failures from MS RV'N. Exposure from MS RV R.



TABLE C 2

PLANT-SPECIFIC DATA S~Y
IN PSA SYSTEM COMPONENT FAILURE POP FAILURE
MODEL TYPE MODE SIZE COUNT

EXPOSURE EXPOSURE ON LINE NOTES
BASIS HOURS

MS

MS

MS

MS

MS

MS

MS

MS

MS

RC

RC

RC

RC

RC
RC

RC

RC
RC

RC
RC

RC
RC
RC

RC
RC

RC
RC

RC
RC

RC

RC
RC

RC

RC

RC
RC
RC

RC

RC

RC

RC
RC

RC

RC

RC

RC

RC
RC

RY
RY
RY
RY
XV
XV
XV
XV
XV
AV
AV
AV
AV
AV
AV
AV
CV

CV
CV
CV
CV

MP

HP
MP

MV

MV

MV

MV

MV

MV

RV
RV
RV
RV
RZ

RZ
RZ
RZ
RZ
SV
SV
SV
SV
SV
TK
TK
TK
XV

N
R

T

C

K
N
P

C

F
K
N
P

R

C

K
N
P

X

C

N
R
*

C
N

P
R

0
J
*

8

8
8
8

4
4
8
8
2
5
8

8
8

3
3
3
3

3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
'2

2
2
2
2
2

2

2

2
2

2

4

4

2

2
16

0
0
0

0

0

0

0

0
5
1
2
0

1
1
0
0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
9

0

0

1
0
0
2
0
0
0

0

0

0
0

0 H

80 N
631296 H

8 N
6 H

26 N
315642 H

26 N
0 H

10 H

254 N
128101 H

64058 H

254 N

439127 H
4391'27 H

0 H

61 N

3 H

61 N
236733 H

0 H

275 N
132807 H

35 H
153 N

157789 H

153 N
0 H

157789 H

0 H

7 N
7 N

157824 H

4178 H

206 N
153646 H

206 N
153646 H

0 H

53 N
53 N

315648 H.

315648 H

0 H

142966 H

142966 H

0 H

512434. 80
0.00
0.00
0.00

256217.40
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

512434.80
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

192163. 05
0.00
0.00
0.00
0 00

128108.70
0.00
0.00

128108.70
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

128108. 70
0.00
0.00
0.00

128108.70
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

256217.40
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

128108.70
0.00
0.00

1024869.60

Failures from RC AV N. Exposure from RC AV R.

Failures from RC MV N.
Failures from RC MV C.

Exposure s 2e78912 - 157789 - 35.
Exposure from RC MV K.

Failures from RC RZ N. Exposure from RC RZ R.

Failures from RC SV N. Exposure from RC SV R.

Failures from MS XV N. Exposure e 4~78912 - 315642 - 6.



TAULE C 2
PLANT SPECZFZC DATA SU704ARY

ZN PSA SYSTEM COMPONENT FAZLURE POP FAZLURE

MODEL TYPE MODE SZZE COUNT

EXPOSURE EXPOSURE

BASZS

ON-LINE NOTES
HOURS

Y
Y

RC

RC

RC

RC

RH

RH

RH

RH

RH

RH

RH

RH

RH

RH

RH

RH

RH

RH

RH

RH

RH

RH

RH

RH

RH

RH

RH

RH

RH

RH

RH

RH

RH

RH

RH

RH
RH

RH

RH

SZ
SZ
SZ
SZ
SZ
SZ
SZ
SZ
SZ

XV
XV
XV
XV
AV
AV
AV
AV
AV
AV
CV
CV

CV
CV
CV

CV

HX
HX

HX
LT
LT
MP

MP

MP

MP

MV

MV

MV

MV

XV
XV
XV
XV
XV
XV
AV
AV
AV
AV
AV
CV

CV
CV

CV

C

F
K
N
R

C

K
N

P
R

A
F
S
P

C

K
N
P

R

X

C

K
N
R

16
11
16

7
3

1

3

1
9

9
5
9
9
9
2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

18
18

9
18
18
13
18
18
18
14
18
18

6

6
6
2
6
6

18
18
11
18

0
0
0

0

8
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
1
0
0

0
3
0

14
1
0
1

13
3
0

10
10

0

3
0

0

0

0

0

0

1
0
0
0
0
1
5
0
0

42 N
710244 H

42 N
552348 H

40 H

196 N
7324 H

157798 H
196 N

71585 H

0 H

2038 N
27269 H

2038 N
682939 H

682939 H

13 H
13302 H

13302 H

13302 H

6 H
157818 H

268 H

857 N
13301 H

144255 H
148 H

2969 N
450935 H

2969 N
918651 H

918651 H

450935 H

0 H

150 N
645944 H

150 N
301000 H
458824 H

1 H

495 N
290 H

495 N

473182 H

13 H

2618 N
680 H

2618 N

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

192163.05
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

576489.15
0 00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

128108.70
0.00
0.00
0.00

128108.70
0.00

128108.70
0.00
0.00
0.00

1152978.30
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0 00
0.00

1152978.30
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

384326.10
0 F 00
0.00
0.00
0.00

1152978.30
0 F 00
0.00
0.00

Failures from RH CV N. Exposure from RH CV R.

Failures from RH MV N. Exposure from RH MV R.

Failures from RH XV C. Exposure from RH MV K.

Failures from RH XV N. Exposure from RH XV R.

Failures from RH MP A. Exposure a 2e78912 - 13301 - 268.



TABLE C-2
PLANT-SPECIFIC DATA SmmaaY

ZN PSA, SYSTEM COMPONENT FAILDRE POP FAILURE
NdDEL TYPE MODE SZZE COUNT

EXPOSURE EXPOSURE ON LINE NOTES
BASZS MOORS

M

Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

SZ
SZ
SZ
SZ
SZ
SZ
SI
SZ
SI
SZ
SZ
SI
SZ
SZ
SZ
SZ
SZ
SZ
SI
SZ
SZ
SZ
SZ
SZ
SW

SW

SW

SW

SW

SW

SW

SW

SW

SW

SW

SW

SW

SW

SW

SW

SW

SW

SW

SW

SW

SW

SW

SW

CV

CV.

MP

MP

MP

MP

MV

MV

MV

MV

MV

MV

MV

RV
RV
RV
RV

TK
TK
TK
XV
XV
XV
XV
AV
AV
AV
AV
AV
AV
AV
CV
CV
CV

CV

CV

CV

MP

MP

MP

MV

MV

MV

MV

MV

MV

RV
RV

A
F
S

C
K
N
P

R

X

C

K
N

C

F
K
M

N
R

18
18

3

3
3
3

18
18
14
18
18
12
18

4

2

2
2

13
13
13
13
11
11

3

7
1

10
7
6
6
6
6
6
6

15
15
12
15
15

29
29

0
1

26
1
1

1
24

7
0

6
6
0

7
0

0

0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
3
2
3
0
0
0
0
3
1
0

0
0
0

77
0

0
32
12

2
9

9

0
0
0

1419721 H
1419'721 H

451 H

657 N
263 H

210167 H

252 H

2615 N
789098 H

2615 N
631066 H
631066 H
789098 H

0 H
6 N
6 N

315648 H

0 H
157824 H

157824 H
0 H

232 N
1025856 H

232 N
14 H

233770 N
236734 H
221022 H

359 N
233411 N
410262 H

850 H

2064 N
183118 H

2064 N
290342 H

290342 H

6355 H
1366 N

183027 H
478 H

2053 N

946768 H
2053 N

236446 H

236446 H

0 H
0 N

0.00
0 00

192163.05
0.00
0.00
0.00

1088923.95
0.00

~ 0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

256217. 40
0.00
0.00
0.00

128108.70
0.00
0.00

832706.55
0.00
0.00
0.00

704597.85
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

384326.10
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

256217.40
0.00
0.00

960815.25
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

1857576. 15
0.00

Failures from SZ CV N. Exposure from SZ CV R.

Failures from SI MP A. Exposure e 3e78912-263-451-3 yrs C PP

Failures from SZ MV N. Exposure from SZ MV R.

Failures fron SZ NV C. Exposure from SZ MV K.

Failures from SW CV N. Exposure fry SW CV R.

Failures frota SW MV N. Exposure froa SW MV R.
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TABLE C-2
PLANT SPECZFZC DATA SQMfARY

ZN PSA SYSTEM COMPONENT FAZLQRE POP FAZLQRE EXPOSQRE EXPOSQRE

MODEL TYPE MODE SZZE COQNT DASZ8
ON LINE NOTES

HOQRS

Y
Y

SW

SW

SW

SW

SW

SW

SW

SW

SW

SW

SW

SW

SW

SW

SW

SW

SW

SW

SW

SW

SW

SW

RV
RV

SC
SC
SC
SC

SC

SV
SV
SV
SV
SV

SV
IN
TN

XV
XV
XV
XV
XV
XV

C

K
N
P

R

A
F

29
29

2
2

2

2
2

15
15
12
15
15
11

4

4
112
112
104
112
112

8

0 0 N
0 2288448 H

0 0 H

0 646 N

0 91 H

0 646 N
0 157733 H

14 127 H

6 913 N
0 749785 H

7 913 N
7 433772 H

1 433772 H

23 143 H

2 236813 N
13 142019 H

6 84 H

1 3114 N
0 8206764 H

0 3114 N
0 631296 H

0 631296 H

0.00
0.00

128108.70
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

960815.25
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00 Failures froo SW SV N.
0.00

256217.40
0.00
0.00

7174087.20
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00 Failures frou SW XV N.
0.00

Exposure fry SW SV R.

Exposure fred SW XV R.



'ice Cede Ceepenent

CARP - DATA ANALYSIS SWART REPORT

Failure YMe Unit Dist Ywan Lover Yadian Upper Pl P2 Basis

0 ~~

HO

AC B1 F s4 KV BUS FAULT

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

9.49-06
L 4.50-08 1.41-09'1.55-08 1.71 07 1 ~ 10+01

L 4.07 08 1.28 09 1.41 08 1.55-07 1.10+01 1.22 14

L 4.07-08 1.28 09 1.41-08 1.55-07 1.10+01 1.22 14 B

AC B2 F <4 KV BUS FAULT

Plant
Aggregated
Updared
Final

F 01-06 1.80-07 3.19-06
L 1.19-07 2.31 09 3.26 08 4.60-07 1.41+01
I 7.84-07 2.30 07 6.44-07 1.80-06 2.80+00 2.95 13

L 7 '4 07 2 '0 07 6 '4 07 1.80 06 2.80t00 2.95-13 B

AC B4 F 120 V BUS FAULT

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

6.33 06

L 1.19-07 2.31-09 3.26 08 4.60-07 1.41+01
L 7.03 08 1.37 09 1.93 08 2.'72 07 1.41i01 6.08-14
L 7.03-08 1.37 09 1.93 08 2.72 07 1 ~ 41+01 6.08 14 B

AC CB D AC BREAKER FAILS TO OPERATE

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

N

3.85-03 1.05-03 9.95-03
I 1.16 03 2.04-04 8.14 04 3.25 03 3 '9400

L F 85 03 8 '3 04 2.91 03 9.95-03 3.42+00

AC CB 0 AC BREAKER STA'.iDBY FAILS TO OPERATE

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

6.91 07 1.88-07 1.'79-06

L 1.06 06 1.86-07 7.44 07 2.97 06 3.99+00

L 6.91-07 1.53 07 5.23 07 1.79 06 3.42+00

~g

A 0



CARP -- DATA ANALYSIS SLAY REPORT

TYpe Code

AC CB R

Co~nant

AC BREAKER

Failure %de

TRANSFERS OPEN

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

Unit Dist Yean Lower Yedian Upper Pl P2 Basis

1.33-06 4.55-07 3.05-06
L 1.87-06 1.90-07 1.07-06 6.07-06 5.66+00

L 1.33 06 3.97-07 1.10-06 3.05 06 2.77+00

Tl F FAULT

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

1.27 05

L 2.08 06 1.51 07 1.04 06 '7.21 06 6.92+00
L 8.42 07 6.09 08 4.22 07 2.92 06 6.92+00 2.12-12
L 8.42 07 6.09 08 4.22 07 2.92 06 6.92+00 2.12-12 B

T6 F 480V 240V TRANS FAULT

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

1.27-05
L 1.90-06 8.99-08 7.92 07 6.98 06 8.81+00
L 6.05 07 2.86 08 2.52 07 2.22 06 8.81+00 1.74 12

L 6.05-07 2.86 08 2.52-07 2.22 06 8.81+00 1.74 12 B

AF t AV K AIR-OP VALVE TRANSFERS CLOSED

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

9.08-06
L 3.74 06 3 '6 07 2.09 06 1.23-05 5.88+00
L 1.01 06 9.62 08 5.66 07 3.33 06 5 ~ 88+00 2.24 12

1.01-06 9.62-08 5.66-0'7 3.33 06 5.88+00 2.24 12 B

AF AV P AIR OP VALVE STAhDBY FAILS TO OPEN

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

8.50-07 4.36-08 4.03 06

L 1 ~ 98 06 2 '5 07 1.30 06 5 ~ 89 06 4.55+00

L 8.50-07 3.43-08 3.30-07 3.17-06 9.62+00



CARP DATA ANALYSIS SWJRY REPORT

Type Code

AF AV X

Cocponene

AIR OP VALVE

Failure Yeda

STAhDBY FAILS TO CLOSE

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

Unit Dist Yean Lower Radian Upper Pl

2.02 06 3.59 07 6.36 06

L 1.98-06 F 85-07 1.30 06 5 ~ 89 06 4 '5i00

L 2 '2 06 2 '5 07 1.22 06 6 '6-06 5 ~ 21+00

P2 Basis

AF CV C CHECK VALVE FAlLS TO CLOSE

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

1 ~ 87-03 1.01 03 3.17 03

L 1.63 03 1 ~ 14 04 8.05 04 5.68 03 7 ~ 06i00

L 1.87 03 9.68-04 1.75 03 3.17-03 I ~ 81+00

AF CV P CHECK VALVE STAhDBY FAILS TO OPEN

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

6.71 07

L 1.32 07 3.16 08 1.02 07 3.31 07 3.24+00
L F 48-08 2 '7 08 7.34 08 2.38 07 3 '4+00 5.99 15

L 9 '8-08 2.27-08 7.34 08 2.38 07 3.24+00 5.99 15 B

NOTOR DRIVEN HMP PAILS TO RUN

Plant
. Aggregated

Updated
Final

1.07-03
L 8.45-05 3.71-06 3.41-05 3.13 04 9.18+00
L 3.81 05 1 '7 06 1.54 05 1.41-04 9.18+00 7.49 09

L 3.81 05 1 ~ 67-06 1.54-05 1.41 04 9.18+00 7.49 09 B

HP S M@OR DRIVEN PRIMP STAhDBY FAILS TO START

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

1 '7-06 5.47-08 5.06 06

4 '2-06 4 '9-07 2 '4 06 F 40-05 5 '0+00

L 1.0'7 06 4 '0-08 4.14 07 3.98-06 9.62+00



CARP -- DATA ANALYSIS SORY REPORT

'wipe Code Component Failure YMe Unit Dist Yean Lover Y~dfan Upper Pl P2 Basis

NOTOR OP VALVE FAILS TO CIA)SE

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
FInal

N

1.19 03 4.68-04 2.50-03
L 6.01 03 6.72-04 3.58 03 1.91-02 5.33+00

L 1.19 03 4.22 04 1.03 03 2.50-03 2.43+00

AF
<

YVD Y~R OP VALVE FAILS TO THROTTLE

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

6.21 04

L 2.25 06 1.13 06 2.10 06 3.90-06 1.86)00
L 2.25 06 F 12 06 2.09 06 3.89-06 1.86+00 7.72-13
L 2 '5-06 F 12 06 2.09 06 3 '9 06 1.86+00 7 '2-13 B

NOTOR-OP VALVE TRANSFERS CLOSED

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

4.72-06
L 1.52 06 3.62-07 1.18 06 3.82-06 3.25+00

L 9.23-07 2.20-07 7.14 07 2.32-06 3.25+00 5.72 13

L 9.23 07 2.20 07 7.14-07 2.32 06 3.25+00 5 ~ 72 13 B

ROTOR OP VALVE -. STAÃDBY FAILS TO OPEN

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

2.83-06 9.67 07 6.48-06
L 4.63 06 1 '7-06 3.73-06 1.10 05 2.94+00

L 2.83-06 8.42-07 2.34 06 6.48 06 2.77+00

YATOR-OP VALVE STANDBY FAILS TO CLOSE

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

2.63-06 1.04-06 5.52-06
L 5.49-06 6.14-07 3.27-06 1.74 05 5.33+00

2.63 06 9.33-07 2.2'7 06 5.52-06 2.43t00



g M

CARP - DATA ANALYSIS SIDODQEY REPORT

'wipe Code

AF TK J

Cceponent

TANK

Failure Nde

LEAKAOE

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

Unit Dist Y»an Lover Hedian Upper Pl P2 Basis

1.27 05

L 5.52-06 2.51-06 5.04 06 1.01-05 2.01+00
L 4.39-06 2.00 06 4.01 06 8.06-06 2.01+00 3.80 12

L 4.39 06 2.00-06 4.01-06 8.06 06 2.01+00 3.80 12 B

AP TP F TURBID FWP FAILS TO RUN

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

3.44 02

L 8.91 05 1.08-05 5.48-05 2.77-04 5.06+00
L 8.80 05 1.07-05 S.41 05 2.74 04 5.06+00 1.27 08

L 8 ~ 80 05 1 ~ 07 05 5 ~ 41-05 2 ~ 74-04 5 ~ 06o00 1.27 08 B

AF
I

TP S STAhDBY FAILS TO START

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

8.49 06 1 ~ 51-06 2.67-05
L 2.39 05 3.81 06 1.62-05 6.91 05 4.26+00

L 8.49 06 9 87 07 5.14-06 2.67 05 5.21+00

AF XV K YAhUAL VALVE TRANSFERS CITED
Plant
Aggregated
UPdated
Final

9 '4-07
L 1.94 07 2 '6 08 1.26 07 5.79 07 4.58+00

1.0'7 07 1.53 08 7.00-08 3.20-07 4.58+00 1.56-14
I 1 ~ 07 07 1.53-08 F 00 08 3.20-07 4 '8+00 1 ~ 56 14 B

AF XV P YANUAL VALVE STANDBY FAILS TO OPEN

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

5.42 06

L 9.63-07 '7.11-08 4.86-07 3.33 06 6.84+00
L 3.77 07 2.78-08 1 ~ 90-07 1.30-06 6.84+00 4.15-13
L 3.77 07 2.78 08 1.90 07 1.30-06 6.84+00 4.15 13 B



CARP -- DATA ANALYSIS SROARY REPORT

Type Code

AF XV X

Coc:ponent

FANUAL VALVE

Failure Nate

STANDBY FAILS TO CLOSE

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

Unit Dist Mean Lover Median Upper Pl P2 Basis

9a74 07
L 9.63 07 7.11 08 4.86 07 3.33-06 6.84+00
L 9 '7-08 7.36 09 5.04 08 3.44-07 6 '4+00 2.91-14
L 9.97-08 7.36-09 5.04 08 3.44 07 6.84i00 2.91 14 B

CC 'VK AIR OP VAIVE TRANSFERS CLOSED

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

3.80-05
I 3.74 06 3.56 07 2.09 06 1.23 05 5.88+00
L 2.27 06 2.16-07 1.27 06 7.48 06 5 ~ 88+00 F 13-11
L 2.27 06 2.16 07 1.27 06 7.48-06 5.88+00 1.13-11 B

CC CV C CHECK VALVE PAILS TO CLOSE

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

N

3.85 03 6.85-04 1.21 02

L 1.63 03 1.14-04 8.05 04 5.68 03 7.06+00

L 3 ~ 85-03 4.48-04 2.33 03 1.21 02 5.21+00

CC CV K CHECK VALVE TRANSFERS CLOSED

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

5.33 06

L 1 '9 06 4.32-07 1.34 06 4.13 06 3 '9+00
L 1.08 06 2.75-07 8.50 07 2.63-06 3 '9+00 6.95 13

I 1.08 06 2.'75 07 8.50 07 2.63 06 3.09+00 6.95-13 B

CODLING CAPABILITY FAILS

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

H

2.79 06

L 1.95-05 5.82 07 6.58 06 7.43 05 1.13i01
L 1.19 07 3.55-09 4.01 08 4.53-07 1.13t01 1.10-13
L 1 ~ 19 07 F 55 09 F 01 08 4.53 07 1 '3+01 1 '0-13 B



CARP DATA AHALYSIS SWAY REPORT

'aape Code Cooponent Failure &de Unit Dist Mean Lover Median Upper Pl P2 Basis

IKAT EXCHAVCER 'DJBE RUFIURE

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

2.19 06

I 2.61 05 1.80 06 1.28 05 9.12 05 '7.12+00

I 2 '2 07 2.01 08 F 43-07 1.02 06 1.12+00 2.68 13

L 2 '2 07 2.01-08 1.43 01 1.02 06 7.12+00 2.68 13 B

~ HX P HEAT EXCHANGER PLUGS

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

2.79 06

L 2.20 06 2.16 07 1.25 06 7.20-06 5.78+00
L 3.66 07 3 '8-08 2 '1 07 1.20-06 5.18 F 00 2.84-13
I 3 '6-07 3.58 08 2.07 07 1.20 06 5.18+00 2.84-13 B

FAneR-DRI m PL hp FAILS TO START

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

H

1 '5 03 9.46-05 8.75 03

4.84-03 5.46-04 2.89-03 1.53 02 5.30e00

L 1.85-03 7.44 05 7.16 04 6.88-03 9.62+00

MP F MOTOR DRIVEH PUMP FAILS TO RUM

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

1. 18 05 6. 08-01 5.62 05

L 8.45-05 3.11-06 3.41 05 3.13-04 9.18+00

L 1.18 05 4.18 07 4.59-06 4.42-05 9.62i00

MOTOR OP VALVE FAILS TO CfAhSE

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

7.43 03 3.24 03 1.47-02
L 6.01 03 6.12 04 3.58-03 1.91 02 5.33+00

L 7.43-03 2.98 03 6.61 03 1.41-02 2.22+00



CARP - DATA ANALYSIS SCARY REPORi

'iipe Code

CC Ã/ X

Co"ponent

SPiOR OP VALVE

Faklure Nxfe

TRANSFERS CLOSED

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Fknal

Unkt Dksc Hean Loiter Ymdkan Upper Pi P2 Basks

6.30 06

L 1.52 06 3 '2 07 1.18-06 3.82 06 3 '5+00
L 1.02 06 2.44-07 7.92-07 2.57 06 3.25+00 7 '3-13
L 1.02-06 2.44-07 7.92-07 2.57 06 3 '5+00.7.03-13 B

CC HV P NOTOR OP VALVE STANDBY FAILS TO OPEN

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Fknal

4 ~ 26 06 1 ~ 45 06 9.74 06

L 4.63 06 1.27 06 3.73-06 1.10-05 2 '4+00

L 4.26-06 1 '7-06 3.51-06 9.74-06 2.77+00

CC TK J TANK ~E
Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Fknal

3.80-05
I 5.52 06 2.51-06 5.04 06 1.01 05 2.01+00
L 5.08 06 2.31 06 4.65 06 9.34-06 2.01+00 5.10 12

L 5.08-06 2.31-06 4.65-06 9.34-06 2 '1+00 5.10 12 B

CC XV X MANUAL VALVE TRANSFERS CLOSED

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Fknal

6.66 07

L 1.94-07 2.76 08 1.26 07 5.79 07 4 ~ 58+00

I 8 '0-08 1 ~ 27-08 5.80-08 2.66 07 4 '8+00 1.0'7 14

L 8.90 08 1 '7 08 5.80 08 2.66 07 4.58+00 1.07 14 B

CC, XV N YAKJAL VALVE FAILS TO OPEN

Plane
Aggregated
Updated
Fknal

N

4.70 03

L 3.47-04 2 ~ 56-05 1.75-04 1.20 03 6 ~ 84+00
L 2.11 04 1 ~ 55 05 1.06 04 7.27 04 6 ~ 84+00 1.30-07
L 2.11 04 1.55-05 1.06 04 7.27 04 6.84+00 1.30-07 B



CARP DATA ANALYSIS SUOvARY REPORT

Type Code

CR CS AV P

Cooponent

AIR-OP VAIVE

Failure Yeda

STANDBY FAILS TO OPEN

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

Unit Dist Mean Lover Hedian Upper Pl P2 Bas Is

L 4.22 06 4.91 07 2.55 06 1.33 05 5.21+00

4.22 06 7.51-07 1.33-05
-L 1.98 06 2.85 07 1.30-06 5.89 06 4.55 00

CR CS CV C CHECK VALVE FAILS TO CLOSE

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

1.61 03 8 '6-05 7.64 03

L 1 ~ 63 03 1.14-04 8.05-04 5.68 03 7.06+00

L 1.61 03 F 50-05 6.25-04 F 01 03 9.62+00

STANDBY FAILS TO OPEN

Plant
Aggregated
UPdated
FInal

2.11 06

L 1 ~ 32 07 3 ~ 16 08 1.02-07 3.31 07 3.24+00
1.17 07 F 81 08 9.09-08 2.94 07 3.24+00 9.18-15

L 1.17 07 F 81 08 9.09 08 2.94 07 3 '4+00 9.18-15 B

CR CS HP F ROTOR-DRIVEN H"IP FAILS TO RUN

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

1.49 02 7.66 04 7.08 02

L 8 ~ 45-05 3 ~ 71-06 3 ~ 41 05 3 ~ 13 04 9 ~ 18+00
L 5.05 04 1.03 04 3.73-04 1.34 03 3 ~ 61+00 2.14 07

I 5.05 04 1.03-04 3.73 04 1.34 03 3 ~ 61+00 2.14-07 B

CRCS HP S MOTOR DRIVEN PUMP STANDBY FAILS TO START

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

6 '4 06

L 4.42 06 4.99 07 2.64 06 1.40 05 5 '0+00
L 9.31-07 1.05 07 5.57 07 2 '5-06 5 ~ 30+00 1.56-12
L 9.31 07 1.05 07 5.57-07 2 '5 06 5 ~ 30+00 1.56-12 B



CARP - DATA ANALYSIS SUEY REPORT

e Code Co~nent Failure Y»de Unit Dist Mean Lover Y»dian Upper Pl P2 Basks

I
CRCS . MVK EDITOR-OP VALVE 'iZHSFERS CLOSED

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

1 ~ 90 05

L 1.52 06 3 ~ 62 07 1 ~ 18 06 3.82-06 3.25+00
L 1.31-06 3.12 07 1.01 06 3.29 06 3.25+00 1.15 12

L 1.31 06 3.12 01 1 ~ 01 06 3.29 06 3.25t00 1.15-12 B

CRCS MV P MOTOR-OP VALVE STAhDBY FAILS TO OPEN

Plant
Aggregated
Updated

'inal

3.70-06 1.14-06 6.95 06

L 4 '3 06 1.21 06 3 '3-06 1.10-05 2 '4+00

I 3 '0 06 1.62 06 3.35-06 6.95 06 2.07+00

CR CS MV R YAROR-OP VALVE TRANSFERS OPEN

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

4.75-06
L 1.36 06 2.39 01 9.55 07 3.81-06 3.99+00
L 1.22 07 1.21 01 5.07 01 2.02-06 3.99+00 5.37-13
L 7.22-07 1.27-07 5.07 07 2.02 06 3.99+00 5.37 13 B

CRCS YV X RPiOR-OP VALVE STAhDBY FAILS TO CLOSE

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

1.90 05 9.91 06 3.31 05

L 5.49 06 6.14 07 3.27-06 1 ~ 14 05 5.33+00

L 1.90 05 9.40-06 1.76 05 3.31 05 1.88+00

CR CS TK J TANK LEAKAGE

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

1.90 05

L 5 ~ 53 07 4.04 08 2.78 01 1 ~ 91 06 6.88+00

L 5.53-07 4.04-08 2.78-07 1.91-06 6.88+00



CARP - DATA ANAIYSIS SVYPARY REPORT

Type Code

CR CS XV K

Ccoponent Failure %de

TRANSFERS CLOSED

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

Unit Dist Mean Lover Median Upper Pl P2 Basis

2.92 06

L 1.94 07 2.76-08 1.26 07 5.79-0'7 4.58+00
L 1.53 07 2.18-08 9.96-08 4.56-07 4.58+00 3.16 14

L 1.53-07 2.18 08 9.96 08 4.56-07 4.58+00 3.16 14 B

CR CS XV N MANUAL VAIVE PAILS TO OPEN

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

N.

1.56 03

L 3.47-04 2.56 05 1.75-04 1.20 03 6.84i00
L 1.18-04 8.68 06 5 ~ 94-05 4.06 04 6.84+00 4.05 08

L 1.18-04 8 '8-06 5 ~ 94 05 4.06-04 6.84+00 4.05-08 B

CR CS XV R MANUAL VALVE TRANSFERS OPEN

Plant
Aggregated
Updared
Final

4 '5-06
L 1.30-0'I F 50 08 7.84-08 4o30 07 5.23+00
I 1.14-0'I 1.31-08 6.85 08 3.59 07 5.23+00 2.26-14

1.14-07 1.31 08 F 85 08 3 '9 07 5 ~ 23+00 2 '6-14 B

CT AV R AIR-OP VALVE TRANSFERS OPEN

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

1 '4 06 8 F 40-08 7,77-06
L 3.74-06 3.56 07 F 09 06 le23 05 5 '8+00

L 1.64 06 6.61 08 6.35 07 6,11 06 9.62+00

CT BF F BLIND FLANGE FAILURE

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

1.73 06 8.88 08 8a21 06

I 1.73 06 6.99 08 6.72 07 6.46-06 9.62+00



CARP DATA ANAIYSIS SMEARY REPORT

'ice Code Coupons'ailure Node Unit Dist Yean Lover Nedian Upper Pl P2 Basis

CV R . CHECK VALVE TRANSFERS OPEN

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

6.33 06

L F 46-07 4.96 08 4 '3-07 3.43 06 8.32+00
I 3 ~ 26-07 1.71-08 1.42-07 1.18-06 8.32+00 4.51-13
I 3.26-07 1.71 08 1.42-07 1.18-06 8.32i00 (.51-13 B

CV AV C AIR-OP VALVE FAILS TO CLOSE

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

N

3.47 04 1.63-04 6.52-04
I 2.17-03 3.12-04 1.42-03 6.(6-03 4.55+00

L 3:47-04 1.52-04 3.15-04 6.52-0( 2.07+00

CV AV K AIR-OP VALVE TRANSFERS CLOSED

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

H

1.11 05

L 3.7(-06 3.56-07 2.09-06 1.23-05 5.88+00
1.17-06 1.11 07 6.54-07 3.85 06 5.88+00 2.99 12

L 1.17 06 1.11-07 F 54 07 F 85-06 5.88+00 2.99 12 B

CV AV N AIR OP VALVE FAILS TO OPEN

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

9.92 05 1.76 05 3.12 0(
L 2.17-03 3 ~ 12 04 1.42-03 6.46-03 (.55+00

I 9.92-05 1.15 05 6.00-05 3.12-04 5.21+00

AV P AIR OP VALVE STANDBY FAILS TO OPEN

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

5.27 07 9.36 08 1.66-06
L 1.98-06.2.85-07 1.30-06 5.89-06 4.55i00

L 5.27-07 6 '2-08 3.18-07 1 '6-06 5.21+00



CARP DATA ANALYSIS SUwODRY REPORT

TYpe Code

CV CV K

~nent

CHECK VALVE

Failure Mode

'iiÃfSFERS CLOSED

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

Unit Dist Mean Lower Median Upper Pl P2 Basis

3.43-06
L 1.69 06 4.32-07 1.34-06 4.13 06 .3.09+00
L 8.96 07 2.29 07 7.08-07'2.19-06 3.09+00 4.82 13

L 8.96 07 2.29 07 7.08 07 2 '9 06 3.09+00 4 '2 13 B

CV CV N CHECK VALVE FAILS TO OPEN

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

4.06-05 2.08-06 1 ~ 93 04

I 1.45 04 3.47 05 1 ~ 12 04 3.64 04 3.24+00

L 4.06-05 1 ~ 64 06 1.57 05 1.51 04 9.62+00

STANDBY FAILS TO OPEN

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

1.77 07 9.05 09 8.37-07
I 1.32 07 3.16-08 1.02 07 3.31 07 3.24i00

L 1.77 07 7.12 09 6.85 08 6.59 07 9.62+00

CV HT F HEAT TRACE FAILS

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

1.56-04 8.47-05 2.65-04

I 1.56-04 8.08-05 1.46 04 2.65 04 1.81+00

HEAT EXCHLIGER PLUOS

Plant
Aggregated
UPdated
Final

9.35-06
L 2.20 06 2.16-07 1.25 06 '7.20 06 5.78+00
L 8.82-07 8.64-08 5.00 07 2.89-06 5.78+00 1.65-12
I 8.82 07 8.64-08 5.00 '7 2 '9 06 5.78+00 1.65 12 B



CARP - DATA ANALYSIS SMRY REPORT

'ice Code Cceyonent Failure Mode Unit Dist Yean Lover Y~dfan Upper Pl P2 Basis

IT D LEVEL TRANSMITTER FAILS TO RESPOND

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

1.2'7-05 4.33-06 2.90-05
L 2.14-06 4.63 07 1.61-06 5.58 06 3.47+00

L 1.2'7 05 3.77-06 1.05 05 2.90 05 2.77+00

LT H LEVEL TRANSMITTER FAILS HIGH

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

1 ~ 05 04 7.65-05 1.40 04

L 2.02 06 3.'72-07 1.44-06 5.57 06 3.87+00

L 1.05 04 7.55-05 1.03 04 1.40 04 1.36+00

MP A MOTOR DRIVEN FOP FAILS TO START

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

N

1.08-03 6.06 04 1.79-03
L 4.84 03 5.46-04 2.89-03 1.53 02 5.30+00

L 1.08 03 5.81-04 1 ~ 02 03 1.79 03 1.75+00

NCOR DRIVEN PL",4P FAILS TO RUN

Plant-
Aggregated
Updated
Final

2.72 05 9.29-06 6.22 05

L 8.45-05 3.'71-06 3 ~ 41-05 3 ~ 13 04 9.18+00

L 2.72-05 8.09-06 2.24-05 6.22 05 2.77+00

YV K MOTOR-OP VALVE TRANSFERS CLOSED

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

4.68-05
L 1.52 06 3.62 07 1.18-06 3.82 06 3.25+00

L 1.43-06 3.40-07 1.10 06 3.59 06 3.25+00 1.37 12

L 1.43-06 3.40 07 1.10-06 3.59 06 3.25+00 1.37-12 B



CARP DATA ANALYSIS StD04ARY REPORT

e Code Cooponent Failure Mode Unit Dist Mean Lover Yadlan Upper Pl P2 Basis

CV MV N YDTOR-OP VALVE FAILS TO OPEN

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

2.36-02
L 5 '7 03 1.39 03 4.09 03 1.20 02 2.94+00
L 3 ~ 76 03 1.03 03 3.03-03 8.92-03 2.94+00 7.61-06
L 3.76 03 1.03-03 3.03 03 8.92 03 2.94+00 7.61 06 B

CV PP J PIPIhQ LEAKAGE

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
FInal

4.68-05
L 5 '3 07 4.04 Od 2.78 07 1.91-06 6.88+00

L 5 '3-0'7 F 04 08 2.78 07 1.91-06 6.88+00

CV PP P PIPIhQ PIlXxS

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

6.24-05 2.13 05 1.43 04

L 5.53 07 4.04-08 2.78-07 1.91 06 6.88+00

L 6.24 05 1.86 05 5.15-05 1.43 04 2.77 00

CV RV N RELIEF VALVE FAILS TO OPEN

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
FInal

N

2.07-01
L 2.12 04 7.96 06 7.96 05 7.96 04 ~ ~oa~00

L 2 ~ 07 04 7.76 06 7 ~ '76 05i7 ~ 76 04 I~ 00+01 2 ~ 60-07
I 2.07-04 7.76 06 7.76 05 7.76 04 1.00+01 2.60 07 B

CV RV P RELIEF VALVE STANDBY FAILS TO OPEN

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

1.81-06
L 1.94-07 7.28 09 7.28 08 7.28 07 A ~ AD ~+00

L 6 '6 08 2.46 09 2.46-08 2.46 07 ~~' +00 2.62 14

L 6.56-08 2.46 09 2.46-0d 2.46 07 ~ ~'~+00 2.62 14 B



Q

CARP - DATA ANALYSIS SUEY REPORT

'wipe Code Cooponent Failure Yude Unkt Dkst Y~an Lover Yedkan Upper Pl P2 Basks

CV RV R RELIEF VALVE SPURIOUS OPEN

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Fknal

2.72-05 1.67 05 4.18-05
L 1.69-06 2.84 01 1.1'7 06 4.80 06 4.11+00

L 2.72 05 1 '2 05 2.61 05 4.18-05 1.60+00

CV TK J TANK
I

~E
Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Fknal

9.49 06

5.53 01 4.04-08 2.78 07 1.91-06 6.88+00

L 3.65 0'7 2.61 08 1.83-07 1.26-06 6.88e00 3.93 13

L 3.65 07 2.67-08 1.83-07 1.26 06 6.88+00 3.93 13 B

CV XV K YANUAL VALVE JASPERS CLOSED

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Fknal

5.58 0'7

L 1 '4 07 2.'76 08 1 ~ 26 07 5.19-07 4.58+00

L 8 '5-08 1 '5 08 5 '5 08 2.40-07 4.58+00 8.78-15
L 8.05-08 1.15-08 5.25-08 2.40-07 4.58+00 8.78-15 B

CV XV R YJLQJAL VALVE TRANSPERS OPEN

Plant
h

Aggregated
Updated
Fknal

4.22-06
L 1.30 07 1.50-08 1 ~ 84-08 4.10-07 5.23+00

L 1.12 07 1.29-08 6 '5-08 3.53-07 5.23a00 2.19 14

L 1.12 07 1.29-08 6.15 08 3.53-01 5.23+00 2.19-14 B

BC F BATTERY CHARGER NO OUTPUT

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Fknal

1.2'7 05 4.33-06 2.90 05

L '7
~

'78 06 3.51-07 3.18 06 2.8'7-0S 9.04+00

L 1.27 05 3.17-06 1.05 05 2.90-05 2.77+00



CARP DATA AQLYSIB SUwwARY REPORT

e Code

DC BD F

Cooponent

DC BUS

Failure Fode

FAULT

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

Vnit Dist Yean Lower Nedian Upper Pl P2 Basis

1 '5 06

L 4.50 08 7..41-09 1.55-08 1.71 07 1.10+01
L '2.41 08 '7.58 10 8.34-09 9.18 08 1.10+01 4.30-15
L 2.41-08 7.58 10 8.34-09 9.18 08 1.10+01 4.30-15 B

DC BT D BATiiRY NO OUTPUT (DE~AND)

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

N

1.16-02
6.61 03 7.13 04 3.89-03 2.12-02 5.45+00

L 1.54 03 1.63 04 8 '8 04 4 '3 03 5.49+00 4.53-06
L 1.54 03 1.63-04 8 '8-04 4 '3 03 5.49+00 4 '3 06 B

DC BT F BATTERY hO OUTPUT <HOVRLYI

Plant
Aggregated
Vpdated
Final

1.27 05

L 1.93 06 1.75 07 1 '6 06 6.42-06 6.05+00
L 9 '9 07 se52-08 5 '6 07 3 '2-06 6.05+00 F 04 12

L 9.39 07 8.52 08 5.16-07 3.12 06 6.05+00 2 04 12 B

DC CF R FUSE FAILS OPEN

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

6.90-07
L 6.38 07 2.40 08 F 40 07 2.39 06 9.98+00
L 3.58 F 08 1.3S 09 1.35 08 $ .34-07 9.98+00 7.79 15
L 3.58 08 1.35 09 1.35 08 1.34-07 9.98+00 7.79 15 B

DC IN F IhVERTER NO OVTPUT

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

1.27 05 3.45 06 3 '8 05
L 2.87 05 9.67-07 1.02-05 1.09-04 1.06+01

I 1.27 05 2.81 06 9.S9 06 3.28 05 3.42i00



CARP -- DATA ANAIYSIS SUGARY REPORT

e Code Co=ponent Failure YMe Unit Dist Nean Lover Yeda an Upper Pl P2 Basis

CHECK VALVE FAILS TO CLOSE

Plant
Aggregared
Updated
Final

4.29-03
L 1.63-03 1.14-04 8.05-04 5.68-03 7.06+00
L 3.58 04 2.49-05 1.76-04 1.25-03 7.08e00 4.00 07

L 3.58 04 2.49-05 1.76 04 1.25 03 7.08+00 4.00 07 B

DG < CV N CHECK VALVE FAILS TO OPW

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Faunal

N

4.29-03
L 1.45 04 3.47-05 1.12-04 3.64 04 3.24+00
L 1 '6-04 3.25 05 1.05 04 3.41-04 3.24+00 1.23-08
L 1 ~ 36 04 3.25 05 1.05 04 3.41-04 3.24e00 1.23-08 B

r

DIESEL GENERATOR FAILS TO START

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

4.88 03 8 67 04 1.54-02
L 1.76 02 2.21 03 1.10-02 5.43-02 4.96+00

I 4.88 03 5.67 04 2.95 03 1.54-02 5.21+00

DIESEL GENERATOR FAILS TO RUN

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
FLnal

1.25 03 6.40 05 5.92 03

I, 2.25 03 1.72-04 1.15-03 7.72-03 6.70+00

L 1.25 03 5 '4 05 4.84-04 4.66-03 9.62+00

MP A NOTOR-DRIVEN PR4P FAILS TO START

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

8.51-03
L 4.84 03 5.46 04 2.89 03 1.53-02 5.30+00
L 1.18 03 1.32 04 7.04 04 3.75 03 5.33+00 2.53 06

L 1.18 03 1.32 04 7.04 04 3.75 03 5.33+00 2.53 06 B



Q

CARP - DATA ANALYSIS SKNRY REPORT

e Code

DG HP F

Cagenent

HOTOR DRIVEN PI24P

Failure %de

FAILS TO RUN

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

Unit Dist Yean Lover N~dian Upper Pl P2 Basis

9.25-03
L 8.45 05 3.11-06 3.41 05 3.13 04 9.18+00

L 7.41 05 3.25-06 2.99 05 2.14-04 9.18+00 2.83-08

L 1.41 05 3.25 06 2.99 05 2.14 04 9.18+00 2.83-08 B

DG RV R RELIEF VALVE SPURIOUS OPEN

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

1.90-05
L 1.69-06 2.84-07 1.17-06 4 ~ 80-06 4.11+00

L 1.31 06 2.20-0'7 9.05 07 3.12 06 4.31+00 1.87-12

L 1.31-06 2.20-01 9.05-07 3.12 06 4.11+00 1.87-12 B

DG . SV P SOLENOID-OP VAIVE STANDBY FAILS TO OPEN

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

2 11 06 1 08 07 1.00-05
L 2.58 06 1.62-07 1.22 06 9.14-06 7.51+00

L 2.11-06 8.52 08 8 '9-01 7 F 88-06 9.62+00

DG SV X SOLENOID OP VALVE STANDBY FAILS TO CLOSE

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

H

6.33 06

L 2 '8 06 1.62-01 1.22-06 9.14-06 7 ~ SI+00

L 4.90 07 3,08-08 2.31 0'7 1.14 06 7.51+00 8.38-13
.L 4.90-07 3.08 08 2.31-01 1.74 06 7.51+00 8.38 13 B

DG TX J TAN( LEAXAGE

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

1 ~ 90 05

L 5.52-06 2 ~ 51 06 5.04 06 1.01-05 2 ~ 01+00

L 4.11-06 2.14-06 4.30 06 8.65-06 2.01+00 4.38 12

L 4.11 06 2 ~ 14-06 4.30 06 8.65-06 2 ~ 01+00,4.38-12 B



CARP DATA ANALYSIS SIKPJQtY REPORT

'@ape Code Cooponent Failure Ynde Unit Dist Mean Lover Yedian Upper Pl P2 Basis

'iiNSFERS CLOSED

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

H

4.75 06

L 1 ~ 94-07 2.76 08 1.26 07 5.79 07 4.58+00

L 1.66-07 2.37 08 1.08 07 4.97-07 4.58+00 3.75 14

L 1.66 07 2.37 08 1.08 07 4.97-07 4.58+00 3.75-14 B

HV AF F AIR FILTER FAILS TO DELIVER FIDW

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

7.31 06 3.75-07 3.47-05
L 7.23-06 1.16 06 4.92-06 2.08 05 4.24+00

L 7.31 06 2.95 07 2.84-06 2.73 05 9.62+00

HV HE F ROOM HEATER FAILS TO OPERATE

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

1 ~ 11-03

L 1.16 06 6.66 07 1.11-06 1.84 06 1.66+00
L 1.16-06 6.66 07 1.11 06 1 ~ 84 06 1.66+00 1.34 13

L 1.16-06 6.66-07 1.11 06 1.84 06 1.66+00 1.34 13 B

YC K AIR-OP DAMPER TRANSFERS CLOSED

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

9.18 0'7 1.63-07 2.89-06
I 5.09-06 2.24-07 2.06 06 1.88 05 9.16+00

L 9.18-07 1.07 07 5.55 0'7 2.89-06 5.21+00

YC N AIR.OP DAMPER FAILS TO OPEN

Plant
Aggregated

.Updated
Final

1 '9 04 3.53-05 6.26 04

L 2.18-03 6.10 04 1.77 03 5.13-03 2.90+00

L 1.99 04 2.31-05 1.20-04 6.26-04 5.21i00



CARP -- DATA A%LYSIS SG~JRY REPORT

TYpe Code Component Failure Mode Unit Dist Mean Lower Median Upper Pl P2 Basis

NIDOR-DRIVEN FAN FAILS TO START

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

6 '1-04 3.24-04 1 ~ 30 03

L 2.08 04 9.43 06 8 ~ 51 05 7 ~ 67 04 9.02+00

I 6.91 04 3.02 04 6.27 04 1.30 03 2.07+00

WV < MF F MOTOR-DRIVES FAW FAILS TO RWa

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

7 '2 06 4.38-06 1.29-05
L 1.24 05 4.61-06 1.08-05 2.55 05 2.35+00

L 7.82 06 4.20-06 7.37-06 1.29-05 1.75i00
'

MOTOR-DRIVES FAN STANDBY FAILS TO START

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Pinal

1.09-06 5.1'1 07 2.05 06

I 1.90 07 8.62-09 7.77 08 7.01 07 9.02e00

L 1.09-06 4.77 07 9.88 07 2.05-06 2.07+00

IA AD F AIR DRYER PAILS TO DELIVER FLOW

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

6.34 05 3.44 05 1.07 04

L 5.23 07 3.38-07 5.07 07 7.61 07 1.50+00

L 6.34 05 3.28 05 5.94-05 1.07-04 1.81+00

IA AF F AIR FILTER FAILS TO DELIVER FLOW

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

8.00 06

L 7.23 06 1.16 06 4 '2 06 2.08 05 4 ~ 24e00

L 1.74 06 2.79 07 1.18 06 5.02 06 4.24e00 3.53 12

L 1.74 06 2.79-07 1.18 06 5.02 06 4.24+00 3.53 12 B



CARP DATA ANALYSIS SMRY REPORT

Type Code Co.".Ponent Failure Mde Unit Dist Yean Lover Nedian Upper Pl P2 Basis

IA AIR CNPRESSOR FAILS TO START

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

N

3.87-03 1.06-03 1.00-02
L 1.21-01 9.65-02 1.25 01 1 ~ 63-01 1.30+00

L 3.87 03 8.51 04 2;93 03 1.00 02 3.42+00

IA AIR CONPRESSOR FAILS TO RUN

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

1.83 05 4.99 05 1.11 04

L 2.48 03 6.56-05 1.90 04 9.51 03 1.20+01

L 1.83-05 4.86-05 7.55-05 1.1'7 04 1.55+00

IA 'R F AIR RECEIVER LOCAL FAULTS

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

4.61-06 2 '6-07 2.19 05

L 6.00 07 1.05-08 1.56-07 2.32-06 1.49+01

L 4.61-06 1.86 01 l.'79-06 1.12-05 9.62+00

IA AV K AIR-OP VALVE TRANSFERS CLOSED

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

7.59 06

L 3.74 06 3.56-07 2.09-06 1.23-05 5.88+00
L 8.84-01 8.42 08 4.95 0$ 2.91-06 5.88+00 1.71-12
L 8.84 01 8.42 08 4.95 07 2.91 06 5.88+00 l.'71-12 B

IA AV N AIR OP VALVE FAILS TO OPEN

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

N

1.34 04

L 2.11-03 3.12 04 1.42 03 6.46 03 4.55+00
L 2.19 05 4.00 06 1.82 05 8.32-05 4.56+00 1.05 09

L 2.19 05 F 00-06 1.82 05 8.32 05 4.56+00 1.05-09 B



Type Code Cooponent

CARP -- DATA ANALYSIS SUvvARY REPORT

Failure Nxfe Unit Dist Y»an Lover Yadfan Upper Pl P2 Basis

Q

Q
+ Q

g
IA CV K CHECK VAIVE TRANSFERS CLOSED

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

7.59 06

L 1.69-06 4.32 07 1.34 06 4.13-06 3.09+00
L 1.21-06 3.09 07 9.54-0'7 2.95-06 3.09+00 8.74 13

L 1.21-06 3.09 07 9.54 07 2.95 06 3.09+00 8.74 13 B

IA CV N CHECK VALVE

IA CV P CHECK VALVE

FAILS TO OPEN

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

STANDBY FAILS TO OPEN

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

H

2.14-04
L 1.45-04 3.47 05 1.12 04 3.64-04 3.24+00
L 6.17 05 1.47 05 4 '8-05 1 ~ 55 04 3.24+00 2.54 09

I 6.17-05 1.47-05 4 '8 OS 1 '5-04 3 '4+00 2.54 09 B

1.81-06
I 1.32 07 3.16-08 1.02-07 3.31-07 3.24+00
L 1.15 07 2.75-08 d.92-0d 2.89 07 3.24+00 8.85-15
L 1.15-0'7 2.75-08 8.92-0d 2.89-07 3.24+00 8.8S-15 B

IA. PP J PIPING LEAKAGE

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

5.07 05 1.73-05 1.16-04
L 5.53-07 F 04-08 2.78 07 1.91-06 6.88+00

L 5.07 05 1.51-05 4.18-05 1.16-04 2.77+00

IA SV P IA SOLENOID VALVE FAILS TO OPEN (STANDBY)

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

L 4 ~ 31-07 2 ~ 71 08 2 ~ 03-07 1.53-06 7.51+00

L 4.31-07 2.71 Od 2.03 07 1.53-06 7.51+00



CARP - DATA ANALYSIS SENARY REPORT

TYpe Code Cooponent Failure Node Unit Dist Nean Lover Nedian Upper Pl P2 Basis

NS AV C NSIV VALVE FAILS TO CLOSE

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

N

8.81 03 1.57-03 2.77 02

L 2.11-03 3.12 04 1.42-03 6.46 03 4.55+00

L 8.81-03 1 02 03 5.33-03 2.1'7-02 5.21i00

AIR OP VALVE TRANSFERS CLOSED

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

2.34 05

L 3.14-06 3.56-07 2.09-06 1.23 05 5.88+00
L 1 ~ 83 06 1 74-07 F 02-06 6.01 06 5.88+00 1.29 12

L 1.83 06 1.74-07 1.02-06 6.01 06 5.88+00 1.29 12 B

FB AV P AIR-OP VALVE STANDBY FAILS TO OPEN

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

1.12 05 5.15 0'7 5.32 05

L 1.98 06 2 85-07 1.30-06 5.89-06 4.55+00

L 1.12 05 4.53-07 4.35-06 4.19-05 9.62+00

AV X RAIN STEAN AOV FAILS TO OPEN tSTANDBY)

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

2 '0 06 1.33-07 1 ~ 23-05
I 1.98 06 2 '5 07 1.30-06 5.89 06 4.55+00

L 2.60 06 1.05-01 1.01-06 9.71 06 9.62+00

NS CV C CHECK VALVE FAILS TO CLOSE

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

2.64 03 1.35-04 1.25 02

L 1.63 03 1.14-04 8.05-04 5.68 03 7.06+00

L 2.64 03 1.06 04 1.02-03 9.84 03 9.62+00



CARP - DATA ANALYSIS SL~aJQtY REPORT

e Code C~nent Failure Ynde Unit Diat Yean fever Y~dkan UPPer Pl P2 Basis

CHECK VALVE STANDBY FAILS TO OPEN

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

6.34 06

L 1.32-07 3.16-08 1.02 0'7 3.31 07 3.24+00
L 1.27-07 3.03-08 9.82-08 3.18 07 3.24+00 1.07 14

L 1.27 07 3.03 08 9.82-08 3.18 07 3.24+00 1.07 14 B

YAYTOR OP VALVE FAILS TO CLOSE

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

N

2.28-03 1 17 04 '.08 02

I 6.01-03 6.72 04 3.58 03 1.91 02 5.33+00

L 2.28-03 9.21-05 8.86 04 8.52-03 9.62+00

MOTOR OP VALVE STANDBY FAILS TO OPEN

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

2.12-06 1.09 07 1.00 05

L 4.63 06 1.27-06 F 73 06 1.10 05 2.94+00

L 2.12-06 8.54 08 8.21 07 7.90 06 9.62+00

YOTOR-OP VALVE TRNASFERS OPEN

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

1.90-05
L 1.36 06 2.39 07 F 55-07 3.81 06 3.99+00
L F 11-06 1,96 0'7 7.82 07 ).12-06 3.99+00 1.28 12

L . 1.11 06 1 '6 07 7.82-07 3.12 06 3.99+00 1.28 12 B

YB RV C RELIEF VALVE FAILS TO CLOSE

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

5.52-02
L 5.18 03 1.11 04 1.49-03 2.00-02 1.34+01
L 8.53 04 1.74 05 2.40-04 3.30-03 1.37i01 8.50 06

L 8.53 04 1.74 05 2.40 04 3.30-03 1.37+01 8.50-06 B



CARP DATA ANALYSIS SWAY REPORT

pe Code ~nant Failure %de Unit Dist Nean Lover Y~dfan Upper Pl P2 Basis

Y8 RV P RELIEF VALVE STANDBY FAILS TO OPEN

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

2.11-06 1.08 01 1.00-05
L 1.94 01 7.28-09 1.28 08 7.28-01 ~~~~+00

I 2.11-06 8.52-08 8.20-01 7.88-06 9.62+00

RY T PSV, SG SAFETY VLV FAILS TO RESEAT AFTER STELR

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

4.29-01
L 1.45 03 1.05-03 4.83-03 2.23-02 4.62+00
L 6.88 03 9.64-04 4.46-03 2.06-02 4.62+00 6.52-05
L 6.88-03 9.64 04 4.46-03 2.06-02 4.62+00 6.52 05 B

YANUAL VAIVE FAILS TO CLOSE

. Plant
> Aggregated

Updated
Final

1.64 01

L 3.47 04 2.56 05 1.75 04 1.20-03 6.84+00
L 3,38 04 2,50-05 1.'71 04 1.11-03 6.84+00 3.34-01
L 3.38 04 2.50-05 1.71-04 1.17 03 6.84+00 3.34 07 B

TRANSFERS CLOSED

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

9.49-06
L 1.94 01 2.76-08 1.26-01 5.19-07 4.58+00

.L 1.19 01 2.55 08 1.17-01 5 35-07 4.58+00 4.34 14

L 1.79 07 2.55-08 1.17 07 5 ~ 35 07 4.58+00 4.34 14 B

YB XV P STANDBY FAILS TO OPEN

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

L 9.63 07 1.11 08 4.86-07 3.33-06 6.84+00
L 9.63 07 1.11 08 4.86 07 3 '3 06 6 '4+00 2.11-12
L 9.63-07 7.11-08 4.86 01 3.33 06 6 '4+00 2.71-12 B



CARP DATA ANAIYSIS SMRY REPORT

Type Code

RC AV K

Co~nant

AIR OP VALVE

Failure exte

TRANSFERS CIA)SED

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
FInal

Unit Dfst Nean Lower Nedlan Upper Pl P2 Basis

4.68 05

L 3.74 06 3.56 01 2.09-06 1.23 05 5.88+00

L 2 '5 06 2.34 07 1 ~ 37-06 8.08-06 5.88+00 1.32 11

L 2.45 06 2.34-01 1.37 06 8.08-06 5.88+00 1.32 11 B

RC
I

AV N AIR OP VALVE FAILS TO OPEN

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
FInal

N

3.94 03 2.02-04'.87 02

L 2.11 03 3.12-04 1 ~ 42 03 6.46 03 4.55+00

L 3.94-03 1.59-04 1.53-03 1.41 02 9.62+00

RC AV P AIR OP VALVE STANDBY FAILS TO OPEN

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

7.59 01 3 '9-08 3.60-06
L 1 ~ 98 06 2 '5-07 1 ~ 30-06 5 '9 06 4.55+00

L '7.59-07 3.06-08 2.94-07 2.83 06 9 '2+00

RC CV N CHECK VAIVE FAILS TO OPEN

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

N
= 1.42 02

L 1 ~ 45 04 3.41-05 1.1'2-04 3.64 04 3.24+00
L 1.44-04 3.45 05 1.12 04 3.62 04 3.24+00 1.39 08

I 1.44 04 3.45 05 1.12 04 3.62-04 3.24+00 1.39 08 B

RC NIDOR-DRIVEN Ã24P FAILS TO RUN

Plant
'ggregated

Updated
Final

H

2.26 05

L 8.45 05 3.71-06 3.41-05 3.13 04

L 1.44-06 6.31-08 5.79 01 5.32-06
L 1.44-06 6.31 08 5.79 01 5.32 06

9.18+00
9.18+00 1.06-11
9,18+00 1.06 11 B



CARP -- DATA ANALYSIS SUNSY REPORT

e Code Cmponent, Failure Node Unit Dfst Nean Lover Median Upper Pl P2 Basis

RC MV K NIDOR OP VALVE TRANSFERS CLOSED

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

1 '0-05
L 1.52 06 3.62 07 1.18 06 3.82 06 3.25+00
L 1.31-06 3.12 07 1.01-06 3.29 06 3.25+00 1.15-12
L 1.31-06 3.12 07 1.01 06 3.29 06 3.25+00 1.15-12 B

RC 'Yf P YAPiOR OP VALVE STANDBY FAILS TO OPEN

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

6.33-06
L 4.63-06 1.27-06 3.73 06 1.10-05 2.94+00
L 2.13-06 5.83-01 1,12 06 5.04 06 2 '4+00 2 '3-12
L 2.13 06 5.83 01 1.'72 06 5.04 06 2.94+00 2.43-12 B

RC Kl X NYZOR OP VALVE STANDBY FAILS TO CLOSE

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

. 6.33 06

L 5.49-06 6.14 07 3.21 06 1.74 05 5 ~ 33+00

L 9.60-07 1.07-01 5.12 07 3.05 06 5.33+00 1.67 12

I 9.60 07 1.07-01 5.72 07 3.05 06 5.33+00 1 ~ 61-12 B

RC RV R RELIEF VALVE SPURIOUS OPEN

Plane
Aggregated
Updated
Final

1.90 05

L 1.69 06 2.84 01 1.1'7 06 4.80 06 4.11+00
L 1.31-06 2.20-01 9.05 01 4.72 06 4.11+00 1 ~ 87-12
L 1.31 06 2.20 01 9.05 07 3.12 06 4.11+00 1.81 12 B

RC RE P PORV STANDBY FAILS TO OPEN

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

1.08 06

L 6.32-01 7.61-08 3.89 01 1.91 06 5.06+00
L 1.63-0'7 1.98 08 1.00-07 5.08 07 5 '6+00 4.37-14
L 1.63-0'7 1.98-08 1 ~ 00-07 5.08 01 5 '6+00 4.37 14 B



CARP -- DATA ANALYSIS SUMY REPORT

e Code C~nent Faflnre Nxfe Unit Dist Yean Lover Hedian Upper Pl P2 Basis.

RC SV P SOLiOID OP VALVE . STAhDBY FAILS TO OPEN

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

3.16-06

L 2.58-06 1.62 07 1.22-06 9 ~ 14-06 7.51a00

L 2.71 07 l.'70 08 1.28 07 9.59 07 7.51+00 2.56-13

! 2.71 07 1 ~ 70-08 1.28-07 9 ~ 59 07 7 ~ 51+00 2.56 13 B

RC XV K MANUAL VALVE TRAMSPERS CLOSED

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

4.22 06

L 1.94 07 2.76-08 1.26-07 5.79 07 4.58+00

L 1.64-07 2.33 08 1.07-07 4 '8 07 4.58e00 3.62-14

1.64 07 2.33 08 1.07 07 4.88 07 4.58+00 3.62 14 B

RHRR AVF AIR OP VALVE FAILS TO THROTTLE

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Pinal

4.09 04

L 3.74-06 3.56-07 2.09 06.1.23 05 5.88+00

L 3 '3-06 3.36 07 1.98-06 1.16 05 5.88+00 2.73 11

L 3 '3 06 3 '6 07 1 ~ 98 06 1 '6 05 5.88+00 2.73 11 B

RH RR AV K AIR-OP VALVE TRANSFERS CLOSED

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

1.90-05
Ii 3.74-06 3 '6 07 2.09-06 1.23-05 5.88+00

L 1.63 06 1 ~ 55-0'7 9 '3-07 5.37 06 5.88400 5 ~ 83 12

L 1.63-06 1 '5-07 9.13 07 5.37-06 5.88+00 5.83 12 B

RH RR AV R AIR OP VALVE TRANSFERS OPEN

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

4.18-05
L 3.74 06 3.56 07 2 '9 06 1.23-05 5 ~ 88i00
L 2.36-06 2.25 07 1.32 06 7.76 06 5.88+00 1.22 11

L 2 '6-06 2.25 07 1.32-06 7.76-06 5.88+00 1.22 11 B



CARP - DATA ANALYSIS ~iY REPORT

e Code Ccoponent

CHECK VALVE

Failure Hode

FAILS TD CLOSE

Plant
Aggregated
Updaced

Final

Unit Dist Yean Lover . Hedian Upper Pl P2 Basis

1.47 03

L 1 '3-03 1 14 04 8.05-04 5.68 03 7.06+00
L 1.43-04 9.96-06 7.05 05 5.00 04 7.08+00 6.41-08
L 1 '3-04 9a96-06 7.05 05 5.00 04 7.08+00 6.41 08 B

RH RR CV P CHECK VALVE STANDBY FAILS TO OPEN

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

1.46 06

L 1 ~ 32-07 3e16-08 1.02 07 3 ~ 31 07 3.24+00
L 1.12 07 2 ~ 6'7 08 8.66 08 2,81 07 3.24+00 8.34-15
L 1.12 0'7 2 67 08 8.66 08 2.81 07 3.24+00 8.34 15 B

COOLING CAPABILITYFAILS

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

2.25 04

L 1 ~ 95 05 5.82-07 6.58-06 7.43 05 1.13+01
L F 46-06 1.93 07 2.18 06 2.46 05 1.13+01 3.25-10
L 6a46 06 1.93-07 2.18 06 2.46 05 1.13+01 3 '5 10 B

PIERS

Plant
Aggregated
Updaced
Final

2.25 04

L 2 '0 06 2.16-07 1.25 06 7.20 06 5.78+00
L 2.07-06 2.03-07 1.17 06 6.78 06 5 78+00 9.09-12
L 2.07 06 2 '3-07 1.17 06 6 78 06 5.78+00 9 '9 12 B

RH RR MP F MOTOR DRIVEN PIMP FAILS TO RUN

Plant
Aggregated
vpdaced
Final

2.25 04

L 8.45 05 3.71-06 3.41 05 3.13 04 9.18+00
I 1.24 05 5.47-07 5.02 06 4.61 05 9.18+00 7.98-10
L 1.24-05 5.4'7 07 5.02 06 4.61 05 9.18+00 7.98-10 B



CARP - DATA ANAlYSIS SUvvARY REPORT

Type Code

RHRR YZS

Conponent

MOTOR-DRIVEN PlDfP

Failure Notte

STANDBY FAILS TO START

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

Unit Dist Yaan Lover Median Upper Pl P2 Basis

2.31 06 1.19 01 1.10 05

L 4.42 06 4.99-07 2 '4 06 1.40 05 5.30+00

L 2.31 06 9.32 08 8.96-07 8.62 06 9.62+00

WTOR OP VALVE TRANSFERS CLOSED

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

6.64-06
L 1 '2 06 3 '2-07 F 18-06 3.82-06 3.25+00
L 1.04 06 2.48 01 8.05 07 2.62-06 3.25+00 7.27 13

L 1.04 06 2.48-01 8.05-07 2.62 06 3.25+00 1.21-13 B

RHRR YV P NPiOR OP VALVE STANDBY FAILS TO OPEN

Plant
Aggregared
Updated
Final

3 ~ 63 06 1.91 06 6:15 06

L 'ho63 06 1.27-06 3.73 06 1 '0 05 2 '4+00

L 3e63 06 1 ~ 88 06 3 ~ 40 06 6.15-0C 1.81s00

NOTOR OP VALVE FAILS TO OPEN {RCS ISOL VLVS) N

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

2.21-03 8. 93-04 4.16 03

L 5.07+00 1.39+00 4 '9+00 1.20+01 2.94+00

L 2.21 03 8.04-04 1.96 03 4.16-03 2.43+00

NIDOR OP VALVE TRANSFERS OPEN

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

3.2C-06
L 1.36 06 2.39 07 9.55 07 3.81 06 3,99+00
L 5.95 07 1.05-01 4.18-07 1.67 06 3.99+00 3.64-13
L 5.95 01 1.05-07 4.18-01 1.67 06 3.99+00 3.64-13 B



Type Code

RHRR MVX

Co"ponent

NITOR-OP VALVE

CARP - DATA ANAIYSIS SUNDRY REPORT

Failure Mode

STANDBY FAILS TO CLOSE

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

2.22 06 6.04 07 5.73 06

L 5.49-06 6.14 07 3.27 06 1.74 05 5.33+00

L 2.22-06 4.91 07 1.68 06 5.73 06 3.42+00

Unit Dist Mean Lover Median Upper Pl P2 Basis

Q
Rm

+ 0z

TRANSFERS CLOSED

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

4.64-06
L 1.94 07 2.76-08 1.26 07 5.79 07 4.58+00
L 1.66-07 2.36-08 1.08-07 4.95-07 4.58+00 3.72 14

L 1.66 07 2.36 08 1.08-07 4.95-07 4.58+00 3.72 14 B

RH RR XV P VANDAL VAIVE STANDBY FAILS TO OPEN

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Pinal

9.95-06
L 9.63-07 F 11-08 4.86-07 3.33-06 6.84i00
L 5.21-07 3.85-08 2.63 07 1.80 06 6.84+00 7.94-13
L 5.21 07 3.85 08 2.63-07 1.80-06 6.84900 7.94 13 B

RH RR XV R NQiUAL VALVE TRANSFERS OPEN

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

6.53-06
L 1.30-07 1.50-08 7.84 08 4.10 07 5.23+00
L =1.18-0'7 1.36 08 7.10 08 3.'Q 07 5.23+00 2.43 14

L 1.18-07 1.36 08 7.10 08 3.71 07 5.23+00 2.43-14 B

SI SR CV C CHECK VALVE FAILS TO CLOSE

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

N

lo91-03 7 ~ 53 04 4.02 03

L 1.63-03 1.14 04 8.05 04 5.68 03 7.06+00

L 1.91-03 6.78-04 1 '5 03 4.02-03 2.43+00

M
~0
OO



E

CARP - DATA A!UdYSIS SENARY REPORT

Type Code

SI SR CVP

C~onent Failure %de

STANDBY FAILS TO OPEN

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

Unit Dist Mean Lower Median Upper Pl P2 Basis

H

7.03-07
I 1.32 07 3 '6 08 1 ~ 02-07 3.31-07 3.24+00

L 9.60 08 2.30-08 7 '4 08 2.41-07 3.24+00 6.15-15
L 9.60 08 2.30 08 7 '4-08 2 '1 07 3 '4+00 6.15-15 B

SI SR .CV R TRANSFERS OPEN

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

7.04 07 3.61-08 3.34 06

L 9.46 07 4.96-08 4 '3 07 3.43 06 8.32+00

L 7.04-07 2.84 08 2 '3 07 2.63 06 9.62+00

SI SR MPF I43TOR-DRIVEN PQG'AILS TO RUN

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

3.80-03 1 ~ 95 04 1.80 02

L 8.45-05 3.71 06 3.41 05 3.13 04 9.18+00

L 4.66 04 9.54 05 3 '4 04 1.24-03 3.61+00 1.82-07
L 4.66 04 9.54-05 3.44 04 1.24 03 3.61+00 1.82 07 B

SI SR MPS MENTOR-DRIVEN PUMP STANDBY FAILS TO START

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

1.59 06 8.14-08 7.52 06

L 4.42-06 4.99 07 2.64-06.1.40 05 5 ~ 30+00

L 1.59 06 6.40 08 6.15 07 5.92 06 9.62+00

SI SR MVC MOTOR-OP VALVE FAILS 'IO CLOSE

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

N

2.68 03 1.26 03 5.03 03

L 6.01 03 6.72-04 3.58-03 1.91 02 5.33+00

L 2.68 03 1.1'7 03 2.43 03 5.03 03 2.07+00
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e Code

SI SR MVK

Conponent

YDTOR OP VALVE

~ Failure YMe

TRANSFERS ClA)SED

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

Unit Dist Mean Lover Median Upper Pl P2 Basis

3 '0-06
L 1.52-06 3.62 07 1.18-06 3.82 06 3.25+00

L 8.42 07 2.00-07 6 '1-07 2 '2 06 3.25+00 4.76-13
L 8 F 42-07 2.00-07 6 '1 07 F 12 06 3.25+00 h.'76-13 B

SI SR MVP MOTOR OP VALVE STANDBY FAILS TO OPEN

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

3. 17 06 1. 3 8-06 6.26 06

L 4 '3-06 1.27 06 3 '3 06 1.10 05 2 '4+00

L F 17-06 1.27 06 2.82 06 6.26-06 2.22+00

SI SR MVX YA7TOR OP VALVE STANDBY FAILS TO CLOSE

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

2.96 06 1.39 06 5.55-06
L 5.49 06 6.14 07 3.27 06 1.74-05 5.33+00

L 2.96 06 1.29 06 2.68-06 5.55 06 2.07+00

SI SR XV K MANUAL VALVE TRANSFERS CLOSED

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

2.92 06

L 1.94 07 2.76 08 1.26-07 5.'79 07 4.58+00

L 1.53 07 2.18 08 9.96-08 4.56 07 4.58+00 3.16 14

L 1 '3-07 2.18-08 9.96 08 4.56-07 4.58+00 3.16-14 B

SN AV K AIR-OP VALVE TRANSFERS CLOSED

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

1 '6-05
L 3.74-06 3.56-07 2.09-06 1.23 05 5.88+00
I 1.33-06 1.27 07 7.45 07 4.38-06 5.88+00 3.88 12

L 1.33 06 1.27 07 7.45-07 4.38 06 5 '8+00 3.88 12 B
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e Code Ccoponent Failure YMe Unit Dist Yean Lover Yedian Upper Pl P2 Basis

SM AVN AIR OP VALVE FAILS TO OPEN

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

1.28 05

L 2.11 03 3.12 04 1.42 03 6.46 03 4.55+00

I, 3.19 06 4.56-0'7 2.08-06 9.49 06 4.56+00 1.36-11

L 3.19-06 4 '6 07 2.08 06 9.49 06 4 '6+00 1.36 11 B

SH CV C CHECK VALVE FAILS TO CLOSE

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

4.84 04 2.49 05 2 '0 03

L 1 ~ 63 03 1.14 04 8.05-04 5.68 03 7.06+00

L 4.84-04 1.95 05 1.88-04 1.81 03 9.62+00

SH CV K CHECK VALVE TRANSFERS CLOSED

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Pinal

1.64 05

L 1.69 06 4.32 01 1.34 06 4.13 06 3.09+00

L 1.43 06 3.65-07 1.13 06 3.48 06 3.09+00 1.22 12

L 1.43-06 3.65-07 1.13 06 3.48-06 3 '9+00 1 ~ 22 12 B

SM CV H CHECK VALVE FAILS TO OPEN

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

1.45 03

L 1.45 04 3.47-05 1.12 04 3.64 04 3.24+00

I 1.21 04 2.89 05 9.36 05 3.03 04 3.24+00 9.74 09

L 1.21 04 2 '9 05 9.36 05 F 03 04 3 '4+00 9.14 09 B

SH CV P ~ CHECK VALVE STANDBY FAILS TO OPEN

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

3 '4 06

L 1.32 07 3.16 08 1.02-01 3.31 01 3.24+00

L 1 ~ 23-07 2 '3-08 9 '0 08 3.08 0'7 3 ~ 24e00 F 00 14

L 1 '3 07 2 '3 08 9.50 08 3.08 01 3.24 F 00 1 ~ 00 14 B
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pi
0 ~~

~e Code nent I Failure Nxte Unit Dist Yean Lover Yiedian Upper Pl P2 Basis

SN MP A YA7TOR-DRIVEN PI24P FAILS TO START

Plant
Aggregared
Updated
Final

2.19-03
L 4.84-03 5.46-04 2.89 03 1.53-02 5.30+00
L 3.'71-04 4 '5-05 2.21 04 1.18-03 5.33+00 2.51 07

L 3.71 04 4.15 05 2.21 04 1.18 03 5.33+00 2.51-07 B

SN NP F YOTOR DRIVEN 9424P FAILS TO RUN

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

1.64 05

L 8.45-05 3.71-06 3.41 05 3.13 04 9.18+00
L 1.05-06 4.60-08 4.22-07 3.88 06 9.18+00 5.65-12
L 1.05 06 4.60 08 4.22 07 3.88 06 9ilsi00 5.65 12 B

YQTOR OP VALVE FAILS TO CXOSE

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

N

5.85 03 3.37 03 9.47-03
L 6.01 03 6.72 04 3.58 03 1.91 02 5 ~ 33+00

L 5.85-03 3.24-03 5 '4-03 9 '7 03 1 '1+00

SN YiV K BOOR-OP VALVE TRANSFERS CLOSED

Plant
Aggregated
UPdated
Final

2.11 06 3.75 07 6.65-06
L 1.52 06 3.62 07 1.18 06 3.82-06 3.25+00

L 2 ~ 11 06 2.45 07 1.28 06 6.65 06 5.21+00

SN YV N YOTOR OP VALVE FAILS TO OPEN

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

N

4.38-03 2.29 03 7.65 03

L 5.07 03 1.39-03 4.09-03 1.20-02 2.94+00

L 4.38 03 2.1'7 03 4.07 03 7.65-03 1 '8+00

~ Pa

~O
OO
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Failure YMe Unit Disc Yaan Lover Yedkan Upper Pl P2 Basis

~ Q

Q
+ Q

SN KV P NOTOR-OP VALVE STANDBY FAILS TO OPEN

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

1.27-05 6.62-06 2.21-05
I 4.63 06 1.27 06 3.73 06 1.10 05 2.94+00

L 1.27-05 6.28-06 1.18-05 2.21-05 1.88+00

SV K SOLENOID-OP VAIVE 'RANSFERS CLOSED

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

4 F 00 06

L 4.09 07 1.08 07 3.26 07 9.86 07 3.02+00
L 3.48 07 9.20-08 2.78 07 8.39 07 3.02+00 6.91-14
I F 48 07 9.20-08 2.78 07 8 '9-07 3 '2+00 6 '1 14 B

SV P SOLENOID OP VALVE STANDBY FAILS TO OPEN

'Plant

Aggregated
Updated
Final

5.38 06 2.52 06 1.01-05
2.58 06 1.62-07 1.22 06 9.14 06 7.51+00

L 5.38 06 2 '5 06 4.88-06 1 ~ 01-05 2 '7+00

FAILS TO CLOSE

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

3.21-04 1 '5-05 1.52-03
L 3.47 04 2.56-05 1.75-04 1.20 03 6.84+00

L 3.21 04 1.30 05 1.25-04 1.20 03 9.62+00

SM XV K MBUAL VAIVE TRANSFERS CLOSED

Plant
Aggregated
Updated
Final

3.65 07

L 1.94 07 2 '6 08 1.26-07 5.'79 07 4.58+00
L 6 '5 08 8 ~ 75-09 4 F 01 08 1 ~ 84 07 4 '8+00 5 ~ 12 15

L 6.15 08 8.'75-09 4.01-08 1.84 07 4.58+00 F 12 15 B

~g
Q

~Q
OO
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Mean Lower Y»dian UPPer Pl P2 Basis

Q

+0
2,'TAÃ)BY

FAILS TO OPM

Plant
Aggregated
UPdated
Final

4.75 06

L 9.63-07 7.11-08 4.86-07 3.33-06 6.84+00

L 3.47-07 2.56-08 1 ~ 75 07 1.20 06 6.84+00 3 '2-13
L 3.47-07 2.56 08 1.75 07 1.20-06 6.84+00 3.52-13 B

M
~O
OO
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Event Name

ACAA50 50N

ACAA50 50A

Value

1.0E-01

0.0

Table CA
Additional Plant-SpcciTic Data

Description ofEvent and Basis for Value

Ogsite Power in 50/50 Mode (¹rmal) - Tlus offsite power configuration has

Ckt 751 supplying Bus 12A with Ckt 767 supplying Bus 12B wliichis the
normally configuration. However, during severe storms, the station may go to a

100/0 configuration where Ckt 767 supplies both buses. Therefore, it willbe
assumed tliat the station is always in the 50/50 Mode to allow sensitivity studies
to be performed for other configurations.

Offsite Power in 50/50 Mode (Alternate) - See discussion for event
AAAA50 50N.

ACAA100 OX

ACAAO 100X

ACAAMCCG18

CCBREAK001

CCBREAK002

CTAACT0202
CTAACT200A
CTAACT200B

CTAACTMINI

0.0

0.0

5.00E-01

1.0

1.0

5.77E-01

2.74E-02

OJJ'site Power in 100/0 Mode - See discussion for event AAAA50 50N.

Ogsite Power in 0/100 Mode - See discussion for event AAAA50 50N.

480 VACMCC G Being Powered From 480 VACBus 18- Operators normally
select either Bus 17 or Bus 18 to power MCC G prior to startup from the
refueling outage and leave it for the entire cycle. The source for MCC G may
then clmige at the next outage. Since there is no preference for the power
source, each source was given an equal probability (i.e., 0.5).

CCV/Line To RCP A Breaks Due To Damage During A LOCA - Since the CCW
line is outside the missile barrier in containment and is therefore not protected, a

value of 1.0 is conservatively used.

CCV/Line To RCP B Breaks Due To Damage During A LOCA - Since the CCW
line is outside the missile barrier in containment and is therefore not protected, a
value of 1.0 is conservatively assigned.

AOV202 (200A, 200B) In Service |2/5 Orifice Valves Typicallyin Service)-
Given tliat any combination of two valves can be used, the following is true:
202*200A + 202*200B + 200A*200B = 1.0, or 3*202' 1.0, or the
probability that any given valve is in service is 5.77E-01.

Conditional Probability That Mini-Purge System in Use - The mini-purge system
is used to maintain containment pressure and air quality witlun acceptable limits
during power operation. Its use is strictly controlled by plant procedures since it
provides a direct path from contauunent to the outside environment during power
operation. Depressurization of contauiment typically takes less titan 20 minutes
due to tlie small allowed pressure window (-2.5 to 1.0 psig). Air "cleanup"
takes approximately one 8 hour shiA based on the 2000 cfm system flowrate and

1,000,000 ft'ontainment free volume with contauiment entries typically
occurring once per month. Consequently, it willbe assumed tliat the mini-purge
system is used 20 hours per month. Tins equates to a probability of 20 hrs *12
montlis / 8760 lirs or 2.74E-02.

CTAACTPIPE 1.00 Conditional Probability That Piping Inside Missile Barrier is Ruptured-
Conservatively assumed to be 1.00.
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E<vent Name

CVAACCPMPA
CVAACCPMPB
CVAACHPMPC

Value

5.77E-01

Table C-4
Additional Plant-Specific Data

Description ofEvent and Basis for Value

Charging Ptunp A (B, C) Running - Two cliarging pumps are normally running
duriug power operation. Given tliat any combination ofpumps can be used, the
following is tru: A~B + A~C + B*C = 1.0, or 3A' 1.0, or the probability
tliat any given pump is in service is 5.77E-01.

DGORUNTRIP 1.00E-01 DG Trips Following Sl or LOOP Event Given That It Was Running-
Conservative estimate based on sudden loaduig of DG even though it is designed
to meet these requirements.

DGlANOTRUN
DG1BNOTRUN

9.97E-01 DG IA Is Not Running and Tied To Buses 14 and IS W/iile Reactor Is Critical-
Each DG is tested montliiy and run for approximately 2 hours. In addition, an
operable DG may liave to be run ifits redundant DG is declared inoperable for
more titan 24 hours by the technical specifications. The P-S data did not show
tliat either DG was inoperable for more titan 24 hours during the 9 year data
collection window; however, it willbe assumed to be one event lasting for 1

hour. Therefore, the probability the DG is running is [(2 itis/month * 12

montlis) + (1 DG run/9 yrs * 1 lu)] / [8760 Itis * .81] = 3.40E-03. The
probability a DG is lltllrumung is 1 - 3.40E-03 = 9.97E-01.,

DGCWINTAKE 3.75E-01 CIVIntake Heaters Energized (Oct I to May I) - Using the same approach as

described above for AAAA<40DEGsince its assumed tliat the outside air
temperature must average below 32'F for water to freeze and thus require the
intake heaters and 40'F is a conservative estimate.

HVAAHVCTA
HVAAHVCTB
HVAAHVCTC
HVAAHVCTD

HVAAHVCWPA
HVAAHVCWPB

9.53E41

5.00E-01

Contaimnent Fan Cooler Train A (B, C, D) Running - Four fans typically
operate wliile tliree faiis may be used during winter montlis. Therefore, the
followingwillbe assumed:
a. 4 fans are operated 90% of the time and 3 fans 10%.
b. Each fan Iias an equal probability of being in service, or 0.9(A*B*C*D)+

0.1(A*B*C + A*B*D+ A*C*D).
As such, each fan Iias a probability of 95.3% ofbeing hi service.

Chilled Water Pump Loop A (B) Running - One loop is normally running;
therefore, it was assumed that each loop liad an equal probability ofbeing in
service since no maintenance information was collected against tins system.

HVAA< 30DEG 3.33E-01

HVAA<40DEG 3.75E-01

Average Outside AirTemperature Is Below 30 Degrees - Based on UFSAR
Figure 2.3-1, there are 8 montlis where the 111[t1iclgm temperature is < 30'F;
however, there are only 4 montlis where the a~lgt; temperature is < 30'F.
Therefore, assmne 4/12 montlis or 3.33E-01.

Average AirTemperature Less T/ian Or Et/ual To 40 Degrees - Based on
UFSAR Figure 2.3-1, there are 10 montlis where the IIIUliilllitlltemperature is
< 40'F; however, there are only 4.5 montlis where the mugs temperature is
< 40'F. Therefore, assume 4.5/12 montlis or 3.75E-01.
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Event Name Value

Table CA
Additional PlantNpcciTic Data

Description ofEvent and Basis for Value

HVAA<45DEG 4.17841

HVAA>80DEG 1.678-01

HVFDRF360P 5.008-02

Outdoor Temperature Less T/tan 45 Degrees - Based on UFSAR Figure 2.3-1,
there are 8 montlis where the liljii]iiltiilltemperature is < 45'F; however, there

are only 5 montlis where the a~gt; temperature is < 45'F. Therefore,
assume 5/12 montlis or 4. 17841.

Outside AirTemperature Is Greater Than or Equal To 80 Degrees - Based on
UFSAR Figure 2.3-1, there are 8 montlis where the mazulizll temperature is >
80'F; however, there are no montlis where the mmgt; temperature is > 80'F.
Therefore, assume 2/12 montlis or 1.67841.

Rolling Fire Door F36 Is Shut - Tlus door is only shut ifwelding or other
potential fire Iiazards exist. Therefore, it was assumed tliat the door is open
95% of the time.

IAAAIAC02A
IAAAIAC02B

2.268-02 Instrument AirCompressor A (B) Running - IACompressor C is normally
running with Compressors A and B in standby since the new Compressor C can

Iiandle the entire system load. Therefore, based on the test and mainteiiance

probability for Compressor C (4.51E-03), assume tliat Compressor C would be

in service for all periods except test and maintenance (9.95E-01) while
Compressors A and B would be in service for 1/2 of the remaining time (2.26E-

03).

IAAAIAC02C 9.95E-01

RCMVD00515 3.26E-02

Instrument AirCompressor C Running - See above discussion for
AAAAIAC02Aand AAAAIAC02B.

Motor-Operated Valve 515 is Closed Due To PORV Leakage - The plant-
specific data for PORV 431C shows tliat the valve was isolated due to leakage
for a total of 4, 142.7 hours. Therefore, the probability tliat block valve 515 is

closed at power is 6.478-02 (4,142.7/64,054 Rx Critical Hours). However, due

to limited data, the value. to be used is an average of the two block valves or
3.268-02.

RCMVD00516 3.268-04 Motor-Operated Valve 516is Closed Due To PORV Leakage - The plant-specific
data for PORV 430 shows tliat the valve was isolated due to leakage for a total
of 34.1 hours. Therefore, the probability tliat block valve 516 is closed at power
is 5.32844 (3.41/64,054 Rx Critical Hours). However, due to limited data, the

value to be used is an average of the two block valves or 3.26842.

RRPPJMBLOA 5.208-03

RRPPJMBLOB 3.908-03

RRPPJSBLOA 3.47844

Conditional Probability ofMedium LOCA in A RHR Line - Generated using
methods described in [EPRI TR-100380].

Conditional Probability ofMedium LOCA in B RHR Line - Generated using
methods described in [EPRI TR-100380].

Conditional Probability ofSmall LOCA in A RHR Line - Generated using
methods described in [EPRI TR-100380].
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Event Naine

Table C-4
Additional Plant-SpeciTic Data

Value Description ofEvent and Basis for Value

RRPPJS BLOB 3.13E-04 Conditional Probability ofSmall LOCA in B RHR Line - Generated using
metluxls described in [EPRI TR-100380].

SIPPJLBLOA

SIPPJLBLOB

1.89E-02 Conditional Probability T/iat Large LOCA Occurs In RCS Loop A - Generated
using methods described in [EPRI TR-100380].

1.89E-02 Conditional Probability That Large LOCA Occurs In RCS Loop B - Generated
using methods described in [EPRI TR-100380].

SIPP JMBLOA

SIPP JMBLOB

1.45E-03

1.931':03

Conditional Probability T/utt Medium LOCA Occurs In RCS Loop A - Generated
using methods described in [EPRI TR-100380].

Conditional Probability Tiiat Medium LOCA Occurs In RCS Loop B - Generated

using metluxls described in [EPRI TR-100380].

SIPP JSBLOA

SIPP JSBLOB

6.25E-04 Conditional Probability That Small LOCA Occurs In RCS Loop A - Generated

using methods described in [EPRI TR-100380].

6.941."-04 Conditional Probability Tiiat Small LOCA Occurs In RCS Loop B - Generated

using methods described in [EPRI TR-100380].

SWAASW3OF4

SWAASWP IAR
SWAASWP IBR
SWAASWP1CR
SWAASWP IDR

SWAASWP1AS
SWAASWP 1BS
SWAASWP ICS
SWAASWP1DS

3.151."-01

6.27E-OI

5.00E-01

T/iree ofFour SW Pumps InitiallyRunning - In 1994, tltrcc SW pumps werc
used 32.5% of the time wlule two SW pumps were used for the remainder
67.5%. In 1995, the values were 30.4% and 69.6% respectively. An average
between the two years yields 31.5% and 68.5%.

Service Water Pump A (B,C, D) Is In Operation - Based on the discussion for
AAAASW3OF4, the followingwas assumed.
a. 31.5% of the thne, two SW pmnps were in operation, one from each

clcctrical train. Assuming each pump had an equal chance ofbeing in
service, this equates to A*B+A*D+ C*B + C*D = 4A'.

b. 68.5% of the time, tluee SW pumps were in operation, with at least onc
pump from each electrical train. Assuining that each pump had an equal
clrance ofbeing in service, this equates to A*B*C+ A*B*D+ B*C*D=
3A~.

c. The total probability ofany given SW pump being in service is 0.315*4A~+
0.685*3A' 1.0, or 1.26A~+ 2.06As = 1.0, or 0.627.

Service /Vater Pump A (B)(C)(D) Is In Standby - Thcrc arc two SW pumps per
electrical train; one pump on each train must bc sclectcd in standby. Each pump
generally has an equal probability ofbeing selected (i.c., 50%).
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D.O CCF ANALYSISSUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION

This appendix contains the CCF related information as found by the plant-specific data

collection effort. This information supplements that found in Section 7.

D.1 Reactor Coolant System (RCS)

No common cause failure events were identified.

D.2 Emergency Safety Features Actuation System (ESFAS)

No common cause failure events were identified.

D.3 Residual Heat Removal (RHR) System

On April 12, 1983, RHR flowwas lost due to air in the RHR pump suction lines. During
cold shutdown, while draining water out of SG B due to excessive "boot" leakage, air

leaked by the boot and caused both RHR pumps to become air bound. The system was

quickly vented and both pumps were restored to operability (ref. A-25.1). This event is

not 'considered applicable during power operations due to the system configuration (i.e.,

draining the steam generators) and was therefore excluded from consideration. ~

On December 21, 1987, RHR pump B failed to start during PT-2.2. One contributing

factor to the event was insufficient amptector actuator arm clearance (ref. A-25.1,

A-52.4, MWR 87-6657). This event has potential common cause failure implications,

since new amptector devices had been installed throughout the plant only a few months

earlier. Apparently the problem of insufficient arm clearance was incapable of causing

the equipment failure by itself; however the attempted start ofRHR pump B described

above occurred during a battery equalizing charge, which most likely combined with the

arm clearance problem to cause the actual failure. Amptector actuator arm clearances

were inspected and adjusted as necessary for all affected equipment (see various MWRs

in 1988 with respect to pumps). During this inspection, Safety Injection Pump "B" also

failed to start due to the same problem (ref. LER 87-008). Consequently, this event was

conservatively assumed to be a common cause failure both for SI and RHR.

D.4 Diesel Generator (DG) System

On June 17, 1981, while performing PT 12.1 and 12.2 on DGs A and B, respectively,

DG Awas sluggish for several minutes before attaining the minimum acceptable test

load and DG B failed the PT (ref. A-25. 1). Post-maintenance testing revealed improper

governor settings for both DGs. This was considered a common cause failure since it is

unknown whether DG Awould have been able to maintain the necessary load.
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On February 20, 1987, while Transformer 12A was being modified and both DGs
supplying their respective buses, a low fuel oil day tank level alarm was received for DG
B (ref. A-25.1). Shortly thereafter, the same problem occurred with DG A. A portable
pump was used to transfer fuel oil from the fuel oil storage tanks to the diesel generators.
This event can be attributed to common cause plugging of the fuel oil suction strainers
for both DGs. Also, on May 15, 1987, the DG B fuel oil transfer pump again exhibited
very low discharge pressure due to plugging of the fuel oil suction strainer (ref. A-S2.4,
MWR 87-2846). The severity ofboth these events is curtained by the time and recovery
options available. Also, these strainers can now be cleaned in-service due to a

modification of the fuel oil transfer system in 1988. Consequently, these events were not
be considered as CCFs of the DGs. In addition, no independent failures were assigned to
the DGs since they continued to operate during both events.

D.5 Chemical and Volume Control System (CVCS)

On March 11, 1981, both Boric Acid Feed Pumps (PCH03A and PCH03B) failed to start
and were subsequently replaced (ref. MWR 81-639). No information was given as to the
cause of these failures, although it appears likely that they were due to the same reason.
Consequently, itwas conservatively assumed to be a common cause failure.

There were numerous failures ofBoric Acid Storage Tank (BAST) level transmitters LT-
102, LT-106, LT-171, and LT-172. These were primarily caused by boric acid
hardening in the sensing lines and would often occur at the same time (ref. A-25.1s,
especially in 1988). Attempts to heat trace these lines have not proven successful in
resolving this problem; however, the safety-related function of the BAST is currently
being assessed and their classification may be downgraded. The following table shows
the combination of events which occurred during the observed data window.

Tran mi ers ~iied Hi h ~iied L w

106 and 172
106 and 171.

102, 171, and 172

0
1

0

D.6 Safety Injection (SI) System

On May 5, 1980, during performance ofRSSP-2.2 (DG Safeguards Sequence Test) for B
train logic, SI pumps B and C failed to start on simulated loss ofvoltage coincident with
a SI signal. The pump breakers were subsequently found to not be fully inserted (ref. A-
25.1) which can be considered a failure to restore equipment to service after maintenance
or testing. As such, this is a human induced common cause failure event.
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On October 13, 1987, the locking devices for valves 897 and 898 were found to be off;
however, the valves were in their required position. The devices were successfully re-
installed (ref. A-25.1). Since the valves were in their correct position, this was not
considered as a common cause event.

See discussion related to RHR Pump B and SI Pump B.

D.7 Main 9"eedwater (MI'8)System

No common cause failure events were identified.

D.8 DC Electrical Distribution System

No common cause failure events were identified.

D.9 AuxiliaryFeedwater (AFS) System

On October 26, 1988, check valves 4003 and 4004 (TDAPW discharge lines) were found
to be leaking by. This resulted in air entering the discharge lines causing the three
TDAPW pump flow transmitters to read erratically (ref. hGVR 88-7453). The check
valves were subsequently repaired. Operators now inspect the APW discharge lines once

every shift to ensure that the check valves are not leaking by. Consequently, this failure
mode was not modeled and this event was not considered.

D.10 ACElectrical Distribution System

On March 1, 1988, during performance ofPT-12.2, the breakers from DG B to Buses 16

and 17 (52/EG1B1 and 52/EG1B2) were found to be in the TEST versus NORMAL
position. This would have prevented the DG from automatically tying into these two
buses. No reason for this event is given, but they were most likely related to a human
failure to restore the breakers following test or maintenance (ref. A-25.1). As such, this
event is considered a human induced common cause failure.

D.11 Main Steani (MS) System

No common cause failure events were identified.
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D.12 Containment Isolation (CI) System

On June 18, 1985, during an operational check of the SG blowdown monitor, SG sample

valves 5735 and 5736 both failed to shut (ref. A-25.1). The auto/open switches for both

valves had been left in the open position. This event qualifies as a human induced

common cause failure. A trouble card was submitted to provide a sign-off adjacent to

the auto/open switches to leave them in the auto position.

On October 26, 1983, fuses for valves 1787 and 1728 were found to be blown. The

valves had failed closed which is their fail-safe position. Three other non-PRA

components had blown fuses also. Since no common cause could be identified and the

containment isolation valves performed their safety-related function, this event was not
considered a common cause failure (ref. A-25.1).

D.13 Service 8'ater (SP) System

On December 13, 1982, both travelling screens B and D were found to be not working
due to frozen valve lines (ref. MWR 82-3820). This had been preceded by icing on the

travelling screens on November 19, 1982 (ref. A-25.1). In addition, on February 7,

1988, all four travelling screens failed due to freezing. APCN to A-54.4.1 was

subsequently issued requiring that the screens should be operated in manual whenever the

turbine is off-line and the lake temperature is below 35'F (ref. A-25.1). These are

obvious CCF events; however, the changes to plant procedures is expected to correct this

problem. Also, the events were partially due to the fact that the plant was shutdown with
minimal plant heat being generated.

On February 18, 1987, manual valve 4641 was physically unable to closed during
performance ofRSSP-2.4. The other three SW isolation valves to the Containment
Recirculation Fans were also "believed to have the same situation". Allfour valves were

removed and the retainer ring surface was polished smooth (ref. A-25.1). Itwas assumed

that this was a CCF of the valves to close.

D.14 Containment Spray (CS) System

On December 22, 1981, MOVs 876A and 876B both failed to open during their
respective stroke test (PT-2.3). The failure cause for 876A was slack in the wires
interfering with the proper operation of the torque switch (ref. A-25.1, MWR 81-3732).
The failure cause for 876B was the valve sticking in the closed position until manual

operation freed it up (ref. A-25.1, MWR 81-3722). Even though both valves failed to

open during the same PT, there does not appear to be any evidence of a common cause

failure and the failures were therefore treated independently.
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On June 8, 1987, MOVs 860A and 860B both failed to go completely closed during their
respective stroke tests (PT-2.3). Valve 860A apparently failed to close due to the
presence ofmetal chips in and around the stem and stem nut area (ref. A-25.1, MWR 87-

3280). No cause was identified for the failure ofvalve 860B (ref. MWR 87-3279).

Consequently, this was conservatively assumed to be a CCF event.

On June 13, 1983, after leaving cold shutdown, both CS pumps were found to be in the

pull-stop position. Both pumps were immediately placed in the auto position (ref. A-
25.1). This event represents a human induced CCF. However, since this event could

only occur following a plant startup, and the CS pump breakers are verified during
startup with monthly testing thereafter, this event was ignored.

D.15 Standby AuxiliaryFeedwater (SAFE) System

No common cause failure events were identified.

D.16 Condensate System

No common cause failure events were identified.

D.17 Circulating 8'ater System

No common cause failure events were identified.

D.18 Heating, Ventilation and AirConditioning (HVAC)Systems

No common cause failure events were identified.

D.19 Component'ooling 8'ater System (CCF)

No common cause failure events were identified.

D.20 Instrument and Service AirSystems (IAand SA)

No common cause failure events were identified.

D.21 Heat Tracing

No common cause failure events were identified.
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E.O TEST AND MAINTENANCEDATASUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION

This appendix contains the test and maintenance (T/M) related information as found by the plant-
specific data collection effort. While the data is not used by the Ginna Station PSA Project for
reasons discussed in Section 7, it is provided for potential future uses and to demonstrate that the
values used in the PSA are conservative.

PLANT-SPECIFIC RESULTS

Table E-1 provides a summary of the plant-specific maintenance unavailability results on a

component type code basis while Table E-2 provides a listing of the periodic tests which were
determined to cause component unavailability. This information was used to generate the final T/M
values as provided in Table E-3. This table contains the boundary definition of each T/M event and

applies the appropriate value(s) from Tables E-1 and E-2 for each component type. As can be seen,

all T/Mvalues are lower than 1.00E-02 and are generally consistent with data given in NUREG/CR-
4550 [14]. The only exception to this are the service water pumps which have a calculated test and
maintenance unavailability of 2.70E-02. This high value is due to routine, scheduled maintenance
and that Technical Specifications do not limitthe amount of time that a single SW pump can be out-
of-service. General notes are provided below while specific notes on each system follow:

a. Maintenance events for components which are required to close was ignored since the valve
would be either closed or otherwise isolated during its out-of-service period.

b. Out-of-service time related to instrumentation was not included since no plant-specific data
was collected. However, this out-of-service time was typically assigned to the associated
valve, pump, etc., during the data collection effort.

E.1.1 Uncertainty Assessment

The average T/Mevent probabilities are uncertain due to several factors:

a. Statistical confidence

The equation provided in Section 7 for calculating T/M probabilities is the long-term
average maintenance unavailability of various components. Uncertainty in the estimate of
component-level maintenance unavailabilities is due, in part, to the fact that T/Mdata has

only been collected over nine years. Statistical confidence can be improved by increasing
the length of the data window.
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b. Data tolerance

When using plant-specific maintenance experience to estimate T/M event probabilities, it
is assumed that the factors which govern maintenance (e.g., the rate of maintenance, the
duration ofmaintenance, plant policies, etc.) have remained constant over the data window.
In reality, the summarized maintenance data reflects a mixture ofgoverning factors that have
varied during the data window. Since one of the goals of PRA is to predict future risks
associated with plant operation, it is possible to reduce data tolerance issues by shortening
the length of the data window (i.e., by using only the most recent experience). Note that the
reduction ofdata tolerance concerns is counter to the improvement of statistical confidence,
and that the selection of the data window length involves a compromise between these two
competing sources ofuncertainty.

c. Input estimation errors

The values used to calculate testing unavailability are based on engineering estimates. Test
frequencies have generally been obtained through review of relevant procedures; however,
the actual times between tests may vary somewhat, depending on the plant status and the test
planning policies used by RG&E. Test durations have been obtained through interviews
with knowledgeable plant personnel and, thus, represent a mixture of individual opinions.
No estimate of the spread among the individual opinions is available.

As a result, uncertainty estimates for the average T/M event probabilities have been made by
assuming a log-normal error factor of 10.0 [14, Table 8.2-4].

E.1.2 Summary of the Significant Findings From the Plant-Specific Data Collection Task

The followingprovides the specific findings of the RGAE data collection activities with respect to
T/Mevents. The information is organized by system and includes all major assumptions, significant
events, and data trends or clarifications. Allhard copies of MWRs, Running Hour Logs, and A-
25.1, A-25.2, and A-52.2 forms have been maintained by RGkE. Included with these records are
all original screening and analysis tables that were used in developing the data values.
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Reactor Coolant System (RCS)

On September 22, 1980, power operated relief valve, PCV-431C, was isolated by its
associated block valve due to excessive leakage (ref. A-25.1). This valve remained out-of-
service for more than a month until the next outage. A similar event occurred on September
25, 1987, with PCV-431C being left isolated for over four months, until the next scheduled
refueling outage (ref. A-524). These two events resulted in over 4100 hours of
unavailability for PCV-431C. Even though PORV block valve 515 was declared inoperable
for this time period, the maintenance unavailability was attributed to PCV-431C since this
is the valve that experienced the leakage.

On May 5, 1980, the RCS Overpressurization System was inadvertently de-energized by
Results and Test personnel for approximately an hour during performance of a test at
shutdown. This is not included in the data base since the Overpressurization System is not
included in the model.

E.1.2.2 Emergency Safety features Actuation System (ESE~'AS)

ESFAS was only evaluated with respect to out-of-service time at power due to equipment
failures since it is not normally removed from service for testing or PM activities (per C.
Edgar of IEcC/Electrical Maintenance). Also, functions such as containment isolation are
included in their respective system (i.e., not ESFAS).

On October 20, 1987, the power supply to containment pressure transmitter PT-950 failed
(ref. A-25.2). However, due to the presence of redundant transmitters, this did not cause a

spurious SI signal nor unavailability of the ESFAS.

E.1.2.3 Residual Heat Removal (RHR) Systetn

a. 'n April22, 1985, while reviewing post maintenance procedure PT-2.2 for the "A"RHR
pump, a calculation error was discovered for the test performed on April20, 1985. This
error, when corrected, resulted in the differential pressure for the pump to be outside the
Technical Specification limitof 140 psid (ref. A-25.1). The proper reading was 139.98 psid
which required that the "A" pump be declared inoperable until satisfactory data was
obtained. As such, an A-52.4 was written and the pump declared inoperable from the time
of the original test until the time of the satisfactory retest (on April 23, 1985). However, ~

since the pump was available to perform its function over the entire period and the pressure
difference was only 0.02 psid, no maintenance unavailability was assigned.
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E.1.2.4 Diesel Generator (DG) System

On November 18, 1983, the prelube pump for D/G "B" did not stop once the diesel started
running. The motor contactor was replaced (ref. MWR 83-3737). Since the D/G is not
typically taken out-of-service for this type ofwork (per Results and Tests), no maintenance
unavailability was assigned to D/G "B." Also, since the prelube pump is a subcomponent
ofthe D/6, the failure of the prelube pump to trip was not considered a failure of the D/G.

Form A-52.4s written against the D/Gs for air compressor problems are not considered as

D/G failures or maintenance unavailability, since the compressors are not required for
successful D/G operation. Also, the repair of the compressors does not require the D/G to
be taken out-of-service. Consequently, only events which completely removed the D/6 air
start function were considered.

E.1.2.5 Chemical and Volume Control System (CVCS)

a. On March 25, 1981, MOV-350 was declared inoperable in order to repair a flange near flow
transmitter FT-113 (ref. A-52 4). The valve was out-of-service for 567 hours, until the
reactor was shut down for refueling.

b.. On June 30, 1988, charging pump "B"was taken out-of-service for lubrication and remained
out-of-service for 701.6 hours. The return of charging pump "B" to service was not rushed
since Technical Specifications only require operability of two of the three charging pumps.

On July 11, 1980, the boric acid concentration in both boric acid storage tanks was found
to be below the minimum acceptable level, necessitating a power reduction (ref. A-25.1).
Similar events also occurred on July 14, 1980, November 24, 1980, October 13, 1982,
March 27, 1985, October 13, 1985, November 24, 1985, and June 1, 1988 (ref. A-25.1s).
In addition, on September 28, 1988, the concentration was found to be too high (ref. A-
25. 1). These events were not classified as failures since no failure mode existed; however,
out-of-service time was applied to the tanks. This time was calculated based on the time
required to bring the tanks back into acceptable levels with an additional 4 hours added (i.e.,
one-half time since last test).

For seat leakage of CVCS valves, maintenance unavailability was only assigned if
maintenance work was actually performed on the valve, not for isolating the valve for other
activities.
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E.1.2.6 Safety Injection (Sl) System

E.1.2.7

On March 31, 1980, itwas discovered that the accumulators had not been sampled within
the required two months +15 day time period due to confusion with the surveillance testing
procedure. No out-of-service time was assigned since the accumulators were found to be
within acceptable limits.

Main Feedwater (MF0) System

E.1.2.8

No significant unavailability information.

DC electrical Distribution System

a. On March 11, 1983, an individual climbing in the Battery Rooms stepped on the breaker for
Battery Charger "1A" and inadvertently opened it. Since itwas discovered and corrected
immediately, no failure was assigned, only 10 minutes ofmaintenance out-of-service time
(ref. A-25.1).

E.1.2.9 AuxiliaryFeedwater (AFW) System

. Several MOVs exhibited extensive out-of-service times for MOVATS testing. However,
discussions with operations indicates that they would attempt to use these valves during an
emergency ifneeded. The extensive length ofout-of-service time is attributed to the older,
more lenient Technical Specifications; consequently, these out-of-service times may be
conservative.

b. There were several instances where a component was removed from service multiple times
over a short period of time (<1 month).to perform testing„etc. However, there was never
any indication ofa failure in the records. As such, only out-of-service time was considered
and no failures were assigned.

c. The cleaning of SW strainers in the fiowpath for the AFW pump bearing coolers was not
considered to render the pump inoperable since there is an alternate flowpath available.

Form A-52.4s written against the failure to perform a PT was not considered a maintenance
or a failure event since the equipment was in no way failed, and testing did not render it
inoperable.

In cases where equipment was found to be inoperable from a human error (e.g., breaker
open; stepping on trip valve), the out-of-service hours were calculated as one-half the time
between discovery and latest operation. Any maintenance time required to repair the
component was subsequently added on.
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There were many fire and seismic modifications related to the AFW system. However, since

these were a "one-time only" modification that was not expected to be duplicated in the

future, they were not included in the calculated maintenance out-of-service times.

Summing together the out-of-service times for all components in a given AFW train yields:

Pump A (PFW02A, 4009, 4007) = 97.9 hours

Pump B (PFW02B, 4010, 4310, 4008, 4022) = 514.3 hours
TDAFW Pump (PFW04, 4004, 4003, 4291, 3996, 4297) = 1,240.2 hours

These values are essentially the time for which the components are out-of-service and either

prevented operation of the pump train or required significant operator action to recover.

There were a significant number of calibration related A-52.4s and A-25.1s. Over the time

period of interest, the declaration of components being out-of-service for calibration varied

greatly. In some cases, the pump train was declared inoperable, while in others, only the

indicator or transmitter. These differences were mainly caused by different interpretations
of the Technical Specifications. However, the current calibration procedures call for the

entire train to be declared inoperable. Discussions with plant personnel indicate that for
components declared out-of-service for calibration events, operators would attempt to use

the equipment ifitwas needed. Therefore, calibration events were identified separately and.

assumed to take the entire train out-of-service. This affects the out-of-service times

calculated above as follows:

Pump A= 97.9 + 367.1 = 465.0 hours (1%)
Pump B = 514.3 + 295.5 = 809.8 hours (1.3%)
TDAFWPump = 1,240.2+ 2,418.0 = 3,658.2 hours (5.7%)

The percentage of time that each pump train was out-of-service at power is listed next to the

final numbers. These values are high as compared to other systems due to the Technical
Specifications in existence at this time which allowed individual trains to be out-of-ser vice
for 7 days ref@re entering the LCO. This has since been changed. In addition, the TDAFW
train values are higher due to there being two flowpaths versus only one for the two motor
driven pumps. Taken together, one train of AFW was declared out-of-service 7.7% of the

time (4,933.0 hours) at power. However, the calibration events were ~n included in the data

supplied by RGEcE.

Since PMs related to the pumps are no longer performed at power, these events were

included with the calibration events and are not included.

There were 105 A-52.4s written against the AFW system from 1980 through 1988 indicating
that system components vfere removed from service very frequency.

Y
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k. Level transmitters LT-2022A and LT-2022B are isolated by components in the AFW data

population. Therefore, the associated out-of-service time related to these transmitters was

collected.

E.1.2.10 AC L'lectrical Distribution System

PM related work is performed on bus tie breakers at power; however, these activities were
not considered to be maintenance, and as such, no out-of-service time was calculated. The
basis for this is that an auxiliary operator is stationed at the test site and is in contact with
the control room during the test. Also, the PM activities do not physically disable the

breaker (per G. Joss ofResults and Tests).

E.1.2.11 Main Steam (MS) System

No significant unavailability information.

E.1.2.12 Containment Isolation (CI) System

On May 9, 1988, AOV-1789 was declared inoperable due to modifications being performed
on the gas analyzer. The valve remained out-of-service for nearly two and one-half months;
however, the valve remained in its fail safe position (closed). "

On June 26, 1985, solenoid valves 923 and 924 were held for isolation so that maintenance

work could be performed on the hydrogen analyzer. Both valves were held out-of-service

(i.e., closed) for two weeks. Therefore, no out-of-service time was assigned.

E.1.2.13 Service 8'ater (SS) System

Allof the SW pumps have experienced substantial amounts of maintenance downtime,

especially SW pumps "A", "C", and "D." Most of the pump maintenance unavailability was

due to routine, scheduled maintenance (major pump overhauls have ranged from about 400

to 1300 hours). Extended SW pump maintenance outages were common since Technical
Specifications do not limitthe amount of time a single SW pump can be out-of-service.

E.l.2.14 Containment Spray (CS) System

No significant unavailability information.'
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E.1.2.15 Standby AuxiliaryFeedwaler (SAFE) Systeni

The ventilation system for the SAFW pumps was taken out-of-service several times for
maintenance over this time period. Consequently, operations declared the associated SAFW

pump out-of-service; however, these events were not assigned to the SAFW pumps, and

instead are found in the HVACsystem.

b. In Apriland November 1985, several supports related to the "D" SAFW pump were found

to be loose. However, the only action performed was to tighten the loose bolts.

Consequently, no failure was assigned and since the maintenance was minor, no out-of-

service time was considered.

Summing together the out-of-service times for all components in a given SAFW train yields:

Pump C (PFW03A, 9710A, 9629A, 9701A, 9704A) = 280.2 hours

Pump D (PFW03B, 9629B, 9710B, 9709B, 9701B, 9704B) = 338 hours

These values are essentially the time for which the components are out-of-service and either

prevented operation of the pump train or required significant operator action to recover.

The majority ofout-of-service time related to the SAFW pumps was related to modifications

(e.g., seismic, fire, etc.). These events were separated from corrective maintenance activities

since they would not accurately reflect future performance.

There were a significant number of events related to calibration and PM activities. Similar
to AFW, these out-of-service times were calculated separately since PMs are no longer

performed at power and calibration events do not physically prevent the train from

operating. However, adding these out-of-service times to those calculated above yields:

II

Pump C = 280.0 + 285.3 = 565.5 hours (<1%)
Pump D = 331.0 + 330.1 = 668.1 hours (1%)

The percentage of time that each pump train was out-of-service at power is listed next to the

final numbers. Again, these numbers are relatively high as compared to other systems due

to the previous Technical Specifications which allowed extensive out-of-service durations

at power. Calibration and PM events are not included in the data base supplied by RGEcE.
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E.1.2.16 Condensate System

PMs related to the pump breakers were not considered to be maintenance and as, such, no
out-of-service time was counted. This is because there is an auxiliary operator stationed at
the test who is in contact with the control room. Also, the PM only involves using an

ampmeter and placing the breaker in the TEST position. It does not physically disable the
breaker (per G. Joss ofResults and Tests).

E.1.2.17 Circulation 8'ater System

a. No significant unavailability information.

E.1.2.18 Heating, Ventilation, and AirConditioning (HVAC)Systems

For failure events described only by MWRs, the maintenance out-of-service time was taken

to be the number of days from the Request Date to the Completed Date as shown on the

MWR. Por non-failure events, the maintenance out-of-service time is related to the number
of manhours required to perform the task.

There were four PM related events with respect to AKF03 (Control Room AirHandling
Unit) found in the plant records. Since Attachment 6.4 for AKF03 showed there to be nine
PM events, the out-of-service time was taken to be the average of the three lowest known
times (the fourth time was considered to be unrepresentative).

Aduration of three hours was used for PM related out-of-service time for AKF04 (Battery
Room DC Fan), AAP04 (AuxiliaryBuilding Exhaust Pan G), and ACF01A and ACF01B

(Purge Exhaust Fans).

PM activities related to AKF08 (Control Room Air Handling Unit Exhaust fan) were
assumed to be performed at the same time as that for AKF03. Therefore, no out-of-service
time was allocated for AKP08.

e. A duration of four hours was used for PM related out-of-service time for AKF01A and

AKF01B (Battery Room Exhaust Fans A and B).

PMs related to Auxiliary Building Charcoal Filter Fan G were not considered to be

maintenance and, as such, no out-of-service time was counted. This is because there is an

auxiliary operator stationed at the test who is in contact with the control room, and the test

does not physically disable the breaker (per G. Joss ofResults and Tests).
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E.1.2.19 Component Cooling 8'ater (CCS) System

CCW Heat Exchanger "B" was declared out-of-service mainly due to MOVATS testing of i
SW valve 4615.

E.1.2.20 InstrNment and Service Air(IA dc SA) Systems

For failure events described only by MWRs, the maintenance out-of-service time was taken
to be the number of days from the Request Date to the Completed Date as shown on the
MWR. For non-failure events, the maintenance out-of-service time is related to the number
ofmanhours required to perform the task, unless the equipment is expected to be removed
from service immediately (e.g., compressors).

For PM activities, it was unsure whether the PMs were performed at the same time that a
repair was performed. Consequently, the PMs were separated out. In addition, the major
PMs related to the air compressors were assumed to be done in place of the minor PMs
whenever they coincide. Therefore, even though a minor PM could expect to be performed
every 6 months, the analysis assumes only every 12 months. Adding together the failure
related events and PMs results in the followingout-of-service hours:

CIA02A - 121.0 + 252.0 = 373.0
CIA02B - 120.9 + 252.0 = 372.9
CIA02C - 142.7 + 252.0 = 394.7
CSA02 - 7.0 + 216.0 = 223.0

PMs related to the air compressor breakers were not considered to be maintenance and, as

such, no out-of-service time was counted. This is because there is an auxiliary operator
stationed at the test who is in contact with the control room. Also, the PM does not
physically disable the breakers (per G. Joss ofResults and Tests).
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Sum'm'a'r'ize'd Maiiiten'aiic'e,:Uiiay'ailability.:::D'at'a":...'.'..;:;,.':.":

Xy'pi',:,Code

AP AV

AF CV

AF MP

AP MV

AP TP

CC CV

CC MP

CC MV

esenpfwn

APW air-operated valve

AFW check valve

AFW motor-driven pump

AFW motor-operated valve

AFW turbine-driven pump

AFW manual valve

CCW check valve

CCW motor-driven pump

CCW motor-operated valve

Mei'iii

9.21E-05

3.11E-04

1.55E-03

1.80E-03

2.61E-03

3.67E-04

1.04E-05

2.03E-04

3.90E-05

;::,::;;::;:::::Tofal:„:: '.:.'.-.::

gepairjO'OS
::::.':::: Ho'iir'':::::--:":

59

399

398

1616

167

1081

39

25

;:::.::.::.Toial,:,:

'Ori,-"L'irie

::::Hoiirs::::-

640543.50

1281087.00

256217.40

896760.90

64054.35

2946500. 10

576489.15

192163.05

640543.50

CC XV

CS AV

CS CV

CCW manual valve

CS air-operated valve

CS check valve

0.00

1.41E-04

0.00

18

0

128108.70

384326.10

0 3651097.95

CS MP CS motor-driven pump 2.34E-03 300 128108.70

CS MV

CS TK

CS XV

CS motor-operated valve

CS tank

CS manual valve

2.14E-04

0.00

2.23E-06

137

0

640543.50

128108.70

3 1345141.35

CV MP CVCS motor-driven pump 7.63E-03 3423 448380.45

CV RV

CV XV

DG DG

CVCS relief valve

CVCS manual valve

Diesel Generator

4.68E-04

1.42E-06

1.42E-03

210
448380.45'82

128108.70

7 4932184.95

HVMC

HVACair filter

HVACair-o crated dam er

9.68E-04

2.83E-04

124

943

128108.70

3330826.20
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;:-:::.::-':::::To'Eal,::::;,::-::.,

Repair'/OOS
::.:::.::::.::.'Ho'iir3;'::,:::::::::,::

;::;,::::-:;;CAFTA:::;::-': '-;:

.::::::Type'::Cod~. .':,:,::: Dei criptioii::-,:::::::-:::: MeQ12

': -.:::::.-::,:::::;:,:::::."::::::.,',:„.:. '.:::,:;: ',:::.:;::.::::.:..:':.::;::.'-':;:::,::::Table..::E~-'. 1,:::::::.::::;,:

'.:::,:-::,,:'.:,.':.:.'.::,::::;-.:::,:;:;.,:::,'..::::.:':.,':,:-.Sumiiiar'iied::"lVfaiiiteri'ance.Uiiav'ailabilitj:,@at'a

""'I'""':::Total.:,:.
Ori '-::Liiie

.:::::Hours

HVMF HVACmotor-driven fan

IAAM IAcompressor

IAAR IAreceiver

IACV IAcheck valve

MS AV Main Steam air-operated valve

MS CV Main Steam check valve

7.14E-04

4.26E-03

9.37E-05

0.00

0.00

8.04E-04

2058

1364

24

0

0

103

2882445.75

320271.75

256217.40

768652.20

128108.70

128108.70

MS MV Main Steam motor-operated
valve

1.01E-03 129 128108.70

SI MP SI motor-driven pump

SI MV SI motor-operated valve

SI XV SI manual valve

SW AV SW air-operated valve

SW CV SW check valve

SW MP SW motor-driven ump

MS RV Main Steam relief valve

MS XV Main Steam manual valve

RH AV RHR air-operated valve

RH CV RHR check valve

RH HX RHR heat exchanger

RH MP RHR motor-driven pump

RH MV RHR motor-operated valve

RH XV RHR manual valve

SI CV SI check valve

3.75E-04

2.34E-05

2.08E-04

0.00

1.01E-04

2.09E-03

1.28E-04

0.00

1.13E-05

2.35E-03

2.31E-04

0.00

1.99E-05

2.21E-03

2.48E-02

48

40

0

13

268

148

0

13

451

252

0

14

850

6355

128108.70

256217.40

192163.05

576489.15

128108.70

128108.70

1152978.30

1152978.30

1152978.30

192163.05

1088923.95

832706.55

704597.85

384326.10

256217.40-
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::;::;:::','.:,:Su'r'v'ej..of 3i'.e'I',io'die:: Te'sts':::Ca'usiII'g:.,Equi'p'iiient::'Uiiavailacbili6j',:,:;,;:,':,:',:,:'.:,'.!

;:.:':i i,Sysyeiu:::;i;'l /Ijiiii/r/r's
::.,:;::Tei 1 :.:„i'-:'::

Fri ipi'e'r'r'cy'.

::„::.Terr;;:::";„::.;

Pier'at/o'ii'i.:;::::::::;: :'-.Cl "..".'.-.':':;:.

'(Soii r'ee)',-..:."...:.':,:..'..:.":::,,:,:,,.'.:.:,,'

AC ACpowcr

AP Auxiliary
Pcedwater

CC Component
Cooling Water

CI Containmcnt
Isolation

CS Containment
Spray

N/A

N/A

N/A

PT-3M PT-

3Q

'ihcre are no PTs which aifect this
system as modeled.

%here aro no PTs which affect this
system as modeled.

lllere are no PTs which affect this
system as modeled.

'Ihcro are no PTs which aifcct this
system as modeled.

Hach pump injection path to tho spray
ring headers is isolated forhalfoftho

test duration.

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

monthly

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

I h/train
(I)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

1.118-03

CV Chemical and
Volumo Control

CW Circulating
Water

DC DCpower

DG Diesel
Generator

N/A

N/A

N/A

CP-64

'Ihcre are no PTs which alfect this
system as modclcd.

'Ihere are no PTs which affect this
system as modeled.

'Ihcro are no Ffs which affect this
systcin as modclcd.

Calibration and/or maintcnanco ofDG
instrumentation.

N/A

N/A

monthly

N/A

N/A

N/A

Ih
(13)

N/A

N/A

N/A

1.11E-03

PT-12.1
PT-12.2

%here is a caution statement in this
proceduro which notes that ifa SI or
LOOP signal occurs, tho normal bus
sourco brcakcrs willopen. T-27.4
cautions that the possibility ofan

ovcrvoltage or undcrcurrcnt trip exists

in this situation.

monthly 2h
(I)

2.788.03

BS Safeguards
Actuation

HV Heating,
Ventilation, and
Air
Conditioning

PT-12.6

N/A

N/A

Fuel oil transfer system check valve
testing; procedure contains a caution
that fuel oil is unavailable until
realigned.

'Ihcro aro no PTs which alfcct this
system as modeled.

There aro no PTs which affect this
system as modclcd.

monthly

N/A

N/A

lh
(13)

N/A

N/A

1.118-03

N/A

N/A

IA Instrument Air

MF Main Pcedwatcr

N/A

N/A

lllcfe are no PTs lvhlch affect this
system as modeled.

Thcro arc no PTs which aifcct this
s stem as modeled.

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
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::"::::-::::,::..;:,'::.:,.::SiiI'vey',ofPe'rioe;die: Tes'ts::.;:.CB'IisiIIg.E'qiii'pmelit:UnavailRbilityu;

.::-:Sy'sic'iii."...!: '.;':..'Ilenlar/rs

i,:.;:,.:,':;..:...7'est.;'.:.:,:; ',.-;," ..Tes/;;;.;

:,::Prertueney,:i .,.:-,: Dural/on
'::::--'.;;..:.':-..'.,'.:,:i'....:.:",.';'.:: (Sour'c'e):

MS Main Stcam

RC Primary
Pressure Control

RH Residual Heat
Removal

SI Safety Injection

N/A

PT-2.3

PT-2.3

PT-2.1M

PT-2.1M

PT-2.1Q

PT-2.1Q

There are no PTs which affect this
system as modclcd.

Stroko test ofMOV-515 and MOV-516.

Stroko test ofMOV-704A, MOV-7048,
MOV-850A, and MOV-8508.

TcstofPumps Aand C(Band C).

Closes MOV-871Awhilo SI Pump C is
tcstcd.

Testof Pumps Aand C(Band C).

Closes MOV-871Aforhalf tho timo that
SI Pump C is tcstcd, and MOV-871B for
tho other half.

N/A

quarterly

quarterly

monthly

monthly

quarterly

quarterly

N/A

1 h/valve
(I)

1 h/valve
(1)

2h(1 h) ~

(1)

2h
(I)

2.5 h (2.5
h)
(1)

2h
(I)

N/A

3.718-04

3.718-04

2.228.03
(1.118-03)

2.22P 03

9.278.04
(9.278 04)

7.418-04

SW Service Water N/A There are no PTs which alfcct this
system as modeled

N/A N/A
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::,i:i:,:.',,:i:,::,,', i::,,.:i:i,'Table EQ:::i,:,:,:,,:ii,:'„'::i:,i,:::;

T/MEvciitBoundaitci'nii4 Probabilities

:,::;,::.,:.::::,:,:'.:TINAyeii(

AFTM004048

AFTMOAFtVAB

AFIMOAFWIA

AFTMOAFWIB

AFTMOAFKVPA

Descrip/o/'t

Altcmato Suction Source For
AFW Pumps

Motor-Driven AFW Pumps
Cross-Connect Linc

Motor-Driven AFW Pumps
Injection Line to S/G A

Motor-Driven APE Pumps
Injection Lino to S/G B

Motor-Driven AFW Pump
Train lA

CARTA
e'CoCh

AFXV

AFXV

AFXV

AF MV

AF MV

AFXV

AFXV

AF CV

AF MV

AFXV

AF CV

AF MV

AFXV

AF AV

AF CV

AF CV

AF MP

AFXV

AFXV

S'tV FD

SiV SV

SKV XV

SW XV

SW XV

S'tV XV

SW XV

4048

4070A

4071A

4000A

4000B

4356

4357

4000C

4007

4011

4000D

4008

4012

4304

4009

4017

PAF01A

4019
4

4081

NFtV02

4325

4029

4031

4091

4093

4095

c ':o
gotnpb rieiii
:-:: -

Meaii'.678-04

3.678.04

3.678-04

1.808-03

1.808-03

3.678-04

3.678-04

3.118-04

1.808-03

3.678-04

3.118 04

1.808-03

3.678-04

9.21E-05

3.11E.04

3.11E-04

1.558-03

3.67E.04

3.678-04

1.328-04

1.17E-05

1.178-05

1.17E.05

1.17E-05

1.17E-05

7/Mgi'eitf
::..::-'Mearr

1.108-03

4.338-03

2.488-03

2.48E-03

3.19E-03

1Votes
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ii:„'":,'„':.::::. il::;:.; ".,i
".i:::: - Topic'K3:"-:::::::i::::.:::

::, ':::: T&fEvent BouiidiiilcsaiidProbiibllitics

'.:;', i;-.;:.'Dc'scriptipt'j::SINAI!ii::!,~A
'c'Code

gjg:-:': ;'.-".Coinpoiicnl
Meaii

7~8''i'tl;:i i.'.-''1Vqgs,'..

.:: :Mixiiii i :-::::::::::::::::.:

AFrMOAFWPB Motor-Drive'n AFW Pump
Train IB

AF CV

AF CV

AF MP

AF XV

SW FD

SW SV

SW XV

SiV XV

SW XV

SWXV

SW XV

4310

4010

4016

PAF01B

4018

4082

NFW04

4326

4030

4032

4090

4092

4094

9.218-05

3.118-04

3.11E-04

1.55E-03

3.67E-04

3.678-04

1.328-04

1.178-05

1.17E-05

1.17F 05

1.178-05

1.17F 05

3.198-03
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7'yeiit..

::.:i::::;i:,b:,::..:::Tab!cE3: ii!':",i:,'!!!!!!!!!'!!
T/hl Evc>it Boundaitci'uiid Probabilitlcs

c::::;: c ",:e:: u ".::u:::: u:;:
.:,:.::.:.,:,::.',..:..:.:'..:.::,..:'. Pei 'criptioii; -.':.:;.-':,':;: Crlfjg

'eeCoite
.".:.Coiipoiie7tt,::: 74fgi'i9jt,

' i'!Mcoii'!'li'i: ':"Meaii
Wotes

AFTMOTDAFW

AFTMCONDPP

turbine-Driven AFW Pump
TralA

Condensate Transfer Pump
(PCD04}

AF AV

AF CV

AFCV

AF MV

MS CV

MS CV

MS MV

MS MV

MS XV

MS XV

MS XV

SW FD

SW SV

SWXV

SWXV

SW XV

SWXV

SWXV

SWXV

SWXV

AF CV

AF CV

AF MP

AF XV

AFXV

4291

3998

4023

3996

PAF03

3504B

3505B

3505A

3505B

3504

3505

3570E

NFW03

4324

4085

4087

4088

4089

4087B

4087C

4088B

4045

4049

PCD04

4046

4047

9.21E-05 9.04E-03

3.11E-04

3.11E-04

1.80E-03

2.61E-03

8.04E-04

8.04E-04

1.01F 03

1.01E-03

2.34E-05

2.34F 05

2.34F 05

1.32E-04

1.17E 05

1.17E-05

1.17E-05

1.17E-05

1.17E 05

1.17E.05

1.17E-05

3.1 1E-04 2.91E-03

3.11E-04

1.55E-03

3.67E-04

3.67E-04
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'Tnblc PN3:....'
::T/MEvent Boundallci'nnd. Probabilities

7//r/gy'ciif.

AFTMOUTCON

AFTMSAPtVAB

AFTMSAFWIA

AFfMSAFWIB

APTMSAFWPC

AFIMSAFWPD

g)cscrr priorr

Outsido Condensate Storage
Tank Valves

SAFW Cross-Connect Linc

SAFW Injection Line to S/0
A

SAFW Injection Line to S/0 B

SAFW Pump Train 1C

SAFW Pump Train 1D

CAPTil
'c'ode

AFXV

AP XV

AF XV

AF MV

AF MV

AFXV

AFXV

AP CV

AF MV

AP XV

AP XV

AF CV

AP MV

AP MV

AP XV

AFXV

AF AV

AF CV

AF MP

AP MV

AP MV

AF CV

AP MP

AP MV

AP MV

9501B

9509C

9509E

9703A

9703B

9702C

9702D

9705A

9704A

9702A

9706A

9705B

9746

9704B

9702B

9706B

9710A

9700A

PSF01A

9629A

9701A

9710B

9700B

PSF01B

9629B

9701B

Compotrcb/:;:,,-:7'yert/-', :.'„: @/oreg
':Meoii':;:: i;:,:::Afeai'r':" in:,:,:::::

3.678-04 1.108-03

3.678-04

3.67F 04

1.808-03 4.33E-03

1.808-03

3.678-04

3.678-04

3.11E-04 2.858-03

1.80E-03

3.678.04

3.678-04

3.118-04 4.65E-03

1.808 03

1.808-03

3.67F 04

3.67E-04

9.218-05 5.55E-03

3.11P 04

1.55E.03

1.80E-03

1.808-03

9.218-05 5.55E-03

3.118-04

1.558-03

1.808-03

1.808-03
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Table E3 ..
T/MEvent Boundaries and. Probablll tlcs

.--T/Mgvent- ..Pescription -- C~ij gjV
e Code.

Componen/
Menu

TMEven/
Mern/

/tio'/ee:i

AFIMTDAPWA

CCM PVMPA

CCTM PUMP8

CSTMOONAOH

TDAFWPump Train Injection
Linc to S/G A

TDAFW Pump Train Injection
Linc to S/G 8

CCW Pump Train A

CCW Pump Train 8

CS Additive Train

AP AV

AP CV

AP XV

AP XV

AFXV

AP AV

AP CV

AP XV

AFXV

CC CV

COMP

CCXV

CC XV

CC CV

CC MP

CCXV

CCXV

CS AV

CS AV

CS CV

CS CV

CS TK

CS XV

CS XV

CS XV

4297

4003

4001

4005

4298

4004

4000

4002

4006

PAC02A

722A

724A

7238

PAC028

7228

7248

836A

8368

847A

8478

TSI02

873A

8738

8818

9.218-05

3.118-04

3.678-04

3.67E-04

3.678-04

9.218-05

3.118-04

3.67P 04

3.678+04

3.678-04

1.04E-05

2.038-04

0.00

0.00

1.048 05

2.038-04

0.00

0.00

IAIF04

1.41E-04

0.00

0.00

0.00

2.238-06

2.238-06

2.23P 06

1.508-03

1.508-03

2.13E.04

2.138-04

2.898-04
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TubleEG - .

T/MEVcnt liouiuiaries'phd Prdbabiliticc

TANicrit Dcccripliori CAFFLE!

c Code
Component

Afcaii
T4fEucri I

/lucan
gpss,.',

CSTMTRAINA

CSTMTRAIN8

CVTMCHPMPA

CVTMCHPMPB

CS Pump Train A

CS Pump Train B

CVCS Pump A

CVCS Pump B

CS CV

CS MP

CS MV

CS MV

CS XV

CS XV

CS XV

CS XV

CS XV

PT-3M,
PT-3Q

CS CV

CS MP

CS MV

CS MV

CS XV

CS XV

CS XV

CS XV

CS XV

FP-3M,
PT-3Q

CV MP

CV RV

CV RV

CV XV

CV MP

CV RV

CV XV

CV XV

862A

PSI02A

860A

860B

2860

831A

858A

868A

881D

860A,
860B

862B

PSI02B

860C

860D

2665

831B

858B

868B

881C

860C,
860D

PCHOIA

285

287

267

PCH01B

284

2G9

288

0.00 3.89E-03

2.34E-03

2.14E 04

2.14E-04

2.23E-06

2.23E-06

2.23E-06

2.23E-06

2.23E-06

1.11E-03

0.00 3.89E-03

2.34F 03

2.14E-04

2.14E-04

2.23E-06

2.23E-06

2.23E-06

2.23E-06

2.23E-06

1.11E-03

7.63E-03 8.57E-03

4.G8E-04

4.68E-04

1.42E-06

7.63E-03 8.10E-03

4.68E-04

1.42E-06

1.42E-06
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',i::,::::,:i:.,:::,::::,:Table L3:-:::::-::.::-.::,::i:::i::i:.:.

T/MEVct|t Bounda|jca'atsd Pt ebabiljtica

T4gggeiit

CVTMCHPMPC CVCS Pump C

Pc'seriptioti
"c'odd

CV MP

CV Rv

CVXV

CV XV

PCHOIC

291

291

399

Qojiipojj'cj>t.

7.63F 03

4.68E.04

1.42E-06

1.42E.06

pe//gii jjt.
::i.".'eiiji

8.10E-03

+oteg,'GTMOOOO

IA D/G IA CP-64 KDGOIA

DG DG KDGOIA

PT-12.1 KDGOIA

I.IIE-03

1.42E-03

2.22E-03

5.86E-03

DGTMOOOO IB

HVTMAAIF02

D/G IB

IB exhaust Fan AAIF02

PT-12.6

CP-64

DG DG

PT-12.2

PT-12.6

HVMB

HVMB

HVMB

IIVMF

KDGO]A

KDGOI8

KDGOIB

KDGOIB

KDGOIB

AID04A

AID04B

AID05H

AIF02

I.IIF 03

1.11E-03

1.42E-03

2.22E-03

1.11E-03

2.83E-04

2.83E-04

2.83E-04

7.14E-04

5.86F 03

1.56F 03 6

HVTMABSTRA IB Exhaust Fan AAIF08A

Hv MC

HVMF

AAD09A

AAF08A

HVMC - AAD08A 2.83E.04

2.83E 04

7.14E-04

1.28E-03

HVTMAIFOIA

HVTMAIFOIB

IB Exhaust Fan AAIF08B

IB Exhaust Fan AIFOIA

IB Exhaust Fan AIFOIB

IIVMC

Hv MC

HVMF

HVMC

HVMC

HVMF

Hv MC

Hv MC

HVMF

AAD08B

AAD09B

AAF08B

AIDOIA

AID02A

AIFOIA

AIDOIB

AID02B

AIFOIB

2.83E-04

2.83E-04

7.14E-04

2.83E-04

2.83E-04

7.14E-04

2.83E-04

2.83E-04

7.14F 04

1.28e-03

1.28E-03

1.28E-03
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~',.i:.:,:.ii:,':,::,::.:.:.:,:,:,::,:,',:.:,:,::,:,,:,,:,;,:,:.:,:,:.,:,:,:, Table EQ'::,:...'.,:,:,:,:,,:,:,:,:,:,'.",.",,'.,:,i;,:.',:i::::,'i:::,::::1,-"'i":::i!',::::'"::: ..:.:.::":":--:":::::
:.:.::": i:i i:-:: T/hfEVeiitBoundarici'niid Probabilities

TIMEyciir Pi 'Sar/pl ioir.':'i:''CARTA::;:;i!::ii::NÃ
"''c'Coik:: iiii i'i::.

Compohciif,:',;:,:T4fjriviit
-::.::.:.:Mcaii::: i::: ':Mdaii

|Votci.:

HVBvfCHARGA

EIVTMCHARGB

HVTMCTMTA

Charging Pump Room HVAC
Train A

Charging Pump Room EIVAC
Train B

CTMTHVACTrain A

HVMB

HVMF

SWXV

SlV XV

SW XV

IIVMB

HVMP

SWXV

SWXV

SW XV

HVAF

HV AP

HVMC

HVMC

HVMP

SWXV

SW XV

CP-13-P/A

AAFOIA

4750

4751

4767

CP-13-P/B

AAPOIB

4752

4753

4768

ACL07A

ACLOSA

5871

5872

ACFOSA

4627

4629

2.83E-04 1.03P 03

7.14E-04

1.178-05

1.17E-05

1.178-05

2.838-04 1.03E.03

7.14F 04

1.17F 05

1.17P 05

1.178-05

9.68F 04 3.24E-03

9.688-04

2.83E-04

2.838.04

7.148-04

1.17P 05

1.178-05

HVTMCTMTB CTMTHVACTrain B HVMC

HVMF

SWXV

SW XV

5880

ACF08B

4628

4630

2.83E-04

7.14P 04

1.178-05

1.17E.05

1.02E-03

HVTMCIMTC CTMTHVACTrain C HVAF

HVAP

HVMC

HVMC

HVMP

SWXV

SW XV

ACL07B

ACLOSB

5874

5876

ACFOSC

4641

4643

9.688-04 3.248-03

9.68E-04

2.83E-04

2.83E-04

7.14E-04

1.178-05

1.17F 05
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, Table&3
T/MEvent Boundaries'and Probabilities

- „T4$gven<-

HVTMCTMTD

l)escripl1on

CTMTHVACTrain D

CAFTAN
e-Code

HVMC

HVMP

SWXV

5877

ACFOSD

4642

Componeri r", 'iMEven!
- - Mean- .- . Meai)

2.83E-04 1.02E-03

7.14E-04

1.17P 05

Nares,.

HVTMCTRLRM Control Rm HVAC

HVTMRELAYA ARelay Room HVAC

SW XV

HVMC

HV MC

HVMC

HV'MP

HV MF

HVMF

SW SV

SiV XV

SWXV

SWXV

SWXV

4644

AKD06

AKD13

AKD14

AKF03

AKF08

AKFOlA

4761B

4761H

4761N

4761P

476IQ

1.17E-OS

2.83E-04 2.28B-03

2.83E-04

2.83E-04

7.14E-04

7.14E-04

7.14E-04 9.05E-04

1.32E-04

1.17E-OS

1.17E-OS

1.17P 05

1.17E-OS

HVTMRBLAYB

HVTMSAFW A

B Relay Room HVAC

SAPW Room Pan Cooler A

SW XV

HVMF

SW SV

S'tV XV

SWXV

SW XV

SW XV

HVMB

HVMB

HVMB

HV MF

SW AV

SW CV

SLV XV

4761V

AKFOIB

4761K

4761B

4761C

4761J

4761L

Rctum Al

Rctum A2

Rctum A3

AFFOIA

9632A

9633A

9631A

1.17E-OS

7.14H-04 8.93E-04

1.32B-04

1.17E-OS

1.17E-OS

1.17E-OS

1.17B-OS

2.83E-04 3.80E-03

2.83B-04

2.83E-04

7.14E-04

1.99E.OS

2.21H-03

1.17H 05
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.:.;:;74/gycii t,; TiME'vi;<if,,:;::.,:;Notes.;",:
:: ."M~iiii:'':: i:::: 0

!,,...„..."... ",:,:,:::,Table E3
:::,:.::::,..:.:.:i'T&f:EventItoundarfcs'ai|il ProbabHit les.:::

';,;-,::;.;.::,;::;g)isiiiptiogt':,...::,,:,,:QjfFgjf,:,':;;:,,:;;'-.gN;";:,;.-;-..;'.,'„:;Coiiipoitiiftf,-, ',".
'e Coife".::.:: .'l l:::-.;; '::.::;:i:::.;- '-:: Meiiii-:

HVTMSAPW B

IATMCOMPRA

IATMCOMPRB

SAPW Room Fan Cooler B

IA-ACompressor

IA- B Compressor

IlvMB

IIVMB

IIVMB

IIVMP

SW AV

SWCV

SiV XV

IAAM

IAAR

IACV

IAXV

SW CV

SWSV

SWXV

SWXV

SWXV

SWXV

IAAM

IAAR

IACV

IAXV

S'tV CV

SW SV

SW XV

SW XV

SiV XV

StV XV

Rctum Bl

Rctum B2

Rctum B3

AFFOIB

9632B

9633B

9631B

CIA02A

TIA04A

5301

5303

5333

5261

5300

5325

5331

5337

CIA02B

TIA04B

5302

5304

5334

5262

5332

5334

5338

8314

2.838-04

2.838-04

2.83E-04

7.14E-04

1.99E-05

2.21E-03

1.178-05

4.268-03

9.378-05

0.00

2.18-03

1.32E-04

1.178-05

1.17F 05

1.178-05

1.17E-05

4.268-03

9.378-05

0.00

2.218-03

1.328-04

1.178.05

1.17P 05

1.178-05

1.17E-05

3.808 03

6.748-03

6.74E-03
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T4fEvcnt-

-., TnblcE3-
T/MEvent Boundaries nnri Probabilities

Descriprr'arr, CrQTA
e Code

Component Tlhf8nnt ---Epics
incan .: Mean

IATMCOMPRC

IATMSACOMP

IA- C Compressor

SA Compressor

IAAM

IAAR

IACV

IAXV

SWSV

SWXV

SW XV

IAAM

IAAR

IAXV

SW CV

SKV SV

SW XV

SW XV

SWXV

SWXV

CIA02C

TIA04C

8216

8217

8242

83II

4787B

CSA02

TSAO I

5357

5370

5272

5366

5369

5373

5379

4.268-03 4.518 03

9.378-05

0.00

1.32E-04

1.178-05

1.178.05

4.268-03 6.748-03

9378-05

2.18-03

1.28-04

1.178-05

1.178 05

1.17E-05

1.17E-05

MSTM003410 ARVB MS RV 3410 3.758.04 3.988-04

MSTM003411

RCTM000515

RCTM000516

MOV-515 Closed Duo to
Stroke Test

MOV-516 Closed Due to
Stroke Test

MS XV

MS RV

MS XV

PT-2.3

PT-2.3

3506

3411

3507

515

516

2.348-05

3.75E-04 3.988-04

2.34E-05

3.71P 04 3.71E-04

3.71P 04 3.71E-04
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Tgf
@vent,'able EQ

T/MEvent Boundaiics alulPrababmtica

gcscr/ptipn - //IFTA - -Bfg '

Coiie
Cpmponcn(

Mean':
7+/gvcn/ 'Notes

'ean

RIITMOOOOOA

RHTM000008

SITM00825A

SITM008258

RHR Injection Train "A"

RHR Injection 'I?ain "8"

MOV825A

MOV8258

PT-2.3

RH CV

RH CV

RH IIX

RII MP

RH MV

RIIXV

1UI XV

RH XV

RH XV

IUIXV

PT-2.3

RII AV

IUICV

RII CV

RH HX

RH MP

RH MV

IUIXV

RH XV

IUIXV

RIIXV

RH XV

SI MV

SI MV

704A

625

697A

710A

BAC02A

PACOIA

704A

714

717

694A

696A

709A

7048

624

6978

7108

BAC028

PAC018

7048

715

716

6948

6968

7098

8258

3.71B-04

2.08B-04

0.00

0.00

1.01E-04

2.09B-03

1.28E.04

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

3.71B-04

2.08E-04

0.00

0.00

1.01B-04

2.098.03

1.28E.04

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

2.3IB-04

2.31E.04

2.90B-03

2.90B 03

2.318-04

2.31E 04
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;i:,;:,::,i;'i,':,:.:.:,i:,:;.:,'-,:Table EQ:,,:,"',::-:,: i,'iii:.:,'i:ii',-:::".ii:,,:i;i ';,:;,::iii:,,,::i,':, i

TQI:EVciitlloundiiiies'rind Probabilities:i:,:

Pescripllorr'ii iiigWVA.:: '':::::::!EN:
e'Coite::

r".omport eti I.

. i.'" i'Meiii'i
TINErrerr(.
i'i':i:-:Qiiiii

SITM00871A

SITM008718

SITMOPSIIA

SITMOPSI I8

SITMOPSI IC

MOV-871 AClosed Duo to
Monthly or Quarterly Test of
PSIOIC; or Maintenance
Event

MOV-871D Closed Duo to
Quarterly Test ofPSIOI C

SI Pump A

SI Pump 8

SI Pump C

PT-2.1M;
PT-2.1Q

SI CV

SI MV

PT-2.1Q

SI CV

SI MV

SI CV

SI CV

SI MP

SI XV

SI XV

Sl XV

SI CV

SI CV

SI MP

SI XV

SI XV

SI XV

SI CV

SIMP

SI MV

Sl MV

SI XV

871A

870A

871A

8718

8708

8718

889A

891A

PSIOIA

1820A

888A

890A

8898

891C

PSIOIB

1820C

8888

8908

8918

PSIOIC

1815A

18158

18208

2.96E.03 3.20E-03

1.13E-05

2.31E-04

7.42E-04 9.84E-04

1.13E-05

2.31E-04

1.13E-05 2.37E.03

1.13E-05

2.35F 03

0.00

0.00

0.00

1.13E-05 2.37E-03

1.13E-05

2.35E-03

0.00

0.00

0.00

1.13E-05 2.82E-03

2.35E-03

2.31E-04

2.31P 04

0.00
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,. T4fEvjnf-

Table EG
T/MEvent Boundartcs atul Probabilities

ascription - CAPT'
'e Code

Component
'eair

TM&cn/; Ão/cs,

Meri

SITMTRAINA

S~INB

SWTMIAMAIN

SWIMIBMAIN

SWTMICMAIN

SWMIDMAIN

S tVTM4613MT

SWM4614MT

8 tVTM46ISMT

SKVTM4616MT

SI Train A Discharge Valves

SI Train B Discharge Valves

SW Pump AMaintenanco

SW Pump B Maintenance

SW Pump C Maintenance

SW Pump D Maintenance

MOV4613 Maintenance

MOV4614 Maintcnancc

MOV4615 Maintenance

MOV4616 Maintenance

PT-2.1M,
PT-2.1Q

SI CV

SI CV

SI CV

SI MV

SI MV

PT-2.1M,
PT-2.1Q

SI CV

SI CV

SI CV

SI MV

SI MV

Sl XV

SW CV

SW MP

SWXV

SW CV

SWMP

SWXV

SWCV

SKV MP

SW XV

SW CV

SWMP

SWXV

SWMV

StV MV

SWMV

SRV MV

PSIOIA,
I/2 PSIOIC

842A

867A

841

PSIOIB,
I/2 PSIOIC

842B

867B

878J

841

878D

8788

4601

PStVO IA

4605

4602

PSWOIB

4606

4603

PSWOIC

4607

4604

PSWOID

4608

4613

4614

4615

4616

3.158-03 3.65P 03

1.13P 05

1.13E-OS

1.138-05

2.318-04

2.318-04

2.048-03 2.548-03

1.138-05

1.138-05

1.138-05

2.318-04

2.318-04

0.00

2.21E-03 2.708-02

* 2.48E-02

1.178-05

2.218-03 2.708-02

2.488-02

1.178-05

2.218-03 2.70E-02

2.488-02

1.17E-OS

2.218-03 2.70Hz 02

2.488-02

1.178-05

4.978-04 4.978-04

4.978-04 4.978-04

4.97E-04 4.978-04

4.978-04 4.978.04
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Tabic 8N3
TiMEvciitBoundaries'and Probabmtka

Qlrpvent :Pescription SEPTA
e Code

NN -
- Component

Mean
T4rEvbnf
- "."Afcati'Votes-.

SWTM4664MT

SKVTM4670MT

SWTM4734MT

S'iVTM4735MT

S WTM9627AM

SWTM9627BM

MOV4664 Maintenance

MOV4670 Maintenance

MOV4734 Maintenance

MOV4735 Maintenance

SW Hcadcr To SAFW Train A

SW Header To SAFW Train B

SWMV

SW Mv

SWMV

Siv MV

SW CV

SW XV

SWCV

SW XV

4664

4670

4734

4735

9627A

9626A

9627B

9626B

4.978.04

4.97E 04

4.97E-04

4.978-04

2.21E-03

1.178-05

2.218»03

1.178-05

4.978-04

4.97E.04

4.978-04

4.97F 04

2.228-03

2.22F 03

(I) These manual valves were not included in the plant-specific data collection task. Therefore, the
valves use the plant-specific maintenance history for other AFW manual valves which was
considered to be a representative'population.

(2) The service water filters (SW FD) were not included in the plant-specific data collection task.
Since these are passive components, any maintenance on the filters should have resulted in either
the associated solenoid valve or even AFW pump being declared inoperable. Therefore, no
maintenance out-of-service time was assigned to the filters.

(3) Only valves in the common flowpath for this block of components was considered. That is, the
probability of having both Sluice Pump trains inoperable due to maintenance was considered
very unlikely given the frequency that the pumps are operated. In addition, since this T/M event
applies to recovery action, the human error associated with aligning the system should dominate
the results.

(4) The CCW surge tank was not included in this T/Mevent since this would fail both CCW pumps
which is not allowed by Ginna Technical Specifications during power operation.

(5) The boundaries for the diesel generators (D/Gs) was limited to the diesels themselves. This was
done on the basis that ifany ventilation or fuel system component was inoperable, and that
component rendered the respective DG inoperable, then the out-of-service time would be
assigned to the D/G in the data collection task. In addition, a review of the out-of-service times
for the ventilation and fuel system components showed them to be negligible.
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(6) Backdraft dampers were not included in the plant-specific data collection task. Consequently,
maintenance data associated with air-operated dampers was used. This is conservative since an
air-operated damper is more likely to require maintenance due to the additional parts, etc.

(7) Instrument air manual valves were not included in the plant-specific data collection task.
However, the manual valves on the discharge of the air compressors was included within the
component boundary for the air compressors. Consequently, no maintenance out-of-service time
is assigned to these valves.

(8) PT-2.1M/Q both require use of the Safety Injection test line; consequently, operations declares
the affected pump trains inoperable. Since SI Pump C must provide flow through one of the two
injection lines, Pumps Aand B are also affected. Therefore, for PT-2.1M, two-thirds of the test
time is assigned to SITMHRAINAsince Pump C is only used through 871A. For PT-2.1Q, one-
half of the test time is assigned to both SITMTRAINAand SITMTRAINB.
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APPENDIX F

HUMANERROR EVALUATIONS
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F.O HUMANERROR EVALUATIONS

This appendix contains detailed information used to generate human error probabilities for use in
the Ginna Station PSA. The appendix is organized into several tables as follows:

a.

b.
C.

d.

LOCA sump recirculation timing (residual heat removal);
LOCA sump recirculation timing (safety injection and containment spray);
Pre-initiator human errors; and

Post-initiator human errors.

The final calculation of human errors is provided in [Ref. I]. Please note that Tables F-3 and F-4

only address human errors included in the final integrated PSA model (i.e., all human errors

described in Section 6 may not be in these tables ifthe event was not included in the integrated

model).
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Table F-1

Sump Recirculation Timing

Background:

Per procedure ES-1.3, transferring to containment sump recirculation consists of the following general steps

after the RWST level lm reached 28%:

a.

b.
C.

Verify CNMT Sump B Level is ) 113 inches.

Establish SW to the CCW heat exclengers and CCW to the RHR heat exclengers as required.

Stop SI Pump C, one CS pump, and both RHR pumps.
Reconfigure the RHR system by isolating the suction line from the RWST (MOV 856) and opening

the suction line from CNMT Sump B (MOVs 850A and 850B).

Start both RHR pumps.

Once the RWST level reaches 15%, operators are hmtructed to perform the following additional steps:

a.

b.
Stop all remaining SI, CVCS, and CS pumps.
Reconfigure the SI and CS systems for lugh head recirculation by isolating the suction line from
the RWST (MOVs 897 and 898) and opening the suction lines from the RHR system (MOVs 857A

and 857C for one line and MOV 857B for the second line).
Starting one SI or CS pump based on core exit thermocouple indication and CNMT pressure,

respectively.

Analysis:

For the purpose of modeling human recovery actions, it is desirable to know how fast the RWST willdeplete to the

28% and 15% level indications for each size LOCA. To calculate these values, MAAP runs were made assuming

tlat all SI, CS, and RHR pumps were available since tins provides the most conservative results. Also, the largest

LOCA size for each of the four LOCA initiators was used for the same reason. The calculated results are provided

below:

LQG~ XiaMa2!K XimU~
RWST1A
RWST2A
RWST6A
RWST14A

I II

6N

14"

349 min
176 min
69 min
46 min

432 min
224 min
82 min
59 min

83 min
48 min
13 min
13 min

It should be noted tlrat MAAP cannot address LOCAs larger than 1/2 the piping diameter (hence the 14" run). As

such, the large LOCA timing willbe reduced by 1/3 to compensate for tins difference, resulting in the following:

N/A
LQ~a Xi'K
Large 30 min 39 min
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Table F-2
High-Head Recirculation Timing

Assumptions:

The time available to operators is the time required to "remove" the available water above the active fuel.
Per RG&B Design Aiialysis DA-NS-93496-00, Revision 0, the RCS total volume at hot zero power is
5,551.5 fP with 1,219.9 ft'ocated below the active fuel. Assuming tliat 4,331.7 ft'fwater is available is
appropriate since in order to reach lugh-head recirculation conditions, the LOCA size must be relatively
small {on the order of 1" or less). For LOCAs witlun tlus class size, operators would reach SI termination
criteria since the flow from 2/3 SI pumps would rapidly overcome flow rate out the break. Tlus is coiisistent
with the steam generator tube mpture accident for an equivalent 3/4" guillotine break of one tube. However,
for conservatism, only 50% of the water volume will be assumed available (i.e., 2,165 ft').

There are two available means of losing RCS inventory: (1) flow out the break, and (2) decay heat. The flow
out the break willbe assumed to be 500 gpm which is the approximate fiow out of a SG tube following a
guillotine break at fullRCS pressure. Decay heat at 7 hours (Table F-1 for 1" LOCA) is approximately 1%
ofRTP, or 15.80 MWt.

RCS is assumed to be at saturation at 500 psia.

C'nlculation:

Since there are two methods of losing RCS inventory, the following equation is used to determine the time to boil off:

(Loss Due to Decay Heat Boil Off) + (Loss Due to Break Flow) = 2,165.85
ft'here:

Loss Due to Decay Heat Boil Offcan be defined as t * Q which can be calculated as:

t Q = m (h, - Iit)

or, solving to determine the mass which is lost due to decay heat:

m = (t Q)/(li,-h,)

volume = (t Q v)/(Ii, - Iit)

= t (15.80 MWt)(3.4129 Btu/lir/W)(1.0E6 W/MW)(0.01975ft /Ib) / (1204i7 - 449.5)Btu/lb ~

= 1410.22 ft~ /lir* t

b. Loss Due to Break Flow can be defined as 500 gpm * t or:

(500 gal/min)(0. 1337 ft'/gal)(60 min/lir) * t = 4,011 ft'/lu *t

Solving the original equation yields:
1410.22 ft'lu * t + 4,011 fl'/lir*t = 2,165.85 ft'

= 0.40 lus or 24 minutes to complete truisfer



TABLEF4
Human Reliability Events - Pre Initiators

System Event i/arne
Pre ar

Post Inft Description OfEvent
Screening
Value Fina! Value

AFtV AFHFLOARVA PRE FAILURETO RESTORE AFW MOTORDRIVENPUMP TRAINATO SERVICE POST
TEST/MAINT. Event rcprescnts failure to properly rcstoie MDAFWpump train Ato snvicc
followingmaintenance andfor testing. Maintenance on Safety Related (SR) and Safety Significant
(SS) components is controlled by the work control system. Performance ofmaintenance on SR

equipment is controlled by workpackage and EIN specific procedure (e.g.> M-11.5c). Tracking
documents (A-52.4) arc initiated to track equipment inoperability and ensures steps are taken to
restore equipment function and perform operability testing. Thc work control system requires that
operability testing (PT-16(-A) be performed to vnifyproper equipment operation following
inaintcnance or testing. Operators take the followingactions and/ or have thc followingvisual
cues to indicate that AE3V is restored to snvice: Annunchfors J-25, H-9, and H-10. 0%.13
checks pump switch position and verifles valve position (dot check) each shift. white breaker
dlsagrennent light (valves and pumps) indicates that beaker position differs from switch
position. Valve posMon indication and pump breaker position status lights also verify that
DC control power is available to each component breaker.

3.00E-03 3.00E-03

AFW AFHFLOARVB PRE FAILURETO RESTORE AFW MOTOR-DRIVENPUMP TRAINB TO SERVICE POST
TEST/MAINT. Event represents failure to properly restore MDAFWpump train B to service
followingmaintenance and/or testing. Maintenance on Safety Related (SR) and Safety Significant
(SS) components is controlled by the work control system. Performance ofinaintenance on SR
equipment is controlled by work package and EINspecific procedure (e.g., M-11'). Tracking
documents (A-52.4) arc initiated to track equipment inoperability and cnsurcs steps arc taken to
restore equipmcnt function and perform operability testing. The work control system requires that
operability testing (PT-16(-B) be performed to verifyproper equipment operation following
maintenance or testing. Operators take the followingactions andf orhave the followingvisual
cues to indicate that AFW is rcstorcd to snvice: Annundators J-25, H-9, and H-10. 0-6.13
checks pump switch position and veriflcs valve position (dot check) each sMff. IVhltebreaker
disagreement light (valves and pumps) indicates that beaker position differs from switch
position. Valve position indication and pump brcakcr position status lights also verify that
DC control power is available to each component breaker.

3.00E-03 3.00E-03

AFHFLS5737 OPERATOR LEAVES SWITCH IS I/5737 INTHE DEF OR AUXPOSITION. 'Ibis switch
bypasses thc SGblowdown isolation function on MDIVstart. Switch 1S1/5737 allows AOV
5737 to be opened to provide blowdown flowfrom SG B during periods oflow feedwater flow.
Failure to properly operate these switches could result in inabilityto maintain SG B water
inventory, as the flowrate through the blowdown valves is normally 100 gpm. Annunciator K-
13 alarms when switch ISl/5737 is in an

off

norma position. Operators are dirccfcd to place
the switch innormal by procedure 0-1, M&VPump Aor MAVPmnp B attachments during
the M&Vpump staMp sequence.

3.00E-03 3.00E-03



TAIILEF4
Human ReliabilityEvents - Pre Initiators

System Evvnt¹me
Pre or

Post In/t Description 0/Event
Screening
Value Final Value

AFW AFHFLS5738 OPERATOR LEAVES5 tVITCH I8 I/5738 INTHE DEF OR AUXPOSITION. This switch
bypasses the SG blowdown isolation function on MDIVstaxt. Switch IS I/5738 allows AOV
5738 to be opcncd to provide blowdown flow from SG Aduring periods oflow fecdwater flow.
Failure to properly operate these switches could result in inabilityto maintain SG Awater
inventory, as thc

flow

rat through the blowdown valves is normally 100 gpm. Annunciator K-13
alarms when switch ISI/5738 is in an offnormal position. Operators are directed to place the
switch innormal by procedure 0-1, hIFLVPump A or hMVPump 8 attachments during the
MAYpump startup sequence,

3.00E-03 3.00F 03

A%V AFHFLSARVA FAILURETO RESTORE SAFW PUMP TRAINC TO SERVICE POST TEST/MAINT. Event
represents failure to properly restore SAFW pump train C to service followingmaintenance and/or
testing. Maintcnancc on Safety Related (SR) and Safety Significant (SS) components is controlled
by the work control system. Perfonnance ofmaintenance on SR equipment is controlled by work
package and EIN specific procedure (c.g., hf-11.14). Tracking documents (A$2.4) arc initiated to
track equipment inoperability and ensures steps are taken to restore equipment function and
perform operability testing. The work control system requires that operability testing (PTDAif-C)
bc performed to verifyproper equipment operation followingmaintenance or testing. Operators
take thc followingactions and/ or have the followingvisual cues to indicate that SAFW is restored
to service: Annunciator AA-5. 0-6 13 pump switch positions and verifles valve position (dot
check) each shiit. 1Vhite breaker disagreemcnt light (valves and pumps) indicates that beaker
position differs from switch position. Valve position indication and pump breaker position
status lights also verify that DC control power is amilable to each component breaker.

3.00F 03 3.00F 03

FAILURETO RESTORE SAFW PUMP TRAIND TO SERVICE POST TEST/MAINT. Event
represents failure to properly restore SAFW pump train D to service followingmaintenance and/or
testing. Maintenance on Safety Related (SR) and Safety Signiflcant (SS) components is controlled
by thc work control systetn. Perfonnance ofmaintenance on SR equipment is controlled by work
package and EIN specific procedure (e.g., M-1015). Tracking documents (A-52.4) are initiated to
track equipment inoperability and ensures steps are taken to rcstorc equipment function and
perform operability testing. The work contml system requires that operability testing (PT46M-D)
bc performed to verifyproper equipment operation followingmaintenance or testing. Operators
take the followingactions and/or have the followingvisual cues to indicate that SARV is restored
to service: Annunciator AA-5. 0-6.13 pump sivitch positions and verillcs valve position (dot
check) each shIIL IVhitebreaker disagreement light (valves and pumps) indicates that beaker
position differs from switch position. Valve position hidlcation and pump breaker position
status lights also verify that DC control power Is nvailable fo each component breaker.

3.00E-03 3.00E-03



TABLEF4
Human Reifabmty Events - Prc Initiators

System Event Fame
Pre or

Post Inir Description OfEvent

FAILURETO RESIORE TDAFWPUMP IRAINTO SERVICE POST TEST/MAINT. Event
represents failure to properly restore thc TDARVpump to service followingmaintenance and/or
testing. Maintcnancc on Safety Related (SR) and Safety Significant (SS) components is controlled
by the work control system. Perfonnance ofmaintenance on SR equipment is controlled by work
package and EINspecific procedure (e.g., M-11.5K). Tracking documents (A-52.4) are initiated
to track equipinent inoperability and ensures steps are taken to restore equipment function and
perform operability testing. 'Ihc work control system requires that operability testing (PT-1Aif-T)
bc performed to verifyproper equipment operation followingmaintenance or testing. Operators
take the followingactions and/orhave thc followingvisual cues to indicate that the 'IDAFW
pump is restored to service: 0-6.13 pump switch posmons and verifies calve position(dot
check) tach shiA. AC OA pump power availablc light. Steam ndnifssfon valve position
indication and pump breaker position status lights also verif that DC control power is
available to each component breaker.

Screening
Value

3.00E-03

Final Value

3.00F 03

CCW CCHFL0780A CCW THROTILINGVALVE780A MISPOSIIIONED. Manual valve 780A is thc outlet valve
forCCW heat exchanger A. lhc valve is required to bc in service to support RHR operation
within22.4 ndnutes followinga large break LOCA(recirc phase ofan accident). Initial
positioning ofvab e 7$0Aper procedure S4IA, step 5 12 8 before reactor startup. Position of
780A verified every 31 days per procedure SNOBS, step 5.2.22.

3.00F 03 3.00E-03

CCW CCHFL0780B CGA THROTILINGVALVE780B MISPOSlT1ONED. Manual valve 780B is thc outlet valve
for CCW heat exchanger B. 'Ihe valve is required to bc in service to support RHR operation
within22.4 ndnutcs followinga large break LOCA(recirc phase ofan accident). Initial
positioning ofvalve 780B per procedure S4A, step 5.12.10 before reactor startup. Position
of 780B verified every 31 days per procedure $302, step 5.2.24.

3.00E-03 3.00E-03

CSHFL0896A MOV896A LEFTUNAVAILABLEAFTER TESTING OR MAINTENANCE Event represents
failure to restore MOV896A, "Refueling Water Storage Tank(RWST) Outlet to CS and SI Pumps"
to service followingmaintenance and/or testing. MOV896A is used to isolate the CS and SI
pump suction from the RWST during the shiA to recirculation. Failure ofthis valve combined
with failure ofMOV896B would result in loss ofSI and CS functions when thc RWST empties.
Maintenance on Safety Related (SR) and Safety Significant (SS) components is controlled by the
work control system. Performance ofmaintcnance on MOV896A is controlled by workpackage
and EIN specific procedures (e.g., VifP47-01-03A, ih1-64.1.2). Tracking documents (A-52.4) are

initiated to track «quipment inoperability and ensures steps are taken to rcstorc equipment function
and perform operability testing. The work control system requires that operability testing (PT-2.4)
be performed to verifyproper equipment operation followingmaintenance or testing. Breaker
position is verified per &30.L Opcratois take the followingactions and/ or have the following
visual cucs to indicate that MOV896A is restored to service: 0-6.13 verifies mlvc position (dot
check) each shift. IVhftebreaker disagreement fight fndlcates that beaker position differs
from switch position. Valve position indication fndleates that DC control power fs available
to the valve.

3.00E43 3.00E-03



TABLEF4
Human ReliabilityEvents - Prc Initiators

System Event Name
Pre or

Post Init Description Oj'Event
Screening
Value Final Value

CSHFL0896B MOV896B LEFTUNAVAILABLEAFIERTESIINGORMAINTENANCE Event represents
failure to restore MOV896B, "Refueling Water Storage Tank(RWST) Outlet to CS and SI Pumps"
to service followingmaintenance and/or testing. MOV896B is used to isolate the CS and SI
pump suction from the RWST during the shift to recirculation. Failure ofthis valve combined
with failure ofMOV896A would result in loss ofSI and CS functions when the RWST einpties.
Maintenance on Safety Related (SR) and Safety Significant (SS) components is conttoBed by the
work control system. Perfonnance ofmaintenance on MOV896A is controlled by workpackage
and EIN specific procedures (e.g., Ciifp47-0WQA,

iaaf-64.12).

Tracking documents (A-52.4) are
initiated to track equipment inoperability and ensures steps arc taken to rcstorc equipment function
and perform operability testing. The work control system requires that operability testing (PT-2.4)
be performed to verifyproper equipmcnt operation followingmaintenance or testing. Breaker
position is verified monthly per M01. Operators take the followingactions and/orhave the
followingvisual cues to indicate that MOV896B is restored to service: 0-6.13 verUles valve
position (dot check) each shUt. white breaker disagreement light indicates that beaker
position dUfers from switch position. Valve position indication indicates that DC control
power Is avaBable to the valve.

3.00E 03 3.00E-03

CSHFLTRANA PRE OPERATORS FAILTO RESTORE CS TRAINAEQUIPMENTAFIERTESIING OR
MAIKIZNANCEEvent represents failure to restore CS Train Ato service following
maintenance and/or testing. Maintenance on Safety Related (SR) and Safety SigniTicant (SS)
components is controlled by the work control system. Perfonnance ofmaintenance on CS Train
Aequipment is controlled by workpackage and specific procedures (e.g., M-11.14 for CS pump
A). Tracking documents (A-52.4) are initiated to track equipment inoperability and ensures steps
are taken to restore equipment function and perform operability testing. 'Ihe work control system
rcquircs that operability testing (PTQhi) be performed to verifyproper equipment operation
followingmaintenance or testing, Breaker position is verified monthly per $309. Operators take
the followingactions and/orhave the followingvisual cues to indicate that CS is restored to
service: Annunciators B-8, B-16, B-24, A-27 and A-28. 0-6.13 checks pump switch position
and vcrUIes valve position (dot check) each shiit. IVMtebreaker disagreement light (valves
and pumps) indicates that beaker position dUfers from switch position. Valve position
indication nnd pump breaker position status lights also verify that DC control power is
available to each component breaker.

3.00E-03 3.00E-03



TABLEF4
Human Reliability Events - Pre Initiators

System Event liame
Pre or

Post Init Description OfEvent
Screening
Value Final Value

CSHFLTRANB PRE OPERATORS FAILTO RESTORE CS TRAINB EQUIPMENTAFIERTESTING OR

MAINTENANCE.This basic event represent failure to restore CS Train B to service following
maintenance and/or testing. Maintenance on Safety Related (SR) and Safety Significant (SS)

components is controlled by the work control system. Pcrformancc ofmaintenance on CS Train

Aequipmcnt is controlled by workpackage and specific procedures (e.g., hI-11.14 for CS pump

B). Tracking documents (A42.4) arc initiated to track equipment inoperability and ensures steps

arc taken to restore equipment function and perform operability testing. 'Ihe work control system

requires that operability testing (PTDhi) bc performed to verifyproper equipment operation

followingmaintenance or testing. Breaker position is verified monthly per $303. Operators take

thc followingactions and/orhave thc followingvisual cues to indicate that CS is restored to

service: Annunciatozs B4, B-16, B-24, A-27 and A-28. 0-6.13 checks pump switch position

and veriilcs valve position(dot check) each shiit. IVhltebreaker disagreement light (valves

and pumps) indicates that beaker posMon differs from switch position. Valve position
indication and pump breaker position status lights also verify that DC control poiver is

available to each component breaker.

3.00E-03 3.00F 03

ESHFLCPH1A PRE TEST SWITCH FOR RELAYPC-945A-X1, PC-947A-Xl OR PC949A-Xl LEFTINTEST

POSITION. This basic event represent failure to rctum individual relay test switches for thc above

relays to normal followingsafcguards logic testing (PT-32.1). Each ofthese switches disconnects

the Hicontainment pressure train A logic circuit from the master SI relay when placed in test.

This, ifa high pressure condition occuned withthe switches test, the SI train Amaster relay would

not receive a signaL Operators have thc followingindications and/or take the followingactions to

verify that each test switch is retumcd to normal: Annunciator L30 would be litany time a test

switch is in test. Testing ofeach relay is controlled by procedure PTQ2.1, which has single action

steps that verify each test switch rctumed to normal and all annunciators arc clear at thc end ofa

test.

3.00E-03 3.00E43

ESFAS ESHFLCPH1B PRE TEST SWITCH FOR RELAYPC-945A-X2, PC-947A-X2 OR PC-949A-X2 LEFTINTEST

POSITION. This basic cvcnt represent failure to rctum individual relay test switches for thc above

relays to normal followingsafcguards logic testing (PT-32.1). Each ofthese switches disconnects

the Hicontainment pressure train B logic circuit from the master SI relay when placed in test.

This, ifa high prcssure condition occurred with the switches test, the SI train B master relay would

not reccivc a signal. Operators have thc following indications and/or take the followingactions to

verifythat each test switch is returned to normal: Annunciator L30 would bc litany time a test

switch is in test. Testing ofeach relay is controlled by procedure PTD2.1, which has single action

steps that verifyeach test switch rctumed to normal and all annunciatots are clear at the end ofa

test.

3.00E-03 3.00E-03



System Event Fame

ESFAS ESHFLCPH2A

Pre or
Post Inir

TABLEFQ
Human RelialltyEvents - Pre Inlthtors

Description OfEvent

TEST SWITCH FOR RELAYPC-946A-Xl, PC-948A-Xl OR PC-950A-Xl LEFTINTEST
POSITION. This basic event represent failure to return individual relay test switches forthe above
relays to normal follosving safeguards logic testing (PT-32.1). Each ofthese switches disconnects
the Hicontainment pressure train Alogic circuit from the master SI relay when placed in test.

this, ifa high prcssure condition occuned uW thc switches test, thc SI train Amaster relay would
not receive a signaL Operators have the followingindications and/or take the followingactions to
verify that each test switch is rctumed to normal: Annundator IAOwould be litany time a test
switch is in test. Testing ofeach relay is controlled by procedure PT42.1, which has single action
steps that verify each test switch returned to normal and all annunciators are clear at thc end ofa
test.

Screening
Value Final Value

3.00E.03 3.00E-03

'Tl Qzi
+ M
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ESFAS ESHFLCPH2B ZEST SWITCH FOR RELAYPC-946A-X2, PC-948A-X2 OR PC-950A-X2 LEFTINTEST
POSITIONL 'Ihis basic event represent failure to return individual relay test switches for the above
relays to normal followingsafeguards logic testing (PT-32.1). Each ofthese switches disconnects
the Hicontainment pressure train B logic circuit from the master SI relay when phccd in test.
'Ibis, ifa high pressure condition occurred withthe switches test, the SI train B master relay would
not receive a signaL Operators have the followingindications and/or take the followingactions to
verify that each test switch is rctumed to normal: Annunciator L30 would be litany time a test
switch is in test. Testing ofeach relay is controlled by proccdurc PT42.1, which has single action
steps that verifyeach test switch returned to normal and all annunciators arc clear at thc cnd ofa
test.

3.00E-03 3.00E.03

ESFAS ESHFLCPH3A I OR MORE CNMTHIPRES IRAINARELAYTEST SWITCH LEFTINTEST POSITION
POST lEST. 'Ibis basic event represents failure to restore test switches for relays PC-945B-X1,
PC-946B-XI, PC-947B-X1, PC-948B-Xl, PC-949B-Xl or PC-950-Xl to normal position alter
testing. Each ofthcsc switches disconnects containment spray master relay Sl from the high
pressure train Alogic circuitrywhen placed in the test position. 'Ihus, ifa Hiprcssure condition
occurred CS would not occur. Operators have the followingindications and/or take thc following
actions to verify that each test switch is rctumcd to normal: Annunciator L30 would be litany
time a test switch is in test. Testing ofeach relay is controlled by procedure PT42.1, which has
single action steps that verify each test switch returned to normal and all annunciators are clear at
the cnd ofa test.

3.00E-03 3.00E-03
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TABLEFQ
Human RcitabHity Events - Pre Initiators

System

ESFAS

Events'arne
Pre or

Post Init

ESHFLCPH3B PRE

Description OfEivnt

1 OR MORE CNMTHI PRES TRAINB RELAYTEST SWITCH LEFTINTEST POSITION
POST lEST. 1his basic event represents failure to restore test switches for relays PC-945B-X2,
PC-946B-X2, PC-947B-X2, PC-948B-X2, PC-949B-X2 or PC-950-X2 to normal position aflcr
testing. Each ofthese switches disconnects containment spray master relay S 1 from thc high
prcssure train B logic circuitrywhen placed in the test position. 'Ihus, ifa Hipressure condition
occurred CS would not occur. Operators have thc followingindications and/or take thc following
actions to verify that each test switch is returned to nonual: Annundator 430 would bc litany
time a test switch is in test. Testing ofeach relay is controlled by procedure PT42.1, which has
single action steps that verifyeach test switch returned to normal and all annunciators are clear at
thc end ofa test.

Screening
Value

3.00E-03

Final Value

3.00E-03

ESHFLF/464 FAILURETO RESTORE SWITCH TJS-F/464 TO NORMALPOSITION AFIERTES11NG.
'Ihis basic event represents failure to restore test injection switch TIS-F/464 to normal following
testing or maintcnancc. When the test injection switch is in test, the loop flowtransmitter is
removed from the instnunent loop, therefore no actual high steam flowwould be sensed.

Operation of 'HS-F/464 is controf led by procedure (ex. CPI-FLOA64) which has steps to have
independent verification ofthe test switch's return to normal Leaving thc test injection in test
would result in steam flowindication (FI 464) differing from other steam flowindications
available to thc operators. Also annunciator B-6 would alarm because it is impossible to close
thc test injection panel cover without placing the test injection switches in normaL

3.00E-03 3.00F 03

ESHFLF/465 FAILURETO RESTORE SW1TCH 'IIS-F/465 TO NORMALPOSITION AFTER 'IESTING.
1his basic event represents failure to restore test injection switch 1IS-F/465 to normal following
testing or maintenance. tVhen the test injection switch is in test, the loop flowtransmitter is
removed from the insttutnent loop, therefore no actual high steam flowwould be sensed.

Operation of TIS-F/465 is controlled by procedure (ex. CPI-FLOA65) which has steps to have
independent veriTication ofthe test switch's return to normaL Leaving the test injection in test
would result in steam flow indication (F1464) differing frotn other steam flowindications
available to thc operators. Also annunciator B-14 would alarm because it is impossible to close
thc test injection panel cover without placing thc test injection switches in nonnaL

3.00E-03 3.00E-03

ESFAS ESHFLP/945 FAILURETO RESIORE SWITCH TIS-P/945 TO NORMALPOSITION AFIERTESTING.
'Ibis basic event represents failure to testore test injection switch 11S-P/945 to normal following
testing or maintenance. When the test injection switch is in test, the loop flowtransmitter is
removed from the instrutnent loop, therefore no actual high containment pressure would be
sensed. Operation of TIS-P/945 is controlled by procedure (ex. CPI-PRES-945) which has steps
to have independent veriTication ofthe test switch's return to notmaL Leaving the test injection in
test would result in containment pressure indication (PI-945) differing from other containment
pressure indications available to the operators. Also annunciator ~ would alarm bccausc it is
impossible to close the test injection panel cover without placing the test injection switches in,
notmaL

3.00E-03 3.00E-03



TABLEFQ
Human ReliabilityEvents - Pre Initiators

System Event h'arne
Pre or

Post Init Description OfEvent
Screening
Value Final Value

ESFAS ESHFLP/946 FAILURETO RESTORE StVITCH 'IIS-P/946 TO NORMALPOSIIION AFIERTESTING.
This basic event represents failure to restore test injection switch TIS-P/946 to normal following
testing or maintenance. When thc test injection switch is in test, the loop flowtransmitter is
rcmovcd from the instnunent loop, therefore no actual high containment pressure would bc
sensed. Operation of TIS-P/946 is controlled by proccdurc (ex. CPI-PRES-946) which has steps

to have independent veriflcation ofthe test switch's rctum to nonnaL Leaving the test injection in
test would result in containment prcssure indication (PI-946) differing from other containment
pressure indications availablc to thc operators. Also annunciator B-14 would alarm because it is

impossible to close thc test injection panel cover without placing the test injection switches in
normal

3.00F 03 3.00E-03

ESFAS ESHFLP/947 FAILURETO RESIORE StVITCHTIS-P/947 TO NORMALPOSlTION AFIERTESTING.
'Ibis basic event represents failure to restore test injection switch TIS-P/947 to normal following
testing or maintenance. When the test injection switch is in test, the loop flowtransmitter is
removed from the instrument loop, therefore no actual high containment pressure would be
sensed. Operation of TIS-P/947 is controlled by procedure (ex. CPI-PRES-947) which has steps
to have independent veriTication ofthc test switch's return to normaL Leaving the test injection in
test would result in contauunent pressure indication (PI-947) differing from other containment
prcssure indications available to thc operators. Also nnnundator B-22 would alarm because it is
impossible to close thc test injection panel cover without placing thc test injection switches in
normal

3.00E.03 3.00F 03

ESFAS ESHFLP/948 PRE FAILURETO RESTORE SWITCH TIS-P/948 TO NORMALPOSITION AFIER 'IESTING.
This basic event represents failure to restore test injection switch TIS-P/948 to normal following
testing or maintenance. When the test injection switch is in test, the loop flowtransmittcr is
removed from the instnunent loop, therefore no actual high containment pressure would bc
sensed. Operation of 'IIS-P/948 is controlled by procedure (cx. CPI-PRES-948) which has steps
to have independent verification ofthe test switch's return to nonnaL Leaving the test injection in
test would result in containment ptessure indication (PI-948) differing from other containtnent
prcssure indications available to the operators. Also nnnundator B-22 would alarm because it is

impossible to close thc test injection panel cover without placing the test injection switches in
normaL

3.00E-03 3.00F 03



System EivntName

ESHFLP/949

Pre or
Post Intr

TABLEFQ
Human Reliability Events - Pre Initiators

Descnptton OfEvent

FAILURETO RESTORE SWITCH 'IIS-P/949 TO NORMAL POSITION AFTER IESIING.
'Ihis basic event represents failure to restore test injection switch TIS-P/949 to normal following

testing or maintenance. When the test injection switch is in test, the loop flow transtnitter is

removed from the instrument loop, there fore no actual high containment pressure would be

sensed. Operation of TIS-P/949 is controlled by procedure (ex. CPI-PRES-949) which has steps

to have independent verificatio ofthe test switch's return to normaL Leaving thc test injection in

test would result in containment pressure indication (PI-949) differinfrom other containment

prcssme indications available to the operators. Also annunciator B-14 would alarm because it is

impossible to close the test injection panel cover without placing thc test injection switches in
notmaL

Screening
Value

3.00E-03

Final Value

3.00E-03

ESHFLP/950 FAILURETO RESTORE SWITCH TIS-P/950 TO NORMALPOSIIION AFIERTESHNG.
'Ibis basic event represents failure to restore test injection switch TIS-P/950 to normal following

testing or maintenance. When the test injection switch is in test, thc loop flowtransmitter is

removed from the instnunent loop, therefore no actual high containment prcssure would be

sensed. Operation of TIS-P/950 is controlled by procedure (cx. CPI-PRES-950) which has steps

to have independent verification ofthe test switch's return to nonnaL Leaving thc test injection in
test would result in containment prcssure indication (PI-950) differinfrom other containment

pressure indications available to thc operators. Also annunciator ~0 would alarm because it is

impossible to close the test injection panel cover without placing the test injection switches in
normaL

3.00E-03 3.00E-03

ESHFLPPLI A PRZR LOW PRES RELAYPC-431G-1X1 OR PC-429C-Xl TEST SWITCH LEFI'INTEST

POSIIION. 'Ibis basic event represent failure to return individual relay test switches forthe above

relays to normal followingsafcguards logic testing (PT-32. 1). Each ofthese switches disconnects

thc lowpressurizer pressure train Alogic circuit from the master SI relay when placed in test.

thus, ifa low pressurizer pressure occutred with the switches test, thc SI train Amaster relay

would not receive a signal Operators have thc followingindications and/or take thc following
actions to verifythat each test switch is rctutncd to normal: Annunciator L30 would be litany

time a test switch is in test. Testing ofeach relay is controlled by proccdurc PTD2.1, which has

single action steps that verify each test switch returned to normal and all annunciators arc clear at

thc end ofa test.

3.00E-03 3.00E-03



TABLEF4
Human ReliabilityEvents - Pre Initiators

System Event Fame
Pre or

Post Init Description OfEvent

Screening
Value Final Value

ESHFLPPLlB PRZR LOW PRES RELAYPC-431G-IX2 OR PC.429C-X2 TEST SWITCH LEFT IN%EST

POSITION. Ibis basic event represent failure to return individual relay test switches for the above

relays to normal followingsafeguards logic testing (PT-32.1). Each ofthese switches disconnccts

the low pressurizer pressure train B logic circuit from the master SI relay when placed in test.

'ihus, ifa low pressurizer pressure occurred with the switches test, the SI train B master relay

would not receive a signaL Operators have the followingindications and/or take the following

actions to verify that each test switch is returned to normal: Annunciator L30 would be litany

time a test swdtch is in test. Testing ofeach relay is controlled by procedure PTQ2.1, svhich has

single action steps that verify each test switch returned to normal and all annunciatots are clear at

the end ofa test.

3.00F 03 3.00E43

ESHFLPPL2A PRZR LOW PRES RELAYPC-430E-Xl OR PC-429C-1XI TEST SWITCH LEFTINTEST

POSITION. This basic event represent failure to return individual relay test switches forthe above

relays to normal followingsafeguards logic testing (PT-32.1). Each ofthese switches disconnects

the low pressurizer pressure train Alogic circuit from the master SI relay when placed in test.

'Ihus, ifa low pressurizer pressure occuned with the switches test, thc SI train Amaster relay

would not receive a signaL Operators have the followingindications and/or take the following
actions to verify that each test switch is returned to normal: Annunciator 430 would be litany

time a test switch is in test. Testing ofeach relay is controlled by procedure PTD2.1, which has

single action steps that verify each test switch rctumed to normal and all annunciators are clear at

the end ofatest.

3.00F 03 3.00E.03

ESHFLPPL2B PRZR LOW PRES RELAYPC-430E-X2 OR PC-429C-1X2 IEST StVITCHLEFfINZEST.

'ibis basic event represent failure to return individual relay test switches forthe above relays to

normal followingsafeguards logic testing (PT-32.1). Each ofthese switches disconnects the low
pressurizer pressure train B logic circuit from the tnaster SI relay when placed in test. Ihus, ifa

low pressurizer pressure occurred with the switches test, the SI train B master relay would not
receive a signaL Operators have the followingindications and/or take the followingactions to

verify that each test switch is returned to normal: Annunciator 430 would be litany time a test

switch is in test. Testing ofeach relay is controlled by procedure PT42.1, which has single action

steps that verify each test switch returned to normal and all annunciators are clear at the end ofa

test. POSI'IION

3.00E-03 3.00E.03



TABLEFQ
Human ReilabiHty Events - Pre Itdtlators

System Event Name
Pre or

Post Init

ESHFLPPL3A PRE

Description OfEivnt

PRZR LOW PRES RELAYPC-431G-Xl OR PC-430E-1X1 'IEST SWITCH LEFI'INTEST

POSIIION. This basic event represent failure to return individual relay test switches for the above

relays to normal followingsafeguatds logic testing (PT-32.1). Each ofthese switches disconnects

thc low pressurizer prcssure train Alogic circuit from thc master SI relay when placed in test.

'Ihus, ifa losv prcssurizcr pressure occurred with the switches test, the SI train Amaster relay

would not receive a signaL Operators have the followingindications and/or take the following
actions to verify that each test switch is returned to normaL Annundator L30 would bc litany

time a test switch is in test. Testing ofeach relay is controlled by procedure PT42.1, which has

single action steps that verifyeach test switch rctumed to normal and all annunciators are clear at

the end ofa test.

Screening
Value

3.00E.03

Final Value

3.00E-03

ESFAS ESHFLPPL3B PRZR LOWPRES RELAYPRIG X2 OR PC-430E-IX2'IEST SWITCH LEFT IN 'IEST

POSIIION. 'Ihis basic cvcnt represent failure to return individual relay test switches forthe above

relays to normal followingsafeguards logic testing (PT-32.1). Each ofthese switches disconnccts

thc low pressurizer pressure train B logic circuit from the master SI relay when placed in test.

'Ihus, ifa low pressurizer pressure occurred with the switches test, the SI train B master relay
would not receive a signaL Operators have the followingindications and/or take the following
actions to verify that each test switch is returned to normal: Annundator 430 would bc litany

time atest switch is intest. Testing ofeach relay is controlled by procedure PTQ21, which has

single action steps that verifyeach test switch returned to normal and all annunciators arc clear at

thc end ofa test.

3.00E-03 3.00E-03

ESHFLSAPLA PRE TEST SWITCH FOR RELAYPC-468A-X1, PC-469A-Xl OR PC-482A-Xl LEFI'INTEST

POSITION. This basic event represent failure to return individual relay test switches for the above

relays to normal followingsafcguards logic testing (PT-32.1). Each ofthese switches disconnects

thc low steam generator Aprcssure train A logic circuit from thc master SI relay when placed in

test. 'Ihus, ifa steam generator prcssure occuned with the switches test, thc SI train Amaster

relay would not receive a signaL Operators have the followingindications and/or take the

followingactions to verifythat each test switch is rctumed to normal: Annunciator &30 would

bc litany time a test switch is in test. Testing ofeach relay is controlled by procedure PT42.1,
which has single action steps that verify each test switch rctumcd to notmai and all annunciators

are clear at the cnd ofa test.

3.00F 03 3.00E-03



TABLEF4
Human ReliabilityEvents - Pre Inlthtors

System Event Ãame
Pre or

Post Init Description OfEvent
Screening
Value Final Value

ESFAS ESHFLSAPLB TEST SWITCH FOR RELAYPC-468A-X2, PC-469A-X2 OR PC'A82A-X2 LEFTIN 'IEST
POSITION. 'Ibis basic event represent failure to return individual relay test switches for the above
relays to nonual followingsafcguards logic testing (PT-32.1). Each ofthese switches disconnects
thc low steam generator Apressure train B logic circuit from the master SI relay when placed in
test. thus, ifa steam generator pressure occuned with the sivitches test, thc SI train B master relay
would not receive a signaL Operators have thc followingindications and/or take thc following
actions to verifythat each test switch is returned to normal: Annundator L30 would bc litany
time a test switch is in test. Testing ofeach relay is controlled by procedure PT42.I, which has

single action steps that verify«ach test switch retuined to normal and all annunciators are clear at
thc end ofa test.

3.00E-03 3.00E-03

ESFAS ESHFLSBPLA TEST SWITCH FOR RELAYPC-478A-XI, PC-479A-Xl OR P~83A-X 1 LEFTIN 'IEST
POSITION. Ibis basic cvcnt represent failure to return individual relay test switches for the above
relays to normal followingsafcguards logic testing (PT-32.1). Each ofthese switches disconnects
thc low stcam generator pressure train Alogic circuit from the master SI relay when placed in test.
'ihus, ifa steam generator B pressure occurred with the switches test, thc SI train Amasier relay
would not receive a signaL Operators have the followingindications and/or take the following
actions to verify that each test switch is returned to normal: Annundator 430 would bc litany
time a test switch is in test. Testing ofeach relay is controlled by procedure PT42.1, which has
single action steps that verify each test switch returned to normal and all annunciators are clear at
the end ofatest.

3.00E.03 3.00F 03

ESFAS ESHFLSBPLB TEST SWITCH FOR RELAYPC-478A-X2, PC-479A-X2 OR PC-483A-X2 LEFTINTEST
POSITION. 'Ibis basic event represent failure to return individual relay test switches forthe above
relays to normal followingsafeguards logic testing (PT-32.1). Each ofthese switches

disconnects'he

low steam generator B pressure train B logic circuit from the master SI relay when placed in
test. 'Ihus, ifa steam generator pressure occuned with the switches test, the Si train B master relay
would not receive a signaL Operators have the followingindications and/or take thc following
actions to verifythat each test switch is rctumed to normal: Annundator I%0 would bc litany
time a test switch is in test. Testing ofeach relay is controlled by procedure PT42.1, which has

single action steps that verify each test switch returned to normal and all annunciators are clear at
thc end ofa test.

3.00E-03 3.00E.03

HVAC HVHFLSAFiVA LATENTHUMANERRORS INSAFW-ACOOLING INCLSWITCH-APOSIIIOiV. Kis basic
event reprcscnt failure to restore SAFtV Train C to service followingmaintenance and/or testing.
'Ihe switch specifically mentioned would disable thc auto stet feature ofSARV HVACunit A
upon start ofSAPV pump C. Maintenance on Safety Related (SR) and Safety Significant (SS)
components is controlled by the work control system. Tracking documents (A-52.4) arc initiated
to track equipment inoperability and ensures steps arc taken to restore equipmcnt function and
perform operability testing. The work control system requires that operability testing (PT46Q-C)
be pcrfonned to verifyequipment operability followingmaintenance or testing. Position of
Switch-A is verified by the nuzliiaxy operators during each shift's SABV room tour (0-6.1).

3.00E.03 3.00E.03



TABLEFD
Human ReliabilityEvents - Prc Initiators

System

HVAC

Eventhlante

HVHFLSAFWB

Pre or
Post Init Description OfEvent

LATENTHUMANERRORS INSAFWsB COOLING INCLSWITCH-BPOSITION. This basic
cvcnt represent failure to restore SAFW Train D to service followingmaintenance andfor testing.
'Ihc switch specifically mentioned would disable the auto start feature ofSAFW HVACunit B
upon start ofSARV pump D. Maintenance on Safety Related (SR) and Safety Significant(SS)
components is controlled by thc work control system. Tracking documents (AM.4)are initiated
to track equipment inoperability and ensures steps are taken to restore equipment function and
perform operability testing. 'Ihe work control system requires that operability testing (PTQ6Q-D)
be performed to verifyequipment operability followingmaintenance or testing. Position of
Switch-B Is veritied by the auxiliary operators during each shiit's SAIC room tour (O<.1).

Screening
Value

3.00E-03

Final Value

3.00E-03

HVAC HVHFL SAPV OPERATOR FAILSTO DISCOVER ROOM HEATINGFAILUREIN SAFW ROOK 'Ihis basic
event represents operator failure to discover a hcatcr failure in the SAFW room. SAFW room
heaters ate powered from the same non- Class 1E power supply. 'Ihe SAFW room is susceptible
to freezing ifheatets arc lost. Operators check the SAHV room once per shiit (0-6.1). hfCB
annundator AAAIs received uponlow temperature ln the room.

3.00E-03 3.00E-03 .

MS MSHFLARV-A LATENTHUMANERROR DISABLES ARV3411. this basic event represents failure ofthc SG
AARVdue to improper maintenance, testing or restoration to service. 'Ibis includes valve
position errors, tniscalibration ofelectronic or pneumatic control loops, and improper control
switch settings. Functional operability ofthe ARVis verified each refueling cycle by performance
ofPT-2.6.1. Calibration ofthe valve and control circuitry is performed per procedure CPI-ARV-
3411. Valve maintenance is performed per WiIP47-14. AOVMCB switch setting fornormal
operation is performed during startup per 0-1.2, step 5.43.15. Operators have the following
visual cues to indicate that ARV3411 is restored to service: Valve position indication indicates
that DC control power is available to the valve. Hand controller in auto, setpoint and control
signal available indicating light.

3.00E.03 3.00E-03

MS MSHFLARV-B LA'IDENT HUMANERROR DISABLES ARV3410 ihis basic event represents failure ofthc SG
B ARVduc to improper maintenance, testing or restoration to service. 'Ihis includes valve
position errors, miscalibration ofelectronic or pneumatic control loops, and improper control
switch settings. Functional operability ofthe ARVis verified each refueling cycle by performance
ofPT-2.6.1. Calibration ofthc valve and control circuitry is performed per procedure CPI-ARV-
3410. Valve maintenance is performed per MiIP47-14. AOVMCB switch setting fornormal
operation is performed during startup per 0-1.2, step 5.43.15. Operators have the following
visual cues to indicate that ARV3410 is restored to service: Valve posMon indication indicates
that DC control power is available to the valve. Hand controller in auto, setpoint and control
signal available indicating light.

3.00E-03 3.00E-03



System

RCS

Event Kame

RCHFL0431K

RCHFLC429B

RCHFLC430B

RCHFLC431B

RCHFLC431F

RCHFLLT427

Pre or
Post Init

TABLEFQ
Human ReilabiHty Events - Pre Initiators

Description OfEvent

CONTROLLER PC-431K MISCALIBRATED. 'Ihis basic event represents failure to properly
calibrate pressurizer pressure controller PC-431K ivhich fails automatic ofPZR spray valves.

Failure could bc due to human orproccdurc error. Calibration ofPC.431K is performed per
procedure CPI-PRESS-MOD-11.1 by individuals qualified to that specific procedure. Operators

could receive annunciator F-2 ifPC-431K were improperly calibrated.

ALARMBISTABLEPC-429B MISCALIBRA'IED.this basic event represents failure to
properly calibrate

pressurizer

pressur duplex alarm to PORV 430 (ic., PC-429B). Failure could
bc duc to human orprocedure error. Calibration ofPC-429B is performed per proccdurc CPI-
PRESS-t29 by individuals qualified to that speciTic procedure. Operators could receive

annundator F-10 ifPC-429B werc improperly calibrated.

ALARMBISTABLEPC-430B MISCALIBRATED. 'Ihis basic event represents failure to

properly calibrate

pressurizer

pressur duplex alarm to PORV 430 (ic., PC-430B). Failure could
be due to human or procedure error. Calibration ofPC-430B is performed per procedure CPI-
PRESS-MOD-11.1 by individuals qualiTied to that specific procedure. No alarm or indication
available to inform operators ofpossible calibration problems.

ALARMPC-431B MISCALIBRATED. 'Ihis basic event represents failure to properly calibrate

pressurizer prcssure duplex alarm to PORV 431C (Le., PC-431B). Failure could be due to human
or procedure error. Calibration ofPC-431B is performed per procedure CPI-PRESS-MOD-11.1

by individuals qualiTied to that specific procedure. No alarm or indication available to inform
operators ofpossible calibration problems.

ALARMBISTABLEPC'%3 IF MISCALIBRATED. 'Ihis basic event represents failure to
properly calibrate

pressurizer

pressur duplex alarm to PORV 431C (ic., PC-431F). Failure could
be due to human or procedure error. Calibration ofPC-431F is performed per proccdurc CPI-
PRES$ 431 by individuals qualified to that speciific procedure. Opcratois could receive
annunciator F-10 ifPC-431F were improperly calibrated.

PRESSURIZER LEVELTRANSMITTERLT-427 MISCALIBRATED.%his basic event

represents failure to properly calibrate pressurizer lcvcltransmitter LT-427. Failure could be due

to human or procedure error. Calibration ofLT-427 is performed per procedure CPI-LT-427 by
individuals qualiTied to that specific proccdurc. Operators have the followingcues to indicate that
LT427 has been misca! ibrated: Difference bebvcen LT-427 indication and other

pressurizer

leve
channels. Possible annundator F-28 and status light white, PZR HILEVELLC427A

Screening
Value Final Value

3.00F 03 3.00E.03

3.00E-03 3.00F 03

3.00E-03 3.00E-03

3.00E-03 3.00E-03

3.00E-03 3.00F 03

3.00E-03 3.00E-03
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TABLEFQ
Human ReilabHity Events - Pre Initiators

System Event Name
Pre or

Post Init Description OfEvent
Screening
Value Final Value

RCHFLLT428 PRESSURIZER LEVELTRANSMITIERLT-428 MISCAUBRATED. this basic event

represents failure to properly calibrate pressurizer level transmitter LT-428. Failure could be due

to human or procedure error. Calibration ofLT-428 is performed per procedure CPI-LT428 by
individuals qualiTied to that specific procedure. Operators have the followingcues to indicate that

LT-427 has been miscalibratcd: Difference between LT-428 indication and other pressurize level

channels. Possible annundator F-28 and status lightBlue, PZR HILEVELLC428A

3.0 0E-03 3.00E-03

RCS RCHFLPC450 ALARMPC-450 MISCALIBRATED.This basic event represents failure to properly calibrate

reactor coolant over pressure protection alarm PC-450 which fails LTOP nitrogen supply to

PORVs. Failure could be due to human or procedure error. Calibration ofP~50 is performed

per procedure CPI-PRESS450 by individuals qualified to that specific procedure. Operators

have the followingcues to indicate that PC-450 has been miscahbratcd: Possible annunciator AA-

22.

3.00E-03 3.00E-03

RCHFLPC451 ALARMPC-451 MISCALIBRATED.%his basic event represents failure to properly calibrate

reactor coolant over prcssure protection alarm PC-451 which fails LTOP nitrogen supply to

PORVs. Failure could bc due to human or procedure error. Calibration ofPC-451 is performed

per procedure CPI-PRES&451 by individuals qualified to that speciTic proccdurc. Operators

have thc followingcues to indicate that PC-451 has been miscalibrated: Possible annunciator AA'-

23.

3.00E-03 3.00E-03

RCHFLPC452 ALARMPC-452 MISCAUBRA'KD. 'Ihis basic event represents failure to properly calibrate

reactor coolant over pressure protection alarm PC-452 which fails LTOP nitrogen supply to thc

PORVs. Failure could bc due to human or procedure error. Calibration ofPC-452 is performed

per proccdurc CPI-PRESS-t52 by individuals qualiTied to that speciTic procedure. Operatois

have thc followingcues to indicate that PC-452 has been miscalibtatcd: Possible armunciator AA-

31.

3.00E-03 3.00E-03

RCHFLPL451 PRESSURE TRANSMITIERPT-451 MISCALIBRATED.%his basic event represents failure to

properly calibrate reactor coolant over pressure protection alarm PC-451. Failure could bc due to

human or procedure error. Calibration ofPC-451 is performed per procedure CPI-PRESS-451 by

individuals qualified to that specific procedure. Operators have the followingcucs to indicate that

PT<51 has been miscalibrated: Possible annunciator AA-23 .

3.00E 03 3.00E-03

RCS RCHFLPT429 PRESSURE TRANSMITTERPT-429 MISCALIBRATED. 'Ibis basic event represents failure to

properly calibrate pressurizer prcssure transmitter PT-429. Failure could be due to human or

procedure error. Calibration ofPT-429 is performed per procedure CPI-PRES&429 by
individuals qualified to that specific procedure. Operators have the followingcues to indicate that

PT-429 has been miscalibrated: Possible annunciatots F-27, F-26, C-27 and C-28. Difference in

indication when compared to otherpressurizerpressurc channels.

3.00E 03 3.00E-03



System Event h'arne

RCHFLPT430

Prc or
Post Init

TABLEF4
Human ReliabilityEvents - Prc Initiators

Description OfEvent

PRESSURE TRANSMITIERPT430 MISCAUBRATED. 'Ihis basic event represents failure to
properly calibrate pressurizer pressure transmitter PT-430. Failure could be due to human or
procedure error. Calibration ofPT-430 is performed per procedure CPI-PRESS-430 by
individuals qualified to that specific procedure. Operators have the followingcues to indicate that
PT-430 has been miscalibrated: Possible annunciators F-27, F-26, C-27 and G28. Diference in
indication when compared to other pressurizer prcssure channels.

Screening
Value

3.00E-03

Final Value

3.00E.03
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RCHFLPT431 PRESSURE TRANSMIITERPT431 MISCALIBRA'IED.'Ihis basic event represents failure to
properly calibrate

pressurizer

pressur transmitter PT-431. Failure could bc due to human or
procedure error. Calibration ofPT-431 is performed per procedure CPI-PRESg431 by
individuals qualiTied to that specific procedure. Operators have the followingcucs to indicate that
PT-431 has been miscalibrated: Possible annunciators F-27, F-26, C27 nnd C2S. Dilferencc in
indication when compared to other pressurizer pressure channels.

3.00E-03 3.00E-03

RCHFLPT449 PRESSURE TRANSMITIERPT-449 MISCAUBRATED. 'Ihis basic event represents failure to
properly calibrate pressurizer pressure transmitter PT-449. Failure could be due to human or
procedure error. Calibration ofPT-449 is performed pcr procedure CPI-PRESS-449 by
individuals qualified to that specific proccdurc. Operators have the followingcucs to indicate that
PT-449 has been miscalibratcd: Possible annunciator F-27. Dilferencc in indication when
compared to other pressuiizcr pressure channels. Status lightYellow,PZR LO PRESS PC449A
may bc lit.

3.00E-03 3.00F 03

RCS RCHFLPT450 PRESSURE TRANSMITTERPT450 MISCALIBRATED. this basic event repxcsents failure to
properly calibrate reactor coolant over pressure protection pressure transmitter PT<50 which fails
LTOP nitrogen supply to the PORVs. Failure could bc due to human orproccdure error.
Calibration ofPT-450 is performed per procedure CPI-PRESS-450 by individuals qualified to
that specific procedure. Operators have the followingcues to indicate that PT-450 has been
iniscalibratcd: Possible annunciator AA-22.

3.00E-03 3.00E-03

RCHFLPT452 PRESSURE TRANSMITIERPT-452 MISCAUBRAZED. 'Ibis basic event represents failure to
properly calibrate reactor coolant over pressure protection pressure transmitter PT-452 which fails
LTOP nitrogen supply to the PORVs. Failure could be due to human or procedure error.
Calibration ofPT-452 is performed per procedure CPI-PRK'452 by individuals qualified to
that specific procedure. Operators have the followingcues to indicate that PT<52 has been
miscahbrated: Possible annunciator AA41.

3.00F 03 3.00E-03
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TABLEF4
Human ReEabiTity Events - Pre Initiators

System Event/arne

RHHFL0000A

Pre or
Post Init Description OfEvent

LATENTHUMANFAILUREOF RHR 'IRAINA. 'Ibis basic event represents failure ofRHR

Train Aduc to improper maintenance, testing, or alignment. Maintenance on Safety Related (SR)

and Safety Significant (SS) components is controlled by the work control system. Performance

ofmaintenance on RHR Train Acomponents is controlled by work package and specific

procedures. Tracking documents (A-52.4) are initiated to track equipment inoperability and

ensures steps are taken to restore equipment function and perform operabi! ity testing. %he work

control system requires that operability testing (PT-22Q) bc performed to verifproper

equipment operation followingmaintenance or testing. Proper operation ofRHR Train A
components arc verified quarterly by scheduled performance ofPT-2.2Q. Critical valve positions

are verified every 12 hours (T.S. SR 3.52.1). Other RHR Train Aand breaker positions are

verified every 31 days per procedure $302.

Screening
Value

3.00E-03

Final Value

3.00E-03

RHHFL0000B LATENTHUMANFAILUREOF RHR1RAINB. 'Ibis basic cvcnt represents failure ofRHR

Train B due to improper maintenance, testing, or alignment. Maintenance on Safety Related (SR)

and Safety Significant(SS) components is controlled by the work control system. Pcrformancc

ofmaintenance on RHR Train B components is controlled by workpackage and specific

procedures. Tracking documents (A-52.4) are initiated to track cquipmcnt inoperability and

ensures steps are taken to restore equipment function and perform operability testing. 'Ihc work

control system requires that operability testing (PT-22Q) bc perfonued to verifyproper

equipment operation followingmaintenance or testing. Proper operation ofRHR Train B
components are verified quarterly by scheduled performance ofPT-2.2Q. Critical valve positions

are verified every 12 hours (T.S. SR 382.1). Other RHR Train B and breaker positions arc

verified every 31 days per procedure $30.2.

3.00E.03 3.00E-03

RRHFL00856 LATENTHUMANFAILUREON MOV856. 'Ibis basic cvcnt represents failure ofRHR pump

motor operated suction from thc RWST valve 856 duc to improper maintenance, testing, or

alignment. Maintenance on Safety Related (SR) and Safety Significant (SS) components is

controlled by the work control system. Pcrformancc ofmaintenance on RHR components is

controlled by work package and specific procedures (e.g., &iIP47-03-856). Tracking documents

(A-52.4) are initiated to track equipment inoperability and ensures steps are taken to restore

equipment function and perform operability testing. 'lhc work control system requires that

operability testing (PT-2.4) be performed to verifyproper equipmcnt operation following

maintenance or testing. Proper operations ofRHR Train B components are verified quarterly by
scheduled performance ofPT-2.4. Valve position is verified evety 12 hours (F.S. SR 3.52.1).

3.00F 03 3.00E 03



TABLEFQ
Human ReHabiHty Events - Pre Initiators

System Event Kame
Pre or

Post Init Description OfEvent
Screening
Value Final Value

SI SIHFL0857B LATENTHUMANFAILUREON MOV857B. Ibis basic event represents failure ofRHR
discharge to SI pump suction MOV857B duc to improper maintenance, testing, or alignment.
Maintenance on Safety Related (SR) and Safety Significant (SS) components is conttoHed by the
work control system. Perfonnance ofmaintenance on h'iOV 857B is controlled by work package „

and speciTic procedures (e.g., WiIP4743457B). Tracking documents (A-52.4) are initiated to
track equipment inoperability and ensures steps are taken to restore equipment function and

perform operability testing. 'Ihc work control system requires that operability testing (PT-23) bc

performed to verifyproper equipment operation followingmaintenance or testing. Proper
operation ofMOV857B is verified quarterly by scheduled perfonnance ofPT-23. Valve position
is verified every 31 days per procedure M0.2.

3.00E-03 3.00E-03

SI SIHFL0871A LA'IENTHUMANFAILUREON MOV871A. This basic event represents faihue ofSI pump
discharge to loop B MOV871A due to improper maintenance, testing, or alignment. Maintenance
on Safety Related (SR) and Safety SigniTicant (SS) components is controlled by the work control
system. Performance ofmaintenance on MOV871A is controlled by work package and specific
procedures (e.g., ChIP47-02-03A). Tracking documents (A-52.4) are initiated to track
equipment inoperability and ensures steps are taken to restore equipinent function and perform
operability testing. Ihc work control system requiies that operability testing (PT-23) bc
performed to verifyproper equipment operation followingmaintenance or testing. Proper
operation ofMOV871A is verified quarterly by scheduled performance ofPT-23. Operators
take the followingactions and/orhave the followingvisual cucs to indicate that MOV871A is
restored to service: 0-6.13 veri!les valve position(dot check) each shUt. Valve Position
indication nnd pump breaker position status Hghts also verify that DC control power is
nmilable to each component breaker.

3.00E-03 3.00E-03

SI SIHFL0871B LATENTHUMANFAILUREON hiOV871B. 'Ibis basic event represents failure ofSI pump
discharge to loop AMOV871B due to improper inaintenance, testing, or alignment. Maintenance
on Safety Related (SR)'and Safety Significant (SS) components is controlled by the work control
system. Pcrfoimancc ofmaintenance on MOV871A is controHcd by work package and speciTic
procedures. (Example ChIP47-02-03A) Tracking documents (A-52.4) are initiated to track
equipment inoperability and ensures steps are taken to restore equipment function and perform
operability testing. The work control system requires that operability testing (PT-23) be
performed to verifyproper equipment operation followingmaintenance or testing. Proper
operation ofMOV871A is verified quarterly by scheduled performance ofPT-23. Operators
take the followingactions and/orhave the followingvisual cues to indicate that MOV871B is
restored to service: 0-6.13 verifies valve position (dot check) each shUt. Valve position
indication and pump breaker position status Hghts abo verify that DC control power is
avaHable to each component breaker.

3.00E-03 3.00F 03



TABLEFQ
Human Reliability Events - Pre Initiators

System Event 1llame

Pre or
Post Init Description OfEvent

Screening
Value Final Value

SI SIHFL0857AC LATENTHUMANFAILUREON MOV857A OR 857C. 'Ibis basic event represents failure of
RHR motor operated discharge to SI pump suction MOVs 857A or 857C due to improper
maintenance, testing, or alignment. Maintenance on Safety Related (SR) and Safety Significant

(SS) components is controlled by the work control system. Performance ofmaintenance on
MOV857A and 857C is controlled by work package and specific procedures (e.g., 857A, C5IP-
37-03-02A). Tracking documents (A-52.4) arc initiated to track equipment inoperability and
ensures steps arc taken to restore equipment function and petfotm operability testing. Ihe work
control system requires that operability testing (PT-29) be petfotmed to verifyproper equipment
operation followingmaintenance or testing. proper operations ofMOV857A and 857C is verified
quarterly by scheduled performance ofPT-29. Valve positions are verified every 31 days per
procedure $302. Operators take the followingactions andi orhave thc followingvisual cues to
indicate that MOVs 857A and 867C are restored to service: 0-6.13 veri6cs valve position (dot
check) each shift. Valve position indication and pump breaker position status lights also
verify that DC control power Is available to each component breaker. Possible annunciator
J-25.

3.00F 03 3.00E-03

SI SIHFLPSIIA OPERATORS FAILTO RESTORE SI PUMP AEQUIPMENTAFTER TEST OR
MAINIENANCE'Ibis basic event represents failure to restore SI pump Ato service after
maintenance and/or testing. Maintenance on Safety Related (SR) and Safety Significant (SS)
components is conttolled by the work control system. Tracking documents (A-52.4) are initiated
to track equipment inoperability and ensures steps are taken to restore equipment function and

perform operability testing. The work control system requires that operability testing (PT-2.1
series) be perfotmed to verifyproper equipment operation followingmaintenance or testing.
Pump Is tested quarterly per PT 2.1A. Operators take the followingactions andi orhave thc
foHowingvisual cues to indicate that SI is restored to service: Annunciator J-25. 0-6.13 checks

pump switch position and veriTies valve position (dot check) each shiA. IVhitebreaker
disagreement light (valves and pumps) indicates that beaker position ditfers from switch
position. Valve position indication and pump breaker position status lights also verify that
DC control power Is available to each component breaker.

3.00E 03 3.00F 03



TABLEFQ
Human ReliaMityEvents - Pre Initiators

System Zvent Fame
Pre or

Post Init Description OfEvent
Screening
Value Final Value

SI

SI

SIHFLPSIlB

SIHFLPSI IC

OPERATORS FAILTO RESIORE SI PUMP B EQUIPMENTAFIERTEST OR
MAIKIENANCE%his basic event represents failure to restore SI pump B to service after
maintenance and/or testing. Maintenance on Safety Related (SR) and Safety Significant (SS)
components is controlled by the work control system. Tracking documents (A42.4) are initiated
to ttack equipment inoperability and ensures steps are taken to restore equipment function and

perform operability testing. 'Ihe work control system requires that operability testing (PT-2.1
series) bc performed to verifyproper equipment operation followingmaintenance or testing.

Pump fs tested quarterly per PT-2.1B. Operators take thc following actions and/orhave thc
followingvisual cucs to indicate that SI is restored to service: Annundator J-25. 0-6.13 checks

pump switch position and verifies valve position (dot check) each shIA. white breaker
disagreement light (valves and pumps) indicates that beaker position differs from switch
position. Valve position indication and pump breaker position status lights abo verify that
DC control power Is available to each component breaker.

OPERATORS FAILTO RESTORE SI PUhfp C EQUIP) IENTAFIER 'IEST OR
hfAIKIENANCE 'Ibis basic event represents failure to restore SI pump C to service after
maintenance and/or testing. Maintenance on Safety Related (SR) and Safety Significant (SS)
components is controlled by the work control system. Tracking documents (A-52.4) arc initiated
to track equipment inopetability and ensures steps arc taken to restore equipment function and

perform operability testing. 'Ihc work control system requires that operability testing (PT-2.1
series) be performed to verifyproper equipment operation followingmaintenance or testing.
Pump is tested quarterly per PT-2.1C. Operators take the followingactions and/orhave thc
followingvisual cucs to indicate that SI is restored to service: Annundato'r J-25. 0-6.13 checks

pump switch position and verities valve position(dot check) each shiA. white breaker
disagreement light (valves and pumps) indicates that beaker position differs I'rom switch
position. Valve position indication and pump breaker position status lights also verify that
DC control power fs available to each component breaker.

3.00E-03

3.00E-03

3.00E-03

3.00E-03



TABLEPA
Human Reliability Events - Post Initiator

System Event Name
Pre or

Post Init Descnption OfEvent
Screening
Value Final Value

> AC ACHFDIR751 POST OPERATORS FAILTO REALIGNOFFSIIE POWER SUPPLY TO CIRCUIT751. 'Ibis event
represents the failure ofopcratots to align the oifsite power feed from CKT767 to CKT751. ibis
event is used in station blackout sequences where the plant is initiallybeing supplied entirely from
CKT767 which fails followingan initiating event. Procedure ECA-O.O, step 7, instructs
operators to consult Power Contol to determine ifeither offsite drcuit Is avaHable, and ifso,
to restore oil'site power per procedure ER-ELEC.L

1.00E-01 1.00E-01

AC ACHFDIR767 POST OPERATORS FAILTO REALIGNOFFSITE POWER SUPPLY TO CIRCUIT767. 'Ibis event
represents tho failure ofoperators to align the offsite power fccd from CKT751 to CKT767. %his
event is used in station blackout sequences where the plant is initiallybeing supplied entirely from
CKT751 which fails followingan initiating event. Procedure ECA-O.O, step 7, Instructs
operators to consult Power Contol to determine ifeither oifslte drcult is avaihble, and ifso,
to restore olfsite power pcr proccdurc ER-ELEC.1.

1.00F 01 1.00F 01

A&V AFHFDALTID POST OPERATORS FAILTO PROVIDE COOLINGTO TDAFWLUBEOILFROM DIESELFIRE
PUMP. 'Ibis event represents to the failure ofoperators to align the diesel driven fire water pump
to supply cooling water to the TDAHVpump lube oilcooler during a station blackout event.
Actual testhg ofTDAFWpump has shown that it can zun for2 hours without cooling water
to the lube oH coolers. Procedure ECA41.0, step 8.b, directs opezators to align backup cooHng
water to the TDA&Vpump using Attachment PIRE lVATERCOOLINGTO TDA%%V
PUhIP.

1.00E.01 6.7E-03

A&V AFHFDSA&VX POST

AFW AFHFDSUPPL POST

OPERATORS FAILTO CORRECILY AUGNSAFW. 'Ihis event zeptesents the failure of
opetatots to align and start thc SAFW system for events which result in a loss ofaH three AFW
trains and M&V (e.g., HELB or SLB events). SAP%V must be aligned prior to steam generator
dzyout which occurs at 45 ndnutes followinga loss ofhlRV event. Procedure FR-K1, step 7,
directs operators fo aUgn thc SAPtV system for operation per Attachment SAP%V.

OPERATORS FAILTO SUPPLY ALTERNATESOURCES OF WATERTO AFW. 'Ibis event
zcptcsents the failure ofoperators to provide alternate sources ofwater to the suction ofthe AFW
pumps atter thc CST inventory is exhausted. One CST provides sumdent volume for a
minimum of2 hzs ofdecay heat rcmovaL Assuming that two tanks are avaHable, four hours
would be avaHable prior to ezhausting inventory in thc CSTs. Annundator H-13,
CONDENSATE STORAGE TANKHI-LOLEVELALARMsounds at 18'". Alarm
response procedure AR H 13 directs the operators on receipt ofa low level alarm to "Check
HotwellLevel ControHer LC107 Is operating properly, and start transferring water in."
Procedure ER-A&V.1provides directions for operators to transfer water in or to provide
alteznate sources ofwater to the AFlVpumps. This event spcdQcally Includes the options
avaHabie in steps 4.1, 4 4, 4 7, and 4 8. Steps 42 and 49 were assumed to be unamHable and
steps 4.5 and 4.6 are included in the event for the operators faiHng to align SAFtV
(AFHFDSAHVX,above).

1.00E 01 5.19E-03

1.00E-01 1.00F 03



System Event Name
Pre or

Post Init

TABLEFA
Human RdiabBity Events - Post Inithtor

Description OfEvent

Screening
Value Final Value

CCW

CCW

CVCS

AHIFDTDAFW POST

CCHFDCCWAB POST

CCHFDSTART POST

CVHFD00313 POST

OPERATORS FAILTO MANUALLYSTART TDARVPUMP DURINGSBO. 'Ibis cvcnt

represents thc failure ofoperators to manually start a TDARVpump during a SBO when the start

signal to the pump fails. Procedure ECA-O.O, Step 4 requires operators to verify that the

TDAAVpump is running.

OPERATORS FAILTO START STANDBYCCW PUMP IF AUTO START FAILS. 'Ibis event

represents failure to start the standby CCW pump given that the tunning pump fails and thc auto

start signal on low header pressure fails. 'Ibis event is used for seal LOCAmodeling only, not for
CCW failure forrecirculation sequences. Operators would have 1 hour to start the standby

pump prior to long-term RCP seal failure. Operators have the followingcues to indicate the

need forstarting the standby CWVpump: Annundators A-17, and AQI. Direction for
recovery found in AR-A-17 and AR-AQI. AR-A-17, step 3. directs the operators to

procedure AP-CGV.2, while AR-A41 Instructs the operators to insure a CGV pump Is

running and also refers them to procedure AP-CAVD. Both these procedures direct

operators to start the standby pump.

OPERATORS FAILTO STARTACCW PUMP FOLLOWINGANEVENTWIIHBOTH A
LOOP ANDSL 'Ibis event occuzs during a loss ofoffsitc power coincident with an SI signal

which trips the CCW pumps such that they must bc manually restarted. %his event is used for
seal LOCAmodeling only (Le. not for CCW failure for recirculation). Operators would have 1

hour to start the standby pump prior to long-term RCP seal failure. Procedure E-O, step 13

directs operators to verify that at least one CCWV pump Is running, and ifnot, to start a

punip.

OPERATORS FAILTO MANUALLYISOLATEMOV313 (SEALREIURN LINE). 'Ibis event

represents the failure ofoperators to manually isolate contauunent isolation MOV313 given that it
fails to close upon a CI signal followinga seal LOCA. 'Ibis action is necessary to prevent a

potential ISLOCAevent. Procedure E-O, step 12 instructs operators to verify all containment

isolation valve status lights are lit. Ifnot, they are directed to locally close altcrnatc isolation

valves per Attachment CI/CVL

1.00F 01

1.00E.01

1.00E-01

I.OOE-01

1.00F 01

7.0E-03

7.0E-03

1.20E-03

CVCS CVHFD00371 POST OPERATORS FAILTO MANUALLYISOLATE AOV 371 (LETDOWNLINE). Ibis event

represents thc failure ofoperators to manually isolate containment isolation AOV371 given that it
fails to close upon a CI signaL This event is applicable to sump recirculation sequences, and

niust be completed prior to going on redrc. Therefore, the timing ofthis event is ditfercnt

for the diiferent LOCAsequences. Procedure E-O, step 12 instructs operators to verify all
containment isolation valve status lights arc lit. Ifnot, they are directed to locally close

alternate isolation valves per Attachment CI/CVL

1.00E.01 1.3E-02 (L)
5.3F 03 (bt)
1.2E-03 (S)
1.2E-03 (SS)



TABLEF-4
Human ReiiabHity Events - Post Initiator

System Event Name
Pre or

Post Init DescrIPtion OfEvent
Screening
Value Final Value

CVCS CVHFDBORAT

CVCS CVHFDPMPST

CVCS CVHFDSUCIÃ

POST

POST

POST

OPERATORS FAILTO IMPLEMENTEMERGENCY BORATION. 'Ibis event represents failure

of opctatots to provide emergency boration to thc RCS during an ADVS event within 10

ndnutes. Failure to do so results in a failure to achieve long-term shutdown reactivity margin.

Final value taken from WCAP-11993, page B-25. Operators are directed to initiate emergency

boration per FR4.1, step 4.

OPERATORS FAILTO MANUALLYLOADCHARGINGPUMP. this cvcnt represents failure

ofoperators to manually start charging pumps followingan undetvoltagc signal or an SI signal,

since thc pumps are shed from the bus on cithcr signal Operators have 1 hour to start a

charging pump prior to long-term RCP seal failure. Procedures F 0, step 19 RNO d (forSI
conditions) or ES-0.1, step 7 (fornon@I conditions) provide the necessary operator direction.

OPERATORS FAILTO MANUALLYOPEN SUCIION LINETO CHARGINGPUMPS. Ibis
cvcnt represents the failure ofoperators to open the alternate suction valve to thc RWST, and to

isolate thc VCT,upon a loss ofsupport systems forthe notmal valves, which would cause them to

go closed (ic. loss ofIAor DC power). Operators would have 30 ndnutcs to complete the task

prior to the VCT drahdng down to the point where there could be air entrainment in the

charging pumps, Ming the pumps. Procedure ES-0.1, step 6 RNO, provides directions for
operators to locally open manual charging pump suction valve to thc RWST and close the

isolation valve to the VCL

1.00E-02 1.00E-02

1.00E-01 7.0E.03

1.00E-01 2.4E-02

HVAC HVHFDABVLP POST OPERATORS FAILTO RESTART ABEXHAUSTVENTFOLLOWINGALOOP. 'Ibis event

represents operator failure ofthe operators to restatt the AuxiliaryBuilding exhaust fans following
a loss ofoffsite power. Intctmediatc building (A&Vpump area) ventilation fans exhaust to the

inlet plenum ofthc AuxiliatyBuilding exhaust fans. Failure to rcstatt the fans combined with a

loss ofnatural air circulation cooling in the Intermediate Building could result in a loss ofAFW

due to high ambient temperatures. There is no speeiQc procedural guidance for restoring
'ower to AuxiliaryBuilding fan; however, ER-ELEC.1 provides guidance for the IIICCs.

1.00E-01 1.00E-01

HVAC HVHFDIBVEN POST OPERATORS FAILSTO RESTART IB EXHAUSTFANS FOLLOWINGALOOP. 'Ibis event

represents failure ofthc operators to restart the intermediate Buildingexhaust fans followinga loss

ofoffsite pocwn Failure to rcstatt the Intetmediatc Building exhaust fans combined with a loss of
natural air circulation cooling in the Intetmediatc Building could result in a loss ofAFW due to

high ambient temperatures. There Is no spedQc procedural guidance for restoring power to

AuxHiaryBuHding fan; however, ER-ELEG1 provides guidance for the hICCs.

1.00E-01 1.00E-01



System EivntFame
Pre or

Post Init

IAHFDCSA03 POST

HVAC HVHFD CTMT POST

TABLEFP
Human ReliabilityEv'cnts - Post Initiator

Description 0/Event

OPERATORS FAILTORE-START CONTAINMENTCOOLING. Ibis cvcnt rcptcsents the

failure ofoperators to re-start Containment Recirculation Fan Coolers (CRFCs). 'Ihc CRFCs

combined withthe containmcnt spray system work to limitpost accident pressure and

temperature. Ifthc CRFCs failto start duc to ESFAS signal failure and less than 2 CRFCs arc

initiallyrunning, operators must restart containment fan coolers to prevent cxcecding the ultimate

containment prcssure of-140 psig. Operators are directed to start or verify CRFCs are

running when required by ECA-0.2, step 4d and E-O, step 6.

OPERATORS FAILTO PLACE CNMTBREATHINGAIRCOMPRESSOR IN SERVICE 'Ihe

containment breathing air compressor provides manual backup to the IAcompressots. Ibis event

represents failure to place this portable air compressor into service when needed as backup to the

IAcomptessots (c.g., attempt to use IAsupply to PORVs). On receipt ofannundator H41 or
other Indication ofloss ofIA,operators are directed to go to AP-IA.1, Step 3 widch directs

the portable air comprcssors be started pcr procedure T-2F.

Screening
Value

1.00E-01

1.00E-01

Final Value

1.00F 01

1.00E-01

'21 QziPZ
t

Pl +

+0z

IA

MS

IAHFDCSA04 POST

hiFHFDMF100 POST

hiSHFDISOLA POST

OPERATORS FAILTO PLACE THE DIESELAIRCOMPRESSOR IN SERVICE. 'Ihe diesel air

compressor provides manual backup to the IAcomprcssots. 'Ibis event represents failure to place

the portable air compressor into service when needed as backup to the IAcomptcssots (e.g.,

attempt to use IAsupply to PORVs). On receipt ofannundator H-S or other indication ofloss

ofIA,operators are directed to go to AP-IA.1, Step 3 which directs thc portable air
compressors be started per procedure T-2F.

OPERATORS FAILTO REESTABLISHMFW FLOW. Ibis event represents failure ofthc

operators to reinitiate M&Vflowpost reactor trip, given that AFWcannot be established or is

insufllcient (<200 gpm). hid must bc established prior to steam generator dzyout which

occurs at 45 minutes foHosvlng a loss ofM&V.E.O step 15 directs the operators to FR-K1.
Aftertr19g to establish AHVflow,FR-H-1, step 6 directs operators to try and establish

hmV flosv to at least onc steanx generator. Two values are generated due to the complexity

ofa potential SI stgnaL

OPERATORS FAILTO ISOLATEARUPTURED SG GIVENAFAILUREOF NORMAL
ISOLATIONVALVES. 'Ibis event represents the failure ofthc operators to usc an alternate

method to isolate the ruptured SG given that normal isolation valve fails to close. Procedure E3,
steps 3,4 and 5, and Attachment RUPTURED SG, give spectflc guidance as to how ruptured

SG is to be Isolated. The RNO section for these steps gives alternate means to isolate. Based

on hIAAP runs, operators have 45 ndnutes to complete this task.

1.00F 01

1.00E-OI

1.00E-01

1.00E-01

1.2E-02 (Si)
93F 3 -noSI

I.0OE-01

Q

~O



System Event Name
Pre or

Post Init

TABLEF 4

Human ReliabilityEvents - Post Initiator

Description OfEvent
Screening
Value Final Value

MS

Top
Logic

Top
Logic

Top
Logic

MSHFDISOLR POST

hiSHFDhiSIVX POST

RCHFDOOMRI POST

RCHFDOORCP POST

RCHFDOIBAF POST

OPERATORS FAILTO ISOLATEARUFIURED SG. 'Ibis event represents operator failure to
isolate fecdwatcr flowto, and steam flowfrom, a ruptured SG during a steam generator tube

tupturc event. E-0 step 25 has operators verify that SG U-tubes are intact. IfSG primary is
not intact, then operators are directed to go to proccdurc E3. E3, steps 3, 4 and 5, and
Attachment RUPTURED SG, give speciflc guidance as to how ruptured SG is to be isolated.
Based on NAAP runs, operators have 45 minutes to complete this task.

OPERATORS FAILTO MANUALLYCLOSE MSIVS GIVEN IHATTHEYFAILTO CLOSE
FOLLOWINGANIZAMLINEBREAK. 'Ibis event represents thc failure ofthe operators to
close the MSIVon the faulted SG. Procedure E 2, step 1, instructs the operators to check that
the hfSIV on the faulted SG is closed. Ifitis not dosed, they are directed to manually ciosc

the NSIV. This event is only applicable ifit is an instrumentation failure (Le. NSIVmust
remain capable ofclosing from the control room). Timing is assumed to be a fcw minutes (1-

2).

OPERATORS FAILTO hiANUALLYINSERT RODS - ATWS EVENT. this event represents

thc failure ofthe operators to manually insert the control rods given that they have failed to insert
due to non tncchanical failures (Le. failure ofthe trip signal but the rods are still capable ofbeing
inserted). 'Ihc value is based on WCAP-11993, page B-7.

OPERATORS FAILTO TRIP RCPs AFIERLOSS OF SUPPORT SYSIEMS. Ms event

reprcscnts failure ofthc opetatots to trip the RCPs aflcr cooling is lost to the RCP seals.

Operators have 2 minutes to trip the RCPs prior to seal failure. Operators are directed by
procedure E-O, step 19 verify CClV Qow to the RCP thermal barriers. IfCCWV Qow is lost, E-

0, step 19 directs the operators to stop the affected RCPs.

OPERATORS FAILTO IMPLEMENTBLEED ANDFEED. %his event reprcscnts failure ofthc

operators to recognize or initiate bleed and feed ofthe RCS for decay heat removaL Bleed and

Feed must be initiated within45 minutes per Section 4.2.2.4. Operators arc directed by faflurc
to achieve adequate AFWQow (>200gpm) and SG low levels, or CSFST (F-03) Heat Sink
Red Path to procedure FR-K1. FR-K1, step 14 provides guidance to the operators in
performing bleed and feed ofthc RCS. Different values are provided formultiple human
events in same cutset and forSI versus non@I events.

1.00E-01

1.00E 01

1.00E.02

1.00E-01

1.00E.01

7.24E-03

1.00E-OI

1.00F 02

1.61E-02

53F 2,SI,1
4.07E-l,SI,+
2.9E-2, noSI
6.2F 2~oSI

Top
Logic

RCHFDCDOSS POST OPERATORS FAILTO COOLDOWNTO RHR AFIER SI FAILS - LOCAs. 'Ibis event

represents failure ofthe operators to take actions to rapidly cooldown the RCS to RHR conditions

in the event that coro cooling is inadequate followinga small brcak LOCA. This must be initiated
within45 minutes per Section 42293. In this scenario, SI Qow fails or is Inadequate to
provide core cooling such that CSFST (F-02) Core Cooling Path is Red. Operators are then
directed to FR-C.1 to cool down the RCS to MIRconditions using the ARVs.

1.00E.01 3.7E-02



System Event iV arne

Pre or
Post Init

TABLEF 4

Human ReliabilityEvents - Post Initiator

Description OfEvent
Screening
Value Final Value

Top
Logic

Top
Logic

Top
Logic

Top
Logic

PPC

RCHFDCDDPR POST

RCHFDCDOVR POST

RCHFDCDTR2 POST

RCHFDCOOLD POST

RCHFDHEATR POST

OPERATORS FAILTO COOLDOWN ANDDEPRESSURIZE RCS PRIOR TO SG OVERHLL
This event represents failure ofthe operators to take actions to coo!down and deprcssutize the

RCS and then tenninatc SI followinga SGTR. Using the ARVs and PORVs, operators are
instructed to perform these activities by E3, steps 14 and 22. The accident analysis assumes

that the ARVs willbe opened within20 minutes ofisolating the ruptured SIG (or 30 minutes

total) with the PORVs opened 2 minutes later and SI terndnated thereafter (see Section

43333). MAAPruns suggest that opetdng the ARVcould be delayed 45 to 60 minutes.

OPERATORS FAILTO COOLDOWNTO RHR CONDITIONS AFTER SG OVERFILL
OCCURS. Tids event represents failure ofthe operators to cooldown to RHR conditions in the

event that a ruptured SG is overfillcd. 'Ihe danger ofoverfillingthc SG is liflingan ARVor S/G

safety valve duc to solid water conditions thereby having a primar leak outside ofcontainment.

Ovctfdling could be caused by failure to equalize pressure between thc primary and secondary, or
failure to properly isolate feedwater to thc ruptured SG. Operators would have the following
cucs indicating the need to cooldoivn to RHR conditions. SG levels rapidly increasing or out
ofsight Idgh, pressurizer level decreasing.

OPERATOR FAILSTO COOLDOWNTO RHR AFTER SI FAILS DURINGSGTR. 'Ibis event

represents failure ofthe operators to take actions to rapidly cooldown the RCS to RHR conditions

in the event that SI fails followinga SGTR. Tlds must be initiated within45 minutes per
Section 33333. In this scenario, SI flow fafls or is inadequate'o provide core cooling such
that CSFST (F-03) Core Cooling Path is Red. Operators arc then directed to FR-C.1 to cool
down the RCS to RHR conditions using the ARVs.

OPERATORS FAILTO COOLDOWNTO RHR AFIER ARVSTICKS OPEN. Tlds event

rcprcsents failure ofthe operators to cooldown to RHR conditions in the event that the ARVsticks

open preventing the capability to tenninatc thc SGTR brcak flow. In this scenario, the ARVfails
such that an overcooling event occurs requiting cntty into RHR conditions. Operators are
directed by procedure ECA4.1 to perform the deprcssurtzatlon. This is assumed to bc
hdtiated witidn45 minutes per Section 4.2333.

OPERATORS FAILTO LOADPRESSURIZER HEATERS FOLLOWINGALOOP OR SI

SIGNAL 'Ibis event represents operator failure to re-energize pressurizer heatcts followinga loss

ofoffsitc power or a safety injection signaL Failing to re-energize heateis could result in a loss of
primary plant pressure control and subcooling margin neccssaty for natural circulation. For
LOOP events, either procedure ES-O, step 7.e, or ECA-0.1, step 20, Instructs operators to
rcsct the heaters. For SI events, aflcr the SI is terndnated, operators are directed by ES-L1,
step 3 to reset the heaters. Required wMdn 6 hours per Section 433.22.

1.00E-01

1.00E.01

1.00F 01

1.00E.01

1.00E-01

9.6E-03

3.07E-02

3.07E-02

7.2E-02

3.1E-04



System

Top
Logic

Top
Logic

i Top
Logic

Event¹me

RCHFDP LOCA

RCHFDRHRSB

RCHFD SCRAM

RRHFDRECRC

Pre or
Post Init

POST

POST

POST

POST

POST

TABLEFA
Human RellabfliityEvents - Post Initiator

Description OfEvent

'PERATORSFAILTO CLOSE PORV BLOCKVALVE(515/516) TO TERMINA'IELOCA.
'Ibis event represents operator failure to close thc PORV block valves assuming a PORV lifts and

cannot be closed. Procedural guidance is given by E-O, step 22 and E-1 step 5. The operators
are directed to manually dose the open PORV. Ifthis faHs they are directed to manually
dose its assodated block valve. Operators have approximately 3 ndnutcs to perform tlds
action before a small break LOCAresults. (Note - this vvas done in3 ndnutes following 1982

SGTR)

OPERATORS FAILTO RAPIDLYDEPRESSURIZE TO RHR (OR USE AFWLONG-IERM).
'Ibis cvcnt represents thc failure ofoperators to dcprcssutizc the ptimsty system down to RHR
conditions or continue to usc AFW followingrestoration ofpower after an SBO cvcnt.

OPERATORS FAILTO TRIP ROD DRIVEMGSETS DURINGATWS. Ibis event represents

operator failure to trip the reactor by dcenergiYing the rod drive motor generator sets during an

ATWS cvcnt. DecnergiYing the motor generator sets would cause the control rod assemblics to

drop, shutting down the reactor. Once an ATWS event fs identlfled by the operators,
procedure FR@.1 fs used. FR&1, step 5 directs that an auxfliary operator be dispatched to

trip the rod drive motor generator sets. Failure probability based on WCAP-11993, page B-7.

OPERATORS FAILTO SHUT DOWN ANRHR PUMP GIVENTHATTHE PUMP SEALHAS
FAILED. This event represents thc failure ofthc operators to shut down a running RHR pump,
given that its seal hss failed. Failure to shut down the pump would eventually flood the RHR pit,
failingboth pumps. Annunehtors L-9 (AuxBldg Sump HiLevel) and L-10 (AuxBldg Sump

Pump Auto Start), would give operators indications ofpump seal faflurc. Alarm response
procedures AR-I 9 and AR-I 10 direct operators to check for leakage in the RHR pit upon a

Idgh level alarm or repeated sump pump starts. IVorst case scenario ofno sump pump
operation would require operators to shut down thc running pump witidn2 hours (UFSAR
Section 5.4.59.5).

OPERATOR FAILSTO CORRECILY SHIFT THE RHR SYSIEM TO RECIRCULA'IION. 'Ibis

event represents operator failure to shift the RHR system to the recirculation mode prior to the

RWST level dropping below 154/g including neccsssiy manipulations withinRHR, CCW, and SW

systems. Decision point to transfer to recirculation is found in E-1, step 21, and fs based on
the level in the RIVST reaching 2S%. E-1 step 21 directs that the shiA to recirculation be

made per ES-13, steps 14. Table F-1 provides timing information where RHR is shutoff at
28% RWST leveL Since the time avaHable fs different for each ofthe LOCAhdtiators,
different values are used. Note that steps 9-12 ofprocedure ES-13 arc included in event

SRHFDRECRC and are not considered here.

Screening
Value

1.00F 01

1.00E-01

1.00F 02

1.00E-01

1.00E-OI

Final Value

1.00E-01

5.00E-03

1.00E-02

1.00E.01

13E-02 (L)
5.3E-03 (M)
1.28-03 (S)
1.2E.03 (SS)



System Event Fame
Pre or

Post Init

TABLEFA
Human ReiiabflityEvents - Post Initiator

Description OfEvent
Screening
Value Final Value

SI

SI

SW

RRHFDSUCIN POST

RRHFDTHROT POST

SIHFDSTR'IP POST

SRHFDRECRC POST

SWHFDSTART POST

OPERATORS FAILTOMANUALLYOPEN RHR SUCTION VALVES. 'Ibis cvcnt represents

the failure ofoperators to manuaHy open the RHR suction valves from the RCS loop "A"hot lcg
for Iong-tetm recirculation in thc event that they are prevented from opening automatically due to
a failure ofinstnunentation.. Since these valves are inside containment, operators would have to
potentially jumper the control circuit at the hICB and open the valves.

OPERATORS FAIL TO 'IHROTTLERHR FLOKVWHENREQUIRED. 'Ibis basic event

represents operator failure to manually throttle RHR flowduring recirculation. hfanual
positioning ofvalves 715 and/or 717 to throttle RHR pump flowto less than 1500 gpm per pump
would be required ifAOVs 624 and/or 625 failto throttle flow,and only one sump B RHR suction
valve is open. Consequences offailing to limitflowthrough each RHR pump to less than 1500

gpm with one suction valve open would be pump failure due to loss ofpump net positive suction
head (NPSH). Prior to initiating redrculation flow,procedure ES-13, step 5 directs the
operators to check each RHR pump flosv less than 1500 gpm. IfflowIs not less than 1500

gpm, operators are directed to dispatch an AO to manually throttle 715 and 717. Operators
must complete these action prior to going into redrculation.

OPERATORS FAILTO START ANSI OR RHR PUMP IF START SIGNALFAILS. this event

represents the failure ofthe operators to staxt an SI pump or RHR pump, given that the pump has

not received a start signal due to a failure ofrelays in thc ESFAS citcuitty. Procedure E 0, step 5
instructs the operators to verify that all SI pumps, and both RHR pumps are running. Ifnot,
they are Instructed fo manually start the pumps.

OPERATORS FAILTO ALIGNANDINITIA'IEHIGHHEAD RECIRCULATION. 'Ibis event
represents operator faihue to identify, align and initiate high head recirculation using the SI

pumps. Spedflcally failure to complete steps 9 through 12 ofES-13. Event assumes that
operators have successfully aligned the MIRsystem forsump redrculation (sec event
RMIFDRECRC). Tindng information Is provided in Table F-2.

OPERATORS FAILTO STARTASERVICE WATERPUMP. This event represents the failure
ofthe operators to start a service water pump iftwo pumps arc not tunning. 'Ibis event is used for
cases where pumps have tripped duc to undetvoltage on the bus and have not received a statt
signal either due to failure ofthe signal or because they are not aligned in standby. Procedure E-
0, step 1 (SI conditions), and procedure ES-0.1, step 5 (no SI conditions), direct operators to
verify that two service svatcr pumps are running. Ifnot they are instruded to start the

pumps. Event includes hardware faults

1.00F 01 1.00F 01

1.00E-01 1.00E 01

1.00E-01 1.00E-01

1.00E-01 1.3 0E-03

1.00F 01 5.00E-03

Top
Logic

Top
Logic

TLHFDPN110

TLHFDPN140

Post

Post

OPERATOR FAILS TO RECOVER ISLOCA 'THROUGH PENEIRATION 110. See Section

8.2.4.

OPERATOR FAILS TO RECOVER ISLOCATHROUGH PENEIIIA'IION111. Sec Section

8.2.4.

2.07E-01 2.07F 01

1.88E-01 1.88E.01



System

Top
Logic

Event Kame

TLHFDPN140

Pre or
Post Init

Post

TABLEFA
Human ReitabiHty Events - Post Intttator

Description OfEvent

OPERATOR FAILS TO RECOVER ISLOCATHROUGH PENETRATION 140. See Section

S.2.4.

Screening
Value

1.90E-01

Final Value

1.90E-01
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